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TUTORIAL I

RELIABILITY OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

ASSESSED BY FIELD DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

A tutorial
by Prof Jorgen Meltoft

The Danish Engineering Academy

Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering

Akademivej, Building 451

DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark

Abstract point of view. Furthermore these methods take into ac-
Ten years ago the reliability of electronic equipment count that after a failure normally systems are repairedand afterwards are neither *as good as new* nor "as bad
was in most cases 'detenedn by laboratory testing as old. Finally the results of an analysis point out
and/or predictions. The basis for the predictions w where to concentrate reciying efforts most efficiently.
dominated by results from laboratory testing as weall.
Very often this type of reliability 'determination' did not The tutorial goes through a number of newly developed
correspond very well with the following experience of methods for such analysis. The methods presented are
the field performance. at the same time very efficient and simple to under-
Today it becomes more and more obvious tt stand as well as simple to apply. The presentation is fo-Todvation mea s pre and more of th a _i oeand on the practical engineering aspects which is

ervot Wto W anafo l ysis of such r oliabsetyisoto ae d r- supported by a number of industrial cases which the
the mute to be followad if the reliability is to be deer- author has worked on succesfully over the last 10 yems.
mined realistically and more important is to be im-
proved continuously. The data requirements for the methods range from

This approach is baced up by engineering methods of cru information (the NI-p-method) to detailed in-

analysis which is not based on the assumption of a con- fornation (the M(t)-niethod).
stant failure rate and which look at the reliability fiom As a final point a strategy for an efficient as well as an
a systems point of view rather than from a component economical way to utilise the methods is outlined.
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TUTORIAL 2

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUIT FAILURE ANALYSIS

A tutorial by
Karel Van Doorselw

Alcatel Bell
Francis Wellesplein 1, B-2018 Antwerp, Belgium

Abstract

A general overview will be given of the various highlighted, as well as its use in package related
techniques that have been developed within the reliability studies and package cracking (popcorn)
semiconductor industry for integrated circuit failure evaluations. With this background, hardware
analysis. This overview will present the principles, the independent failure criteria will be discussed.
main advantages and difficulties of the different
techniques for failure localisation, imaging and sample Focussed Ion Beams are rapidly emerging as the
preparation. After the overview, two techniques that powerful tool for sample preparation and silicon related
have proven major usefulness in a broad field of failure analysis. Its field of application is broadening
application, will be discussed in detail. because of the increasing importance of its capabilities

for circuit repair. The different applications will be
Acoustic Microscopy has caused a real breakthrough in highlighted, as well as new developments towards
understanding failure mechanisms occurring in plastic- increased perfornance.
packaged ICs. The principles of this technique will be

ADVANCED FAILURE ANALYSIS OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

A tutorial by
Massimo Vanzi

University of Cagliari
Istituto di Elettrotecaica, Piazza d'Armni 09100 Cagliari, Italy

Abstract

Within the general framework of Reliability Evaluation The general situation, on the contrary, is testified by
of semiconductor devices, Failure Analysis (FA) should the very low number of actual failure analyses on those
play the role of connecting the detected failure modes fields that are reported on specialised magazines or
with the underlying, and often cryptic, failure symposia.
mechanisms. To this purpose, many research and
technology fields must contribute, ranging from basic The Tutorial on Advanced Failure Analysis is
semiconductor physics to advanced analytical consequently focussed on on Strategy of some
techniques. Nevertheless, what is specific and crucial significant case histories, dealing with failures from
for FA is Strategy, which is strongly dependent on the field applications or life tests of advanced semiconductor
Device Under Test and its history. As many backwards devices of the previously indicated categories, and
processes, this search for causes of observed effects is belonging to field applications or life tests. Well
not univocally defined, which means that experience is established techniques will be called into play, as well
a fundamental component or, what is the same, that FA as advanced facilities, both in conventional and unusual
of advanced devices is largely unsuccessful. In applications, based on Strategy requirements.
particular, Integrated Circuits beyond a fair level of Continuous feedback between physical measurements,
complexity, compound semiconductor devices and, in interpretive hypotheses and specimen manipulations
this field, the specific ame of optoelectronic devices are will be presented as the interactive "navigation tool" for
almost virgin domains for FA. the Integrated Circuit successful FA.
case is just partially relaxed for IC manufacturers, based
on their knowledge of project, layout and technology of
their own products.
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RELIABILITY: WHICH STRATEGY?

Patrick D. T. O'Connor, Reliability Manager,
British Rail Research

for quality, MIL-Q-93S8,
1. INTRODUCTION which was introduced in the

1950's as a means of assuring
The electronic component the quality of products built
industry leads the world in for the US Military services.
the achievement of quality The UK Ministry of Defence
and reliability, whilst at developed a similar standard
the same time providing (Def Stan 05-21), as did NATO
products and functionality at (AQAP-1). The BSI, and later
steadily reducing prices, the ISO, used these as the
The reliability and cost basis for creating BS5750 and
effectiveness of modern IS09000. These two standards
electronic systems very are in fact identical, and
largely results from the many other countries have
almost incredible reliability issued national equivalents.
of modern electronic
components. In fact, The original aim of supplier
failures of electronic registration, as exemplified
components in modern systems by standards such as MIL-Q-
are rare events. People in 9858 and Def Stan 05-21, was
the industry know how these to provide assurance that the
results have been achieved, suppliers of equipment
and they know that operated visible systems, and
competition demands maintained and complied with
continuous improvement even written procedures for
on these levels, aspects such as fault

detection and correction,
In this paper I will discuss calibration, control of
the effects of externally- subcontractors, and
imposed standards on the segregation of defective
quality and reliability of items. They had to maintain
electronic components. a "Quality Manual", to

describe the organization and
2. IS09000 responsibilities for quality.

It is relatively easy to
2.1 Backaround appreciate the motivation of

large government procurement
The international standard agencies such as the Ministry
for quality systems, IS09000, of Defence to impose such
and the British Standard standards on their suppliers.
equivalent BS5750, have been However, it is widely
developed to provide a accepted that the approach
framework for assessing the has not been very effective,
extent to which an despite the very high costs
organization (a company, involved, and in the USA the
business unit, or provider of Department of Defence has
goods and services) meets largely discarded it in
criteria related to the favour of more modern
quality of the goods or methods, as described later.
services provided. The
concept has been developed 2.2 Apolication of the
from the US Military Standard Standards
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The major difference between to large companies in every
the standards and their industrial sector, are being
defence-related predecessors forced by their customers to
is not in their content, but become registered or are
in the way that they are deciding that registration is
applied. The suppliers of necessary.
defence equipment were
assessed against the The assessments are performed
standards by their customers. by trained and approved
For example, the Ministry of assessors. The organization
Defence assessed UK desiring to be registered
companies, and successful must apply to a certification
assessment was necessary in body, and must pay the fees.
order for a company to be Continued certification
included on the Defence requires reassessment every 2
Contractors' List, and years, as well as random
therefore entitled to be "spot check" assessments,
considered for MoD contracts. typically twice per year.
By contrast, the
IS09000/BS5750 approach In order to generate the
relies on "third party" number of assessors needed,
assessment: c e r t a i n several organizations are
organizations such as BSI, authorised to run training
Lloyds Register, and several courses. Additionally, these
others, are "accredited" by organizations, and individual
the National Accreditation consultants, provide further
Council for Certification training and consultancy, for
Bodies (NACCB), which example on management
entitles them to assess aspects, help with preparing
companies and other the quality documentation
organizations, and to issue necessary for registration,
registration certificates. and preliminary assessments
The justification given for to help prepare for
third party assessment is registration. Of course
that it removes the need for these services must all be
every customer to perform his paid for.
own assessment of a supplier.
The supplier's registration To an increasing extent,
indicates to all his purchasing organizations such
customers that his quality as companies, government
system complies with the bodies, and national and
standard, and he is relieved local government agencies are
of the burden of being demanding that their
subjected to separate suppliers must be registered.
assessments by all of his Many organizations perceive
customers, who might the need to obtain
furthermore have varying registration in order to
requirements. comply wi th these

requirements when stipulated
The other main difference is by their customers. They
that IS09000 is applied to also perceive that
every kind of product and registration will be helpful
service, and by every kind of in presenting a quality
purchasing organization. image, and in improving their
Today, schools and colleges, quality systems.
consultancy practices, local
government departments, and Of course, the many
window cleaners, in addition organizations a n d
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individuals, from the NACCB, The effort and expense that
the BSI, Lloyds Register, and must be expended to obtain
others, to individual and maintain registration
consultants, assessors, and tend to engender the attitude
trainers prosetylise and that the optimal standards of
advertise the apparent quality have been achieved.
benefits of the system, since The publicity that typically
they live by it. It is goes with ini t ial
difficult to derive exact registration supports this.
figures, but the overall cost The objectives of the
to British industry is many organization, a n d
tens of millions of pounds particularly of the staff
per annum and growing. The directly involved in
taxpayer and other customers registration, are directed at
also pay a large amount, in the maintenance of procedures
support to the BSI and the and audits to ensure that
NACCB, and in the costs of people work to them. It
registration by the suppliers becomes more important to
of the goods and services work to procedures than to
they use. develop better ways of doing

things.
2.3 Does IS09000 Improve
Quality? 2.4 IS09000 and Total

Ouality
IS09000 does not specifically
address the quality of Total quality is the approach
products and services. It which was pioneered by
describes, in very general teachers such as W.E.Deming
and rather vague terms, the and K. Ishikawa, and
"system" that should be in initially applied in Japan in
place to assure quality. In the late 1950's, in which
principle, there is nothing every person in the company
in the standard to prevent becomes committed to a never-
an organization from ending drive to improve
producing poor quality goods quality. The drive must be
or services, so long as led by top management, and
procedures are followed and must be vigourously supported
problems are documented, by intensive training, the
Obviously an organization application of statistical
with an effective quality methods, and motivation for
system would normally be more all to contribute. The total
likely to take corrective quality concept links quality
action and improve processes to productivity, and it has
and service, than would one been the prime mover behind
which is disorganised. the Japanese industrial
However, the fact of revolution. It is
registration cannot be taken fundamental to the survival
as assurance of quality. It of any modern manufacturing
is often stated that business competing in world
registered organizations can, markets. Such businesses set
and sometimes do, produce standards for quality,
"well-documented rubbish", internally and from their
An alarming number of suppliers, far in excess of
purchasing and quality the requirements of IS09000.
managers, in industry and the These are aimed at the actual
public sector, seem to be quality levels of the
unaware of this fundamental products, and at continuous
limitation of the standards, improvement in these levels.
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Much less emphasis is placed 2.5 The Controversyon the "system".
Since its inception,

Third party assessment is at IS09000/BS5750 has generated
the heart of the IS09000 considerable controversy.
approach, but the total The journal of the Institute
quality philosophy demands of Quality Assurance has
close partnership between published a large number of
suppliers and purchasers. A letters from quality
matter as essential as professionals, arguing that
quality cannot be safely left the whole concept is wrong
to be assessed by third and should be abandoned.
parties, who are unlikely to Recently, articles and
have the appropriate letters have appeared in the
specialist knowledge, and who national press and in
cannot be members of the journals such as The
joint supplier-purchaser Director, mainly relating to
team. This principle applies the adverse effects of the
whether the supply is of standard on small businesses.
complex engineering products
or of window cleaning Small organizations are
services, or anything in questioning the value of the
between. exercise, as they do not see

how the expensive process of
Defenders of IS09000 say that preparing documentation and
the total quality approach is undergoing registration
too severe for most improves the quality of their
organizations, and that products and services, and
IS09000 can provide a large organizations are also
"foundation" for a total querying the benefits in
quality effort. However, the relation to the high costs of
foremost teachers of modern compliance and questionable
quality management all argue effectiveness. The evidence
against this view. They is, however, variable. Some
point out that any organizations have generated
organization can adopt the real improvements as a result
total quality philosophy, and of registration, and many
that it will lead to far consultants and certification
greater benefits than bodies provide good service

registration to the in quality improvement.
standards, and at much lower
costs. It is notable that As remarked above, the
the IS09000 approach is not leading teachers of quality
used in Japan. David management all argue against
Hutchins, the leading teacher the "systems" approach to
of quality management in the quality, and the world's
UK, states in his book, leading companies do not rely
"Achieve Total Quality" on it. So why is the
(Director Books, 1992) that approach so widely used? The
"Eventually, those industries answer is partly cultural and
that manage to survive and partly coercion.
the governments of the
countries whose industries The cultural pressure derives
have been taken down this from the tendency to believe
blind alley will live to that people perform better
regret that they did not when told what to do, rather
think all this through before than when they are given
it was too late". freedom, as well as the
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necessary skills and is often as voluntary as a
motivation, to determine the donation to the Mafia. The
best ways to perform their standards have not been
work. This belief stems from written "by industry", but by
the concept of "scientific people who sit on standards-
management", developed in the writing committees, which in
1920's by the American practice have unfettered
researcher F.W.Taylor. power to "standardise"
"Taylorism" became the methods which directly
conventional management contradict the essential
doctrine, in which managers lessons of the modern quality
perform the functions of and productivity revolution.
thinking, planning and
organising, and "workers" 2.6 The Solution
perform their tasks as
instructed. "Taylorism" was The only rational solution to
utterly discredited by P.F. the situation that has been
Drucker in his classic book allowed to develop is to
"The Practice of Management", dismantle the structures that
published in 195 5. have been built around the
Nevertheless, t h e standards, and to remove all
"scientific" approach to aspects of compulsion,
management retains a strong whether stated or implied.
hold on much Western The standards should be used
management teaching and only as a guide to what
practice. should be included in a

minimal quality system. The
The coercion to apply the systems for accreditation and
standards comes from several registration should be
directions. For example, the abandoned. Companies and
Treasury guidelines to public other suppliers should be
purchasing bodies states that encouraged to set up and
they should "consider audit their own quality of
carefully registered goods and services they buy.
suppliers in preference to Of course any organization
non-registered ones". In should be free to seek
practice, many agencies external advice and auditing
simply exclude non-registered if they wish. However,
suppliers, or demand that purchasing organizations,Stenderers must be registered. particularly in the public

Several large companies adopt sector, must not discriminate
the same policy, and of against suppliers on the
course all contractors and grounds of who audits their
their subcontractors quality systems, but only on
supplying the Ministry of their quality management and
Defence must be registered, performance.
since the MoD decided to drop
its own assessments in favour Finally, the severe
of third the party approach limitations of the standards,
based on ISO9000. in relation to modern

concepts and practices of
The Department of Trade and total quality, must be
Industry claims that the recognised and emphasised.
standards are "voluntary", Their application has no
and that they "have been doubt led to some local
developed by industry to meet improvements, but at great
their own needs". This is overall cost, and negative
simply untrue. Registration overall effect. Therefore,
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the major agencies involved, some time been more reliable
particularly the Institute of than the equivalent,
Quality Assurance and the expensive, components which
Department of Trade and comply with the military and
Industry, should proclaim the other specifications.
deficiencies and should
support application of the Since component failures are
quality methods that are used so rare, and since
by the world's leading replacement of components in
companies and economies, modern systems is often

inadvisable, the problem of
component replacement in
service has practically

3. COMPONENT STANDARDS vanished. However, there are
managers, particularly in the

Standards for particular military and in some other
component families and types large organisations that
orginated in the USA in the purchase electronic systems,
1950's. For example, MIL- who do not appreciate this.
STD-38510 specifies IC's, and
there is a range of standards 4. RELIABILITY PREDICTION
covering every component
type. Near-identical In Reference 1 I explained
standards were issued by UK why the standardised methods
MoD and BSI (BS9000 series), that have been developed for
and later by CENELEC (Europe) predicting the reliability of
and IEC (international). electronic systems should no
Concurrently, standards for longer be used. Methods such
testing were developed, as MIL-HDBK-217 are based
notably MIL-STD-88j for IC's, upon the totally wrong
and this is mirrored in assumptions that:
BS9001 and in the equivalent
CEN and IEC specifications. 1. All electronic components

have a propensity to fail
These standards were a good during service, and that the
idea at the time. Generally, rates of failure are known
componernt quality and and are constant.
reliability were low, and
stability of performance, 2. All system failures are
packaging, etc. were seen to 7aused by component failures,
be beneficial for systems and all component failures
with long development and use cause system failures. A
cycles, particularly military corrolary is that failures on
systems. component tests (eg.

production test) can be
However, the industry's correlated to failures in
response to the requirements systems.
of the industrial and
consumer markets has resulted 3. "High specification"
in the availability of ultra- components, eg. IC's
reliable components at costs purchased to MIL-STD-
which are significantly lower 38510/BS9001 etc., are more
than for components which reliable than commercial
have been produced and tested grade components. (The
in compliance with the comments in the previous
standards. In fa.ct, section appy).
commercial grade components,
particularly IC's, have for 4. All components are much
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more likely to fail if their
operating temperatures are
increased in the range up to
their rated maxima.

There are other assumptions
within the MIL-HDBK-217
"models" that are wrong, as
described in Reference 1.
Other methods also exist,
such as BT'S HRD4 and the
French equivalent. All of
these give highly misleading
indications of the influence
of component reliability on
the reliability of systems,
and they should therefore not
be used, maintained or
further developed. It is
notable that the world's most
successful electronic system
developers do not use them.

5. CONCLUSIONS

I have tried to show that the
standards that are often
imposed with the objective of
assuring quality and
reliability generally have
the opposite effect. They
tend to add to costs, they
detract from the activities
that really are necessary,
and they provide misleading
and pessimistic indications
of what is achievable using
the best modern methods of
quality control and design.
The European electronic
components industry must
resist these impositions, in
order to retain and
strenghthen its competitive
position.

Reference: 1. Reliability
Prediction: Help or Hoax?
Solid State Technology,
August 1990
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BACK SEM INSPECTION OF METALLIZATION:
A TECHNIQUE FOR FAILURE ANALYSIS AND RELIABILITY

J. Barbero, E. Cordero, J. Soria

Alcatel, SESA.
Avda. Princesa Juana de Austria Km. 8,7 28021 Madrid, Spain.

1. ABSTRACT

A technique based on plasma etching of the silicon
die has been developed in order to study metallization
defects from the back side of the component. This
technique complements the infrared laser inspection,
resolving the problem of the pour resolution. A
stressmigration simulation has been carried out in
order to determine the possibilities of this method.
Back SEM inspection allows to investigate voids and
reductions of the metallization lines that are not
visible in a top SEM inspection.

2. INTRODUCTION

2.1 Background

Most of the voids caused by both stressmigration and
electromigration are located in the bottom of the i
metaljization layer, avoiding the optical microscope
detection and making necessary the SEM inspection
to be performed at big angles and to study crossSE
sections of several aluminin oxides steps and contact
windows (in at least two perpendicular directions).
To complement these studies, a technique has been
developed in order to perform a SEM insptction of
Mimetallization layers from the back side of the chipb d o tn d

2.1.1 Infrared a laser o top view ins ction: voids are cleate y vidble in the
metallizatm lines and in sie contact windowsi Top iEi

ldeerpa laser inspeoion from the back side of the inspecaon dotoobsaeroe to stady Owe anencte Voids
silion and gallium arsenide devices has been widely were caused by thigo at rn.
used to study the dcfyts of both, metallization lines
(e.g. stressmigration), and contact windows. A 2.1.2 he die ido r theibo
problem of this technique is the "pour" resolution due
to the size of the spot. The Laser Scanning Top SEM inspection of metallization allows theMicroscope (LSM Zeiss) available in our laboratory, detecton of voids in the metallization lines, and the

has a spot size (using a 50x objetive with a N.A. of study of oxide steps and contact windows from the0.50, and a laser of 1152 nm) of 2.81 pro. This top vew. If some voids are located in the back side of

implies a resolution that is not enough to perform a metallization, and this is the usual situation, it is
deep inspection of most of VLSI devices. necessary to obsee the samples with an angle, inorder to detect those that are near the border.
T'he method to carry out this inspection consists of However, it is not possible to stud the voids that are

:;sanding and polishing the die from the backside hidden, or fakr from the border.
: which permits to get a flat surface and, as the silicon
,is transparent to the infiared laser, to be able to Cross sections am usually carried out in order to find

receive the reflective image through the die. out reductions at the contact windows caused by
silicon nodules or any other mechanisms, such as
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stressmigration or electromigration. This is an old 3.1 M
and very useful technique, but it only provides
information from the contacts that are located in the The method is divided in three different steps:
polishing plane. It is necessary to do several cross
sections, at least two, in order to study the oxide steps 3.1.1 Sandina and polishing
at differeant directions. Therefore, a reduction in a
contact window that is not located in the plane of the Sanding is done to decrease the thickness of the
section, cannot be studied, and furthermore, only silicon to be etched. A radiography system is used to
some contacts per section can be investigated, control the approaching to the top of the die. This

process allows to reduce the thickness to be etched to
___ less than 100 pin.

SM inspection of a meallizatlon line. Void caused by
stressmigration are visible when the sample is observed
wkth an angle, but it is imnpsuible to decide how deep these Radiography of a sample after sanding. The polishing

'voids are. plane is very near to the bonds. This is only possible for

plastic packages.

When polishing is done, the thickness of silicon can
be measured by focusing the infrared laser at the
metallization level and at the silicon surface. This
allows to do an infrared laser inspection and to
reduce carefully the thickness to be etched.

3.1.2 Etchin

The etching process is the common used to eliminate
the glassivation, but a longer time is needed. We used
a 10:1 plasma ofCF4 - 02. If the polysilicon level is
present, it means that the passivation layer has not
been completely removed, and the back SEM inspec-

SEiM picture ofa croas section. A silicoa nodule is locate tion of metallization can not be performed yet. The
in the middle of the contact window. time requ to remove a silicon die is 2-5 hours.

3. BACK SEM INSPECTION 313 Inpcto

Inspection is made in with SEM. To avoid charge
A SEM inspection of the back side of the effects that made impossible to perform a suitable
metallization level can't be performed using standard inspection, the samples must be sputtered with gold.
techniques. Wet etching is a possibility, but it is
difficult to assure that the metallization level has not
also been slightly etched, and it is very difficult to 4. BACK OPTICAL INSPECTION
keep the integrity of the layer. Taking advantage of
the very low etching rate of the silicon dioxide After the plasma etching process, a back inspection
passivation, when a CF4 - 02 plasma is used, it is of the metallization and the polysilicon level can be
possible to etch the silicon die and to study the back carried out using a normal optical microscope.
of the mtallization layer by means of SEM similar to the infrared laser microscope
inspection, ones, but in full color.
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5.3 Examples of diffixent devices.

In order to std the possibilities of the method, some
tests have been carried out on difibrent kind of
samples. Next pictures show the results:

A M Fin. 1g and contact Indow . No ,uduAcons we"
found in this cas.

A strong reduction of a contact window. Top SEM
inspetion could show a hole, and a cross section could or
could not show a strong reduction, depending on the
polishing plane.

Contact winolws; ayoid bs located in one of the

" :t, L w
foid near a contact in an alouinum soface The shape of
the contact can bes atfedfomn theop and from the back
in order to compare them.-Voids in a contact window caused by stresangration.

(T'hershapefollows the g boundtaries).

6. CONCLUSIONS

- Back SEM inspection has been found to be a very
helpful tech•iue to complement the results of the
top SEM inspection, providing some information that
is difficult to get by any other techniques.

Sows.migration void in a contact whidow of an Al- It is qet ey to do, but car must be taken during
polybalicon contact. In ths cae. dte defect would not be the sanding process in order to avoid the damage of
detectd in a top SW atJipection. the sample, and the plasma process must be well

controlled.
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S. EXAMPLES .2 Back 0i •ad A SEM .W OWM.

5.1 CoafwRaison alm- and back SEM imalions. Aft etching tht die, an optca ispecton can be
carried out. If die pssivatwo has not been etched

Ncet pwwres com t t comet wnows adiWd enough, some areas may pWsent f th poJwon level.

fom the top and frm the back of the metlizatioa Next pitr show some A-polyzili contacts

lines. A cros section could show a rdaction of the from the bek side, before and aflt the removal of

metallization or not, dtwening on the direction of the polydicon level. Back SEM inspecon gives

the cross secton plane, In the back SEM inspectio in iAtO that is very diffxuh to Set flr both the

fth voids caused by stressm4iaof are easily Opeid and the bIf d Lawr insqpecon

studied in the whole strthoc of the chip.

IF-- 0

SI.

COVpumtsa Of bac raa n back sHaw kupectiuiii

A caw ob at aa a.ct whidows of two Ahnilar low de firm pc ticvO te Owlys m as no etc hed. In A

sampk-s Thefirst picture -a got &-ig a top SW ~ se~damd thiri ew 1JJiIU Ab dpofrylictiU has been etdiW

inspecton and th*e other two were obtaned du nga back yokly and 7odade am re t cuw of t bad aspect • ft •

SW F in'spc L Vofid are visible in these cae. contact The dma were casd by an int tlos

process between aluntnu and pobwfticoeL
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This technique can also be belptid in failure analysis
when these are related with the presence of voids in
the metallization lines or in the contact windows,
such as stressmigration, electromigration and
interdiffusion process.

A back optial inspection can also be carried out
This allows to detect defects at the contacts and at
the polysilicon levels, (before removing this layer).
The images are quiet similar to those obtained using
infrared laser microscopy, but with a higher
resolution and in full color.
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1. ABSTRACT In this paper a SFM test system is used for a
contactless device internal function- and failure

A scanning force microscope (SFM) analysis within silicon ICs. Voltage contrast images
test system is used for voltage contrast of sub-pnm-conducting lines are measured and
studies on 0.5 I= integrated circuits. correlated to topography images. Additionally the
Waveform measurements are performed influence of scan direction is investigated. The
on passivated 0.5 um conducting lines achieved spatial resolution is quantified from the
up to 4 GHz. Additionally two voltage contrast images. High frequency
dimensional measuremwets at 10MHz measurements up to 4 GHz on passivated 0.5 pi
demonstrate the potential for a device conducting lines are shown and discussed.
internal function- and failure analysis in
the sub-pn-regime due to direct
correlation between voltage contrast
and quantitative topography images. 3. ELECTRIC FORCE MICROSCOPY

A SFM test system for device wtal
voltage measurements uses a sharp conducting tip

2. INTRODUCTION which is mounted on one end of a conducting
cantilever and is scanned across the surface of a

Device internal function and failure analysis device under test (DUT). The tip is biased with a
of very large scale integrated circuits (VLSIC) is sampling voltage (the mechanical response ability of
important for the design and simulation verfiation. the cantilever is limited in the kHz regime.
Conventional device extrnal test techniques for the Therefore a sampling technique must be used) and
funcion- and failure analysis of VLSICs must be interacts with the electric signal on an interconnect
completed by device internal coactles test line via the Coloumb force. This interaction causes a
techniques which allow a test access to individual deflection of the cantilever which is optically
devices [1]. The contactless dectron beam test detected. By this high frequency meurements up
technique is well established and suitable for to 40 GHz have been demonstrated [7]. At present
probing within VLSICs in the submicmieter the limitation for using higher minng frequenes is
regime, but the temporal resolution is limited due to signal coupling to the DUT due to antenna
the eectron transit time effect [2]. )Alo problem in behaviour of the cantilev/tip. Special tip and
probing passivated ICs occur. A new contactless cantilever geometries preventing this are under
test techique with simultaneosly high spatial and development and bandwidths above 100 GHz seem
temporal resolution for device internal function- and achievible.
failure analysis also of passivated ICs is the
scanning for microscope test system (3]-[7].
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4. TEST STRUCTURE The experimental results should achieve
information of the DUT topography with nanometer

The test structure is build upon a 4.5 mm x resolution and also information of the voltage on
4.5 mm wide p-doped silicon chip with various the conducting lines F. Therefore first the
conducting lines (A-H). The electrodes consist of quantitative topography of the test area was
aluminium, 500 nm thick. The test structure itself is measured in contact SFM mode ona an
mounted in a standard pin carrier and passivated or unpassivated IC (see figure 2a). The image shows
unpassivated avaliable. Electrical connections to the partly damaged conducting lines with rough surface.
chip are made by bondwires. Then corresponding voltage contrast images are

taken in the same area in non contact SFM mode
For the measurements the structure F (see figures 2b-2f). The voltage contrast images are

consisting of three conducting lines (spacing and made with applied voltages of left OV 0), middle 3V
line width is 500 nmin the test area) is used. (m), right 3V (r) at 10 MHz. An inhomogeneous

voltage contrast in correlation to the damaged
topography can be seen.

m r

a) topography image

Figure 1: Layout of the test strgcture with
conducting lines A-H and marked
test area (15 Ip x 1S Ip) on line
struchre F

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION

For the experiments a standard SFM [S]

with an adapted electrical sampling system is used.

b) voltage contrast: tip versus DUT position: -90°
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Si -
c) voltage contrast: tip versus DUT position: -45° t) voltage contrast: tip versus DUT position: 9

Figure 2: a) Measurd topography of the test
ea from figure I with three

conducting lines (L, m, r)
b-f Measured voltage contrast
images for various tip versus DUT
positions in 450 steps at 10 Mfz for
applied voltages of 0 V () and 3 V

(a,. r)

To verify that the measured voltage contrast
shown is free from scan direction artefacts due to
neighbouring lines which excert some additional
force on the cantilevertip several position changes

d) voltage contrast: tip versus DUT position: 00 are made. The DUT versus cantilever/tip position
was changed in 450 steps. In figure 2b-2f the
voltage contrast images of the teat area from figure
2a are shown for various DUT versus tip positions.
A comparison of significial points in the voltage

contrast images from figure 2b-f shows no
measurement artefacts due to tip/cantilever versus
DUT position,

To quantify the spatial resolution of the
voltage contrast we took linescans from image 2a
and 2d (line 50 from 200). In figure 3 the linescans
with topography information and voltage contrast
are shown. To calculate the spatial resolution it is
necessary to zoom figure 3. For this purpose the
edge of a conducting line was choosen with large
signalfall of the voltage contrast signal. In figure 4

e) voltage contrast: tip versus DUT position: 450 the zoomed area from figure 3 is shown. Signal

amplitudes at 10% and 90% are marked. A spatial
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resolution of about 230 nm can be calculated for a This is due to the worse high frequency
working distance of 30 nm between tip and DUT. characteristic of the 0.5 PM conducting line causing

lag sina damping with raising frequencies into
_____ ___ ____ the GHz- regimie.

I T
direction-

Figure 3: Linescan from images 2a and 2d-
(line 50 from 200)

1-J

Figure 4: Zoom ar-ea fromfig. 3 with signal c)20Hz

oflfo 90%to1

easuo hg red unc signal (sene f.S)los etrucuel goo atine
500 MHz~, bu become wit risi ng f ~requseny noisy



d4GHz (2] E. Menzel, E Kubalek, "Fudameetals of

... ..... elecron bea 103-13fntgrte
.circuits , Scanning, Vol. 5, 1983,103-132
-3 Y!. Ma D.W. Abraham, H.

Wicitamasighet "Hfighi-resolution
V; ... -capacitance measurement and

potentiometrie by force microscopy",
+ Appl. Phys. Lett., 1988, 52, 1103-1105

[_ 41 G.E. Bridges, D.J. Thomson, -High-
frequency circuit characterization using

T1 the AFM as a reactive near field probe",
Proceedings of the 6. Conference on

" 1Scanning Tunneling Microscopy, Interlaken,
Switzerland, 12-16 August 1991, (Reprint

Figure 5: Measured waveform on passivated from: Ultramicroscopy 42-44, 1992)
0,5 pm conducting line [5] A.S. Hou, F. Ho, D.M. Bloom,

a) 500 AMHz applied "Picosecond Electrical Sampling Using A
b) -.zI applied Scanning Force Micoscope", Electronics
c) 2 GHz applied Letters, 3. Dec 1992, Vol. 28, No. 25
d) 4 GHz applied [6] C. Bohm, F. Saurenbach, P. Taschner, C.

Roths, E. Kubalek, "Voltage contrast in
integrated circuits with 100-nm spatial
resolution by scanning force

6. CONCLUSION microscopy", Journal of Physics D: Applied
Physics, Vol. 26, No. 10, Oct 93

Voltage contrast studies up to 4 GHz are [7] C. BOhm, C. Roths, E. Kubalek,
shown on passivated 0.5 gm conducting fines by a "Contactless electrical charcterization of
SFM test system. A characterization of the test MMICs by device internal electrical
structure was made by correlation between sampling scanning force microscopy",
quantitative topography and voltage contrast MTTS I-EE Digest (3),(1994)
measurement at 10 MHz. The obtained voltage [8] Topometrix (Explorer, TMX-2000),
contrast results are completed by measurements Pallaswiesenstr. 180, 64293 Darmstadt,

concerning scan direction artefacts showing no Germany
correlation between tip/cantilever versus DUT
position and measurement results. The spatial
resolution of the SFM test system was calculated
from the experimental results to 250 nm in voltage
contrast mode with still some potential for
improvements.
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EBIC APPLICATIONS FOR COMPLEX DEVICES
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ABSTRACT Electron Microscope). The electron beam of the SEM

is scanned over the device. With a normal t 'ector

This paper presents two novel applications of the well this results in secondary and backscatter electrons
established EBIC-technique for multi-junction devices, being collected to form a TV like image.
The first application deals with the localization of gate The EBIC-technique however makes use of the
leakage. The second with localization of the defect die electron-hole pairs generated by the e-beam. For each
of a hybrid-IC containing 4, 8 or 12 discrete electron-hole pair in silicon 3.6 eV is needed (Ref.1).
transistors. So for example an electron, accelerated with 18 kV,

can result in 500 electron-hole pairs. The micrographs
in this paper are made by mixing the normal- and

I. INTRODUCTION EBIC-signals. No supply voltage was used for the
devices.

In general, papers about the EBIC-technique concern The electrons and holes are separated by the built-in
a single PN-junction. Moreover these papers are electrical field of a rectifying-junction. Without an
mostly very theoretical. The applications in this paper electrical field the electron-hole pairs will recombine.
are on the contrary not only extremely down to earth, The separation of electrons and holes gives rise to a
but also very powerful, sensitive and fast. This current flow which is used to form the image. Only a
approach could be even more useful for Integrated connected junction will yield an EBIC signal.
Circuits.

The gate leakage application adds another technique to 3. GATE LEAKAGE
localize these kind of failures. Traditionally Liquid
Crystal Microscopy, which necessitates dissipation, The basis of this application is that all junctions which
has been used for these kind of failures. Over the last should be present in the device are shorted either
few years Photo Emission Microscopy has been used externally or by function. A pinhole through the gate
widely as well. A big disadvantage of this technique is oxide can give rise to a Schottky diode. This diode is
the fact that a defect covered by metal, which acts as formed through the gate oxide by alloying of either n-
a reflective layer, will not be seen in general. poly silicon with a p-type region or aluminum with an
Both these techniques have a lower resolution when n-type region. The former case is shown in figure 1.
compared with EBIC, which does not have the This figure shows a schematic cross-section of a
disadvantages mentioned above. Moreover leakage damaged VDMOST device.
currents in the nA-range or even below are not
difficult to localize.

In order to localize the defective die in a CATV- GATETMETAL
module (hybrid-IC), it was necessary in the past to -
remove some of the bonding wires. This was in order N.POLY
to localize the leakage path, which gave rise to a GATE OXIDE [ Rý+MEA

higher power consumption (supply current). It wasN"N
also necessary to know which voltage should be
present at which node. In many cases information
from a development engineer was needed. Now it is
possible to check the dies first without any P"+

destruction. This leaves many possibilities to analyze N+ (DRAIN)
the device further in case of another defect.

Fig. 1: Cross-section damaged gate oxide.

2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The EBIC (Electron Beam Induced Current)-technique The EBIC signal will be measured between the gate
is an option that can be added to a SEM (Scanning on the one hand and the dhain & source on the other.
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The Schottky diode is the only junction which will 4, 8 or 12 similar discrete transistors soldered on
show up in the EBIC signal in this configuration. analuminum oxide substrate. The module is a push-
Therefore gate oxide defects will appear as bright pull wideband amplifier for the 41 thru 860 MHz
spots. Figure 2 shows three such locations of range. The push-pull combination is used to diminish
defective gate oxide of a VDMOST device, second and third order distortion. Figure 3 shows a

standard electrical circuit of such a module with four
transistors. A power doubler consists of 8 dies. Each
die of figure 3 is then doubled. Modules of 12 dies
combine a power doubler as a final-amplifier with the
circuit of figure 3 as a pre-amplifier.
Often only one of the dies is defective, due to an
accidently generated external transient voltage pulse.
This type of pulse usually results in a destroyed
collector-base junction. These junctions are operated
in reverse bias and are more sensitive to damage
caused by voltage overstress unlike the forward biased
emitter-base junctions.

The EBIC signal will be collected between VCC and
ground. This EBIC-signal only is sufficient to show
the collector-base junctions of all transistors. Each

Fig. 2: Defedive gate oxide (3 bright spots). transistor contains four active base diffusion regions
and four emitter ballast resistor diffusion regions. The
EBIC signal of the four collector-base junctions and
the four emitter resistor regions (in fact collector-
emitter parasitic junction regions) of a good transistor

4. CATV-MODULES are given in figure 4.
The location of the defective junction is clearly

In this section the defect die of a CATV-module is indicated by the absence of the collector-base part of
localized. The defect is a shorted collector-base the EBIC-signal at the defective transistor as shown in
junction of one of these dies. figure 5. So only the emitter resistor regions remain
CATV (Cable Antenna TeleVision) - modules contain showing up in the EBIC-image.

V_ R

Fig. 3: Electrical circuit CATV-module.
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The gate leakage application is an alternative for
Liquid Crystal Microscopy and Photo Emission
Microscopy.
The module application made it possible to localize
the defect die in a non-destructive way.
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Fig. 4: Good translstor (11uminated base regioas).
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Fig. 5: Defective transistor (dark base regions).

Collection of EBIC-signal from T3 and T4: these
transistors are connected to the VCC with their
collectors. The bases of these transistors are
connected to ground via two resistors.
Collection of EBIC-signal from T1 and T2: the bases
of these transistors are connected to ground via one
resistor each. The collectors are connected to VCC
via T3 and T4.
It is not yet understood how the part of the EBIC-
signal that is generated at Ti and T2 can pass T3 and
T4 respectively.
This problem will be investigated further in future.

5. CONCLUSION

The applications presented resulted in faster analysis
of device failures. This is because of an advantage of
the EBIC-technique in general. As this technique
combines localization and visual inspection in one
single machine.
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ABSTRACT techniques in mind and the SIMS is an additional

This paper outlies crical characterisation optional capability. Therefore the system has not been

information such as useful yields, sputter rates and totally optimised for pure microbeam SIMS analysis
+vel-ve ion probability of many materials using and therefore a compromise has to have been made in
FIBISIMS employing a Ga÷ beam. Several examples factors such as transmission effrciency of the ion
that demonstrate the application of FIBISIMS for
materials evaluation in the microelectronics industry transfer optics, sputtering rates and vacuum level.
are presented. Very little data has been reported using a Ga

primary beam and in particular using an FIB/SIMS

1. INTRODUCTION setup. The objective of this work is twofold. Firstly to
report some important data for SIMS analysis using a

FIB (Focused Ion Beam) technology has now been 25keV Ga beam that will enable more accurate and

extensively applied to the microelectronics industry efficient data collection. Secondly it is to demonstrate

and in particular to the semiconductor field. Many some of the many applications of this capability to the
applications of FIB including device modification, microelectronics industry.

precision cross-sectioning, TEM sample preparation Useful Yields of several important materials
and even micro-machining and device fabrication have have been measured and comparisons of these same
been well documented in previous literature. FIB/SIMS materials or elements in different matrices have also

(Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry utilising a Focused been made to give some quantitative representation to
Ion Beam System) on the other hand is a relatively new allow users of such systems more insight into data
application of commercially available FIB systems that interpretation. This highlights the systems capabilities
allows materials characterisation in-situ using basic in particular its weaknesses and its strengths in material
SIMS capabilities whilst FIB milling or imaging of sensitivity. Sputter rates have also been calculated for a
precision cross-sections. range of materials allowing more accurate and

Several micro-SIMS or ion microprobe SIMS widespread calibration of depth profiles.
instruments are available or have been developed in
research institutes or universities. Levi-Sent et al (Ref.
4-6) have developed an ion microprobe system at the 2. CHARACTERISATION
University of Chicago - Hughes Research Laboratories

using a 40keV Ga÷ beam and have published Benninghoven et al in (Ref. 1) have compiled
extensively on the utility of such a system. Less has and presented a large amount of theory and practical
been written about FIB/SIMS systems where the data about SIMS in general. They have listed several
system has been designed primarily as an FIB with factors that are commonly used as "Figure's of Merit"
milling, deposition and enhanced etching capabilities, for SIMS instrments. Some of these have been used
In this case the system has been optimised with these here to charactetse the FIB/SIMS insrument utilised.
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The following sections outline the fonmulae per unit volume in a specific sample. This when

used to calculate the data pmeented in Section 4. These multiplied with the volume of the sputter crater will
are all standard measures or indicators of ion beam give an estimation of the total number of atoms that
system performance or specifically for SIMS in some have been sputtered during the analysis.

cases. Other common indicators such as the

instrumental transmission factor s , ample NAP

consumption V and the material conversion efficiency

X 9 (A) could not be calculated due to the lack of
samples with a suitable fractional concentration c(A) nsi s Avogadro's Numbera ie atomic
of atomic species A. Further work is planned in thi density (cm 3 ) and M is the average atomic mass.

area. 24 Probability of Charned State a;

2.1 UsfI l Yhie The probability of charged state q, a1€, of a

The useful yield '. (A) , is defined (eqn 2.1) particular species, m, is an indication of the likelihood

as the number of detected secondary ions of species A of detecting ff÷ versus S7, for example.

per number of sputtered atoms of species A from the q

same sampling volume. It is therefore is a very useful CL q (2.4)

indication of a system's sensitivity under specific

conditions to a specific species relative to the amount
of sample that has to be consumed. where N,' is the number of particles detected of

molecular species M1 and in charge state q.

N, (A)
i T . (A) =(2.1)

N(A) 3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

where N ,(A) is the number of detected second The system used for all the SIMS data in this

ions in charge state q of element A and N(A) is the paper was a commercially available FIB611 with the
total number atoms sputtered. "SIMSmap" option from FEI Company. A Ga÷ LMIS

2.2 Sputter Yield- :(liquid metal ion source) is used with a two lens

variable aperture focusing ion optical column. The ionsSThe sputter yield Sr (eqn 2.2), is the number used are at an energy of 25keV and can be focused to a

of sputtered atoms per incident primary ions which range of spot sizes from 2Snm to 280n delvering a
gives an indication of the sample consumption re beam current of 6pA to 6nA. Te FEB system is

using a specific beam current on a specific material, configured to perform all standard, and some not-so-

standard applications, as well as performing FIB/SIMS.
Y = e This is accomplished asing an RF quadrupole

S= -pt (2.2) mass spectrometer mounted to the side of the FIB

chamber with ion transfer optics that steer and focus
where Y, is the total sputter yield of all species the positive and negative ions generated into the mass
irrespective of charge state, 1. is the primary ion beam spectrometer for analysis.

curent, t is the total sputter time and e is the electron The transfer optics consist of a spherical
charge. sector energy analyser that is positioned over the

sample and underneath the end of the ion column. A
2.3 Tarmet Atom Density (atoms per in?3 ) hole on the top sphere and one in the extraction plate,

The argt aom ensty . dfbWin qn .3, after alignment, allow the primary ions to pass throughi1 ~The target atom density;n defined in eqn 2.3 and the secondary ions to he collected. A three element

is simply as it suggests, an estimated number of atoms
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electrostatic lens and deflection plate focus the tons observed around St. This slight peak in sputter rate
through the quadrupole's acceptance aperture. The coincides with dhe atomic mass of Ga, the primary
quadrupole mass filters the was to be detected by a beam. It would be expected that the maximum
channel electron multiplier (CEM) detector. Ths setup sputtering rate is achieved when there is maximum
is similar in design and characteristics to thint detailed momentum transfer between the incident ion and the
in (Ref. 7). stationary stoma in the sample. This occurs when both

The addition of the mass spectrometer to the are similar in mass, ie close to the mass of Ga.

FIB chamber makes use of the high spatial resolution
achievable using the focused Ga+ beam allowing high

resolution SIMS maps to be obtained together with

highly localised spctral analysis an depth promiling. & t

A beam current of IpA and a serpentine I
scanned analysis area of 7.5x7.5jam was used on a set IS
of standard samples for the characterisation work. The I
vacuum level of the sample chamber during the
FIB/SIMS analysis ranged between 1.2 and 2x10" torr.

All other parameters wene maintained at a constant
from sample to samle to establish some consistency. , ,

and reproducibility in the results. A variety of system ,fk VW

parameters are used for the applications work routinely
performed on the system, some of which are described Figure I: Graph of Sputter Rate versus Atomic
at the end of the paper. Weight of the elements measureS

The volume of the sputter craters was
measured and calculated using an Atomic Force
Microscope (AFM). This system was calibrated using a Mateial Fonuma DaOOM ST 5,

standard grid at a variety of predefined scan ranges, Weight (ff/cm-h (awing) (umanC
from lOxIOljm to 1OOxlOOpjm scanned using a tripod Mao 4m.2 3-s& OAB o1t5

piezoelectric scanner, before the sputter crater A1,20 101.96 3.965 0.32 0.08

measurements wen made. The AFM used, was a "no 63.90 4.88 0.5 0.15

commercially available system, Universal Sample TIN 61.91 5.21 0.57 0.15

AFM from Topometrix Corporation. The x-y .FO 71.85 3.7 1.03 O.2

dimension measureents made using the AFM were 139.69 5.24 0.91 0m

verified using a Hitachi S4100 field emission Scanning t254 .1 0.97 0.27

Eectron Microscope (SEM) and a Hitachi S2150
Fd 119.98 5.0 1.19 0.33

tungste n filam ent SEM with a S E MICAPS im g COO 143.08 &o 1,15 o."
acquisition an analysis system. go• 1"9,14 3.6 1.11 0.35

ONP 10069 - - 0.54
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION G1A11 144.64 5.31 2.73 0.61

SIF- 125.63 4.24 1 ,67 0,44

Figure I shows a graph of the sputter rates of flI 175.34 4-M9 1.4I7 W.
various elements measured in Jzm3/nC. This graph t, .78 4.61 on 0,07
indicates the sputter rates of approximately 30 pure t - - - 0.37

elements. It is clear from this diagram that the sputter

rate varies quite considerably from element to element Table I Spuater rates of various compoud

A slight bowing or peak in the distribution can be materials.
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Table I shows the sputter rate measured for
some compounds used during the ciaracterisaton.
Some awe very relevant for the micrelectronics
industry, others ame there due to novel applications or
for completeness. Again, it is clear in this table that the
maximum sputter rats ae when ther is Ga in the

sample.
Figure 2 shows a graph of the calculated

"", (A) versus the atomic number of the species. All
data plotted is for positive ions with q-l. The solid
dots on the graph represent yields measured from pure

elements and the hollow dots repesent yields ',,

calculated of atomic species from a compound matrix A. W6

(as listed in Table 1). Note the approximate I/M

relationship as encountered when using quadrupole
spectrometers. Figure 2: Graph of Usefid Yield T. (A) versw

The sputter rate and useful yield data is Atomic Number.
critical to obtain precise data interpretation from SIMS
results and to be able to plan an experiment effectively. Here the system has & high sputter rate due to the high
The sputter rates allow more accurate depth profile beam current densities and ie transfder optics and
calibration. Normally a depth profile will display with quadrupole have been quoted to have a transmission of
a linear x-axis representing time. However if the approximately 0.5% (Ref 7). These factors taken into

sample is multilayered (nearly all applications in account and the fact that the beam that is being used is
microelectronics are like this) then the different sputter Ga+, which is no as efficient at generating secondary
rates will cause a non-linear time scale. Using the ions as Cs or 0 beams, account for the lower yields.Ssputter rams presented in FWgure 1 and Table I the time Another important factor to consider before
scale can be converted into an approximate depth scale, embarking on an analysis is whether the species of
As an example, analysing a material with a sputter rate interest is likely to be detected as a +ve or a -ve ion.
of 0.25Pm!/nC using a 1OOpA beam in a 5x5&m area is Figue 3 shows a graph of some elements and the ratios
equivalent to removing approximately 4nim/min. of +ve ion yield to -ye ion yield. This graph therefore

!. (A) values am important to consider since indicates the likelihood of a material being either +ve
they indicate if the instrument is even capable of of -ve. Anything above the line is likely to be seen as

analysing the problem at hand. They also give a +ve and the further above the line the mor likely it is
measure of how much material has to be present or has to be +ve. Similarly for points below the line being
to be consumed before any results will be obtained, moe likely to be detected as -ve ions. This knowledge
This is very critical when deciding bow to analyse sub. is very fiudamental to the use of a SIMS instrument
micron particles on an IC wafer for example. If the and should be clear before trying to detect a particular
suspected particle has a very low useful yield on the species.
graph in Fgure 2 then you would have to think very The matrix effect is another complication to
seriously about using FIB/SIMS as a tool to determine SIMS data interpretation and has to be considered
its Composition. when interpreting depth profiles as well a ae maps

The yields displayed in Figure 2 may seem and spectra.
lower than others that have been published previously Table 2 gives some examples of the matrix
(Ref 3) but it is important to consider the instrument effect Here it can be seen that the presence of oxygen

on which the dam was measured and its capabilities.
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* ~ion Matrix A )
UmsA1 Al 1.l8xlO'

A13%L 295xl0-4

reTi Ti l.93x10O
TiO 3.06x10F7

*TiN 4.44x104

C 0 1, ft a AI S IS C. Cu 2.61x104l
immCU

20 3.63x!0r7
_____"_ Cu2S l.79xl10 7

Fe Fe L.04104
Figure 3 : Groph of + vei-Iw ma yield ratio indiacting FeO 3.17xl0-7

the relative hike~hood of a species bemg detectable as O .7x0
either a +ve or a v im PeMO 2.73x1(Y

in the metal oxides has enhanced the signals of Ar, Fei 6.33x10'9

Cu*, Ti4 and Fe* from that of dhe pure mretal. Likewise FeS20 6.33xl0r7

the enhancement has been different for different 31A2 .24x io

species. Al- and Cu4 have been enhanced by 100x TiO l.5ft 10
7

whereas Fe4 and Ti4 have only been enhanced lOx by CU20 8.4xlO4s
oxygenl. The enhancement is not just due to the oxide. FeO 2.21x104

it may also be due to other compound/species. For
example, the copper signal has been enhanced in the Tbe2 xmlso h arxEfc

sulphide as well as the oxide, however not by the same

magnitude. In addition the matrix may not be
enhancing but actually suppressing signal. The Fe4  spce ion

yield from iro silicide is less than that from pure Fe.Sii .0
This effect is commonly seen in depth proile Si4  

0.55
for example where there may be s thin layer of oxide ____ i00
present on top of a metal layer between two insulatorL Al Alu 0.01

Whnthe ion beam reaches the metal oxide the signal AT'___ 0.99

of the metal ion peaks perhaps 10-100x higher dian di Ti Tr 0.995

actual bulk metal itself~ Once the oxide has been _ ____ Ti' 0.005

eroded the peak in signal will stabilise at an C C4  0.01

equilibrium level relative to the useful yield of that ___ _ C' 0.99

metal. The same phenomenon can be seen in area maps
sometimes as a bright ring around a feature or particle Table 3 : Probability of Charged States for those

that would have been expected to give a solid area of mlaterials that were tested and did not have 100% for

signal. qw+.

Table 3 presents the data obtained for al ~.
Any material that is not represented in Table 3 was One such mwo is introduced by using AFM to measue
found to have an aj equal to 100% for the singly the sputter crateir depth. Since the tip has a finite shape
charged positive ion state. or profile it will not follow the steep sidewall, of the

All of the above measuremnents will obviously sputter crater necessarily accurately. There will

have some error due to the erros in the instrumentation therefore be an error introduced in the volume
and those inherent with the measurement technique. measuremneit. It is however felt that this error is fairly

negligible in comparison to the other errors introduced
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by the sputter crater roughness and non-cuboid shape.
A large source of error of more accurately.

variation, in the results arises from the dependence of

sputter rate upon the crystal orientation of the sample.
Therefore a crystalline sample sputtered from different

faces or a polycrystalline sample sputtered in random
locations will give different results. Although some

effort has been made to reduce the variation due to this

effect, it has by no means been eliminated. Therefore

there may be a range of values of which the above

results fall within.

5. APPLICATIONS

There are in fact many applications of

FIB/SIMS use within the microelectronics industry. Figure 4: SIMS Map of Head after disk crash.

Only a few very brief accounts can be given here as a

sampler of what is actually possible. The two main- _ __

areas that the FIB/SIMS technique has over other

SIMS techniques or common laboratory capabilities ,

(such as SEM/EDX) is its spatial resolution for high

resolution mapping and highly localised depth
profiling. These are of particular importance in the
wafer fabrication / IC assembly and testing areas.

The system at the Institute of Microelectronics

has been targeted at three main areas within the __

microelectronics industry : disk drives, wafer . .. . .. .

fabrication and IC packaging. The examples given in -

Figures 4-9 can be divided among these arema. Figure 5 Depth Profile of Magnetic Media from Hard

The first example, shown in Figure 4, is of a Disk Drive.

high resolution map of the air bearing surface (ABS)

and the pole tip region on a disk drive read/write head. to an insufficient clean using CFC's or similar solvents
The top-left image is a secondary electron image causing stiction problems in the drive.

showing the topographical information. The The second example from the disk drive
manufacturer had found particles on the head after industry is a depth profile of a hard disk media itself

initial testing and wanted to establish their origin. The and is shown in Figure 5. This displays three clear

subsequent images are of CrW (bottom-left), F (top- regions in the media's structure. Cr÷ from the magnetic

right) and Cl (bottom-right) maps. These clearly show layer near the surface (possibly Co/Cr), Ni÷ from an
that one of the particles is mainly Cr (from magnetic underlying NiP layer used as a smooth coating of the

layer on media) which indicates that the head has Al substrate seen as the thiud layer.

crashed into the media while under tesL The fluorine Figures 6 and 7 show examples from the

and chlorine are found to be fairly wide spread over the wafer fabrication industry. The first being a mass
ABS and pole tips. These are thought to have been due spectrum from a sub-micron particle that was causing a

preferential polysilicon growth during deposition by
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Fgr6:Spectrum front sig-micron particle on
- polysilicon layer.

Figure 8: Depth profiles from Al pad with bondability

problem (top) and from device with no
bondability problem (bottom).

Figure 7: SIMS map of FL cro n-section of n0p

aluminium oxide particle in polymide layer.

acting as a aded or nucleation site. It was found thut
this Mg particle was one of several species (including
Al and Fe) generated by toe )saer whilst ashing the

photoresist from the previous step. Figure 7 shows a

SIMS map of an FIB cross-section of a large A12O 3  W.

particle embedded in the polyimide protective

overcoat. Since the particle was seen to be totally(inMsudings -

embedded in the polyimide it was deemed not to be a
problem by the manufacturer.

Finally Figures 8 and 9 show examples of the Figure 9: Depth profiles to measure the copper oxide

systems application in the IC assembly industry. Figure thickness on the backside of the die pad from copper

8 displays two depth profiles from bond pads on two leadframes after wire bonding at three different

different IC's. The top profile is from a device that had temperatures.
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a bondability problem and the bottom one is from a & REFERENCES

good device. It can be clearly seen that the device with
poor bondability has an aluminium fluoride layer on I. Benninghoven A., Rudenauer F.G. and Werner H.W.
the surface of the pad. This layer could not be detected "Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry : Basic Concepts,

using SEM/EDX. A lot of studies have already been Instrumental Aspects Applications and Trends", Vol.
performed that demonstrate that the formation of 86 of Chemical Analysis Series, John Wiley and Sons.

aluminium fluoride after passivation window opening
by HF of fluorinated plasma results in poor 2. Dean J.A. "Lange's Handbook of Chemistry", 13th
bondability. The final example in F .gure 9 shows pan Edition, Mcgraw Hill
of an experiment to characterise the copper oxide
thickness on the backside of the die pad on copper 3. Schumacher M, Migeon H.N, and Rasser B.

leadframes after thermosonic gold wire-bonding at "Comparative Useful Yield Measurements Under
three different temperatur : 3000C. 2800C and 2401C. Oxygen, Gallium and Cesium Bombardment", SIMS

The increase in heater block temperature clearly shows VIII, pp49-52

an increase in the oxide thickness.

4. Levi-Setti R, Chabala J, and Wang Y.L, "Micro-

Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy : Physical and
6. SUMMARY Instrumental Factors Affecting Image Resolution",

Scanning Microscopy Supplement 1, 1987, pp13-22
It has been demonstrated very briefly that the

FIB/SIMS instrument has many capabilities within 5. Levi-Setti R, Chabala J.M., Hallegot P. Wang Y.L,
microelectronics and that to allow better data "Chemical Characterisation of Electronic

interpretation and more effectively planned Microstructures with sub-10Onm Lateral Resolution",
experimentation some fundamental data about the Microelectronic Engineering 9(1989), pp39 1-39 9

system is required. Some of this data has been
presented. The instrument has been confirmed to have 6. Levi-Setti R, Chabala J.M, Li J, Gavrilov KL,
high sputter rates which have now been measured and Mogilevsky R and Soni K.K, "Imaging-SIMS

presented for a large variety of materials. Similarly the (Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy) studies of
useful yields of these materials have been calculated advanced materials", Scanning Microscopy, Vol 7, No
and presented together with some brief results on 4,1993, pp1161-1172
probability of charged states of a sample of species,
probability of some species being detected as either a 7. Crow G.A, "Endpoint Detection and Microanalysis

positive or negative ion and a sample example of the with Ga FIB SIMS", Proc. ISTFA'91, pp401-407

matrix effect and how that can affect analysis.
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"Express" failure analysis of electronic components

C P Strudwick

ERA Technology Ltd

Cleeve Road

Leatherhead

Surrey KT22 7SA

England

Abstract The user has a different attitude to failures from
a component manufacturer. The user wants to

"Express" failure analysis concentrates on the know:
important question for users of whether a failed
component was badly made or whether it was * Whether the component was well made
misused. The methods of achieving a rapid * Ifnot, whether the fault is an isolated case

J analysis are described with a statistical summary or batch related
on .undreds of devices. • Whether the component has been

correctly assembled into the product
1 CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS * Whether the circuit design keeps the

component within its rated use
The failure analysis of components was once • Whether the component has been
thought of as being too expensive, long-winded electrically overloaded
and inconclusive to be valuable for users of • If so, was it over-current, over-voltage, or

electronic components, but a procedure has been turned on too rapidly
developed and optimised over several years at * Whetherthe environment was too severe,
ERA Technology Ltd which removes these such as too high a temperature or
objections, humidity, or excessive thermal shock.

When failures occur in electronic systems, the Thecostofthec'nponentsmaybe trivial butthe
user needs to find out several important features results of these questions can involve
as quickly as possible. Once the fault has been considerable expense. For example redesign or
located down to component level, further replacement of parts under guarantee all over the

analysis is required to identify the caur of failure world may be required. The answers need to be

to ensure appropriate corrective action without found rapidly to ensure that the systems continue
wasting time on inconclusive and unnecessary to operate safely and reliably. Corrections must

investigations, be made before reputations are adversely

affected.
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Distribution by type

2 METHODS USED o

• Quartz

An Express Service has been running for several .1- 2
years at ERA Techrology to answer these needs

Discrete P /'cs
within two days of receipt of the devices and 3ax % 2%

relevant data.

The procedure consists of the following steps:

. Examine the outside of the package for 325
Sdamage VLI

* Make electrical measurements to confirm 14X

or locate defect region Fig.l. Distribution of components analysed
. Remove lid of hermetic package or open under the Express Service.

plastic case
Inspect internal parts to 1000 times An analysis of the distribution of the causes of
magnification failure is shown inFig.2. Defects in manufacture

* Locate visible defects and photograph and electrical over-load account for the largest
thereden m fproportions of the failures. The assembly faults

i mwere related to the insertion into printed circuit
as possible boards or to solder joints.

* Suggest remedial action or further

analysis if required Categories of Failure
* Supply report with photographs

3 SUMMARY OF ANALYSES Uncertain
19gX

Assembly

A large number of devices examined under this No Fault Found 9S~scheme have been semiconductors, but the range g

of items has included printed circuit boards,
quartz crystals, electro-mechanical comeponents

and op-ectinic devices. The distribution is
shown in Fig.l, where "discretes" inludes Manufacture

diodes, transistors and passive components. The 24%
Overload

range represents the type of components that e1x
actually fail in use and not necessarily those of Fig.2. The proportion of components i

the latest technology. each failure category.

The cause of failure was identified in the majority

of cases within the two day period, but some
compo-. 'ts required additional further analysis.
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4 EXAMPLES

From the hundreds of components analysed four

examples have been selected from recent work " ..

where the failure mechanism can be briefly

described by a single photograph. Several - .

photographs might be used in reports. Normally

optical photographs are used but the selection

here includes some from the SEM. The examples

cover manufacturing faults, assembly faults and

misuse.

Fig.4. Fault during assembly of a thyristor

_ __ into a system.

The SEM image shows the device at an

angle after the plastic immediately

above the die has been removed to

reveal cracks in the silicon at D and E.

These had been caused by the user

breaking off the heatsink tab at Fon the

outside of the package to fit the

component into a small space. The

broken tab is partly obscured by a
conformal coating.

Fig.3. Component manufacturing fault in a

crystal oscillator.

The SEM image shows the end of the

crystal at A where it is attached to the

mounting frame by silver loaded epoxy

resin. Excessive adhesive had been

applied, which had dripped through to

the mounting frame below at B. After G•

curing, the excess had then cracked at

C, resulting in unusual damping

properties and an incorrect operating

frequency.

Fig.S. Fault due to misuse in a 1200 Amp

"hockey puk" SCR.

The SEM image shows the wire bond to

the gate contact at the side of the 25 mm

diameter die. The wire was removed
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while opening the package. The fault is The well established procedure, coupled with

a hole in the die at G filled with an decades of experience, provides the answers

eruption of silicon caused by the anode required by the user without levels of detailed

current rising too rapidly. As the gate technical analysis of component manufacturing

is turned on, the area available for faults, which may not be immediately necessary.

conduction spreads across the die at

about 100 tm/ips. Here the rate of rise

of the anode current (dI/dt) was too

large, so the current was concentrated

dose to the gate contact, causing

excessive temperature rise and failure.

Fig.6. Fault due to overload in an integrated

circuit.

The optical image shows part of an IC

with severe damage in the region next

to a bond pad at H. The track leading

away from the pad has fused at I and

another track at J. Short circuits have

formed above the die at K and another

beneath the oxide at L. Similar faults

had occurred on other devices at the

same external pin number.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The Express Service has successfully answered

the main questions required by users in a short

time scale on the range of components that

actually fail in service.
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A METHOD FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE SOFT-ERROR RATE OF SUB-ins DYNAMIC
LOGIC CMOS CIRCUITS

T. Juhnke, M.-P. Bringmann, H. Klar

Technische UniversitAt Berlin, Institut fuir Mikroelektronik, Sekr. 1 13
Jebensstrale I, 10623 Berlin, Germany

ABSTRACT collection of an amount of charge exceeding the critical
charge has to be determined. The critical charge may eas-

As a prerequisite for predicting the soft-error rate (SER) ily be obtained by analog circuit simulations.
of CMOS circuits with dynamic registers a method to cal- The frequency of a-particles causing charge transfers
culate the SER is presented which takes into account greater than the critical charge can be calculated using a
charge collection by drift and diffusion. It has been found modified version of the program "ALF' (Ref. 2). In this
that besides collection due to drift, the noise charge col- program the a-particle source is modelled by a thin layer
lected by diffusion has to be considered to accurately pre- of radiating material (Fig. 1). This is a good approximation
dict the SER of dynamic CMOS circuits. Calculated to the uranium and thorium contaminated aluminum wires
results are compared to device simulations and SER mea- on the chip.
surements. The program uses a monte-carlo method for predicting the

SER: a source location in the source layer and a location
on the silicon surface are randomly chosen, defining the

1. INTRODUCTION position of an a-particle track in space. The charge col-
lected due to this a- particle incident and the probability of

Ideits occurrence arc calculated. After simulating a sufficient
source of soft errors in DRAMs. a-particles originate from number of a-particle hits in this manner, the program will
radioactive decay of uranium and thorium impurities in add up the probabilities of all hits which led to a charge
chip and packaging materials. When penetrating silicon, transfer exceeding the critical charge. An estimate of the
the a-particles generate electron-hole pairs along their SER of the circuit can then be calculated.
track which then may be collected by pn-junctions via drift
and diffusion mechanisms, thus leading to current pulses a-source layer
which can disturb normal operation of the circuit, resulting
in a soft error.
To obtain high throughput rates with small chip area and SiO2
low power dissipation dynamic pipeline registers (Fig. 4)
are widely used in CMOS circuits fordigital signal proces- space charge region
sing. In the pipeline registers information is stored as
charge on floating nodes. Noise charge caused by an
a-particle hit cannot be compensated by a current from a Ii

driving gate as in the case of static CMOS logic. Thus absorbing surface
dynamic registers are especially sensitive to soft errors. for diffusion model
Furthermore, due to minimisation the charge needed to z
upset a logic CMOS circuit has decreased, so that soft Fg Y
errors may become a problem in submicron logic circuits. Fig.1 Par afke simulated geometry 4 x
For these reasons it is necessary to examine the soft-error Due to the large number of a-particle incidents to be eva-
rate of CMOS logic with dynamic registers. luated the collected charge has to be computed in short
This paper describes a procedure for calculating the SER CPUtme. Therefore, analytical formulae are to be used
of such CMOS circuits. Results of this calculation are rather than numerical calculations. These formulae are
comparedtodevicesimulationsandacceleratedSERmea- henceforward referred to as "n.odel", as opposed to
surements. In a similar way this procedure may be applied numerical device "simulations".
to other logic CMOS circuits with floating nodes, e. g. In calculating the collected charge for a given a-particle
dynamic CMOS logic, track both charge collection mechanisms - drift and dif-

fusion - have to be considered. In sub-psn circuits with
2. CALCULATION OF THE SER rather high doping concentration the collection length for

funnelling will be small, so that a relatively large amount
In order to calculate the SER the charge needed to upset the of charge will be collected by diffusion rather than by drift
circuit - the so called critical charge - has to be eva- (Table 2). Hence, a diffusion model has been added to
luated and the frequency of a-particle incidents causing "ALP'.
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Note that the time constant of charge collection by diffu- collected from the point-source Q0 at (x; ye; za) by a small
sion is much larger--in the order of 10ns to 100ns-- areadA located at (x;y ;z a 0)isgiven by (Ref. 3)
than t).- i-me constant of the drift mechanism - in the
order of ps to I ns - so that the diffusion current is much q(x,y) = Q0 zo dA t2)
smaller than the drift current. Therefore, the charge col-
lected by diffusion must be considered for floating nodes 2x - ro) + (h - y.), + zo2)
in dynamic circuits. In static circuits the diffusion current
is easily compensated by a current from the driving gate, The total charge collected by a rectangular area with cor-
so that in this case the charge collected by diffusion does ners (x.;y.), (x2;y2) is obtained by integrating q(x, y):
not result in a significant voltage change at the disturbed
node. '2 2

Q(x1,Y,,x 2,y 2) = fq( .y)dydx (3)

2.1 Modeli. , charge collection by drift 'I Y1"

When a pn-junction is directly hit by an a-particle, the gV(f(x 2,y 2) -f(X 2 1 ) -f(x 1,Y2) +f(X 1,Y1))
high density of electrons and holes along the a-particle

track leads to a deformation of the space charge region.
The electric field extends into the substrate, thus enhanc- where
ing the collection of minority carriers ("funmelling (X- X0)(y- Yo)
effect"). According to Hu (Ref. 4) this effect may be f(xy) = arctan (. - Q2 + y
described using an effective collection length (- zo) !x - xo)

2 
+ (V - yo), + Zo2

+ = + (1) Eq. 3 is then integrated numerically over the length of the

AP)/ csO\ A'~ a-particle track by the modified "ALF'-program to give
the total charge collected by diffusion.

for n+p-junctions, where ISCR denotes the length of that Eq. 2 wasderived foran infinitely thin space charge region
part of the a-particle track traversing the undisturbed surrounded by a silicon surface with infinite recombina-
space charge region (Fig. 2). All charge generated along tion velocity (absorbing surface, Ref. 3). In reality the sili-
the track down to 1C ýs collected at the junction. For con surface below the field oxide has a recombination
rpn-junctions p, and p, have to be reversed. The imple- velocity near zero, i.e. the regions surrounding the collect-
mentation of this funnelling model has been adopted from ing node may include absorbing (other pn-junctions) as

the original "ALF"-program (Ref. 2). well as non-absorbing surfaces (field regions). This may
be accounted for by multiplying eq. 3 by an empirically
determined correction factor. The largest possible value

n+-node artaticle track for this factor has been found by comparison with device
simulations as a maximum of 2.5 (Table I and Ref. 5) for
a collecting node totally surrounded by field oxide. Thus
the correction factordepends on the distribution of absorb-

__ isc, wSCR ing and non-absorbing regions in the vicinity of the pn-
- -- junction and varies from I to 2.5. To match simulation

results with experiments the correction factor was set to Ispace charge in this work.

S region To apply eq. 3 to a space charge region with finite thick-
ness the absorbing surface was moved to the depth of the

p-substrate space charge region (Fig. I and Ref. 6).

Furthermore, to account f.dr well structures where elec-
tron-hole pairs diffuse to the pn-junction as well as to the

Fig. 2 Diffusion model well-junction, the maximum depth for charge collection

may be entered as a parameter into the program. This could
better be achieved by introducing a second absorbing sur-

2.2 Modelling charge collection by diffusion face atthe location of the well junction, leading toan infi-
nite sum of terms such as eq. 3 (Ref. 6). Due to the increase

Since the time constant for the funnelling effect is much in program run time such a model has not been used in this
smaller than the ,ime constant for diffusion, both effects work.
may be modelled separately as if they occurred sequen-
tially. After the funnelfing has ceased, part of the remain-
ing electron-hole pairs diffuse to the space charge region 3. VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL
where they are collected. This is governed by the diffusion
equation which Kirkpatrick (Ref. 3) has solved analyti- The models for drift and diffusion developed in sections
cally for a point source below a silicon surface with infi- 2.1 and 2.2 respectively were verified by transient device
nite recombination rate (absorbing surface). The charge simulations.
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The applicability of the method developed to calculate the 3.2 Measurment
SER was then confirned by accelerated SER measure-enwas. tThe soft error rates of several dynamic shift registers fabri-

cated in a 0,6 snI n-well CMOS technology have been
measured at various supply voltages (Fig. 3,4). Each shift
register has 250 stages. :n each stage information is stored

3.1 Device simulations aschargeon the input capacitance of an inverter. a-particle
hits in the drain/source areas of the pass transistor(s) con-
nected to the floating node may charge/discharge this node

The models developed above for charge collection by dif- causing destruction of stored information.
fusion and drift have been compared to the results of 2D
transient device simulations in cylinder coordinates as
well as to 3D transient device simulations (Table 1, 2). M3
In order to separate the charge due to drift from that due to
diffusion, an exponential time dependance of the drift cur-
rent has been assumed. A piecewise defined function con- M2
sisting of an exp-term and a constant was fitted to the cur-
rent vs. time relationship and integrated to obtain the
charge collected by drift. The fit was done by approximat-
ing a straight line to a logarithmic plot of the current (W. =(W. 3
(Fig,.6). IL~s \L 0.6

r hFig. 3 Shift-register stage with pass-transistorcentre hit centre hit at

normal to an angle of
the surface Inddene_- 6 0 * lM

surface condition abs. non- abs. non-
Sabs. abs.

drift charge 3.3 3.7 6.3 6.1 M
Qdrft / feCM

3D diffusion 6.3 13.6 3.0 12.8
device charge
simu- Qdiffl fC V M (E Wl ation "R' L L),. 0.64

total charge I 9.6 17.3 9.3 18.9
fC Fig. 4 Shift-register stage with transmission-gate

drift charge 2.9 2.9 5.8 5.8
QdriflfC / For accelerated SER measurements an a-particle sou

diffusion 6.7 6.7 5.5 5.5 consisting of a steel disc coated with a thin layer of "4AI
model charge approx. 7 mm in diameter and having an activity of

Qdiffl fC 6.9 kBq was placed approx. 1.2 mm above the chip

total charge/ 9.6 - 11.3 - (Fig. 5). A series of alternating I's and O's was then written
fC into the shift register while the output was examined to

Quotient (0.9) . (06) detect and count the errors caused by a-particles.

Qdi_______o_ 
packaged chip hold with a-par-- - - without lid ticle source

Table 1: 3D transient device simulation and model
results of charge collected for absorbing and non-ab-
sorbing surface conditions; node size 2/#m X 2A•r',
a-particle energy 5 MeV, applied voltage OV, substrate
doping 51016 cm-.
In the case of an absorbing surface, total charges
obtained by the models and by device simulation match
well, whereas their components (drft charge and diffu- to digital IC-tester
sion charge) don 't match. The reason may be that the
method used to separate drift and diffusion charge in the Fig. 5 Measurement setup
simulation results yields imperfect results (fig.6).
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The results of the accelerated SER measurements were Landsiedel for many helpful discussions and for providing
compared to results calculated with the modified version the test chips and the "ALF" source code.
of "ALF'. In the case of the test circuits involving trans- This work is supported by SIEMENS AG, Munich.
mission gates with pMOSFETs. the maximum depth of
charge collection in the calculation was limited since the
pMOSFETs were located in an n-well. The maximum 6. REFERENCES
collection depth was chosen to fit the calculated results to
the measurements, as charge is collected both by the node 1. May. T.C. and Woods, M.H.: "A New Physical

hit and by the well junction and predicting the ratio Mechanism for Soft Errors in Dynamic Memories",

betweenthesetwoeffectsisdifficult.The agreementofthe Proc. IEEE Int. Rel. Physics Symp., 1978, pp 33-40

calculated results with measurements is fairly good as can 2. Griep, S. and Kunemund, Th.: "Determination of
be seen in figures 8 and 9. the Charge Transfer Caused by Alpha-Particles in Inte-

grated Circuits", Proc. of the ESREF, 1992, pp 43-46

4. CONCLUSION 3. Kirkpatrick, Scott: "Modeling Diffusion and
Collection of Charge from Ionizing Radiation in Silicon

A method for predicting the SER of logic CMOS circuits Devices", IEEE ED-26, No 1I, Nov. 1979, pp

with dynamic registers has been presented and verified. It 1742-1753
has been shown that inclusion of charge collected by diffu-
sion is essential to accurately predict soft-error rates of 4. Hu, C.: "Alpha-Particle-Induced Field and

such circuits. Enhanced Collection of Carriers", IEEE EDL-3, No 2,

Themethodpresentedmay alsobeappliedtoevery CMOS Feb. 1982, pp 31-34

logic where information is stored as charge on floating 5 Terrill, K.; Hu, C. and Neureuther, A.: "Computer
nodes, e. g. dynamic CMOS logic. Based on this work,
prediction of soft-error rates for dynamic CMOS circuits Analysis on the Collection of Alpha-generated Charge
predictwion ofu soft-eo rtehes fordynamic poss ciuit, for Reflecting and Absorbing Surface Conditions
built with future sub-lim technologies is possible. Around the Collector", Solid-State Electronics 27, No I,

1984, pp 45-52
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current /A collected charge / ff

-fitted constant

2 8.0

I6.0

2.0[ drift charge determined
6 from fig. 6

fitted exp-function
•, - 0.0.

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0
time / ps time / ns

Fig. 6 Determination of charge cc -.'- -ted by drift Fig. 7 Collected charge vs. time (3D transient

from 3D transient device simulation. Sirnu- device simulation). Simulated a-particle
lated a-particle strike: energy 5 MeV, node strike: energy 5 MeV node size 2pm X

size 2pm x 2pum, substrate doping 24m, substrate doping 5 1016 cm-. node

5 1I16 cm-, node voltage OV absorbing sur- voltage OV absorbing surface.

face.
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measurement erratilj measurement eff- rate It/sI

0. 0.5

0.25 1 0.4

0.2 10.ML" 0 .6 0.3 L 0.6

0.15
0.2

model without model model without model
diffusion charge diffusion charge 0.1\0.0'

1.5 2.5 V3 1.5 2 .5 VD- (

VDD IV] VDD IV]

Fig. 8 Comparison measurement- model, shift registers with pass transistors (width varied, cf. fig. 3)

error rate [1I/sj error rate (I,]
0.000

0.01750.0

0.015 1 measurement 5.00o measurement

0.012 .00 4 o.6

0.01 8o_.0 0 model M 0
6-6 0.003

0.0075 model 0 0.6
0.0025 

2.001

1.5 2 2.5 3 1.5 2 2.5 3

VWo Mv] IV]

Fig. 9 Comparison measurement- model, shift registers with transmission gates (width of pMOSFET varied, cf

fig. 4). The model without diffusion charge yields a SER of 0.

The large difference of the SER of this figure tofig. 8 may be attributed to a large difference in the critical

charges of the circuits in fig. 3 and fig. 4)

technology 21t= O,611m O,3o 0,12pro

node voltage / V 5.0 3.3 2.5 1.5

node diameter / [jn 6.5 2.2 1.1 0.5

substrate doping /cm"
3  5 1015 81016 3 1017 1 10t

drift charge / fC 20.3 4.8 2.5 1.4

simulation diffusion charge / X 18.2 6.7 4.1 1.95

total charge / fC 38.5 11.5 6.6 3.35

drift charge / fC 21.7 4.6 2.2 1.0

model diffusion charge / X 24.3 8.0 4.4 1.9

tota charge / fC 46.0 12.6 6.6 2.9

Table 2: Comparison model- device simulation." Simulation was done using a 2D transient device simulation in cylin-

der coordinates simulating a vertical a-particle hit with 5 MeV energy. An absorbing surface boundary condition was

assumed
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SIMULATING SINGLE EVENT UPSET RATE
IN LARGE DIGITAL CIRCUITS

Paolo Pavan" Eric R. Minami Robert H. Tu Ping K. Ko
Chenming Hu

Departmeut of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, U.S.A.

Abstract this occurring depends upon the particle envi-
ronment, the possible path-length in the cell

Using this new module of Berkeley Reliability and the critical charge necessary to cause the
Tools (BERT) (Ref.l1), user can predict the er- change of state. IC designers can use radiation-
ror rate due to single event upset (SEU) in large hardened process technologies and radiation-
circuits. The error rate model described here hard circuit design techniques, but an impor-
uses a well established methodology, but for the tant role can be played by predictive modeling
first time a different choice is made on picking to optimize the design for single-event tolerance
up the sensitive nodes, enabling a quick predic- and prediction of failure level; finally ground
tion even for very large circuits. base testing should be used to verify radiation

tolerance.

1 Introduction

As electronic components have grown smaller The circuit-level modeling of single event ef-
in size and power and have increased in com- fects is an area of on-going research. The
plexity, their enhanced sensitivity to the radia- vulnerability analysis of important subsystems,
tion environment has become a major source such as analog subcircuits, CCD imagers, non-
of concern. Circuits can be randomly bom- volatile RAMs, and sensors, is becoming more
barded by ionizing particles of very high energy and more important. This module is part of the
(cosmic rays and/or a-particles), the so-called BErkeley Reliability Tools - BERT, an IC reli-
single events. Pulses of ionizing radiation are ability simulator. This new module can predict
known to be effective in corrupting the informa- the SEU error rate for complex digital circuits.
tion ICs store. The mechanism is a single event The user needs to provide the circuit and the
upset and it occurs when an energetic particle device model parameters (as for circuit simula-
passing through a microelectronic cell gener- tion), and to choose the environment in which
ates and deposits enough minority carriers so the circuit is going to operate. Moreover, if
that the cell changes state. The probability of data from on-earth characterization are avail-

*Paolo Pavan is now with the Dipartimento di able, they can be used to have a more accurate
Scienze dell'Ingegaeria, UniversitS di Modean, Via prediction of the failure rate according to the
Campi 213/B, 41100 Modens, Italy. model proposed in (Ref.2).
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2 Overview of the Simulator length through the sensitive region, and Si =
Q/(AAQ/AS)mu, is the minimum path-length

Previous work did not specifically address large for which a particle can deposit the re-
VLSI circuits (Ref.2). This module addresses quired minimum charge Qc. (AQ/AS),•, =
this need. The probability of a SEU event oc- 0.28pC/pm is the maximum stopping power
curring depends upon the charged particle en- for any particle in space environment, and 4,(s)
vironment, the possible path leng-tL in the cell is the flux of particles which can deposit a
and the critical charge necessary to cause the charge greater or equal the critical charge Q,.
change of state. Error rate calculations are Finally, f(s) is the distribution of pathlengths
made according to well established methodolo- through a parallelepiped. This formulation is
gies developed mainly for CMOS SRAM cells. the basis for the calculation of an error rate
They are based on an exact path-length dis- for different kind of circuits. The approach
tribution function (Refs.3,4), a Linear Energy is coupled with a technique modified from the
Transfer (LET) spectrum of the cosmic ray en- prediction of degradation by timing simulator
vironment (Ref.5), and a parallelepiped-shaped (Ref.7), which enables to choose which are the
sensitive volume. The sensitive volume is eval- transistors, and thus the junctions, susceptible
uated from the process parameters and funnel- to cosmic-ray-induced errors in digital circuits.
ing contributions, as calculated in (Ref.6), from We assume that only SEU at nodes that can
the process parameters and from the geome- be pulled up or down to the rail voltage values
tries in a SPICE-deck-like input. (strong nodes) have any effect on the rest of

Before the error rate for a particular node the circuit.
can be calculated, the minimum charge distur- As an example, we can consider the pull-
bance at that node required to cause an error down section of a NAND circuit, Figure 1.
must be deterrmined. The amount of charge Node 0, the output node, is a strong node,
present at the node is determined by the to- node A is a weak one. If Ni is OFF any dis-
tal capacitance of the node and the voltage at
the time of a single event interaction. Node ca-
pacitance is determined by interconnect capac- Vdd
itance, gate capacitance, junction capacitance,
and stray capacitance due to overlap-regions,
etc. The voltage is the noise margin of the cir- in-H r-
cult AVNM. Critical charge, Qc,is thus defined
as Qc = CN • AVNM. AVNM can be either
determined from other simulations, or set at 0 -
Vdd/2. The module allows the user to choose T
whether Qo is to be calculated according to Tb Ni--- N1
one of these options, or assigned by user, pre-
sumably from other kinds of simulations. w.crModS A

If the dimensions of the parallelepiped sensi-
tive volume are 1, w, and h, the error rate can in.I --q N2
be calculated as:

ER = Apfj 0(s)f(s)ds (1)

where AP = 1/2 (1w + wh + hi) is the av-
erage projected area of the parallelepiped, Figure 1: Nand Gate

S = vl + to2 + h2 is the maximum path-
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turbance at A will not affect the output 0. So,
too, is the case if N2 is ON. If Ni is ON and 11 HM6508 CDP1821
N2 is OFF, the charge disturbance at A, AQA, MOS 11 L 07W H L W H

is shifted to O in the worst case option. In the NI 28.4 10.4 0.72 5 15 0.5

more accurate option, AQo is the smaller of P1 28.41 9.4 07.2 5 - 5 0.5

AQACo/(Co+CA) and (Vd--Vt)CACo/(CA+ P2 22.2 17.2 2.10 10 5 0.5
Co). The third and default option is that, Al 2 10. 0.72 5 64 0.5

because the internal capacitance at node A is A2 H8. 10.4 0.72 5 64 0.5
smaller than the output capacitance at node
0, the glitch produced at the output, limited Table 1: MOS geometric parameter as from

to (Vdd - Vt)CA/(CA + Co) will not be large (Ref.8); L, W, H are in pom.

enough to propagate to any other gate in thecircuit. Error Rate This work Ref. [8]
HM6508 2.2 .10-5 2. 10-b 7- 10-bThe BERT preprocessor determines the sig- 1156508 3.2.10-6 2- + 5. 10-6

nal strengths at each node. Summing the SEU

rate for each strong node will give the rate for 2the circuit. CDP1821 2.5-10- 2- 10- 7. 10-s

Table 2: Error Rate results for SRAMs in
Errors/bit .day, compared with those reported

3 Simulation Examples in (Ref.8).

SThe first set of simulations was carried out ment with those in (Ref8) (Table 2).
on CMOS SRAMs to validate the procedure. Simulations were also performed on larger
Table 1 shows the geometry parameters takenSiuaon weelsprfmdonagrfmlierashows the Refometry devicetes t8 aend circuits, whose benckmark and netlist format
from literature (Ref.8) for devices HM6508 and are taken from ISCAS'85 (Ref.9) for combina-
CDP1821, together with process parameters toriai networks, and from ISCAS'89 (Ref.10)
and an estimate of the critical charge Qc.
Forndevicestimate8f the substratc doprge i- for digital sequential circuits. Each simulatedSFor devices HM6508, the substrate doping is circuit is characterized in Table 3. Simulation1.3 x 10i1 cm-3 , and the p-well doping is 1.4 x of digital sequential circuits was carried out
101'cm-3 . For a bias of Vdd = 5V, the deple- either taking into account the contribution of
tion widths for the n- and p-channel transistors each strong node, or considering only the nodes
determine the value of H reported in Table 1. belonging to the D-type flip-flop. SEU error
The hardened versions HS6508 and HS6508RHare assumed to have the same sensitive region rates are reported in Table 3. The error rate
areoassmedrtoshave the sa esen sitive rThego of the same large circuits was simulated also for

critical charge Qc was estimated in 0.26 Th different values of Vdd, varying from 5 to 3 V.

for the unhardened version, in 0.82pC for the As shown in Figure 2, the error rate increases as

hardened ones. Devices CDP1821 are Silicon- Vdd decreases, as can be expected, since lower

on-Sapphire (SOS) devices. Ionization charges Vsn implies lower critical charge, thus a higher

can be collected only from the epitaxial silicon sensitivity to perturbations, leading to a higher
region between the source and the drain. In error rate.

this case, the sensitive region is limited to the
dimensions of the region under the gate of a 4 Conclusions
sensitive transistor. The epitaxial thickness is
estimated as 0.5 pm ± 10% (see values of H in A new module has been added to BERT. It can
Table 1). In this case, the critical charge is determine the error rates for as a result of SEU
estimated as 1.1 pC. Results are in good agree- in very large digital circuits. By using a timing
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simulator and a new choice of sensitive nodes, a

fast simulation of very large circuits is enabled,2 C1355 $8 thus providing a useful tool for circuit design-Name INime Priit -F -M era, who can use BERT repetitively during the
Circuit Priority ECAT DFM DFM
Function Decoder design to understand how specific choices can
Total 160 546 96 390 affect reliability.
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SUMMARY

A methodology assessed for wafer level reliability is described. An accelerated lifetest performed on specific test
structures designed on purpose allowed us to correlate reliability with elementary process yields.

Standard High Reliability assurance 2. WAFER LEVEL ELECTRICAL TESTS
procedures currently rely on component qualification
and, more generally, on end-of-line testing. They can In a second phase, two wafer batches were
be very cost effective and add significant delays. An manufactured and electrically tested using a Keithley
alternate methodology would be to monitor the tester. Parameters were stored into a VAX computer
quality during part manufacturing. This approach led and analysed using BBN's commercial RSI
us to design and manufacture a test chip which statistical analysis software. Tables including test
includes test structures to monitor elementary yields structure parameters and die x/y location on the
and defect densities. After electrical tests and wafer were defined. This x/y traceability was kept
analyses on two wafer lots, 160 devices were throughout all the phases ofthe project.
packaged and submitted to an accelerated lifetest. Most of the time, parametric data were found
Afterwards, we studied the reliability of various to be log-nonnally distributed: reject criteria were
features of the process and investigated possible hence defined from cumulative distribution function
correlations between wafer level yields and plots. Yields and defect densities were obtained for
reliability, the various structures. From these wafer level

analyses, two different yield behaviours were found,

depending on the die location on the wafer. Defects
I. TEST CHIP DESIGN from the inner area of the wafer appeared to be

randomly distributed, following a Poisson yield
The work reported here required a mature, model, while those from peripheral regions tended to

qualified manufacturing process and was hence cluster, revealing more systematic defects
performed in partnership with a space qualified Rad occurrence. An additional parameter was therefore
Hard CMOS ASIC manufacturer. The firt step was defined in order to identify the geographical origin
the test chip design, based on a structural of the dice, leading for each test structure to two
decomposition of the process (Refs. 1, 2): each values of yield and defect density
structure had to emphasize the impact of an (center/peripheral).
elementary defect related to a process step and
minimize all others. This was done within the design
rules of the technology to keep a maximal 3. LIFETEST CONDITIONS
commonality with "functional" circuits.

The final test chip included 34 substructures After these first analyses, 160 devices
(Ref. 3) devoted to investigate the critical features of extracted from the second batch of wafers were
the technology, packaged and submitted to an accelerated lifetest.
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These dice were randomly selected from ten
wafers preliminary extracted from the batch. Dice
from center (75%) and peripheral areas (25%) of the
wafer were selected and tracked in order to cover as
wide a distributio. of defect densities as possible.

These dice were split into different test
boards in order to apply variow- stress conditions to
each test structure. The lifetest was then performed
on all chips and test structures simultaneously. The
stress conditions included two temperatures (125 0C
and 150°C) and different bias voltages depending or'
the test structures. This lifetest was meant to be b)
easily implemented in a production environment:

* thin oxides were submitted to electrical fields of
4 and 6 MV/cm

* on metal serpentines, contacts and vias ctains,
two voltages (8V and 16V) were applieo -n
order to induce current densities from a few 10b c)
A/cm2 to 107 A/cm 2  Fig. i: Layout of metal serpentines.

* intermetallic oxides were stressed with an
electrical field around I MV/cm. Defects on serpentines 2 and 3 appeared

dependent on both temperature and voltage while
All the devices were tested at given instants (00h, those on serpentine I were mainly voltage dependent
200h, 400h, 840h, 1600h. 2100h). (see fig. 2).

4. LIFETEST RESULTS Nfl Serpa ¢ I

* For each test structure and each stress 60 -o--- 1

duration, we extracted the defect rates associated • "1. 4''-- ---- -iV/125C
* with the stress conditions. These results were then 40

correlated with those obtained after wafer level tests.
We have found usefla to define a youth defect rate ° § =
Dy (at 100h) and a wear defect rate Dw (Dw = Dy -Tios)
Dt at t = 1600h or 2100h) for each stress condition.
In the present work, we will focus on the metal and
thin oxide test structures which presented the higher Metal Serpeiaine 2

defect rates. Lo .a.eo. ------ ......

4. 1.Metal Structures 0 .-- 16/2-

Metal serpentines showed an evolutive defect 0.
rate during the lifetest which sug&.sted voltage and 9 9
temperature related effects. Those were different ,
according to the underlying topology of the
seipentines. Three topologies were under test: Fig. 2: Metal defect rate evolution for different

test conditions.
* metal serpentine over epitaxial silicon (epi) lines

(serpentine I - see fig. Ia -) Under the same stress conditions, the first
* metal serpentine over parallele epi lines serpentine hAd the higher defect rate. We hence

(serpentine 2- see fig. lb -) concluded that, in the first serpentine, the effective
applied current density was higher than the

# metal serpentine over an epi grid (serpentine 3 theoretical value because of metal thinnings: they
- see fig. Ic -) were attributed electromigration mechanism leading

to opens. SEM photographs were performed in order
Each serpentine was interdigited in two metal combs to support that point as showed in photo I. Opens
to investigate shorts but none appeared during the were more often localized above polysilicon steps as
lifetest. expected because of step coverage.
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Then, we extracted youth defect rates for each
wafer and we compared them with the corresponding
defect rates obtained after wafer level tests. We
found a correlation between these parameters which
indicated that we tend to have more youth defects
when we detected more defects on wafers.

In the same way, we compared these youth
wafer defect rates with the wafer breakdown voltage
measured on Process Control Modules (PCM). This
led us to point out a correlation showing that the
lower the breakdown voltage, the higher the defect

Photo 1: Serm view of an opened metal serpentine, rate (see fig. 4). This correlation was even enhanced
by normalizing the PCM breakdown voltage by the

We then compared the youth defect rate with stress voltage: we hence observed the direct ink with
the wear defect rate as shown in fig. 3. This graph wafer level characteristics without including stress
shows a clear correlation between both of them condition effects.
leading us to an important conclusion: the more
youth defect are observed, the less reliable structures
are. - -

F. 4: Y

I,.M
.I. W•.. . .. 4 0 V

a,-

'. , ,. • ,'.•', • •' ,oFig. 4: Youth defect rate vs breakdown voltage on
rna , II,,. . PCM.

Fig. 3: Defect rate evolution between lO0h and All these correlations were then performed
2100h for metal structures. again by separating the dice geographically

(center/peripheral). We found similar links as
4 2. Thin Oxide Structures previously but these links were even stronger for the

chips coming from the inner region while theyWith regard to the thin gate oxide, three appeared weaker for the devices from the peripheral
structures were studied: the first one was dedicated aperdwkrfothdvisfomheeihrl
to investigate the area feature while the others were region. This can be understood as the latter appeared

more prone to systematic defects (poor Poisson
devoted to edge effect investigations (Ref. 3). dependencies at wafer level). They were therefore

All of them showed a clear size proportionnally less affected by the "reliability
dependence: the bigger test structure, the higher failure mechanism that caused inner chips to fail.
defect rate.

Edge-dedicated structures were found to Finally, we investigated the evolutive chip
behave in slightly different ways though they both distributions according to the various stress
could investigate edge effects. Those devoted to conditions, using cumulative distribution function
study oxide overetching showed a lower defect rate plots. The latter exhibited distributions which were
than the one dedicated to reveal oxide thinnings divided into three parts, the first representing the
along epitaxial islands. The latter rather behave as good devices and the others characterizing the

the area structures which had the higher defect rate. failures (see fig. 5). We hence found two types ofThis confirms the correct design of the test defects revealing two simultaneous failure
structures, showing that edge effect-induced oxide mechanisms.
failures here originated more from thinnings above
silicon island than from oxide overetching.

Our analysis consisted first in performing
correlations between lifetest results and wafer level
test data.

We compared Dy with Dw for each stress
condition and we observed that, mainly for the
biggest size, the more youth defects, the less reliable
the structures.
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decrease of the defect rate with a temperature
increase: this last phenomenom must be linked

2 with the second failure mechanism which
occured simultaneously. Under the higher stress
field, breakdowns were more prone to occur

Sj than oxide leakages, which was slightly
• "• enhanced by a temperature increase.

•- I First assumptions were made according to the
* • origin of these failures.

- Breakdowns ccurrence was attributed to
,latent defcts in the oxide layers since they appeared

a wunder rather low stress conditions.
Oxide leakage behaviour was compared to the

I ....1 ...... one observed by Olivo et al. (Ref. 4) and it appeared
.'' "' to be rather similar. The mechanism proposed by

Olivo et al. relies on the presence of weak spots in
Fig. 5: Cumulative distribution function plot for thermal oxides; high field stress destroys the oxide

oxide leakage current, integrity at these spots, leading to a current
enhancement. Although our oxide was thicker than

We therefore precised our failure criteria in the one described in (4), we can assume that the
or ler to separate these mechanisms and we studied leakages we observed came from oxide
them according to the stress conditions. imperfections which influence was enhanced by the

The first mechanism, corresponding to the stress. This mechanism predominated in the area
scattered distribution, was called "small oxide structures and was weaker in the edge structures: this
leakages" as the leakage current was low and can support the fact that oxide leakages are more
belonged to a large range of values. The second one linked with oxide integrity (weak spots due to
rather corresponded to instantaneous oxide particle contamination for example) than with oxide
breakdowns. It appeared mainly voltage-dependent thinnings which are predominant in edge structures.
while oxide leakages were more or less temperature- More analyses are required to accurately identify this
dependent. In fact, oxide leakage behaviour showed mechanism.
linked temperature and voltage dependencies (see
fig. 6):

5. CONCLUSIONOxide Leakages

o 30 ---- *---.,2+.c We have proposed a wafer level reliability
23 prediction methodology, based on the analysis ofu20 o/o-

5 ospecific test structures. A test chip was designed,
-1.~ ;0 manufactured and electrically tested before

--- o - submitting it to an accelerated lifetest. Close
8o correlations were found on metal structures between

Tim (Hours) the youth defect rate and the structure reliability. We
also observed the underlying topology influence on
failure occurrence.

Oxide Ba.kdowm Results on thin oxide structures allowed us to
,40 • -:-- 20V/23.c validate the design of the structures and to point out

30 ----- 2ov130c the link between reliability and elementary yields.

20 We also observed two simultaneous failure
mechanisms, one characterized by oxide leakages,

S" . .. the other by oxide breakdowns. More analyses are
0 _needed to accurately describe and model these

Tm mechanisms.
Tme ,m) A last phase will be to manufacture test

Fig. 6: Oxide failure mechanisms evolution with time structures and functional circuits on the same chip.
and stress conditions. We will hence validate the results presented here and

assess the suitability of such a methodology for a
* under a low stress field, the defect rate was High Reliability procurement strategy.

greatly enhanced by a temperature increase

* under a higher stress field, the temperature
effect vanished and the defect rate remained
low. Sometimes, we could even observe a
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the conductor and resistor experience severe electrical.
Abstract mechanical, thermal and chemical stresses which are

detrimental to the performance and life of the devices.
The microstructure ofAl(4%Cu)films deposited For example, electromigration may occur under the

on Ta4AI resistor films used for thermal ink jet electrical stress and affects the reliability of the Al
printheads was studied using atomic force microscopy electrode ;onsiderably. Hence, it is important to
(AFM), energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy and characterise the metallurgical properties of the AI(4%Cu)
trcasmission electron microscopy (TEM). films.
Characterisation of the films revealed that the A!(4%Cu)
films contain Al-Ta and Al-Cu-Ta phases and We have investigated the microstructure of
precipitates possibly related to Guinier Preston zones AI(4%Cu) thin films deposited on Ta2Al. A 100nm
and 0 particles. Ta2AI resistor film was sputtered onto a 1.6pm SiO2

barrier film. The conductor film was formed by
sputtering a 500nm Al doped with 4% of Cu on the

1. INTRODUCTION resistor layer. The entire structure was fabricated on an
unpattemed p+ Si substrate. The structure and

Thermal ink jet printheads (Refs. 1, 2) utilise composition of the AI(Cu) films were analysed by
fast pulse heating of thin film heaters to locally form a scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force
bubble in the ink over the heater surface. The printhead microscopy, transmission electron microscopy and
resistor structure is normally fabricated on a silicon energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy.
substrate using standard IC technique. A barrier film of
silicon dioxide is first deposited. The resistor film is Two sets of AI(4%Cu) films, hereafter referred
tantalum aluminum and is magnetron sputtering to as Samples #1 and #2 respectively, fabricated
deposited. Aluminum doped with a small percentage of separately by two identical systems with slight difference
copper is deposited next by magnetron sputtering to in the operating conditions were studied. The Al films in
form the conductor film. Sample #1 were magnetron sputtered by a system which

was run continuously overnight whereas Sample #2 was
Efficient performance of the thermal ink jet fabricated by a system during a qualifying test. In this

printer requires that the heater excitation lasts for paper, Sample #1 is used as a reference for comparative
microseconds and raises the heater surface to several study, and only the microstructure in Sample #2 will be
hundred degrees Celsius at frequencies of a few analysed in detail.
kiloHertz. During the operation and life of the printhead,
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2. RESULTS It can be clearly observed that Sample #2
contains a much higher amount of small bright spots

2.1 SEM/EDX and AFM than Sample #1.

The high resolution scanning electron When the surface structures seen in regions 2)
micrograph shown in Fig. I indicates that the surface of and 3) in Fig. I were analysed by atomic force
the Al conductor films consist of three distinct regions: microscopy, they were shown to consist of hillocks of

different sizes protruding from the Al surface. Fig. 2
I) A fairly smooth and uniform region which appeared shows a typical AFM image of the hillocks, the height
as dark contrast. This background region showed strong of which varied from a few nanometres to a few tens of
Al signals, with a small amount of Cu. in the SEKEDX nanometres.
spectrum;
2) Small spots appeared as bright contrasts of about
20nm and
3) 'Grains" of approximately 200nm - 40Omn.

((a)f (a)

(b)

Fig. I High resolution SE micrographs of a region of the 2 20 000 ,.

AI(Cu) films. The SEM/EDX results of the background (b)
(i.e. darker contrast) showed the presence of Al and Si
only. Due to the spatial limitation of the EDX in SEM, Fig. 2 AFM images of the AI(Cu)films showing hillocks
no useful elemental information could be obtained from protruding from the flim surface. (a) Sample #1. (b)
the small bright spots and "grains". (a) Sample #V, (b) Sample #2. Note that the scan range in (a) is 2 times
Sample #2. larger than that of (b).
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Both the SEM and AFM images correlate very (Fig. 4(a)) collected by the 7EM. These precipitates
well. The "grains" seen in SEM are actually 'big" have the highest amount of Cu signals as compared to
hillocks with height varying from 20nm - 60nm. other areas. They maintained as dark contrast even at
Whereas the small bright spots correspond to "small" other sample tilt angles;
hillocks of height less than 10rim. 2) A second group of the regions (marked 2 in Fig. 3)

appeared as dark circular precipitates of about lOnm -
The SEM and AFM results reveal that the S0nm in diameter. Although the contrast was found to

AI(Cu) film surface in Sample #2 is uniformly occupied be a function of the sample tilt angle, they did not
by small hillocks, with a few larger ones randomly disappear from the image completely. Again Al, Cu and
scattered. On the other hand, only big hillocks are Ta were detected (Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)). However the
generally visible in Sample #1. relative composition of Cu and Ta could vary even

though they appeared to have the same contrast and
geometrical properties in the TEM image; and

2.2 TEM/EDX 3) The third group (marked D in Fig. 3) compnrsc Ai
grains of about 500nm in diameter, showing very strong

In the TEM analysis, only Sample #2 will be Al signals and insignificant small amounts of Ta and Cu
discussed in detail. Figs. 3 and 4 show a transmission (Fig. 4(d)). Similar to the small dark regions seen in 2),
electron microscope bright field image of a region of the the contrast of the Al grains varied with the sample tilt
AI(Cu) thin films in Sample #2 and the associated angles. But at certain tilt angle, the grain boundaries
TEM/EDX results. The planar samples were prepared by might disappear completely, forming a large Al crystal.
polishing the samples from the bacK side mechanically Fig. 4(e) shows the background signals for comparison.

and ion milling them to a thickness of approximately
O.1pm. Basically, the films contain three types of To ascertain that e Ta signals collected from
microstructure: the planar sample were not due to the effect of the Ta in

the underlying TazAl layer, TEM analysis on the cross
1) A large number of the regions (marked I in Fig. 3) section of the AI(Cu)YTa 2AI structure was performed.
appeared as dark contrast of about 150nm - 400nim in Fig. 5 shows a TEM image of the cross-section of the
diameter, showing Al, Cu and Ta in the EDX results resistor structure. Results similar to those in Fig. 3 were

Fig. 3 TEM bright field image of a planar
region of the AI(Cu) film in Sam, le #2.
Magnification = lO0,O00x. Regioi s
indicated by markers I and 2 are about
15Onm - 400nm and JOnm - 50n t respectively. 02
These regions show Al. Cu and ' .1 signals. C 2 :'
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Fig. 4 The EDX spectra of the dierent regions seen in
Fig. 3. Spectra (a), (b) and (c) were coliectedfrom the
locations marked A, B and C in Fig. 3 respectively.
Spectra (d) and (e) correspond to location in Fig. 3
and the background respectively The main Al peak in A

all the spectra are not shown. All the X-ray peaks have
been scaled proportonately to the most intense peak in
Spectrum (a). 6

(a))

(b) l

0 1 r (k1Y2

obtained. Besides the AI-Cu-Ta phase found in the of size of 10nm - 50rim are suspected to be related to
planar sample, an extra AM-Ta phase (Fig, 6(a)), which the formiation of Guinier Preston (GP) zones before the
always appeared as dark contrast for different sample tilt equilibrium 0 phase appears (Refs. 3,4,5). For example,
angles, was observed in the AI(Cu) films. precipitates GP(1) zones less than 100nin normally occur at 160"C
showing AI-Cu-Ta phase, similar to those indicated by aging temperature whereas GP(H) zones with size Less
I and 2 in Fig. 3, were obyserved not only in the "bulk" thant 5Ohm appear between 100"C - 200"C. Those
of the thin film (arrows 2 and 3 in Fig. 5 and Figs. 6(b) particles of size of 150nm - 400nm are likely formed
and 6(c)) but also at places very near to the top surface during the 0 phase and arm commonly found along the
(arrow 4 in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6(d)). All the microanalysis aL-Al grain boundary as shown in Fig. 3. The
results have good reproducibility even at other regions. preliminary Kikuchi line investigation and electron

diffraction study of these 0 precipitates from which A],
Cu and Ta were detected show that their structure is

3. DISCSSION very different from the fcc structure of the aL-AI.

Based on the TEM analysis, the precipitates Certainly, the presence of the precipitates
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Fig. 5 (right-hand side) TENf bright field
image of a cross-section of the AI(Cu) fdm
in Sample #2. Magnification = 42,500x.
TEMIEDX was performed at those regions indicated
by arrows I to 6. Arrow 7 marks the location
of the TaAl resistor film.

Fig. 6 (below) TEMIEDX spectra of the
cross-section of Sample #2. These results
have to be studied together with Fig. 5. Spectra
(a) to (d) were the results of the regions
marked by arrows I to 4 in Fig. 5 respectively.
Regions 5 and 6 in Fig. 5 basically show Al signals.
Also, the Al peak in all the spectra are not
shown. All the X-ray peaks have been scaled
proportionately to the most intense peak in
Spectrum (a).

(b) (d)

Enrgy (KeV) Energy (kQV)
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related to the GP zones is due to the difference in the McGraw-Hill, Singapore, 1972.
aging prameter suc as the aging time or temperature.
In the present study, it also appears that the hillocks 4. Brooks C.R., In Heat treatment, structure and
revealed by SEM and AFM are likely to be Al-Cu and properties of nonferrous alloys, Metals Parks, Ohio,
Al-Cu-Ta precipitates formed during different transition American Society for Metals, 1982.
phases Preliminary indications are that die large and
small hillocks (precipitates) on Samples #1 and #2 5. Lancker M. Van, In Metallurgy of alumirum alloys,
surface are somewhat related to the 6 phase and GP Chapman and Hall Ltd. London, 1967.
zones respectively.

From these results, it is clear that the Ta has
diffused from the underlying Ta2AI resistor film into the
AI(Cu) films, giving rise to the Al-Cu-Ta and Al-Ta
phases. The distribution of Ta in the Ai(Cu) films was
found to be random. However, the reaction between Ta
and Al-Cu and Al is not clear yet. Further work is
necessary to detennine the mechanism of forming the
Al-Cu-Ta and Al-Ta precipitates in the AI(Cu) filnL

Concuh-s

Al(4%Cu) films deposited on Ta"Ai resistor
layer were studied. Al-Ta and AI-Cu-Ta particles were
observed in the Al films. In addition, hillocks possibly
related to Guinier Preston zones and 0 precipitates were
found on the surface of the films. Since the quality of
the AI(Cu) film is dependent on the precipitating
'"particles", which in turn depends on the aging process,
it is important to study the cause of the existence of the
AI-Cu-Ta and Al-Ta precipitates. Further work in this
area will be carried out. This piece of information will
be very useful in determining the optimum properties of
the alloy.
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EVALUATION OF LOW-VOLTAGE ZuO VARISTORS QUALITY
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Abstract : ZOO low voltage varistors are of gpeat interest for the protection of electronics systems against transient
surge overvoltage. In the opposite of classical destructive reliability tests. reliability indicators allow the determination
of devicz reliability with non destructive stress coaditions. Low-frequency noise power, controled by the conduction
mechanisms in Schotky barriers of grain boundaries between ZnO grains, has been related to the main device
parameters, i.e. the non-linearity coefficient and the leakage current. icasurtments have been performed on samples of
different technologies, before and after high energy pulse tests in order to correlate excess noise and degradation of the
devices.

1. INTRODUCTION and representative of risks in operating conditions. An
alternative solution is the use of reliability indicators.

Varistors are electronics devices which resistance such as C(V) characterization as a function of the
decreases strongly when increasing the applied voltage, hequency, which should be measured under lower stress
Such a property presents a great inteest to protect conditions.
electronics systems against surge overvoltages. Varistor Electrical properties related to quality and reliability
effect is characterised by a fast current density change of low-voltage varistors have been investigated here on
from 10-2 to about 104 A.m-2 . In this domain, I(V) the basis of excess low-frequency noise measurements.
dependence can be described by the empirical equation Related to the conduction mechanisms in Schouky
(Ref.l): barriers between ZnO grains, the spectral intensity of

current noise is found to be linked to the principal
I = (V/C) [I] pammet of quality of a nonlinear clamping device:

the non-linearty coefficient o.
where ct is called the non-linearity coefficient and

is a criterium of efficiency of the device. 2. TEST SAMPLES

Several theories have been developped to explain
conduction mechanisms and model ZnO varistors Most of measurements have been performed on
behaviour. They point out the fundamental role of a new technology varistors. built at IXL Laboratory,
microstuctumr constituted of several semiconductor consisting in thick ZnO screen-printed layers on an
grains and intergranular insulating boundaries. The alumina substrte, with small addition of other metals.
main non-linearity effect is attributed to the boundaries Varistor ink is composed of ZnO powder, organic
where threshold voltage is about 3 V. In the binder and a few percents of doping impurities
application we are involved, low threshold voltage (COC03, Cr2 0 3 , Bi 203, MnCO3 , Sb20 3 ). A
values must be achieved (less than 20 V), so that thin Platinium common electrode is first deposited and
ZnO layers are required (20 or 30 pm for a mean grain annealed at a temperature of 9509C. Varistor ink is then
size of 3 to 4 pm). Screen-printing thechnology fits printed in successive layers, dryed during 15 min at
well this requirement and presents many advantages: 120C (Figure 1).

- The desired threshold voltage is controlled by the
layer thickness. Scr- isyed l VVh OV)

- Several protection elements can be deposited on a I 3-10
single substrate, allowing an individual protection of 2 10-20
several I/O (like connectors). 3 20 -35

- Hybrid components, with various electronics
functions, as well as discrete components can be Figure I: Threshold voltage vs number of
implemented. screnprinted ZnO laycrs

Usual methods to determine varistors reliability A mechanical pressure (either uniaxial or isostatic,
consist in statistical destructive tests under rated single with a maximum of 6.2x108 Pa) is included in the
pulses of high energy (lightening waves, 0.1x6.4 p, fabrication process to control the clamping voltage by
8x20 ps...) defined by their shape and duration (Ref.2) densifying the screen-printed films without the use of
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inorganic binder. Before dhe deposition of six Silver
electrade:4samples ame put in an oven at I1500C during40
iS min under controlled atmosphere. Two final 2 AVX VCVSO5
annealing processes (85MC and 630C uambilise diea L
active materiuals (Ref 3). Teat veticle. ae enacqimlated 30r

in a7-pins SILpackgeas shown in figure 2.

20.

-50 0 50 100 150
elecrodeTempMOMb (C)

AluminaFigure 4: Leakage current of a screen-printed varistor
subs"Wcompared to a ceramnic one. vs temperature

(V -5.5 V)

Figure 2: 7 pins SIL Test stucture
Varisior impedance can be modelled al low

Commercial ceramic vaisttrs from Harris (btl. frequencies (below a few 10 kHz) by an equivalent
Draloric (bulk), AVX (multilayer). in dhe am rane Of~ parallel RC circuit whene R and C depend on frequency
threshold voltage (18-25 V) have been compared to our (Ref ,) This impedance is measured in our case to
samples (Ref.4) on the basis of their electrical and correct the inherent filtering effect when studying
noise pqmat. background current noise between 10 Hz and 10 kHz,

by introducing this equivalent circuit in the calculation
3 of noise measurement set-up firequency response. A

3.ELECTRICAL C2HARACTERISATION typical result is preaented on Figures 5a and 5b.

1(V) characteristis of a ZOO varistor can generally V=22 V1
be divided in three or four zones according to the range
of voltage applied to the devices (Frigure 3). 10 8

102

101- lies~
100- ohmic region I-O

1o (M1 I HA %A
0. 1sop a16 1 10 100

1--leakage . I_ _ _

U-

104-

I Voltage(V) lO~di 100 1
Figure 3 : Wide range current I(V) characteristics of a

screeni-printed varistor 0__

A peculiar attention must he paid to fte region I 1qec~W
(ohmic region) where the leakage current reflects Fiursr:eqiv luentcirutpraeesfrrqec
microstructure quality (Figure 4). and the region III 1~ respne v: Equiva entcirui pardbamees condfrequncy
where the. non-linearity coefficient oL modelling the IM)rs~s.vsfeunyad iscniin
dependence [1] describes the efficiency of die protective Figtre 5a: Equivalent parallel capacitance
element. Figure 5.b: Equivalent parallel resistance
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A strong dependence on bias condition is observed, normalmed excess noise level U (evaluated before or
for dynamical resistance R of course, but also for after the cut-off frequency) : the higher the
parallel capacimnce C. non-linerity coefficient, the lower die noise level

(Figure 8).
33 Conution mechaniams and ezssu noise sources

Conduction mechanisms in complex structures like D f: 1000 Hz

ZnO varistorsisidentified asaconductionofSchotky 1 f 1D f=_0Hz_ _

type through die barriers of thin amorphous zone 00 10
between the ZnO grains. It can be defined an equivalent i O
number of junctions in series: in our case of low .E 1 * • "
voltage drop, the mean number of ZnO grains is about j 10
eight Considered as a junction noise, current noise V 0
spectral intensity has been modelled in the ohmic 1 slope:
region (Ref.7) according to the empirical Hooge 10 -
relation: a a U

_S KROpl[1 1-2C0-
12 AffNd f f 10-4 110-3 10-2

Curet(A)
where RO et CO arc the equivalent parameters of the Figure 7: Dependence of noise level on bias current

ohmic region in the frequency range, Aeff is the (at f 20 Hz and f I000 Hz)
equivalent conduction section, Nd is the donors number
in doped ZnO, K is a factor including microscopic 1_19
electrical parametes. 5 .0

Under higher currents (10-4. 10-3 A). i.e. in I=SmA
region H and at the beginning of region iIi, excess 0 D=3mA
current noise spectra exhibit one or more cut-off -19 nS11
frequencies which depend on the bias conditions 1 "i

(Figure 6). .1

#2

iid

13 14 15 .16 17
non-linearity coefficient

Figure 8: Normalized noise level (K)-O 10 mA for 6 screen-printed varistors at two bias currents
l-19 vs non-linearity coefficient

1N soise measurements performed on varistors of
other technologies (bulk, multilayers) showed that both

0.4 A noise level and spectrum shape (number of cut-off
10 0.mfrequencies, slopes...) cannot be compared from one

sample to another. But the relationship between low-
_-21 frequency noise level (below 100 Hz) and the non-

10101 i02 0i 164 linearity coefficient does not significantly vary.
Fmquecy (Hz)

Figure 6: Noise spectra vs bias current 4. VARISTORS DEGRADATIONý
(from 0.4 to 10 mA, T - 300 K)

4.1 Bum-in Lem
Noise slope is about 0.5 below the knee, nearly

pure Z/f noise is found for higher frequencies. Screen-printed varistors have been submitted to
Furthermore, quadratic dependence on current is not standard bum-in pulses, described by their duration,
verified for current corresponding to the most non-linear maximal ratings (voltage/current). The calibrated
region, around threshold voltage, where SI() is rather 0.1 ps/6.4 ps lightening wave, representative of short
proportional to I (Figure 7). A correlation has been overload risks for electronics and power systems
found between the non-linearity coefficient and the (Ref. 8-9) has been applied 5 times to the samples
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(S varistors in a SIL package, sample n5 is kept for wueamm threshold non-lineaity
reference), with a period of one minute between pulses, voltae

A typical response for pulae curmat and clamped sample no 2 I 3 2 I 3
voltage of die varisair is presented on figure 9. befor eai 17 15.4 14.4 1.

afterteai 1V.1 17.6 12 12.5

Figure 1 : Coar.iaison of electrical parameters
before and after isting

4.3 Noise measurements after burn-in test

Noise measurements performed on the damaged
samples reflect the degradation of a (Figure 12).

A variation of -25% for a of sample n°3 results in
an increase of a decade and half in noise; for samplen'2, noise increase is about half a decad for a change of
-16% for the non-linearity Co¢•efiiCnL

Figure 9: l(t) and V(t) response to 0.1 s/6.4 its -1
lightening waveform < 10

4.2 D~g hrceiain-
.2_ #2- 42 3

Failures or degradation have been characterised. "
Damaged samples have to be divided in two groups:
the first one includes totally failed varistors (n~l. 4. 6) .I0
which present open-circuit. An optical observation 2shows a partial destruction of the upper or lower = -2 b
electrode of the device due to a high current spot

The other varistors (n* 2 and 3) do not present Ica 510
failure, but degradation of their electrical parameters
(Ref. 10-11) are measured: increase of the leakage --211 _ _ _ 4
current (x 103), decrease of the nonlinearity 10o01 102 to03 14
coefficient a (Figure 10). Frequency (Hz)

afte tFigure 12: Noise spectra before and after test
(samples n*2 and 3. 1 = 3 mA)

after testing
10-2 Vth - 17.6 V

l0- a 12.5

10-3"

• a- 1.8 ,•befor e lst
I i 1 102• ' failed, samplesl[

tot  1 10 -#

0-.81Voltage (V)1 10 2 1non-linearity1 coe/ffcient 1 6 1

Figure 10 :1(V) characteristics of a varistor Figure 13 : Normalized noise level (U)D
before and after bur'n-in test (sample n*3) vs bon-lineanity coefficient

(before and after bur-in test, I - 3 mA)
On the otber hand, threshold voltage presents a

rather low variation of less than +1.5%. Electrical If we superimpose noise data : normalised noise U
parameters are reported on figure 11 for both unfailed vs non-linearity coefficient a, so the previous data
samples. (Figure 8), we notice that the points after test are
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located according to the same trend (Figure 13). So, we
,:1v suppose that the variation of noise is strongly 8. J.M Wu, JJ. Shyu, "Electrical properties and
corru.--d to the variation of a, i.e. to the degradation improvement of ZnO varistors doped
micromechaizu.,,5 of conduction in the varistor. either with PbO-B 20 3 based glasses", J. Mat. Sc,
at the electrode conL•,zt (where failures occur for most of Vol. 24, 1989, pp 1881-1888
samples), either in the bulk (grains of ZnO).

9. A. Vicaud, D. Eguizabal, "Caractorisation
dectrique des czamiques ZnO pour parafoudres",

S. CONCLUSI ON Proc. ofJourn. d'itudes SEE-Club Etudes Gijn.,
March 1986, pp 85-87

The most important characteristics of a ZnO
varistor is its non-linearity coefficient which can be 10. L. J. Bowen, F. J. Avella, "Microstructure,
measured only in the breakdown region, that means Electrical Properties, and Failure Prediction in Low
under rather high currents. However, alIough such Clamping Voltage Zinc Oxide Varistors", J. Appl.
devices are able to si2i.1 high energy in surge Physics, 54(5), May 1983, pp 2764-2772
conditions, during very 3hort duration, the small
volume of screen-prined varistors does not allow a 11. P. Manuel. "M manismes de conduction et de
high mean power dissipation. An indicator of the value degradation dans les varistance' ZnO : Revues des
of ot (as excess noise) which is significant at very low Diff~rents Modeles", Proc. of Journ. d&tudes SEE-
current, i.e. without destructive Joule heating, can be Club Etudes Gen., March 1986, pp 25-33
used to characterise devices quality. Excess noise
measurement include indeed both noise sources
behaviour (microstructural effects) and macroscopic
evolution of the component (frequency response of the
varistance, equivalent resistance and capacitance). The
electronics functionality of the ZnO varistor should be
evaluated when taking into account the noise level and
hence the consequences on the reliability.
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Chernogolovka, Moscow distr., 142432 Russia

1. INTRODUCTION about the nonhomogeneities in

dopant distribution, nonhomoge-

Methods of scanning electron neous distribution of thermal
(SEM) and optical (SOM) micros- properties and metallization
copy are very promising for the topology.
nondestructive reconstruction
of three-dimensional internal 3. SEM TECHNIQUES
structure of objects under in-
vestigation with spatial reso- 3.1. Electron-beam tomograDhv
lution in micron and submicron in the backscattering electron
range. Such possibility is of mode
great importance for semicon-
ductor structure inspection, Electron-beam tomography in the
for the characterization of backscattering electron (BSE)
technology processes and for mode is very promising for the
failure analysis. The investi- inspection of multilayer struc-
gations carried out during last tures (Ref. 2). It has been
years allow to develop the shown that the measurements of
background for computer elect- (BSE) coefficient dependence on
ron-beam and laser tomography. electron beam energy or of BSE
Some special methods of "appa- energy spectrum allow to obtain
ratus" tomography in which the thicknesses in the range from

* reconstruction of physical pro- 0.1 to some microns. Compact
perties distribution or of in- high-resolving energy filtrati-
ternal structure of the object on of BSE and separate the sig-
under study was achieved by me- nals formed in subsurface la-
ans of specially designed setup yers at different depth with
were proposed. In the present submicron resolution.
paper the possibility of elect-
ron-beam and optical tomography 3.2. EBIC with depletion region
have been discussed. width modulation

2. SOM TECHNIQUES This new in-situ differential
technique allows (Ref. 3)

The setup for the transmitted, - to map diffusion length and
scattered and polarized scan- depletion region width two-di-
ning infrared microscopy desig- mensional distributions simul-
ned in the Institute of Microe- taneously,
lectronics Technology has been - to reconstruct the diffusion
described (Ref.l). The reflec- length profile with spatial re-
ted or scattered radiation is solution in depth better then
collected by the elliptic mir- 0.1 micron,
ror optics. Such conf-c)al mode - to reconstruct the dopant
of IR tomography allows to ac- distribution with depth resolu-
hieve resolution about 1 micron. tion compared with that of the
The detection of Rayley and C-V method and lateral resolu-
small-angle scattering allows tion about 1 micron,
to reconstruct the spatial - to measure diffusion length
distribution of microprecipita- profile in thin layers with
tes. IR images in the transmis- thickness smaller than diffusi-
sion mode gives an information on length.
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3.3. CL with energy and inten- 2. Dremova N.N., Drokin A.P.,
sitv modulation Zaitsev S.I., Rau E.I., Yakimov

E.B."Characterisation of multi-

This modulation cathodolumines- layer microstructures and sur-
cence technique has submicron face relief in bakscattered
depth resolution and allows elrctrons in the scanning
(Ref. 4) : electron microscope", Izv. RAN,
- to separate the spectra from ser. Fiz.,1993, v.57, No 8,
any layer of two- or three-layer pp.9-14 (in russ.).
structure,
- to measure the layer thick- 3. Kononchuk O.V., Yakimov E.B.
nesses in such structures, "Mapping of diffusion length
- to reconstruct the radiative and depletion region width in
recombination center depth Shottky diodes", Semiconductor
distribution. Sci.Tecnol., 1992, v.7, pp.

A171-A174.
3.4. Induced surface EMF

4. Kireev V.A., Razgonov I.I.,
This technique bases on con- Yakimov E.B. "Possibilities of
tactless measurements (Ref. 5) Modulated Cathodolumonescence
of the electric potential indu- for Multilayer Structure Cha-
ced by the focused electon beam racterisation", Scanning, 1993,
and allows to reveal the inho- v.15, pp. 31-36.
mogeneities in doping level,
recombination rate and so on 5. Aristov V.V., Kononchuk
without contact or other speci- O.V., Rau E.I., Yakimov E.B.
al sample preparation. "SEM investigation of semicon-

ductors by the capacitance
4. MULTI-FUNCTIONAL SCAN- trchniques", Microelectronic

NING PROBE Engineer., 1990, v. 12, pp.
179-185.

Scanning probe with dimensions
in the micrometer range with 6. Aristov V.V., Andrianov
metallic needle or some micro- M.V., Rau E.I. "Possibilities
sensor, e.g. thermocouple, has and future trends of scanning
been designed (Ref. 6). This sensor probe multiscan", Izv.
probe allows to map the sprea- RAN, ser. Fiz.,1993, v. 57, No
ding resistance, topographic 8, pp. 2-8 (in russ.).
and potential relief, to study
the distribution of temperature
fields, doping level, lifetime,
dielectric constant, surface
charge and so on. The results
demonstrating the possibilities
of the techniques for the semi-
conductor structure characteri-
zation an failure analysis are
presented.
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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

To support ASIC validation, debug and failure analysis, Without considering intrinsic failure mechanisms,
a characterization structure called MICROMOS was CMOS ASIC performance and "a fortiori" CMOS ASIC
developed to be integrated on ASIC at the design failure are dependent on design specification
stage. MICROMOS with use of SPICE modelling conformity, fab defect density and process
parameter extraction allows to extract SPICE specification conformity. For an ASIC designer and
parameter values at the die level by probing electrical user, well controlled techniques exist like automatic
characteristics of characterization patterns. These testing, electron beam testing and physical analysis to
SPICE parameter values being correlated to the validate design specification conformity and fab defect
process control of the run and to the die position on the density, but finally no single one can be used to
wafer, comparison with the SPICE parameter validate process specification conformity, or to
specification of the manufacturer, on different circuits diagnose failure when no hard defect is visible on the
and different runp, allows to perform process die but where process drift or critical design is the
parametric conformity analysis of the circuits cause [1].
evaluating position and spread of the process versus It can be achieved by allowing SPICE parameters
functional and parametric margins of the circuit, extraction on each circuit, from prototype to circuit

utilisation, then by performing conformity analysis of
MICROMOS and SPICE parameter extraction the "real SPICE data base" with the SPICE parameters
procedures has been developed and validated on a test specification of the manufacturer to diagnose process
vehicle with a 1.2 pm process. They are already used in parametric conformity defect.
MATRA DEFENSE's ASIC designs to built-in analysis. To reach this goal, a test structure called MICROMOS
In the same way, the French national space agency and a SPICE 2G.6 level 3 parameters extraction-
CNES uses MICROMOS in ASIC for research and optimisation procedure was developed, based on
development activities and plans to extend use of UTMOST III transistor modelling software. The
MICROMOS in operational circuits, mission of MICROMOS is to be integrated in

MATRA'S CMOS ASIC designs to be the memory of
Future works will complete this approach by the wafer process, read at any time of the circuit life, for
developing electrical failure simulation of the ASIC or a failure analysis, for process validation at the prototype
part of ASIC (the faulty localised structure), with use of level and for process quality indicator at the production
extracted SPICE parameter values, level through SPICE parameter specification

conformity analysis.

SPICE PARAMETER SPECIFICATION
CONFORMITY

1 This work was supported by the French National Space SPICE parameter specification of a manufacturer
Agency CNESunderomntract846/CNES/92/1778/1, defines the typical and worst case values for SPICE

- 1994 -
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parameters which are representative of the process
variation limits [2]. These typical and worst case values
are related to typical and worst case timing
characteristics of transistors in terms of switching time.
In fact, a SPICE parameters specification is made of
four databases representative of the limits of the
process variation, in term of transistor switching
performance (tab 1).

NMOS PMOS SPECIFICATION I
FAST FAST FF
FAST SLOW FS
SLOW FAST SF
SLOW SLOW SS

Tab.c SPICE parameter specification to

on a circuit, is to be able to measure process position

between the process variation limits (fig. 1) and so to ______

evaluate process specification conformity on a circuit.

SF FF L~
Fig.2: MICROMOS (N) lay-out

Fig.1 : Process Position. MM (Measured-Measured)
MICROMOS(N) is made of five patterns which allow to
extract the 22 SPICE parameters:
- CAPAMOS is a MOS thin oxide capacitance pattern

MICROMOS DESCRIPTION wich allows to extract TOX (and other parameters like

flat band voltage vfb, flat band capacitance cfb,...) with
C(V) measurements. Its dimension is (200 x 100) pIm2.The study has identified an optimum of 22 SPICE

parameters in a specification to provide accurate DC - CAPA is a two junctions pattern. One junction bottom
and transient analysis with SPICE electrical simulation capacitance which allows to extract CJ, MJ, PB, FC with
[3J. A characterization structure, MICROMOS, has C(V) measurements. Its dimension is (200 x 120) pim 2 .
been specified to measure the value of these And one junction sidewall capacitance which allows to
parameters using MOS transistor modelling extract CJSW, MJSW with C(V) measurements. Its
parameters extraction. MICROMOS was designed with dimension is (1500 x 1.2) jun2 .
a minimum area in order to be integrated in any
CMOS ASIC design, and to be probed at the die level.
It is divided in two parts to provide extraction of PMOS - OVER is a MOS thin oxide capacitance pattern wich
parameters and NMOS parameters, these two parts allows to extract CGBO (with C(V) measurements. Its
MICROMOSN, and MICROMOSP having the same dimension is (160 x 1.2) l&m2 .
geometry but different substrate polarity. Here, a
MICROMOS (N) description is presented for a 1.2 Im - TRANSLAP is a MOS transistor pattern which allows
process (fig. 2). to extract CGSO, CGDO with C(V) measurements. Its

dimension is W = 90 jim, L = 1.2 jim.

-1994 -
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- TRANS is a MOS transistor matrix pattern with six The procedures were developed in order to keep a
transistors which have different geometries. They allow physical meaning of the measured parameters while
to extract VTO, NSUB, UO, Rs, Rd, LD, THETA. WD, allowing accurate electrical simulation of the
DELTA, ETA. VMAX, NFS with I(V) measurements transistors' characteristics [5).
depending on the different geometries (tab. 2).

The extraction routines of the UTMOST Ill software
are based on the decomposition property of the SPICE

1 50/50 1 50/20 1 5012 2G.6 Level 3 model for particular geometrical and bias
3/50 3/20 3/1,2 effects (61. Each of these routines needs & specific

pattern and particular bias conditions to measure
Tab. : transistor dimensions in un (W/L) appropriate electrical characteristics on which asimplification of the SPICE Model can be applied. So

using this simplified model, a parameter or a set of
One advantage to design the six transistors in a matrix parameters representative of the geometrical or bias
is to reduce the pad quantity from 18 pads for effect can be extracted (fig.4).
elementary transistors to 8 pads.

The patterns of MICROMOS are connected to probing -:3s c I

pads with small dimensions (50 x 50) ttm
2 

to minimize s.0 _ _ -- 0.____00_"_"
occupied surface. All the patterns make a v" *t.ot - 0.000

MICROMOS total area of 0.385 mm2 for a 1.2 p.m "D v0s ot - 0.500 /Fit
process. It is negligible, considering MATRA * - .2 s
DEFENSE's ASIC which are essentially pad limited ,o O -- 0.278

with an average area of about I cm
2

. Moreover, the test
structure pads can be reduced to (15 x 15) pm

2 
without a-"

problems for probing.

0.00

SPICE PARAMETER EXTRACTION- 0. .
so._ 0

OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURES-
-1.00 .... ___ ____, _ , ____. __

-1.00 000 1.00 2.00 3.00 -. 00

To extract SPICE parameters from MICROMOS -VGs IV
implanted in a circuit, extraction-optimization
procedures were develloped on the basis of a testing Fig.4: NSUB, VTO parameter extraction
bench based on UTMOST III transistor modelling

software [4], a probing station, a C(V) analyser and a
I(V) parameter analyser (fig. 3). The developed extraction procedure defines the

measurement process using these routines, and for
each routine, it defines the optimal bias conditions to
extract parameters from adequate electrical
characteristics and patterns. The application of the
extraction procedure results is a set of initial values for
the 22 parameters, providing a first accurate simulation

i N'ITR JHPof the transistors' characteristics.
1_1PLT ]Optimization procedure development is based on a

SPICE parameters influence analysis for each electrical
characteristic. It was performed with SPICE model

HP4!"1 -- u I analysis and electrical simulations in order to define for
TSTEA each characteristic and each geometry, the

+TmOSTI -(-Mh-.-hm dv. md.' parameters' influence and so, the best set of

parameters to optimize. The result is a parameters'
optimization procedure, using optimization software of

UTMOST I11 [4], which allows to minimize errors
between measured characteristics of the different
geometries of transistors, and the simulated

ig.3 : test bench characteristics (figS5).
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10. vw. VOS
.me. This real SPICE database provides accurate electrical

m u-e~ simulation for the different geometries with an average
VSe .oe. root mean square error between measured and

simulated characteristics of about 6 % (fig.6).

IDlS Vs. vOS (U,)

Oolom

-4.E4.

0.00 -0.0

- -

0.00 1 O vs..0O

610. 0..00) 0.00 a. Go a g.0

0.00 0.00:-

1.4 0 o y .aVs

ft 2. . . ..

4.00 -. 00.vs80s m

eta L~eL.we.....co

-. 0 . .re -0

TOX 8.3.) 8.TE0 KPP 318•o- S .vs ,.P)

-10 yi..osOmA

0.00 (v .54 Fm) .0-5 - ~ .,.E

suW - 0.000

0.00 ,06le -1.000

0.0.-

a 0- 000 4.0

-3.00("1 0.0999.0 F.0 0.00.

53 -M.00

Fig. 5: Optimisation resut on 50/1.2 transistor

Finally, extractron-optimization procedures applied onP
MICROMOS, allow to access SPICE parameter values(.2m ..- simultedcharateristic
representative of the process position (tab. 3) for the -00 .0 30 .00 0.0

circuit under test. vos

TOX(m) 2.73E-08 KAPPA 3.318 IDS vs VS~rA

RSRD W U) 29.4 ETA 0.10126 VW UE .000
-40 -S.000

VTO M 0.9594 Ql (F/rn) 9.90E-05 403 4.. 1i.000

NSUB (c.-- 1.86+16 ps Mv 0.856 3- 020

UO (an2 /vga) 197.31 MI 0Q51

THETA (0') 0.0999 PC 0.5 g~

LDW (i) 1.7E-07 C)SW (F/rn) 6-70E-10

VJ (Mn) 3.SOE-08 MJSW 0.434 ~
WD (im) I-SE-07 CCSO (F/rn) 2002E-09 ra.

DELTA 0.8683 CGDO(0P/m) 1.95E-09 -. 0 00 .0 40

VMAX (r/-) 2756E-05 CGBO (F/.) 4.102-07 va6

Fig.6 Electrical Simulation with measured SPICE

Tab. 3: PMOS SPICE parameter values (1.2 gm -- simulated pharacteriters
process) measured characteristics
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APPLICATION ON THE ASIC LIFE Future work will complete this approach developing
electrical failure simulation of ASIC or a part of ASIC
(the faulty localised structure), with use of extracted
SPICE parameter values. Another field investigated is

To give the most confidence in MICROMOS to use process specification conformity to support

integration and the ASIC manufacturing, discussion library's cells validation (7].

with the manufacturer has to begin at the earliest stage
of the ASIC project to present the mission of
MICROMOS and to define the best way for the two CONCLUSION
parties to benefit from the results.

MICROMOS is designed in accordance with the A characterization structure called MICROMOS has
manufacturer design rules, and it is validated before been developed for ASIC performance assessment and
integration in the ASIC design by performing design failure analysis using SPICE modelling parameter
rules checks (DRC). As MICROMOS is not an active extraction to provide measurement of the "real SPICE
cell, it is completely independent of the ASIC parameters database" of a circuit. It is achieve with
functionality and structure. So integration of integration of MICROMOS at the ASIC design stage,
MICROMOS at the ASIC design stage will be then by the application of extraction-optimization
performed before the last verifications (DRC, ERC) of procedures on the manufactured circuit. The extracted
the ASIC design, considering that a free area has been SPICE parameters database is used to evaluate process
provided for. specification conformity as a first input for ASIC design

margin validation, for in-coming process qualityAfter ASIC manufacturing, MICROMOS and SPICE indicators, and for failure analysis.

parameter extraction procedures are used as a tool for
prototype performance assessment using process As a result of this study, CNES is using MICROMOS for
specification conformity validation, for incoming ASIC in research and development activities and plans
quality control in the production phase using process to extend its use to operational circuits.
quality indicators, and for failure analysis to identify
process specification conformity defects as a possible For MATRA DEFENSE, MICROMOS is used to
cause for failure of the circuit. support validation of the operational ASIC prototype,

and for failure analysis. The first ASIC integrating
Prototype performance assessment is achieved MICROMOS was a 25,000 gates in 0.8 Igm CMOS
through ASIC design margins validation. This technology. The next step is to implement process
validation is performed with two complementary tasks: quality indicators for the production phase, and to
- performance margin characterization at circuit level develop electrical failure simulation concepts.

and margin validation versus the simulated
functional and parametric characteristics (data
sheet) sheet)REFERENCES

- process specification conformity validation.

These two tasks must give confidence in ASIC (I1 -ASICsE4don-

performance capability, considering the process will - BARRE - NOUET / MATRA DEFENSE - TRIAS / ICEu -
stay under control. FORGERIT / E52

- SEE WORKSHOP ON FAILURE ANALYSIS 1990-1992
121 "Statistical worilcase MOS parameter emiractioe"

For a manufacturing process identified as critical in BOLT - TRIP - VERHAGEN ~ PHILIPS RESEARCHLABORATORIES
terms of maturity, incoming quality control is achieved - IEEE/1AORTO- 1R9IE

during ASIC production phase monitoring on samples 131 S*imulation of MOS Ilnegraled dsls Iuf$g SPICEr
some SPICE parameters representative of the process, VLADIMIRESCU, LIU-BERKLEY- 180 -
they are the process quality indicators (TOX, VTO,...). It 141 "UTMOST : ModelinSg and User Manuar

gives confidence in process variability and it allows to - SILVACOD ITERNATIONAL
- SANTA CLARA - t992identify process drift before ASIC performance [IR 'Contrlbutlon I I&a carsdcdrsaloo et & la moddlIstion dae

characteristics get out of the data sheet. tIacsoes MOS"
- RINAUDO

-Thbo - Laboratoire IXL - UNIVERSITE DE BORDEAUX -Failure analysis can be performed over all the ASIC life 1993.

cycle to identify a process specification conformity [61 "Subtleiest$flSPICEM,. etParaneterExtradtion
defect when it is the cause of a functional or parametric - BENDIX-SEMICONDUCTOR OPTIMIZATION AND

SIMULATION INCfailure of a circuit. The nature of the parameter, or set - IErEEACMTS - 19@9 -
of parameters, out of specification gives major 1 "TimingdcarncesizatiouoflibraY's logkal IOpfrfaonwithE'aeaf
information to identify process steps where potential sedAIR=e

- NOUET, BARRE/MATRA DEFENSE - BRIET/MATRA MHS
drift cured. E F- E 91
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THE USE OF DAVINCI FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF THE TRAP ENERGY LEVEL
AND SURFACE STATE DENSITY: A NEW APPROACH FOR QUALITY EVALUATION

OF IC's

1. Hachicha, P. Fouillat, J.P. Dom, H. Levi

IXL (C.N.R.S. URA 846). Universitt Bordeaux 1
351 Cours de Ia libIration. 33405 TALENCE CEDEX (FRANCE)

Fax : (33)56371545. Tel.: (33)56846541

Abstract: A method is described that provides a good quality process evaluation of a bipolar transistor by the
measurement of its nap energy level in the base and its surface slate density. It is performed by focusing on the
experimental Gummel plots and curmvi gain of a bipolar nansisto compared to computed data from the physical device
simulator DAVINCI. A test vehicle has been designed with the SUBILO N technological process from PHILIPS with
LOCOS isolation technique. A BICMOS technological process from THOMSON with a P4 wall isolation technique
has also been tested.

1. INTRODUCTION
where n (/p) is the electron (I hole) carrier density, ni is

The measurement of the trap energy level and the intrinsic density. El is the trap energy level, Ei is
of the surface state density is necessary to evaluate the the intrinsic energy level, in and cp are the minority
technological process quality when fabricating bipolar carriers lifetimes for electrons and holes. Inside the
transistors. In a classical way, the trap energy level may volume these lifetimes depend essentially on the doping
be characterised by the following method: low frequency profile as reported by the authorsiref.3]:
generation-recombination excess noise spectroscopy,
mutual conductance gM-frequency dispersion
spectroscopy, low frequency oscillations and TAUnO TAUpO
conductance-deep level transient spectroscopy (C-DLTS) n (2) Nt,= (3)
(ref.l]. Trap energy levels (Etrap) appear when NSR~k z4 NSxyz
impurities are introduced into the base of the device.
Surface state densities (Nst) are generated during the
oxydation steps. Assuming the fact that the SRH
recombination process modeled by formula (I) is a where TAUnO is the SRH carrier lifetime for electron.
performant way to illustrate the influence of these TAUpO is the SRH carrier lifetime for hole, N(xyz) is
parameters (Etrap, Nst), then we can propose a new the local total impurity concentration, NSRHn is the
method for their evaluation which combines the use of a SRH concentration parameter for electron and NSRHp is
three dimensional physical simulator such as DAVINCI, the SRH concentration parameter for hole. Close to the
with the use of a classical measurement equipmenL The surface a reduction of the lifetimes occurs due to
main problem is to choose the experiments which additional recombination phenomena which are
highlight these parameters effects. Then. fitting represented by the surface recombination velocities SN
experimental and simulatedcurves by theuseofstandard and SP[ref.4]. All the difficulty is to distinguish the
optimisation techniques will lead to correct values of the respective effects of the different parameters and to
SRH model parameters. In order to reach this aim, a determine the appropriate expermens.
study of the SRH model parameters contribution to the
Gummel plots and current gain is necessary. The influence of all the parameters is illustrated

with a bipolar transistor issued from the SUBILON
technological process from PHILIPS, from which

2. CONTRIBUTION OF THE SRH MODEL doping profiles and dimensions are known.
PARAMETERS TO THE GUMMEL PLOTS Experamental results will be given also with a

component realised with the BICMOS technological
The SRH recombination precess is described by process from THOMSON. All the curves in the figures

the well known formula reported by the authors[tref.21. (Gummel plots or current gains) are given versus the
base potential which is referred to the emitter potential
in the forward active region and the collector potential in

npn2 the inverse active region.
UsRH= ( I -I• Ea-B (I)

n 3. THEORETICAL RESULTS

Figure 1 presents the influence of Et on the
current gain of the Bipolar transistor. When operating in
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the forward-acLive region (figure la). no significant the junction. In the two previous cases (figure Iat Ib).
effects appear except for values of Et far from the we have neglected the influence of the reverse biased
intrinsic energy level (Et-Ei'-0.45eV). This is due to junction because of its low contribution due to a high
the fact that the recombination center is less efficient electrical field implying a low probability of
wthen its energy level is far from the middle of the recombination in dhese very depleted area[reLs.8 1.
bandgap. This induces a higher current gain because of a
lower recombination current in the base. But, when Figure 2 gives the influence of the surface
operating in the inverse active region (figure Ib). the recombination phenomena modeled by different values
curves diverge in the low applied voltages area of SN and SP. In the forward active region (figure 2a)
(Vbc<0.7V), even for low values of Et-Ei. This is due the curves are translated as SN and SP varies. This is
to the fact that Et acts principally on the recombination because the surface degradations (SN=SP=IeScmls)
current located in the depletion region of the forward generate traps at the interface Si-SiO2 implying a higher
biased junction. In the case of a component forward surface base current which decteases the current gain. In
biased, it is the emitter-base depletion region which the reverse active region(figure 2b), the same
imposes its contribution. But this one -s not important phenomenon is observed tref.6,8]. But, once again a
because of its narrow dimensions due to high doping large sensitivity can be seen ocly for low reverse
concentrations in the vicinity of this junction. voltages applied to the component. This influence is

also visible iw the middle of the curve as opposed to the
previous case.

100 4 . I

90 -• -..... 10
Vce=IV "

S80 \~-l 90

7o 80 Vce= I V

60 -7 .--t "-

S50 60
-EtEi=-O.45eV 

"t

40 Er-&=-O32eV 50

Et-Ei=OeV - SN=SP=e.3cm/s
30 I I I I i , 40 -- SN=SP='e4crm/s

.5 .6 .7 .8 .9 SN=SP=le3c0Ws

base potential, V 30 i , , i ;

Figure la: Influence of Et-Ei on forward current gain .5 .6 .7 .8 .9base potential, V

Figure 2a: Influence of the recombination velocities
10 on forward current gain

8 I0,.• Vet' I V SN=SP=kl ecrs

CI SN--SP= l 4cils

•4 6--.-"

.2 --- EI-Ei=-O.45eV "l 4
-- Et-E=-O32eV T

-.... Et-Ei=OeV

0 - P i i 2 !

.5 .6 .7 .8 .9
base potential, V 0[_ ,___ ,___,____

Figure Ib: Influence of Et-El on reverse current gain .5 .6 .7 .8 .9

Inversely, when the component is reverse base potential, V

biased, it is the collector-base depletion region which Figure 2b: Influence of thc recombination velocities
imposes more clearly its contribution because of its
large dimension due to a low doping concentration near
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3I PHVSICAL MECHANISM FOR MOSFET where V,~ is the drain voltage, Y,. is the saturation
BREAKDOWN voltage and E_, is the electric field at which electron

velocity saturation occurs. The parameter A is given

Tbe explanation of the physical mechanism of by
avalanche breakdown in aMOSFETs follows that of
Hlsu retat (Ref. 9). When on n-channel MOSFET is 9,
operated in the saturation regven the electric fil - Mjxxoolv-~x-~
nearthe drain junction can be large enough to camuse1X*-l('V.)X-)
impect wioization (1) as shown in Figure 3. The
generated electroins are swept into the drain, while the where X, is the junction depth, Xw, is the oxide
holeasmove into the substrate. As the holes drift in thickness, em is the oxide permittivity and tsis the
the substrate towards the source (2), an ohmic drop silicon Permittivity. Th1e factor 0.0 1 has units or V-1.
develops that tends to forward bias the X, is given by
soum'ce/substrue junction. This junction then injects
electrons into the bane region of the parasitic Lateral X1 - (6
n..p-n tranisistor (3). Most of these injected electrons - _ N___
are then collected by the drawn through the depletion
region under the cisawiel and at the drain/substrate
junction (4). Those electrons collected through the where q is the electronic charge and N., is the
drain region increws the negative-charge density in substume doping. OF is the equilibrium electrostatic
the channeol near the drain region, and as a potential given by
consequence als inceaes the electric field. This
higher electric field raises the avalanche k&T N
multiplication factor above its value without electron -7 7
in~jectiont. Therefore a lower drain-to-source bias is
sufficient to sustain the sane drain current level.
This accounts for the observed negative resistance where A, is the Boltzmsann constant. T is the lattice

afterbreakown.temperature and n, is the intrinsic carrer
concenitration of silicon. In breakdown, the source

The pea electric field E_. deteirmined from an injects electrons. represented by 1, of which a fraction
analyical model (RteL 9) to predict the drain currenit- (kyaoIJ is collected by the drain high-field region
voltage chvacteristic up to the current-controlled causing additional negative mobile charge AQ_ to be
negative resistance region, is given by added to this region. AQ. is given by

(2 A Q A kVIrJ (34.L

wheo -Y is the injecuion efficiency of the
sotrce/subtrate junction. a. is the base transport
faictor, * is the hetaiton of the collected electrons that
go through the drain high-field region, W' is the gate

Ve width and Vý is the electron saturation velocity. C..

TVD is the oxide c~apaitance per unit area given by

flOn C. -- (P)M

M While the calculations by Hsum at of (Ref. 9) shows a
snmooth change in ft. I-V Characteristics, their Kruga

Ye experimental device characteristics show
diseontinstlties in drain voltaes especially for longer

I~v &1SA~Jmv deign.. lllwotwiiy tko cw~hv chsanel devices. The analytical expression seemsa
-ok In. a A#OSFET sanle to model these discontlnuities.



t. RESULTS

A typical semi-log plot of the photon energy
spectrum shown in Figure 4. Periodic modulation of

period 0.3eV to 0.4eV due to interference effects in 1
the polysilicon thin film as reported i
(Refs. 10,11) was observed. In spite of this
modulation, for the photon energy ranige of I .SeV to
2.5eV. the photon energy distribution decreatses fairly
liteely and analysis using a temperature model for
the electron energy distrbution (Ref. 12) is
possible. The carrier temperature 7, can be extracted .__.__.__ .__ ._.__.

from the slope of the photon energ distribution IS1.0 111 1? 11 1. 0 2.1 2J 2 132A 25 2.6 27

semi-log plot. The range of carrier temperatures ~ 3 I

obtained as shown in Figure S are higher than that for
saturated nMOSFETs (Ref. 13) but the trend for Figure 4. A typical' semi-log plot of the photon
changes in bias is similar. The intensity was found to Cfenerg distribution of light emitted from a
be proportional to the nth power of the substrate S0pm/l-6gim device with 1j'.3OmA, Vg=3Y and
current where n a 0.88 ats shown in Figure 6. V,-=8.45K The FED has been fatted with two

distribution functions:
Over an extended energy ranige of 1.5eV to 2.7eV, it (a) Fdaswellian ( -- .)from 1. 5eVY to 2.5eVY.
was observed that at some bias the photon energy (b) Gaussian .)from l.SeVto 2.7eV
distribution was nion-Maxwellian and can be better
represented by a Gaussian distribution function (Ref.
10) f(E) - N ep(-AE2) as shown in Figure 4 ora A
hybrid of both (Ref. 14) f(F) - N' exp(-A'IE-B'EO'h V- +

where N and N'are nornallisation factors, A, A' and -1 +29 4X fa. I t
B' ame Proportionality constants. The peak electric +oo +
field in a nMOSFIET under breakdown was calculated +
using equation (4) and it was observed that de .x

when the electric field was peatc, than 4x I 'V/cm as

S. CON4CLUSIONS 0ca0.1

spectral analysis of light emitted from n-channel Figure S. Carrier temperature T, range for 1. Ogm.
MOSFETs biased into avalanche brealudown was l.6pm *2.0#jm channel lengh devices at various
performed over a pheiton maerp rang of 1 iev to breakdown current 1, Y,-lYto 4Vfor 4-lOmA due
2-70V using an experimental set-up for spectroscopic to system o, ifivit iy limi~tations, thus, T, range
emisaion microscopy described in this paper The i~ppears narrower, and the lowest value is greater
Photon energy distributionis obtained for different tAn the corresponding T, for I?-2OA.
device chowne lengths and biases we.e studied using
fts to Maxwellian, Gaussian and the hybrid of both
distributions. The photon energy distribation was
generally found to be non-Maxwellisn under the high
electic fields of avalanche breaktdowna and the
Gaussian distribution flanction was found to give &
baftt fkt Tbe observations in this work raise the
possibility Of using the photon energy distribution to
atudy the electron energy distribution within a
nMOSFET.
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UNDERSTANDING OF THE HOT-CARRIER DEGRADATION IN SUBMICRON MOSFET'S:
FROM UNIFORM INJECTION TOWARDS THE REAL OPERATING CONDITIONS

G. Grose ,kn R. Befllns, G. Van den bnsch, H1.E. Macs
IME.C, KapoldreefT7, 3001 Lenven, Belgiumi

degradation of devices at both room temprature and at
77K in order to get better insight in the interface

Abstract degradation mechanisms under both hot hole and hot
electron injection. This is the subject of the tirs part of

An ovriw is giveni of the poeset understanding of dhe the Ipapr.
hot carrier degradation problem in submnicron In the second part of the paper, the degradation of
MOSFErs. First, the degradation mechanisms, MOSFE'Is under the more realistic conditions of
observed under for circuit operation somewhat artifgisil channel hot carrier injection is reviewed. The diffwere
but weli-controlled uniform substrate hot electron and degradation mechanisms under static stress conditions
substrate hot hole injection conditions are discussed, are summarized, lifetime determination methods are
Then the more realisti case of static channel hot carrier briefly described and some important process related
degradation is treated, and some important process factors and effects will be highlighted.
relsted effects are illustrated, followed by the behaviour Going to even more realistic conditions, the degradation
under the. fo treal operation - most relevant case of under dynamic stress conditions is described.
dynamic degradation. Finally, the strategies for emphasizing the influence of the measurement setup,
improving hot can'ie reliability and the forecast of the the comparison with static stress and the importance of
hot carrier reliability problem for sub-0.25 urn post-stress and detrapping effects.
technoloies are briefly discussed. Finally, in the thirdt part of the paper, some strategies

that are under investigation for improving the hot carrier
reliability for deep submicron trnitr will be briefly

1. INTRODUCTION discussed. These strategies are concentrated on the use of
improved dielectrics on the one hand, and on alternative

One of the main problems encountered when drain engineerig techniques on the other.Sdownscaling device geometries into the deep suixnicron

range has been the hot carrer induced degradation of
MOSFE~s. This prbe has been studied intensively 2. DEGRADATION OF MOSFETS UNDER
during the past decade, under both static and dynamic UNIFORM HOT CARRIER INJECTION
stress conditions. In this period, it has evolved fromi aSmore or tess academic research topic to one of the most In this section, an overview is given of the effects of
stringent constraints guaranteeing the lifetime of electron and hole injection - trapping, oxide and
submnicron devices, interface trap generation - as obtained from uniform

SUnder the influence of the high lateral fields in short substrate hot-carrier injection experiments. The
channel MOSlFr's, electrons and holes in the channel efficiency of these processes, as well as their
and pinch off regions can gain sufficient energy to dependencieseonexide and silicon field, emertue n
surmount the energy briers or tunnel into the oxide, oxide thickness will be discussed. Some indicative
This leads to the generation of traps, both at the values have been sunmmarized in Table 1.
inteface and in the oxide, and to electron and hole
trapping in the oxide, which will cause changes in 2.1Efetofectninein
trncnutne threshold voltage and drive cunain o
th MOFT Electrons injected into the gate oxide have a certain,
In this paper, an overview of our pre'sent tmdin thoulgh smal Wity (on average about 10.) of
of the hot carrier degradation problem is given. Th becoming trape in electron trap prnsent in the oxide
mechanisms that are at the base of the hot eaurler - ectotrpnghsenfudtob
degradation ehoc ole and hot eekctroinjection. Bo independen of the silicon field (i.e. the energy at
injection mechanisms lead to different degradation injection) except in oxides toonthin for the injected hot
phenomena. In ogrder to understand the degradation elecons to be thermalized. The trppn is, however,
mechanisms Undr real operating conditiowt, it is sensitive to the injected curnmtdensity (Refs. 1,2). Then
umndatogy to tirm undersan the degradation fo ec satnured value has a maximum at low fiekld and is

type of Injected curler separtely. Ideal tools to study demie by th ed-tt balance of traping and
phenoItmena ae the uniformn nstirate ho hole and d$ g(e

hot electron injection tecflkl~tNS Ii these IscnkliqueL Al 77 K electron trapping is one to two orders of
the MOSI•I's are stressed uarter artifcal conditios, msitd mc~ e~efive d to additional trapping in
butt the field and fluence conditions can be accurtely enreiay shallow traps that cannot be perannty
controlled. Ths techniques were used to study the fdled at rorn teniperate due to a vet'y high thermal
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ELECTRONS HOLES 1012,

295K 77K 295K 77K .,295K I/

trapping 10-7 10-6.10.5 0.1-0.2 0."..8 *

JEozx dep. 4'.4 4. 1 E 1010 Il
-7K - U

trap 10-7-10- 10-7 0 0 0
generation 07IKa

lEoxi dep. if 118
Dit 10-9-10-7 10-11-10- 10-3-10- 4.10-3 0 2 4 6 8

Table 1 - Efficiency and oxidde field depenence of Fig. I- Total interface trap generation offr injection of
degradation processes reae ohtecrnadhlhl 2W1 m2electrons as afunctin of oide field at
injection. The numbers Indicate trapping, oide tra and 295 and 77 K. Curvs A and B are ofter injection at
interface trap generation effiiency, which is defind as 77 K and after warmnup to 295 K. respectively. (Ref. 9)
the number of trapped charges or generated traps per
W~ectedoawrf.

emission rate. Field detrapping from shallow trap is compares the irncrfac trap generation Al~jt (at a fie
strongly promoted at higher oxide fied (Ref 3). fiuienic) at two itijectOiol temlperatur~es 295 K and 77 K.
Electron trapping is less important in thinner oxides, as a function of oxide field (Ref. 9). At 295 K., the
since both the total number of traps derae as wel as interface trap generation rate is seen to exhi~bit an
their effect on the MOSFET I-V characteristics. approximately exponiential field dependence over a wide
At higher oxide fields electron trapping no longer oxide field range. Thiis strong field dependence suggests
saturates at high fluence while the trapping rate a correlation with electron heating in the oxide field
increases with oxide field. This is ascribed to the (Ref. 1). This is further supported by the observation
creation (and filling) of additional electron traps by that interface trap generation is independent of the
inje.ted elections that acquired a high energy in the injection conditions in the silicon (Ref. 2).
oxide field. The existence of so-called uJ'throd* fields At 77 K. curve A is the direct generation during
of enhanced electron trap generation at 1.5 MVc (ith injection, while curve B is the total generatioa after
onset of electron heatng in the oxide field) (Ref. 1) or 4 injection and subsequent warmup to 295 K (at zero
MV/cm (the introduction of holes into the oxide) bias). As for the case of room temperature, both curve A
(Ref. 4) have been reported, while other studies only and D show a stronig field enhancement. Hot-electron
observed a gradual increase in trapping without any clear induced interface trap generation is clearly a strongly
threshold (Ref. 2). It has been rearked that the exact temnperature-activated procew going from 295 K to 77
manner in which the trapping data are examined could K. fth generation efficiency drops by more than two
lead to differen conclusions, however (Ref. 5). The orders of magnitude. Curve B shows that during
minimum enrg to create a trap has been reported to be injection at 77 K also some latent damage is formed.
2.3 eV (Re. 1). The existence of a (field or energ) However. fth fact that curve B still lies well below the
threshold and the field activation of election trapping am 9. injection curve proves that at low tenmperature the
important issues in the downscaftn of devices aid in main !nterface trap producing mechanism is truly
accelerated lifetime tests (Refs. 1. 6). suppressed and not just temporarily inhibited. The small
As the trap occupancy decreases with Eox a consistent remainig generation is believed to be due to other, less
picture of tra generation phenomena can only be imp~ortant processes (Ref. 9).
obtained afte the application of an additional - shmr - The approximately exponential field dependence of Dit
"trapfiWg step after the actual high-field injection to generation observed in Fig. 1 -when plotted on a log

effectively occupy all the possibly generated traps (Refa. scal- does not suggest the existence of threshold fields
7.2). for enhanced trap generation, in agreetment with other
Electron trap generation is temperature activaote at work (Ref. 2). Earlier studies, however, have reported
77 K this pine is reduced (Ref. 8). and according to threshold fields equatl to fthobserveW d for electron tra
others even nearly inhibited (Re. 3). The finportinae of geneatioli (Refs. 1. 4). as dismissed above, The fact, thet
taking into account die trap occupancy in revealing di interface traps are formed at any oxide field is not
occurrence of trap generation at 77 K has been incOnsisidti~, however, with the existence of a threshold
demonstrated (Re. 9). &WV' oftrapgeoncation.
The nmost inporti fetae of electro-n4Woced intaface
trap generation are summarized in Fig. 1. This plot
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0.03 , In contrast with the trap generation, the interface trap
generation IS uAch more ecie by hole inection dam
by electron Lectn. Typicad generation effiiencies ae

0.77K 2I ranfge 103-102 10. 12. 15). As is also
,the Case for Woe trapping. the gen n prcess was

Observed s0 be independent Of silicon field (Rf 1) Asecond feature common to hole trappingisdewa
0.01 oxide field dependence of this interface trap genetion

Plce the Dit generation efficiency slowly deceses
295 K i- with MEoxl (Ref. 12, 15, 16), again in contrast to the

0 __ __ _ _exponential oxide field dependence of interface trap0 t 1 sgenratin, by eleron midn .
2 3 4 5 6 At 77 K the ie wacetrap generation efficiency is also

lE0,I [MV/cm] higher than at 295 K. clearly in stong contrast to
electron-induced Dit-generation, as discussed previously,

Fig. 2 - Initial interface trap generation efficiency per and also to radiation-induced interface trap generation
trapped hole versus oxide field, at 295 and 77 K. (Ref. 12).
(Ref. 12) The features of hole trapping and hole-induced interface

trap generation are strikingly similar, suggesting a
causal relation between these two processes. Fig. 2
plots the interface trap generation efficiency per trapped

2.2 Effects of hole hole at 295 and 77 K, revealing that this quantity (and
therefore the generation process) is nearly temperature-

The trapping of holes injected into the gate oxide occurs independent (Ref. 12). Ia Fig. 2, about 1% of the
with several orders of magnitude higher efficiency than trapped holes give rise to interface traps, but also higher
that of elecaonx the trapping efficiency reaches values values have been reported (Refs. 6,15). Further evidence
as high as 10-20% (Refs. 10, 11, 12). Hole trapping is for a direct correlation between hole trapping and
quite insensitive to the oxide field conditions. With interface trap generation is provided by the oxide
increasing oxide field magnitude, a slowly decreasing thickness dependence of the generation process. A linear
trapping efficiency is observed, that has been attributed relation between ANot and ADit has been reported
to a hole capture a section that is linearly decreasing independent of oxide thickness, while Dit generation
with IEoxL (Ref. 10). No dependence on silicon field nor increases with oxide thickness for small tox but rapidly
injected current density has been observed, an saturates for larger tox, consistent with the spatial
observation that is consistent with the assumed fast distribution of trapped holes in the oxide (Ref. 15)thermalization of injected holes in the oxide (Ref. 10. Apart fmom the direct generation of interface traps during
12). hole injection discussed above, also delayed interface
At 77 K hole trapping is enhanced, the efficiency trap formation occurs after termination of injection
increasing o values up so 70% (Ref5. 12, 13). Analysis (Refs. 12. 16). This important delayed component is
of the trapping kinetics at 295 and 77 K has believed to be a tempasture activated pocess similar to
demonstrated that the enhanced trapping at 77 K is not that observed in rradiatd devices (Ref. 12).
due to additional trapping in shallow hole traps, but
rather to a larger effective capture cross section at the
lauere nperature(Rdf. 12). 3. DEGRADATION OF MOSFETS UNDER
At large injected hole density a clear saturation level of REAL OPERATING CONDITIONS
the trpping is observed, that is independent of the oxide
field during injection ef. 5). suggesting the absence of
additional hole trap generation as a result of hole 31 zkds mn afim
injection, in contrast to the case of trap generation by
electm injecionHoeletroncated neintehe SinSiO2 inte Once the different types of damage that are created under

influence of both electron and hole injection are
(Refs. 11, 14) so that their effect on the current-voltage determined. and the dependencies of their generation
characteristics of the transistor depends approximately efficiences on electrical fields are known, one can tackde
linearly on oxide thickness. Furthermore, an essentially the more realistic case of the channel hot carrier
trapped-hole free layer exists at either interface due to
detrapping of h;pped holes by tonnefing rcesses. AS a degradation under static condion Firnt of all it is
result, gate oxides of thickness smaller than two times important to understand the different degradation
this charge-free layer no longer show significant chanitioms an for different transistor types. Next, a
permannt hole trapping. The critical thickness for e method for the lifetime dettrmination and extrapolation
which hole v gdisapp has 7been oted tobe4 towards normal operating conditions has to be
nm (Ref. 14) or even as much as 7 nm (Rt. 11). This established. Finally, a number of processing related
effect is of particular importance for the further fat that can influence the degradation and the hot
downscaling of devices. b w t cn nfl be disc degrd
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holes in the sam electrical field and because dhe w
nibaissbarrier for injectio of elecunas is smalle thas for

holes which leads to efficient electro injectio ova da
The hut carriler degradation mechaninsm under static Complte pie~ oh aiUWC.
conditions have been extesively studied during die lest
decade, and there=1 calm ao t hals a Consensus on a 3.1.2
codsisen pictur of the degradation raschbaisma for
both n-type and p-t" MOSFEMa A fug description i.ike (or all reliability failure ruechanims. it is
fall beyond dhe scope of this pvper but ma be (omid in important to be able to predict the lifetime of a
(Rd&a 6. 17. 18). Here we will only summanrize dth sign component or device under operating conditions. Such
of the current change and the type of danage that is lifetime methods wre always hoed on experimnets, in
generated for three types of MOSFM~ (conventional a- which the failure mechanism is acceleraied, either by
MOS. LDD n-MOS and convenidonal p-bbS). and for temperature or by high voltages or high currents.
three different gate voltage ranges: low ('Ia-V). During die expesnent. a degradaio panrnmeterrelevuan
medium (Vg-Vdf2) and high (Vg-Vd). This is shown in for the damaage, is monitored, and the lifetime is defined
T"bl 2. The damage that is determining for the cores as the time to reach a certain shift in this degradation

chane i indcatd initaic.For the hot carrier degradation mechanism. several

LDD proposed in the past. They are, however, all based on
ra D acceleration of the degradation by increased (drain)

low V3  Id1 *E voltagessin=ehot carrier degradationis one of the few
h-rý nwph e- q~ftmechanisms tiat is not accelerated by an increase of the
D, Dt-ceatin !~rcrcatoci temperature (Ref. 19).
~ ~ ~ Most accelerated lifetime determination methods are

medians ~ based on the lucky electron model. The damage of the
V Vg9 Id Iddevice, ini terms of generated interface tasps ANi. can be

high ~i~o Ditcreatio related to the electrical field Em~ at the drain (Re. 2D):

9 e-lrpong e-n*Vng DitcreationiA 1 ()=C L ~emj
- - - whem W is fth width of the device #kX is the energy

type of an electron must posses in order to create an interface
Table 2.- Degradation meduwusmsfor thre trap and ke. is the hot electroni mean free path. A

MOSP~s ndfo thee tres gae vltag rwger measure for the electrical field Em is the multiplication
For conventional n-MOS devices, the maximum factor M=Lubl~j. given by:
d egradati nd occrsi thremedu vossatltage ranrge, M is

caused bmoitydegradationdutoitraerp C2cP qE) C)
generation, hs interface traps are generatedbyte1
simultaneous injection of holes and electrons for tee where #i is the impact ionization energy. By defining

¶ ~~~~~~~conditions, but it was shown in the previous section lftm stetae~t ec ie muto
that the holes are more effective by about four orders of th ieiea h ie t ec ie muto

L ~~~magnitude in generating interface traps. At low gate dmgadb obnn 1 n 2,telftm a
voltages, fth current is increasing due. to the efficient, bewitna
trapping of hates, lending to a channe shortening effect.ON
For thes conditoms, interface traps are created as well, 0trapped holes. Their influence might become visible, *id

however, afterneutralization Of these holes. if one plots the lifetime as a function of the
The main difference with LDD n-bbS devices is do55 multiplication factor on a double logarithmtic scale.
for this type of MOSFET the maximumn Current according to (3) one obtains a straight line with sdope
degradation is dominated by a seisrss =UCO m, where in is an indication of the energy of the
of the ir-region due to electron tappin in the spcr electro. dthawncausing the deanage
above this region. In a simpliie form of (1) the lifeime is related so the
The change of the drain current in p-MOSPErrs is draiw voltag, and thus the power supply voltage as
analoguous to the hole trapping case in n-MOSFBrrs.
Electron injection and trapping increase die (Absolute C4 CXP B(p
value of the) drain current by chatnne shortening, aid ' VdJ
masks any effect of the generated interface traps. Only. ltigtelg:va ucinothis electron trapping occurs for almost al ste Pltigtelgrth ftelftm ta ucino
voltages, because the elections am becoing hote tha /Vdj yields again a straight line (REf 21). The latter
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degreatAis: Vs - -231 V. I'j - -10 V. seer liw self-aligned processing, the ar-region is locate
50S( unaderuuth a spaer oxide and cousecs the clumd to

tho highly doped Junction. Doring opertmaln electrotraCpI C con occur is this (powr quality) spece oxide.
which Iis dmtriential for device Efetime. ase discossed insum deca will occur duin the does VS a 0. In order 3.1.1. Decome the pi his only limited cotuiover the
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mhisqua pornteM oled couqia, , q 6 the do * thet do oxide. The degradation behaviour of these
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codidoms. increase with time of the series resistance and a
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adveeiinmnenIs mech mtoneculs then*A for mechealues. bole and eleCro. trapping and trap
conventionl and LMD sta-c1 and is still amo my 9 .. 11 .fficesacies. sUM aned to be explained,
wall -m ,'7is iscmadibyftbWhe% heaor am owevr. and -m a inh I hi field is there( oIn
aof ths Fadvne apreb M"4 th curm ds. an inqake
dole loain and value of tde Mie peamb and an die

~dsaprgdo huee oq3d
dorisTe. ofs mebu s a degradation bihavic In- will gIn eado beyond 0.25pan (025Spm - 0O~lsn)
reqauie wo b11 ,s~t Is ,lllu insM M~hcorf bahtcame"lee ded .o cubmbepecrw as be &I= l
2Dfts osdacnwill becoMMAWOIM&l impotat reliability problem u a cousxieoeqm of the

expecied fthrer uctim of dihe supply volaq and die
42 Vi isnisas tholmene. It ls generlly aorepad dot the

crtcd~ itsaa when scalng down dimension will shift
Beside do suppression of hot curl signuaso by has concents related to hot cursio offects sthos d iono
ahoamaiv drai g* is 8 g chmlpea it Is equally supixeasog sbart-hmd ofics.m Umdm..' inideed a
impesman as minmise do damage in the oxide for a saih scheme is pained for the .qapply voltage going
give. hot 'ul isdeala. finance. In the past yeas, a from 3.3-23SV for the 0.25ju geaFalk down to At
loatsundmmhapbw aidto di asof siide -5.0 rnefrd 0.1-tdoum gpmal dw o
cxidw and/o ozynlluldes for Improved dielectric coriaponding: reduction of he blaeral field peak will

inturfece Thes Me NMIa I p woacb as1 obta ~ nh bjuctoinL It is quit often assmed "b redacton of the
aildride oxides. In theocale ROXHOX-proceas drain voltage below 3.3-2-7V will automatically
(noxidlud altried oxide). the WlthdaOn commiss that clamlasre the problemn of carrier injection because
of -n oxidation Is 02. followed by a unitistlom step I carriers would Wo longer gain suffiient energy as
NH3. and fially a eoxldation again in 02 (DeE 39). In overcome the Si-Si01 energy barrer. Moreover. a
manothe Wplosb. N20 is used uado altlmou ps. In mduction of tbis voltag below the fteedold energ ftr

this~oah. he isidlonme e dme b grwin rimpact ionization (- 1.6eV) is often believed as, alsosbeahrdeton anbe oneby rowng yield an elimination of electroua-hole pair -reato bydo oxide in par 02. followed by a altuidelon sup in impac nization. Both asuptiona: hav been
N20, or tho dielectric can be d** reoly wn in N20 u=bpx disproved by many rooment tdis
nambion (Re. 40). For both aproc: s either fura, Impact ionization at room - resa - for voltages well

or~~~~~~eblo faebe ple ~th ftheshold eniergy for impact Jonizatioo mad
doeein theInflence offte asitrdotin on the charge eve below aft band gap energy (down as O.6V) has

apIn I nd IsIeuf1ce trap genmarllo. do picure Is indeed been observied in deep submicrosa 0.pm Si
Iahe compicwed Varn of aDt. issurfac trap generation MOSFETs (Re&a 42, 43). Oase caurrent have been

is foud aso be ugS Iree by dbeo nitrdamoo. Wsa Is meassned directly by Chuing cc if. OWe. 42) in 0.lpm
aoimbied as do prseI of niroe f th silicnendet devices a dran voltages well below doe S"1%~ amprg
mamby.e which ftdor doii rof suslod 80 barrier value (down as MM7V) Miorecover gate ,aa
bends adoth inuamhes whc snatally no a losefite which were dethaced hao *mthrsh volopg shifts in
Owl Ica Dielectrics withb~ 1-h @ieg crantn O-ifosagf 1e 'r bvaoo m- law
we the1 R Iadm - fective in doe aa~raonf Wo bies a low a lAV OWs. 44). These ame diffteret
knmbympm a.mmdim posdble explanatons for do: existence of hot electron
The chop trapping, on do other hand is uwoo* curets at these, low voltge (RW. 42) (On whi" we
enhanced for very heavy ukrisdeloss. especially for will however not fathe elabora-e In this paper). The
NH3-nklded oxide., which is eplaind by thpame -qmdemUdrnmodla a tha ddoelctra.paskis
Of') nyoe bIn thseoxides.TIMe ReoxidOM. mqa ih~m qa~h espilduhas wilbthe doelctric fild at all
is kanded as eliminate do H hao do oxide, should times. TIU postulaes dot doe eectrons bmv a -es'Ila
therefoas be corefufly optimized (Ref. 39). n" Is prbblt as I aMq)abWO my easg is doe drift Goeld eve
particularly iso-eI r.a v~ -- isoemd under low &ale Mas OUE L 6).Th low voltage Idisirat
degradatioo el do p-mosmrl'. which u are ma and pM cren - e due aso delecto existing in doe
sensi*tov a electron Ulfpplag Recently. it wa high energy region of do e0e1gY dkstrIbution 7Ue

deeauddot Ushdy SNitrde oxidus,fmudb 1eitosh& between pm clom -(Ws)ad I 1 1U
R7? is NH3, show opftum condition s hr le1r cueri (L) mie 'is thes dee-aan,~ icrao &uice
rilabliy at shogen oonrina ubwuOJ&a.% at how voktaeswSun flosoasr doomasdoosef
(DeE 41). derjve Cardmimn ' device gam a (REt 42)
he domcaes of 14204virdad oxides, on do aote ban
do dulmdsion is essendaly khy*qenrm and both doieI
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PRE-BREAKDOWN CHARGE TRAPPING IN HIGH FIELD STRESSED OXIDES

L Dong, M J Tunnicliffe and V M Dwyer

Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering
Loughborough University of Technology

LEICS, LEII 3TU, U.K.

Tel: +44 509 222856, Fax: +44 509 222854

ABSTRACT 2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Constant voltage stresses were applied to MOS Experimental studies were limited to a single 4"
capacitor structures and the resulting tunnelling <100> p-type Si wafer, containing 215x268pm
current profiles were recorded. It was found that MOS capacitor structures. The oxide thickness of
hole trapping occurred only during the first few the capacitors had a mean value of 41.42nm and a
seconds of the stress, while the electron trapping standard deviation of 0.16 1nm.
occurred throughout the stress period. A quantitative Constant voltage stress was generated by a
model for charge trapping during the build-up stage Hewlett Packard HP4145B parametric analyzer and
is presented and is shown to agree well with the applied to the devices-under-test (DUT) between the
experimental current profiles. gate and substrate terminals. Throughout the

experiments, the gates were stressed negatively with
respect to substrate and the oxide current was

1.INTRODUCTION monitored by the analyzer as a function of time.
During the first set of experiments, relatively

Gate dielectric breakdown is a major cause of low stress voltages (-39V,-39.5V and -40V) were
MOS circuit failure, especially in very large scale applied to the devices. The resulting tunnelling
circuits. It has been widely accepted that oxide currents (Fig. I) increase from their initial values to
breakdown is triggered when the accumulation of a maximum, before decaying with time.
trapped holes in the oxide reaches a critical value. Subsequent experiments, performed using
A proper understanding of charge trapping is higher stress voltages (-42V and -43V), showed
therefore vital if an accurate breakdown model is to tunnelling currents which appeared to decay from
be developed, the very beginning (Fig.2).

The build-up stage of the dielectric breakdown
starts when electrons enter the oxide conduction
band by means of the Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling
mechanism. The tunnelling current is exponentially
dependent upon the cathode electric field, which is
affected by the trapped charges. The investigation
reported here focuses on the tunnelling current
profile, from which the charge trapping model is
proposed. .

The phenomenon of the charge trapping in
thermally grown SiOz has been a subject of many
investigations. Liang and Hu (Ref.l) presented a o.5 -_-.- -4 =N..1

mathematical model of electron trapping and trap
generation in silicon dioxide. Chen et al. (Ref.2) 2 4

reported that holes were trapped after they were 1 2 3 4
generated by high-energy electrons, while Jenq Time [Sec]
(Ref.3) suggested hole trapping was the result of
direct tunnelling between the anode and the trap
sites. Figure 1: Tunnelling currcnt profiles for

New experimental data is presented in this paper stresses -39V, -39.5V and -40V.
and a mathematical model of charge trapping in
SiO2 is proposed.
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_______________The logarithm of the maximum tunnelling

~ current varies linearly with lIE at lower fields (in
-42 It accordance with standard tunnelling theory (Ref.4)).

and saturates at higher fields (Fig.4).

C
--- 3. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

C2

The oxide current is determined by the Fowler-
Nordheim equation (Ref.4):

0, 110 1 2 3 4 5

Time (Sec] -

Figure 2: The oxide tunnelling current 2~)=A~AQ 1
profiles for stress -42V and -43V.

The tunnelling current profiles may be
characterised by two parameters: (i) the maximum where J(t) is the tunnelling current density, E_, is
current and (ii) the time at which this current is the cathode field and A and B are constants. The
reached. The variation of these parameters with profile of tunnelling current in Fig.l can be
stress voltage is shown in Figs.3 and 4. understood from a consideration of the charge

trapping mechanism and its effect upon E,,(t).

__________________________ 3.1 Nesative charge trativing

0 The non-saturating tunnelling current decay
1~ observed in Figs.l and 2 suggests a continuous4 C generation of electron trap sites. From first order

rate equation, the trapped electron density W~ can
.9 be determined using the model of Liang and Hu

E (Ref. 1)

(iue3: Th Epr.,time dof maximum tunnelling (2 ()

current as a function of stress
voltage, where a and a. are the respective capture cross-

sections of pre-existing traps and newly generated
traps, and, NP is the pre-existing trap density and g
is the trap generation rate.

.Ž.3.2 Positive charme tranninar

The increase of oxide current in Fig. 1 can be
U 2 explained as a consequence of positive charge

r~o~t~trapping. Since the currenit increase is very rapid, it
-. is believed to be formed by direct hole tunnelling

-4 0____ ____ ____ ____between the anode and the trap sites nar the SiO2/Si
0.02 0.94 O.R 090 1 U.02 LO1.04 1 interface (Ref.3). The increment of trapped charge

ThoxVs [nm/\A] in time interval dt is given by

Figure 4: Maximum current vs. stres field.
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6) allows the tunnelling curre-t to be calculated.

dQ;(t) J1,,0(t)dt (3) Parameters were given values consistent with earlier
publications, with the exception of N_, which was
adjusted in order to obtain an optimal correlation

where J, is the hole tunnelling current. The latter with the experimental data. The results are shown in
may reasonably be assumed to have a F-N type Fig.5 and Fig.6.
dependence upon anode field E,, and to be
proportional to the density of available hole traps in
the anode (Ref.5), i.e. 2

D
Jh.k =Ce •"I - (4V ) ----- -----------.

where N., is the total density of hole traps and C 0 3W -...
and D are constants dependent upon structure of the -J 3 4

anode/oxide/trap system. The factor in parenthesis Time (sec)
causes the trapping to slow as the available number
of states decreases, and to tend to 0 as Q0, -. qN,,. Figure 5: Modelling results of tunnelling

The oxide field profile changes when charges current profiles for lower voltage
are trapped within the dielectric. If we assume sheet stresses.
charges located at their respective centroids, then
the electric field at cathode will be given by:

a, x

o 1 2 4

Time (sec)
in which Q.* and Q0." are the magnitudes of the
trapped hole and electron densities, x. and x. are the FIgure 6: Modelling results of tunnelling
respective centroids of Q.* and QW" and T. is the current profiles for higher voltage
oxide thickness. The voltage across the bulk Si stresses.
resistance (-2500) is much smaller than the stress
voltage increment (W0.SV) and was therefore
ignored in the model. The results in Fig.2 and Fig.3 can also be

The effect of trapped holes on the anode field explained by this model. Firstly, since the density of
can be expressed as: available traps is fixed, the time required to fill

them decreases linearly with increasing current and
hence exponentially with increasing voltage (Eqn.4).
Secondly, the rapid hole-trap filling at high fields

o Q• x. Q; x3 (6) (-10ms for -42V stress) lies beyond the time-
= interval of the parametric analyzer (which was set to

Tes EC T. e. T.o lOOms throughout these experiments). Hence the
maximum recorded current lies within the decay-
portion of the current profile. where the electron
trapping compensates the trapped hole charge. The

Simultaneous numerical solution of equations(l- apparent maximum current therefore increases less
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rapidly with increasing field, as shown in Fig.3.

4. CONCLUSION

Dielectric breakdown in MOS devices appears
to be triggered by the accumulation of holes in oxide
trap states. The build up of these trapped holes may
be monitored by studying the current through the
oxide. Fig.l clearly show the effects of charge
trapping.

This paper presents a simple physical model to
describe such effects. In the model, the initial
current rise is dominated by the tunnelling of holes
from the silicon valence band directly into trap
states located near the Si/SiO2 interface. This
mechanism soon appears to saturate, after which the
slower electron trapping begins to dominate, causing
the observed tunnelling current decay.

Despite the fact that hole tunnelling into such
traps is poorly understood, and the relative
simplicity of the model, a reasonable agreement is
found between calculated and measured currents.
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Figure 3: Vd, and I,, during constant-ratio Figure 4: Measured device lifetimes superim-
stress at posed on relevant Berkeley lifetime plot

at Vvgyo). This emphasises the desirability device lifetime versus gate voltage is plotted
of performing stresses at the Ib(,...) condi- in Fig. 4, superimposed on the Berkeley life-

tion during a hot-carrier characterisation of time contour.

the Berkeley m and C parameters. (Although In the set of measured points, the'min-

VY, does not appear explicitly in eqn. 1, the imum measured lifetime occurs at the same
smaller the Vd. change the more confidence Vg, as the Berkeley minimum lifetime predic.

there is that the nature of the degradation tion.

mechanisms does not change.)
The 1d variation during the constant-ratio 7 COMPARISON OF

test is very similar to that observed during

a constant-voltage test with the same initial BERKELEY PREDIC-
voltage conditions. In fact, constant-ratio TIONS AND LIFETIME
and constant-voltage stresses at Ib(m,,) are MEASUREMENTS
very similar (i.e. less than 1% difference)
in all relevant respects, including device life- The measured lifetimes show that the Berke-
time. Constant-voltage stressing at 'bxmar) ley equation does not model the Vs, depen-
can thus be used as an acceptable substitute dence of lifetime well. Agreement at 'dm.)

for constant-ratio stressing as required. is good, since the values of m and C in the

Berkeley model were extracted at this condi-

6 STRESS LIFETIMES AT tion. However, the minimum lifetime predic-

LOW Vg tion is more than an order of magnitude too
OW Tshort.

Hot-carrier constant-ratio stresses were per- The measured lifetimes lie along a smooth

formed at several Vs, points. The initial Va, curve and tend towards the Berkeley predic-

for each stress was that for which the Berke. tion as Vs. tends to the threshold voltage of

ley lifetime contour was derived. Measured the device and as Vs. tends to the m con-
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dition. device lifetimes occur here. However, the re-
The pessimism of the model minimum suits presented in this paper strongly sug-

lifetime prediction has been verified at less gest that all characterisation stresses should
accelerated conditions on a separate set of be performed at the Ib(,.) condition when
W/L=25#m/l.5pm n-MOSFET's. A Berke- using the Berkeley model.
ley lifetime contour at a certain Va, for these Since the Berkeley model fail to model
devices predicted that minimum device life- well the V5, dependence of lifetime, a superior
time at V,,=I.3V would be 14% times as model could be expected to account for device
long as that at Ib(moaz). In fact, a test of gate voltage. Such models have recently ap-
some forty days duration showed that the ac- peared in the literature (6].
tual mean lifetime of a number of devices
stressed with V,.=1.3V was 87% of that of 9 CONCLUSIONS
the mean , lifetime. This strongly sup-
ports the assertion that low V9, lifetimes are A method of hot-carrier stressing which main-
pessimistic. tains a constant ratio of substrate to drain

currents has been successfully demonstrated.

8 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS This allows test results to be used in an ex-
traction of the Berkeley hot-carrier model pa-

The results show that, at accelerated stress rameters with minimum error.
conditions, a Berkeley model lifetime predic- Lifetime predictions made with the Berke-
tion at low gate voltage can be over an order of ley model are seen to be pessimistic, typically

magnitude shorter than the actual measured by about an order of magnitude, at and about
lifetime at the same condition. the gate voltage which gives the minimum life-

The prediction which appears, from the time prediction for a given Vd,.
results, to be that most affected by the model In hot-carrier characterisations using the
inaccuracy is the minimum predicted lifetime Berkeley model, hot-carrier stressing shouldI at a given Vra.. This has implications for the be performed at the maximum substrate cur-

use of the model in the field of industrial relia- rent condition.
bility standards, Attempt,, to bring inimum Minimum device hot-carrier lifetime does

lifetime predictions above a desired value may not occur at the maximum substrate current
lead to expensive over-engineering and/or the condition, as has been reported [1]. This con-
rejection of viable processes. firms more recent observations [6].

Conversely, if the widely-held assumption
that the maximum reliability hazard exists at References
the lb(,n) condition is made when using the
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ABSTRACT which can be calculated easily from the known value of

Using a specifically developed measurement setup and Vrocasure.
a tet srucuretypial or nalg aplictios, igh A sufficiently high sensitivity to detect the equilibrium

a es stutr yia o nlgapiai ,hg case is obtained by a procedure as described in the
votae~is ption mesrmnso f ther pis ares-nue offsetm following: a current source 14 -0.5 - bi is connected
Evaoltageegadation op feratng ia par wepeetd n parallel to voltage source VD2. At equilibrium
Extraolnation for aloperaingcndiions th yu-ielon valOSl condition, current 13 through VID changes polarity, i.e.
ifrmagime. raao dsg ntesu-irnCO measurement Of 13 In the region of interest can be

regime.performed with high resolution.
1. WRMODUCTION The samte procedure as described for T2 is repeated for

T1 by changing the two coupled switches. This
As process development proceeds into the sub-micron compensates for matching tolerances of the current
regime the assurtance of a reliable fidita operation is sources lbm and 14. A typical Plot Of curren 13 vs.
no longer sufficient to guarantee stability of analog input voltage difference is plotted in Fig. 3 where the

*applications [1-4). Investigations ame demanded that cross-over of dhe two curves yields the offset voltage.
account for dth speakfi analog environment, such as 7This setup allows direct measurement of the offset
use of specific analog circuit layouts, characterization voltage to a precision of 10 INV without requiring
of typical analg device and circuit parameters and adjustments of the external sources. W~ith the same
application of typical umlog operating points in the low setup any dc electrical stres and the direct and
gate vollage saturation regime for characterization and complete characterization of all electrical tranistor

*stress. In this work the degradation of die inmportant parameters is possible by programming current source
offset voltage of p- aend n-channel differential input L,, as a voltage source for the source node of T, and
Utane is investigated Which requires the detction of T2. In fact we determine linear and output current
tiny chage in the matching of two transistors in the characteristics, the transconductance g. and the

and the threshold voltage both in the linear and the

applications MS~. 1)wihw mlu sdlwte Measured data of 2 pam p-MOSFErs from a 0.8 sam-
ampas hon i Medahedrecanle n V-CMOS process awe de iceIn Figs. 4 -6. Stresses

Fig. 2. Ezacdly as in real circuits Mhe comnmon saucoe are appied to onre translator of the pair only, thus
node of the dAffuastial pair is coupled so a corrent including the worst cae that owns e.g. in
source 1bi. The gam of T, Is comnected to a fixed comparators. In Fig. 4. the hot-warier induce offset
vokqe% Vol. while the gate voltage of T2, VM is voltage shows changes of several mV after stres1 time
vule wound Vol by using a padcisinuumning of sme 104 a, while the averag initial offset voltage
ampliflr and adding a atamable voltage V,.,. For for virgin pairs is below 2 mV in the seamples.
Vin~ vaied over a wide rmpg only a small Oza eracizatimof c single trmansawo painaters dlon
ddifttma voltag VCrVGI malts AS the AMPlifler negliibl changes of the threshold voltage while the
Wapm gaia for Vmn is low (Aqd~). Seaming dhin curren shows a prtotonced degradation etffect
VMMMM, from3 a negative to a pCosive V1ue, an0 (Fig. 4b). Now,~ tha the Wfsing points for train
equlibea, itunaltuml oaus eventoamly, writh 11 a 1b. crr ent dameterizatlon correspond to the bins
Then V(]-Vo1 it equal D the Ih"u offset vltag manim ti ns in onffst voltage u u et
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LOCO POY-SI AL AL VI CONACT Fig. P: Test structure
LOCO POY-SI AL AL VI CONACT of a differential pair

designed for
optimum matching as

*sa * ST m a 80,0 a commnly used in
A* *Wfa a D21 analog applications.

divided into twov

G2 ED parts, which are
U Uarranged and

coupled crosswise.

VDIcoupled 12V2 f1

f /G G KV
T,.5 -1

V0.2

VG1= bi s umn Vmiessure

I fFig. 2: Measurement setup. The test structure in Fig. I is Fig. 3:, Typical plot of citrrent 13 v's. voltage
emphasized by dashed ine± difference VG2-VGI to deternmie the offset

voltage. 13 is measured for both possible switch
configurations as shown ins Fig. 2. The cross-
over yields the offset voltage.

The offset voltage: degradation in fig. 4a and die drain state generatio. As in the, cuse of p-MOS a correlation
curret degradation in Fig. 4b show a strong between ofia voltage and drain current degradation in
correlation. This correlation holds for diffeesent the corresponding operating points is found. Very little
chiaracterizatlon points. As an example in Fig. 5 a degradation of those paramneters is found for the data in
higher Ubils' and a correspondingly higher IVGSi are Fig. 9 leading to increased scafter on the logauithmic
compared. We obtain reduced offset voltage bat nearly scale Used.
constant current degradations. Note, that the commonly used linear mode drain
Ftuther experimental p-MOS-data we shown in Fig. 6 current (triangles. dashed lInes) shows no correlation
where the 3tres drain voltage dependence is pr~esented. with the offse voltag: Int the case of maximum linear
Down to IVDsummI = 7 V data we w.ailabl. The mode drain current degradation (Fig. 9), only a weak
procedure for extrapolation to operating conditions is offse voltage change is obtained, whereas in the case of
depicted in Fig. 7. where slope and intercept on the relatively stong offset voltage degradaionm (Fig. 8) a
time axis definle the degradation behavior (of. Fig. 6) small linear mode drain current degradation, results Wcf
(5]. This leads to very high lifetimes at operating 13)).
conditions in this specific process but other processes In general we observe smaller offset voltage changes
may exhibit more pronounced degradatmo effects. and greater extrapolated lifetimes a compared so the p.
In ligs Saad 9data of2 pm, n-chisanne devices ftm a chianne case. In faect, a detaile study shi owtht P-
I pjwm5V.CM~OS proceam we pesentd. A typical hole channel device degradation is, stronger in saturation

stesconditiou is chosen in Fig. 8 while Fig. 9 tami in linear mode, While in n-channel devices the
presents data for a condition with maximnum I tofac inverse behaviour occu [.3s Whereas usually
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Fig. 4: a) Stress induced offset voltage degradation AVof-e vs. stress time of a p-MO differential stage. b) Stress
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Fig. 5: Same parameters and stresses as in Fig. 4 but for different characterization operating points as given in the

figure.
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Fig. 6: Stress induced offset voltage degradation Fig. 7: Lifetime prediction: Stress drain voltage

&goj• / <Vojyý.> of p-MOS differential stages vs. dependence of slope and intercept 1 [5) of the offset

stress time for different stress drain votages and voltage degradation of p-MOS differential stages.

VGM,," m -1.2 V. <Volta> stands for the average Characterization with Ibia. -200 A VDS -1.2 V.

initial offset voltage and amounts to approximaely 2 Device data cf Fig. 4.

YnV. Characterization with ij. w -200 pA. VDS = -1.2
V. Device dmatca Fig. 4.
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Fig. 9: a) Stress induced offset voltage degradation AVff,g,a vs. stress time of an n-MOS differential stage. b) Stress
induced drain current degradatin AIr/ID vs. stress tune. Stress conditions: V~r = 3.5 V, VDj = -8 V
(interface state generation stress condition). Device as in Fig. &

n-channel degradation is domninant. ithi fact can lead to corresponding operating points in p- and ni-MOSFETs.
a prevailing degradation of those circuit parameters Howeve the lInear mnode paramete used in standard
that depend on p-MOS operation in the saturation reliability tests showed uncomrlated behavior which is
region. An important one of these is Indeed the p-MOS thus demonstrated to be inappropriate here.
differential stage offset voltage.
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NORMALISED I/f NOISE: A MORE SENSITIVE DIAGNOSTIC TOOL FOR
HOT-CARRIER DEGRADATION IN SUBMICRON MOSFET'S

Xiaosong Li and L.K.J. Vandamme
Electrical Engineering Dept., Eindhoven University of Technology

P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands
Tel. #31-40-473242, FAX #3140-448375

ABSTRACT stress. Since hot-carriers induce damage that is
This study shows that 1/f noise mainly located on the drain side, an

measurements are a more sensitive diagnostic interchange of drain and source (the so-called
tool than dc measurements to detect hot- reverse mode (Refs. 1-3) changes the device
electron degradation in submicron n-channel characteristics. Hence, all characteristics of a
MOSFETs. post-stressed device are measured in the

normal mode and in the reverse mode. To
1. INTRODUCTION ensure that the difference between these two

modes is due to stress, we always select a
We report the hot-carrier degradation virgin device with identical 1, vs V,, and I1S

of n-channel MOSFETs using the dc vs V, characteristics in the reverse mode and
characteristics and 1/f noise measurements. in the normal mode.
The damage caused by hot-carrier injection Fig. 1 shows I. vs Vm obtained from
becomes visible as a reduction of the a device with a channel length L= 1 pm. Fig.2
transconductance and/or a shift in the illustrates the ratio Ij,/lmb vs V0 s in the
threshold voltage, in a decrease of the drain subthreshold region, where ID is the drain
current and in a change of the I/f noise. It current after stress and ID* the one before
seriously limits the reliability and lifetime of a stress. Under the present stress condition for
MOSFET. All our results are obtained on a 1 pm device and a 10 pm device, we have
wafer level. The n-MOSFETs used here are found a negative shift in the threshold voltage
enhancement mode types with LDD junctions, VT. This implies that positive charges are
made in a 0.5 pm technology by IMEC, trapped in the gate oxide (Refs. 4, 5). These
Belgium. The gate area has an optical mask excess positive charges may come from the
width W= 100 p•m and a length L varying holes, which are generated due to avalanche
from 0.45 pm to 10 pum. The gate oxide multiplication and are trapped during stress.
thickness is 11.3 rm. The dope concentration The subthreshold gradient shows a change (see
is 1.6*1018 cm 3 in the low-doped region and Fig. 2).
1.4*10" cm 3 in the high-doped drain and the The drain current 1,, can be written as
source regions. The devices were stressed a function of the internal drain-source voltage
under the condition Vs= 2 .0 V and V, for V,. < Vo - lR,s (Ref. 6)
Vms=5.0 V, during one hour. 1 V2 (1)

2. HOT-CARRIER EFFECTS ON DC D= + 2s

A group of devices with the same
channel width but with different lengths was where
investigated. Each device has its independent IAWC.
gate, source, and drain terminal. The drain = (2)
current Iw as a function of the gate source 1(1 + 9V V + ecTs 3 )
voltage Vs was measured in the ohmic region
at Vmf=50 mV, before and after electrical with 0 and 08 the mobility reduction
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side can be assumed to be independent of
stress. So, the drain current ls will change

0.80 with P and/or V., The ratio I[f/I. is then
Vo,-SOMV expected to be independent of Vd. and V,,
L-ti,,, provided that R,,+Rm does not change after

0.60 stress. As shown in Fig. 3, the observed ratio

j increases with Vs, where the drain current
S0.40 l. is for the normal mode and 1,, for the
-~ reverse mode. This implies a decrease in the

internal drain-source voltage V, due to stress.
Therefore, in accordance with eqn. (3), there
is an increase in R•. Owing to the positive

0.00 charges trapped in the gate oxide above the
0 1 2 3 low-doped drain region, the electrons in the

v0 *(v) channel are more closely attracted to the
interface than before stress. This has two
consequences: the current path is more

Fig. 1: The measured lDs vs V~s before (solid constricted and the local mobility becomes

line) and after stress (dashed line). The normal smaller due to surface scattering. This could

mode and the reverse mode coincide. be an explanation for the increase in the series
resistance Rd on the drain side, associated
with a negative shift in the threshold voltage.

10 2
0 'Nh

SI.DS.. ,

o 50V- N

VW,-50MV -21 1.00
L-Ip

0.00 0.25 0.50 ;'7
I."VGs (V) V DS (

Fig. 2: The ratio /•sJ/D, vs Vos in the
subthreshold region: a for the normal mode VDSV)
anda for the reverse mode. Fig. 3: IDs (left) and the ratio of the stressed

1Ds to the virgin I~s vs Vs (right, e normal
coefficients due to gate voltage and velocity mode and * reverse mode) obtained at
saturation, respectively. The internal drain- V =O.6OV.
source voltage V', is related to the external
drain-source voltage V,, by For comparison, the hot-carrier stress

(3) -effects are also investigated for a MOSFET
V =VDs - l Ds (Rs ) (3) with a channel length L=10•m. A negative

shift in the threshold voltage and an increase
with R& and Rd the series resistances on the in RD, are observed too. However, unlike the
source and drain, respectively, short-channel device, the threshold voltage

In eqn. (1), the effective gate voltage decrease in the reverse mode (0.12 V) is
Vo" is kept at the same value before and after larger than that in the normal mode (0.03 V),
stress. The series resistance Rs on the source and there is little change in the low field
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mobility po. This indicates that the hot-carrier
damage is localised more on the drain side
than for a short-channel device. 1O-ts

Vo 0-O.3V

3.DEGRADATION INCREASES 1/f NOISE Lo 1.am

The difference in 1/f noise before and 1O-17

after stress is more outspoken than dc
characteristics as shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for
L=1 IAm and 10 jim, respectively. 10-"

For the same bias conditions, the
reduction in the drain current varies from the
normal mode to the reverse mode with channel 109 0
length. It leads to increase or decrease the 1/f
noise in a post-stressed device. However, VDs/Vo"

when the I/f noise is normalised for frequency
f, current I, and charge carrier number N,
expressed by the a parameter for the ohmic Fig. 4: The i/f noise in the drain current vs
region (Ref. 7) VDs/VG" (A virgin state, a after stress for the

S1 _ a (4) normal mode and 0 for the reverse mode).
2 NS

or the relative noise fS,/IDs. for saturation, a 10-17
systematic increase in ce (see Fig. 6) or in vG'-I.5V
fS~lIv (see Table 1) is observed after stress.
The channel current always flows nearer to the 10-18

interface on the source side than on the drain
side. When the damaged part is on the source
side, we expect a higher lff noise. So, a 10.19 2 Vo*-0.3V

degraded device is often noisier in the reverse if,

mode than in the normal mode. The
degradation degree is determined by the 10-o
current density and the electric field. These A

two quantities differ for devices with different L- 10pm

geometry under the same bias conditions. 10-21
Hence, the damaged part decreases with 0.1 1 10
increasing channel length.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 5: The 11f noise in the drain current vs
The processes involved in bias-stress VA/VV (A/A virgin state, after stress: 0/o for

are complicated and can be summarised as thenormalmode, a/b for the reverse mode).
follows:
(i) depending on the stress conditions, positive the trapped oxide charges in the gate oxide
and negative shifts in threshold voltage are layer, the threshold voltage can have a
possible; we found negative shifts in both long nonuniform value along the channel,
and short devices, (iii) the mobility reduction coefficient 0
(ii) owing to the nonuniform distribution of reduces for short channel and remains for long
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Table 1. Change of fS 1/]ls in saturation in a MOSFET (L 10 um) due to stress.

bias ondition normalized guantitv fS,/I,-

Vo* (V) V,. virgin state stressed, normal mode stressed, reverse

0.30 0.90 1.4"10Y" 3.0*10rI 6.1*10.r

0.60 1.80 5 6*10"12 1.2*1011 2.4*10".1

5 3_M 1.7 12 2.7*10p1-2 3-3*"J-"12
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voltage, are plotted as a function of the
Hot carrier degradation was performed on nominal effective length for the different
wide nMOS translistors with the minimum technologies (fig1), the specified gate
d rd channel length. In general the oxide thickness values (fig2) and the
corrsponding effective electrical channel specified current drive capabilities values
eij (calcuilate from the maximum IDSS ftg3).
trunsconductance In the linear operating
region of a long and wide device, end the DISCUSSION
device uWder test) was the typical one
gui'iueed by fte process On some tech-
nologies, results were also obtained on de- The influence of the effective channel
vices having the minimum electrical char- lengths for the same technology can be a
nel length as given by the process, by factor of 2 (technology number 14) to 12
manuring on a deliberately shorter de- (technology number 7), whereas the influ-
sgned transkstor (generally 0.1 ilamn less ence of 10 % on the supply voltage can
than the minimum allowed poly width give a difference in lifetime between a fac-
(channel length) following the layouw rules). tar of 3 (technology number 1) to more than
Not carrier results were always collected 100 (technology numbers 2,3). These
"from fully processed. passivated wafers, by factors may seem rather exaggerated, but
wstsing fth devices at close to the max- they are based on data provided by the
wnumn sulsre crrelnt. Ouring stress gin. suppliers, which could not always be veri-
max (maximum gm defined as the rrax- fled by our own measurements.
Imun slope of he IDS-VGS muve of the Since most results were obtained on tran-
r,*wl opetrating region of the transistor at sitors with the nominal effective length we

VDS1i0 IV) was monitoed as a function of will restrict the rest of the discussion to this
lime Lifetime extrapolations for 10% gm data. For comparative reasons the results
degradation to both the nominal and the extrapolated to the nominal supply voltage
mawium supply votnage were obtaired (SV for the 1.0 to the 0.6prm technologies
using tMe m*eids pibhwhd in (1). a 3.3V for the 0.51Jm technologies) will

be used.
An overview of the restAs for the different From the curves of figures 1 to 3 some
tec•nologies ts prewse•ed in table I Typical general trends can be observed. The first
cthacteristic of the iovestigated tech- observation is that the lifetimes decrease
totogies. such " t -ominal feature size, with decreasing effective channel length.

th specified nominal curent drive cape- However, technologies I and 3, having an
billies and "te nomur% gate oxide thltck- effectivo nMOS transistor length of 0,5 and
rest valumes m shown as well This pro- 0.45W respectively have better dc life-
vides an Kdee abou the performance of the times than many of the longer transistors in

W W as, It afto inicates the 0.6 to 0.71im range. In reference to the
wher tVh e• cIa effectv channe! cli~fern 0.7pm transistors (technology
WnM of t• -anslors. on whic~ "e de- numbers 7,9,11,12) a difference in life-
grudtion was idented and for wh~h the times from 2 years (technology number 9)
4e*nies vwe extreolated. can be con- to 50 yams (technology number 11) was
s-ored cal worst ciae (m**u) for also noted.
the ftecv*e udxW cotsideration The nfenco of the oxide thickness, as ob-
For te 5 V etWiogie, t results are soved from this study, Is not so cdear, but
Sin figure 1. 2 and 3 wl the life- generally it can be expected that this tran-

m eobtated at te typk ffctive uistrs with thinner gote oxides will have a
leNgt, wapolated to the nww* suppy shwe lifetime comprted to transistors

IS?



having thicker gate oxides. This is some- stance In (4) the influence of the pas-
how contradictory to previous studies (2) sivation is discussed, showing that a plas-
and (3), but it needs to be stressed that in ma silicon oxide under the plasma nitride
these studies only the gate oxide thickness blocks the hydrogen from the nitride to
was changed, leaving the transistor struc- penetrate In the gate oxide, limiting the ex-
ture the same. This, of course, was not the cessive degradation due to the nitride pas-
case In our study. Moreover the large scat- sivatlonm References (5) and (6) discuss
ter observed in our data indicates that the the enhanced hot carrier degradation due
overall correlation Is not good and that to the presence of plasma TEOS intermetal
technologies with small and large gate films and a possible improvement due to
oxide thickness values can show both good the addition of an ECR (Electron Cyclotron
(technology numbers 3,10) and bad life- Resonance) - SiO2 film. In all cases mois-
times (technology number 8). ture or hydrogen-related components were
The correlation between the hot carrier life- indicated to be the responsible factors for
time and the current drive capability of the the enhanced degradation during the back-
nMOS transistors for the technologies un- end wafer fab processing. This was again
der consideration, is very weak. A small confirmed by (7) where the authors simu-
trend showing increasing lifetimes for tech- lated the back-end process induced mois-
nologies with smaller drive currents can be lure penetration by performing a steam
observed. Again techology 3 is a clear ex- stress on wafers with one metal layer. A
ception to this. solution to this problem can be the employ-
We may thus conclude that for comparable ment of a silicon-rich intermetal oxide films
technologies from the point of view of (9) having higher dangling bond density
performance, an enormous difference in than stoichiometric oxides.
lifetimes is observed, ranging from a few In (8) the influence of plasma processing
days to more than 100 years. steps, possibly introducing radiation dam-
Another important finding from this study is age is discussed, with the possibility for
that almost identical technologies can have improvement by annealing the damage out
completely different results when they are at a higher sinter temperature.
run In a different wafer fab. This is the case
for technologies 7, 8 and 9, which almost As a matter of fact, all of these factors have
have the same process flow, but are pro- been considered to be relevant when ana-
ceased at different locations. lysing the technologies. Some technologies
These phenomena lead us to conclude that improved from a few days dc lifetime to
clearly the influence of the processing is more than 300 years after improving their
much more important than generally interlevel metal oxides. On some technol-
thought of and that there can be a strong ogles the impact of the plasma etching of
dependency on the process equipment the second metal layer has been found to
itself, be very strong. On other process technol-
This study shows that the processing steps ogies the anneal step of the barrier metal
which turned out to be extremely Important, seemed to be important for having a good
are those that could have an influence on dc hot carier behaviour.
the trapping behaviour and interface state The influence of the LDD structure used by
generation of the gate oxides. In this re- most technologies (some technologies em-
spect we can name all steps associated ployed LATID (Large Tilt Angle Implanted
with the metallisaticn, interlevel dielectric Drain) but unfortunately these did not show
deposition, contact and via etching, an- a very good lifetime) turned out to be less
nealing and passivation. This has already significant than the influence of the pro-
been reported in previous papers. For in- cessing steps previously mentioned.
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CONCLUSION to Hot Carriers in Thin Gate Oxide
MOSFETs",
IEDM Tech. Dig., 1985, pp 254-257

Contrary to what is tended to be stated (3) Y.Toyoshlma, H.Iwai, F.Matsuoka,
nowadays a good dc hot carrier behaviour H.Hayashida, K.Maeguchi, K.Kanzaki,
(more than 10 years extrapolated lifetime "Analysis on Gate Oxide Thickness
for 10 % gm degradation at the nominal Dependence of Hot Carrier Induced
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5 V processes a

Tech- Feature Leff tox IDSS (pAIpm) Voltage lifetime

nology size of stressed transistor typ VDD,typ. d , days
number typ min Leff ,typ Vdd,typ Vdd,max y -years

(pmL) (in) - (m) specified (V) M

1 0.6 0.5 X 15 5.5 30 y
1 0.8 0 X 55 s

2 0.8 0.55 X 16.5 6 200d
2 0.8 0.55 X 16.5 5.5 ld
3 0.6 0.45 X 13 420 5 800 y
3 0.6 0.45 X 13 420 5.5 5 y
4 1 O.s x 20 300 5 45 y
4 1 ,0.8 X 20 300 5.5 I y
5 0.8 0.6 X 15 420 5 1 y
5 0.8 0.6 X 15 420 5.5 30 d
6 1 0.75 X 19 300 5.5 ISOd
6 1 0.75 X 19 300 5 5 v
7 0.7 0.7 X 17.5 350 5.5 lOy
7 0.7 0.6 X 17.5 350 5.5 l Y
7 0.7 0.7 X 17.5 350 5 25 y
7 0.7 0.6 X 17.5 350 5 2 y
a 0.7 0.6 X 17.5 400 5 50 d
9 0.7 0.7 X 17.5 340 5 2 y
10 0.7 0.78 X 20 350 5 300 y
10 0.7 0.76 X 1 20 350 - 5.5 0Oy
11 0.7 0.5 X 17 365 5.5 1 y
11 0.7 0.7 X 17 365 5.5 4y
11 0.7 0.5 X 17 365 5 ISy
11 0.7 0.7 X 17 385 5 50 y
12 0.7 0.7 X 17 350 5 4 V
13 1 0.91 X 20 300 5 60 y

S13 1 0.91 x 20 300 5.5 4.5 y
14 0.6 0.55 X 13.5 450 5 4.5 y

14 0.6 0.55 X 13.5 450 5.5 160 d
14 0.6 0.45 X 13.5 450 5 2.5 y

14 0.6 0.45 X 13.5 450 -5.5 80 d
:,Is 0.8 05X 1. 370 5.5 '1 y

3.3 V processes

0.5 0.5 X [ 12 330 3.3 loy
17 0.5 0.4 X 9 380 17y
17 0.5 0.4 X 9 380 3.3 4 y

Table 1 Overview of the extrapolated lifetimes obtained on the different technologies,
as a function of the effective length of the stressd transistors and the voltage to which
the lifetimes are extrapolated. Information about the technologies is given by their nominal
feature size, oxuide thickness value and current drive capability of the nMOS transistor.
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5 V technologies, typcal VOD. typical Left
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dc lifetime (days]

Fig. 1: DC hot carrier lifetimes, extrapolated to 5 V, obtalnea on the NMOS
transistor with typical effective length. The results show the dependence of
lifetim.- on the effective channel length.

* 5 V techilog4ies, typical VOD, typical Left
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Fig. 2: CC hot carrier lifetimes, extrapolated to 5 V. obtained on the NMOS
transistor with typical effective length. The results show the dependence of
lifetime on the nominal gate oxide thicknesr.
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5 V tclmovies, typical VID, typi Leff
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250 E 10 10(0 11(0 law0030I

dc Ifetkme (days)

Fig. 3: DC hot carrier lIffetimes, extrapolated to 5 V, Obtained on the NMVOS
transistor with typical effective length. The results show the dependence oflifetime on the nominal NMOS loss current of the technologies.
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DEFECT MONITORING AND LAYOUT RELATED YIELD AND RELIABILITY

PREDICTION FOR VLSI INTERCONNECTS

A. Dreier. . Kock. K. Lukat. J. Pabliusch
Fraunhofer Institute of Microelectronic Circuits and Systems-IMS2-Dresden

ABSTRACT

Basd oa In-procass doted monitmo data aud In chapter 4 test structures for electromigration
layout related Monte Cad* cakulatons we tests of VLSI typical submicron lines with
prd-ict the yed of IC mea layers and the designed defects of 50 and 80% ar desaibed.

poblity that missing metal detects reduce Furst results of electromigration measurements will

the IC reliability. The Inlluence of sack defects be available in June 1994.

on elecsciolgratlou' ftalure distrlsuilou Is
Investigated by exper*ments on suboakron test
structures. 2. DEFECT SIZE DISTRIBUTION

The test chip comprises 24 metal comb-meander-
comb sub-chips for design rules with lines and

I. INTRODUCTION spaces of 1.0/0.6lm, 1.4/1.0pm and 1.8/l.4pm

with an area of 7.35 mm2 each and we have
For VLSI circuits low ppm early flaires are fabricated test wafers using the test chip (Ref.6).
required. Using an automatic parametric test system HP
Both yield and reliability are determined by 4062UX the resistivity of the metal lines is
proCess induced defects doiinated by measured. In this way opens and shorts are
metallization defects (Ref.l). The relationship detected. Because of the different geometries it is
between yield and reliability and the influence of possible to classify the shorts and opens in 6 and 3
the defect density has been discussed in (Ref.2). different size defect classes respectively.
For the layout specific prediction of yield it is Furthermore the measurement allows the
necessaryfirstly to know the defect density and the determination of the chip coordinates of defects
defect size distribution of the process and secondly for defect analysis.
to simulate the influence of randomly distributed The number of defect sub-chips of class i failing

defects on the electrical function of IC's. by shorts as measured by the test system is given
Yield modeling and prediction bag been well by
documented in the literature (Refs. 3.4).
The tools described in this paper contain mask Ni of (xSxd 1
sets for defect monitor chips, program Nf= nDJAix)S(x)dX (
automatic chip testing, software for extraction of %
defect distribution parameters and software for
Monte Carlo calculations in order to estimate the where n is the total number of tested modules, x

defect size depending failure probability of IC's. the defect size, S(x) the defect size distribution, D
the defect density, w te ce between the meta

For state of the art VLSI metallization processes lines an An (x) the critical area. The sub-chip
all early failures due to electromigration are will fail, if the defect is centered in the critical
expected to be defect related. These defects are area.
due to missing metal which reduces the line width To determine S(x) and D we use the
and causes increasing local current density. approximation (Ref.4)
This paper shows bow the probability of missing
metal defects can be predicted for IC layouts by 2(m-l)x(-i)
embedding Monte Carlo simulations in the S(x)- (m+l)xm

CADENCE design system.
Ia this context the influence of the defect induced where xo is the fixed cutoff defect size. We
reduction of line width on electromigration calculate the parameters m and D by fitting the
induced failures has to be known. previous experimental data by (1) aid (2).
experimental work involving such defects has Fig. I. shows the product of defect density and
been carried out by Kemp at al. (Ref.5) who defect size disuribution depending on defect size
measured 3 pm wide stripes. for different lots of etet wafers.
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are assumed to have a square shape. For each
9 generated defect it is checkced whether the defect
a' ~results in a fault or not. The ratio of defects

resulting in a fault is K(x).
We use this method for shorts and opens and for

I ~ the first time for missing metal defects.
In case of missing metal defect the amount of
residual line width is estimated. If this width is

X more than bw we assume that no fault occurs.
en,3  Opens are not counted as metal missing defects.

.... shafts Fig. 2shows apartof aprocessor layout designed
--- O (bi I" otwinstitute with geeae shonL open and

I OP"~ trmssing metal defect. The smallest lines and
* Ispaces we 2mthe chip area is nearly zom2.

Fig. 3 shows the resultant K(x) curves for shorts,
% opens and missing metal defects. In our model

calculations we assumed 8w = pm.

o X. 1 2 3 4 6

x [PM]0.

Fig.l Defect size distribution for shorts and 0.4-
opens for %ormal" and "bad* lots

I. PROBABILIT OF FAULT AND OF 03
4 MISSING MIETAL DEFECTS -.

To determine the yield of good chips for a known 02 Pen
defect distribution of the fabrication process it is.. ...Sot
necessary to analyse the layout of the chip.
Analytical approaches to calculate the critical aresa.
from the layout data are proposed in (Ref.7).
In this paper we describe a new method which is
based on statistical Monte Carlo analysis. 0.0

0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 16

*1 ~ _x bIm)

ThField 3 ircssoreltdth layout effecfal poabltiy
dfect desioty, open and thescipg aretalA

To for~ h K o pesadsorsi tl

FhlildYigrltdtotelaotefetv
thatc aest f n teci raA

chiptW) 3

randomlypia eeae eet napoesrwt



Table I contains for the processor and several boundaries or triple points. By compaing failure
defect types the predicted data for Y and Def. distributions for defect-free, one-defect and multi-
It can be seen that a low result in yield for opens defect test srips defect induced electromigration
(bad lot) correlates with a catastrophic high failure mechanisms can be analysed and we can
density of layout effective missing metal defects, prove which amount of line removal alters failure
This fact ist caused by the more than proportional distribu s
increase of S(x) in the x-range between I and 2pmn
and the non-zero contribution of K(x) for missing
metal defects in this range.
For high defect densities there is a considerable
probability that more than one electrical effective
defect hits the chip. That's why in the case of the
bad lots in contrast to equation (3) the binominal
model was used to calculate the yield of defect
free chips.
About 15% of the bad lot chips are affected w!th
more than 10 electrical effective missing metal
defects.

Table 1:

Drf Y
defect 

type 
tcm-shorts 0.3 78

opens. normal lot 0.1 94
4 opens, bad lot 2.2 20

s miisng metal, normal lot 1 .03 78 F'bg.4 Typical deiSned defect, line width lpm
tnissina metal, bad tot 9.0 0.04 (white scale: lm=)

Based on data like shown in table I it is possible to It is reported by Hu (Ref.9) that circuit simulation
discuss allowable yield boundaries in respect to allows to flag metal lines that pose reliability
ppm early failure goals. hazards due to high current densidy.

The connection of such activities with the models
and methods described in this paper would result

4. MISSING METAL DEFECTS AND in a nearly realistic simulation of the
ELECTROMIGRATION BEHAVIOUR electromigration induced early failure problem.

Depending on the defect data of the fabrication
process and IC integration level a definable S. CONCLUSIONS
number of metal missing "reliability defects" is
expected. Model calculations and electromigration measure-
It is to investigate which amount of relative line ments on stripes with missing metal reliability
width reduction can cause electromigration defects showed for IC metal layers a definable
induced early failures, correlation between yield and early failure risk.
Lloyd (Ref.8) measured the failure distribution of The proposed models and algorithms are essential
12,5tm wide stripes, Menon (Ref.5) of 3prm stripes first steps on the way to circuit simulation with
of materials with different grain sizes. The results respect to reliability and early failures of
were different and depend on material, grain interconnects.
structure, line geometry and the amount of 8w.
We designed test structures with VLSI typical
lines in the range from 0.6 to 3.0 lpm with 50 and 6. REFERENCES
80% metal missing defects. Fig. 4 shows a typical
example of a designed defect with line width of 1 1. H. Husten, C.P. Patrick, 'Reliability defect
pm and 50% missing metal, detection, monitoring and screening during
In contrast to (Ref.5) also teststripes with more processing", Proceedings of ESREF 92, 1992,
than one defect were designed. In this way there is pp. 33-36.
a sufficient probability that defects hit grain
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WRITE/ERASE DEGRADATION AND DISTURB EFFECTS IN SOURCE-SIDE
INJECTION FLASH EEPROM DEVICES
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ABSTRACT SG IJV FG

An in-depth analysis of the wieACe degradation of 5V0
source-side injection Flash EEPROM devices is

perforned, which reveals two mechanisms uaderlying
this degadationt: a decrease of the charge per cycle on Pamdp
the floating gste. accompanied by the series effect of
oxide and interface charges locally trapped above the
channel. In addition, the main disturb effects are SOi.5v 12V a
characterized and shown to be non-critical for reliable

1. INTRODUCTION

Flash EEPROM devices which rely on source-side
injection (SSI) for SV-only programming have received Fig. 1: Two perpendicular cross-sections of the
a lot of interest during the past few years (Refs. 1-5). HIMOS cell with typical programming
Most of these concepts use a triple-gate structure which voltages.
exhibits an inherent immunity to soft-write andSovaerese effects (Refs. 1, 3,5).

The memory cell is fabricated in a standard 0.7-Urn
In this paper, two important reliability aspects are double polysilicon process. The oxide under the floating
investigated on the High Injection MOS (HIMOS) gate (1F) is 8.5 nm thick and the interpoly dielectric
device. (Ref 3-6), which is a typical example of a SSI layer is a thermally grown polyoxide with a thickness
cell. Fistly, the different mechanisms contributing to of 30 nm. The cell is programmed by enhanced CHEI
the WritefErase (W/E) degradation are studied by at the split point and erased by Fowler-Nogdheim (M)
combining UV-erasure and IV-measurement with a tunneling of electrons from the FG towards the drain
charge pumping (CP) analysis. It is found that the junction. The externally applied terminal voltages for
degradation is due to the combination of a positive shift each of the different operating modes are summarized in
of the threshold voltage (V) both in the high and low Table 1.
Vt-stale caused by oxide and interface charge as the split
point, and a decrease of the charge injected per cycle
onto the floating gate in both Vt-states. Secondly, the
main disturb effects that can affect the margins for source drain SG PG
proper read-out of the cell, have been identified and
characterized. These effects are shown to be well- write 0 $ 1.5 12controled and have aderlaw margn...

erase $ 0 .12

2. DEVICE STRUCTURE ANDOPERATION read 1 0 1 2 1 3 0

As a typical example of a SSI device, the recently
reported HIMOS cell has been studied. This device Table 1: Typical operating voltages for the HIMOS
combines fast 5V-only programming features with a device.
low development entry cost through the combination of
a split-gate structur and a coupling capacitor which
increases the channel hot-electron injection ((aEI) In order to allow a proper investigation of the W/E-

effi'ciency by several ords of magnitude (Rd. 4). Two degradation, a device with a large capacitance between
perpendicular cross-sections of the HIMOS device ae the FG and die program gae (PG) has been used (cell
shown in Fig. 1. area 50o r 2). In this case the displaced charge per
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cycle is much larger man for a smaller cell with the degradation of the read-out curret whereas t-e high
Sam Vrwindow and thus tie degradation is enhanced. threshold voltage (Vdt) appears to be litte affected by
An arbitrary Vr-window from -3V to +3V is choen. the repealed WjE-opersuons. In order to disclose the urue
The threshold voae is defined at a fixed drain current nature of tlhe degradation, two techniques have been used
of I pA. a drain bias (Vd) of 2V and select pSe voltage for separaing the impact of possible damage within the
(Vsg) of 3V. These conditions Cmespod to the iead. cell and the impact of changes in FG charge.
out operation. Owce the mechanism leading to the
W/E-degradation have been identified, a practical case 3.2 Exnrment! mr,.ures
will be considered using a cell that has been developed
for use in a virtual ground array (VGA) architecture One way of separating the different effects contributing
(ReL 6). This configuration results in a cell that to the WIE-degradatzn is by eliminating the charge on
provides microsecond 5V-only progranuning in a 0.7- the floating gale. This can be dore by illuminating the
pm technology for a compedtive cell area of 16.5 Amn2 device with ultraviolet (UV) light, prior to and at
and a PG voltage of only 12V. For this panicular cell. different stages of cycling, in order to discharge the FG.
the implications of repeated W/E-cycling on the This mechanism is self-limiting and the cell always
position and magnitude of the Vt-window will be ends up with the same reference charge on the PG. In
discussed. This cell has also been chosen for studying thus way, it is possible to reveal only the damage that
the main disturb mechanisms affecting the HIMOS cell. may have occurred within the transistor channel.

A second powerful method i6 the charge pumping (CP)
3. WRITEIERASE DEGRADATION technique (Ref. 7). In a CP-measurement, the magnitude

of the CP-current (Icp) is proportional to the density of
3.1 Enduac behaviour interface traps Dit, and the voltages corresponding to the

transition edges of the CP-current are related to the
"The I-MOS cell is written by enhanced CHEI at the threshold voltage and the flatband voltage, A CP-
split point. This results in charge trapping and measurement is very useful, since it is sensitive to areal
generation of interface traps (Ref. 4). Erasure is non-uniformities in both Vt and Dit (Ref. 7).
performed by FN-umneling at the drain, which also has
been known to result in charge trapping and creation of 3.3 Analysis

The standrdproc e fFig. 3 shows the Id-Vpg characteristics after UV-erasurc'Me standard procedure for degradation studies is an frdfeetWEcce.Teba cdtescrepn

enduanc meaureentin wichthehighandlow for different W/E-cycles. *The bias conditions correspond
endurance measurement in which the high and low to the read-out conditions, which were also used in the
threshold voltages are monitored as a function of the Vt-endurance measurement (Fig. 2). Three observations
number of W/E-cycles. However, such a measurement
reflects the combined effect of all possible mechanisms a be made fm Fig. 3.
contributing to the degradation. A typical endurance
characteristic is shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen, the 1) Cycling induces a very large positive Vt-shift after
low threshold voltage (Vdi) sho-.s a large increase with UV-erasure. This means that Vt of the FG channel has
the number of W/E cycles suggesting a strong been locally increased by oxide and/or interface charges

above the channel. These charges cause a series effect on
the Vrmeatsurement. Since programming of the cell

4' occurs at the split point, whereas erasure occurs at the
drain outside the channel, the Vt-increase can be

2 Vth expected to be at the split point.

> 2) After cycling, a degradation of the subthreshold slope
", 0. is observed. This subthreshold slope degradation is a

> measure of the increase in Dit and has to be accounted

-2 for when choosing Vth in order to minimize leakage
vu Vthrough written cells after cycling.

-4- 3) The Vt-shift at I;LA observed in Fig. 3 is much
100 101 102  103 le 105 smaller than the shift of Vtl in Fig.2, which is

# cycles measured at the same current level. This means that.
besides the series effect, the charge per cycle that is

removed from the FG diminishts with cycling.
Fig. 2 HIMOS endurance characteristic under ead-out Likewise, in the written state Vth in Fig. 2 almost

conditions. a cell with a large coupling remains cotmant, while a large shift occurs after UV-
capacitor was used in order to accelerate the emrsm. This agin indicates a decrease of the charg per
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sam mechanismi (FN-ruaeing trou substrate to FG) 4A Seimc got disturb
nd cooagi be neglecied ina lInge stay.

Due to dhe small couiplinig ratio between SG and PG. a
4A Dran digrb lage electric field is established in the oxide between

SO and FG during read-out conditions. This cause a
Durin programmming ad rad-out. my written cells soft-easse effect on a written cell via FN-tunneling
sharing the sae bt line as the cel being progrmmned through the interlevel polyoxide between PG and SG.
at read am aubject toma electric field at the P`0-to-drin Fig. 10 shows the SG disturb characteristic for a high

oeWThis can resul to charge loss dueo to FN- threshold voltage of 2V. The data predicts that a SG
tunneling from the FO towards the drain. Fig. 9 voltage as high as 4.3V is necessary to induce a V1-sbift
preens daa for a cel in the high V1-simandw shows of only lO0niV after 10 yeaw for a high threshold state
thae emsiie r01uirIdIto' 1- a &Vt-shift fOOMaY of 2V. Therefore, because of the soft-write immunity
as a fineicion of the invers of the drain voltage. A and doe small drain disturbance (Fig. 9), a drain voltage
hiteheld votaep of 2V bas to be considered ink older to of 2V can be used during read-out, while the SO voltage
-m she spolcakaic. iandued by the adwurace, as only needs to be 3V in order to ensure a read-out current

explained in a previous section TMe worst case of 100 pA. A large margin with respect to the drain
coadkioa 1~ for a cell dib Is am selected bid which and SG disturb effects; is thus obumied.
shm its bit line with a cell be*ng rud or progrnamed.
Such auselcied cells have a pounded SO. md thus no
voltquis comled bamss 0 o doeP40. Uder 6Mee
worstiems enadki"Mna eazrapolatdoa towards 10 year 108 Vt *
adicass di the drain med-out voltage emn ber high
as 3.2V. This htighe immunity to drain disturb as 10s6 , V80 4.3V
compared to stscited pi cell is due to the muoch
smalla esse aegove chow on the PG ilk the written E 6

Wbesaacellils onthae s bkiteeas acell being 102
go"eepu itmnd3V itsdrilt. Doe tothe secto
asi propium sdfnda the drain disuct ofe during S

tMe. meme os cefined and Me Iber-, of woonsaing 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.26
vowch is typically in me ordw odMM Theib as mubod I/Vag (1/M
to correspond to a Vgrsi1i of SO~mV. which is still
M&WOOY %no Fig. 10-. Worst case select gWt disturb charactcrsiscs

tor a written cell.

18 Via, IV S. CONCLUSIONS

lo V" ev~s In this paper it has been shown that the classical
endurance characteristic (threshold voltage versus

I104 aember of cycles) is amt sufficient in order to
4a- ja c - -P 6 Phe degradation of source-aide injection

X dell de alt, wriselamse-cycling. TIs is a consequence
102.41 ýof- (1) the charge on the floating gate not being

Tp~opoiousm so the threshold voltage due to the seie
____ ____ ____ __ A effec of die iomalised degraded region; (2) die read-out

0-15 0,20 0on 0.30 035 conan ra being proportional %D fte difference between
1/Va6e MaeI ra m$-& voltag wad bie u-nPthrveshold voltage
INm Vo Saee p1nc 1 o serim select gate Furthermore.

die kage cist icough written cells ted o be
F* 9 Wo cas. tiaSam ckracaride ar for whe choosing the high duediod eae

P~. 9 Cos -a dm ~cid i by pow dag additional maugin for subhreshold
degraiulsius after wrimeMuse-cyciimg. Gate sand drain
. I ~pam 1, mnduhaunstHIDOS devices
art Auow s o be well controlled and have adequate
inrgWa A saidl disturb nmechanism, soft-eras towards
One selc gae. has been found to be nion-critical for

0 -
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MODELLING OF THE THRESHOLD VOLTAGE - CURRENT GAIN RELATION IN A
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ABSTRACT AVth= 1+ 1- I.- I-n(R+ RSt-In(e2/Rl) "N '-n(R2LZ 7)
Co __1 ____ýI

After shown that the origin of the degradation of PNP (I)
lateral transistors of a 12L test cells is negative trapped
charges in gate oxide induce by plasma etching, we Parasitic PMOSFET
have developed a modelling of the threshold voltage of
the PMOS transistor associated to the PNP one which B C E- 'Gate -

shows that the degradation can only be explained by
taking in to account a location of trapped charges both
close to the drain and to the source. In the present work.
from a modelling of the relation between the current N+ P
gain of the lateral PNP bipolar transistor and the [-;-L
threshold voltage of the associated PMOS, we have N Drpin Source
defined a criteria which allows to improve th., reliabilty
of the 12L process. Finally, we expose some solutions ---' 1--4. -
for the improving of technological process. ...................

P

1- INTRODUCTION R2

To analyse the quality of a process involved in 12 L Figure 1. Schematic cross-section of the structure. The
technology, it is usual to insert in the test cells lateral geometry is cylindrical.
bipolar transistors the base of which is overlayed by
thermal and deposited oxides and by the emitter 300
metallization. This configuration creates a parasitic
PMOSFET, as shown in figure 1, which allows to
characterize the PNP lateral bipolar transistor.

The analysis of the electrical characteristics of some 200
500 bipolar transistors and their parasitic MOSFET
have shown a correlation between the MOS threshold
voltage (VTH) and the bipolar current gain (HIE). In
previous works (I], the authors explained this variation 100
by the effect of negative oxide charges trapped at
deposited oxideAhermal oxide interface which induce
inversion mode in the base layer (or MOSFET channel)
and reduce its electrical width. They have also shown
from electrical test during the process and from 2 3 46
literature [2-4] that charges are introduced during the Threshold voltage
nitride plasma etching. From these results, they
proposed a modelling of the threshold voltage to explain
the degradation; they showed that only a symetrical Figure 2. Variation of HFE versus VTI of degraded
location of oxide trapped charges close to the emitter structures. Note the linearity of this curve. The straight
and close to the collector allows to explain the line corresponds both to the less mean square curve
behaviour of the structures [2]. In this case, the and to the modelling one.
threshold voltage variation is expressed by the
following formula (1):
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where RI, R2, and L are defined in figure 1; Nss is the The current component 1I is determined by using p(r).,
surface state density of trapped charges, Cox the oxide 13 and 14 are approximated by the currents calculated in
capacitance, a one-dimensional junc:ion. Thus,
In the present work, we develop a modelling of the
current gain HFE to explain the correlation with the 2 i 2E exp (SLkT
threshold voltage VTH experimentally observed, as I in(R22iRl) Nd kT
shown in figure 2; the current gain varies linearly in pL2
function of the threshold voltage. By the control of this 13 2qxZDnaexp( k )7
correlation we then propose solutions for improving ft Na kT (7)

technological process. 1- ,2 hi AVE,
ZNa ex•-'--

2. MODELLING OF THE CORRELATION where the cross-sectional areas are chosen as

The modelling of the current gain takes into account the Al=2xZR 2 ,A 3 = 2nRIZ and A4 = for

circular geometry of the device, the low doping level of current components 11. 13, and 14 respectively. Na is the
the base and the decrease of the effective base width doping concentration of the p-type layer (collector and
due to the trapped charges in the overlayed oxides. In emitter). Dp and Dn are the diffusion coefficient of
this case, the holes diffusion length is higher than the holes and electrons respectively.
effective base width; since the differential equation for
minority carrier distribution, p(r), in the base is: r

r2 d~pjr) + r f(r)= 0 (2) = ! •
dr2  dr 1

this expression is a special form of the EULER Emitter- i Collector
differential equation, the solution of which is:

p(r) = A + B ln(r) (3) P 13

The constants Aet B are determined with the boundary 14
conditions: 11 p

p(R2) = 0 / N" buried layers

and
SFigure 3: schematical definitions of various current
NdR 1) = Nd [exp( kT )- 1] (4) components in the PNP lateral bipolar transistor.

then,'The current gain is then expressed by:S! then,

P(r) = ln(RR)Ndexp( kT ] (5) n(2/Rl) Nd Dn I + (R)

ND is the doping concentration of the epilayer (base of
the transistor); VEB, k,T, and ni have the usual Figure 4 shows the vdriations of 0 in function of
meaning. lfln(R2/R I); the measurements (dots) are performed in
An approximate expression of the current gain is three different zones of the wafer. The curves
obtained by using the various current components corresponds to the modelling. One can observe a good
shown in figure 3, where, agreement between experimental results and modelling.

-11 and 12 are the lateral and vertical hole currents,
- 13 the lateral electron current, When R2/RI is much higher than 1, a finite series of the

-14 the vertical one. threshold voltage gives:

ANeglecting the recombination currents and assumimg AVTH = n(R2/RI) (9)
that I1 is higther than 12, an estimate of the current gain
is given by: Expressions (8) and (9) yields:

=1 (6) HFE Cx,&VTH (10)
13 +14

where
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K improve the process by the use of several technological

K I + (R 12=2))step.
qNss kfI(RI+L)ARI The first treatment we performed is a thermal annealing

2Cox in forming gas; this step did not exist in the initial
process. This annealing induces an increasing of VTH

In the formula (11). K is defined as follows: of degraded transistors by decreasing the concentration
of trapped charges, as shown in figure 5, but does not

K -Na (12) modify the geometry of degraded zones. This step
-Nd Dn induces a translation of the curve VTH (HFE) as shown

in figure 6.

300-

* zone 2 &,1&-2

200. zone3 3"s.3.Bx1O "n

20 * zone 4 6- VT1 - 15.75 V
Ld. 2.48um

CM.4

100 - -'

2i-

•C N ss - 4.2 Xo cm

I1An(R2/R1) 14 15 16 17 18

R2-Rl(urn)
Figure 4. Variation of HFE versus IIln(R2 1R 1) for
several zones. One can observe a good agreement Figure 5. Fit of experimental curves of threshold
between experimental results and modelling. voltage versus the base width. Thermal annealing

decreases trapped charge concentration.

The formula (10) shows that the variation of the current
gain can be linearly dependent of the variation of the 8_
threshold voltage.

3. CRITERIA OF RELIABILITY 6 W#

A fit of an experimental curve is shown in figure 2. To 5s
this end and taking into account the technological & 4- a
parameters, the modelling parameters are chosen as .
follows: K = 200, VTHo = 8.25 V, and 3-

Ngs = 3.5 x 101 1cm-2 [5]. In this figure, the straight V 2,
line corresponds both to the less mean square curve Z before thermal annealing
deduced from experimental dots and to the modelling 1 1 b after thermal annealling
one, that gives evidence again of the good agreement Of " e
between experimental and modelling. We can note that 50 150 250
as long as this type of degradation exists, we can

observe such a variation, that means that our modelling, current gain
which leads to the relation:

Figure 6. Variations of VTH versus lIFE before and
HFE=CxAVTH , (10) after thermal annealling in forming gas. After

annealing, the curve is globally shifted towards higher
becomes a criteria to analyse the reliability of the values of the threshold voltages.
process and the effects of process modifications.

An other way is ionic implantation of phosphorus in the
4. IMPROVEMENT OF THE PROCESS low doped base. It implies an increase of the effective

concentration in the base, which makes more difficult
From this criteria and thus from the analysis of the the inversion in this zone and thus prevents the creation
evolution of the variation of the current gain, we tried to
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of a hole channel. The dose of implantation was REFERENCFS
calculated to obtain a threshold voltage in the range of
20 Volts. The devices are characterized as previously in [I] S. GUILLOU. A. SEIDOU, 0. BONNAUD and
two zones of the wafer, first at the center (zone 1) and M. TAURIN, "Analysis and modelling of the
second in a lateral test cell (zone 5). degradation of a 12L PNP bipolar transistor in

relation with the threshold voltage variation of a
PMOSFET associated in a test cell'. Proc. ESREF

Sum 6rn 7um gum~ gum~ 91, vol. 2.1991, pp. 569-575.

zonel Vth 19 22.6 23.2 23.6 24 (2] A. SEIDOU, 0. BONNAUD, L.ROLLAND and
M. TAURIN, "Origin of the degradation of the

26 17 12 10.5 9 threshold voltage of a PMOSFET associated to a
S20.2 245 2lateral PNP bipolar transistor in a 12L test cell".

zone5 V.h. 20.2 24.5 24.5 24.7 24.5 Proc. ESREF 92. vol. 1. 1992, pp. 443-445.

- J 27 17.5 14 II 9 [3] P. SINGER, "Charge damage caused by nonuniform
plasmas!, Semiconductor International, Jwllet 1992,

Table I: Effect of ionic implantatton of the base on the p. 34.
threshold voltage and the current gain. The correlation
of this two electrical parameters disappears, Vth is in [41 S. FANG. J.P. McVITTIE, "Thin oxide damage
the range of 20 Volts and P in the range of 15 from gate charging during plasma processing",

IEEE Elec. Dev. Len., vol.. 13, (5), May 1992, p.
288.

Table I gathers the electrical results for the several
transistor sizes; it gives evidence of the shift of the [5] A. SEIDOU "Caractdrisation dlectrique et analyse
threshold voltages and more especially the important de composants int6grts dans une technologie
values of VTH and its non dependence with the base bipolaire 12L en vue de l'amdlioration du proc~dd de
width, but HFE takes lower values. This can be fabrication", thesis, NW926. Universitt dc Rennes I,
explained by the increasing of base doping France, 1993
concentration because the additional ionic charges
compensate for trapped charges and the linear variation
of the VTH in function of HFE does exist no longer. On
the other hand, the current gain is more dependent of the
base width, the carrier lifetime (of the electrons) being
affected by the implantation and the diffusion length
becomes lower than the base width. Although this step
allowed to decrease the effective role of the trapped
charges in the characterisitics of the device, because the
current gain is very low, this step is not actually
interesting for applications.

The first technological modification proposal has
appeared easier and was applied to increase the yield of
fabrication process and its reliability.

5. CONCLUSION

Our modeling allows to well explain the correlation
between the bipolar transistor current gain and the
PMOS FET threshold voltage of the 12L test cell when
trapped charges are located in the insulator gate on both
sides of this electrode. Using this modelling, we have
defined a criteria of the quality of the process which
allows to improve this process and its reliability.
Applying this technique, we have found the step of the
process which occurs on this behaviour and a
technological solution consisting all simply in an
additional annealing in forming gas after plasma
exhing.
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FLOATING GATE P-MOSFET FOR THE MOBILE ION
CONTAMINATION TEST.

Jouef C. Mitros, John B. Finn
National Seniconductor Co.

3333 W. 9000 S., West Jordan, UT 84088
801-562-7000 Fax: 801-562-7500

1. ABSTRACT

A floating gate p-channel MOSFET is proposed for
end-of-line positive mobile ion contamination testing. Un-Programm": t. \..z.-/
The device can be fabricated in any CMOS or MOS n.
capable process. The device allows for a quantitative
measure of the total mobile ion charge collected during
the measurement. Because the device attracts positive
ions isotropically, it is sensitive to contamination above
the gate, udike capacitor or normal transistor based
tests. The isotropic nature of the response also allows
the device to detect cracks in overlying passivation, n.
which provide transport paths for contamination from

the pussivation surface.

2. INTRODUCTION

Electrically Programmable Read Only Memory, flqatLg

EPROM, cells have negatively charged floating gates ' tW

while programmed. Positive mobile ions, if present, are mmeal

attracted to the floating gates and neutaldize the charge.,'
resulting in deprogramming. Because of that effect,

* EPROM cells are extremely sensitive to mobile ion oad
contamination, which poses a serious reliability
problem. However, that very sensitivity makes the
EPROM cell an ideal candidate for use as a mobile ion
sensor. owes &ad draiw letats

The purpose of this paper is to propose s floating gate Fig. I Crtmsecions mud top view (layout) of singLe poly
p-channel MOSFET. similar to the EPROM cell, for p-channel MOS transistor.
use in an end-of-line positive mobile ion contamination
test. The device can be fabricated in any CMOS or
PMOS process, with poly or metal gate and with any
gate oxide thickness. Figure 2 shows an example of device programming.

In curve a), the drain voltage of the proposed device is
3. DEVICE OPERATION swept from 0 to 25 V. At roughly 12.5 V, hot carrier

injection stAtmu to deposit negative charge on the gate,
The proposed teat structure is a p-chatmel transistor turning on the device. This can be seea from the

with floating poly or metal gate, i.e. not connected to increase in current above what is expected. At roughly
any pd or to another structure. A cross-section and top 17.5 V, die device is fully programmed. Curve b) is the
view of the structure are shown on Figure 1. The I-V characteristic of the fully programmed device.
device is progranmuned (turned on) by applying sufficient Curve c) is the I-V characteristics of a similar, normal
drain voltage to inject hot electrons into the gate. In the p-channel device, swept Vgs - 0.2 Vds. The curve is
presence of mobile ions, the gate charge, and hence very similar to curve a) for low voltages indicating that
voltage is reduced after annealing through charge the coupling coefficient between the floating gate and
neutralization. If the shift in g*te voltage can be the drain is 0.2. The similarity in curves is also
determined, the amount of charge due to mobile ions important in justifying the use of similar p-chatnel
can be calculated directly. trmnistor I-V characteristics to extrac the floating gate

voltage, as discussed in the next section.
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2. Me•aure the drain current at low drain bias (- I V for

-t[-02 - " " gaevaefrm itv

I I 3. Interpolate the floating gate voltage from the Ids vs

_____ j Vgscaratrsi of asimilar (gate size adoxide
" Ithickness) normal p-channel transistor biased at the

docedd - same Vds (see Figure 3).

// - -- [I

SVD 2.500/div V •.

Fig. 2 Drain current versus drain voltage:
a - virgin MOS tranriutor,
b - programmed MOS rraworrwa6 6

c - standard MOS rransitor.

A programme p-channel transistor has negative Fig. 3 Method of determining the floating gaze voltage.

charge on the floating gate. At high temperature (200
- 4001C) the negatively charged floating gate attracts

positive ions from the surrounding oxide. As the ions 4. Bake wafer(s) for 30 minutes at 390"C (or longer

are attracted to, and neutralize, the magnitude of the for lower temperatures).
gate voltage drops which results in reduced drain
current when the device is biased at room temperature. 5. Remeasure the drain current at same low drain bias.

Thus, the structure works as a monitor of positive
mobile ion contamination. Because the charge on the 6. Interpolate the floating gate voltage from the Ids vs
gate attracts ions isotropically, it is sensitive to mobile Vgs characteristics of a similar normal p-channel
charge above the gate. This is in contrast to techniques transistor biased at the same Vds (see Figure 3).
such as the bias-temperature capacitance-voltage
method, which is only sensitive to contamination in the 7. Calculate the effective ionic charge collected from
gate oxide. The ability to sense mobile ions in the the floating gate voltage shift AV'4

passivation is important because in actual device
operation those ions can diffuse to active areas causing Q. - C. AV4
degradation in electrical parameters. Also, if the
passivation is cracked, mobile ions from the ambient where C_ is the gate oxide capacitance.
enviromnt can also diffuse towards active areas. The
proposed floating gate p-channel MOSFET covers all of

those problems. Figure 4 shows a plot of floating gate voltage as a
function of bake time using the proposed test strcture

While the device is compatible with all CMOS and and the teat method described above. The passivated
PMOS processes, the channel length should be about wafers were contaminated with NaHCO, to provide a
50% longer than the minimusn length allowed in the source of positive mobile ions. The voltage shift

technology design rules. This is because a floating gate saturates as the mobile ion concentration above and
MOS tnbuistor is more senitive to short chanmel effects below the gate is depleted.
than its standard transistor counterpart.

4. TEST PROCEDURE

I. Program the proposed device by applying Vds =

BVdss -0 S V: e.g. if BVdss - -12 V then apply Vds
-- 12.5 V. A lower in (magnitude) Vds can be used
with increased progrenming time.
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Fig. 4 Foig gS t vomo age versa tr e bake tute at

S. SUMMARY

The proposed device end test method detect& anl
measures positive moile ices from both Sate "n field
oxides. It is also sensitive to defects in the pasaivation.
N the passivation is cracked, ionic contamination can
penerIte those cracks. LAe, the ions can diffuse to
active device areas causing threshold voltage shifts in
MOSFETs or increased leakage in bipolar trancistors.

Conventional CV tests detect mobile ions between
gate and substrate only. Even if finger field oxide
capacitors or MOS transistors are used, mobile ions
outside the gate area are repelled when the gate is
positively biased to drive the ions to the
ozid-smiconductor surIface. The ability to isotropically
detect mobile ion contamination is a key benefit of the
device based test runcture..
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COMPARIS()N (OF INTER-POLYSILICON OXIDE
LIFETIME USING RAMPED AND CONSTANT

VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS
Andreas Martin, Paula O'Sullivan. Alan Mathewon

National Micruelectunics Resaxch ('ent"re (N.MR('.) trir•r t vy ('olJr Cork,
Lee .Maltngs. 1'r, pect hou Itelard

Tel - 353 21 27"6071 ext 40,O. Fax - 353 21 270271

1 Abstract fntwiu,,• mns This inrethodologs' uses V',
I E.. Model see equatrin II a hh has te"n

This paper reports the use of ramjped volt developq-d by llu et Al •• In 1' only the
or and csnstant voltage stress mswnUtetwnlts intrinsic properties of !he oxide were anves
for the amsessment c-f reliability data of -th-r tagated However. Iefect related f.Wih1rres el-
tti^liy grown oxides on heaily doped polysd, st l ;, h h lead t,, -iallunction of drvi(re And
can- (inter-i-oly oxide), When these 'ASut" cause held failures of the product. Th.refore.
ments at, performed for the characterata"on the defet (elaar.d properties ale importan- for
of the oxide it is observed that the use of a the evaluation of riter poli oxide rebilitv.
ramped voltage stress results in an enhanced The monitoring of defect related bieakdown'-.
oxide lifetime compared to the constant volt. with CVS tinoles lung measurement times
age case. By plotting the evolotion of the cur. which axe impractical for industrial applica
rent as a function of time for both measure- lions. A ramped voltage stress (R\'S, men-
ments charge trapping in the oxide is founil urincrt. however, can be carried out faster
to be the principal caUe of longer lifetimte than a CVS and monitors the defect related as
measured with a ramped voltage stress. Mea- well as the intrinsic break -owns. Therefore, a
surements on pre-stressed oxides confirm this. R\' is preferable to record early and intrin.
This work shows that in order to relate the re- sic bteakdowns in a reasonable time. A corre-
suits from constant voltage and ramped volt. lation between RVS and CVS data for MOS
age stress charge trapping must be taken into gate oxides is described in j21. The possibility
consideration, of a similar approach for inter-poly oxides is

examined in this work.
2 Introduction This paper shows that results of RVS men-

surements with slow ramp rates overestimate
Reliability predictions for dielectrics are es- the lifetimes of inter-poly oxides when rom-
sential to pr- ide customers with yield analy- pared to those predicted h% ('VS. Thi' .ser-
sis data of a product. For applications which estimation is cructal when the R1 S ,'. is
require poly-poly capacitors such aPs switched- used for yield predictions. These lonr-r RVS
capacitor filters or AID and DJA-convertevs lifetimes are related to charge trapping which
etc. it is esential to characterise the inter. is observed in in ter-poly oxides for low Fowler-
poly oxide in terms of lifetime and failure Nordheim (FN) currents !3b. Experiments
probability under operating conditions. presented in this work on pre-stressed oxides

A prediction method has been proposed and the l-t characteristics of CVS and RVS
for inter-poly oxides in [I] which is based on confirm the this. Therefore, it is important to
results from constant voltage stress (CVS) account for charge trapping when long term
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w thesited to VW W iap tioto wer elt~ b M o.e to a Rcount for defect related properties of a di-The nte poy c itos wre ll tresedelectric .d the Cortelation of KVS and CVSwith a positive potent eim tihseto polysib- itwuith the method which s de,•ctibed en ri-con plate to this showed the lowest breakdo l wu sthe to of t a- downsvltag tofields. CVS and RtV, tneasugenstats were then 19Z~~e oRSdta hslat ,

castied out with five or six differertt bia cn rvct comparisons of lifiet im-' of both measure-
ditions for both processes. Ram rae v inents The RNYS MCNeSUTCrent$ performed in
ied from 0.1Voltf0-15sec to 0.1Vo/Tsfec. All this work consisted 4L of a staircase with volt-

ram raes sedin he VS onsste oftheage steps of 0.Wolt and because such a RVS
tmpotes used e ion the Ks consisted to the -0ime lturement is in effect a sequence of shortsamevolageste ofQ.I~lt Saplewelconstant voltage stress", with increa~sing niag-were around 40 capacitors for each rnwte- . the tine to breakdown under RVS is
ment.

estimated by the time spent at the finl step
of the tamp prior to the step in which catas.4 Analysis Of Measurement trophic breakdown occured. The stress of ear-

Results ber steps of the ramp is not taken into account
for the RVS lifetimes. Therefore, the log of

For the prediction of lifetimes and failure the timtestep of the ramp (t,',) is plotted vre-
probabilitie% at operating conditions the I /E sus the reciprocal of the breakdown voltage to
Model (see equation 1) is applied to the ex. 50%~ failure (V6,rg) in figure 3 and 4 for both
perimental data. processes7.
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and lasts longer than a RVS. Therefore, with small area capacitors. With several CVS and
a long stress time and higher initial tunnel a RVS measurement on small area capaci-
currents than in a RVS the oxide degrades tors parameter G of equation I and A In(t)
faster during the burn-in than in a RVS. of equation 2 are determined.

6 Practical Applications Of
The Observed Results 11 "Ve

Correoation of RVS and CVS Data : 1 I F))
For the corielation of the RVS results to the 0. -n(i-F))
CVS data charge trapping has to be consid. 0
ered, Some indicators of charge trapping are -01

9 the difference between the RVS currents -1
and the CVS currents at the same bias .,.5
point (I" fitgure ), -2

* he difference of the lifetimes of RVS -2.5
and CVS which can be obsetved from ptbd[Cc]
flgure 3 and 4. 0.1 1 10 100 1000

itn practcal approach far the consideration Figure 7: 22.-s oxide: comparison be-
of cbarte trapping the difference between the tween measured and predicted lifetimes from
RVS ,and CVS line fit% hum figure 3 and 4 the RVS with the ramp rate of 0.lV/lsec,
are ased to togsvlate the lifetimes for each G=624MV/cm and AMn(t)=0.69.
ramp faie Fos the IVS 22nm oxide and the
ra"- ralte o•0, 1Volt/2sec the time difference

F rv s and 6 show pteditted Lfetime,
from RV5 data which take charge trapping I
into account T" a*re in good ageement 04 proba--/
with the mwasured letie. For the pre€- 0, a-W,-F))

tion from RVS to CV5 equation 2 used is
bieAd an the I E-Model and destribed in 11)ý -05

-Ii

V s, is the voltia at which the tpacitofl will /3 t
P'PtAlfe And .1 Ptf) tonWnl0rt the charge trap -3 IN /ec) ---.

pint of the RVS and e'n he determined frmrn
the differ•'•e Vetween tNe RVS data and the 0001 001 0.1 10 t00
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With RVS measurements on large area mental and predicted results show good agree-
capacitors the defect related properties are mtt. With the observations and results of
recorded. Note, that the same ramp rate must this work RVS measurements can be used for
be used for all RVS and t., must lie in the lifetime predictions and in comparison to CVS
region of the measured tbdgo which is impor- results for the characterisation of the oxide
tant for the evaluation of A ln(t). Lifetimes quality in terms of charge trapping.
and failure probabilities can be projected from
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FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF DEGRADATION AND BREAKDOWN OF THIN SiO2 FILMS

M. Nafrfa, D. Ydlamos, J. Surii, and X. Aymerich
Departament de Fisica (Electrrnica)

Universitat Autbnoma de Barcelona, 08193-Bellaterra (SPAIN)

1. ABSTRACT For the simulation of the degradation and final
failure of the devices, models for the different failure

Thin oxide MOS capacitors are subjected to bipolar mechanisms have to be implemented into the

voltage stresses of different amplitudes and frequen- reliability simulators. The accuracy of the simula-

cies. According to a previously proposed breakdown tions is directly related to the suitability of these
model, the evolution of the current with the stress models. One of the mechanisms which limit the re-
time has been considered to be due to the degrada- liability of MOS circuits is SiO, dielectric break-

tion of the oxide. i.e. to the generation and partial down. Oxide reliability has been usually analyzed
occupation of electron traps. When Log(J) is repre- under static stresses (constant-voltage or constant-

sented versus the stress time, the slope of the plot current) or ramps. The extrapolation of time-to-
and the magnitude of the current (which tends to de- breakdown data to operation conditions is generally
crease during constant-voltage tests) are taken as in- performed under the assumption that there is not a
dicators of the oxide degradation rate and degrada- strong dependence on the type of stress. However,
tion level, respectively. Our results suggest lower in most circuits, the operation of the devices will be
degradation rates, and consequently lower degrada- dynamic, and the experimental results of other au-
tion levels for the same stress times, at high frequen- thors indicate that the oxide reliability significantly

ties. This is consistent with the increase of time-to- improves under these conditions, especially if the
breakdown with stress frequency observed by other stress is AC (Ref. I).
authors, and confirms that. also for dynamic stres-

ses, the relation between degradation and breakdown Much work has been dedicated to the study of the
is fundamental to understand the physics of these breakdown of thin silicon dioxide films under static
phenomena. The slower degradation rates confirm conditions. Even though, many questions concerning

the improvement of oxide reliability under dynamic the physics of this failure mechanism remain still
AC stress conditions, open. In any case, however, there are several points

of general agreement which are based on direct ex-

perimental observations:

2. INTRODUCTION i) There are at least two types of breakdown, defect-
related and intrinsic, the later becoming more impor-

The eve. increasing complexity of integrated circuits tant for advanced circuits (Ref. 2). In this paper we
is pushing the reliability community towards a very only deal with intrinsic breakdown.
broad change in the techniques for reliability asses-

ment. Within the "building-in" reliability arena, two ii) Breakdown is a local phenomenon.
am the main directions of action: reliability through

psioem control; and reliability through circuit simu- iii) Time to breakdown and any other breakdown
lation. Reliability is becoming one of the key speocifi- variable (breakdown field, for example) are not de-

cations that have to be considered from the very be- tennistic. A statistical distribution of results is

ginning of the design pfroces. Relility simulation always found (Refs. 3,4).
tools help to optimaze the reliability by design
through the evaluation of the susceptibility of ICs to iv) Breakdown is related to some sort of previous
the vanrias device failure mechanisms, and through degradation of the oxide sitrcture which takes place
comparison of the different design and fabrication &1- during stress or operation (generation of electron or
temaLive This represents a very important change hole traps, interface states, slow states....).

i reliability assessment because, traditionally, relia-
bility has only beon improved by making accelerated This work deals with the degradation and breakdown

atreai experiments on test strctudes, and by the eam- of thin oxide MOS structures under bipolar AC con-
lysis of the failures, ditions. Our general project has two main objectives:
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a) the development of a degradation and breakdown In previous works it was shown that this simple
model suitable for reliability simulators; and b) the picture is adequate to model the degradation of SiO2
analysis of dynamic data to get additional under DC electrical stresses. Assuming that the cur-
information about the physics of the breakdown. In rent is given by the Fowler-Nordheim expression,
this work, our particular goal is the evaluation of the considering that the charge distribution is uniform,
relation between degradation and breakdown under and making other simplifying assumptions, it was
AC stress conditions. We want to determine if the shown that this model reasonably explains the evolu-
correlation between degradation and breakdown, tion of the DC stress conditions (current in constant-
which is widely recognized for DC conditions, is voltage tests, voltage in constant-current stresses,
also valid for AC stresses. etc.) (Ref. 5).

3. DEGRADATION-BREAKDOWN MODEL In particular, in a constant-voltage stress, the genera-

tion and partial occupation of electron trap centres

Although we do not want to discuss our degradation causes the reduction of the current with stress time.
and breakdown model (Ref. 5) in this paper, we will Thus, the analysis of the evolution of the current is
dedicate this section to review it because this is con- a useful tool to evaluate the oxide degradation, at
venient for the analysis of the AC breakdown data. least under DC conditions. For this type of stress,

our degradation model predicts a current evolution
In stress experiments, after a very small heating given by:
distance, the kinetic energy that the electrons gain
from the electric field in the oxide conduction band J = jo
is dissipated by interaction with the SiO, lattice ((3)

(Joule law). The principal assumption of our model ¶

is that a very small fraction of this energy is used to
damage the oxide structure through the generation of where Jo is the initial current, and ? is a characteris-

defects which can act as electron traps. The genera- tic time which is a function of [I and Ediv. If we re-
ted traps become partially occupied by electrons (the present Log(J) versus time this results in almost a
measured cross sections correspond to neutral traps), straight line (after an initial transient which is due to
and the resulting negative charge modifies the elec- trapping in native electron traps (Refs. 5-7)).

tric field in the oxide. There is much published ex-
perimental evidence to support the generation of Log(J) - Log(J) - t (4)
electron traps and negative charge, and also their

relationship with the dielectric breakdown (Ref. 6).
Even under dynamic conditions the role of negative
charges seems to be dominant (Refs. 7,8). and this According to this model, in the next section we will
paper adds more evidence in this direction, analyze the AC breakdown data assuming that the

current level (for a particular value of applied
If the degradation is related to dissipation of energy, voltage) is a measure of the degradation, and the
the key equation for a degradation model should be slope of Log(J) versus r, a measure of the
Joule law: degradation rate.

dE Jt)F() (I) As far as the breakdown is concerned, we consider
it to be triggered by the generation of a critical
number of defects nBD in small portion So of the

where E is she dissipated energy per unit of volume, total active oxide area. The local nature of the
F(M) and )(t). the oxide electric field and the current breakdown and the statistical distribution of events is
density, re;pectively. If Edit is the energy required modeled in such a simple way, at the same time that
to generate one defect, and 0 the efficiency of defect the relation between degradation and breakdown is

generation. the rate of trap generation is given by considered (Refs. 3,4).

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

* ~The analyzed samples are polysilicon gate MOS
capacitors with oxide thickness of 13.5 nm, area of

NO) being the density of neutral electron traps. 3.14 10"4 cm 2 
and n-type substrate (ND=- 101 cm'

3
).
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Bipolar square voltage weveforms of different 1), only one curve (lO Hz) is in • low-frequency
amplitudes (15V, 16V and 17V) and frequencies regime, and the others (10OHz, IKHzo and IOKHz)
(IOHz, 100Hz, IKHz, and IOKHz) have been can already be considered to belong to the high-
applied to the capacitors. For each of these •ress frequeucy regime. For V.•j= 16V (figure 2), two
conditions, the cummt level at the end of the frequencies(IOHz, lOOHz) are low and the other two
positivesemiperiodhesbeonmeasuredafierdiffenmt (IKHz, and IOKHz) are high. Finally, for
stress times. The evolution of the current with time Vq, pl= ITV (figure 3). only one stress frequency
has been represented in a Log(I) versus t plot. In (IOKHz) corresponds to the high-frequency regime.
accordance with our degradation model, the currem
level l(t) is taken as an indicator of the degradation •e •
of the oxide at time t, and the slope as a measure of
the degradation rate. %t

I0 • *•,*,* I0 HzSt0O HZ
oeets IOKHz

J" \••

S• %• e4•ooe iO0 HZ I - -

S• tt4t-t IKHZ
,• • •,.• .m.mm I01QIZ 0 6 l0 15 •0

•" ".. Stress time (10s s)

S"* Figure 2.- Currem etvlution recorded on MOS
S.... • .... •'o .... ,'5 .... •o c.t•ciors subie•,ed ,o ± S6V bipoto• •,ress• of

different frequencies.
Stress time (lOt s)

Figure S.- Current e•Tlution recorded on MOS
capacitors subje•ed to ± 15V bipolar stresses of
different frequencies.
Figures ] to 3 show the evolution of the current with •t°a ,,•.

stress time for three different voltage amplitudes, <
with the frequency as • parameter (each data point
corresponds to the average of 5 samples). In each " "., "• .*-,* to m

figure one can distinguish two different groups of • •-, +, *•*• tlmz
cu•es which are clearly separated, the curves • • .• • t0xltz
• ing to high frequencies having smaller •" • o
slopes (smaller degradation rates) and, consequ•tly, • to

larger currant densities (smaller degradation levels)
for equal stress times. We distinguish two differem
regimes: a /ow-frequency regime, where the ......... .. ..
degradation rate is large and the evolution curves are s to' ' t• ' ' 20

quite similar (if not coincident) to those obtained Stress time (t0z s)

under equivalent D42 conditions (not shown in the Figure 3.- Current et•lurion recorded wl MO5
figures); a.,,ul • high-frequency regime, where the capoc#ors subjected to ± 17V bipolar stresses of
evolution of the degradation is much slower. In both different frequencies.

regimes, the frequency depe•lence is very weak. A
quite abrupt change between one regime and the
other occurs at • threshold frequency which depends Figures 4 and 5 show the evolution of the current
on the oxide electric field. For V•,= 15V (figure with st•ss time for two fixed frequencies (IOOHz
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small change of field causes an exponential change
in the current (see the values of current at the

too - 5 v beginning of the stress, t= los). Thus, based on
.... t v Joule law, one should expect the degradation rate to

be controlled by the current density rather than by
the applied voltage. This is perfectly consistent with
the curves corresponding to !6V and 17V: at the

C beginning of the stress, the deradation rate is larger
"., to for Va I=17V because the current is about twice
* the value corresponding to Vspp1= 16V; for longer

stress times, the degradation rate (slope) is almost
U the same for equal values of current density. The

same can be said of the curves corresponding to 15V
and 16V in figure 5, though in this case the

.. degradation rate is much smaller. The question that
0 5 10 t5 20 remains refers to what happens with the curves

Stress time (10 a) which cross over their two partners in these figures

Figure 4.- Current evolution recorded on MOS (the curve of 15V in figure 4, and the one of 17V in
capacitors subjected to IOO1Hz bipolar stresses of figure 5). To understand these crossovers, it is
different amplitudes, necessary to make reference to the results shown of

figures 1-3. In figure 4, the 100 Hz stress can only
be considered to belong to the high-frequency regime
for Vpp = ISV, so that in this case the degradation
rate is much smaller than for 16V and 17V, which

15 v correspond to the low-frequency regime. This
100 . 141 7 v explains why for Vapp= 15V the degradation rate is

much smaller even at the end of the stress, when the
" •current density is larger than for 16V or 17V. Just

the opposite is true in figure 5, where only the 17V
curve belongs to the low-frequency regime, having a
larger degradation rate. If the same kind of

1representation is used for the 10 KHz data, the three
curves (15V, 16V and 17V) are almost parallel, and

- --_ - - .----- there is not a crossover because the three stresses
belong to the high-frequency regime (this figure is
not included).

o 5 10 15 20 5. DISCUSSION
Stress time (108 a)

Figure 5.- Current evolution recorded on MOS In previous works (Ref. 8,9), the same samples were
capacitors subjected to 1KHz bipolar stresses of used for studying the DC degradation and breakdown
different amplitudes, characteristics, and the transient current evolution

during the application of pulsed voltages (unipolar
and bipolar). Also according to our degradation

and IKHz, respectively), and the voltage amplitude model, these current transients and their evolution
as a parameter. In figure 4, we see that the curves under accelerated dynamic stresses were qualitatively
which correspond to 16V and 17V have similar explained by assuming trapping and detrapping of
degradation rates (slopes), while it is much smaller electrons near the oxide interfaces. The role of the
in the case of the stress waveform with ISV of interfaces in dynamic experiments is of uppermost
amplitude. The fact that higher voltages (fields) lead importance because only traps located near the
to larger degradation rates should not be surprising interfaces can alter their occupation state when the
within the degradation model of the previous section. polarization changes during a short time (this is
In our case, however, the variation of electric field particularly true for dynamic unipolar stresses).
from one stress to another is less than 10%.
Nevertheless, in the Fowler-Nordheim regime this
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The experimental results of the previous section
confirm the idea that the reliability of the oxide 10 "v .
improves under AC conditions, as shown by break-
down data (Ref. 1). Moreover, at least qualitatively, tt.4 KV/M

the degradation concepts developped for DC stresses to" -
have been shown to be valid for AC conditions wi- 12 _ MV/Cm

thin both the high and low-frequency regimes. The T
reason for the change from one regime to the other .

requires a more detailed model for the dynamics of to

generation, i.e. a model for the frequency
dependence of the defect generation efficiency, P.
The presentation of such a model is out of the scope U 0 1

of this paper but, the basic ideas developped by 2.MVc

Rosenbaum et al. (Ref. 1), which involve transport of
holes to the cathode interface (or of other type of
charged species liberated at the anode, i.e. H+), 1 to to t o 1 0 * to I * Ito

sound rather convincing if this transport has the Frequency (Hz)
generation of electron traps (near the injecting
interface) as the main consequence. The guidelines Figure 7.- Pime-to-breakdown as a function of

of such a degradation model would be: 1) liberation frequencyfor dfferent oxidefields (after Rosembaum

of species at the anode interface by the energy et al.. Ref I).

dissipated in the oxide; 2) transport of positively
charged species through the oxide; 3) generation of is shown in Figure 6 for a stress time of
electron traps in the bulk and near the injecting approximately W .s. In Figure 7, the breakdown
interface, data of (Ref. 1) are reproduced for comparison. This

comparison demonstrates with any doubt that there
is a strong correlation between degradation and

breakdown under AC conditions. High and low

10 - s v /frequency regimes are distinguished in both sets of
170 VV -- data, showing weak frequency dependences at both

low and high frequencies. A second correlation
comes from the fact that the change between one

0 oregime and the other occurs for critical frequencies
which increase with the electric field (voltage

a10 t.-- amplitude of the stress) also in both cases. Being
different sets of samples, these are rather conclusive
results, which demonstrate that:

VV "a) The degradation and the breakdown are strongly

correlated under AC dynamic stress conditions.

Frequency (lHz) b) As in DC stresses, the degradation and break-
down are related to electron trapping in the oxide.

Figure 6.- Current recorded after 960s of stress as

afunction offrequency for each value of the applied This second point may be controversial because we
voltage. have to accept that the positive charge trapping

model of Chenming Hu and co-workers is quite
widely accepted in the reliability community.

As far as the relation between degradation and However, our results confirm the importance of
breakdown under AC conditions, we can compare negative charge generation in the degradation and
the results of figures 1-3 and the breakdown data of breakdown of thin oxide films (Refs. 5-8).
Rosenbaum et al. (Ref.1). This can be done by
plotting the current measured after a fixed stress
time as a function of frequency for each value of the

applied voltage, Such a representation of the results
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ABSTRACT Due to the complex nature of the gate oxide short
defect, only gate oxide shorts located in the channel

Degradation in nMOS transistors from gate oxide region of the transistor will be considered. This paper
shorts is dependent upon oxide trapping and interface covers three major areas.
state generation. Three distinct damage mechanisms
were identified, including generation of : 1) electron The first area addresses electrical properties affected by
traps in the bulk oxide by the injected holes, N,, 2) a gate oxide short in nMOS test chip transistors. The
electron traps in the bulk oxide by the injected second area of this paper employs a hot carrier induced
electrons, N,,,, and 3) interface states, N,. The three degradation stress method to examine the damage
damage mechanisms are incorporated into a device mechanisms at low gate voltages, medium gate
lifetime prediction method. voltages, and high gate voltages. Finally a physical

method for predicting the lifetime of a device
I. INTRODUCTION containing a gate oxide short within the channel is

presented.

A gate oxide short is an unintended electrical
connection through the gate oxide of an MOS 2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
transistor. Such a defect can occur between the gate
and the source, drain, or channel of the transistor. 2.1 The Test Transistor
Gate oxide shorts are a major type of fabrication defect
and, in some CMOS processes, the dominant defect The test transistors used in this work are polysilicon
(Ref. 1). Detailed accounts of the physical origins of gate technology, with 4 tm metal line widths ad 3 um
gate oxide shorts have been presented by Soden and polysilicon widths (4/3 technology) (Ref. I). This
Hawkins (Ref. 2) and Yamabe and Taniguche (Ref. 3). technology has a nominal 0.6 am thick, phosphorus
A gate oxide short can cause diverse changes in the doped polysilicon gate with a resistance of 15-25 ohms
electricat properties of a device and, therefore, can be per square. The gate silicon dioxide (SiO2) was
responsible for IC failures. Previous experimental formed in dry O2 at 1000 °C for thirty minutes. The
(Refs. 1-4) and theoretical (Refs. 5-7) studies show that n-doping concentration of the polysilicon gate is
the phenomena caused by these defects are not approximately 10'" cm"' at the upper surface and
straightforward. A single gate oxide short can be decreases to 1014 at the SiO 2 surface. The gate oxide
responsible for a number of distinct electrical failures thickness is approximately 450 A. The n-MOS
in VLSI IC's. The models traditionally used in this transistors are formed in a 6 am n-epitaxial layer,
area, such as transistor gate-to-source and gate-to-drain grown on a 25 mil n* substrate. The p-wells are 5 um
shorts (Refs. &-13), over-simplify what is taking place. deep and were formed by boron implantation. All
Since the physical phenomena associated with a gate source and drain diffusion depths are about 0.5 am and
oxide short can lead to a gradual degradation of the the operational range for Von is 5 to 10 volts. The n÷
transistor characteristics and eventually to circuit source/drain to p-well junction avalanche breakdown
failure, there is a need to better understand these occurs at about 17 volts. The nMOS test chip
mechanisms. transistors had a drawn gate width of 16 um and drawn
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gate lengths of 2 urn, 3 urn, and 4 um. All four 3. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF GATE OXIDE
contacts of the defective transistors were isolated. SHORTS IN xMOS TRANSISTORS

2.2 Damage Technique To establish a basis for identifying the damage

mechanisms present in an aMOS device containing a

Since naturally occurring gate oxide shorts can be gate oxide short, the electrical properties associated
difficult to detect and analyze in complex VLSI ICs, with this defect type were frs examined. A
the work presented here uses intentionally induced gae comparison of transistor parameters before and ale
oxide shorts. The gate oxide short defects were created the rupture of the gate showed that substrate current
using a xenon laser cutting instrument (Florod Corp.). and gate current were the dominant indicators of the
The laser pulse was passed through a small rectangular presence of a gate oxide short. Although other
aperture (< I urn minimum dimension) and focused measured parameters changed significantly, these
onto the polysilicon gate. The laser damage method charges were inconsistent.
was chosen because it produces gate oxide short
defects electrically similar to manufacturing defects 3.1 Substrate Current (U.)
(Ref. I).

When measuring the substrate current, I1, the source
2.3 Test Procedure and substrate terminals were fixed at zero volts, while

the drain was fixed at 5 V. Gate voltages ranged from
A block diagram of the test procedure is shown in -2 V to 5 V. A potential drop of 5 V between the
Figure I. source and drain ensured a maximum substrate current

while the gate voltage was varied. Figure 2 shows the
test condition schematic used in substrate current (I,)

START measurements.

sv

Creom 0..MG Oft Slý U" ai.

_ _ 1 .j~Oo.I (JogLa

I.-

Ift" 40.4. L-~ &W 4.4. Uw Figure 2. Tesr condition schematic for
substrate current measurements.

I A transistor cross section showing the substrate current
Ap'* A mwbim.diTa is shown in Figure 3.

O4" AMIWn0 RM R**

U%-.4

Figure 1. BlocI diagram of the test procedure.

Figure 3. Cross section of a transator showing
the substrate current (7A).
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When a gate oxide short is present in the channel 5 shows the reverse bias state of the "defect junction"
region, the resulting substrate current displayed a with a soft breakdown current beginning at Vg = 1.8
diode-like (rectifying) characteristic, corresponding to V. This breakdown is well below the avalanche
the pn junction that is formed between the p-well and breakdown voltage (17 V) of normal pn junctions in
the n-doped polysilicon gate. A typical 1. vs Vg curve this technology. The 100 uA current limit was the
is shown in Figure 4. For negative gate voltages lower programmed value used for the HP 4145A.
than -0.6 to -0.7 V, the junction is strongly forward-
biased and high current is observed. The substrate
current contribution for a positive gate voltage is not
due to the gate oxide short and was also observed in
non-defective transistors. Changes in the substrate Get. C.1..,.A)

current, although consistent, proved to be significant
only at negative gate voltages, which are not typically *0

used in normal CMOS IC operation.

Substrate Current (uA) oat.. -o1oee. (M)

1000

a Soo _

600 Figure 5. 1,-V, characteristic for a device
4.00 containing a gate oxide short.

2.00

.2 -1 -2.00 1 2 3 4 6

oat.eolnae. (V) 4. EVALUATION OF HOT CARRIER INDUCED

DEGRADATION IN nMOS DEVICES

Figure 4. Substrate current, 1, versus gate CONTAINING GATE OXIDE SHORTS.

voltage, V, for a device that contains
a GOS Hot-carrier-induced transistor degradation arises from

the high energy acquired by channel carriers, either
electrons or holes, as they move from the source to the

3.2 Gate Leakage Current (L) drain (Ref. 14). Hot electrons are emitted in nMOS
transistors from either the silicon substrate or the

Gate current (4G) is an important indicator of potential surface channel into the gate oxide when channel field
oxide defect mechanisms. The gate current strength is sufficiently large. Some of the carriers may
characteristic in a defective device proved to be not acquire enough energy (3.7 eV) to overcome the
only a reliable indicator of the presence of a gate oxide SiJSiO2 barrier and pass into the gate dielectric.
short but also identified the defect's general location. Subsequent trapping of the carriers injected into the
Measurements of la in the defective transistors resulted oxide can cause instabilities in the form of
in five distinct types of 1 versus VG defect transconductance degradation and threshold voltage
characteristics. However, only defects that produced drift with time.
non-linear gate current (connection between the n-
doped polysilicon gate and the p-well) will be it is proposed that nMOS transistor degradation due to
discussed in this paper. A typical I-V0 characteristic the presence of a gate oxide short is analogous to the
for such defect is shown in Figure 5. hot-carrier charging phenomenon occurring at the

defect site. When a gate oxide short forms, the regular
Quadrant II in 17igure 5. shows a sharp increase in I nature of the insulator is disrupted, thus creating
when VG is negative. This increase occurs between - defects within the oxide. These defects generate
0.5 and -0.7 V, which indicates that the creation of a discrete electronic energy states, or traps, within the
gate oxide short caused a connection between the n- forbidden energy band of the oxide. These allowed
doped polysilicon gate and the p-well. Thus, the energy states can act as dynamic recombination
increase in lo with negative gate voltages is a result of centers, capturing both electrons and holes. Therefore,
the forward biased diode current. Quadrant I in Figure the presence of a gate oxide short increases the number
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of traps present in the oxide, as well as the electric
field through which the carriers move. This
phenomenon increases the energy of the channel .V.
carriers, thus enabling them to enter the dielectric. The
filling and emptying of the cradps can change the degree
of degradation in the transistor characteristics and can
accelerate the failure mechanism. - .

In order to characterize the transconductance and
threshold shift, in a device containing a gate oxide
short, as a function of the gate voltage, several devices
containing a gate oxide short were stressed at different
gate voltages (VG = 0.5, I, 1.5, 2, 3, and 4 V) and Rgure 7. Threshold voltage shifi. 6 as a
constant drain voltage, V. = 8 V, for 500 seconds.
This was followed by an electron injection phase at Vu
= V1 = 8 V for 30 seconds. The transconductance
change is shown in Figure 6 where each point on the It is clear, from Figure 7, that the threshold voltage
curve represents one of the test transistors. Curve A was strongly affected by the electron injection phase.
represents the transconductance degradation after the During the initial stress, a negative shift in the
initial stress and curve B represents the threshold voltage was measured for V. < 2 V which
transconductance degradation after the electron indicates a positive trapped charge in the oxide. Foi
injection phase (V, = V0 = 8 V). VG > 2 V, no positive charge was trapped, as indicated

by the measured positive threshold voltage shift. Aftei
Figure 6 shows that the maximum damage the electron injection phase (VG = VD = 8 V), the
(transconductance shift) after the first stress occurred at positive charge that was trapped during the first stress
V0 = 2 V. This condition corresponds to the maximum was compensated by injected electrons for VG < 2 V.
substrate current, I•.. and the maximum hot electron
generation. After the electron injection phase, the
maximum transconductance shift occurred at a lower Next, floating gate measurements (Ref. 15) wert
gate voltage (around V,= 1.0 V). Also, the magnitude performed to correlate the observed damage ii
of degradation was almost four times greater than that threshold voltages and transconductances to the gati
before electron injection. The difference between the current for a device biased at high drain voltage. Thi
two curves is due to created oxide traps. method uses the charge injected into the oxide to

charge or discharge the gate, which is not biasei
(floated). From the rate of charging or discharging, th
gate current and its sign can be determined. Figure

S... e• shows the gate current, 1, as a function of gat
voltage, VG, for a fixed drain voltage, V0 = 8 V.

fOM
, • v Cv) •/ *t t flf.l ,

Figure 6. % Transconductance change, 4G,, - i
versus gate voltage, VG .

0 . . II'S

Figure 7 shows the threshold voltage, V., behavior as
a function of applied gate voltage, V,,. Figure 8 Floating gate current as afunction

gate voltage.
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Abstract - Measurements based on a time-resolved In this paper, experimental results from free-carrier
free-carricr absorption (FCA) technique are used to map absorption (FCA) measurements paired with electrical
the local carrier densities two-dimcnsionally at any time measurements facilitate for the understanding of SOA
of the switching cycles. Inductively loaded GTO:s under limitations. The FCA technique is briefly described
snubberless operation close to the safe operating area, below, and a complete description is found in (Ref. 1).
SOA, are soudi. A 3.39-pIm laser is scanning one of the free sample
The results of the experimental research give visible surfaces, i. e. a surface perpendicular to the anode and

evidence of the relationship between e. g. the turn-off cathode surfaces. Due to the silicon transparency of light
gain, G. and an uneven development of the field region of this wavelength the laser beam is only probing free
in the blocking junction of the device. The irregularity carriers injected into the structure, and not carriers
of the field region is denoted in this work as a quasi present in thermal equilibrium. The photons of the laser
space-charge region (QSC). During the fall-time period beam are absorbed/scattcred by the injected carriers, thus
of the turm-off, the QSC expands towards the anode decreasing the light transmitted through the sample.
emitter, and causes a local enhancement of the anode Transmitted photons are detected by means of a photo
emitter injection viz. local dynamic punch-through in diode, and the signal is processed in a digital
the n base. As a consequence of this punch-through oscilloscope before the data manipulation and
mechanism, a high peak of excess holes is built up in presentation in a small computer. Fig. I is showing a
the p base and reaches a maximum value at the typical output of the measurements, i. e. a cartier map,
beginning of the tail period. This charge depolarizes the and for clarity the carrier map is placed on top of a
cathode junction locally, and current filaments schematic sample outline and a doping profile.
connecting the cathode and anode sides of Lhe device is
forned
It is a well-know fact that the use of a highly doped p
base le-ds to a reduction in current gain of the n-p-n c,, c_ .
transistor portion of the GTO. Thus, a reasonable
conclusion is that a higher peak of excess holes in the p
base is needed to re-trigger the device, and, consequently,
the SOA range is enlarged.

1. INTRODUCTION

High-power gate-turn off (GTO) thyristors arc becoming I
the commercial key to power control. Specific GT-r

applications are e. g. electric trains and power
transmission systems. The device characteristics of such
switches are similar to those of a thyristor (SCR) except Fig. I. A typical FCA measurement output placed on
for the controlled turn-off feature by means of gate top ofaschemaiic sample and doping projfle.
operation, thus making otherwise needed commutation
circuits excessive- Fig. I also contains two arrows showing the
Operating an inductively loaded semiconductor power possibilities of measurement on an oblong sample like
device may be associated with dynamic breakdown a GTO unit cell. The arrow angles are perpendicular, and
phenomena. In the case of GTO thyristors, the dynamic the angle marked with an a represents a long-side
range of turn-off operation is defined by the the safe- measurement or a cathode-length measurement whcreas
operating area (SOA). The SOA, however, is only an the angle marked with a "b" represents a short-side
empirical measure of the ultimate conditions for measuremet or a cathode-width measureent.
allowable operation, but the breakdown mechanisms
involved in these limits may not be well known. 2. GTO TURN-OFF HAZARDS
Questions to be raised in this aspect would certainly
comprise what process steps or treatment could be The electrical characteristics of the GTO tum-off process
performed in order to enlarge the SOA range. is divided into three stages: the storage period - the

interval between turn-off triggering and the beginning of
the roid fall of the anode current; the fall-time period -I Gl~le/Sv viken University College, the rapid transition between high an low values of the

P.O. Box 504, S-811 25 Sandvikcn, Sweden. anode current ending by definition when the cathode

current changes sign (the turn-off point); and the tail
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period- the interval succeeding the tum-off point, place where the fall-time carriers previously wereDuring these cycles different processes effect the internal focused.

carrier distribution of the device. Two phases of plasma Now, if the hole concentration in the p base reaches the
squeezing occur (Refs. 2, 3). These phases are critical va.ie for gate-cathodc junction depolarization,
illustrated in Fig. 2. the conditions are favorable for local re-triggering of the

device. Since the excess hole charge is concentrated to a
Storage Fall Tail small region in the p base, device re-triggering will be

w of a local nature thus promoting current-filament
o -- 1000 formation, and this second event makes the turn-off8 Va failure of the GTO a fact.
8 800

S6 600 5' 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND4 a DISCUSSION
4 400

2• 2Ik 200 , In order to verify the described plasma squeezing

0 0 process. FCA measurements from the short side as well
as from the long side of a GTO-thyristor unit cell have

-2 -200 been performed. Fig. 3 is displaying a turn-off carrier0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 map sequence of an anode-shorted GTO unit cell taken
Turn-offpoint from the short side (cf. direction "b" of Fig. 1), and

Time [pIs] Fig. 4 is displaying the corresponding measurement
Storage process taken from the long side (cf. direction "a" of Fig. 1).

Fall-time process

0 "-

Anode 0Anoe_
Anode

CCathode
Cathode Jt

Gate

Fig. 2. Illustration of the 3-D plasma squeezing Y\
process.

The first phase of plasma squeezing is mainly
observable in the cathode-width direction, and the speed
of this process is controlled by the gate determining the Fig. 3. Turn-off carrier-map sequence of an anoa,
length of the storage period. The second phase goes in shorted sample taken from the short side.
the cathode-length direction, where the extension of the
plasma is collapsing, thus making a current filament in
the center region of the device. In previous publications, tih1t VV
it was shown that this filament is modulating the Z , ,
electric field of the blocking junction of the device-I W, t2o,"

(Refs. 2-4). This area is denoted by us as the quasi l.O 0t
space-charge region (QSC). As the QSC is approaching • '.,2the anode junction, a local enhancement of the anode Tuft W ,
emitter injection is invoked. For increasing blocking
voltages the QSC gets closer to the anode junction, thus WW
increasingly connecting the anode to the p base. In this
way, a local punch-through mechanism in the n base is
acting as a first step of a chain of events promoting ,anode
failure.
At the turn-off point, the electron supply of the cathode z
emitter is cancelled, and shortly hereafter the gate- n+ Cath

cathode junction goes into avalanche. The number of n -bws
holes entering the p base exceeds the number of holes Gate (p base)
extracted by action of the gate. Since the holes remain
focused in the p hose center region, a piling up of holes
is initiated there. The piling up of holes in the p base is Fig. 4. Turn-off carrier-map sequence taken from i
located to the center of the GTO cell, exactly at the long side of the sample of Fig. 3.
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Both Figs. 3 and 4 present measured sequences of the
carrier distribution at different moments of the turn-off
cycle, which also are marked by dots in the electrical S 2

characteristics of each figure. The QSC in these cases is I c' "
represented by a ridge of carriers (filament) which is a -
consequence of the anode design. Anode design and
orientation of the sample are also presented in Figs. 3
and 4. As can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4, the filament has
the same shape independently of measurement direction.
This observation indicates that the filament becomes
cylindrical already at the end of the fall-time period, and A-

it is active far in the tail period. , ,

2000 .

1800 '

3 1..) - -_ I_

Z 1400oo _ o Fig. 6. Measured build-up of holes in the p-base of a" o "non-shorted GTO sample operated close to the SOA
S 1200 -" - : lim it.

1000 -____
S- p-base suface concenfavion, Cpb [cm -31 In the case of a highly doped p base, the required

800 - 1X10IS concentration to depolarize the gate-cathode junction

60o - must be higher due to the reduction in current gain of
4oDo- .the inherent n-p-n transistor portion of the GTO

4 35thyristor.

Tu-off gain, G 4. SIMULATION

Fig. 5. SOA measurements on GTO samples of Three-dimensional transient simulations were performed
Sdifferent p-base doping. to illustrate the experimentally observed 3-D effects of

the GTO turn-off process. A quarter of a non-shorted, n+
The QSC may be represented by a ridge of carriers in the buffered GTO unit cell was simulated using the 3-D
carrier maps or by the opposite, i. e. an incision, device simulator daVinci by TMA. The results of the
depending of the anode design (Ref. 6). This has to do simulations of the device for a turn-off gain of 3,
with the different anode injection efficiencies of the approximately, are shown as currcnt-density contours in
different anode designs. According to (Ref. 5), a Fig. 7. The 3-D transient simulations confirm the
relationship between the turn-off gain, G, and the QSC formation of a high-current filament as discussed in
electric-field value is proposed. This relationship has previous sections.
also been experimentally observed and discussed
(Refs. 2, 3). Recently, a careful investigation of this
relationship was performed regarding both experiments
and simulation (Ref. 6). In this work it is shown that
the QSC is absent if the G value is close to unity. For ,U2 !
higher G values, although the same blocking voltage is 'aW

applied, the QSC expands deeper in the n base. Thus, t4

the SOA limit becomes lower for higher G3 values than W,

for the case of G close to unity. This effect is shown in W, 1.3 t3

Fig. 5 where the SOA limit is negatively sloping for
increasing turn-off gain. Two sets of samples are t2
presented here, each of differentp-base doping. One of .2 ,
the sets is associated with a surface concentration of p- ti X,

base dopants of 6.1017 cm 3 , and the other of °
l '1 0 

1 8 c m '
3 
. 10,

However, samples where the QSC is represented by an
incision give a more accessible information about the p-
base behaviour prior to a failure, see Fig. 6. In Fig. 6,
an example of a non-shorted sample with an n+ buffer Fig. 7. 3-D turn-off simulation of a nonx-shorted GTO
layer adjacent to the p+ anode was used. In this sample showing the current-density contours in Alcm2 .
sequence, a p-base carrier peak is clearly visible, and is
still increasing a few hundred nanoseconds in the tail In Fig. 7, the conducting area is collapsing into a
period. The closer the blocking voltage comes to the cylindrical current filament during the transition between
critical value, the higher becomes the peak. It has been the storage period and the fall-time period, cf the maps
shown experimentally that the peak of carriers is almost marked t0 and t2. Moreover. the simulations predict the
unipolar, thus made up out of holes (Refs. 2, 7). survival of the high drift-current filament even after the
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ABSTRACT carrier concentration, and by measurements of the
thermal expansion with a highly sensitive laser

A novel laser technique for the internal probing of interferometer. The experimentally determined
carrier and temperature gradients is presented, dynamic behaviour of the device is subsequently
which allows for the first time the measurement of compared with the computer simulation.
absolute temperatures inside the low-doped region
of power semiconductors. The absolute carrier
concentration is measured by absorption, and the 2. INSTRUMENTATION
dilatation of the device by external laser
interferometry, respectively. Experimental results Carrier densities and temperatures within a
are compared with computer simulations. semiconductor material are probed with an infra-red

laser beam incident on the side face and
transilluminating the bulk of the device. The

1. INTRODUCTION detection principle is based on the fact that the local
index of refraction of a semiconductor is dependent

Recent trends for power semiconductors towards a on the free carrier concentration, as well as on the
shrinking of the device size, with a subsequent temperature. Gradients in both curier density and
increase in current density as well as the demand temperature will therefore lead to a gradient in the
for improved switching characteristics require a refractive index, which in turn will deflect the
detailed comprehension of the internal electrical transmitted laser beam. The principle is outlined in
and thermal transport phenomena within the device. Figure 1. A position sensitive photodetector is used
The numerical solution of the Poisson equation and to measure the probe light deflection, thus allowing
the semiconductor transport equations is a well a quantitative determination of charge and
established procedure. Nevertheless only a few temperature gradients within an operating power
experimental techniques have been proposed to semiconductor device.
verify the results achieved by the device simulation.
Both the measurement of free carrier absorption 0 G. Ei.te /0
(Refs. 1-2), and the electron-hole recombination paralaele
radiation (Ref. 3) yield information 3n the carrier
concentration. However, dynamic effects which are beam
important for the device functioning, like carrier VT
density gradients that occur wuring switching
operation, are difficult to observe. The local
temperature, being a keypoint for the design of
power semiconductors, cannot be studied. Figure 1: The measurement princij:e used for
This paper presents a novel approach to detect internal laser probing.
gradients of both carrier concentration and
temperature with high temporal and spatial Furthermore, the free carrier absorption can be
resolution within power semiconductors during measured simultaneously with the same probe,
transient operation. Transport phenomena under yielding results on the carrier density.
strong non-equilibrium conditions in semi- It is worth mentioning that the detected charge and
conductors are therefore accessible for experimental temperature gradients are due to the electrical
studies. operation of the device under test; in contrast to
This technique is accompanied by free-,arner hitherto published work (Refs. 4-5) an optical
absorption measurements to determine the absolute excitation is not required.
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The measurement result represents a line integral of term. The thermal boundary condition at the

carrier and temperature gradients akang the beam collector electrode is represented by a the..-m

path, rather than a value at a specific location. By resistance to a heat sink kept at 300 K. The external

scannig the beam, the local electronic and thermal electric circuit is described by lumped resistors and

transients can be mapped. The spatial resolution is inductance elements. The simulator yields transient

given by the effective probe beam diameter. solutions for the local carrier concentration and the

Typically a 3 mm diameter device allows for an temperature.

average beam width of 30 pm.
In the present measurement set-up the laser probe
wavelength was chosen to be 1320 nm, where the 3, EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

absorption spectrum of silicon has a minimum for a
wide range of dopant concentration (Ref. 6). The As a typical representative of the new generation of

laser source is operated in a continuous mode so power semiconductors, a 1200 V-IGBT is being

that the frequency bandwidth of the measurement is investigated. A current load of 70 A/cm
2 

is applied

given by the detector response time, which at during 70 ps. Figure 2 represents a cross section of

present is around I ts. This is adequate to resolve a single device cell with the probing positions of the

fast transients in carrier concentration for most internal measurements. The electron current is

power devices. In principle, time resolution can be injected trom a surface MOS channel structure and

enhan'ed by sampling with a pulsed light source. is driven vertically through the n--layer towards the

However, for reasons of noise reduction, this would collector. An equivalent number of holes is injected

require fast synchronous switching of the power from a thin backside p+-layer in order to enhance

device, which is hard to achieve in practice. the conductivity in the on-state.

The dynamic thermal expansion of tue device E
during an applied current pulse is measured with a
highly sensitive Michelson intedrrometer (Refs.
7-9). The lateral resolution depends on the one hand
on the diameter of the focus, which is in the order of 40 pim

I pnm, and on the other hand on the thermal range probing position I
of the generated heat. Surface displacements can be n 140 pm
measured with a resolution of 10-6 nm/

4
Hz and a n probing position 2

typical time response of 200 ns. The laser beam can
be positioned either on the latere.l or on the top sidep 40 pr

of the power device. A wavelength of 632.8 um is I

usel so that light penetration into the C
semiconductor is negligible.
The local thermal dilatation itself is related to a
geometry dependent integral of local temperatures Figure Cross section through a cell of the
and thermal expansion coefficients within the investigated 1200 V-IGBT, indicating the positions
device. Together with thermal gradient for internal lasi- probing.
measurements by device-internal probe beam
deflection, it forms a complementary set of In Figure 3 the absolute carrier concentration,
experimental techniques. These allow the measured by free-carrier absorption, is compared to
observation of time-dependent thermal effects and computer simulation.
also the accurate assignment of absolute local
temperature values, which so far were hardly -- 1016

accessible by any other experimental method. -- imuittiic -/

The numerical modelling of transient current and .
heat transport within the power semiconductor was g
performed using ft device simulator MEDICI,
which solves the fully ee p•led system of Poisson, I 4101
carrier transport, continuity and heat flow b
equations. Technological parameters like doping E
profiles and carrier life times are implemented in U 101'0125 5' ' 0'75I0175 200D
the simulation. The mobility in the low doped 0 25 r0 75 IOU 125 150 5

region is described by the model of Dorkel and Position [AM
Leturcq (Ref. 10), taking into account effects of
lattice, ionized impurity, and carrier-carrier Figure 3: Comparison of absolute carrier concen-
scattering. The heat generation in the device is tration, measared by absorption, to computer
determined by the Joule and the recombination simulation.
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IDVNTIFCATION OF PERFORMANCE CRITCAL SitS IM POWER
SENbICONDUCTOR PROCESSING
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FAILURE MECHANISMS IN SMART POWER IC's

L- Lnnzi, M. Piccoli. F. Speroni

SOS THOMSON Microelectronics. via Toloineo I .20010 Cornredo, (MI), hazly

ABSTRACT METAL DEGRADATION PHENOMENA

Field applcanoe tn SMART POWER IC's stroegly Degradasi pbaeneM affectilg alumimi ally
charactrze and a~stiguishes the relashlity intrconnections ame very iuponani for the reliability of
"nrestmems for these dev'sces In this context a deep SMART POWER lCas due to the high power level
urvesuagaco 00 specific failure secchainmr is Present in £is type of devices.
tnamadnity4 ThIs pape re~vie the BMau fAIlum Then pbeteuw am aeithestipaud through dedicated
mteebamms typica of SMART POWER IC's on the dynmsc or stai life ma carried under high
pound of reliabolity qualification and proshaction ciaurrmusenqerasure coaditiom. These mma ame generaly
smoatorng rekslt c*lecsed in our lab. dinag several canied-aut during qualification exercise to validate new

yan f WCM~OG-products and ame abie to timukae the field application.
cover*n at least the guaranteed useful lie. Sometimes
the am an exasperamed to investigate the reliability
marg vems theme wearoa wcmecauas.

Pure electromigatiost piemomnm cam he avoide by

INTRODUCTWIosse. nteohr adcmle oaia

The range of appbeamioa of SMART POWER IC's POWER IC'. under dysmmac operating conditions.
is becomming broader and broader every day. Thisis wchanam
nud~e possibie by mew advasaed msixed tcnlge ihI- ýgain ndemfo u
(Ref. 1) with high im uingaon lee he ~ o to high localiaml power d(Rd. u 3);
realis power. smaUilso agamlo anNoW d r~amiribl -mgaomr excion drigon/f

mu ame sthd se mmadtoa eposbes cyclin.
tatgrae lmsmmor an a , otakz n asinle These loa Ktrems couaditiam can cra

perfornmancesreuse byteapiai mk whc mudwt ltrmgam anS n t

sueafield Codtosm:locaiy anusredotnr mheom oloe
Me degradetim o n om (WJor DM05) pIne in the IC.

Bodwim egrdd lcma Fi. I itows an eXaql of this type of degradation
Tberaggnchnic - m f*r mon an output bipoatr ansistor of an IC's submitted to
-%rft ethigh~ accelerated dyammic life m..L iTo nr-e deusity

AD fthe eacns ma tusmdi h~ (2+ 3xlO5A/am') aloft is am rfficiet so, explan the
conitiaons and log nm wot to va*ift m rlimabity obeerved dgraitbiom whic cam he justified, on1y taking
margin in the field (Ref 2). lintmooa o the hig um sur gm"e peFe in thst
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stress, normally temperature cycling test is performed.
Lastly some new tests, called power and temperature
cycling, are implemented. Figs. 3,4 shown typical
degradauons of electical resiance and mechanical
strength of gold wire bonding due to thermal cycling.

FIG. I: Dqradadtonof the entmer metal in a pomwr a .. . .
BIT q$1 OLT.

On the buis of these consideration current density FIG. 3: Ball bonding electrical resistance increase in
nm always is dw Most meaningful sme pamne•r for thermal cycling test.
metal degrudation in the power structures. By the
anlysis extemvely done on parts sbmitaed to higb
acceileated life tes, a sme perimeter more correlated
to the obsrved A) degradaim w ingled our uobthe d
pow density ateally disiptd by the power
tuacmeum. For powe deriey over 10 Wfmnta
aint'able metal degradations appear (fig. 2). -.............

FIG. 4 Ball bonding shear strength degradation in

thermal cycling rest.

High temperature effect is evaluated through a
storage test.

In figs. 5,6 typical ball bonding degradations of gold
wire on aluminam due to the temperature is reported.

FG, 2 Ma deqra*dm lOer O WT ( 1- 12.5 WIma 3 )

BONDING WIRE DEGRADATION

One of the most importat ailure mode in POWER
IC's is wire boding degradation due to the following
dme main cwmes

- 6lmomel•ical s
*high tenapeammer_ _ _ _ _

TI emomch'is u is strictly reatod to the me

IC's application md to fte ew nmeoai variatio. To FIG. 5: Ball bonding electrical reistance increase in
Solife amd to evaluate the effer due to tese kind of stra test.
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Inmetaic cnmpound (fig. 7) evolve during increa of electrical resitance as shown in fig. 10.
torcage tes giving rise m Kurkendall voids (fig. 8). In high curren density the critical stucstue is the

wIe itself and xt the bonding regions. Tim is due to
the high current density localized in the wire section,

80'. while in die two bonding regions, if the wire bonding is
I correctly done. the curren density is lower.

41.5

* m iim in. ms

Tom Sg-.

FIG. 6: Aafi bonding shear strengthi degradaonvi in

FIG. 9: Wre crystaf/ine structure modflcanon afer
conducton test.

...... .... .... .... . . .. . ..

FIG. 10: Bali bonding electrical resistance increase in
coiduon rest at I-1, rT-lsoC itre length Ikcm
%ire diwjidv 2S. 4umt).

ThERMOFECHANICAL EFIECTS

Field enviroumem for SMART POWER IC's can be
very severe especially in automotive application where
remarkable temperantre variation take place. This
circumsnase and the consideration that the main
package involved for the SMART POWER IC's are
asymmetric make the investigation of thermomechanical

FIG. 8: hdkda~c haiomtan s oge effects very important for the reliability of these
-M M VOW. devie.

The ruggedness of the IC's as concerns this type of
Hih arne d9014 #Ad disoegncl sreases i ssmessed theough temperature cycling and

imcsja bet•ea reun•al wire is ab• co modify the thermal shocks tests.
crysilline uemee of the wire itself (fil. 9) cming an Typical degradation induced by these esm s on the
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die are pisinvation cracks and metal displacemenet which lctwrfic eld, are both critical for SMART POWER
can be vury heavy (swe fig. It) for dice of lapg sine IC's applications. High temperature condition can be
with uneve surface and thick metal. Stuisalek package reaiched by power dissipation and/or by the ambient
, ectse, 1. resin comnionads, passivation layer ane temperature itself such as in the automotive field where
.manday to contain these effecis. Ta can be in the range of 80'C. High voltage, and hence

high electric field, can be up to hundreds of Volt such
as in the case of otf-line environmnet.

These characteristics of SMART POWER IC's lead
to the necessity ot an in depth investigation on surface
effects during the reliabiliry qualification of process and
products.

The reliability stress tes to guarantee that SMART
POWER IC's are tree of surface effects are in fact
performed in two steps: at process level on structures
(DMOS. EUT and so on) kit parts, at product level
directly on IC's.

In both case H. T. R. B -(High Temperature Reverse
Biasing) strem test ame performed at Tj - 1501C and, as
regard voltage stress, at the absolute maximum rating
allowed by the structure or by the product respectively.

FIG 11: Maci displaccm'im ickr 2000 T. S. fir a These stress conditions ate usually applied for 1000
dmcw~u In am~nae~w bdae hours or more for particular customer request.

Degradation, in term of electrical parameter drift, due
to surface effects can anyway be detected in the first
500 hour of HTRB strem tests.

On kit parts structures performing HMR their- design mainly in term of process architecture is
checked. The degradation is detected by monitoring
electrical parameters; the more sensitive are for sure
junctim leakage and junction breakdown anyway as
function of the structure other parameter can be
considered such as Ron for DM05 or more generally
the threshold voltage for MOS structure (Refs5.S6).

These degradations can saturate or not as function of
the amount of contamination and also as function of the
structure sensitivity. Because the extent of degradation
can not be a priori guaranteed, when problem due to

FIG 12: Saxin device of Jig. I I sows passlsation surface effects are detected they muist be removed
dtcimkers nrme anemd paek~ge frame Insprowniei. modifying the structure layout and/or adopting filied

plate ptotectiom
These kind of improvements, thanks to the

SURFACE EFFECTS experience gained in twenty years of reliability
activities, are formalized in consolidated Desig Rules

We are speaking of those *reversile* degradation that allow to desig robust proes. Anyway the
mainly induced by cootnination: ionic at wafer level or challenge of higher asid higher pemfoanances in term of
in aerms of resin compyounds. voltage, such in the case of our BCD process,.euie

'Tle usual way to recover the degradation induced a couetamt level Of attention to these auspectus ina
bry surface effects, is to bake at high temperature failed continuous improvements approach.
part; typically after 2, 3 hours at TA-1304C. the During products qualification the HTRB stress test
*virgin' sm can be recovered, allow to verify the surfac effects as regard: die package

The failure mechanisms inducing surface effect are interaction, andi als for the interaction among different
activated by temerature that increases the mobility and structures as function of layout. In particular this second
by electric field on the direction of which the motion is aspect is becoming more and more important for off line
forced. SMART POWER IC's application where on the sm

These two factons, high -erp P and high die are integrated structures abe to sustain hundreds of
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-. . . d. -

Volt and standard CMOS cells. The HTRB on products All the above consideration ar related to the
is mandatory to check these kind of phenomena because methodology adopted during qualification where the
in no other way they could be simulated working for subject is to check the immunity of process/product to
example at structure kit pat level, the 'intrinsic' level of contamination.

Such as foe single structure also during products A complete different approach has to be adopted
qualification W bflure due to surface effects can be when the aim is to guarantee/control the contamination
accepted. On products is not a priori evident which level of production process both as concern waler and
could be the mom sensitive electrical parameter but for assembly processes. In this case is not mauer of
this reason a lot of attention is paid in the analysis of qualification but more properly of monitoring, this is
parameters drift collected during HTRB stress test. To performed by means of an RTC (Real Time Control)
this aim dedicated data base tools have been developed activities on packaged parts, by means of SPC
in out lab (Rd.7). (Statistical Process Control) data analysis and also using

When surface effects is detected during products WLR (Wafer Level Reliability) techniques
qualifcation. to allow corrective actions a failure recently developed.
an-lysis activity became absolutely fundamental. it plays
the difficult job to localize the parasitic structure
activated by contmination. In fig 13 the firs :ep of CONCLUSION
this activity, a pin to pin comparison between good and
failed parts (pats namber 62. 23). is reported. In fig. At present, on the basis of all the experimental
14 the recover after one hour of baking at Ta- 150C is reliability results coming from: qualification,
shown. mamfacturing area and field test data, the market

requirements in terms of reliability performances for
today SMART POWER IC's are completely guaranteed.

However. the fast rate of the market evolution.
characterized by the demand of more and more power
density and circuit comuplexity, leads to investigate
structures, materials and new technological solutions at
the extreme limits of their reliability performances,
discovering in this way, sometimes, new failure
mechanisms.

The constraint to anticipate as much as possible the
market scenario needs a continuous improvement
process and a concurrent engineering approach.
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NOISE DIAGNOSTICS OF PN JUNCTION POWER DEVICES

J. Siltula. I. Ko4Uv, P. Vanila, 7- Chobola, P. Schaus and M. Koa
Department of Pbyxics, Tecncale Univeslty of Bro

ZlAoeva 17, 60200 Brno. Czech Republic, phhoae/1a + + 425 41 21 11 25

ABSTRACT

In this paper studies of noise properties of 100
power devices, namely, high voltage high power
rectifier diodes are reported. It has been found that
all samples exhibited nearly ideal behavior in the PN 80

junction forward direction, their noise magnitude
being very close to the theoretical value. Attention 60
was therefore focused on the reverse direction where <

0.some samples exhibited deviations from the ideal -•

behavior. Most of the samples exhibited extremely 40
low level of the 11f noise which gives evidence of Sapte Al
very high quality of their technology On a very 20 f - 380 Hz
small fraction of the sample number exess noise of 20
the I/f type was measurable. Another group of
samples exhibited so called 'soft breakdown'. On 0
these samples a more pronounced l/f noise, g-r 0 1 2 3 4
noise, burst and microplasma noise was observed. t/nA

FK I Noise cwur N 1vus the reverse current I
plae

1. INTRODUCTION
equivalent noise band width, can be used as a

Noise signal in devices that are produced in a quality indicator. The slopes K for various samples
well established and stable technolog must be are given in Table 1.
stationary, ergodic and its amplitude distribution
must be Gaussian. It has been established that Tb/kI) The slopes K
stationary electrical noise can be represented by
Markovian processes. For Markovian processes it sample Al A2 A3
holds that the random deviation from the mean K 0
value of any quantity is directly proportional toits (Hz0"')
mean value. -'-

Fg. L. shows a plot of the noise current it sample B2 B7 B1

versus the DC reverse current I measured at K 5,36.10 1,0.10-' 2,8.10"3
f - 380 Hz. The plot can be approximated by a (Hz" /2)
straight .ine. IN - K'.I, where K' is coastant. We

propose that K K K'//Af, where Af is the
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Ln.FRQUENCY DEPENDENCE
OF THE NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY

U,- 1000 V
Frequenscy dependca~e of the noise spiectral

density Su(f) it,. eneVsral. a superposition of the 10,11
1/f noise, r, noise. burst somse, shot noise and
thermal none. The cutoff frequency beftwen the 1/f CV -~.800 V
and thermal noise can be used as ameasure of the - ,-600 V
quality of technology. To distinguih between the~ gr
and the I/f noise it is suitable to use the Su( versus o13 . .....
frequency plot. In this case- the )If noise component Sam :pie A3
as mnifestsd by a constant value of Sul and is 24200V t295K4

easily distinguished from other kinds of noise. The RL- 12 kotni
&rcomponent makes the SuJ' curv reach a local 10,1 .0 10 10

maximum, from which the characteristic frequency P v2016

f, ad te noe tme onstnt V an b eailyf /Hz
Lctruaimcd. This is demonstrated in ig, 2.where it Kg 3 PIMofscv the produact Suf vs. frequency for

is ee tatth chrateisicfrequencyf, 19 Hz differen values of the revere DC vohag.
and the noise time constant Tio 1/21wf.

-8.4 m&.

10-5 The pertinent time constant is of the order of
Sample B7 hundreds of microseconds. At still higher voltages
T-295 K .avalanche noise isobserved.

i10 .

3. NOL9E VOLTAGE SPECTRAL DENSITY
VERSUS TIE REVERSE DC VOLTAGE

Dn

10, Noise voltage spectral denisity, Su versus the
revrseDC oltgeplot was measured across the

Thelo oohe nos veneatio mechanismsctimonrersvotant Uo i

thriois is oiered At 600 voltsRegronwhichwresp instrodued byrml

ndicaes 19h pwo-sence la nowoiesenc ande, 1986ly (region 4). For theln

Then incresingote D votgeneatone Vcl s the The fetrsohae dintodued iprecentlyo the

curv reaches a maximum correspondin to a reliability idctrxwhich is, by definition
two-Uskater noise with a time constant of about x2 - U. sweeUB is the breakdown voltage

01s. of a nearly ideal Samp*e US is the voltage of a o,
breakdown, oddoe feature x2 - 1, whereas

Onset of a mechanism generating another g-r diodes wtsotbekwnhave z. higher than
nieis apparent at voltages higher than OW volts, unity.
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Sample A3 c

2421994
13 t-10 kHz10 T 2955K >R, 12 kohmE

> jo~1
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.a 50 100
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4. BURST NOISE 'kD
2

Burst noise has been observed in many
semiconductor devices, bipolar as well as unipolar.

. ~~~It is now established that the bunst noise generators 0o 1 .are related to defects in th crystal of the4

deviceL Ile nature of the noise source consists in tUS

current modulation which is due to charge carrier iK. 6 Burst noise in time domain.

trapping (Ref. 3).

An usual kind of the burst noise was observed at 5. CONCLUSIONS
the room temperature in a fairly wide range of the
reverse voltages, typically from 600 V to about 1. No excess noise has been observed within the
1000 V. As an illustration we present F'1g. 5, where whole range of measured forward currents.
the DC reverse voltage across the diode (sample No 2. The noise factor K depends on the frequency
B7) is 810 V and the AC voltage across the load and on the sample technology. At f = 400 Hz the
resistor is displayed in time domain. The amplitude experimental values are around K = 10-6 Hz1/2, The
of the current bursts is of the order of 10.7 A, the factor K is approximately constant over the whole
impulse on time depends on the reverse DC voltage range of reverse currents, being specimen specific.
and its range is very wide. 3. Theg-r noise is dominant in the low-frequency

region. The noise time constant l depends on the
Etremely wide range of time constants can be voltage UR and its experimental value ranges from

seen. In Fag. 5 the times constant is of the order of milliseconds to seconds.
a few tens of milliseconds, whereas in Fig. 6 it is as 4. Degradation processes are strongly influenced
long as several hundreds milliseconds. Occurrence by a high electric field intensity and temperature.
of the burst noise may serve, among others, as a This applies particularly to the technology that
Reliability Indicator, determines the reverse direction parameters and

appears to be of uppermost importance.
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ACELERATED TEST OF POWER MOSFIET
M.Ejimanmz E. Nogusims, Q. Pare, L.E. Vila

Reliability & Materials Division
TELEFONICA iNVESTIGACION Y DESARROLLO

Cl Emilio Vargas, 6
28043 Madrid

Spain
Phone: 34-1-337.44.899
Fax: 34-1-337.42.12

ABSTRACr

The HAST results on a power MOISFET are presented. Thie samples were subjected to several power,
temperature sand hunimidity sareas conditions and dhe acceleration factors were evaluated. The same failure
mechanism, die afttachment failure, was foxnd in the all samples and its activation energy was calculated.

I.ENTODUCrION penetration on plastic packaging. However am test
was performed to evaluate the humidity acceleration

This paper presents the results of high accelerated factor.
stressi teat (HAST) on different conditions, carried
out an a pIsm cooker over a type of power
MOSFET. 2.TEST SAMPLES

The objetives of this study were to find the failure Test were carried out on four lots composed each
mechanism at high temperatures and normal relative one by five samples of power MOSFET withoutI humidity conditions, to evaluate the activation heat sink. The technology of the transistors was
energy of tohefilure mechaism and to calculate HEXFET and the package type was TO-220. The
the temperature, humidity and electical power most comumun splication of these devices is in
acceleration factors in these devices. DC/DC converters and power supplies.

The purpose of the premare cooker chamber is to
performn accelerated tests instead of tipical test (85 3.FAUIURE CRITERIA
OC/S5 %HR) reducing the test time. However there

pisuare, not always reproduce fiae hc a rtrawsa nrssac rse hn12Om

eaeiaeshowi; that for some componanes, the e typical on-resistance at teat temperature.
SRMand powe devices, these 1ar

valid but for other comeponents, like LED,amn
valid becauses they reproduce failursa which areat 4. EST CONDMTONS
obtained in the field. One advantage of thes
chaambers test is that it permits to control the A pres, P cooker wus used. that allowed us to
husmidity over 1000 C. This facility allowed as to control die humidity at tenperatures ove 100 OC.
perform soaccbrated test in I Ipeatur but holding The following four conditions were aelected. 145
up the humidity close Io normad conditions. The CMS% RH with 1.3 W, 135 OC/8S RH with
purpose is to reprodace the real humidity gradient 1.3 W, 135 0065% RH with 1.3 W sand 135
tidt thes devicpesse in to heaplction. 9C/% RH with I W.

Due ID6 the datoht these devices showbig powe The transistors wun biased in the cohmic region and
dissiPaton at fthe miembiduco 6ufae it was not in the safe operaing ama flU DC gafe uid drian
to objetive to prove the niemitnce to umitm pown suplis wven iniepandest, to avoid the
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influence of possible drain faiur in ame smpqle, for Tim di. attachment failue mechanism of 2.34
that con affect tim bias voltage gat of the real of eV. The value calculated for dom B constant is
the samples. Furthermore thia allows ua to obtain -1.57. the A coastalt ia 5.4*10.2'mad finally the n
a pood stabilization of dim workin~g point. conastanl is 4.12.

S.BTREUT M3Fl7-Mz [ Yi 31

The obtained results were plotted on Weibull paper
to evaluate the shape parameter and tim mean blme
to failure (MTrF. The Figure 1 Weilbull plot of This model is only applicable for de Aices without
the shows the test results and the Table shows tim hestsink in case with high dissipation power. The
tmd conditions, shape parsanuter and MTTF for deft obtained with the proposed model, were
each test. compared with tim MIlL 217F and the data

zcnufaictur. We obseved that the data
The four tlsts results showed similar shap usmufitctuer are lihty optimim and the data
parameter. dtha mean that only one kind of failure from MElL are very peasimist.
mechanise was present. A fiailre analysis wew
perfixne. The electrical analysis, by a Pnaduer
Semiconductor Analyzer, showed asocial reistanc 6.FAILUUN ANALYSIS
with diode drain-source. The physical analysis, by
X-Ray, showed voids on fth adhesive betweest the We carried out an electrical analysis on the failed
die ad the lead frvame, the faorte mechanism was compnents to check the mode of failure. The
related with problems on the die afttchussaL Those Figure 4 represents the anave of the intrinsic
results wen present in all failed transistor and diode drain-source for two devices one of then
confirm that only am failur mechanisma was good (A) and the other one wrong (B). It can be
present. Below is an explanation with more deails sewn in two curves tim integra body-drain diode,
about the failure arislysis. batt in the wrong case showsa serial resistance. This4 ~resistance can be calculated by dim invers of the

Inodrto evalute the teyerature sand humidity gradient INV. The slope change when the body of
acceleration, factors, m e wad models woe tried device wias pr d The electrical behaviour the
(Lawson, Eyering, Waick, Peck, Peck and Zierdt, whole of the failed devices was similar.

Stnýcl). The best one was Peck and Zieil,
Equattion 1. As the teat 2 and 3 hramTab" I show, In the physical analysis, by X-ray, we observed
die humidity hoasmo to munch influence in the voids on the adhesive betweenl the die and lead
reliability of these devices, incresasing the relative frame. The Figur 2 shows the X-ray photography
humidity by a 20%, the M1WF decreas only fromt for a failed transistor and the Figur 3 for a good
69,4 to 42,5 hours. This result is confirmed by the one. Thes voids on the adhesive of th compnent,

selected mode. Moreover a corrosion failiure present in all failed devices, expladin the aerial

mehn smas not observd in ti failure analysis resistance finded in the electrical analysis. We can

*M MMS thst MO =D~ftle Penetratithese d evicesta test fism nohtot ndwtet a
applL ic ationhten thepooe.oe

applcabl for general behaviour of theme
As is showed from the teat 2 and 3 we have transistors.
obtained a larg influence with the power, froms
this reasn, we have decided to include in the 7.CONCLUSIONS
model, a faeo that cosisder the power edoct, base
on the Invers Powe Law, Ecustion 2. We have obtaineldoth following conciduions:

iflRFl ýn) 2 1.- The asus failure mechanism, die attaclumet
M7hP P1 failure, was found in all tests, the evaluated

activation energy was 2.34 *V.
The proposed umodel is mprmdin the Bcustion 3.
With this model we obtained an activation enesgy 2.- Althoqog a pressre cokrwas used, the



faslurs nmedauum was rsmNly w to t~abunde knluasc.
md decincal powar while doe humdaty ba haw

3.- Mis pp.oaed ddacis ooy qpicdifor ilb-mub pow and dmvnv without beet =L

T"b I.-Tedt camilloms isp. sd MTrF um~lw.

Teat-I Tui-2 Teat-3 Test-4

T(C 145 135 135 135

RH (S) 65 85 65 65

P (W) 1.3 1.3 1.3 1

IITTP (h) 23.4 42.S 64.9 191.6

12 2.1 2.7 2

Fig.. 1.-Wetbai plot.

TEST RESULTS (POWER HEXFET)

0 x1ta(143,05.1.3) - 42.60

-1 ffFt(13S,S5.1.3) - 23.74A
0- x MtT(135,115.1.3) - 64.1 x/*

a 2 *Utc(135,65.1.) -2.7 if I,

I * I+ITTF(135,65,¶) = 191.6 //

-5-

-6
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Fig=. 2.-Pboaiagiqy X-my in a faile Ummiar.

IIn

Fig=. 3.-Phooogiqahy X-iry in a good trmior.

.. .. ... .. . ................



Figur 4.-Curves INV fb a good transistor (A) and faikd ones (B).
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BEHAVIOR OF LASING WAVELENGTH CHANGE
DURING DEGRADATION

IN BURIED-HETEROSTRUCTURE (BH)-TYPE DFB LASER

Mltsuo FUKUDA, Fumiyoshi KANO, Takeshi KUROSAKI, and Junichi YOSHIIDA
NTT Opto..electronics Laboratories

3-1, Morlnosato Wakamlya, Atsugl-shl, Kanagawa, 243401 Japan

ABSTRACT: The behavior of lasing wavelength change during degradation is experimentally clarified in a Buried
Heterostuicture (SM) InGaAsP/InP DFR laser. mnd the mechanism of the wavelength change is theoretically analysed.

1. INTRODUCTION and straired-MQW strucure. Thus, the correlation between
the degra'daV~ n and dhe wavelength change is qualitatively

Optical fiber transmission systems employing des the same for all types of InGaAs(P)IAn EM-type DFE

wavelength-dviin-multiplexing (d-WDM) fthke lass.. s. The following sections discuss the behaviors of

have attracted special interest very recently. In addition, lasinig wavelength change during degradaton in EM-type
proto-ypies of optical fiber transmission systems InGaAsP/InP MQW DFB lasers.

employing optical fiber amplifiers are beginning to be
put in the field. In all those systemns, the stability of 2. DEVICES AND AGING CONDITIONS
die laInn waelngtha nd te spc~itrlhwwofoptica

soures coreao bey atween deteradationg meianiisms an he Tedvcsue m15-i-adhGA%~as H
wavelength changeit wes nofte clreqified t1o 21. len this artye coatedFlsr with an anihefecen shfil. The colin

paerw e eng perimentall y clauesrvify the b~arm ofucur withn gat1-ing scontrolledto 20ide cayrnove
wavelegth chnge inEM typ lia~as0.15 lamr during uis d g own ay SiVP hear s nk with uncton

degradaptional sohre mehnisth ofe sythems chane is daviscusselllae rs a~nd i O Ats 25de laer. Thes layers a

the orrlaton btwen dgradtio mehanim sdte curreint The be vtwe len gt 20 mAan00 lmA. and bthe slope

The degradation observed in die present study foMowed a efficiency was between 0.1 WIA and 0.15 WIA. Mome
common pater in 81H-type InGaWAsfnp DFD 1wer. then 100 devices wor aged under various conditions.

wad acarcelyi deenedon the structure of the active region,
bulk structure- Multiple Quantm Wonl (WMQ stuctine,
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cheapgin doe active region. That is, wavelength shotmening

3. DEGRADATION BEHAVIOR is caused by the plumsa effect due to the injected carrier.
- &%S~.. and the lengthening due to Joule beating,

in a14-type InGaAsP/InP Laser, the main cams of the A, 1 .and can be expressed

degradation is BH inierface; degradation as shown in Fig.
1 (3,4]. inthlnitial stop fehe degratt tion o nmadiative Ax & - 0Ak + A 4 .(2)

recorabination corrmn at the BH Wnerhce increases while
threshold carrier density remmneisiarly contant That Here, -AXO. is a function of injected carrier density,

is. fte degradation is in the double htterojunction diode. and msy be expessed for 1.55-pmn-baid InGaAs(P) systemns

This degradation mode is quite different firom that of as follows:

ArAWGa &&C~ lasers mad peculia to loGaAsP/lnP sytemts

(S]. In the second stage, the degradation ofan Optical - &1- a-2 An A-2 A(6 x 10'2) AN, (3)

cavity is grachlly gnadand is ade o the ftdealeon

of the heterojunction diode. Thkese degradation modes where AN is the change in carrier density, which is on

directly or indirectly influence the lang wavelength, the order of 10~cni'after lasing, A is on the order of

InGoAsP , 1551.2
E

P-InP InGaAsP ~ ~i
03 100mAz

n- fnp u 1551.0

Active region 0-nP4W*. apl

n-Jnp0
FigureI cdlratiunofBniofBin efiac e depadatin.~ sampi i : le C

NORMALIZED THRESHOLD
Typcalcures or he hage n lsin waelegthamCURRENT, hth / hhO

iniialstM athughth dwsbod urrntdealy Figure 2 Lasing wavelength chapge maconsmiuu'i

inrae. After severe degradation, the wavelength of 100 mA duigdegradation. The aging was carried

be&=n to change. In DFB lasrs, the wavelength shift, out uera constant current of 450 mA at 50t.

Ak, during degradation is detemined by the chang in

effective grating pitch A. 10' cn. Thereort, from Eq (3), the wavelength change

due to the plawsm effect would be mom tdon I am after a

A m W/2, (1) 50% increase in threshold current, if the increase in

threshold cretwas dune solely to the increase in threshold

where). is the lasing wavelength within the cavity and n carrer density. However, Fig. I shows an wavelength

is the reha~ctive index in the active region. This effective shift of less than 0.1 ma. T1his is because of the

graftpingtch chapg is introducoed by the refractive Wnes constant threshold carrier density in the initial stage

-2W



2551t 
10

20MW sape.251C, 20mW

E (ApleE samples

10 MW

8550

NORMALIZED THRESHOLD
CURRENT, kth /Ilitho

powerof 10mW and20 mW dang degradation, Th AGING TIME (h)
£aging wall Caried Out under a cosaid urcrent of 450 mA Figure 4 Typical aging of 1.55 pUU-BH-type

a t 
WGAWP&P MQW DFB lam

of the RH interface degradaton as dixsusod above- For

AX.. the wavelenol ifift is about 0.1 nsnjt. 4. CONCLUSION

in RH-type InGaAsjnP basen because or th heating in Mhe wavdengib dumag of due DFB b daer hing dgusm

the saUve region. even w1th leieC-0ittuoe cotrFol. This is mainy determined by the Joule heefing and is quite,
DOnd is umifis" uushrconstentowupg pow oprWoW ms becale of &ue beluevitm of BH uSfcdegradationL

as sbown in Fig. 3. because the injete current is Mim * vdelengu change belsvior Ahould be considered in

increased in order to keep outpu power comtanL estmnating reliability of DES lasers aplid to systms

Thack e, PO N= of wavWOu diner duge ao henting requirin long-temAn saility of Ias=$ wavelength augh

differls With the Mommin counfgahim. The demies as d-WDM symem nsmd syuean einployms opwAcl fiber

with junction-up configuration aend to exhibit rapidly suplifer
- . -dnidrnd~fowhen -

ws w~seedA)M 0DoWI CtmftWuuit (41 Anyway.
diese w-velad shb daed on doe devic depadefion, S. REFERENCES
mad dewie withNoI m A dg lion Wacwsy sh e MaY
waVelength Chl evn afar 20.00 hostm agin 044g. (1] Voscame R. S. KLain At., Wagner R. L.. and

4). Conmsquemely, it can be said tw we cannt -I SOM W. B. -LAng-rM wavelength drift of the order of

100011 applicable so lbs d-WDM Byelaw mad sysams -0.01 010/yr for 15 free-unning DFB laswr modules.

00011y9n opical fiber amaplifimr because of the Tachk Dig 0R!94. IEBE4VSA. (Soa Jose. Califoria).

-9 blive indimad abwov. 1994.p 103-104.
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RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT OF A 1480am MQW PUMP LASER DIODE FOR ERBIUM
DOPED FIBER AMPLIFIERS.

Anthony Hawkridge arid Adam Carter
Hewlett-Packard Fibre Optics Components Operation.

Whitehouse Road, Ipswich, Suffolk, IPI 5PB.

I. INTRODUCf1ON mounted p-side down on diamond heatsinks which
were themselves bonded to a suitable carrier for the
reliability assessment.

High power 1480nm pump lasers are required as

the pumping sources for erbium doped fiber
amplifiers for long haul transmission systems
(Ref 1.2). Such systems may require individual
component lifetimes in excess of 25 years. Ao ,J0

.IQ e In*P @WAe {X.I. 2. 4 1.1,

In this paper we describe two 1480nm multi- 1201,
quantum well (MQW) pump laser structures.

and summarise the work undertaken to
demonstra-e their suitability for such high
reliability applications. 9 Wr.,U, was 0 I.. P10m

Figure 1:- Conduction band schematic of

2. STRUCTURE AND CHARACTEPISATION nine-well GRINSCH structure.

Two types of planar buried heterostructures
(BH) grown entirely by atmospheric MOVPE
(Ref 3) were used in the reliability assessment.
These utilised a Graded Refractive-IndexX , .2,tvj
Separate Confinement Heterostructure
(GRINSCH) or Separate Confinement 12
Heterostncture (SCH).

Figure I shows the conduction band diagram of the

GRINSCH structure. The structure consists of 9
Ga~nAsP (X = 1.55Ipm) wells with 8 GalnAsP ASUWEbQ.J, L.5l)

barriers (X = 1.211m). The thickness of the quantum fgsu-e 2:- Condfuction band schematic of
wells was determined so that the lasing wavelength ishne-wUt SCH structure.
would be 1480nm. The graded region has three

quaternary layers (X 1.2pm. I. 1.jm, I.npm).

In the SCH structure, shown in figure 2, the Pump laser diodes gave typical threshold currents

confinement region maintains the same of 25mA at 30C; over the temnptrature rangc OC to

composition as that used for the barrier layers. The 60C threshold currents varied between 17 - 40mA

thickness of the confinement layers was determined with corresponding slope efficiencies of 0.35 -

so that both the SCH and GRINSCH structures had 0.50WIA. Confinement was demonstrated by

the same calculated confinement factor, parallel and perpendicular far fields of 280 and 35*;

typical coupling of 50% into single mode fiber

During subsequent processing, anti-reflective realised output powers of 60mW at !UmA and

(R = 3-10%) and highly reflective (R = 93%) 30C.

coatings were deposited on either facet of the
750prm long laser diodes. The devices were
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3. INITIAL RELIABILITY EVALUATION failure to be calculated, this median lifetime is
thought to be a pessimistic value.

3.1 crening

Devices for the initial reliability evaluation were 4. TEMPERATURE AND CURRENT
subjected to a constant current bum-in of 3S0mA at ACCELERATION
125C for 24 hours. A failure criterion of >20%
change in threshold was used for screening
purposes. This condition is the same as that 4.1 Test Conditions
routinely applied to production devices.

The reliability of the pump laser diode under high
current stress conditions was considered. A series of

3.2 Evaluaion lifetests at temperatures of 30C and 70C, and drive
currents of 400mA to 550mA commenced in an

The reliability of the pump laser diode was initially attempt to measure the effect of temperature and
assessed at a single temperature of 50C. Devices current on lifetime.
were lifetested using automatic power control
(APC) where the optical output of the devices was The devices were lifetested under a constant drive
maintained at a constant level whilst the laser drive current condition with interim characterisations
current was allowed to vary. made at 30C. A reference optical power of 70mW

at 30C was used for monitoring changes in drive
A total of 64 devices completed in excess of current.
500000 device hours at 50C. A typical optical
output power for these devices was 40mW. Drive The conditions of test, sample sizes used, and test
current degradation rates of <0.7WI000hours were hours completed are summarised in table i.
observed at 50C.

Long term degradation of the buried heterostricture Table I:- Temneraturel•urrent Activation Lifetests
device has previously been modelled using equation
(I):- Condition Sample Size Test Hours

l-lo = Atn (I) 30C/400mA 10 6208
to 30C/45OmA 7 7118

30C/500mA 9 5955
Where Io is the initial drive current, I is the drive 30C/55OmA 8 5855
current at time t, and A and n are constants (Ref 4).
Equation (I) is used in the linear form (2):- 70C400mA 6 5878

70C/45OmA 7 6892
Log[11-Io)/IoJ - nLogt+LogA (2) 70C/500mA 8 5749

Applying this model to lifetest data using a least
squares fiting process allows an estimate of n and 4.2 S.enine
A to be made. It is then possible to extrapolate to
the failure criteria for current change and obtain a In addition to the constant current screen described
predicted time to failure. in section 3.1. devices for these tests were subjected

to a second burn-in screen. Subsequent work to this
The prediction model (2) was applied to the data study had shown the need for a second bum-in
from these initial tests. However, due to the low process to remove devices which may have shown a
raies of degradation observed, realistic predicted higher rate of degradation then desired. The failure
lifetimes were obtained from relatively few devices criteria suggested was retrospectively applied to the
only. Where It was possible to calculate a time to data collected from these lifetest after 100 hours
failure, the lifetime was plotted on a cumulative had elapsed. Failure criteria of threshold >50mA at
probability plot. A median lifetime of >1.5e5 hours 30C. change in threshold >15%, and optical power
at 50C was suggested, failure being defined as a <70omW at 30C were used. Approximately 9% of
50% increase in drive current for constant light devices failed this second screen.
output. As the majority of devices did not show
sufficient degradation on lifetest for a time to
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4.3 Results Table 2:- 70C I ifetest Results

Typical results from a 30C lifetest are shown in Condition Median Lifetime
figure 3. Low rates of degradation were observed.
An attempt was made to use equation (2) for 7OC(400mA 3e4 hours
predicting lifetimes, but insufficient current 70Ct4S0mA 4e4 hours
degradation had been observed for meaningful 7OC/500mA 2e4 hours
predictions to be made even for laser drive currents
of 55OmA.

The results suggested that median lifetime was
Measurable degradation was observed from the 70C insensitive to drive current over the current range
lifetests (figure 4) enabling predicted times to 400mA to 5OOmA.
failure to be obtained using equation (2). Predicted
times to failure were used to produce a cumulative The data from the three 70C lifetests has been
probability distribution for each lifetest condition, pooled and an overall cumulative probability plot
The 70C results are summarised in table 2. for 70C obtained (figure 5). Grouping the data gave

an overall median lifetime of 3e4 hours at 70C with
a standard deviation (a) of 0.64. (Ref 5)

Lsa. t."

UI

Fiue3.-Typical lretest resultsfrom a

pun ae ac t3CaddieUrei f05

Figure 4.:- Typical l~fete~st efttr a Fturr CWswlaiviiprobabililyplotfor
pump kws batch at 7OC and drive cwvent 4f
SO~WA HNorah red drive currewtfor S rosed 70C data
7OraW/30
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were observed. Typical coupling into single mode
4.4 Thermal Activation Enerav fiber realised output powers of 60omW at 350mA

and 30C.
The absence of significant degradation at 30C
precluded quantifying the thermal activation energy A single temperature reliability assessment
between 30C and 70C. However, the Arrhenius demonstrated a median lifetime of >1.5e5 hours at
equation (3) was applied to the 70C data and the 50C. Lifetests performed over a range of currents at
50C data from the initial reliability assessment 70C suggested that median lifetime was insensitive
(Ref 5) to drive current; grouping the data from these tests

gave a median lifetime of 3.0e4 hours at 70C. Low
Acc factor = {a{.L - J1)} (3) rates of degradation were observed at 30C

(k 1T2 - TI)) precluding a prediction of lifetime at this
temperature. However, an Arrhenius analysis of

Where Ea is the activation energy, k is Boltzmanns 50C and 70C data suggested an activation energy
constant, and TI and T2 are absolute temperatures. for current degradation of 0.8eV.

The median lifetimes obtained at 70C and 50C This activation energy gave a predicted median
suggested an activation energy for current lifetime of 1.7e6 hours at 25C. With a sigma value
degradation of 0.8eV. Other buried heterostructure of 0.64 obtained from the 70C test, Goldthwaite
designs have previously demonstrated activation analysis indicated that the wear-out failure rate for
energies in the range 0.6 to 1.0eV. the 1480nm MQW pump laser diode would not

exceed I FIT in 20 years of service.

5. WEAR-OUT AND STEADY-STATE 7. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
FAILURE RATES

The authors are grateful to the staff of BT
The activation energy calculated in section 4.4 Laboratories, Martlesham, Ipswich for assistance
suggests a median lifetime of I.8e6 hours at 25C. with the lifetesting and data collection of the
Goldthwaite analysis (Ref 5), performed using the 1480nm pump laser diode reliability assessment.
c value of 0.64 derived from the 70C lifetests,
indicates that the wear-out failure rate will not
exceed I FIT in 20 years of service.
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THE THERMAL RJESISANCE:
A RELIABILITY MONITOR FOR LASER-DIODE MODULES

Poole Malbrd andMawo Clupa

Swiss Fedml Institute of Technology (MTo)
Reliability Labormory. ETH-zntum, CH-.802 ZMrich. Switzerland

Abstract - The mmsurement oflde thermal resistance reach hh reliability pefomnance.
of laser diodes may give use f paces o nfoamation Thermal-cycling Is ome cl die most g mars mt
to determine the failure mechanisms not only of the evaluate die mechanical itegrity of a module design.
laser diode but also of de module in which the it is Reed switching hom high to low temperatums
housed. This has been clearly shown by failure stre. joints, bonds, interfaces amnd les mounting due
analysis of commercially-available laser-diode to dte different thermal expunsdon coeffidents of die
modules for telecom application which failed after a inme l Pat. A rcem paper [21 reports die results of a
temperature-cycling teL Among the five different thermal-cycling stress test of laser diode modules for
failure mechanisms that have be identified. three telecom application, and a simpl life-time model to
failure mechanisms are associated with thermal- compute the number of cycles to filure. In order to
resistance increas in consequence of mechanical makpeodictlni on the operational reliability of laer-
displacement either of the laser-diode die or of te diode moduls, it is essential In have an understanding
beat-sink. Them two forms of displacement (which of the involved failme mechanims. The memorem
hasve diffiat camus) chanpe tie alignment bets of the thermal resistance may give useful pieces of
the die, the lens and dhe fiber-tip, and consequently information for this purpios
change the exmeral effcmcy of the laserdiode
module, which in some case could also notably
increase. 2. EXPERMNWTAL
Tbhus. hetrma resistance proved to be an efficient
paramete to monitor the reliability of lser.diode 2.1 S! ples
modules, since she it may put into evidence the
presence of latent failure mechanisms inside those Eighty conmercially-available laser diode modules of
modules which apparently, relying on the external- two different manufacturers (A and B) have been
efficiency only, we ot functionally degading or, eve tested. The packages am cylindrical-type with single.
paradoxicallyare functionally Imovi mode silica-fiber pigtai In order to tua plsnming

effects into account [3, half of the modules bave been
1. DIMTODU provided with an optical comnec. Fo both module

type, the Inutenal hermetically-saldl metal-can
The penetraion of optical fib into local-loop contain a ridge-tyle 1300-nm-wavelength InP laser
communication systems is occurring rapidly. Fier- m- diode, a focusing and callimatn len, ad a rear-faced
the-loop installations are undergong field testing in silicon monitor diode.
hars unhea•td or uncooled, eaniv mem. Thbew am The A-type Jw diodes a soldered actve-side-up
commonly redfed toas uncontolled environments as onto a silicon heat-sink by an eutectic Au/Sn die-
opp oed t controlled office envhoment. Laser diode atach. The heat-sink is soldered onto a gold-plated
modus uncontrolled environment of a pedesutl copper sem using a soft Pb/Sn solder. A colli
near a subscriblers residence must be designed to and focusing zirconium bell lens is posiioned clos to
withstand rapid temperstur cycles. possibly owe or the frnt mirror o• de lawe diode. The lens is soldered
twice a day, between stoagetemperatures as low as into a sque pyramid-shaped window In the silicon
-40C and opeing samperatures as high as +85C mounmb
which includes sun loading and eat fo m the The 5 t-yp laer diodes am mouned active4idedown
eketmic of die powered equipment [11. onto a diamond heat-sink by an euectc AU/Sn die.
The laser diode is a tmpatr se ve device, T•e attach. The heat-sink is soldered onto a gold-plated
most important parameters, eg. tuhabohld rau - and copper Stem using a soft Pb/Sn solder. The 7IMAn
emiting wavelength,=a strongly temperature depem- mealiam layer of the actiesde is ioated Om
deft. Rm the reliability point of view. the laser dode the crystal area surrouding the contact srp by a
needs a stbl, homogeneous, low resistive, and low silicon itrIde dielectric layer. The collimating I isself-heating die-attach to guarantee a uniform positioned using a metal clip mournin
distribution of the h0cmd current though th actve
layr and an effcin drain of di &d la power to 2.2 ThffmfClý Sam Taw
the hent-nk. Accelered life m have demonrated
that only laer diode with a perct die atach my The themal-cycling smie test has been divided hio
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fournam prograo&a. asIndicratd In Tab. 1. paradoxically. improving. Assuming the afoare-
Each tetpogmam inchldes a 9et of ntm devices of both mentioned fiailure criteia (AM S - 0.5 dB). the per-
manufacture.. and is; intended to investigathe do cen~ of failed devices, at the end of the whole
homogeaeiy and the time-dependenc of tohefilure temlcligprogram. is about 90% for M~an.A and
mechranismu activated by diffiutsnetmporsann swinig. about 77% for Man.D.
range, mad gradient. No electrical power has been 7Uhess value and the standard deviatinx of theRt
Supplied 0 o thsamples during themal Cycling. The values mismared in 1*CMW, afte thermal cycling ame
therals cycling ateuhas been performedcotmoa PL-37.S07A forhM.AssdI-2M a.- 10.9 for
neousty at different laboratories asin two-chamber M=nA . Thus, after thermal cycling. the Rth mean
climafic SatMs. values have Increased about 6% for ManA and about
All the devices hae" bees automatically testd bedome 74% for Mai.B. FqIg and Fag3 show the variation of
at schedule intermediate check points. and at the end die der"a resistance of all the lase diodes of ManA
of theima cycling. Befoe wad alter thermal cycling and Mae,.B iespectively, before and after thermal
the main elecorical and optical pumnuters of the lawe Cycling.
diode and of die swatm diode hote bees measued at
the beach knofte to obtain supplementary informtion 3. FAHIlMR ANALYSLS
for bee WaINur uaYLyu
Sawe do investigated laser diode modules ar Intended Sixten devices (seven of ManA, and ain of Mini)
for iusatalation in complex telecommuinication with the most representative failure modes have been
systems, the tolerances for the drift of th. eletio- submitted to failure anaysis The failure mode of
optical parameters must be tighter thantow umnl Thiste almost all the analysed modules is decrease of the
devices am assumed to fail aa as - any electro- ea' enal-efliciency. The only exception is a device
optical parameter decreases by 10% (-05dB) of its (#8123) which failed because of a short circuit as fth
initial Value. terminal Of the lase diode.

2J~sN~w~w~j5~be Thrma (~y~qgThe first, failure-analysis; step was to verify the fiber
2.3R& wssmnm ft e Tv~a Cint egr". %or this purpose, the uintral guiding-wave

structure of the pig-wiled modules has been analyzed
MWe jntr4Oha-iktemala resistance "R& has by optical relcroer 7]. The reflection signature
been measured for all the devices before and afte of al1 the analyzed modules has shown tha the
thermal cycling. The thermal resistanct measurements interfaces of the fiber-end. metal-can window, hans and

Shbave been performed using a dedicated switch-and- laser-diode mitrors; ame localized at standard posisuon
measure circuit, based an fth temnal voltage method, within the resoltion limit of this; technique The
[4] and [5]. reflected Peak intensities at the different interfaces,
Seventy-seven out of the eighty devices have been when compared with those of a good reference device

measued. The only exception ate thee devices (#AX6 are normal too. Therefore it may be inferred that
#137, and #1323) becaus of their excessive leakage thermal cycling caused no damage to the fiber and the

cen.The mean value (it) mad the standard devistion failures are localized insi de teinternal metal can,
(d) of the Rd, values measured in rC/W], before where the e-mitter and the len are hermetically
thermal cycling am: p -m 35..a- 6.0 for fMfanA .ud encapsulated. The observed failure mechanisms are
#L - 12.2. ar - 7.0 for ManE . These mean values am specific for each manufacturer.

typcal(6)of nP ate-didkosoldered active-ide-up
anIactive-sidS~downrespectively. 31 MGNqctw A
2 4RevAuA44PThenmeI Cycling The main failae mechanism of ManA is the cracking

of the lens-holder due to brittle fiotur, of the silicon
Among the monitored parameters the external (Frg.4). The percentage of the main fallus mechanism
efficiency OME resuilted to be particularly affected by is about 95%. For the remaining 5% of failures
thermal cycling. (devices # A22 and #A29) . the drift of the external
The external efficency (shortened form of- slope efficiency isacmpne by= & an Pt in Ps due to
eficency of the fibe otput4 powe) is defined as: U cold bonding of the lase diode. die onto the heat-sink

uPf / (I- huer). hem i sIethresbold curml. IF (Fig. 5). The initial Rthvalues ofthenetwo devices
is the forward driving cren, and Pf Is the corre- was already hSigh The device # A22 passed from 40.8
sponding vadiative powe emitted from die fiber at a CIW up to 63i CJ~W (. 56%). while the device OA29
coutnt nreferece value (200 ILA) of the current pasted from 45.1 TMY up to 54.3 QCW (+ 1IM)
induced lift the rea monitor diode.
The diagrams in FIgla and FIg lb are two 32MMbat*Cw5

rernttv plOts showing in details the external
efiinydriftLU cmpue (nP'0dB)=AWhll0 The main fell=e mechanism of Mxui Is the Peeling

Log (UE / EEO). during the tes pogram III (- 401/ of the nitride dielectric layer deposited under the
45*Q for both manufaturers. inn dw aseof MweA metalliratio of the active side of the lase diode. The
the extenal efriciency decreases monotonically With jPercetage of the main failure mechanism is about
the nubrOf cycles, while for the devie of Manz 70%, Sinc Man. uses; an active-side-down somontg.
there is no stm ticmend Some dvcs-evens, the peeling of the nitride dielectric layer resalts insa
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random movement of the die, with consequent The Rdi-increase cmue no evident parametric drift of
deviation of the fight beamn. Furthermore the dhe lnase-diode die (e.g. threshold-voltage ar series-
degradation at the imtrfac proue a large increase resistance increase) but directly affected the external
of die thermal neastuace. Pis 6 shows die peeled-off efficiency of the module, in consequence of
dielectric layer of dhe device 6113. The thermial mechanical displacement either of the lase diode die
resitane of gala lowr diode has icreased from 14.7 or of the hea-sink. These two forms of drisplacement
"CTM up to 27.9 C.I (+ 90%). The die promptly lift (which have diferet cause) Chaog the alignment
off from the heat-sink dafe applying a emaff shearing beween the lase diode. the lens and the fiber-tip. and

* force by a poinued wooden toodq-pck. consequently change the external efficiency of the
The random him=ras of doe "Modia efficienc~y of the laser diode module. which in some case could also
modules fron Man3 during thennal-cycling (F4Ig~b) notably Increase.
can be explained by the originally not perfect die- Thus, the thermal resistance proved to be an efficient
alignment, which may thin be corrected by random parameter to monitor the reliability of lase-diode

moeetof the die. modules. since the it may put into evidence the
There are a second mad a third failure mechianisms. presence of a latent failure mechanism inside those
with 25% and 5% percentage of failure, respectively, modules which apparently, relying on the external-
The second falluz mechanism Is tdo disbonding of the efficiency only, are not functionally degrading or,
diamonod heat-sin (Fig. 7). The initial Rib value. of this even. paradoxically. are functionally improving.
device (f B9) was already extremely high, and has
increased from 36.4 TM up to 532 9CJW (+ 46%).
The third failr mechanisv, observed in device #B23, 5. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
is the interaction between the crystal and the die-soder
(Fig. 8). which is a typaical jeopady of the active-aide- This work has been supported by the European
down mounting. This laser diode had already a very Community in the fiamework of the RACE Project.
high leakage current before thermal cycling. The authors aem very indebted with Reinhard Pusch.

Glerhard Herrmsann, Karl Hmassen, and Christian
Boixobett for conductin tasks imponam to this work.

4. CONECLUSIONS and with Carlos Salls for the optical-reflectrometry
analysis of failed devices.

The measurement of the thermal resistance of lase
diodes may give useful pieces of information to
determine the failure mechanismsi not only of the lnase 6.REFERENCES
diode but also of the module in which it is houned.
This has been clearly shown by the failure analysis of [I] BA. Unger and J1. Spencer, 'Fibre in the loop
conamerciaily-available laser diode modules for reliability: the Im~pact for fibre optic components"
telecom application from two manufacturems which Optical Engineering. June 1991, Vol. 30 No. 6. pp.
failed afte an extensive thermal-cycling test. 815482DI ~ All the samples have been deletm-optically 12] K. Ciappa and P Malberti "Reliability ofLawrcharacterized at the start, at intermediate amber of Diode Modules in Temperas ure-Vun ontrolled Environ-
cycles. and at the en~d of thermal cyclin1g. IBfore ant meat", Proceedings of the 32nd International Relia-
ditetdeZ mthe thermal resistance of each lawS diode bality Physics Symaposium, IRPS 1994. pp. 466-469

hsbe uiesattfd Im. 13) P.Su and B-A.Unger, *Temperatu~re cycling
Among an the Parameter that have benMw rd tests of laser modules', Semiconductor Device
only die thermal reds~istce was found to have notably MoityKlwrAaec uismW36-7
changed after thermal cycling for a la4g ame MofriadC.Sis," rcia nyt

Five diferent failure mociauj-ns have been identifed measure the thermal resistance of laser diode?,.
two for ManA and three for hMin . The Identified Proceedings of the 3rd Euaropean Symposium on Relia.
fafllure ~mecaii K bility of Electron Devices, Failure Physics and

Analysis, ESREF192p.48-0
1 cacitgof the silicon lens-holder 15] P. Malberti and MX CiapPaTethra

2. cold bondin of die lawe-diode die onto the resistance measurement: an efficntfailre-.axlysi
bent-sink tool for laser diodes"% Proceedings of the 20th

5. ntratio btwen o oler nddolawe-diodet down rldge-wavegtalde lasers". Optica Applicata,
die 1990, Vol XNo~p. 2 143-163

7* Wic(1A hmmechanisms n.2, rejl1ctra'0197etyflaswded &* wwgulde. proceedings
3. nd4, hih afet 1% f te gwiesof MaaA of SPIE Conference on Optical Tehclnology for Signal

an 70 ftedvcso lnB are directly Processing Vol. 1474. April 1991
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Man.A, TP iB, -40 1+85 0C

I,

.5

number of cycles

Flg.Ia External efficiency drift during test program lB (- 401+8?C) of Man.A.
The external efficiency decreases almost monomnicaily with die number of cycles.

Mau.B, TP iB, -40 1+85 0C

i.
.5

0 49 103 299 971
number of cycles

Flg.lb External efficiency drift during test program lB (- 4QP4150C) of MELD. The
external efficiency drifts with no systematic Irend. Some devices are even.
paradoxicaily, functiosafly improving.
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Fig.2 Thermal resistance of the laser diodes of ManA before (i; black dots) and afte (f: white dots) thernal-
cycling (x: mean value; or standard deviation).

60
Manufacturer B .--- Rth i

50Rth f
540. 

•=12.20i = 7.0

Rf 21.2 O~f =10.9

~30

~20
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device number

Fg.3 Thermal resistance of the laser diodes of Man.B before (I; black dots) and after (f; white dots) thenal-
cycling (4c mean value; o standard dev&tion). After thernal cycling dte mean value has increase about 74%.
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Fig.4 SEM image of the cracked lens holder. This is the main failure
mechanism observed in the laser-diode modules of Man.A.

FIgS SEM image of the gap between the die and the bonding pad on the
heat-sink, which caused a large Rth increase. This is the second failure
mechanism observed in the laser-diode modules of M=n.A. The thennal
nesistance of this device (# A22) increased from 40.8 *C/W up to 63.8 *CIW.
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ftg. SEM linage of die peeled-off dielectric layer of the device # B13. The
ftnWma resistance of this lawe diode bas increased from 14.7 *C/W up to
27.9 *CM. The die promptly lifts-off from the beat-sink after applying a
small shearing force by a pointed wooden tooth-pick. This is the main failure

mechans Of MIJLB -

flg7 SEM image of the WWte heat-sink because of poor bonding. This as the
second fur mechamsm of Man. B. Ih initial Rth value of tis device
0119) was already extremely high, and has increased from. 36.4 C/W up io
53.2 OM (+ 46%).
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rqJ SEM image of the s .,cisuied laer diode because of inaction
bee solder md die. Th is the tird failure mechmism of Man.B. This
lase diode (0 B23) hd aleady a very high leakage curm•t befor themal
cydie&

test IA IB 2 3
program

temperature -40 /+70 Oc -40/+85 c -10/+60 c 0/+50 9C
range

DUTs
man A 10 * 10 * 10 * 10*
Man B 10* 10* 10* 10*

dwell time 3 hours 3 hours 3 hours 1,5 hours

# ofcydes 660 660 2200 5000

test after 0.5; 1; 3 0.5; 1; 3 1; 5; 10 5; 10 20
[100 cycles)

(5 de•Ws **fiber wxwor)

Tab.! Tempesurecycling tess
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BLUE SHIFT AND MIRROR DEGRADATION IN InGaAs/GaAs

STRAINED QUANTUM WELL LASERS

L. Serra, G. A. Azzini, P. Montangero

CSELT SpA - Via G. Reiss Romoli 274

10148 Torino - Italy

Phone +39 1 12285471 - Fax +39 11 2285695

ABSTRACT

A high decrease in optical power and a strong blue shift have been observed in

InGaAs/GaAs strained quantum well gain guided lasers failed during aging tests. The
degradation of the front facet and the consequent formation of a dark spot defect close to the

mirror have been evidenced with infrared and scanning optical microscopy.

1. INTRODUCTION to the A1GaAs/GaAs lasers, these devices

can still suffer for strong degradation
The high power InGaAs/GaAs mechanisms developing on the mirrors. As

strained quantum well (QW) lasers are an example, during aging tests in constant

suitable in many fields of power application, output power mode, a gradual degradation

for example as pump sources for solid state of 0.98 pm lasers due to facet oxidation has
lasers or fiber amplifiers. A high stability of been observed by Okayasu et al [3].

the pumping wavelength and a high output

power are the main requirements for long-

term reliable devices [1]. In many cases In the present work it is reported a

these are critical points because the electro- study on high power InGaAs/GaAs strained

optical characteristics can be easely degraded QW gain guided lasers suffering for rapid

by different failure mechanisms occuring at degradation during step stress tests

facet or bulk level into the device st cture. performed in the constant current mode. The

Despite the enhanced catastrophical pronounced changes in the electro-optical

optical damage (COD) level (>20 MW/cm 2 ) characteristics have been analyzed and the

reported by some authors [2] in comparison degradation mechanisms highlighted.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL after adequate preparation, the lasers have

been analyzed on the front facet and from
The devices under study are the n- or p-side in the electroluminescence

prototypes of high power InGaAs/GaAs (EL), electron beam induced current
strained quantum well lasers with a gain (EBIC), optical beam induced current
guided confining structure and a 50 jim (OBIC) and photoluminescence (PL)

stripe. The output power is 300 mW at an modes.

operating current ranging from 550 to 600

mA.

3. RESULTS
The electro-optical characterization has

been performed at different temperatures 3-1 Aging tests and characterization
obtaining forward and reverse current-
voltage (I-V) curves, light-current (L-I) The devices suffered from rapid
characteristics and derivative and optical degradation occuring at different steps of the
spectra under different operation currents, aging test.

The light-current characteristics for
After electro-optical measurements, strongly degraded devices, i.e. for lasers

the lasers have been operated in a costant having a reduction in optical power higher
current mode during a step stress test of than 50%, showed a strong increase in
about 2000 h. The test temperature has been threshold current and a relevant loss of
increased from 25 °C to 50°C with steps of quantum efficiency, as reported in Fig. 1. A
5*C and the operating current changed from kink can be seen in the L-I curve obtained
650 to 850 mA with steps of 50 mA, in after failure.
order to keep the output power always close 300.o0

to the maximum rating. The failure criteria

imposed was the reduction of 50% or more 20-..0
of the emitted optical power.

-150.00
The failed devices have been analyzed 1 '

with investigative techniques based on

infrared microscopy, scanning electron 75.00

microscopy (SEM) and scanning optical
microscopy (SOM), which offer different 0.o"0
approaches to the problem of identification I NA)

and localization of crystallographic defects Fig.I- L-I curve before and after step stress

into the device structure [4]. In particular, for a strongly degraded laser.
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Also the optical spectrum changed and Optical spectra obtained on different

new emission peaks at lower wavelengths points of the emitting area have
appeared. Their intensities were directly demonstrated that this phenomena is not

connected to the degradation level, as visible spatially dependent. On the contrary, it is

in Fig. 2 for a weakly and a strongly clearly linked to the level of injected current.

degraded laser. Both the spectra have new In fact, the kink in the L-I characteristics is

peaks at shorter wavelengths, corresponding directly connected to the appearance of the

to an increase in the energy levels transition wavelength shift, as visible in Fig. 3.

of about 60 meV. Anyway, in the first case

the most intensive peaks are still at the 0.10

original wavelengths, while in the second

one the most intensive peaks are blue 0.06

shifted.
910 860 9No

0.O6 - X. (rM)

d• 0.04

0.02

0.00
-6 0.000 0.200 0.15 0.600
0.09010 5 O.9518 . oo0s I[(A

Fig.3- L-I and optical spectra before (400

mA) and after (490 mA) kink

0 I tFurthermore, changes in power

d8. emission appeared when the lasers front

facet was chemically treated. The L-I curve

-,0 of a failed device after mirror treatment
-•21 shows a power recovery of one order of

magnitude.

M 0007 I- 0.94G7 0.0007

3-2 Failure analysis

•Fig.2- Optical spectrum for a) a weakly and The EL analysis on the facet of

b) a strongly degraded laser, strongly degraded devices showed the total
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a)

b)

Fig.4- EL from the facet of a laser a) before Fig.5- EL (3 mA) from the n-side of a failed

and b) after strong degradation laser. A DSD is visible near the front

(1=500 mA). facet.

absence of light emission from the central
part of the active stripe. An example is given
in Fig. 4 showing the near field image of

one of these lasers before and after failure.
After the opening of an optical

window, the n-side analysis has been

performed. It highlighted the presence of a
large dark spot defect (DSD) just close to the
front facet of the lasers. As an example, the

electroluminescence (EL) image from the n-
side reported in Fig. 5 shows one of these Fig.6- OBIC (980 nm)'from part of the

defects, which act as strong non-radiative active stripe of a failed laser. A DSD is

recombination centers for the electron-hole present near the fron, facet..
couples present in the QW layer and in its
confining structure. side up on another carrier and electrically

This result has been confirmed by the bonded in order to perform a p-side analysis
OBIC analysis performed with a selective with a scanning electron microscope. The
excitation of the active layer. Fig. 6 is the obtained images give a further evidence of
OBIC image of another DSD obtained using the presence and position of the dark spot
a 980 nm excitation wavelength, defect. Fig. 7 is an EBIC image at 35 kV,

Finally, some devices have also been where a large defective area is visible near
detached from their submount, soldered p- the front facet.
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suppress the lasing performances of the
devices.

The mirror losses can cause an

increase in threshold current and a lowering
in the emission wavelength, as reported also

by other authors [5]. In this particular case,
the change of about 60 meV in the energy

Slevels transition could correspond to the

shift from the fundamental n=le-hh

transition to an higher energy traisition.
This transition is favoured by the changes in

Fig. 7- EBIC (35kV) from part of the active the optical cavity occured after degradation,
region of a failed laser. A large dark which cause a gain saturation of the lower

area near the front facet is visible, energy transition for a definite current value.

4. DISCUSSION 5. CONCLUSION
As already discussed, the electro-optical High power InGaAs/GaAs strained

characterization gives the indication of a QW lasers have been suddenly degraded in a
strong reduction in optical power for most step stress test. The failure mode was a
of the failed lasers, which is accompanied dramatic increase in threshold current and a
by a relevant increase in threshold current blue shift in the optical spectrum. The

and a blue shift in wavelength emission, changes in the electro-optical characteristics
There has also been the evidence that the were caused by mirror degradation, which

new peaks are not spatially but current favoured an higher energy transition.

dependent, occurig at a precise current
level and increasing while enhancing it.

The chemical treatment of the front
facet and the failure analysis reveals the 6. REFERENCES
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RELIABILITY RESULTS ON 980 NM
HIGH POWER LASERS

F. Magistrali, A. Righetti, G. Salmini
PIRELLI CAVI S.p.A.-Divisione Italia - Milano (Italy)

W.J. Gignac
SDL Inc., San Josb, CA (USA)

links in the second half of the eighties,ABSTRACT have gained universal acceptance among
the telecommunication system designers,
outperforming any alternative aproachto

Reliability demonstration for GaAs-based Iopcal regeneration in the .5micro
pump lasers is one of the key issues for band.
la ge field deployment of Erbium Do_ The availability of an efficient gain
Fiber Amplifiers (EDFAs) working at 980 medium has been the basis for the rapid
nm. development of EDFA technology. In its
To that purpose, a long term reliability basic form (Fig.1) the o.cal amplifier is
experiment has been designed and made of three fundamental components: a
performed, allowing for measurement of pump source, an active fiber, and a
very low degradation rates at operating specialized device able to multiplex on the
conditions. same fiber the signal and the pump.
So far, these results demonstrate the 0

suitability of 980 nm lasers as reliable
pumping sources for telecom application. 0 wo" =w

UOIATOR AC"M " N= ATEM&TOR

1) INTRODUCTION

In the last years the increasing request for PUW I.AW•O We

advanced telecomunication services
ISDN, CATV, long-haul links) has Fig. 1 : Typical structure of an Er-doped

boosted an impressive technological fiber amplifier.
breakthouh in the field of optical
transmission. New systems operating at The operation at 980 nm, the best
very high bit rates (1.2 or 2.4 Gb/s) are wavelength in terms of performance, has
now available as commercial units, while been made possible in the recent years
optical transmitters at even higher after a large development work on the
bit-rates (20-40 Gbos) have already been pumlasers; these devices feature hih
demonstrated in the laboratory. coupled optical powemr (50-0 rw) with
Either in the long-haul trunk connections low operating current (<200 mA) and good
or in the local distribution environment the spectral stability.
start of the technology revolution has The structure that allows to reach these
been made possible by the appearance of characteristics is based an InGaAs
active-fiber devices, which have given a Quantum Well (QW) active layer, with
definitive answer to the probrem of asymmetric facet coating, enabling high
all-optical compensation of fiber losses power emission from the front facet;
and bit-rate transparency. Erbium-doped vertical confinement is providedby AIGaAs
fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) demonstrated as GRIN layers.
practical components oi telecomunication
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Givn the extremety high optical power
density (>>10 a 6 Wcmý2) it is quite 400
obvious that reliability is a crucial issue, h.4,•
mainly associated with Catastrophic 1.•U.A

Optical Damage (COD) at the facets (see 3o -
for example [11) several works hayveaddressed this problem, whicir can be _ , "1_,,,,,W
sole bmens of appopite facet 2
tre~atment before coatin~22 )or by use of
InGaP cladding layers 3-due to better
surface recom•ination characteristics with 1oo
respect to AIGaAs
The influence of Dark Line Defects
DLDs)a that are quite common to 0 10o 200 300 400 5o0aAs-bsed devices, seems to be greatly I Cu (mA)

reduced by the presence of Indium in the
active area (41 and they can anyway be
avoided by optimized growth and process Fig. 2 : Optical power versus current and
control [5) output spectrum for a typical 980 nm laser
In this wot, we will present the results of diode.
reliability tests performed under moderate
stress conditions, with the goal of
assessing long terfn degradation behavior
at operating conditions; tentative
accelerating factors for power and M
temperature dependence will also be
derived.
Short term experiments on instantaneous B"
COD will be briefly discussed. , o

2) DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS

We have tested commercially available
pump lasers produced during 1992, 4W o
sealed in meta TO package with glass 0
window and back facet monitor diode; a
typical CW characteristic is shown in
, Fig.2, where. the normal rating

o idconditions are indicated 150 A front o a00 2M 3l } facet pow•ier at 180 mA. 4r-iving current);
[,th'e capability. for single mode. operation Drive Current (mA)

up to very high power is also shown in the
tl~eFig. 3: Peak 0 tical power versus current

Whuren operating under CW conditions in fo0t 8 980 nm laser subjected 200 to ns
Jurn. iondo configuration, these current pulses at 10000 HZ.
evices can work up to IA (500 mW

maximum, power) without short term
degradation; much higher power can be
re.ache under low duty cycle operation, Laser Q.ty Conditions Test time
avoiding thermal effects (Fig.3). (mW/C) (hrs)

40 50125 10,8
3) TEST CONDITIONS 20 50/50 10.2

120 Lasers are being tested, under 4 20 100/25 1,5
different powerftemperature conditions, as 40 120/7 9,8
reported in Tab.I; tests are running in APC

=mod (Automatic Power Control) with
individual feedback circuits that keep Tab. I Test conditions
optical power constant by means of the
bach facet monitor current.
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Continuous monitor of the operating
current is performed and, periodically, a 4) TEST RESULTS
complete electro-optical characterization
is taen, including Power/CurrenWolatge 4.1 Instantaneus Cog

Scurve and spectral characteristics versus
m tureThis test wasperformed on dvices

Test•conditios were intentionally chosen mounted junction up, by ramping up the

not to be particularly severe, as we current to 750 mA.
* wanted to investigate gradua, degradation As shown in Fig.4 the devices can

that can be hidden at extreme conditions undergo numerous overdrive cycles
by specific failure mechanisms. without a change in operating
A quite conventional failure crterion of performance. The laser reaches a
25% increase of driving current was maximum output power level of 300 mW
used, that can be arbitrady changed, due at a current level of -450 mA, A further
to the good linearity observed in the increase in current causes the output
degradation of the lasers under test. No power to drop to zero at -750 mA dnve
device has actually reached the failure level due to overheating of the chip.
criterion, so that reliability estimaton is However by reducing the current the
based on linear extrapolation, laser will be able to retrace its 'initial
As the degradation rates can be very low, power versus current curve. Selected
calculations are made by averaging Me lasers have been cycled over 1,000 times,
current for each inidividual laser over 50 under these conditions.
hours in order to eliminate spurious
effects from measurement resolution and 4.2 Long term tes
repeatibility.
Besides long term tests, characterization So far the devices have been operating
up to very high current was performed, to for approximately 10,000 hours with slight
assess device robustness against parametic degradations, as reported in
instantaneous COD. Fig.5; the degradation behavior, when

measurable, fits quite well a linear law so
that linear estrapolation was used up to
25% degradation.

I I As previously reported, we averaged the
Rel=, current for each laser over 50 hours in

order to smooth perturbations. Moreover,
T= we did not consider very low dedradationi rates which are below the measurement

resolution, and therefore can impact the
reliability estimation by introducing scatter

-- Cycle #,S into the data (in practice we did not
consider any extrapolated failure time

exceeding 10 e 6 hours).
At the end, the data were fitted to a
lognormal law, yielding the results of Tab.

Cycle 035 It.

Cycle W5

Cycle 01S Conditions MTF (Khs) Standard

100 MW (mW*C) variation/ •Cyle#l5=/5 a x 103 2

0 250 500 75o 50(50 3x 10 1,9
Current (A) 100125 S.4 x 110 1,2

120C70 2.2 x 10" 1,5

Tab.1l:
Fig. 4: CW optical power versus current Extrapolated lognormal parameters
for a 980 nm laser diode cycled
repeatedly to 750 mA.
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[ ~MTF= ?0 cxp(Ea/A7)

wherea-1/2 and Ea - 0.35 o.45 *V
____ __'The small Arrhenius type activation

energy and power law exponent give a
; ,,W. .=, clear indication of weak dependence of

* = m , - ,= ,== laser degradation rate on temperature and
______ ,____ _power (at least in the considered range).

Th e periodic complete electro-optical
LO characterization gave no other indication,

of laser degradation; in particular spectralmeasurements remained stable over the
, , __ ___ _,test.

A _ . Finally random catastrophic failures,• • ., u-c occurred; with no correlation with
*,I i m parametric degradation; some of these

failure have been clearly inferred by
L" external events, such as computer failureor handling; excluding these cases, the

L"~ failures came from the same wafer, posing
'-I the question of better screening
"Jirn procedures.

a •- OW,2',C 5) DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

_ _ _ _ _ Long term degradation behaviour of 980
L_' nm laser diodes has been evaluated by
L2 - operating lifetests at moderate stress

level; so far the results indicate that a
. degradation mechanism is present, with

,z low linear degradation rate.
wag r ... .•_The dependence of this phenomenon, onI- 1i .w. l.W both optical power and temperature is low,
S , ,in accordance with previously reported"M 4W am 0 = = = results; nevertheless, extrapolation to

normal operating conditions P= 120-150Fi.5 ecnae rvn urn mW, Tism = 25°C with Peltier cooling)
Fig. 5: Percentage driving current yields a median life well exceeding 10 e.6
variation at the four test conditions, nours even with a tight failure criteria of25% increase of the dr'iving current.

Therefore, it is possible conclude that
These data can be eveluated in order to long term degradation is not a limit for
get accelerating factors for optical power operational reliability of 980 nia pump
and temperature; it is better to use active lasers.
area, rather than heatsink, temperatures Regarding COD, a brief characterization
because the variation in drive currents for was carried out to assess robustress
each to do that, it is better to use actual against current ramp: devices mounted in
active area temperature because driving junction up configuration showed
current for each of the 4 sets of test thermally limited behaviour, without
conditions will produce differences catastrophic degradation up to 300 mA
between the laser active areas and and recovery of initial characteristics
heatsink temperatures. when ramped several times up to 750 mt.
For junction down devices, we can the
use a value of 35.40°C/W junction to Still, a better comprehension has to be
case thermal resistance, along with the gained about long term COD: based on
results of Table II to extract acceleration the cases we have observed during our
factors consistent with the following lifetests, a work is in progress trying to
model. find out if this phenkomeon can

significantly be reduced by proprer
screening.
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INFLUENCE OF PACKAGE ATMOSPHERE ON
980nm HIGH POWER CHIP RELIABILITY

Peter Whitney, David Darby, Laurie Scheffel, Dale Flanders, Lasenmn, Inc.
Reinhard Pusch, Alcatel SEL

Recent advances in the development of high
power 980nm QW laser diodes have allowed the 20% 100OO N2 ATMiOSPHERE

production of reliable devices of this type operating o 5%
at over 100mW of ex-facet optical power. Substantial [in
data now exist which demonstrate that the sudden 5

failure of devices due to catastrophic optical mirror
damage (COMD) can be eliminated (Refs 1,2). The 0o
available data are largely based on lifetests of laser
chips performed in ambient atmosphere, and very -1o P0

little data has been presented on the reliability of z -1 5%

these devices in sealed hermetic modules. On the - 0 -0 00
o 1000 2000 3000 4000 6000

other hand, it is well known that high power HOURS
semiconductor lasers can be degraded in the
presence of hydrocarbons in hermetic atmospheres,
which has led researchers to propose incorporation Kgum I - Example of pump laser module lifetest
of dry oxygen in hermetic modules (Refs 3,4). failure using Nk sealing atmosphere. The curves show

In this paper, we report experimental results the change in back facet monitor current (inm) and
on the effect of the ambient environments on the fiber coupled power (Po) over time.
reliability of high power 980nm laser diodes. It is
demonstrated that trace organic contaminants within
a sealed laser module can lead to sudden failure of
the laser diode in the absence of oxygen. It is
confirmed that oxygen in the module atmosphere can
prevent this effect and result in reliable operation. an electron microscope. Such exposure is known to

"Standard" laser modules used in this study deposit trace carbon contamination due to break
are sealed in dry nitrogen and typically contain down of residual organics in the vacuum chamber.
organic contamination levels below 10ppm, as The device is then placed in a vacuum chamber with
determined by residual gas analysis. Our lifetest a controllable atmosphere where it can be operated
studies on such modules reveal a failure rate in the while monitoring the rear facet power with an in-situ
first few thousand hours which is significantly higher large area detector.
than that predicted from "chip-on-carrier" lifetest After performing the electron beam
studies conducted in air. Such module failures are exposure, we observe an increase in the rear facet
typically preceded by a period in which the rear facet power of the laser, similar to that discussed above in
power increases with time, while the front facet "standard* laser modules. Subsequent operation of
power decreases, as shown in Figure L The change the device in the absence of oxygen results in little or
in the front-to-back ratio of optical power is an no additional change in rear facet power. However,
indication that the facet reflectivity is changing over introduction of oxygen into the ambient while the
time, and it is hypothesized that this change is device is operating results in an immediate and rapid
caused by the accumulation of nonvolatile deposits decrease in the rear facet power, indicating the
on the facet during operation. decomposition and removal of the facet

We have performed a series of experiments contamination. Continued operation of the device
intended to support the above hypothesis. The first eventually results in a return to the original
experiment involves the intentional contamination of condition.
the front facet of the laser diode with carbon, Figure 2 shows the relative change in the
accomplished by exposing the laser front facet area back facet power as a function of time under various
to a 30kV electron beam in a vacuum chamber using oxygen levels and drive currents. The fact that the
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Flpv 2 - Change in backfacetpoweras a funcon of PR. 4 - Lifetest conmparison for intentionally
time for a contaminated 98Ohm laser under various contan,.:it4n modules with and with 20% 02 in lid
ambient atmospheres. sealing atmoaphere.

dry nitrogen with and without 20% oxygen and were
subsequently placed under operation while
monitoring the back facet power.

_ Modules sealed without oxygen showed
t; extremely unstable operation and eventually failed

within the first few hundred hours of operation. On
2 •the other hand, modules sealed with oxygen

.- exhibited vei, stable operation and showed no sign
of degradation even after 5000 hours. The results,

0 1 shown in Figure 4, clearly demonstrate thatSOXYGEN 0NITROGEN incorporating oxygen to the laser modules cansuppress the facet contamination process even with
abnormally high residual contamination levels.

Fague 3 - Dependence of decontamination rae on In conclusion, we have directly observed the
aWgen concentration, effect of organic contamination on the facets of

980rnm laser diodes and have shown that such
contamination can produce failures in hermetically
sealed modules. We have shown that oxygen can

recovery process occurs only in the presence of effectively reverse the facet contamination process
oxygen and only if the device is actually operating is and that reliable operation of hermetic modules is
indicative of a photo- and/or thermally-induced possible by incorporating oxygen in the module
reaction process between oxygen and the atmosphere.
carbonaceous deposiL The authors would like to acknowledge the

Figure 3 shows the relati, reaction rate for assistance of Gianni Pinelli and Scott Solimine in
this process as a function of oxygen concentration. carrying out the experiments.
The decontamination rate shows approximately a
square root dependance on oxygen concentration and REFERENCES
proceeds quite rapidly even oxygen levels as low as
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HOT-ELECTRON-INDUCED EFFECTS, LIGHT EMISSION, BREAKDOWN AND RELIABILITY

PROBLEMS IN GaAs MESFET'S, AIGaAs/Gabs HEMT•S AND AIGaAs/InGa.A . ORPHIC

HEMT'S

E. Zanoni, A. Neviani, G. Meneghesso, E. De Bortoli, L. Vendrame and A. Rizzato

Dipartimento di Elettronica ed Imformatica - Universiii di Padova
via Gradenigo, 6/A - 1-35131 Padova, Itsay

ABSTRACT of this paper is to describe experimental results
which demonstrate the existence of reliability prob-

This paper describes experimental results which lems due to hot-carriers in GaAs MESFET's, Al-
demonstrate the existence of reliability problems GaAs/GaAs HEMT's and AIGaAs/InGaAs pseudo-
due to hot-carriers in GaAs MESFET's, Al- morphic HEMT's (PM-HEMT's). According to de-
GaAs/GaAs HEMT's and AIGaAs/InGaAs pseudo- vice structure, technology and passivation the ob,
morphic HEMT's. Both permanent and recoverable served failure modes can consist in:
changes of Id, g, and Vp have been observed, due
to different mechanisms such as: (a) trap creation a) a permanent decrease of drain saturation cur-
and electron trapping in the drain access region, pos- rent I&a and trrmsconductance g. due to the in-

sibly at the passivation/surface interface; (b) trap crease of the drain parasitic resistance lid, fol-

creation and electron trapping under the gate, pos lowing trap creation and electron trapping in the
sibly at the donor/channel interface; (c) thermally- drain access region;
activated or recombination-induced detrapping of b) a permanent decrease of/d4 due to a decrease
electrons from deep levels.b)apraetdcesofIdutoaerae of the absolute value of the pinch-off voltage Vp

induced by trap creation and electron trapping
1. INTRODUCTION under the gate;

As device dimensions are scaled down in the c) a recoverable increase of lId. and IVpI due to de-
deep suhmicrometer region, hot-electron phenomena trapping or recombination of electrons trapped
markedly influence their electrical characteristics; in under the gate.
particular, the design of optimized power microwave
High Electron Mobility Transistors (HEMT's) re- After having reviewed electrical and optical meth-
quires a detailed evaluation of impact-ionization ef- ods for the characterization of impact-ionization phe-
fects, in order to obtain high values of breakdown nomena in MESFET's and HEMT's, this paper will
voltage, and to improve the output power. Device describe the results obtained during hot-electron ac-
breakdown (often accompanied by burn-out) is only celerated tests of both commercially available devices
the most dramatic effect of impact ionization; in- and laboratory test structures.
crease in noise power, kinks in the I-V characteris-
tics, and increase in gate current are other undesired 2. SAMPLES DESCRIPTION AND
effects which must be controlled in order to obtain a CHARACTERIZATION OF HOT-ELECTRON
reliable operation of devices. EFFECTS

In Si MOS transistors, hot-electron effects induce
reliability problems due to electron and hole trap- Samples used in this work were: ion-implanted
ping in the Si0 2 gate oxide and to the genera- GaAs MESFET's, manufactured by Alenia for this
tion of interface traps. These degradation mech- study, commercially-available S8901 and S8902 Al-
anisms are not present in GaAs-based Field Ef- GaAs/GaAs Toshiba HEMT's, and MGF 4317D
fect Transistors, which obviously do not adopt a AIGaAs/InGaAs pseudomorphic HEMT's manufac-

MOS structure; unfortunately, several other fail- tured by Mitsubishi. Alenia MESFET's have been
ure mechanisms can be originated by hot carri- fabricated on semi-insulating (100) GaAs substrates,
ers due to degradation of the GaAs surface, to implanted with a "sSi+ dose of 5 x 1011 cm- 2 at
the generation of deep levels under the gate and 100 keV (channel implant) and with I X 1013 cm-2
in the drain access region, to trapping/detrapping at 40 keV (n+ shallow implant for the ohmic con-
phenomena on pre-existing deep levels. The aim tact regions). Source and drain ohmic contacts
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were achieved by alloying a AuGeNi multilayer at channel separates the generated pairs; electrons are
450 *C for I min., while the 0.5 x 300 pm2 recessed collected at the drain, while holes are collected partly
gate electrode was based on thermally evaporated by the source, partly by the gate and partly by the
aluminium. Next, SiN or SiO passivating layers substrate, as schematically shown in the figure. As
were deposited on different parts of the same pro- a consequence, a noticeable increase in the gate cur-
cessed wafer. SiN was deposited by Plasma En- rent Is, exiting from the device, is observed, see Fig.
hanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD) at 2. Is, due to the impact-ionization generated holes,
13.56 MHz from a gas mixture of SiH 4 , NH 3 and is usually much larger than tblr gate-drain diode re-

N2 ; the substrate temperature was 250 *C. SiO was verse current Ido., measured with the source kept
thermally deposited from an SiO crucible, with the floating.
GaAs substrate at room temperature. The gate was TOSHIBA S8901 AlGaAs/GaAs HEMT
aligned to the (110) direction, in which most MES- 70 5 , , as,
FET's are fabricated. The channel implant under190
the gate has a peak concentration of 2 x 1012 cm- 2 . 60 0
The MESFET layout was defined with gate length -0.8

50- ov
L= 0.5 pm, gate-source spacing L =0.25 rm, 0.2 -10
and gate-drain spacing Lgd = 0.25jpm. 'Z 40 -0 4

Toshiba HEMT 58901 and S8902 devices were " E V -0
characterized by a recessed gate with gate length 30 v."-20

-0.2
L9= 0.3 pm and gate width W = 200 pgm, and 20

by gate-to-source and gate-to-drain contact spac- -30
ing L5 . = 0.5 pm and Lgd = 1.5 prm, respectively. 10 -0" 0.8
The heterojunction is formed by an AIGaAs layer, 0 - -40
25 30 nm thick, on an undoped GaAs layer, a! 350 nm 0 2 4 6 8
thick. An AIGaAs/GaAs (approximately 30 nm DRAIN VOLTAGE (V)
thick) superlattice buffer is used for separating the
active device from the semi-insulating substrate. De- Figure 2: I1 and I characteristics vs Vd, at fixed Vs,
vices have recessed Al/Ti gates and an n+ GaAs cap for a typical Toshiba S8901 AIGaAs/GaAs HEMT.
layer, which is approximately 60 nm thick and ex- Igd. is the gate-drain diode reverse current measured
tends from the gate edges to the ohmic contacts, with the source kept floating.

ov v<o v<.>>Ov Figure 2 shows the drain and gate characteristics

_ = of a Toshiba HEMT at different fixed values of the

SOURCE ORgate-to-source voltage Va, with the range of drain-
iOaO s GTE to-source voltage Vd, extending up to 6 V. Notice

Sn÷-Gcs "5 ,/ AP I that ti., maximum drain voltage specified by the sup-

I Is plier for these components is Vd, = 4 V. The gate-
L-AIGoAs 4, 1 drain diode reverse current lsdo measured with the

.. .... 2DE.G.. source contact floating, is also reported. The onset of
/ the "pre-breakdown" regime is marked by the notice-

lb able (negative) increase of the gate current Is, when

i- oAs Vd. is moved beyond 5 V. The excess gate current
comes from the collection of holes generated through

HEMT ve. 0 impact ionization by electrons drifting in the conduc-
tive channel of the device operated as a transistor.

Figure 1: Sketch of impact ionization phenomenon In fact, with source floating, Isao remains negligible
in HEMT's with respect to Is in the whole range of drain-to-

gate voltages explored. Moreover IlsI increases go-

Mitsubishi MGF4317D pseudomorphic HEMT's ing from Vs = -1 to -0.5 V, i.e. decreasing the
adopt a 420 A Al0.2 Gao.sAs donor layer and a gate-to-drain reverse voltage, in opposition to what
150 A lno. 1sGaos 2As channel, Ls = 0.25 pm and expected if the contribution to I1 came from gate-
W = 200 prm. Fig. 1 shows the schematic cross- drain diode reverse current.
section of an AIGaAs/GaAs H EMT and identifies The increase in I1 actually represents a limiting
impact-ionization-induced currents Is and lb. When factor for the operation at high V4 ,. As shown in Fig.
the device is operated in open-channel conditions at 3, a non monotonic behaviour of 1 as a function of
high drain-to-source voltage Vd., electrons can reach Vs, is usually observed in MESFET's and HEMT's
an energy sufficient to generate hole-electron pairs when biased at fixed V4 s in impact ionization regime.
due to impact-ionization; the electric field in the Starting from pinch-off, the increase in Is is due to
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TOSHIBA S8901 AIGaAs/GaAs HEMT into three energy ranges. The first region spans ap-
proximately from 1.1 to 1.5 eV, and is characterixed

"• 800 * 80 by a kink or a peak at about 1.4 eV, in correspon-
7 dence of the GaAs energy gap. In the second region,

0 71 from 1.5 to 2.6 eV, the experimental data fit an ex-

-600 60 e ponential distribution (dashed lines). The equivalent
Xe temperatures of these distributions can he evaluated

'~ from the slope of the energy spectra and lie in the400 40 800 - 2600 K temperature range. Both the inten-
"e- 400• 40 , sity of the emitted light and the equivalent electron

- z" temperature increase on increasing drain voltages. It
LI E should be stressed, however, that the emitted spectra

- 200 20 "• most possibly result from different emission contri-
o - butions, so that the observed photon distribution can

"not be directly related to the original electron energy
0 distribution.

w 15 -l -. 000. 0
S -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 TOSHIBA S8901 AIGaAs/GaAs HEMT0 vgs Mv 107 ......... ,

vdsfrom7.SV to3.5V.step0.5V

Figure 3: 1, l, light intensity (integrated over the 10 V9. -0V

1.7-3.1 eV energy range) and 1I!1, Id as a function 5
of V,. with Vd, = 7 V measured in a Toshiba HEMT. 105NN
Normalizing constants have been used for graphical 10 4
reasons. 10A

~101
the increase in Id, i.e. in the amount of the highly 1 _

energetic electrons. The subsequent decrease in Is is Z 2.S
due to the following reasons: - 0

(a) the decrease of the longitudinal electric field I0, -f-ý.5V 4.5V
in the gate drain region due to the increased 1 5.5V

Vs,, with consequent decrease in the impact- 10o0
ionization rate; 1 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.6 3

(b) the possible real-space-transfer of electrons to ENERGY (eV)
the gate, which gives rise to a positive gate cur-
rent contribution, of opposite swgn with respect Figure 4: Emitted light intensity as a function of en-
eto the hole current. ergy at T = 300 K at various Vd. and Vs, = 0 V.Experimental data refer to Toshiba HEMT. Electron

The measurement of the gate (and substrate) cur- temperatures extrapolated from the slope of the spec-
rent in both MESFET's and HEMT's can be used as tra (dashed line) are shouwn.
a tool to characterize impact-ionization effects in the
channel of those devices. Hot-carrier effects can be The shape of the spectra at high energy values
also correlated with light emission; electrolumines- (hp > 2.6 eV) is distorted by light absorption in the
cence spectroscopy is therefore another way of char- n+-GaAs cap layer, due to the increase in the GaAs
acterizing hot-electron phenomena in short-channel absorption coefficient taking place beyond 2.6 eV.
devices. In the following, we analyze, as a represen- The spectra does not show the presence of any peak
tative example, the features of the spectra emitted in proximity of 1.7.-+1.8 eV, i.e. corresponding to the
by AIGaAs/GaAs Toshiba HEMT's. value of the energy gap of AI.Ga 1_=As with x in the

Optical measurements were performed using the 0.2 0.3 range. The absence of this peak suggests
experimental setup described in [1]. that a detectable direct band-to-band recombination

Spectra have been corrected for the optical re- does not take place in the AIGaAs layer. Since a
sponse of the components of the apparatus, for the great amount of holes are generated by impact ion-
transmittance of the monochromator and for the ization and are collected at the gate electrode, thus
quantum efficiency of the phototubes. crossing the AIGaAs layer, this would suggest that,

Figure 4 shows the photon energy distribution at room temperature, AIGaAs may have a smaller ra-
from 1.1 to 3.1 eV obtained in a typical Toshiba de- diative recombination probability than that of GaAs,
vice on increasing Vds. The spectra can be divided or that very few electrons travel in the AIG&As layer.
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In order to discriminate the emission mechanisms TOSHIBA S8901 AIG AsaAs HEMT
of photons with energy greater than E., we inte- 40 1 1 I HE1
grated the light intensity Iph in the 1.7 + 3.2 eV en- 0
ergy range and analyzed it as a function of V.. Fig- 30 - •= -10
ure 3 shows list Id, ,I x ld and lph as a function of " Pds64mW
Va. for a Toshiba HEMT biased at V&, = 7 V. lph Ed5 W.

is proportional to the I1 x Ld product. Since I is A

proportional to the hole current, while Ld samples 1 .--0. -.r -30

the electron current, this correlation, which holds for 10 0. .0

more than five orders of magnitude, Fig. 5, suggests

recombination as the dominating emission mecha- 0 - I - -50

nism of high-energy photons. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Vds (V)

Figure 6: Id and 1, vs Vds in a typical AIGaAs/GaAs
7 TOSHIBA S8901 AIGaAslGaAs HEMT HIMT. The curve at equal dissipated power, Pd=54

10 1111 .......... 11.. mW, has been superimposed. A. and B. show life-
"- 6 HEMT TOSHIBA test bias points /A=no hot electron regime, B=hol

" 106 $8901; #e1 electron regime).

-Vds= 5V

10i5  ~Vd.=6V
1 Vs 6V 3. AGING OF MESFET'S AND HEMT'S DUE TOz Vds = 7V 4•HOT-ELECTRON EFFECTS

Z 104 ,.•'I

x 3.1. Permanent Degiadation of GoAt, MESFET's
W 10, +• and AIGaAs/GaAs HEMT's Due to Trap Cre-

ation in the Drain Access Region
tw .4

S102 + In this section we describe surface/interface degra-
dation effects due to hot-carriers in AIGaAs/GaAs

10 Toshiba HEMT's and Alenia MESFET's.

-1l2 1ll 5-10ly9 1l8 l--8 -7 -d"6 Unpassivated Toshiba HEMT's were subjected to
10 10 10- 101 0 10- 10 two ets pf tests at room temperature.

Ilgl-d (A')

TOSHIBA S8902 AIGaAs/GaAs HEMT
Figure 5: Linear dependence of light intenst y on 11,1. o A

Il in a Toshiba HEMT. The device has been biased3 A 0
as a function of V,. for the three Vd, values reported 40-
in the figure. 4-0

?30 5. =L
L E20

A theoretical investigation of impact-ionization 20

and associated light emission in GaAs MESFET's 10 YdS6V i6' -30

has been published by G. Zandl)r et a]. [2]. Self- VIS.3V
consistent Monte Carlo simulations have been used 0 0 - 40

for obtaining hot electron and hole distribution func- V1.5 -1.1 -0.7 0.1 5

tions; the absorption and e-,ission spectra due to Vgs CV)

direct interband transitions have been calculated Figure 7: Id and 1, vs Vp, at various Vd in a typical
in the framework of relativistic non-local empirical HEMT device. A and B show life test bias points at
pseudopotential theory. Simulations have been per- equal dissipated power.
formed on the same Alenia MESFET previously de-
scribed; the analysis shows that at Vd. = 7 V the The first set was run keeping devices biased at con-
below-gap radiation is controlled by conduction band stant dissipated power, Pd = 54 mW, as indicated
to conduction band transitions, while, above gap, by points A and B in Figs. 6 and 7. In this way de-
conduction to valence band recombination domi- vices have the same channel temperature during the
nates. This last result is in agreement with the corre- tests, thus ruling out difference in aging due to dif-
lation of the integrated visi'sle light with the product ferent device self heating. The oper at ;in point A
of drain and gate current above described. (Vd. = 3 V, VV = -0.02 V, Id=-65
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nA) is characterized by negligible hot-electron ef- - tio of the tests is clearly detectable.
fects,
impact-ionization and I., while in point 8 (Vd. = 6 > TOSHIBA S8902 AIGaAS/GaAS HEMT
V, Vs. = -0.41 V, Id = 9 mA, Is = -16.1 #A) sig- ST

nificant impact-ionization occurs and I is high. 11 0 STRESS TESTS: Vds=6.2V

:? 190d-11.6103W-
TOSHIBA S8902 AIGaAs/GaAs HEMT z>" -2

-10 f

b o 
-4 

fid-. I .6.1x1.,' 
l..

"16 0- 

3,0

3 
-O6

4.5 33.4433

_20 o 1g. O HOT-ELCTR4 
-8 

OS

a Eq. WITH HOT ELECTRONS > Ig/ld=6.14x10"
3
.3

o -30 - Id. NO HOT-ELECTRONS ___
_o E, WITH HOr-ELECTRONS 10"15• ,,,.I ,1,11, 0,, 10 15

-40o 10 100 1000 10000 TIME (x103 min.
TIMT (mmi.)

Figure 8: Variation of Id and I, at the bias point Figure 9: Percential decrease of 1 vs t at Vd. =

during stress test at point A (no hot electhons) and 3 V and V, = 0 V during tests at Vd,. = 6.2 V with

B (hot electrons). var0ious 'lId.

As shown in Fig. 8, devices biased at point A TOSHIBA S8902 AfGaAsIGaAs HEMT
showed no change in their characteristics even af- 14
ter a 132 hours life test, while only 79 hrs. (4740 12 I.ld vat. % aV V -
mins.) of hot electron test in point B induced a 10% 12 - ' d= V,. % a' 60

decrease in drain current, as measured at Vd. = 3 V 'o Vd=30V. V9-n V

and Vs. = 0 V. The decrease in 1d is accompanied 5 I'40
by a decrease in the impact-ionization-induced gate r4

current Ia. --Z 6-
54 /..20n

Table 1: Accelerated test at constant Vd, = a 2 IgIld
6.2 V, AlGaAs/GaAsHEMT's or .0 . . . . 0

l/Itd Dissip. Al1,4t 7 -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 0

V9o Id(mA) 19(isA) x'0- Power 4000 GATE-SOURCE VOLTAGE. Vos (V)
0 34.85 -56.30 1.61 m6 Figur- 10: 

1
d and the ratio I'gld vs Vs, at Vd, =

-0.07 _ 34o85 _ -56.3 1.6 216 -1.1
-0.28 24.27 -58.70 2.42 ISO -2 6.2 V 7"A percentual decrease of Id measured at
-0.50 12.39 -37.85 3.05 77 -3.6 Vd, = 3 V and V, = 0 V after 4000 minn. of stress
-0.76 5.80 -19.90 3.43 36 -3.9 test at V1, = 6.2 V has been superimposed.
-1.00 1.28 - 5.81 4.54 7.9 -5
-1.20 0.24 -1.47 6.14 1.5 -13 1 Figure 11 shows the drain output characteristics

of a device before and after hot-electron stress (136
The second life test set includes tests in im- bra.) at Ig/Ld = 3.43- 10-3. As occurs for Si MOS-

pact ionization regime at constant drain voltage, FET's, the damage induced by hot-electrons is local-
Vd. = 6.2 V, at various V. in order to obtain differ- ized in the gate-drain region, and can be interpreted
ent Id, Is, Ia/Id ratios and dissipated power, Tab. in terms of an increase in the drain parasitic resis-
I and Fig. 9. Figure 10 reports the percentual de- tance, Fig. 12. For example during the accelerated
crease of Id measured at Vd. = 3 V and Vs. = 0 V test performed at Ig/Ld = 3.43- 10-, we observed a
at various steps during this second set of stress tests. percentual increase of RI by about 35% after 8000

The ratio Is/Id kept during each test is also reported: mins.. On the contrary, the parasitic source resis-
degradation is more rapid at increasing Ig/ld. The tance remains constant. If the ouput characteristics

percentual decrease of Id at a fixed time, 4000 mins., of an aged device are measured exchanging source
has oeen taken from Fig. 9 and superimposed to the and drain electrodes, the damaged region is now in
Ig/ld ratio in Fig. 10. A good proportionality be- series with the source, causing an increase in R,,
tween the Id degradation and the corresponding Is/Ld which has a larger influence on lI, than Rd; the l6,
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decrease observed in these 'reverse' conditions isac TOSHIBA S8902 AIGaAsIGaAs HEMVT
tually larger than that observed in the 'normal' ones,___________________
as shown in Fig. 13. 3_ -uInrae sIml

--30 fteOsted sample 90

TOSHIBA S8902 AIGaAs/GaAs HEMT -.

ST RESS TEST: 19/1d=3.43-10-3 
20 ese s

after 136 hrs AV

--------------- I--- -
20 - ---- ---- --- --

450

100 1 2 3 4
Vsd M

0 ... .... Figure 13: Reverse output characteristics, i.e. with
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 source contact exchanged with drain, measured in the

Vds (V)same device of Fig. 11 before and after 136 hours ofVds (V)stress test.
Figure 11: Typical output characteristics before and
after 136 hours of stress !est at IS/Id =3.43-10-3. the period of the modulating signal is long compared

to traps emission and capture times. On increas-
ing the frequency, the charge can not be modulated

TOSHIBA S8902 AIGaAsIGaAs HEMT anymore, and the transconductance decreases. Ac-
60 cording to this picture, hot-electron would induce the

1g11d=6.10x10-3  creation of surface/interface states in the gate-drain
4.54 access region. This hypothesis is confirmed by the

40- 3.43 observed increase in the gate-drain breakdown volt-
age, observed in Fig. 15 after 162 hrs. of aging at
lg/LId = 3.43 -10-3; in fact, the negative charge on

> 20 - surface states reduces the gate-drain electric field,
thus increasing BVgd,, (3].

~~ T~E ~ ~ 242 TOHB 80 IasasHM

00

frqenydiprso o raso dctnc. Fgue14' TOSHB 0 8902 Aio3  /G~ HEMT
10 10 10 610012 1

on ~IM inrasn the stress tim at 
-gL 

= .4eQ0
Fin g uref aft er C 136 1 ir creTh e of) decreaseiti da i fi ed dipe sio gmf s re ceve sa pl and atv riossitime duigvm ossrs et slre niceasing tim during stress tests af 4/Is = . 1 g- 3.43x10'

The l/dratio. The declsorepored in trascndctnc on '

Incordeasn frequentiy ise norailure mcattr mibutdutcted Cy mesuin the teprtredpneeoh
pr otesenc of s sufae orinerfamed stthes angaedaly in orfaca hc the deres of. g,(f occurIs, an

this statngsvcanobe modulatedt by large pov idcedtatin Fig. 16.gsrestssa11 34.1'
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TOSHIBA S8902 AIGaAsIGaAs HEMT Figure 18 shows the behaviour of the time needed
1 to achieve a 5% 1& decrease as a function of 15/LI

in Toshiba S8901 unpassivated HEMT's and SiO-
-STRESS TEST: psassivated Alenia MESFET's.

0.8 -Vds-6.2 V The improvement of reverse gate-drain breakdown

-Vgs.-O.76 V untreated and the decrease in gan(f) suggest that the damage
=L 0.6 -I;d34x0 induced by hot electrons is related to the develop-

lgl=.4x0 after ment of deep levels in the access region between gate
.~0.4 16-or and drain, as already reported [3]. All the observed

- degradations are permanent, i.e. they can not be an-
0.2 -I nealed even after a high-temperature storage (up to

200 OC, 10 hJsm).

0
MESFET ALENIA

Vdg (V) W8!!n -241

Figure 15: Gete-drain diode reverse current meca- - d020
sured with source floating, I0a., before and after 162
hrs. of stress test. A clear improvement of the reverse -Fu.0
gate-drain junction characteristics can be detected.

The behaviour of GaAs Alenia MESFET's is -0..,0
similar to that above reported for Toshiba S8902 -25...............

HEMT's. The degradation was found to be ex- 0 100 200 300 400 500 W0 700

tremely fast in unpassivated devices, while SiN pas.- Time (hours)
sivated ones presented remarkably smaller degrada- Figure 17: Percentual decrease of Ij in SiN and SiC
tions. Figure 17 compares Id degradation as a func- passivated Alenia MESFET's. The ratio igl1d of
tion of time in SiN passivated and SiO passivated stress test is reported.
Alenia M ES FET's. The degradation of M ESFET's is
also accompanied by an increase of the transconduc-
tance frequency dispersion. The transconductance 100
decreases at high frequency, thus indicating traps in A~aA5JG5As
the access regions as it occurs for Toshiba HEMT's. unpaswed

10w0 G~ EFT

4TOSHIBA S8902 AIGaAs/GaAs HEMT 1
10C

0.1
10oU. 0.1 1 10

Ea-0.26 eV Ig1d51 000

'9E co 095-Figure 18: Comparison of degradation rate of Al-
GaAs/GaAs HEMT's vs GaAs MESFET's.

The above reported results suggest a method for
1035 accelerated testing of hot-electron effects in GaAs-
10 based FET's, and show that hot-electron degrada-

35 40 45 50 55 tion can be a real concern for the reliability of high
I /T 01/e14 power MESFET and HEMT devices. The observed

dependence on the 'g/'d ratio can be exploited to
Figure 16: Arrheniss plot of the frequency corre- identify acceleration factors and appropriate design
sponding to the half-maziinum decrease of trenscon- rules.
ductance measured as a function of temperature in a To our knowledge the only available data on hot
treated sample after 136 hrs. of test at Vi,. electron induced degradation of GaAs based devices
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biased as transistors refer to MESFET's [4]. Devices 3.2. Instabilities in Pseudomorphic AlGaAs/InGaAs
were biased at high Vds in impact ionization regime PM-HEMT's Due to Thermally-Activated or
and showed a rapid decrease in ld. Degradation was Impact-lonization-Induced Electron Detrapping
found only in SiO2 and not in SiN passivated de-

vices and was attributed to the injection of hot car- In pseudomorphic AIGaAs/inGaAs HEMT's, hot.

tiers into the interface between GaAs surface and electron and impact-ionization effects can be en-

passivation film, thus causing charge trapping and hanced due to the low electron effective mass and

enlarging surface depletion layer. The degradation small energy-gap of InGaAs [6]. Previous studies

rate was found to be proportional to Is. have demonstrated that these devices may be also
affected by deep levels in the vicinity of the Al-

In [5], AIGaAs/GaAs HEMT's were stressed by GaAs/InGaAs interface. P. Audren et al. (71 have
applying a high reverse gate voltage with respect to observed electron emission and capture from deep
drain/source, thus allowing a remarkable breakdown centers in pseudomorphic HEMT'a similar to de-
current (1 mA/mm) to flow through the gate. Break- vices adopted in this study. The activation energy of
down "walkout" [5] and permanent device degrada- the electron capture process is E. = 0.55 - 0.59 eV,
tion were found only in unpassivated devices and not while the emission process has E. = 0.74 - 0.79 eV,
in SiN passivated one. The proposed explanation was possibly corresponding to EL2 in GaAs; after aging
the oxidation of the AIGaAs surface near the gate at Vd. = 2 V, LI& = 10 mA at Tci = 180 *C, how-
edges, ever, a new deep center is observed, having an emis-

In Toshiba and Alenia devices the degradation rate sion activation energy E& = 0.56 eV, wich was at-

was found to be proportional to Is/ld, i.e. to the tributed to the n-A!GaAs strained layer.

maximum longitudinal electric field and/or the else- R. Plana et al. [8] have studied noise in Al-
tron energy. In particular at Vd. = const. a higher GaAs/InGaAs pseudomorphic HEMT's from 10 Hz
degradation is found for more negative V5. values, to 18 GHz. They attributed the origin of noise with

This is different from what reported in [4] , where a corner frequency in the 3 kHz range observed in

degradation was found to he proportional to 1, and Mitsubishi MGF 4313 PM-HEMT's to trapping and
to decrease at Vds = const. for more negative Vp detrapping on DX centers of the AIGaAs layer, oc-
values. curring mostly at the AIGaAs/lnGaAs interface.

The improvement of reverse gate-drain breakdown Y. Hori et al. [9] have observed a collapse

and the decrease of gm(f) suggest that the damage in- of the output I-V characteristics at low tern-

duced by hot electrons is due to the formation of deep peratures in both AIO.sGao.7As/GaAs HEMT's

levels in the access region between gate and drain [5]. and AIo.2sGao.7sAs/Ino.1sGao.ssAs pseudomorphic

In our devices the activation energy of these deep lev- BEMT's. The amount of Li degradation decreases
els was found to be E. = 0.26 - 0.02 eV. We think at high Vd.. In fact, in their devices, applying a

that these traps can be located at the interface be- stress drain voltage of more than 1.6 V resulted in
tween passivation film and n+ GaAs cap layer or be- a recovery from the I-V collapse. They explainedtween AIGaAs and GaAs channel, the Id collapse as due to electron trapping on DX

centers; the recovery by drain stress was associated
with the ionization of DX centers by capture of holes

generated by impact-ionization.
MITSUBISHI PM-HEMT 4317D Pseudomorphic HEMT's MGF4317D manufac-

40 tured by Mitsubishi are also affected by trapping

T -15O*C .effects. Fig. 19 shows the comparison between de-

30 0.1 vice output characteristics at 20 *C and at -150 *C.

20 A kink in Id is observed at low temperature, tes-

.02 V timonying the presence of trapping effects. Elec-

O V tron trapping stress tests have been performed at

" 10 -180 *C by biasing the devices at various Vd, val-
ues. Fig. 20 shows the output characteristic for

0 V5 . = 0 V for the as-received sample at room tem-

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 perature and at -180 OC, and after an electron trap-

Vds (V) ping test at Vd. = +0.5 V, V, = +0.6 V for 1000
seconds. A noticeable decrease in the absolute value

Figure 19: Drain current characteristics at room and of the pinch-off voltage takes place, as shown in the
low temperature ( -150 C) ;a kink in Ids character- gm(Vp) characteristics, Fig. 21. The collapse factor,
istics is observed at low temperature. defined as the ratio of g. measured after electron

trapping tests at Vd. = 9OmV, Vs . = OV to initial
g. is showed in Fig. 22 as a function of the drain
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voltage Vd. applied during the tests. Our results 1.2MITSUBISHI -HEMT 4317D

confirm those obtained by Y. Hoer et al. [9]; in fact, stress :
the amount of degradation first increases, then de- - Vgs - 0.6 V -
creases on increasing Vd,. The reduced degradation t 1000 sac
observed at high Vd. is possibly due to holes gen- • 0.8 /
erated by impact-ionization, which recombine with

trapped electrons, thus reducing the net trapped neg- 0

ative charge and partially recovering IVpI. c 0.6 -

"0.4-
MITSUBISHI PM-HEMT 4317D

9 1 1 1 1 0.2
8 - estress Vds-0.5 V

00

6 as rec. room Temp. 0 1 2 3 4

E 5 Ygs = V r• m stress drain voltage M

. 4 asr e.-! C - Figure 22: Dependance of collapse factor of transcon-

3 ductance on stress drain voltage after 1000 seconds
- after stress at -180 ° C of stress at fized V,,.

o -" ....• ........ . .......
0 The presence of traps in these devices induces in-

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 stabilities also at room temperature. To understand

Vds (V) the related degradation mechanisms, we performed
SFigure 20: I characteristics vs V&, for V, two sets of tests: storage tests at high tempera-
0 V for the as-received sample at room tempera- 2ure without bias and life tests at room temperature

Vswith the device biased in hot electron and impact-

l tare and at -180*C and after a stress test at Vd. ionization regime.
+0.5 V, Vs. = 0.6 V for 1000 seconds.

MITSUBISHI PM-HEMT 4317D

MITSUBISHI PM-HEMT 4317D 70 -
25 1 1 1 I I - -0 Aa, -d 0

stress Vds=0.5 V Vds=50mV so -- 2 ,• -20
V g = .V Ng o 15C I .............. ... . 2

20 40Vgs=0.6V 40

15as rec. -180 C _3V/Figu re- ..,o., ... 23.... i n s .

as rec. room Temp. 10 / 1E= 10 .1 -, -_o.-
0•. ." :0 1 2 3 4

5 Vds (V)
- - , after stress ads sna0 ~ ~ ~ ~ a "-80 * .- ""It'SOC Figure 23: Continuos lines : Id and I. is an as re-

ceived device; Iae is the gate-drain reverse current,

"0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 measured with source floating. Dotted lines : Id after

Vgs (V) 22 hrs. of storage at T= 175*C.

Figure 21: g,(V,,) characteristics for V1, After 22 hours of storage at T = 175 *C without

+90 mV for the as-received sample at room tem- applied bias, a remarkable increase in Lda is observed,

perature and at -180
0
C and after a stress test at as shown in Fig. 23. An even larger increase in Ld.

Vd. = +0.5 V, Vp. = 0.6 V for 1000 seconds, takes place after 15 hours of hot-electron stress at

Vd, = 4.7 V, Vg. = -0.1 V, Fig. 24. In both cases,

The drain output characteristics of a Mitsubishi the increase in id is due to an increase in the absolute

PM-HEMT taken at room temperature are shown value of the pinch-off voltage tVpj, as shown in Fig.
in Fig. 23. Beyond V 4. = 4 V remarkable impact- 25 for the hot-electron test; this increase is accompa-

ionization effects take place, with increase in (nega- nied by a decrease in Il.1 and I,& (not shown). The

tive) I. hI& increase is therefore accelerated both by the pres-
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ence of hot electrons (or hot holes) and by high tern- asing the devices in gate-drain breakdown conditions
peratures. Fig. 26 shows the amount of Ida increase with the source open, see Table II.
for different tests performed at Vd. = 4.7 V for 15
hours, as a function of 11,1 which is proportional to
the amount of the impact-ionization-generated holes. 9 MITSUBISHI PM-HEMT 4317D
1. was changed by varying V5.. 2 T 1 1

Test: Vds=4.7 V

80 MITSUBISHI PM-HEMT 4317 D timeVg firom-o.5to-0.

70 -- After 15 hours of sess15
Vds= 4,7 VVgs. v -.1 V injection

?60 h neto
As recehied 10 V0

4 50 V..--1 V'S40 - .'" _ 5 - h*+Pd

M 30 ,'-

20' Vg-10 20 30 40 50 60 70 8010 I'- .~- 'Vg-0V -- lgljA)8
10 ---------- gi(A; 0

0 1 2 3 4 5 Figure 26: AId, as a function of impact-ionization
Vds (V) hole current l1d, 1, for tests at Vd, = 4.7 V, t=15 hrs.

Figure 24: Continuos lines : Id in an as received
device; Dashed lines : Id after 15 hrs. of stress at at Table II: Increase in saturation current It, observed
Vd, = +4.7 V, V', = -0.1 V. during accelerated test at Pd = 98mW and in gate-

drain breakdown conditions with source floating.

MITSUBISHI PM-HEMT 4317 D 
GD35 I Testpot o T A B C .

- After 15 hours of stress
30 Vds= 4.7 V.s = -.IV Diip. Pow. 98rmW 98mW 98mW 0.38mW

25 As received Vds, d es -43.1 jA -77 nA 756 nA -48,uA

s 20 mV -&7;.n 9.4% 3.18% 0.2% -u ) 2 0 - to 90 M V d urin /Ca d • st,
E tp2 V/ Aid.;

_ 15 /, \-- v=s. 4 v +10.9% +41.5% +3.2% +6.9%

10 ,,/ - v- 5 -5.3 V -53.6% -15% -11% -62%-- II, i.=- " 0 i 0 nA[

0-
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 MITSUBISHI PM-HEMT 4317D

Vgs (V) I

Figure 25: Continuos lines : gm(Vg,) in an as re- 60- Vg V Pd =98mW

ceived device; Dashed lines : gn(V.,) after 15 hrs. of 0.2 V
stress at at Vd, = +4.7 V, V, = -0.1 V. E 40/

Aid, increases with Is, then saturates, and even- "A
tually increases again when device self-heating due 20

to increased power dissipation contributes to device
degradation. The role of impact-ionized holes in ac- 0
celerating the l1. increase is demonstrated by tests 0 1 2 3 4 5
performed at the same dissipated power, but with Vds (V)
different Is; enhanced device degradation was found Figure 27: Id characteristics superimposed to the load
at high Is values, Fig. 27 and Table II. An increase in line that identifies Pd = 98 mW; A, B and C are
I&a is also observed when holes are generated by bi- various test point.
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For both storage and hot-electron tests the degra- AIGaAs/InGaAs PMHEMT's; the described failure
dation is not permanent, see Fig. 28; in fact, the Id mechanism is accelerated by high temperature and
increase is recovered after a room temperature or low impact-ionization effects, and therefore requires par-
temperature storage. It should be noticed that at ticular consideration during the design and applica-
room temperature the recovery time is usually much tion of power devices, which typically operate at high
longer than that required for causing the Id increase Vd., dissipated power and T,•.
either during hot-electron or storage tests.

> MITSUBISHI PM-HEMT 4317DS40 1 1 ', 1
-Ho-electran Test: V0 ,V a) Room Temperature. high Vds

S30 V•.4.7V -
Time - 15 h

> 20 Storage Test: T = 175 "C ..caple.
. T 'e22h h ot-el ontransfer
• 10 * - a" trap created and e-

trapping, Rd increase
0

" 0 100 200 300 400
S 02b) Low-temperature, low Vds

Recovery Time (h)

Figure 28: Typical I. -recovery characteristics for cap•vsr --
ne .r- electron trapping

t- ee under the gateA trapping/detrapping mechanism could be the IVpl and Id decrease
possible cause of all parasitic effects observed in these
pseudomorphic devices. Noise [8] and pulsed [7) mea-

surements have demonstrated the presence of deep
levels in these PM-HEMT's, also confirmed by the
kinks and collapse of the I-V characteristics at low
temperatures previously described.

* The non-permanent nature of the Ld increase )p-
ter room temperature storage or hot-electron tests
suggests that also these phenomena could be related Ga-"
to trapping effects. We therefore explain the oh- _E layer

served instabilities as follows. The negative charge hole creation and RST , *,,compensation of l/lim + AIGaAs
stored due to electron trapping even at room temper- mpp electrons,
ature can be removed either by thermal activation rVpl and Id increase
of trapped electrons or by recombination with holes
generated by impact-ionization. This causes an in- h+ h+
crease in jVpI, and therefore an increase in Ld. When
the devices are stored at room (or lower) tempera- Figure 29: Schematic cross section of a generic
ture, electrons slowly fill the ionized traps and 4i. HEMT device, summarizing observed failure mech-
and Vp recover to their original value. The existence anism a) at room temperature in Toshiba HEMT's
of a detrapping mechanisms due to recombination and Alenia MESFET's; b) and c) in Mitsubishi PM-
with holes generated by impact-ionization also ex- HEMT's at low temperature and room temperature
plains why the amount of the decrease of ld. during respectively.
electron trapping at low temperatures decreases on
increasing Vd. beyond 2 V, see Fig. 22. Recombina-
tion of holes with electrons trapped at DX centers 4. CONCLUSIONS
has been observed by L. Dobaczewski et a&. [10] in
Al0.ssGao.esAs/GaAs structures. Hot-electron-induced degradation of commercially

In conclusion, we have shown that the presence available GaAs-based FET's has been studied by
of traps can induce long-term instability effects in means of high Vd. accelerated testing and by corre-
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lation with impact-ionization effects, as monitored [3] P.H. Ladbrooke and S.R. Blight, "Low-Field
by gate cu:rent measurements. Low-Frequency Dispersion of Transconductance

Observed failure mechanisms are schematically in GaAs MESFET's with Inplication for Other
shown in Fig. 29. In both MESFET's and Al- Rate-Dependent Anomalies", IEEE Trans. on
GaAs/GaAs HEMT's we have observed increase in Elertron Devices, vol. ED-35, n. 3, pp. 257-267,
Rd due to trap creation and electron trapping in March 1988.
the drain access region (see fig. 29a). This degra-
dation mechanism is permanent and markedly de- [4] A. Watanabe, K. Fuijmoto, M. Oda, T. Ta-

pends on the passivation adopted, SiN-passivated dayoshi and A. Tamura, "Rapid Degradation of

device being more reliable than unpassivated or WSi Self-Aligned Gate GaAs MESFET by Hot

SiO-passivated. Pseudomorphic AIGaAs/lnGaAs Carrier Effect", Proc. of IRPS, pp. 127-130,

H EMT's suffer of Id. instabilities due to hot electron 1992.

trapping and detrapping on deep levels under the [5] P.C. Chao, M. Shur, M.Y. Kao and B.R.
gate causing threshold voltage shifts (fig. 29b and Lee, "Breakdown Walkout in AIGaAs/GaAs
fig. 29c). This degradation is completely recoverable HEMT's-, IEEE Trans. on Electron Devices,
and obviously depends on temperature and on the vol. ED-39, n. 3, pp. 738-740, March 1992.
presence of impact-ionization-generated holes. Per-
manent theresold shifts due to creation of traps un- 16] C. Tedesco, E. Zanoni, C. Canali, S. Bigliardi,
der the gate following hot-electron testing have also M. Manfredi, D.C. Streit and W.T. Ander-
been observed in PM-HEMT's [11]. son, 'Impact Ionization and Light Emission in

All these failure mechanisms may limit the relia- High-Power Pseudomorphics AlGaAs/InGaAs
bility of power devices operating at high Vd,. While HEMT's", IEEE Trans. on Electron Devices,
gi(f), DLTS [12] pulse and noise measurements have vol. ED-40, n. 7, pp. 1211-1214, 1993.
proved to be excellent diagnostic techniques for the
analysis of these effects, more experiments on well [7] P. Audren, J.F. Dumas, S. Motet, C. Vuch-

characterized devices and materials are needed in or- ener, J. Paugramn and M.P. Favennec, "Sta-

der to identify the physical origin of the described bility of Interfaces in Pseudomorphic lnGaAs

degradations and to correlate them with fabrication HEMTs", Quality and Reliability Engineering

processes. International, vol. 8, pp. 279-282, 1992.
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QUALITY EVALUATION OF
AIGaAs/GaAs AND AIGaAs/InGaAs/Ga.hs HEMTs

BY LF EXCESS NOISE ANALYSIS
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Abstract: The quality of AIGaAs/GaAs/buffer layer on GaAs HEMTs and of A1GaAs/InGaAs/GaAs HEMTs is
crimpared on the basis of technological parameters influence: Al molefraction in the n- AlGaAs layer. type of the buffer
layer (p- or n- doped GaAs or AlGaAs), In molefraction in pseudomorphic structures.
From the LF drain noise behaviour versus gate and drain biases and temperature (90K to 300K), pseudomorphic devices
ire found to present lower drain current noise and less G-R contributions when compared to conventional HEMTs. This
discrepancy might result from a lower deep levels concentration.

1. INTRODUCTION molefraction greater than 0.22 is required to provide a
significant conduction band offset (AEc) while in the

High Electron Mobility Transistors exhibit better AIGaAs/linGaAs system, an Al molefraction of only
noise figure performances compared with that of GaAs 0.15 is needed to produce an efficient confinement of the
MESFETs. The interest of the analysis of LF noise is free carriers. However, due to the lattice mismatch
found in many applications of the HEMTs as oscillators (e = 1.3%) of this system, the InGaAs layer critical
and mixers where the non linearities of the device cause thickness must not be exceeded to preserve the transport
intermixing of the noise spectral components and properties advantages of the pseudomorphic strained
generates spurious phase noise. heterostructures (ref. 4).

The parasitic effects in conventional HEMTs are related Thus, the strained - layer AIGaAs/InGaAs HEMT
to deep levels which affect the functional operation of derives its superior performances from both the higher
both discrete devices and integrated circuits. These mobility value in the InGaAs than in the GaAs material
anomalies mainly appear a; frequency and temperature and from the reduction of the DX related effects while
dCp,;ndent current or voltage transients (ref. 1). The maintaining a high electron gas density. According to
location of the contributed traps depends on the these concepts, pseudomorphic HEMTs should provide
operating mode of the devices. They are related to the less G-R noise components than conventional devices.
manufacturing processes and to the electrical and
physical properties of each layer and of their interfaces.
fhe influence of these levels can be characterised by LF 2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVICES
noise analysis through the 1/f noise level and the
possible G-R noise contributions appearing in bhe The devices under test are based on the
spectra. AlGaAs/GaAs-buffer layer and A1GaAs/InGaAs/GaAs

modulation doped heterostructures respectively for the
The dominant trap level in conventional AlGaAs/GaAs conventional HEMTs (S-HEMTs) and for the
HEMTs has been identified as the DX center which lies pseudomorphic HEMTs (PM-HEMTs). Three types of
from 0.5 to 0.4 eV below the conduction band conventional devices (A B, C) are distinguished
(refs. 2,3). It has been demonstrated that a low Al acording to the nature of the buffer layer (table 1).
molefraction in n-AIGaAs must be achieved to An AIGaAs buffer is used to create an energy barrier in
minimize the DX traps related effects. A low the conduction band and to reduce electron injection into
molefraction of Al also reduces the heterojunction the buffer, as it has been proposed by Morkoc (ref. 5)
conduction band discontinuity and then increases the The epitaxial growth process is a Vapor Phase Epizaxy
probability of electron injection across the potential using metallorganic sources (MOCVD). The Al
barrier. This mechanism is a possible cause of the LF molecular fraction of the n-doped AIGaAs layer
noise increase due to the enhancement of electron deposited onto a non-doped AlGaAs spacer is 0.28. The
capture or emission mechanisms. InGaAs layer of the PM-HEMTs (D type) has been

grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE). The
The quantum well pseudomorphic molefraction of In was minimized to 0.15 to reduce

AlGaAs/InGaAs structure maintains a significant lattice mismatch at the heterointerface and the Al mole
potential barrier while reducing the Al molefraction in fraction is 0.22.
the n-AlGaAs layer. In the AlGaAs/GaAs system, an Al
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Devic n+a~ cap| laye AaI layer unmnns laye Gaun bufe nla~ buffernn unuu

thickness (A) h (A) thickness (A) doant type thickness (A)
A 300 400 absep- 1000
B 300 500 absent p- absent
C 500 480 absent n- absent
D 300 450 150 p- absent

Table I: Technologcal characteristics of devices under test

The double barrier quantum well structure (device D) 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
presents two conduction band discontinuities :
AEcl = 0.3 eV and AEc2 - 0.12 eV while the potential
barrier energy of the single heterostructure is 0.22 eV in LF noise investigations were conducted to
the conventional FET as represented in figure 1. evaluate and compare the influence of the physical

characteristics due to the heterostructure layers on the
The ohmic contacts are deposited onto a n+doped GaAs global quality of devices. The measurements were
cap layer (Wxl018 cm-3 < ND 5 2x10 18 cm-3). Identical performed in the ohmic regime and in the frequency
masks were used to define the gate and ohmic contacts range: 1 Hz - 100 kHz.
of all devices ; the six gate fingers are
01.5 pinm long and 33 pIm wide. To obtain some insight into the sources of the LF

excess noise, its evolution was analysed as a function of
the gate and of the drain biases in the 90 K - 300 K

AI a~o.•G~1Al Oa AIQa,•A9 B range. The evolution of the current noise spectra as a
function of the temperatum has allowed to identify deep

A&= 0.s ev levels responsible for parasitic effects in the HEMT.

3.1 1/f noise analysis vs. drain vyltage

{--AA As verified in figure 2, the 'if noise spectra of all

E cdevices follow the Hooge relation [1]:

A10MC...n ,l cwus GU SID N f1

S - where N is the total number of free electrons in the
Ichannel. Moreover, the current noise spectral intensity

v- OM eV normalised to the squared drain current remains
-A independent of the drain bias in the ohmic regime
E• liV • (20 mV S Vds S 70 mV). At f=10Hz, the values of the
R aH/N factor (where aH is the Hooge parameter) are

respectively 1.1x10 0 , 9.3x10- 2 and 4.7xl0-12 for A. B
and C devices. So, the 1/f noise level is more important
for A devices than for B and C devices. The residual
dopants type of the GaAs buffer layer (p type for B
devices and n- type for C devices) has no influence on
the channel noise level of conventional devices.

4.s Owing to the presence of the AIGaAs buffer layer in A
devices which induces a band conduction offset of

o.-0.12eV 0.08 eV (fig I.A), the free electrons are shielded from
I dithe substrate traps. This suggests that the 1/f noise of

R• conventional devices in the ohmic regime is noL issued
from free carriers density fluctuations related to the
injection of electrons into the substrate. The high 1/f

Figure I: Conduction band diagram: current noise level could originate from structural defects
A: AIGaA.%GaAs/AIGaAs HEMT in the GaAs buffer layer resulting from the deep
B, C: AlGaAs/GaAs/GaAs HEMT GaAs/AIGaAs interface.
D: AIGaAs/InGaAs/GaAs HEMT
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A value of 1.2x10"12 
is obtained for a1 /N on PM- where SRA is the intrinsic channel noise, SL representsHEMT (device D), i.e about one or two orders of the noise contribution of the access zones (from gate tomagnitude lower than for A, B and C devices. This drain and source). Lo< the gate length and L the source-

confirms the better l/f noise performances of PM- drain distance.HEMTs.
For values of I/Vos-VT higher than 2, the series
resistance equivalent noise is neglected when compared

SidId2 (1/Hz) to the intrinsic channel noise. The slope of the plot is Ior 3. depending upon the respective values of Rcu andRs-.

IE-10. - deviceA In the slope 1 region, the total resistance R, (betweendrain and source) is reduced to the intrinsic channel

resistance RCH.

1E- t- device B Then, the equation [31 becomes:
Sdevice C

1E-12- *0 - 1a -4 device 0 Lo&, (Wa -d VT1 [41
I& I-we (V -VT) f [1

1E-13 i ing RcH by:
IE-07 1E-06 IE-05 rie04 Renby

R c H = L od [51
=WnJ (VB-VT)

figure 2: Normalised current noise spectral intensity
nr the squared drain current in the ohmic

S V - This assumption is verified by experimental results(figum 3) and a apppe<rs to be independt of the gae
bias in this region. An identical value of 3.8xI04 is

3.2 l/f excess noise variation vs. t obtained for C and D devices ; this results from the
higher number of free electrons in the intrinsic channel

In the following, a comparison is performed between the (2DEG) for PM-HEMTs than for S-IIEMTs.
best conventional HEMT (C device) and the PM-HEMT(D device) performances. In figure 3, the normalised
drain noise spectral intensity is reported as a function of Sjd/1d 2  

(1/Hz)
the inverse of the relative gate voltage Ilvos-VT. VT is IE-09
the threshold voltage of the HEMT precisely calculated
from noise measurements in the ohmic regime.

As previously reported for conventional HEMTs (ref. 6), 11E10 slope I
the evolution of the PM-HEMT nonnalised drain currentnoise versus l/VOS-VT gives information on the origin
of the 1/f excess noise and presents three different IE-IIregions. slope 3
The total drain noise in the ohmic regime can b, written 0 dcvice C
as: 1E-12 A =device D

SIIZ-SRat SRCH+S~s 1E-13
lI RT (Ra +Rs)2  

121 10 100

1/(VcS -VT) (VJ )

SIM Rra1  L R (L+ - [3] figure 3: Evoluton of the ncwmansed drain curnt
R Tnoise na. the inverse of the relative gatevoltage (f=20Hz - Vue •5(V)
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In the slope 3 region, the channel resistance RcH is component which cut-off firequency is wound 10 kHz (at
smaller in comparison with Rs. Then, the equation (31 ambient temperature) is supposed to be related to the
gives: DX traps contribution in the conventional H fIM ~s if

the Al moleraction is higher than 0.22 (ref. 9).

Sip p- &.LDrain current noise measurements on PM-HEMT for
26 pie 2gevoltage between -0.SVandOV at fixed drain bias

I&~ LA R! (50 mV) have been performed. For values of the gate
bias Von close to the threshold voltage of the device, the

The theoretical expression 151 of itai is no more v" excess channel noise presents a h/f behavior at room
A sqare epedenc ofRT o l/~~-V isobseved temperature. When increasing the gate bias. G-R noiseA sqaredepndece f R on /Vo-VTis bseved contributions appear in the noise spectra (figure 6). This

(figure 4). The value of the slope results in this zonle evolution is similar to that observed on conventional
from the variations of QH versus 1/V0 5 -VT. HEMTs (ref. 10).

2 2 Sid (A 2/ft)
RT (ai IE _________14____

B
:E-:6

10( slope I IE- 7

IE-19

I 1/VG -VT) (V-) t 111+00 111+01 111+02 113+03 111+04 12405

figure 4: Total resistance RT IL the inverse of the f (Hz)

spectra (measured at Ids=1.9mA)
For values of I/Vos-VT lower than 2, the access for A.B and Ddevices
resistance noise S~ is dominating and depends on
I/VG-VT as Rs. Then, the equation [3] is reduced to: SiA2 At

Following these assumptions, it is not trivial to -7
separate the ru'spective contributions of the series
resistance and of the intrinsic channel to the current IR-1s V" OV
noise in the slope 3 region of the Sw4/1 plot reported
in figure 3. M2-19

3.3 G-R noise vs- ratehias I-20 V I046
12.00 I20 I IE02 113+03 12404 IE+05

As seen in figure 5, the PM-HEMTf current noise f (Hz)
beha~ ioat shows a (3-R component vhich seems less
prectminont than in S-HEMTs devices. T7his could
original-, from the lower Ml mulefraction of the n- figmr 6: Evolution of the PM-HEMTs drain current
AIGaAs in PM-HEMT. As sImrady demonstrated by G-R noise contrlbuitioas as a function of
several authors (refs. 7.8). th.. dreminent G-R noise egaebs
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3.4 G-R noise vs. temnera=r For the PM-HEMT, another G-R noise contribution
appears in the temperature range of 170K to 90K. The

At cryogenic temperatures, the HEMWs were operated in activation energy Ea and the capture crs-section a of
the ohmic regime at a constant drain bias. this specific level am reported in table U.

For the temperature range 200K - 300K, the corner Device type Ea * 0.05 (WV) a (cm2)
frequency of G-R contributions shifts towards the lower B DX traps : 0.5 1.2xi0-15O
frequencies for B (figure 7), C and D devices. C DX traps: OA 5.3x10

D DX traps : 0.55 3.2xi0-14

Ski (A2 /Hz) D specific level : 1.3xi0-21
1E.14 0.06

IE-15 Table 11: Characteristics of traps identified in B, C et
T- D devices

IE-16 In reference 11, a trap with an activation energy of
0.08 eV has been reported in PM-HEMTs in the
temperature range of 250K-320K and its origin

-t xatributed to the InGaAs-GaAs interface.

IE-19 4. CONCLUSIONS

IE-20

IE+00 1E+01 18+02 IE+03 1E04 ,1E405 The LF drain current noise analysis of conventional and
f (HZ) pseudomorphic HEMTs (issued from identical

metallurgical processes) has been performed to evaluate
figure 7: Evolution of the drain current noise spectral the global quality of these devices through the atl/N

intensity as a function of temperature (for factor. The lower PM-HEMT all/N parameter value
B device) verifies that a better carrier confinement is achieved from

the significant conduction band discontinuity at the
The shift of the comer frequency fc versus temperature is AIGaAMInGaAs interface and from the deep offset at the
drawn on the Arrhenius plot of log(T2 /fc) (figure 8). InGaAs/GaAs buffer. A higher sheet charge density is
The activation energy Ea and the capture cross-section a maintained in PM-HEMTs than in S-HEMTs but very
are obtained from a least-squares linear regression. In similar intrinsic channel contributions to the LF noise
table II, Ea and a are reported for B, C and D devices. cutrrent are observed through an identical value of the
The values of these parameters clearly identify levels tati parameter: 3.8x10 4 .
which can be classed as the generic DX center. DX centers have been characterised in conventional and

pseudomorphic HEMTs according to the G-R noise

T 2 fc (K 2/Hz) dependence on temperature. It has been verified that a
1E+S -low Al molefraction in the n-AJGaAs layer implies a

al Device B lower G-R noise level and therefore a weaker deep traps
A Device C concentration. The detection and the characterisation of a

1E+4 a DeviceD shallow trap in PM-HEMTs through the G-R noise
I Ievolution versus temperature has been related to the

1E+3 AlGas 2AnG 5 interfa strufcre.
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GaAs MIC SWITCH RELIABILrTY

W. T. Anderson, J. A. Roussos. and K. A. Christianson
Naval Research Laboratory, Code 6855. Washington. DC. USA

ABSTRACT 1250C and used as pre-stress figures of merit. The
MMICs were then heated to stress temperature (170 0 C,

Accelerated high temperature RF life testing 2 00)C, or 2300C) and the 10kHz square wave bias was
was conducted on MMIC single pole single throw applied. The square wave bias was maintained
(SPST) and single pole double throw (SPDT) switches. whenever the switches were at stress temperature.
The primary failure mechanism was found to be Approximately every 500 hours, output power and
degradation of the passivation separating the first and insertion loss or gain were remeassured under constant
second level metalizations. bias at room temperature and at 125 0C and compared to

the initial values. For purposes of evaluation, failure

1. INTRODUCTION was defined as a ±0.7 dB change in insertion loss, gain,
or pass band ripple, a ±1.8 dB change in isolation, or a

Previous reliability studies of GaAs ±2.4 dB change in return loss.
monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) The RF life test stations were designed so that
have concentrated on low noise and power amplifiers the microwave input power, dc bias, and baseplate
(Refs. 1-4). In the present paper we report on a study temperature of each device on test could be individually
of switch reliability which are, to our knowledge, the monitored and controlled. Input power to each device
first quantitative results reported to date. Even though was adjusted by means of a variable attenuator and
only a limited number of devices were available for this monitored, via a 20 dB directional coupler, to ensure
study, it was interesting to determine if there was that the level remained constant throughout the test.
enough statistical validity to obtain useful Crystal detectors were used to monitor the output power
information. As we have found in the present MIMIC of each device. Temperature control was achieved with
Program, only a small number of expensive circuits are a cartridge heater, a two-wire thermocouple, and an
frequently all that are available for reliability studies, individual temperature controller for each device. In the
For example, only 10 GaAs MMIC modules of each latter stages of the study, computer control capability
type will be delivered for performance, reliability, and was implemented with a 286 PC and an analog to
other types of testing. digital interface consisting of 16:1 multiplexer boards,

solid state relays, a 16 channel A/D board and a 96
channel digital I/O board. A QuickBasic program was

2. RF LIFE TESTING PROCEDURES written to control measurement and data storage of
baseplate temperature, dc bias level, and RF output

MMIC single pole single throw (SPST) power, and to shut off all power to a device in the event
switches were RF life tested under accelerated high of catastrophic failure.
temperature conditions at baseplate temperatures of As there were only eight SPST MMICs
170 0 C and 2000 C, following the JEDEC JEPI18 available for life testing it was decided to use only two
Guidelines (Ref. 5) as closely as possible. During life temperatures in order to have a minimum number for
testing, the SPST switches were driven by an RF statistical analysis. Accelerated high temperature RF
signal at a frequency of 8A GHz and a level of +4.0 life testing was performed on the SPST switches at
dBm. To simulate actual use conditions, the switches baseplate temperatures of 170 0 C and 2000 C. In
were modulated by a OV to -5V square wave with a l0 Figure 1, the time of failure for each SPST switch at a
kHz repetition rate and a 50% duty cycle. Single pole given temperature is plotted versus cumulative
double throw (SPDT) switches were also life tested percentage of failures at that temperature, assuming a
under similar conditions but at baseplate temperatures lognormal distribution. The data at each temperature
of 1700 C, 2000C, and 230 0C with an RF signal level were then fitted on computer by exponential least
of -10.0 d(Im. The square wave bias was used to squares and a standard deviation, a, was calculated for
constantly switch the devices between the ON and OFF each curve. In Figure 2 the median time of failure
states, thus simulating the operating conditions they (median life, t50) at each stress temperature is plotted
would experience in practice. versus channel temperature in accordance with the

Prior to RF life testing, small signal Arrhenius model of temperature acceleration. Since
s-parameters were measured vs. frequency on a network negligible dc current flows in either the SPST or the
analyzer. All the switches were measured in both the SPDT switches. baseplate temperature is a good
ON and OFF states. The MMICs were then placed on approximation of channel temperature. The data were
the life test apparatus and measured under the same dc then fitted on computer with a logarithmic curve fit to
bias conditions, but with the RF input signal set to the enable extrapolation over temperatme. For example,
levels specified above. Initial values of output power, the median life of the SPST switches extrapolated to a
insertion loss or gain were then recorded both at room channel temperature of 1256C is 1.4x1i0 4 hours with an
temperature and at a baseplate temperature of activation energy of 0.41 eV.
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In the case of the SPDT MMICs, there were Analysis of FETs, by measuring transistors
nine switches available and a three temperature life test disconnected from the circit, is planned.
was conducted. This allowed a comparison with the
two temperature life tests with the SPST switches. IMIC SPDT Switches
Because the designs ame very similar and the fabrications
methods almost identical, similar life test results were The nine GaAs MMIC SPDT switches have
expected. Accelerated high temperature RF life testing had failure analysis performed on them. A summary of
was performed on the SPDT switches at baseplate the observed characteristics is given in Table 2. As can
temperatures of 170 0C, 2000C, and 2300C. As with be seen in this table, six of the SPDT switches have
the SPST switches, lognormal and Arrhenius plots damage to the control and control' lines. Figure 6
were made for the SPDT switches and are shown in shows the position of these lines in the SPDT switch
Figures 3 and 4 respectively. From the Arrhenius plot, layout. For three of dhe switches (#'s 1, 4, and 5), the

we estimate a median life of 3.4x104 hours at a channel damage consisted of a damaged control and/or control'
temperature of 125°C. The corresponding activation line. For the other three switches (#'s 3,9, and 10), the

energy is 0.54 eV. damage was moee severe, with melted lines at the cross-
over points. For SPDT switch #3, the damage extended
from the C input to a cross-over point with C'. For

3. ASPDT switches V's 9 and 10, the damage was more
extensive, with damage extending further along the

Failure analysis was carried out on the SPST control lines. Like the SPST switches, this type of

and SPDT MMICs mat failed during life testing- damage implies failure at the control line cross-over

Discussed below are the results of analyses using points due to dielectric degradation for these six

optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy switches. The physical and/or chemical causes of the

(SEM), and energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDAX). degradation has not yet been determined.

MMIC SfST Switches 4. CONCLUSIONS

All eight of the SPST switches have had
failure analysis performed on them. A summary of the Accelerated high temperature RF life testing

observed characteristics is given in Table 1. For the was conducted on GaAs MMIC single pole single

catastrophic failures (#1, 6.7 and 10) this has included throw (SPST) and single pole double throw (SPDT)

both optical and scanning electron microscopy. The switches. The results differ from most previous MMIC

parametric failures (#2.4. 5, and 9) had only optical life test studies, in which the failure site was almost

microscopy performed on them in case further electrical always at the hot spot of one of the active devices in

measurements need to be made. the cMcit Although the population was small for both

The most interesting feature observed is that types of switches, because of the limited number of

the damage observed, with the exception of MMIC #7, devices available, the median life (tS0) data do appear to

has not been at the transistors, but rather along the be statistically significant. A minimum of nine devices

control (C and C') lines running to the transistors. For should be studied in a three temperature life test. The
both of these MMICs damage occurred along the line results indicate that the lifetimes ae only of the order of

running from the control input pad to the lowest center 2 to 4 years at a channel temperature of 1250 C.
most transistor structure. This has been labeled Q17 in Improved technology, particularly in regard to
the SPST switch layout shown in figure 5. In the case passivation, will be required to extend the median life
of MMIC #1 there was also damage extending upwards by one or two orders of magnitude required for most

from the control pad towards the airbridge structure. field applications.
The existence of similar damage for both
catastrophically failed (e.g. #1) and parametrically failed
MMlCs (e.g. #2) indicates tie same failure mechanism 5. REFERENCES
is responsible for both types of failure.

Analysis of the transistors of the circuits 1. Anderson, W. T. and Christou, A. "Status of

showed no visible damage with the exception of MMIC Compound Semiconductor Device Reliability." in
#6, which showed bits of metalization everywhere Semiconductor Device Reliability, A. Christou and
including the transistors. The damage to MMICs #9 B.A. Unger, eds., (NATO Scientific Affairs Division
and #10 also dealt with the control lines, but at a and Kluwer Academic Publisher, 1990), pp. 423-437.
different location. For both of these MMICs, the
initial cross-over point between control and control' 2. Reliability of Gallium Arsenide MMICs. A.
was damaged. Christou, editor. (Wiley, Chichester, England, 1992).

From the evidence gathered thus far, the likely
failure mode is a shorting of the control and control' 3. Anderson. W. T., Roussos, J. A., and Christianson,
lines, due to a failure of isolation due to dielectric K. A. "GaAs MMIC Reliability Studies," Quality and
degradation between the two lines at cros-over points. Reliability Engineering International, Vol. 8, pp. 295-
It does not appear that the transistors have failed. 300 (1992).
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Table 1 Observations of failed MMIC SPST switches.

MMIC: Observations:
I damage along control line to Q17

damage along control line above C input
bits of metalization at airbridge near 022

2 damage along control line to Q07
4 top left 10% of chip gone

damaged area near control line input
5 no visible damage
6 damage along control line to Q17

bits of metalization everywhere
7 damage to Q20, Q21

gate, source, drain metalization melted
9 damage at cross-over intersection between C and C'
10 damage at cross-over intersection between C and

C.

Table 2. Observations of failed MMIC SPDT switches.

MMIC: Observations:
_ damage at intersection of C and C*

2 no visible damage

3 severe damage to C and C
4 damaged C line
5 damaged C and C' line
6 no visible damage
8 burned out RFm line segment
9 severe damage to C and C
10 severe damage to C and C
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PICOSECOND ELECTRO-OPTIC SAMPLING SYSTEM
WITH IMPROVED SPATIAL RESOLUTION USING THE TECHNIQUE

OF A NEAR FIELD SCANNING OPTICAL MICROSCOPE

C. B6hm, J. Bangert, W. Mertin, and E. Kubalek

Gerhard-Mercator-Universitit - GH Duisburg, Sonderforschungsbereich 254
Fachgebiet Werkstoffe der Elektrotechnik

BismarckstraBe 81, 47048 Duisburg, Germany

L ABSTRACT resolution is limited by the transit time effect of
the secondary electrons (Refs. 5, 6) and

The picosecond electro-optic (e.-o.) therefore, not longer applicable to higher
sampling technique is an established test frequencies.
technique for testing signals in monolithic Another established test technique is the
microwave integrated circuits (NMICs). contactless working e.-o. sampling technique
However, with regard to existing trends in based on the Pockels effect (Refs. 7, 8). For
MMICs shrinking feature sizes will restrict its this test technique a lot of applications have
applicability in the future due to its limited been presented (Refs. 9 - 12). The e.-o.
spatial resolution in the order of several micro- sampling technique achieves a superior
meter. In this paper an e.-o. sampling system temporal resolution but suffers from limited
which overcomes this limitation will be spatial resolution due to focus restriction based
introduced. By using the technique of a near on the wavelength of the used laser beam in the
field scanning optical microscope with its micrometer region.
inherent submicrometer spatial resolution On the other hand a near field scanning
combined with a pulsed laser system measure- optical microscope (NSOM) offers the
ments of circuit internal signals with pico- potential of nanometer spatial resolution (Refs.
second temporal resolution will be shown for 13, 14). By combining an e.-o. sampling system
MMICs based on GaAs-substrate. The with the technique of a NSOM a picosecond
extension of this new test technique to Si-based e.-o.-NSOM sampling system with submicro-
microelectronic devices is discussed. meter spatial resolution seems to be realizable.

To our knowledge, no work on this topic has
been shown, yet.

Therefore, we present a new contactless
2. INTRODUCTION test system based on the technique of a NSOM

that combines the submicrometer resolution
MMITCs with submicrometer feature sizes from scanning probe rmicroscopy techniques

and working frequencies above 100 GHz are with the gigahertz bandwidth of an e.-o.
already realized (Refs. 1, 2). Therefore, for the sampling system. In order to demonstrate the
characterization of device function as well as usability of the new test technique we use the
for design and simulation verification a test e.-o. effect in a MMIC based on GaAs-
technique with both high temporal and high substrate to measure circuit internal high speed
spatial resolution is required. signals. Due to the fact, that most of the ICs

The contactless electron beam test are based on SI we discuss the extension of this
technique (Refs. 3, 4) is well established and new test technique to Si-based microelectronic
well suited for probing within MMICs in the devices.
submicrometer region. However, its temporal
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THEORY OF OPERATION resolution is achievable limited by the aperture,
only (Refs. 13, 14).

The e.-o. sampling technique is based on In the e.-o.-NSOM an optical fiber is
the linear e.-o. effect or the Pockels-effect in immersed into the optical near field of the
noncentric crystals (Fig. 1). Hereby, the local illuminating laser beam above the test point
electric field in the substrate changes the (see inset of Fig. I). Hereby, the laser beam is
optical properties of the GaAs in such a focussed with a microscope objective lense
manner that the orthogonal components of a through the substrate onto the test point and is
laser beam polarized in the x-y-plane and partly reflected from the GaAs/air-interface.
traveling in the z-direction get a phase The remaining part of the laser beam is
retardation of AT'. This phase retardation is transmitted through the substrate and partly
solely caused by the influence of the electric collected by the fiber. The polarization of the
field component E. being normal to the device illuminating laser beam is changed by the
surface. For a trip (z = 0 to z = h) of the laser electric stray field component Ez inside the
beam from the back side of the MMIC- GaAs-substrate which can be converted into a
substrate to the substrate front side (test point) change of the detected laser beam intensity
the phase retardation is: resulting in a measure which is proportional to

the test point signal.
2-n Z=h

AF= -. r4 . I Ezdz (1)
small

(2.- /X)-P4.r 41 is a constant with io the fiberwith Perm
small ap-rtirre

index of refraction in absence of an electric
field, r41 the linear e.-o. coefficient, and X the
wavelength of the laser beam. The phase
retardation can be converted into an intensity
variation of the detected laser beam after h ii 9
having pa!-ed a Pockels-cell. The intensity I
detected by the photodiode is given by: sutril I F c y

Z=h pw otba oI- JEAZ V, (2)

z=0

where V is the voltage between the back side of Fig. 1: Test geometry for probing coplanar
the substrate and the test poirt. MMCs with pulsed illumination laser beam

The principle of a NSOM is based on the and a fiber
Fresnel diffraction or optical near field effect
(Ref. 16) where the optical wavefront at a
diffracting aperture cannot be longer
considered as planar but the wavefront TEST STRUCTURE AND
curvature must be taken into acount. By EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
positioning a fiber with a small aperture d
(d << ) into the optical near field of a light The MMIC used for the measurements is
source (distance light source/fiber 8 << X) and a test structure built up on a 2 x 3 mm2 wide
collecting the light with the fiber a nanometer and 510 lim thick semi-insulating GaAs-chip

(Fig. 2a). It consists of a set of coplanar
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waveguides with a line width of 40 pm and sensitive photodiodes, optimized for the

spacing of 26 jim to the outer ground planes. wavelength of 1064 nm, detect separately the

The electrodes are of gold, 3 Wun thick, and intensity of the two orthogonal polarization

have an impedance of 50 Q. For the components of the polarized laser beam and an

measurements only the lowest coplanlar oscilloscope or a lock-in amplifier measures the

wavegude within the test structure i difference signal in magnitude giving a measure
of the amplitude of the normal component Ez

The test structure itself is mounted on a glass of the electric field within the MMIC substrate.
carrier (Fig. 2b) on which there are also two The MMIC under test is driven by a
50 0 coplanar transmission lines. Electric microwave synthesizer tuned to exactly the N-
connections to the GaAs-chip are made by th harmonic of the laser pulse repetition
bondwires, Finally, at the outer end of the glass frequency with a frequency offset Af of 4 kHz.
carrier there are transitions from coplanar to By using the harmonic mixing technique (Ref
coaxial transmission lines. 9), the frequency spectrum of the [aser beam

pulse is mixed with the spectrum of the
microwave signal resulting in a transformation

_ _ _ _of the microwave signal frequencyf down to
the frequency Afwhich can easily be processed
ufrtheron.

a)

b)-

Fig. 3: Experimental set-up for e.-o.-NSOM

Fig. 2: Layout of the test structure (a) with measurements
three different coplanar waveguides based on a
510 -m thick semi-insulating GaAs substrate
and glass carrier (b)

S. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

The exeiments are carried out with a
modified commercial NSOM (TopoMetrix In all following experiments we show the
Aurora (Ref. 16)) adapted to an e.-o. sampling possibility of time resolved e.-o. measurements
system(Ref ll)as shown in Fig. 3. The laser with an e.-o.-NSOM. All experiments have
beam enters the MMIC from the back side. The been performed with an average power of the
transmitted part of the laser beam is partly illuminating laser beam of about 200 mW. The
collected via the fiber, analysed by a Pockels test point was always on the lowest waveguide
cell and fed into photodiodes. Two high
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indicated in Fig. 2. The waveforms have been identical with the oscilloscope measured signal
averaged 100 times. (Fig. 5b upper curve).

The spatial resolution of a NSOM is well
investigated and 50 nm are still achievable with
fiber tips 50 nm (Ref. 17).

For the first two experiments the applied --

signal has been sinusoidal with a frequency of
4 kHz which is the fr-equency offset Af . These
experiments have been made in order to show
the linearity of our test system and to make a
direct comparison between signals measured
with the e.-o.-NSOM and an oscilloscope. - .
With the third experiment we demonstrate the-
high temporal resolution obtainable with the
new test system.

Referring to Eq. 2 the e.-o.-NSOM 4.

measured signal depends linearly on the applied Fig. 5: e.-o.-NSOM measurement (lower
test point voltage. Fig. 4 shows the measured curve) of a signal waveform at 4 kHz. For

signal as a function of the applied test point comparison a waveform measured with an

voltage. A very good linearity for typical oscilloscope is also shown (upper curve). The

MNIC voltages can be observed, applied power level was 30 dBm.

Measurements below 3 V test point voltage are
not performed because of the bad signal to In the last experiment a microwave signalnoise ratio. with a frequency of 7.59 GHz has been

measured (Fig. 6). The applied sinusoidal
waveform can be clearly seen. The decrease in

S7. the signal to noise ratio results from the
"I a.u ILspecific transmission characteristic of the used

6 glass carrier.

5I

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 V 1 -1-

applied voltage -

Fig. 4: e.-o.-NSOM measured signal versus
applied test point voltage. •

In the second experiment the e.-o.- :1
.2i, .. ...... -

NSOM measured signal is compared with the
output of the waveguide measured with an Fig. 6: e.-o.-NSOM measurement of a signal
oscilloscope. Apart from some noise the e.-o.- waveform at 7.59 GIlL The applied power
NSOM measured signal (Fig. 5 lower Curve) is level was 25 dBm.
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6. APPLICATION TO E.-O. SAMPLING 7. CONCLUSION
OF Si-BASED DEVICES

The possibility to measure electro-
Most of the ICs are based on Si- optically ultratfast signals with a e.-o.-NSOM

substrate. There is also a trend towards higher has been demonstrated up to 7.5 GHz. The
operation frequencies and higher bandwidth. In measurements have been performed on a
contrast to GaAs Si does not show the e.-o. MMIC based on GaAs-substrate. Additionally,
effect, because it has a centric crystal structure. we discussed the extension of this new test
Therefore, at microelectronic devices based on technique to e.-o. sampling of Si-based
Si-substrate the substrate cannot be used as an devices.
e.-o. modulator. In this case the indirect e.-o.
sampling technique has to be used (Refs. 7,
10). Hereby, an e.-o. probe tip is immersed into
the electric stray field above the test point. The ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
laser beam is focussed through this tip, is
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Abstract - The knowledge of the and of the noise parameters are presented
scattering and of the noise parameters gives together with the d.c. measurements.
a complete description of the radio
frequency operation of a linear two-port 1. PHEMTs AND THERMAL CYCLES
circuit. TEST
In this work, the measurement of these
parameters, together with the d.c. The components under test, shown in
parameters, has been performed on low figure 1, are AIGaAs/InGaAs/GaAs in chip
power, low noise pseudomorphic high pseudomorphic HEMTs guaranteed up to
electron mobility transistors during a 35 GHz with a typical optimum noise figure
reliability test of thermal cycles executed at 18 GHz of 1.5 dB, a gain of 13 dB at 12
according to MIL-STD883D. GHz and a maximum power dissipation of

400 mW. To perform the measurements,
these devices were attached on a carrier of

The reliability of HEMTs and of gold plated brass on allumina with an
pseudomorphic HEMTs was studied in eutectic die attach (Preform AuSn (80% Au,
previous works (Ref. 1,2) with storage tests 20% Sn). Stage temperature: 290 0C ± 5 0C)
at high temperature with and without bias. as specified in the data sheet. The bonding
The main failure modes detected during was made by thermocompression in a class
these tests were the burn out and the 1000 clean room.
degradation of the Schottky barrier that ,
started around 170 CC. All these failurest involve the metallizations in such a way thatwhat has happened in the semiconductor

layers is hidden to the electrical (
t ~measurements.

In this work, to avoid the early degradation
of the metallizations, a different test has
been performed: a thermal cycles test 0,
without bias with an higher temperature of
125 0C. During the test, after a fixed
number of cycles, the performances of the
PHEMTs were accessed in d.c. as well as
in RF; the Id-Vds curves, the Ig reverse,
the Ig forward and the transconductance
were measured along with the scattering Fig. 1 - SEM photo of a component under
and noise parameters between 2 GHz and test.
26 GHz, frequencies in the range of
employment of the studied components. Ile thermal cycles test was performed on
After the description of the PHEMTs under more than six PHEMTs according to MIL-
test, of the reliability test and of the STD883D, Test Method 1010.7, test
measurements performed, the condition B that provides that the
measurements of the scattering parameters components must be placed at -55 IC for ten
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minutes and at 125 °C for other ten minutes different impedances to the PHEMT under
with a transfer time from the cold to the hot test. Using the classical measurement
temperature of less than 1 minute. This test approach of IRE (Ref.5), the noise
is supposed to stress the semiconductor parameters are extracted from the noise
layer of InGaAs which forms a figure measurements made by an HP8970B
thermodynamically metastable structure equipped with an HP8971C. This
(Ref.2) with the upper doped AIGaAs layer experimental set-up can work between 45
and the lower GaAs buffer layer. The MHz to 26.5 GHz, but the measurements in
InGaAs layer is twisted on its lattice planes this work are performed at the frequencies
due to the lattice constant mismatch between of employment of the PHEMTs.
the semiconductors and the thermal cycles, Together with the radio frequency
in case of different thermal expansion measurements, also the principal
coefficients, could increase the twisting and characteristics in d.c.: the curves I versus
produce modifications in the semiconductor V, the transconductance at 3Vds, the
layers structure. forward gate current Igf and the reverse

gate current Igr were measured.
2. MEASUREMENTS PERFORMED

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
After a fixed number of thermal cycles, the
scattering parameters Sit, S21, S12, S22 During the test, variations were detected on
(Ref.3) and the noise parameters; the noise the scattering parameters S21, S12 and S 1I
figure minimum Fmin, the equivalent noise and on the noise parameters r and Rn. The
resistance Rn normalized on the number of components on which these
characteristic impedance of 50 Ohm and the variations were detected and the number of
optimum input reflection coefficient r were thermal cycles at which they were measured
measured. The experimental set-up built for are shown in Table I.
this purpose with an HP and Cascade
instrumentation is presented in figure parameter 2 n. devices / n. Cycles number of
(Ref.4). devices uder tetfis detection

5c.o- 2de.

2Noisefigure 4/6 20c. on2dev.
SrTtw l meter S21 _20c._on2___v

S 12  2/6 5c. on Idev.
Noise figure 20 c. on I dev.

awlt teset St 1/6 5c.

r 2/6 5c.
Tab 6/6 c .on I dev.

20 c. on 5 dev.

STab. I - Parameters that varied during the test,
number of components on which the variations
were detected and number of thermal cycles executed

as before them.
IL I3.1 Scattering pa~rameters measurements

Fig. 2 -Experimental equipment for scattering and
noise measuements. The typical trend of the modulus of the

scattering parameter S2 1 versus frequency
It measures the scattering parameters during the test is shown in figure 3 that
directly with the network analyzer HP8510, shows that, after 20 cycles, a decrease of
while the measurement of the noise the forward gain, to which S21 is linked,
parameters employs a tuner Cascade, has occured. S2 1, like other parameters
named Input in the figure, that applies 9 shown in this paper, is drawn on a
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Cartesian graph instead that on a polar The scattering parameter S12 is linked to the
diagram because from a Cartesian graph is reverse gain, and in this case indicates that
sometimes easier to appreciate the variations the insulation between the output and the
of the measured parameters. input of the device is getting worse.

Also a great variation of the modulus of the
3.5 .................. .other parameter SIt, from 20% at 2 GHzSC•. (Initial value = 1) to -70% at 22 GHz

Sc. (Initial value = 0.5), was detected on one
3.0 ---- 20c. device.

-i- 30c. 3
2.s 3.2 Noise narameters measurements

2..0 ."' '

1 5....I .f•. i.." .10 IS 20 25 30 -20

Fr•. (Git) 5 -- c.
20c.

Fig. 3 -21 modulus measured on a PHEMT under --- ,- 30C.
test.

The percentage variations of IS211 as to the
initials values in dB have been calculated to -t.
be of about -20%, with the exception of one 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

device in which it strangely varied of -mq. HO
+20%. Fig. 5 - Per cent variations of r modulus versus

S90 kequecy.

Among the noise parameters, the modulus
of the optimum reflection coefficient r had
great variations on two devices, even of
about -55% at 25 GHz (Initial value = 0.6).
The trend of the variations of this parameter
versus frequency (Fig. 5) is similar for the

ISO 0.2-0,1- t -0.2 0 two devices on which it happened.

.................. ..... ...

54C.
c -2- 2Cc.S5 c '%,-,n- 30c.

270 *, 70 c. -
0 170 c.

Fig. 4 - S12 measured in dB on a PHEMT under
test.

As the other parameter S12 is concerned, it o. ......... . L,
showed a variation well evident also on the C 10 I5 20 25 30
polar diagram (Fig.4). On this device the Fro% (W
modulus of S12 (dB) varied versus Fig. 6- Normalized noise resistance measured on a
frequency from 0 to +100% at 26 GHz and PHEW nder test.
on another device its variation was between
5% at 2 GHz and 16% at 26 GHz.
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On the other hand, the equivalent noise initial scattering and noise characteristics of
resistance Rn increased between +30% and the components, so that the anomalous
+80% on four devices out of the six tested. variations seen on some measurements can
On the remained two devices, Rn had a be explained.
different behaviour that must be studied A further work with another more
further. The typical trend of Rn versus controllable test, for example a storage test
frequency is shown in figure 6. under 170*C, not to stress the
Probably, after 20 cycles, the devices were metallizations, with applied bias and with
put in an unstable and noisier configuration use of analytical techniques, could be useful
(Fig. 6, curve at 20 c.) from which they to give a deeper interpretation of these
decaded after 30 cycles, founding a new aspects of PHEMTs reliability.
state still noisier than that before the starting
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RELIABILITY IN AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS - A REVIEW.

R. Rathbone B.Sc.- Elmos GmbH, Dortmund

1. INTRODUCTION Standard discrete components and SSI standard ICs
were mostly used on single level PC boards because of

No branch of industry, besides the aero-space industry, their availability.
has ever been placed in a more stringent requirement The second phase, through the 80's, saw a strong
for quality and reliability than todays automotive increase in the level of digital electronic complexity
industry; and this using a cost structure for packaging and a greater degree of integration at the component
and assembly techniques appropriate to consumer level (MSI and LSI), which was accompanied by a
products. Failures of components in normal consumer higher degree of communication between the
products can cause discomfort, but because of the trust components themselves and also with sensors and
we place in the motorcar, failures in automotive actuators. Attention was given to fuel injection and
applications can be a matter of life and death. Thus engine control management because of the laws
safety takes prime position in the list of desired initiated in the US on exhaust emission control, and
improvements; safety, environment friendly more powerful cars were demanding better safety
performance, comfort, and reduced cost. features like ABS braking systems. This increased

complexity raised questions of reliability, in particular
Formerly, the reliability of automotive electrical because of the large number of electrical connections
systems was dominated by failure in contacts and of all types (mechanical, solder joint, bond wires)
connectors, but the drive towards more and better involved, and because of the known inadequate
functionality at lower cost is clearly replacing reliability of some connections. For example since it
kilograms of copper wiring (up to 2000 m) with was known that solder joints have a potential failure
micrograms (or mm2 ) of silicon chip, as illustrated in rate in excess of 200 ppm over the predicted lifetime of
the modern Smart Power Bus Systems, such that the the car, concepts such as the 'Vital Core' electronics
growth in the electronic content of automobile were developed with important safety and performance
manufacturing costs can truly be described as functions fabricated using either early ASICs or hybrid
explosive, modules, mounted on PCBs, but containing a

minimum number of solder cobnnections. But the cost
We must be sure that this rapid growth in the use ot of the hybrid approach was not acceptable for wider
microelectronics is accompanied by attention to application.
reliability, especially when safety is involved, in a
field where somewhat different rules dominate, In the third of the evolutionary phases, into the 90's,
compared with the previous main body of electronic the automotive electronic designers have been able to
reliability studies, design more completely integrated systems from the

ground up, with the purpose of optimizing the vehicle
Although automotive system suppliers are proud to electronic system for reliability, flexibility,
announce electronic modules with lifetimes up to 30 adaptability, and lower cost.
years which far outlive the other vehicle components, Several trends have become established in this
the typical vehicle life is about 17 years with a variety optimization process. Standard integrated circuits have
of overstress conditions punctuated by 10 to 20 been replaced by mixed signal ASICs, not only because
thousand switching disturbances and temperature they provide optimum technical and cost partitioning
cycles, for a functional life as short as 5000 hrs. of the electronic sub-systems, but also because a high

density of reliable interconnections can be placed
2. EVOLUTION within the chip metalization and at the bond wires to

the ASIC, where higher reliability is obtained than at
In the last three decades there have been three distinct, those connections external to the ASIC. The number of
but overlapping, phases of automotive electronic solder joints in the whole system can be further
development as described in the literature (Ref.l.) and minimized by adoption of multiplexed single or dual
illustrated in Fig. 1. wire Bus systems which are gaining in popularity not
Initially, through the 70's, many stand-alone functions only because of the reduced costs of wiring and
were developed as simple add-on components, such as connectors, but also because of their increased fault
electronic ignition or digital clocks; the motivation diagnostic. A generalized Bus system with distributed
being to increase functionality, to improve reliability control architecture is shown in Fig.2. Presently such
by replacing mechanical functions, or to reduce systems with 30 to 40 interfa.es per bus line are being
manufacturing costs. introduced in high end vehicles like the new 700 series

of BMW.
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Fig. I Three Decades of Automotive Electronics ___

seater

Future Bus systems will not have a large centralized But CWbk Inefc
computer, but will rely on distributed intelligence. The1- AkC
implications of the bus system feed forward into future C ntr P(IC
ASIC chip design as illustrated in fig.3. N
Such ASICs will include the following functional Drive Actuato

blocks:
- Sensor Interface Electronics
- Microprocessor Core (8or 16 Bit)
- Memory (Both RAM, ROM and EEPROM) Fig.2 Bas System
- Internal Regulated Power Supply
- 2-Way Bus Interface (Communications Port)
- Smart Power Output to drive Actuators.

A mnixed signal Smart Power ASIC technology is called
for in a high level of complexity together with the need
of a package to dissipate the heat generated by the Pow"__________________ Iuple
output drivers. These features in themselves indicate
that in future even higher reliability will he demanded
from the Smart Power ASICs because the weight of
functionality and connectivity is concentrated in them.
To date microelectronic design and technology inrt rW
development has kept pace with the demands ofI
complexity and reliability placed on them. Fig.4 & oo -)
demonstrates the dramatic improvement in ASIC meor Reirm
reliability, expressed as AOQE, achieved in the last I=mpa
few years, and by the established principles of
continuous improvement we expect the trend to
continue.

In parallel with the improvements indicated for
components, a wide range of automotive system
improvements have been introduced: Fig. 3 Antornoti it ASIC System LC

- Suitable components are now used in well located
positions. - Fewer system components used, leading to less

- More exact control of incoming/outgoing quality connectors and contacts.
(AOOJ. - Robust system design (built-in quality/design for

reliability).
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- Improved materials and design for connectors,
fault detection and self test methods. -

- Optimized reliability tests for temperature ,m. - .

extremes and shock.
- Improved development methods and tools

(simulation, CAD). Tar
- Return and analysis of failed customer parts to

continuously feed back improvements. -

- Better training of service personel in electronic k
systems, diagnostics and repair. C

0if *- -- - ___________________

_I Fig. 5 A remge Vehicle Semiconductor Content

3. ENVIRONMENT

The extreme physical environment encountered by
automotive electronic components is shown in the table
in Fig.6, from Ref.l, for the three main component
locations. Engine compartment applications combine

FIg 4. ASIC Reliability continuous improvement the most extreme combination of temperature range
(-40 to +2000C), humidity (95% at 40*C), salt spray,

mechanical shock (20g at I KHz), and thermal shock

Another feature of the ASIC concept outlined above is (100°C/min.); conditions which are not easily avoided

that the availability of fairly massive amounts of because relocation would run contrary to the

memory capacity, either on-chip or externally requirement to reduce the wiring harness. Generally

connected, enables comprehensive data collection of todays ICs are being specified at -401C to + 150°C

system parameters for the improvement of performance (junction temperature) which requires a lower

and reliability, via measured maintenance requirement environment temperature according to chip power
or failure rate reduction. Such systems will require a dissipation, and means that system layout compromises

large future investment in software protocols and tools. must be made with regard to spacing and thermal

In the latter part of the indicated third phase of insulation from the highest temperature sources.

automotive electronic evolution there will be further Technology developments, like SOI technology, may

innovations in the areas of safety, environmental enable future ASIC generations to operate above

friendliness, performance and comfort. We expect to 200'C, but interconnect and packaging technology
see. developments must keep pace with the basic silicon
- More common use of Airbags and other crash technology to withstand this high temperature.

protection. Apart from the locational subdivisions shown above,
- Electronic suspension control, two other main groups are often defined:
- Radar distance measurement and warning. - Devices which control vital functions (Ignition

- Navigational aids. Control. ABS). These are often refered to as the
- Foolproof anti-theft devices. "Vital Core".
And many other advanced features. - Devices for information, diagnostics and comfort
The electronic content of motor cars has increased by a (e.g. instrumentation, radio etc.)
factor of ten in the last ten years. Fig.S shows that by Unfortunately, Murphy's Law decided that the vital
the year 2000 high-end motor cars will embody up to functions must be located in the toughest environment,
$20,000 of their manufacturing costs in electronic which has had an appropriate effect on the assembly
systems and low-end cars over $6,000 Whereas 6 % of technology, such that we will see in a later section how
the world sales of semiconductors (total value $ thick film hybrid techniques are often used for vital
4,8Bio) in 1993 went into motor cars, by the year 2000 functions while the older and less reliable PCB
automotive electronics will become one of the biggest technology is still applied to modules in the passenger
single markets for semiconductors at greater than $25 compartment.

Bio.
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Electronic component suppliers to the automotive
Position TenperaUre. Humidity Shock/ industry have been among the first to obtain ISO 9000

Rae Vibralion approval. Previously the Quality Assurance department
of a company assumed nearly complete responsibility,

e rubber stamped by a managing director, for the quality
of the components or products delivered by the

- Choke -40 to 200*C 95%(40"C) 20,5 IKHz company. Quality was inspected and controlled into the

SCarb/ -40 to 125•C 93%(40-C) >iOOg ,0roduct. Today ISO 9000 certification calls for and

Air Intake examines the active role of company maziagement and
staff in attaining high and continuously improving

Chassis quality and hence reliability for its products. Quality

Isolated -40 to SVC 98%(40C) 2S. 2Kz and reliability must now be 'built-in' to a product as
S~never before.

*Extretne -40 to 175*C 98%(40*C) > iOOg

SInerior Changes in procedures and processes must be
documented, and major changes reported to the

Front/Dahboard -40 to 85*C 98%(40C) Ig. 20Hz customer fo.r nece•sary requalification.

* Rear --40 to I05SC 98%(40"C) 1g. 20 Hz Partnership and cooperation between vendor and user
today covers a much wider range than just the

Fig.6 Extreme automotive environment fabrication steps of a product. i otal Quality
Management (TQM) ensures that planning, design,
development, fabrication, test and JIT delivery are

Design of ICs must also match the environment. ASICs more important than inspection in the QA department

designed specifically for automotive applications are for the delivery of the product to the customer.

designed for continuous operation up to 40V. Although
normal car batteries supply 6 to 14V depending on Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is used in the

their condition, this 40V requirement arises as a planning and set up phase of a project in an effort to

requirement for robust function against noise see that no important element has been overlooked.
Sconditions which can give voltage spikes up to 150V. Flow charts of product life cycle from concept through

The electronic subsystem in which the IC must to delivery in high volume production are set up such

function is then protected from spikes by a zener clamp that regular check points are established under an

diode at 37V FMEA scheme to ensure that planned design and

n much the same way that an ASIC chip must be development steps have been properly performed on

protected against ESD damage, it must also be time, and foreseeable future error- are avoided.

protected at chip level against damage from noise Regular audits are performed on all elements of the

spikes. As with ESD damage, noise induced damage Quality System to ensure proper function of the syst'm
can produce partial or latent damage which appears as and to correct we iknesses.

a real defect or reliability hazard at a later date. Mechanisms for customer feedback with regard to

An important and completely different environmental performance and reliability are being installed. Not all
condition is that created by competition in the market- components which fail in the field are today recovered

place. Intense international competition in the last ten for analysis by the manufacturer, but the situation is

years has had a remarkably positive effect on remarkably better than previously and steadily
improving quality and reliability of electronic improving because of the pervading mentality which

components in the market environment. Abbreviations has accompanied the introduction of ISO 9000.
such as TQM, JIT, FMEA and QFD are today the stuff Corrective measures enabled by the feedback of failed
of newspaper articles, and the awareness of all customer parts must be heavily supplemented by the
involved managements that partnership and the closest failure analysis of components which failed normal
cooperation between suppliers and customers lead to production test, production or sample Bum-in or
the best qualitative and financial results is alive and accelerated life test. Such analysis forms the single

growing most effective path to product quality and reliability
improvement.

Establishment of quality Management Systems, and
obtaining ISO 9000 certification provide an 4. AUTOMOTIVE SUB-SYSTEMS

organizational framework and incentive for financial
support on which the technical work for improved A chain is as strong as its weakest link, so there seems
Quality and Reliability can bc hung. little point in perfecting ASIC chip fabrication

teChnology to sub-ppm reliability levels, at high cost,



if the surrounding sub-systems are reliable only to the - Voids in the %older joints are not infrequent in the
many hundreds of ppm level. We must thus look at the soldering process, and besides constituting a reliability
interconnect technology in general and the chip risk they are mostiy indetectable by optical inspection
packaging technolkgy in particular. for screening.

- Temnerature Cycling between -40°C and + 125°C is
4.1. Interconnection known to be a difficult test for solder connections such
Automotive electronic sub-systems have been that 100% failure rates have been reported in less than
traditionally fabricated using either solder connection 1000 cycles.
of IC packages to printed circuit boards (PDIP or
SOIC) or for reduced contacts ("critical core")
application using wire bonded chips on thick filmI
hybrids mounted on PCBs. i ii 0.9

Examination of the production process flows for both *"Z 0.-
ý ff .7 3 ppm

processes reveals that the hybrid approach can be
shorter than that of ICs on PCBs but because of 0.5 -
material costs and available volumes it is more o 0.-

expensive. The hybrid approach undoubtedly improved 3' 0.- -ODpp

realiability in the early stages of the development of 2 .2 -
!: 200 pp0automobile electronics, simply by replacing solder a. 1 -

contacts with wires bonded to the hybrid substrate. 0 ......

There was thus a tendency to use hybrids for critical 5M) 1SOO0

under-bonnet, so called "critical core" applications and P.m,,.oi, 4.

standard ICs on PCBs in the passenger compartment.
"The jury is still out" on this issue because the Fig. 7 Probability of complete function of solder
availability of large scale mixed signal ASIC chips may
be replacing hybrids because wire bonding to the jointsorerl7yearcarlifetine
optimal metallization of ASIC chip and leadframe with
much lower than I ppm failure rates may be even more Armed with this detailed knowledge of the various
reliable than wire bonds made to a somewhat rougher failure mechanisms mentioned above engineers from
hybrid metallization. Also ASIC asembly tends to be Saih- cania henshon, Fb 7th e ss than
more automated than hybrid assembly which tends to Saab-Scania (Ref2.) have shown, Fig.7, that less than

improve reliability. In either case the lowest number of 30ppm failure rates of solder connections in 17 years

solder contacts will be used because of their known of operationg life would allow a 'vital core' electronic
lack of reliability relative to the wire bondss subsystem with 7000 solder joints to function without

failure with a probability of 80%. This is the present

"There are a number of characteristics of solder joints state-of-the-art tarsolder connections.

which are relevant to their performance and reliability: 4.2. Plastic Packages

Microstruc of a solder joint depends on cooling Cost pressures dictate that plastic packaged components
h joints will be used as frequently as possible in automotive

rate from the molten condition, thus although jof electronics within the limitations of the reliability
may have the same physical shape they will be of constraints.

different microstructure because they are connected to Fore i g c n e

different thermal masses. Formerly "High-Rel" components were always

- Stress is caused at the solder joint because it is the assembled in ceramic or cerdip packages and

meeting point of materials of very diverse coefficients aluminium wire bonding was frequently used to

of thermal expansion; moulding plastic, leadframe prevent intermetalic formation on the aluminium chip

metal and epoxy (FR-4) PCB. Stress induced creep can pad. Such assemblies demonstrated failure rates over

result under typical lifetest conditions. operating lifetime of less than lppm.

- Intermetallics are formed between the common Plastic IC packaging was originally set up more than
constituents of solder; namely tin, copper and nickel; 2yas ag wan o filow st cosmer
and intermetallic growth of several microns in 20 years ago for the manufacture of low cost consumerthickness at modest operating temperatures (50°C) is products. which were not troubled by component
reported to take place, accompanied by resistance failure rates of 200ppm. Over the years materials andmethods for plastic assembly have improved such that
changes, during 10 year operating life. failure rates of lppm over operating life are now
- Solderabilitv of the initially solder plated (or dipped) conceivable although difficult to achieve. Fortunately
leads is an important indication of future operating automotive electronics is not the only electronics sector
performance. It has been shown that poor solderability automotive locos int th o electroncssec
leads to high initial electrical resistance accompanied which desires low cost but high reliability plastic
by abnormal increases on accelerated lifetest. packages, and the experience of the
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telecommunications sector can be passed on to good 5. COMPONENT RELIABILITY
effect. REQUIREMENTS.

We will mention briefly here some of the recent Component reliability can be described in qualitative
improvements in methods, materials, analytical terms where the time dependence of failure rate (X)
techniques and handling which have made quality and follows the familiar bath tub shaped curve. The
reliability improvement in plastic packages possible: - beginning of the curve shows the higher than average

failure rates of so called 'infant mortality', the length
- Method such as the use of multi-plunger and top- of which is between minutes and 100's of hours
gate mould tools have done much to reduce wire-sweep depending on operating temperature. Such failures are
which can cause bond wires to touch one another and generally related to chip package or board
also chip edges. Voids and delmaination are also manufacturing defects. These defects can be eliminated
reduced. Designers of ICs are today more concious or greatly reduced by better and tighter manufacturing
than ever before of the need to observe design rules for process; by screening using Bum-in (under elevated
bond pad layout to facilitate reliable automated temperature and dynamic electrical stress) to accelerate
assembly. the failure mechanism, or by better understanding of
Solder plating of leads has replaced solder dip coating the tailure cause.
for better uniformity control. The first unstable zone is followed by a lengthy, more

stable zone generally of many thousands hours (temp.,
- Materials such as low expansion epoxy plastics with bias and complexity dependent) where failure rates are
higher (165*C) glass transition point than previously low and random and generally caused by latent
(150*C) lead to less stress between chip, leadframe and manufacturing imperfections. After many thousands to
plastic moulding. Even today, however, great care many tens of thousands of operating hours we enter a
must be taken to minimize different stress created by region of rising failure rate caused by so called 'wear-
the 'wave flow' solder process. Modem mould out' mechanisms, a typical example of which is
compounds contain significantly lower chlorine Electromigration in chip level metalization. Although
residues for reduced corrosion failures under it is the guiding principle in automotive electronic
temperature/humidity/bias conditions. Low cost reliability that the electronics should not fail in 30
oxidised copper leadframes have better thermal years of life, experience shows that the actual operating
conductivity to remove heat dissipation and better life of the electronic components during this 30 years
adhesion to the mould compound than previously used is probably less than 2000 hours, such that most
Alloy 42 leadframes. automotive electronics never enter the wear-out

mechanism region. Automotive electronics is much
- Analytical Techniques such as the use of high more plagued by the variety of overstress conditions
resolution X-ray inspection of bond wires and which can occur starting with the 2000 to 4000 switch
postmould mechanical defects, together with the on/off cycles which occur during this short operational
Scanning Acoustic Microscope (SAM) to check for life. A list of known disturbance signals, fig.8, has
poor adhesion and delamination of the plastic at the been quantified under ISO 7637 and SAEJI 113 and is
chip surface have enabled significant improvement in led in importance by the 'load dump' voltage spike,
quality, followed by the voltage stress condition caused by the

back-e.m.f. from inductive loads. We shall see later
-Manual Handline of the components during assembly how system design tries to deal with these voltage
is the cause of many of the defects which effect overstreses. We must also not forget that some of the
reliability, such that replacement of present semi- 2000 switching cycles mentioned in total lifetime
automatic machines with complete automation would above can be accompanied by extreme temperature
bring further progress for improved quality and cycles (-40°C to 150*C); that 5000 hours of salt spray
reliability in the future. Careless manual handling and high vibration/shock levels are possible during
during assembly can also lead to E.S.D. defects and operation, and 150 hours of high level humidity under
soft E.S.D. defects, even when surface coated non-operating conditions could also be encountered,
antistatic device tubes have been replaced by volume under extreme circumstances.
conducting tubes to protect known weakly ESD Basically the requirement of any High-Reliability
protected circuit I/Os. system is to have 'Zero Failures' upon delivery of the

component and the minimum number thereafter during
This is but a brief summary of the interconnection and normal operating lifetime. The 'upon delivery'
packaging methods being attempted for low cost but requirement is more easily met, particulady if the
high reliability automotive electronic modules, but we infant mortality devices have been eliminated by Bum-
hope it is sufficient to show that good progress has in screening, and reasonable guard-banding of these
been made and further scope exists to enable yet higher tested electrical parameters is performed.
reliability levels in the future.
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Poll Pousma (IS DP 763711 SPC and Waf'er Level Reliability Testing. We shall
T)p t ~V r do 'T '2 ~ ~address both of thewepoints in detail in later sections,

I IOVY list 2m. 0.5-S. 200m )o but they are mentioned herm to illustrate the growing
2 as lGV Ile 50lia 0.5-5s 200=. 10 tendency to fix problems at source rather than screwn
3 Pnq. toetOOY *4 100A 100PA loow. ___s out defects after manufacture. The sa&e customer

4 ~ ~ o 4.7 2. 1w. 0- ls 0.5-20. 0(htow cooperative and open mentality can also be seen in the
0.01 4Vfact that the leading component suppliers now putblish

5 C7V 26. 5 < tas4"004oo~ - 0.3-4 present and target quality standarda, as example in
8a.se, 0t S Fig. 10, which specify all aspects of the nanufacturing

7 0-80V 5-10111w.11001A 10 process from incoming materials to shipped product
and include:
- Lot Reject Rate, LRR (%), Incomtng Materials.

Rg. 8 Volmage'mla~g, of pulwsesor test stndard - Defect Density (def.Icm 2Ilevel) during Wafer
(autnsore)manufaicture.

(autmotve)- Quality Levels on Final Product (LPR, AIQ,
AOQ-Electrical /Visual).

We have seen previously in Fig.4 how the Average - Reliability/ Life-Test Results on sampled final
outgoing Quality Estimator for cumulative electrical product.
defects (AOQE) has been continuously improved by - SPC results for Waferfab and Back-End Assembly.
the automotive component suppliers. Between 1985 In the last 10 years the following progress has been
and 1993 the cumulative electrical AOQ has been demonstrated in these areas:
reduced from 200 ppm, to the region of 4-8 ppm. At - Lot Reject Rates of both incoming material and
the same time the AOQ for visual reject rate has also material in process have been reduced from 10%
been reduced to 4 ppm. By 1995 it is required that to less than I %.
both of these defect levels are defined as 'Zero- - Detect Denstties per layer tn waferfalb have been
Defects'. However, the more difficult task is to reduced from I def/cml at 0.Spm particle size to
eliminate random defects which occur in the field, below 0. 1 deflcm2 at 0.3jtm particle size, not
where often the first year under guarantee is used towihtnng hater exss neponil

defie te tie prio. Weseebelw inFig9 ~increase in particle number with reduced particle
results from several! suppliers for 1993 together with size for both air-bomne and liquid-borne particles.
targets now being set for 1995: Strictly speaking, - 1000 hour (at TJmax) Lifetest failures have been

hbrids and PCBs should not be directly compared reduced from IS (10k ppm) to 400 ppm andJwith I~,but they are included for completeness. Temperature Humidity Bias (THB) at 850C/85*
Ri-I. hav'e been reduced to about the same levels.

1993 1995 1993 1993

(a)Cu. letr AO: Result Reauirem. 1. MATERIAL QUALITY

-All components, <4ppm Oppm defects tInaitiing LRR (%I < 0.5 <0.5
subsystems 2 RDC VRG ULT

()Failures in Field .ROUTAEGEQALY

- ASICs (Volume < Sppm <2ppm 3. PRODUCT RELIABILITY (Failure rate)
Production)

- Standard Hybrid <lo0ppm <2ppm Short terin 0 300 h.'nr,) 0.3 0.03
- Custom Hybrid < l0ppm <5ppm Long termn (FIT) 40 10

- PCB Subsstem < 50ppm < 30ppm 4. WAFER FABiRICATION & ASSEMBLY

Fg9OgigRfai&Improvemeal Crit.parent.Cpk k2 z 50% a 75%
Flg9 ngla ReiailtyCrit. parson. Cpk k 1.33 295% Z95%

Crit, pareon. Cpk < 1.33 Z2% 0%

Presently the 1995 target resuts can only be met using
extensive Bumn-in programmes, but most suppliers are Fig. 10 Quality & Reliability Standards 1993-199S
well under way with a newer methodology to prevent
the process related defects at source by extensive use of
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Statistical Process Control, not applied 10 years shock, vibration, centrifuge, or mechanical shock, or it
ago, has been introduced and Cpk values have can also include visual or X-ray inspection.
been continually improved from 1.0 to greater Bum-in/Screening can be used in the combination of
than 2.0, over the critical definition points 1.33 (3 pre-condilioning and test to elliminate those devices
sigma) and 1.66 (5 sigma). Normally 1994 which would otherwise have failed early in life.
waferfabs have 100% of all critical process steps at Typically Bum-in is conducted under dynamic
Cpk>1.33 and 60% with Cpk> 2 .0. Similar conditions (i.e. the device is exercised with a test
vilues are reported for machine capability. Ck. pattern) at 125SC for 48hours (MIL-STD-883 or
The SGS-Thomson SURE 6 handbook (Ref.3) is a CECC 90000 standards) before a final electrical test is
good example of the wealth of reliability data performed.
available from IC vendors. Failure analysis, failure documentation, feedback and

corrective action are an essential part of the procedure,
The reliability requirement and method outlined above in a quest for continuous product improvement.
are under continuous review, both internally in
component manufacturers, and also by means of We have seen in our definition of component reliability
quality audits performed by the automotive customers, requirements that ASIC failure rates in the field can
By setting new targets on a yearly basis, continuous presently only he brought into the lppm level with the
improvement is guaranteed. aid of Burn-in, but Bum-in is a costly and time

consuming process. We want therefore to examine the
Under the title 'Qualification', the automotive Bum-in process and to see if we can find sensible
customer today has a relatively broad view of what he measures by which it can either be reduced or
expects from a product, and the purpose of eliminated. Without degrading product quality and
qualification can be stated as: reliability.
- Safeguarding the Quality and Reliability of the

product through all steps; Concept, Design Since our aim is to fix the problem at source we should
Development, Process Development, Production ask how the product quality is related to the
and Testing. manufacturing process. In general we can observe that

- Establishing and mutually agreeing Quality and both yield and quality problems are most pronounced
Screening Levels and Procedures, especially either at the start-up phase of a new manufacturing
during the ramp-up phase from development into process, or when a new device or application is run on
full production. an existing technology. It is reasonable to assume that

- Establishing the characteristics and application in the former case improved AOQ can be achieved by
features of the component especially with regard to optimising the manufacturing process using SPC
its suitability for the planned application. It is also methods, and in the latter case we have either
essential to characterize a good number (3-5) of insufficient test cover, electrical guardbanding, or
process batches for this last exercise, weak design. The latter can of course be much

improved by increased use of Design for Testability
6. AUTOMOTIVE and Built-in Self Test.

TEST/SCREENINGIBURN-IN If the problem is a reliability problem of infant
mortality or lifetest failures, we should first look for a

Testing of automotive components in plastic packages design or technological weakness, fix this by redesign
is a lengthy and costly process. Whereas consumer ICs or process change and check improvement by
can use extrapolation methods to guarantee performing 48hr Bum-in. If we suspect a fabrication
specification across the operating temperature range, problem, both Bum-in and improvement of the
automotive ASICs are tested at -40°C, 25*C and 85°C manufacturing process must be performed.
before being bumned-in and then retested at 25"C.
Most IC manufacturers are working towards reduction Before we try to replace Bum-in by other methods we
or elimination of Bum-in while simultaneously should first examine its advantages and disadvantages:
improving both quality and reliability of the products.
Test is that sorting procedure which establishes if an Advantaies:
electronic component functions (or not) according to - Infant mortality failures can be reduced
specification at a fixed point in time. Screening by (Established method).
Bum-in stimulates a component with the objective of - It can be performed independently of manufacturer
making testable or visible those latent failures which by device user.
become infant mortality in the application and which - It can be reduced or eliminated when quality
were not recognisable at the original test. Screening improves with improved or prolonged
can involve a number of pre-stress conditions such as manufacturing.
high temperature storage, Bum-in, temp.cycle, temp. - 100% Screening of small quantities of components

improves quality.
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- Indications of reliability in the field is gained from Subesequent batches receive 100% bum-in on a
Bum-in results, reducing proportion of the whole batch.

When a low and stable failure rate from bum-in is
Disedvantsmw: achieved and sampling plan of LTPD 2 is installed,
- Bum-in/Screaning cannot solve all reliability- purely asa monitor.

problem.
- it is costly to perform.
- A longer manufacturing chain results.
- Extra and incorrect handling in test can lead to

yield loss, latent ESD failures or bent lead, 4
coplanarity, soldering problems (SOICs). 3

Since Bum-in is such a time consuming and costly
business, much thought is being given to forcing the 2
learning curve such that 100% Bum-in can quickly
give way to sample Burn-in and eventually Bum-in can 0 m - _---g i,=..._At

be eliminated completely. Avenues of approach are:- t 3 3 7 9 It 13

- Optimise the whole frontend and backend Batch Number
manufacturing processes using SPC methods,
including the part process Burn-in.

- Analysis of both Burm-in failures and field Fig. I1 Failure rate improvement by systematic
failures. Burn in

- Tracing failure causes to the real origin in either
waferfab, assembly, or test area and taking
appropriate corrective action. It is not sufficient Fig. II shows an example of the improvement of a
merely to quote the fail binning from electrical typical automotive product subjected to the scheme
test. outlined above.
-Developing a strategy to eliminate Bum-tn
altogether. 7. IN PROCESS RELIABILITY

eGnerally a close cooperation between IC manufacturer
and user is essential to developing both a beneficial It is modem practice in qualifying a new technology
strategy and a positive 'mind set'. On no account must for practically any new application, to examine and
the user allow the supplier to simply replace defective qualify the individual critical process steps. The same
parts. methodology is then employed for continuous process
An effective strategy involves replacing Bum-in monitoring and improvement.
investment with investment in quality and reliablity Main elements for examination are: -

methods in waferfab and test (e.g. SPC and Wafer - Active Gate Oxide Quality.
level Reliability Methods). It must also be realised that - Hot Carrier Injection Effects.
quality costs reduce with increased volume, so s user is - Electromigration in Metalization.
unwise to split volume between too many suppliers. - Other Wafer Level Reliability

Measures.
A typical strategy for the start-up phase of a new ASIC - E.S.D. Protection.
device is as follows:- This is but a short list of the many factors which are
- The user bears some part of the extra cost involved actually examined to create and maintain reliability.

in obtaining higher defined and guaranteed quality Many of the tests can be performed at wafer level
in the start-up phase only. The user does not pay without encapsulating the test device.
for extra Bum-in, nor does he dictate which tools

or methods are used. Gate Oxide Oualitv is generally tested on a statistical
- The ASIC manufacturer invests in failure analysis basis by applying electric field stress to gate oxide

and feedback of results to continuously improve capacitors in the form of a time dependent voltage
quality, such that the number of batches requiring ramp of IMV/cm.sec., and measuring the distribution
Burm-in is minimized, of electric fields at which the capacitors break down.

- The target for Bum-in failure rate is< 0.3%. For silicon dioxide the breakdown field , Ebd peaks at
- A quality plan with the following features is about 12MV/cm. but apart from this we can establish

installed: - from the teat the number and distribution of defects
Every batch is sampled to LTPD 0.3, and batches not causing early breakdown and auke extrapolation of the
reaching this quality are 100% burned-in and tested. Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB).
The first few batches of a new ASIC product are in any TDDB which is used to give an indication of the long
case completely burned-in. term reliablity of the device, is extracted from the Ebd

distribution using the well established Berman method.
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Correlation is made between TDDB and lifetest results at the drain corner initially imparts sufficient energy
on final devices at elevated temperature, see Fig. 12, (ca. 1.5 eV) for these so called 'hot electrons to camse
such that a method is established for the fast and impact ionization or the creation of electron/hole pairs
routine checking of potential reliability problems, and which can be detected by the onset of the substrate
a route is created for monitoring continuous current. If the carriers gain 34 eV from the field or by
improvement of the process. collision, they can be injected into the gate oxide above

the channel region to degrade the transistor parameters
100 iin a number of ways. Changes occur in the threshold

voltage. Vt, and degradation in current drive capability

j occurs in both linear (Ilin) and sauration (lDsat)
regions of transistor operations. Furthermore channel
shortening effects from the injected charge can change

both transistor transconductance and sub-threshold
slope. Transistors are designed with spacers and

1 processed with low doped drain regions (LDD) to
0 5 10 IIs 20 2S 30 3S mnimize hot carrier degradation and reliability studies

I, ITba b.- are performed to relate measured transistor parameters

Operatig Conditions : E - 3MV/cm under normal and stress conditions to the operating
T = 250"C lifetime. Generally maximum substrate curren, Ib (IA/

Fig. 12 Correlation of TDDB with Ilfetest faiures gm width), which occurs at about VG=VD/2,
indicates the maximum stress condition which can be(Berman method) correlated with operating lifetime, the limit of which is

often defined by a 10% change in IDsat. Using the
We have described here one of the tests performed, but method and model of Takeda, operating lifetime can be
Win practice this is supplemented by Current Stepped extrapolated from the measurements taken under stress.
inpractie this iso (pplemented byCurent Soteped Fig. 14 shows typical Takeda plot for 0.7Tm N- and P-
Charge to Breakdown (Qbd) and Constant Voltage channel transistors. Properly designed and fabricated
tests. The present status in VLSI technology is that
i oxide quality of ]im gate oxides for 0.5ism CMOS sub-micron transitors have expected lifetimes well in

n q excess of 10 years, and we should mention that the
guarantee greater than 15 year lifetime at 5V and effects described are only weakly temperature

10 FIT at 1500C. dependent.

Hot Carrier Iniection into the gate oxide of sub-micron E÷12

channel length ULSI transistors can cause change and .I \N F
degradation of the transistor parameters leading to E+11

reliability problems. Because of the higher mobility of E+10
electrons compared with holes this is primarily an N- E+9
channel transistor effect, although degradation of very
short channel P-channel can also be measured. E+8 _10 yars _10 _

E.7

04m -11 E+64P

ilc-./ /7i " -I I IEI I
*o'5m * @i0 ' -- • E-12 E- E- E4J E4 E-7 E4 El E4 ES

•v•Fig 14 Hot carmer l~i tutu degradatlou. correlated to
substrate current (Isx) (Takeda)

Fig 3 Ro caner ffecs LaN-dennerensuor Much interesing work is being conuceted in this area
S• to explain such effects as the deleter ious effects of

SFilg.13 iflutrates the siuto whr xoeta multi-level metalization and worse degradation under
i ~increase of latera electric field in the deltonrgo AC rather than DC operation of circuits.
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- Stress in metal lines causes both 'hillocks' and
Elctromiration Effects in IC Metalization, have been poor EM performance, so the former is an
the subject of intensive study since the 1960's. indication of the latter.
Basically when current flows at elevated temperature - Titanium nitride, TiN, used in metalization
(>150

0
C) in thin films of metal (Aluminium) with layering has excellent EM hardness.

grain structure, material transport which occurs at an Tests for life performance of contacts and vius follows
atomic level can create voids and breaks (open circuits) similar lines to the details given above. Great care is
in the metal tracks. The effect called taken that metalization layers adequately contour
'Electromigration' is strongly dependent on current contact/ via edges and that barrier layers to prevent
density, temperature, film stress and composition. 'spiking' of underlying junctions remain effective.
Black's famous equation for Mean Time to Fail: Other Wafer Level Reliability 1WVLR• MelaSUre are too

MTF - A J n Exp (Ea/kT) numerous to be covered adequately in a review Paper,
allows us to establish to coefficients A, n and Ea and although the topics covered so far in this section
experimentally and to some degree to correlate can fall into the category Wafer Level Reliability it is
expected performance (MTF) in the field with the useful to look at some of the advantages of WLR
results of accelerated lifetest performance at elevated method since they are becoming increasingly practiced.
temperature. WLR encourages built-in reliability as a
Automotive electronics represents 'life-in-the-fast-lane' -eplacement for the more traditional tested-in
because IC surface temperatures of 150*C, which were methods. It is possible that this is the only way to
formerly considered appropriate for accelerated lifetest, achieve 10 FIT (0.001% per 1000 Hr.) reliability
are now encountered in underbonnet automotive levels.
applications. Normally aluminium metalization in - WLR is cost effective by aiming at short, typically
ULSI technology design rules is specified for a current 30 see., test times. And since it is less costly it can
density of 0.2E6 A/cm

2 
at 100°C to give an operating be more widely and more uniformly applied for

life (defined by 10% resistance change) in excess of 30 uniformly high reliability levels.
years (for 10 FIT). - Real time measurement allows a short feedback
Fast test methods for electromigration like BEM loop for corrective measures, compared with the
(Breakdown Energy of Metals) and SWEAT (Standard weeks and months of lifetest on finished parts.
Waferlevel E-M Acceleration Test) are applying - Defective material can be removed from process
current densities of 1.0 to 4.0 E6 A/cm2 

at 200 and immediately to save further processing costs.
250*C, to accelerate MTF from years to minutes and - Wafer pattern related problems can be identified
hours. Because of Joule heating effects and the before the pattern disappears in assembly.
difficulty in estimating the actual temperature it is not - Practically all design rule and wafer process steps
easy to extrapolate real life performance from the fast can be examined with the use of suitable patterns.
test methods, even when the Black coefficients E, and - Local heating and temperature measurement can be

n have been established previously by normal performed so that many hundreds of temperature

accelerated lifetests, but the fast test methods have the cycles can be performed without preconditioning
advantage that they can be used at waferdevel, neighboring devices to besubsequently messured.

ometimes as in-process monitors to check the Electrostatic Damage Effects (ESDI or protection
consistency of the metalization fabrication process. capability are not generally measured at waferlevel, but
Recent fast results would suggest that current since handling in both waferfab and assembly can
densities as high as 0.8 E6 A/cm2 at 150

0
C operation cause problems they are mentioned in this section. In

for 10 year MWF (at 10 FIT) are possible for AI/l •. wafer fabrication silicon wafers can become charged by
silicon metalization sandwiched between TiN barrier the movement of dry air in spinning rinser-dryers or in
at bottom and anti-reflection layer at top. laminar flow cabinets. In both cases sir ionizing
Some interesting facts about aluminium metalization protection devices are usually provided, but these must
performance re given below: be regularly checked for functionality. Discharge
- Passivated metal lines (real situation) show an sparking between wafers and with the carrier can cause

order of magnitude better EM properties than latent damage to both gate oxides and junctions.
unpasvated ones, which thus should not be In assembly, and particularly after trim-form
used for lifetes, SWEAT or BEM. singulation ICs are particularly susceptible to ESD

- Because of 'Bamboo Effect' narrow (1.5-2.5ltm) damage. Stringent grounding of machines, use of
metal ines show 4 imes better EM performance grounded operator wrist straps, and the use of anti-
than 4 to 81m lines. The latter should be used static and volume conducting carrier tubes are some of

for lifeeta. the mess-urea taken to prevent ESD damage, but there
- 0.5% Copper in Ala. or Alu/Si metal lines are several weaknesses in the system which ofhen

improve EM resistance by an order of depends to a high degree on manual handling and thus

amqnitude, although detractors discuss longterm operator discipline. For example it is advised by the

:-coroion failures with the copper inclusion, suppliers of surface coated anti-static carrier tubes ta
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such tubes becom ineflective against ESD after one dominate. The reduced number of contacts will enable
time and maximum double handling operations, but ian those that are still being used to cost more a nd be of
Far-East subcontract assemblers the superior volume improved reliability.
conducting tubes sam hardly in evideace Solder contacts have improved remarkably in recent
"The greatest reliability problem with ESD at wafer years. such that some 'Motronic' and 'Tempomat'
level or assembled part level is the so called 'Walking applications use PCBs with a limited number of solder
Wounded', or those devices which have been only contacts, and further improvement in reliability will
partially damaged by ESD, partially healed at room certainly be achieved, but the multiplexed Bus System
temperature to avoid detection at electrical test, but shows the way, in many parts of the motor car, to
able to reappear as defective devices in the application; eliminate solder contact completely. This will be
even in the ppm level they are sufficient to ruin achieved by using a metal frame which acts
reliability records, statistics ad reputations. simultaneously as pins to the connector and as

ESD protection circuits are built in to CMOS ASIC leadframe for wire bonded silicon chip assembly. This
circuit I/Os to protect devices against improper simple form of 'mechatronics' is already in
handling. MIL STD. 883C Method 3015 describes development.
characterization using the 'human-body-model' (HBM) Looking to the semiconductor components themselves
which discharges a lOOpF capacitor rapidly through a it is clear that structural dimensions will continue to
l.SKOhm resistor at the device pin. Proper testing decrease with rates predicted by 'Moore's Law', and
demands inputs to be tested with respect to other complexity will increase beyond todays 2 million
circuit pins, to ground and power rail. Most suppliers transistors per IC. Quarter micron structures are
guarantee a conservative test voltage of 2.5KV for this already available as development samples. This high
teat, but it is generally known that good protection can complexity level encourages the use of more RAM and
withstand 4KV, and special devices are now appearing EEPROM memory which can be used to store data on
on the market with 10KV claimed protection. It may system performance for preventive and corrective
however be more interesting in the cause of continued maintenance and ensure greater reliability for the

inprovement, in determining the ESD hardness of a vehicle.
device, to use the combination 200pF, 200 Ohms in Although built-in %elf test (BIST) and design for
the HBM. testability (DtT) are common features of todays ICs,

use of these features and improvement in test coverage
8. FUTURE DIRECTIONS will increase still further. It is also possible to orient

testing philosophy much more towards failure analysis

The Prometheus study of 1988 (Ref.4) predicted the and reliability improvements. Intelligent testing of
following picture for automotive electronic system in abnormal parameter distributions would fail devices
1995: from the abnormal distribution even though they
- 100 Intelligent Sensors officially meet the parameter specification. Certainly
- 80 Intelligent Actuators leakage current and standby current distributions could
- 45 Electric Motors be screened in this way. Analysis of the reverse bias
- 5 Displays characteristics of 1Cs (IDS Analysis) will be used to
- 1000 ICs (Equivalent 1987 Complexity) fingerprint weak devices. It is also possible that
- Operation at 100-500 MHz for Real time irregularities in delay time distributions could be used

Communication to 'weed out' weaknesses which control device and
Six years later, and one year from the target, we can process parasitics.
report that at least in high end motor cars the number There will he an overwhelming trend to Wafer Level
of predicted ICa (equivalent) and electric motors will reliability studies in waferfabs as a means of cost
be met, but that sensors and actuators will be less effectively building-in quality and reliability and
intelligent than expected, displays less in number, and reducing the amount of costly burn-in and routine
maximum operating frequency at 200 MHz (fastest lifetesting on finished parts. Where SPC is used today
microprocso1). to show that manufacturing processes are under the the
Looking at the present situation and its extension into tightest control, this will increase to cover more
the future we can say that reliability considerations will parameters better, and WLR will be used to detect
surly dominate the form and complexity of future potential instabilities and drift, reducing and possibly
automotive electronic systems. Because of the replacing burn-in at the end of the process.
desirability to reduce wiring and connectors, the Communication and 'openess' between vendor and
multiplexed one or two wire BUS System will gain customer will increase so that each understands better
popularity. This in turn will encourage the use of the requirements of the other, and 'open-book' will be
Smat Power ASIC systenm-on-chip with integrated practiced with respect to the customer access in-fab.
senow and actuator interface and with local inteligence SPC and WLR results as well as reliability and failure
provided by a micimproceastr core. Certainly the analysis details. Vendors will be'expected to predict
combination of ASICs and microprocessors will failure rates in the field.
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Such changes will not come about overnight, and will
probably not be forced by contracts, but rather Will be
the result of the realisation between vendor and
customer that this is the only way to achieve and
maintain ',aro-defiet' delivered quality, sub lppm
failure rates in the life of the application and less than
10 FIT.
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ABSTRACT
2. IN-SITU ELECTRICAL

By means of in-situ e.m.f-measurements, leakage MEASUREMENTS
current measurements and impedance
spectroscopy. it has been possible for the first time A new approach to the study of thick film failures is
to detect spontaneous and forced blistering in thick given by the in-situ electrical measurement
film multilayers during formation at high technique. With this technique it is possible to
temperatures. Also the occurrence of high monitor continuously the electrical behaviour of
temperature shorts in Ag-dielectric-Ag multilayers thick film test structures during thermal treatments
under DC-bias resulted detectable. of choice. This approach is justified by the facts that

the failures occur durng the thermal treauments and
1. INTRODUCTION that they are related to electrical parameters such as

resistance (shorting -> zero resistance ; blister f>
Important failure mechanisms in thick film local infinite resistance).
multilayer hybrids are shorting and blistering of the A sisnifcant result of this approach is the
dielectric between two metal layers. Spontaneous observation of a close correlation between the
blistering has been observed in mixed metallurgy leakage current measured through the dielectric at
multilayers, i.e. multilayers including different elevated temperaturs, and the ability of the
metals, e.g. Au and Ag (Refs.l-3). High dielectric to resist shorting and blistering effects
temperature shorting can occur spontaneously in during the preparation of circuits (Ref.3). The
multilayers with Ag-electrodes (Ref.4). To build a materials with the lowest electrical resistance are
complex mixed metallurgy multilayer circuit also the materials with the largest probability to
succesfully, a very robust dielectric material, able to blister when used in a mixed metallurgy multilayer,
withstand multiple (up to 30) refires to 850-C and with the largest probability to give shorts when
without occurrence of short circuits or blisters, is used in multilayers with Ag-electrodes. The in-situ
required. leakage current measurement technique has been
The basic physico-chemical processes causing these shown to be a rapid evaluation method for these
failures are insufficiently understood. In particular, matcrial.
the correlation between physical and chemical
properties of the dielectric material and the Since the in-situ measurement technique allows to
occurrence of these failures is not clear, measure continuously the evolution of an electrical
An important step towards a better understanding property of interest, it should also be possible to
of the driving mechanisms is to mark out the determine the moment or time region for failure
critical temperature and time region for possible formation. As will be reported further on, this has
failure formation. Since failures such as shorting been achieved with in-situ e.mf. measurements,
and dielectric breakdown give rise to a sudden leakage curtrnt measurements and impedance
decrease of the electrical resistance they can be spectroscopy.
characteied by a well defined time to failue. For
blistering the situation is probably less simple, but 3. TEST STRUCTURES
still it should be possible to indicate by
experimental mans the time region of blister In-situ electrical measumrments require test

nmatiouL structures with two (leakage currentsem.t) or four
In this paper some expeimental ftchniques am (impedance spectroscopy) contact terminals
presented that allow the detection of blisters and Paralle plate ca itor test structures hav been
shorts during formation at elevated temperatures designed with overlap areas (A) of 25,50,75 and
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100 mmi. The multilayers consisted of 96% AIAO3  figure 3). This behaviour can be qualitatively
substrates; Au-. Ag- and ASPd-electrode material understood by loolin to the electrochemical series
and a commercial dielectric with low blister listing standard reduction half-reactions in order of
resistance. increasing standard potential. For the case of Ag

and Am the corresponding half-reactions and
standard potentials (") are given by (Ref 5):

Ag(aq) + e, -> Ag(s) V - 0.7996 V
Au(aq) + 3 e > Au(s) V' 1.42 V

Since the Ag+/Ag half-reaction has a smaller
D• "t standard potential than the A•'/Au half-reaction, it

has a greater tendency to reverse. The galvanic cell
obtained with these two half-cells thus results in a
positive Au-electrode and a negative Ag-electrode.
Quantitative information is much more difficult to

SU OMt1 obtain. In principle it is possible to calculate the
potential difference between the electrodes of a
galvanic cell as a function of temperature by using

Figure 1: Lay-out of the studied thickfilm the Nernst equation. However, a practical

multilayer system constraint in doing so is the lack of available
information concerning the electrochemical

4. SPONTANEOUS BLISTERING activities of dissolved Ag÷ and Au'l ions.

With in-situ c.m.f.'s meauserements it has been
shown that the mixed metallurgy system
Au(bottom)-dielectric-Ag(top) acts at 8500C as a
spontaneous battery, and the battery voltage (i.e. the
spontaneous electromotive force) was measured
(Ref.3). During the heating step to 850oC with a
rate of 100C/rin, the magnitude of the e.m.f
increased continuously. At the peak temperature a
battery voltage up to 200 mV between the two metal
layers was observed. In systems with an unmixed
metallurgy, Ag-dielectric-Ag or Au-dielectric-Au,
much smaller e.m.f.-values have been measured at
the peak temperature. , -o

During the applied temperature treatmt, blisters a •0 60e0 6M

were only formed on the test structure with a
Au(bottom)-dielectric-Ag(top) configuration. For
these test structures a comsponding voltage drop
has been observed after annealing for a few mimnt
at 8500C. Figure 2: En.rf-measuement at 8700C for
With a measurement system that allows to inspect a Au(bottom)-delectriC-Ag(t0op)
electrically and visually a test structure of this type miltilayer.
during a given thermal treatment, it has been found
that the moment of maximum volage, i.e. the A first feature of figure 2, the occurrence of a
moment previous to the voltage drop, corresponds meaingfitl potmtial difinence between the
to the moment where the first blister can be seen. electrodes of the Au-dielectric-Ag multilayer can
During further annealing new blisters have been thus be attributed to a difference in electrochemical
observed, while the emf. continuously decreased. belhviro thefAeAu an Ag'/Ag half-cells.

The potential drop observed in figure 2 can also be
From the in-situ voltage measurements it could thus explained qualitatively by starting from the
be concluded that the Au-dieectric-Ag relatively similar behaviour often encountered in
configuration behaves at 150C as a spontaneomusm~n battrie such as dty cells.
battery with a positive Au-lectrode, a negative

Ag-electrade and the dielectric as electroyte (see
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A drop in emf is known to occur in many galvanic the electric field inside tL- dielectic leads to the
cells during operation at room temperature due to a directional motion of mobile, charged species that
number of effects in which the chemical conditions discharge on the electrodes. The observed voltage
around the electrodes axe modified. In drop is thus interpreted in this context as an
electrochemistry this phenomenon has been termed electrical discharge.
polarization, not to be confused with the dielectric
polarization known in electromagnetism. The
simplest kind of polarization occurs when the ionic 5. FORCED BLISTERING
concentration around an electrode is altered by the
passage of current. One of the most common cases When an external voltage of 300 mV is applied to
where polarization seriously limits the operation of unmixed metallurgy systems (Ag-Ag; Au-Au)
the cell, is encountered when hydrogen ions are during a temperature profile up to 850°C, blisters
discharged, forming bubbles of gaseous hydrogen- are also formed (Ref.3). This shows unambiguously
One effect of the hydrogen gas is to increase the that blistering is a voltage driven effect.
resistance between the electrode and the solution,
increasing the internal resistance of the cell. In
some types of cells, a substance called a depolarizer - +
is added to the electrolyte which reacts with the IONS
hydrogen to prevent the formation of free gas
(Ref.6).

+ 00

00
b= r Au dielectric Au

Figure 4: Forced blistering in a
Au-dielectric-Au multilayer.

tAg dielectric Au
During blistering electrode material delammnates

igure 3 : Spontaneous blisterng in a mid from the dielectric causing an important increase of
migurea3: urgy blserg athe internal electrical resistance. The sudden
metallurgy mutlilayer. increase of electrical resistance during a thermal

treatment with an external voltage stress therefore
It has to be pointed out that the described determines the moment of the blister formation. A
polarization phenomenon occurs during operation sudden increase in resistance has been observed
of the cell and thus while the electrodes are both with in-situ leakage current measurements and
electrically connected. For the high temperature in-situ impedance spectroscopy.
spontaneous blistering however no external Figure 5 shows the result of a voltage ramp on a
connections are present between the electrodes multilayer structure at 8500 C. It can be seen that
involving a polarization mechanism of an other for voltage stresses below 200 mV the resistance

4we remis rather constant while higher stresses give
We believe the occurring polarization to originate rise to an important increase of the electrical
from a spontaneous electrolysis. From the resistance. In-situ optical inspection of the given
measured potential difference and the small spacing test sMtcture confirmed that blistering starts from
between the electrodes a relatively high electric the moment that the magnitude of the applied
field arises in the dielectric bulk material. Since at voltage exceeds 200 mV with the corresponding
the given elevated temperatures the dielectric increase of the measured reistance.
aquires a high conductivity, one can presume that
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High temperature, electrical shorting has been
treaten by Needes et al (Ref.4). They observed that
the manufacturing yield of silver multilayer circuits

__ _can be adversely influenced by the development of35M interlayer electrical shorts due to migration of silver
3= -I ions during firing.

Silver diffuses into the dielectric from both the top
and bottom conductors, whereas it is observed that
silver migration (shorting) originates from the
bottom conductor. A distinction is drawn here
between diffusion which results from differences in

low chemical potential, and migration (the fundamental
mechanism underlying the current phenomenon)
which in its basic form, is diffision promoted by

0 -the presence of an electric field. During firing and
subsequent refiring of a crossover, a potential

S 100 20W 300 -- W difference is developed between the top and bottom
V~(.0V) conductor layers, leading the crossover to fail.

According to Hang (Ref.8) this conductive ion
migration is enhanced by the presence of a stable

Figure 5: Resistance for a Ag-dielectric-Ag liquid glass phase in the dielectric microstructure
multilayer at 850OC submitted to during subsequent refirings. The reliability is
a voltage ramp. therefore largely determined by the remanent

vitreous glass in each dielectric.
Also impedance spectroscopy measurements have
been performed for a multilayer heated from room In this study the electrical conductivity has been
temperature to 850°C with and without a measured in-situ, not only for the previously
permanent DC-bias of 300 mV in order to detect discussed dielectric, but for a set of dielectrics with
the eventual blister formation. During the thermal a different tendency to form blisters and shorts. For
treatment rapid frequency sweeps have been the dielectrics with the lowest (D2) and the highest
continuously performed. Each sweep cofnsisted of conductivity (D7) at elevated temperatures,
40 equidistant frequencies on logarithmic scale Ag-diffusion profiles have been measured in a
between 100 Hz and 10 MHz. In the high scanning electron microscope with EDAX-anaivsis
temperature region of the stressed test structure an It has been found that the dielectrics with the
anomalous increase of the impedance can be highest conductivity also allow the highest
observed, indicating the blister formation. This Agdiffusion into the bulk as shown in figure 6.
increase is not present in the results for the

unstressed material.

6. HIGH TEMPERATURE SHORTING

The occurrence of shorting in thick film multilayer
and crossover systems has been extensively studied
in the temperature region between room
temperature and 200"C. A high number of papers
have been published concerning especially the
formation of Ag-shorts in this temperature region
mainly attributed to an electrochemical migration
mechanism. It is in fact known that in uncovered
conductor-dielectric systems confined by a humid
environment, often conductive pathways are built
up due to a transport of metal ions from an anodic
site through an ,qeous electrolyte to a cathodic site Figure 6: Ag-diffusior profiles into
where electrodeposition occurs, forming a dendrite dielectrics D7 (upper curve) and
or dendrite-like deposit (Ref.7). D2 (lower curve). (Full screen:

100 weight% Ag)
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Since there is a direct relation between 7. CONCLUSIONS
conductivity and diffusion coefficient
(Nernst-Einstein relation) for the mobile species With a measurement system that allows to inspect
that participate in the conduction process, this electrically and visually a mixed metallurgy test
result can easily be understood. structure blistering during a given thermal

treatment, it has been found that the start of blister
As illustrated by the former diffusion profiles an formation is accompanied by the occurrence of an
important amount of Ag diffuses and migrates into important voltage drop between the electrodes.
the dielectric bulk The kinetics of the During further annealing new blisters have been
Ag-migration can be studied in-situ by measuring observed, while the e.m.f. continuously decreased.
the leakage current during a continuously applied The formation of forced blisters can be detected
voltage stress and determing the time to failure. in-situ by measuring the corresponding increase in
The criterium for shorting is the sudden increase of electrical resistance with leakage-current
leakage current exceeding the value of 2 mA, the measurements or impedance spectroscopy.
upper limit of the used picoammeter. The discussed in-situ electrical measurement

methods also allow to observe the high temperature
For dielectrics D7 and D2 a Ag-dielectric-Ag test formation of shorts.
structure has been heated from room temperature
up to 8500 C at a rate of 10C/lmin under a DC-bias REFERENCES
of 100 mV. It can be seen from figure 7 that in the
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OPTICAL AMMETER FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
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Abstract: The current which flows through the metal semiconductor interface of an ohmic contact produces a
Peltier effect. We optically detect this thermal effect and use it for the development of an optical ammeter, the
determination of doping type of semiconductors and the homogeneity scanning upon integrated circuits.

1. INTRODUCTION displacement, showing the laser probe to be an
optical contactiess ammeter. This experimental

Every semiconductor device is inevitably approach can also be used for the determination of
connected to metallic lines for current transport. In the doping type of the semiconductor under the
planar geometry integrated circuits, the electrical metal contact.
connections to the components and the The periodic beat exchange at an ohmic contact,
interconnections between components, necessarily when a sine wave current is flown through it.
proceed through ohmic contacts. These ohmic generates a thermal wave that propagates through
contacts, which link the metal to the the surrounding material. We show how the
semiconductor, are designed to have the lowest corresponding surface displacement wave propagates
possible resistance in order to have a negligible around the ohmic contact. An interesting situation
influence upon the device characteristics. Tins work is found when the surface waves from two identical
presents a new method for integrated circuit ohmic contacts linked through a surface resistance
characterisation, based upon the detection of a interfere. The study of these Peltier effect generated
thermoelectric effect upon ohmic contacts. This surface waves has been the starting point for the
effect is measured with a high resolution laser development of a new imaging method of integrated
probe (Refs. 1, 2) upon the ohmic contact Ohmic circuits. We show phase and amplitude images of a
contacts ame sprad all over the surface of integrated simple test structure upon an integrated circuit
circuits and are of sufficient large size to be probed obtained from ohmic contact thermal waves.
without perturbation with a laser beam of I pm in
diameter. The thermoelectric effects that can lake 2. THERMOELECTRIC EFFECTS IN
place in functioning semiconductor devices are the OHMIC CONTACTS.
Joule, the Peltier and the Thomson effects. The
fnst is highly reduced in ohmic contacts as the An ohmic contact is defined as a metal-
resistance is made as low as possible. The semiconductor connection that has negligible
Thomson effect needs high temperature gradients to resistance relative to the bulk or spreading resitance
be significant, this is strictly avoided in integrated of the semiconductor. The current conduction in
circuit design. Our experimental approach is these contacts can take place via two mechanisms.
therefore focused upon the detection of the Peltier The first one is thermionic conduction and is
effect in ohmic contacts. When a current flows illustrated in figure I for a a type semiconductor
between the metal and the semiconductor in an ohmic contact. The energy band diagram is shown
ohmic contact, a heating or cooling occurs due to a and the conduction is illustrated for a given current
Peltier effect, and the corresponding thermal direction. Majority carriers from the conduction
expansion or shrinking of the contact surface is band jump the contact barrier and reach the metal at
observed by measuring the absolute surface the Fermi level energy. It is clearly seen that the
displacement with our interferometric laser probe. carriers undergo energy shifts during this move, the
The surface displacement due to the Peltier effect net energy balance is Ec . EF. The second
can selectively be detected and the respone can he mechanism is conduction through tunneling and is
related to the device characteristics. We show, for effective when a highly doped n++ region is added
example, how the current intensity in an ohmic between the metal and the n type semiconductor,
contact can be measured through the surface this is illustrated in figure 2. As can be seen from
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the sketch, here too the electrons undergo a net
energy jump of Ec - Er. Two similr conduction E
mechanisms are seen in the conduction of p type metwS n+ i i n I

semiconductor ohmic contacts. Thermionic
conducdon is illustrated in figure 3 while tunneling

shwnpodc ain, u i e h nge the
is illustrated in figure 4. Note that the current a - - - Ef
direction has been changed with respect to figure I
and 2. A net energy of EF - Ev is released per hole Ei
flowing through the contact. The four situationsshown produce heating, but if we change the R ecn•

current direction, cooling occurs. This contact
thermoelectric effect is a Peltier effect, the power figure 2. Tumnel effect conduction
exchange depends upon the current direction, the
doping type and doping magnitude and also upon E
the type of metal at the junction. Besides the retal pI
Peltier effect, a Joule effect will occur in the
residual resistance of the ohmic contact, this latter Ec
is current square dependent and is therefore current E
direction independent.h~
For cosine wave excitation the power P(t) dissipated
at an ohmic contact can be written: o hole
for a n type: e electron

N10 CO, ox + RI0 cos ox (1) figure 3. Thennoionic conduction

i P(1 = +a eos 2ox +RI2  R2

P(t)= + - os 2ax +
2 2 figure 4. Tunnel effect conduction(3)

E•V- E, 3. TEST STRUCTURE AND
q )0 CEXPERIMENTAL METHOD.

If we only take the time varying part of the energy We have chosen to study the Peltier response of
exchange, we observe a Joule contribution a 2 ohmic contacts upon a very simple structure in an
(harmonic 2 of the excitation) and a Peltier integrated circuit, a Van der Pauw structure. A

contribution at (o (harmonic 1). By comparing picture of it is shown in figure 5a. The four
relation 2 and 3 we see that the Peltier contacts in a Van der Pauw structure are used for

contibutions of and p s hv conduction measurements of the different dopings
opposite phases. Energy exchange in the ohmic in integrated circuit. We use this structure as a
contact produces temperature changes which induce surface resistance and drive current between A and
thermal expansion. Periodic displacements of the B, two opposite ohmic contacts in the structure.
contact surface will be produced at ( and at 2A. Figure 5b shows a sketch of the same structure, the

dotted line shows the linits of the doped area.
E For measuring thermal effects in integrated circits,

mew E WN we use a high resolution interferometric laser probe
we have developped (Refs. 1, 2). Absolute surfacw
displacements ae measured. The thermoelectric

AE -. .s Ec effects producing heat exchange in an ohmic
- - - - Er contact, induce thermal expansion. The

corresponding surface displacement of the ohmic
Ev contact is measured with the las probe. The lasr

electronem spot h I itm in diameter, which is much
__smaller than the contact surface. As an indication.

the distance between contacts A and B in figure 5a
figure 1. Thermoicic conduco is 112 pm.
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understood as the Joule eflects are identical in A and

-. [7change will be exploited in the next section when

ir theanal waves will be observed.

.. flIS. THERMAL WAVES GENERATED AT
I I L. OHMIC CONTACTS.

U When current is driven through the
seicnuco stutr eteIeaIsgnrtdi

rth ohmic contacts A and B of figure 5. They are
Li U the sources of two heat waves of opposite phase

fipm a. fiure 5.hdt propagate inside the semiconductor. We have
fi Va n. figwrutrcure S.exploredi with our interferometric laser probe the

Van er~aaw est trucureSurface first hairmontic thermal expansion (Amplitude

4. OTICA AMM TER.and phase) along the line joining A and B. Figure 7
4. OTICA AMM TERshows the exponential decay in amplitude starting

Figue 6shos te abolue epanion from the two sources 112 gmn apart and interfering
amplitude measured upon the ohmic contact A dszztvl tmddsac.Fgr hw h
(figure 5) at harmonic I and 2 for different
excitation current amplitudes (frequency 5 kHz). oIWLACEMENT (Picoffieter) -

Pure linear first harmonic (Peltier effect) and pure
quadratic second harmonic (Joule effect) responses L i .-

are observed. This indicates that the Peltier effecmi-?---- --- -

can selectively he detected and that current '%
amplitudes can linearly be derived from the '--

displacement amplitudes. This shows the .

interferometric laser probe to be a non contact .
optical ammeter. Currents of a few microamperes at
5 kHz have been measured. It is interesting to see 0.
that for small curret sensinig Peltier heat detectionwe
is more sensitive upon ohmic contacts than the-
Joule one. Ibis alsoshows the quality of the ohmic -7 _ _ __ _ _

contact, as it is designed to have a negligible
resistance. It is mportant to observe note the 0.0' 10___ 30___ so_______ 90__ 1__0
possibility to measure periodic surface po10io 10 30P070w)11

displacements of a few fenitometers with our figure 7. Surface waves arnplitude interfrns
moe etroioc probe. 

irne

19,13 PHASE (degt@1s

200 .

ISO

1 1;eo 1e -
so

50

current -10 10 30 so 70 9 110

figure 6. Joule and Peltner expansion currenlt figure & Surface iwwaessplhlanse Interferences

Furthermore, if we measure the Peltier and Joule phase response indicatig a linear dephasing starting
response upon ohmic contact B (figure 3), we f poiei hs n unn
observe the same amplitude responses as in figure rapidly by IN* in the regio, of the interferences.
6, except that the ph=s Of the Peltier Cfftc has Full curves in figures 7 and 9 correspond to the
turned by an amount of 1WV. This is easily following simple expression of wave interferences:
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A()* (-• j -ip
Sa(l2_x)_•I(12-x))) p (4) Figure 10 shows the image obtained by mappig

the phase of the first harmonic surfacedisplacement. The borderline where the two
opposite surfac waves interfere is clealy outlinedwith x in imp, a exponentil decay coefficient and Olte fa wesieeI ed oine

Wine i il ce~iat, dby the 180" phase jump. The fact that this
Kinear dephiasing coefficient oee.n
Excellent agpreement i observed between this borderline is shWgth indict the device to be
simple model and the measurements. This indicates ho tobeneoal the propagation of the waves has
the thermal waves generated at ohmic contacts to be net been alterd by acident in die stctue.
a good investigation means for semiconductor 7. DOPING TYPE DETERMINATION.
isomogeneity testing. We show in the next section
integrated circut thermal wave =aiging. Relations (2) and (3) show that the sign of the

6. THERMAL WAVE INTEGRATED Peltier effect is dependent upon the sign of the
CIRCUIT IMAGING. current and upon the doping type. We analyse in

table I below the Peltier result for different
By flowing a sine wave current through sitations of non degenerated semiconductor ohmicopposite contacts in the Van der Pauw test structure contacts. First line of the table is easily understoodppreseted int figure ,we gendera test strmlauctue by looking at the situation described in figure 1.presented in figurwe wntre cmn thermoelastic We take the following convention : the current issurface waves in the entire component. Figure 9 positive when positive charges flow from the metalpresents an image of the component obtained by to the semiconductor in the ohmic contact.

mapping the amplitude of the thermoelastic first
harmonic surface displacement.We observe a
monotonous decrease in amplitude starting from Doping Curreat Power Peltier
both ohmic contacts. This gives information sign dissiaed effect
concerning the homogeneity of the semiconductor + (c - Er
material around the conitacts. n metal 1-2 i >0 heating

SC

n E,10cooling

p + _ < 0 cooling

p ~ io h beating

For pulsed or DC current we measure if the contact
is expanding (heating) or contracting (cooling). We

x can thus obtain fnom table 1 the doping type of the
figure 9. Amplitude ofPeltier dispkcentem semiconductor provided the direction of the current

imaging ofIC is known. On the contrary the direction of the
currmt can be determined provided the type of the
doping is known. noe same holds for phas change
in sinusoidal excitation. We have tested the
statements of table 1 for different dopings upon an
integrated circuit and found exactly the
specifications of the design.

8. CONCLUSION.

We have shown that the measurement of the
surface displacement of an ohmic contact with our

-... .• high resolution inteferfmetric laser probe provides
- • a contactess reading of the current amplitude

running through it This reading is related to both
x the Peltier and Joule thermoelectric effects.

figure 10. Phase of Pelier diplacerenm inaging of Selective detection of these effects is possible as
Ic the first is linear with current intensity and the
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second is quadratic. This detection method upon the flied of quality and reliability testing.
ohmic contacts is the basis of an optical ammeter.
Applications in the field of functionnality, 9. REFERENCES.
reliability and fault analysis is readily een.
We have also shown the possibility to determine 1. Claeys W., Dilhaire S., Sarger L. and Zardini
the doping type of the semnikonductor of the ohmic Ch. -Joule displacement and thermoclastic optical
contact This leads to applications in the field of test probe for electronic components. ", ESREF 91,
non-desuctive extemual design inspection. 7-10 October Bordeaux, (1991) pp S19-827.
We have finally shown ohmic contacts to be the
source of thermal waves propagating in the 2. Clacys W., Dilhaire S. and Quintard V. -Laser
surrounding material. The detection and mapping of beam probing of thermal behaviour of electronic
the generated surface waves, in amplitude and components and its application in quality and
phase, provides a new imaging method for reliability testing.", Microelectronic Engineering
integrated circuits. These images are new tools in 24, (1994), pp 411-420.
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Summary

Failure rates of modemn ASICs and ASSPs can not be
demonstrated using reliability tests on product level.
Reliability demonstration must be done by
quantifying tihe quality of the prcs thatd produces
there integrated circuits. PRoces capability however.
is not fixed over tme. As a process geas more mnr
process capability tends to improve. In dhis paper we
introduce the concept of process maturity growth to
quantify the quality of suppier processes. as
function of time. The method is illustrated for a
submicron double metal CMOS prcs in which
many mixed standard cell and foillcso designs

i i Fig- 1. Chaiviag~prerequisitesforlC

These developments we schematically given in Fig.
T~iinlyqaiiaino app~licton2 W'Ieif I and they require a change in vendor/customer
"intgrte cicut (AS~s an a*PPato spreatioship with respect to qualification anid

stanardprouct (AS~s)is omeon podut lvel reliability demonstration (Ref. 3). From consumer
Mus means that afte design. manufacturing and electocs nutyw bev w chage dti ar e
evaluation of the integrated circuits, product No are going on at this moment. First, the mniaber of
carried out to ensure product quality and reliability. supir deiv~ering integrated circuits we minmise
For several reasons this qI nSIX wWl becmne to a a IndF of preferred suppliers
obsolete in the near future (Refa. 1-3). Most
important reasons me: Secondly, assa consequence. not only the products of

* curend reqiredL~ ~~. ~ thes preferred supplifers me qualified but more0 uretyreure o fiur a__eel a important, the design and manufacturing processes ofno longer cost effectively be measured on th suple w uliflid. For a semiconductor
product level becaen do would require too supplier these me the IC design process. the wafer
maniyutstsamples fob processa and the assembly p nrocess. This change

* decreasing time to market of new ASIC ftm product qualification to process qualification is
designS does not allow a long qualification schematically given in figures 2 and 3.

* there is a nrend towards more functional
diversity mad smaller muansibcturing volumies,
full -idc qmmlificatlon does noat pay off for
the semal manuftcuf voloe,
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Suppler CustomerIIIIII

.IdkýFig. 3. Qualification, based on design and prodm non
aWAL aprocesses

Tin opposite regarding design freedom we ASSPs
FIS.2. 1ra~ondOpereltedIC qudiicaionthat we full custom designed. Ibis is given in Table
Fig.2. radtionl niperelaed C qa1~fcaton1. The feedom in this design style is sucha that

Processes el-..ca cbrceiao n eiblt

Th al~tsc.gie.i Fg.3is~demonution am typically don fo [ac C tye
Theappoac, ivet i Fg. isconepualy vry Many ASIC designs that we face in consumer

simple. It is important. however. to emphasise amre electronics products mue standard cell designs with
major poesequisilea. necesasry for a successful some custom designed instances at mixed
completion of this process. digitaiVanalogu ASICs. For cost andor performance

1. Asuplie mda cutomr o anreasons they may be realised in a new production
1. Asuplie Sk £ ustnie ofSi"-&erated technology. Given the developments fron Fig. I it

circuit should agree to exchange information mu these type of ASICs where it is most difficult for,
beyond the normal product specifications to develop efficiern standard process based

2. A supplier and a customer should agree what qulfcdl Proceduares.
parameters in (design mad production) processes

of a flamily of XS mu relevant for a customer IC type

3. A supplier and a customer should agree bow the FPGAi
resulta of such a process assessment ame Solemnly 8,
monitored; riot only during a first qualification amarcabutitalso in time ii kfr cell

This pocems based approach tomdievc axad atdiaastom ----
qualification is "o new in electronics industry. I _ _ _

Today already many ASICB that amu used in 3 tidl cuype
consuer electronics products mu qualified by their .1ASS? _ _

design ned production processes. Some examples am
gate uiays and digital standard cell designs. Thene Table 1: D~fferent sypes of ASICs hi consauner
design techrnologies have in common that design and electronics industry have different
productiona procsse ca be highl ssaidardisedL Tim qua'fickauion sowaegies
design fieedom is limited and device quaifcation
cn lbe done on basis of design mad production At this moment for most of this type of ASICs type
Iec. for two nwons: qualiition bs peatoried. For reasons mentioned

beore airgoal is tocome toa a roces way of
1. There is a largestructursl similarty betweena the *Wfiufcation also for these type Of Circuits. in this

devices pape such an approach is describe for IC
2. Perfatmsac and reliability mue regularly pI , ctio process. Design- =4asserobly are not

monilored repctively demnonstrated uing a inclded. It 6 a two Imp Approach:
reptesualaive Ma device. For stanard cell tis
cam e ba special designed IC with past of the 1. Asseasb do I production p r - for the rido
libroy ando sea srucm-eon lr inivolve for tire customer
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2. Uimit the typ specdi qualification amts o the As an example we have Aetched die developmen of
items that pose a Ais for doe canomer pmncess deect induced IEPR as a functio of time.

The maturity growth is valid for many process
Tids approach is not so straightforward as it may aspects. Some of thene can be PCM parameters
seem because in general I ncmP capability is a random yield. PPM levels. etc. Process parameter
function of time. As more products are made in a that art under SPC typically develop in the smae
specific process die maturity of die process will way. This is given in Fig. S.
increase To monitor this we will introduce the
concept of process maturity growth to be "bl to
quantify the capability of the suppliers; processesmwub
with regard to customer products as a function of
time.

Process maturity growth

With a simple example we will illustrate what is...
Meant by process maturity growth. For this example
we will use "process; defect induced! early failure
rate (EFR) as a set of failure mechanisms that needs
to be described over time. What typically is found...
when a new production process grows towards a I"
mature process is given in Fig. 4. Typically once the
process is able to make ICs that perform to function
and reliablity (end of fife) requirements (this is
called Potential Phane) die EFk is still much highaer
than the ultimate capabilit of the manuftcturing Fig. 5. D(Oferentphaies durinS process 4fe of processIline. Due to all sonts of improvement actions (e.g. on variables under SPC
scratches, particles) fte EFR of the new process
mprove rapidly. Howeve due to special failure In Fig. 5 the following three phases can he
modes the performance is not continually decreasing dastiagirisIIC
but in the beginning of the lifetime of the new
Process some 'humps are seen in EHR rawe due to 1. Potential At the end of this phase the
Some special failure modes. This period is called process is able to produce
consistency ph&se At the end of die consistency devices that conform to function
P11ase9 thes speia causes amreliminatedi an and reliability (end of life)
remaining defects are successfully contained the EFR requirements.
Of the new process will become stable. Containment 2. Consistency At the end of this phase all
of the defects can not only be dome on pmncess level special causes of variation are
by the control of particles but also by yiel screening elimiated so that the Yield and
on wafer level (Ref. 4) or by IDD testing on product early life failur rates are stable.
level (Ref. 5). Most gnteoestin customer of 3. Performance During this phas common
products from the new proes is the point in time ca (inheen) variation is

where the process defect Windced EFR from the new reduced such that quality and
process begins at the performance phase. early life failure rates are met.

ZhRWm wo In the previous examples we have shown how theIi humiuSPC controlled variables as well as non SPC
controlled variables typically develop as the
production pmocess grows to a maure pace. This
trend is valid for many process aspects and therefore
a simila trend can also be found in the overallii Process capability. In FIg. 6 an example is given ofEmb" how the overall process capability changes during a

piocesslifetime.

In Fig. 6 two line wre drawn. One is indicating the

Fig. 4. Process defct hadwed EFR mataly growth process capability of an existing mature process. The
other line descnibe the process capability 0( a new
process which technolog resembles the mtr



prcm(e~g. onl tho miaimum dimmiion we axis the severity of the failure for the customer ate
mur~er).indicated. An example maturity grid is drawn in Fig.

7.

OMMIMA U C a

............ z ..........

Fig. 6. Typical process capability of a matur and Fig. 7. An example of a maturity grid
new inaiu&actaLa process

Position Al is the ame with the highest risk. Positio
We see that the mature procon has a tal" process D4 is the ares, with the lowest risk. As the suppliers

capability. lth capability of the new process is at the F n -as gets amo Matu roe ssbco items will shift
start less than the capability of the mature p rmu from the upper left comner to the lowrm right comner in
but when the new process becomes mature ins the maturity grid, typically somewhere along the
capability will become beaue than the existing diagonal line, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 7.
process. Most inuresting for customers is the pon in
time where the capability of the new process To give a technical example of a maturity grid, in
becomes better than the capability of the existing Table 2 we have given the values along the axis for
Process- the risk for the customer with respect to EFR.

Although the values along the horizontal axi are
Because the process capability of a new production purely illustrative the chance for~ failue is given by

process depends so much on the maturity of the the EFR of similar products in the same production
process we developed a simple method to monitor process. The consequence of a failing device due to
process maturity growth. process defects is likely to be that the application of

the customer does not work according to
spcfcto.The severity of this problem for the

Moniorig prces maurit grwthcustomer largely depends on the ability of theMoniorig poces manit grwthsupplier to decrease the EFR. There is a large
In order to monitor the maturity of the process on a difference in seventy between the situation that the
regular banis we will use maturity grids. hMatri su~pplie faces a process limit or the situation tha the
grids are two dmimesional drawings in which the su~pplier will on short tam he able to improve the
maturity of one process aspect can be indicated. The EML Therefore the vertical axis indicates the
maturity grid can have any size but for ft sak of severity of the problem.
simplicity we will use example grids that have four
columns and four rows makringt a total of sixtee X-06 Y-Ixi
fields. This grid is shown in MSg. 7. The maturity gri -F W
is a risk assessment tool. This means that a customer A no improvement, equipmeatf I > 100
can rate the risk that certain procemsape has for __ troces canabili limit
the prducts he buys brom the supplier ib his B 501 of all failuresmweof 2 < 100
application. A risk for the customer can be defined. a known cause___
the product of the chance on failres and fth severity C most failure modes are 3 < 50
of these failures for the customer. Thus known, long term

Risk for customer =D m oat failure modes me 4 <1
P(faiure) * Severiy(filhxe) known, short term

Along fth horizontal axis of a maturity grid theTbe2.Vlsalnthaz frtemawy
chance for failures Is indicated. Along the vertical TA . aogri the wd~isaf~r d
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pot. process aspects ofpotential phaseperf...process aspect of perfornumce phase
cons. process aspects of consistency phase

Fig. 8. Expected process maturity growth

In the approach presented in this paper such a grid is Process defect induced EFR has been the only failure
made for many process aspects that influence product mechanism that has been treated so far in this
quality and reliability. By stacking all the grids on summary as an example failu~re mechanism. Of

top of each other it becomes clear which process course in an actual process maturity assessment
items need most attention from the supplier and/or many more process items are reviewed. In this
customer in order to improve product quality and section we will shortly give an overview of the4 reliability. In Fig. 8 a set of maturity grids is given maturity grids that are used to asses an industrial
that describes how the maturity of the process submicron double metal CMOS process. Table 4 lists
typically will develop as a function of time. In this the most important items of which maturity grids are
figure the axes of the maturity grids have become made. The items mentioned here are only top level
continuous (Ref. 6). Given the maturity growth from items. In order to be able to assess process details
Fig. 6 it is expected that process items from the while keeping an overall picture we have
potential phase will be mature before items from the implemented a hierarchy in this process assessment.
consistency phase. After the consistency phase items Fer example the EFR related maturity grid in the
from the performance phase will become matur, performance phase was given in Table 2. However if

the maturity of this item is not D4 the supplier is
asked to fill in more detailed maturity grids. These

An example am based on a pareto of the most importat failure
modes (e.g. gate oxde litho defects, inter-metal

As was described before, during the maturity growth oxide particles). For each failre mode the maturity

of a semiconductor manoactng process for many status must be indicated.
process aspects three phases can be distinguished.
These are the potential phase, the consistency phase Potential Technology muity
and the performance phase. In Table 3 the customer Library functionality
concerns regarding these three phases are descrbed. Library reliability

Reliability evaluation modules
process maturity phase customer concern Consistency Special causes in-line failures
potential phase Is the process capable of Special causes ESORT failures

delivering ICs that conform Special causes PCM failes
to functionality and S__ ecial causes E failures
reliability (end of life) Pedorm en PPM risk factor
reauiremens? Cmspuhmm

consitncy Phase Are special causes identfied Cpk in-Uie snmeers
and removed an time such
that no delivery problems EFR 4 is factor

_ _ _ will occur? Table 4. Main grops oftroces Arm
performance phase Are EFR and quality Levels

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ( , M ) m e t ?t W i, d n,, a ny of ue gr u p s d etai ed m atm t gr ads
Table 3. Ctomer NOW am drawn. By scking all top level maturty gridsT325



we get a good overview which p roess aspects am 4. Huston HIL, Clarke, C.P.. Reliability Defect
the least mature for the product At this moment we Detection, Monitoring and Screening During
have implemented the approach outlined. in this Processing. Proc. ESRElM9. Schwlbisch
paper with one suppler of ASICs and ASSFs in a Ommand.Germany.
subinicro CMOs tedinology. Since the method lhas
been recently developed, at this moment '-iAy one 5. McE--n S.D., Reliability Benefits of DQ
matu"t assessment ha& been done. Because the tool JEITA, vol3. nr4. December1992.
is stil in an evaluation phas at this monient the
method is used in addition to the traditional way of 6. Hugge P.B. A Quality Process Approach To
type qualification. In our experienc so far, we have Electronic Systems Reliability, Proc. of the
found that there are several advantage in using Reliability and Maintainabili~ty Symposium,
maturity grid for describing process maturity. Sonme 1993.
of these are:
"* the tool is easy to Use, people MrespMsbl (e.g.

process engineers, test engineers, reliability
engineer) can fill in these maturity grids
easdy

0 the maturity grids give a good overview which
process items pose the highest risk for the
customer of the ASICs

"* by filling out the maturity grids on a regular
basis it is possible to assess the process
maturity as a function of time

Condusion

Future reliability targets of ASICs and ASSPs can not
be demonstated by product lif tests. These figures
must be shown by the production process that
produces these products. This requires a change in
vendor/customer relationship.

The capability of the production process is not
constantL As the process gees more mature the
capability tends to improve, This is an important
atspect for qualification of prlodction processes

Once the ame along the maturity grids are
established, maturity grids are easy to use. By
performing process maturity assessment on a regular
basis the maturity can be found as a function of time,
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RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIOMETERS BY 1/f NOISE ANALYSIS

E.P. Vandamme and L.K.J. Vandamme
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5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT The relative noise in the resistance of the track
The I/f noise of the conductive track, end contacts S,/R2 is inversely proportional to the track area
and stationary wiper in non-wirewound potentio- WL with a proportionality coefficient C,, which
meters have been investigated. The resistance and has the dimension r f mm' (Refs. 2-4)
the noise of the stationary wiper are constriction S,/IRI=C., WLf =-qpRI L 2f (3)
dominated. Physical models are proposed to ex-
plain experimentally observed trends. Potentiome- hence
ter I/f noise is due to contact noise between grains C. = waJLR, = aint (4)
in the track. Coherence measurements serve as a
fast diagnostic tool for reliability and quality with a the 1/f noise parameter. This noise parame-
assessment of the movable contact. ter is for homogeneous films of the order of 10'

(Refs. 2,3).
1. INTRODUCTION Contact complications such as uniform films (Ref.

Our aim is to provide a fast diagnostic tool to 5) or punched films (Ref. 6) between wiper con-
judge the quality and reliability of a potentiometer tact and track are ignored. Then the resistance of a
which is often the weakest component of a com- stationary wiper contact on the track is given by
plex electronic system. The excess noise in the Rc-l1/2raqpnaR0 (5)
track, in a stationary wiper and in the end contacts
as well as the coherence between them are used as with a the contact radius. For the relative noise of
a fast and non destructive technique for quality the wiper contact holds (Ref. 7)
testing. S.IRz =C/10wa 3nf (6)

2. SIMPLE MODEL FOR RESISTANCE, NOISE The ratios a=R/R, and =-S&L/SR can be calculated
AND COHERENCE using (1), (3), (5) and (6) and are given by eqs.

In our model two parameters are used, (i) the ratio (7) and (8)
P of 1he noise of the movable contact to the noise v=R/R,-2vaL1Wt (7)
of the total resistance, and (ii) the ratio a of the
total resistance of the potentiometer track to the and
resistance of the movable contact. Reliability vS 5L (8)

problems can be expected when i, and o depend on
the position of the wiper contact on the track, The noise in a stationary wiper is very sensitive
because this points to a fluctuating pressure of the (Pac 1/ ae) to changes in contact spot diameter
movable contact on the track, along the track. This is the physical background
The noise in conducting tracks for non-wirewound why I/f noise and coherence measurements are
potentiometers is of the same variety as the noise such sensitive diagnostic tools for the detection of
observed in thick-film resistors, having power wiper contact problems and reliability studies.
density spectra inversely proportional to the fre- We restrict ourselves here to coherence measure-
quency f. A refined ,eatment can be found in ments between voltage fluctuations. The potentio-
(Ref. 1). The resistance of the conductive track is meter is biased with a noise-free constant current
given by source I as in Fig. 1. We assume that V, and V2

R=LR0 IW=L/qpunW1 (1) are amplified with a noise-free voltage amplifier.
In fig. 1 the resistance and noise of the end con-

with R and R& the track resistance and sheet resi- tacts on the track are ignored.
stance repectively; L, W and t the length, width The observed voltage fluctuations in V, and V2 are
and thickness of the track and q, gu and n the due to conductance fluctuations in the track. The
elementary charge, the free carrier mobility and spectra Sv, and S, and the cross-correlation spec-
concentration respectively. Hence the sheet resi- trum Sv,,ý are given by equations (9), (10) and
stance is given by (11)

RO=/lqpd (2) S' =I2 (SR"S',,) (9)
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Se. =I2S't (10) C.. (mmn2)

and

The cherece ~(11)
Techrnefunction defined as

S2

now becomes
Y (13)

12" l.St~j, I .I.

with p=R,/R2.. Large values of indicate 01
relative small contributions of the resistance and 103'0
the noise of the wiper contact to the track resitance
and the noise of the tauk, respectively. This R., (kO)
points to a reliable and high quality potentiometer. fig.. 2: The values of C. =C* WL versus the sheet

resistance for four carbon tracks of differemnt mcro-
structure.

V2 1200

800

fig. 1: Measurement setup. The movable contact
separates the track resistance R into R, and R? 400
7The resitance of the stationary wiper contact on the
track is presented by R,.

0

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS0 
400 00 12 0

I.We have observed the relative noise of tracks in R. 1 0
different potentiometers with different dimensions fig. 3: The resistance of the movable contact versus
and sheet resistance. For potentiometers having th the sheet resistance for three different tracks.
same sheet resistance the observed values of C ane
inversely proportional to the area as can be seen in Fig. 4 shows the spectra Sv. (-4 S, (o) and the
(Ref. 8), where Cis defined astfS1 /R

2. coherence -?v.,(a) versus ftequency fof apoten.
Fig. 2 shows the Cý. values of several carbon tiometer of 10 kO. The large thermal noise contri-
potentiometers with different sheet resistance. Only bution of R2 shows up in Sv, above 300 Hz. The
for constant values of aps we can expect C~acR.,. values of Svv% and -?vv, were observed with an
Fig. 2 shows that C,,, is quadratically dependent on HP 35665A double-channel FF1 spectrum anay-
R. zer. The value of -?vyv below 300 Hz agrees with
In fig. 3 the resistance of the wiper contact on the dhe calculated value from our equations using a,
track is plotted versus the sheet resistance. Becau- and, p from an independent measurement. The
se R, increases lineaffly with R. we conclude that observed noise due to conductance fluctuations in
the contacts are constriction dominated, without all investigated potentiometers showed a l/f spec-
film complications as can be seen from eq. (5). trun. The results are sunina-rized in tables I and
The same trend has been observed in (Ref. 9). HI.
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Table !: oacterWdc and noise restds of potenmiomeers ni* a nominal value of lO=

potentiometerL . (mA) I/W R. (0) C1 = Ce= C. = 6=
no. (mm/Mu) fSR/R 2  tS,/ 2  WLC- S.JS. RJR.

1 4.5 24/1.6 667 10,13 10"' 3.8*10"2 0.3 170

2 5.3 24/2.4 sO00 5"0"" 2"1040 2.9*10"2 0.5 80

3 6.3 24.7/2.8 1134 3*10,14 10 "10 2.1*10.22 0.4 90

4 5.5/0.9 1636 1043 2"10",1 5.0"10"3 1.5 30

5 5.3 24/2.4 1000 3"10-" 5*10." 1.7"10.22 6.1 50

6 4.5 24/1.6 667 10"13 3*10420 j 3.8*10.22 0.1 180

Table I1: Characteristics and noise results of potentiometers with a nondnal wslue of O1k0)

potentiometer J_ (mA) L/W R. (kO) C,= CR.ff C.f= P= a
no. (mm/mm) 'S,/R2 fS&,R WLC SR./S1  R/k,

7 1 13.8/2.15 15.6 5*10"22 2*10- 1.5"10"20 0.1 60

8 2.2 15.3/1.8 11.8 9*10-12 3"10"o 2.5*10.20 0.04 90

9 2.2 14.1/2 14.2 2*10"24 3*10.20 5.6"10r-' 2.2 100

10 7.1 36.3/3.9 10.7 3"10--l 10' 4.2*10423 0.8 670

Sv (V2/Hz) -p,, contact noise. A large scattering in fS,,/P points to
V a non-uniform resistance of the wiper contact
S10-13 along the track and is an indication for a poor

quality potentiometer. The l/f noise in the wiper
and end contact resistance or in the end contact

10-14 .0 Sresistance only is obtained from the intersections
0o of fSv,/I and Sv/12 in figs. 5 and 6 with the y-o axis.

10,1510-6 
.fS.__12_2)---- 2"1.

ROOM 0

10-1'M ... .. 10- "10-3
A

10 102 103 6*1- 104 a

f (Hz) A
fig. 4: The voltage noise spectra S,, denoted by 4 10-4 o 0.4
"a, Sv, denoted by o, and the coherence v0
denoted byl, versus thefrequencyf, with 2*10-46 0.2
R/R=0.0.5, R=9.M and I=03.17m. 00 0.0

In figs. 5 and 6 the l/f resistance noise, nonrali- 0 0.5 1
zed for frequency, Sv,/ (A) and fSIl (o)
observed in the circuit of fig. 1, are shown as a RI/R
function of the position of the movable comac for fig. 5: ISP, denoted by f, flW/P, denoted by 0,
two carbon potentiometers together with the pla- and ?, denoWte by w, versus R,/R. Thefl line
teau value of the coherence -?,v, (U). A high is the calculated value of .y using (12) iCth
value of ?v,% for p-I or R,/R-0.S indicates a ,2.5*1O'-
high-quality potentometer, moidering its wiper
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ABSTRACT

This paper present a comparative reliability analysis of coated and uncoated PCB's. The influence of the
cleanness process and the different kinds of conformal coatings were evaluated.

Tes samples were subjected to a 1000 hours
1.INTRODUCTION compressed reliability test, the cycle is showed in

Figure 1. Test samples were biased with 48 V and
Several failures were detected in equipments the drop voltage in a limitation resistance was
installed in high humidity environments or in areas meaured every ten minutes. Limitation resistance
nearest to the sea-side. In these equipmets the of 1 Mohin value were introduced in the control
PCB's were uncoated and the main important PCB, outside of the climatic chamber, and
faire mode detected was shorimti, caused by connected with the amplmes in order to limite the
dendritic growth, between conductors or solder current when the dentritic growth take be place and
joints. avoid the volatlizastion of the dentrites by thepower suddenly dissiliad &-n them.

In these tests the failures produced in the field were
studied and were compared with the failures The aim of this test was to reproduce the drop of
obtained in the clinmtic test in the laboratory. condensation during the changes betwem night and

day, wich could be the mam principal mechumsm
These tests have been carried out in order to of failure in the field. Each cycle with a duration of
reproduce the failure mechanism and to stablish the 3 hours simulate me day, then is possible obtain an

Smea time bween ilures (MTBF) on costed and accelerated factor of 8.
uncoated PCB's. Furthermore, the finluetce of dhe

cleanness process, prior to coste the PCB's, oan the Furthermore, high temperature and high humidity
reliabiliy was dermined. conditions wen used in order to accelerate the

failure mechanism but the accelerition rat of these

factors can't be determined because several tos in
2.TBST METHODS difernt cmoditions wow necessary and it was

difficult to reproduce the drops of condensation in
For comopison purposes circuits without different conditions.
protection, with conformal costing without
cleanness process prior to coaing and with
cleanness process prior to coating wee tested. 3.DISCUSSION
Insulation resistance and dielectric strength wie
mesue•d on all test circuits prior and after the Test results were plotted on Wetbull paper. From
Climatic test. The imulation resistance reading was this reprsentation is possible to obtain dsape (6),
tam after application of 500 V DC for oae scale (characteristic lif, it) and the mom time
mimute. In he & dielectric strength me teast between failrm (MTBEF).
voltage was applied by increasing frm 0 to 125o
V DC at a rate of 500 Vls, after which lekag Uncosted PCB's showe a poor perfannace in all
currentwa m ums . the manufacturers ted. The MTDF's wen



between 10 and 30 hours, the shape (8) was together with the presence of contaminants and
arround 1 as shown in Figure 2. The main bias, give rise to chemical action at the anode to
important filure mechanism detected was dendritic form positive metals ions (Sn) which thin migrate
growth between solder joints and conductors. The to the cathode. Dmritic groaw& of the meal ow u
insulation esstance and dectric straetgh of dts from the cathode to th anode. mrulting in
circuits have an important drop. excesive current leikage and eventually a restive

short is cre•ed, with a resulting equipment failure.
Conformal coated PCB's without cleanness proces
showed a better perfomance than uncoated PCB's. In the test carried out in the laboratory the same
The MTBF's were between 60 and 80 hous, the faiures detected in the samples from the outside
shape wow between 3.5 and 4.2 as shown in Fige plant we reproduced , as shown in figures 7 and
3. The increase in the shape value can be explained S.
by the lataiess in the access of the humidity to the
surface of the PCB, however the failures apparition Another factor contributing to the apparition of this
rate increase faster at a consequence of the failure mechanism is the presence of solder flux
impossibilty to eliminate the humidity of the residues on the board surface. The presence of a
surfac of PCB due to the prosenc of the coating. halogen species sch as chloride ions in the solder
In these samples the dondritic growth was present flux residues promotes the formation of stable
in arms wheo solder fluxessidues were Prsna. complexes with the mtetls there by helping to
Thes findings can be explained by the presence of dissolve and transpo the formation of stable
ionic contamination on dt PCB's, wich in presece complexes with the metals there by helping to
of moisture, retained in the manufacturing process dissolve and tansport the metal ions. This effect
of PCB's and in the climatic chamber, can increase was observed in the boards without conformal
the conductivity, furthermore, in these samples costing (a shown in Figure 7) and in the boards
blistering and worst adhrmuce ofcoaing to PCB'S with conformal coating and with inadequate
wen detected, at a consequence corrosion in the cleaning procedures. Under test conditions and due
conductors track was detected. Conformal coated to the presmene of solder flux residues, blistering of
PCB's increased the MTBF at double thn u•mcoated the conformal coaing takes place which allows the

SPCB's. access of humidity to the board surface and the
ibuumntion of dendritee.

Conformal coated PCB's with cleanness process

prior to the application of conformal coating The boards with conformal cosing and a previous
products, showed the best perrmsnce and cleaning process did not show this kind of failures
adhesion of coating. The MTBF of these samples which proves that the presence of humidity and
were arround 300 hours and the shape was arround cotaminn on the board surface arme determining
3 as shown in Figure 4. Dendritic growth wan't factors in the apparition of this failure mechanism.
present in thes lots and the failWure mehanism
were associated with the failure on uncoated S.CONCLUSIONS
components mounted on the circuit, The insulation
residee and dielectric strength remained 1) Thes tests confirmed that conformal coating
unalter• . products protect the PCB's in high humidity

environments.
Conformal coating products with dififarent emical
composition ad form different maufacturers 2) The cleanness process prior to te application. of
showed no significant differences in te results of conformal costing is a very important factor in
the coated PCB's in the climatic teats. order to obtain good adhesion and increase their

rliability in high humidity environments.

4.FAILURBS ANALYSIS 3) The MTBF ofclemness confor•al coaed PCB's
is 15 times better than uncoaed PCB's.

The main important failure mcum deected in
the samples failed in the outside plant was dendritic 4) The time compresed reliability tests ae a good
growth between th solder joins with diTrant method to obain a quick answ that allows to
polirity or between conductor tracks of dth PCBI evaluate differents mufacturing pro•es and
shown in Figures 5 and 6. The failure occurs ias afecting factors.

s of the presence of humidity inside the
equipment which ham a layer of a polar liquid on
the surface to form an electrolyte. This layer,
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OBSERVATION OF SIMULTANEOUS EXTRUSIONS AND VOIDS,
IN TUNGSTEN-FILLED SUB-MICRON VIAS, INDUCED DURING

HIGH-TEMPERATURE PROCESSING.

J.AWails MIEEE MIEE CEng
Digtal Equipment Corporatton, South Quensfefy. Scotlanl.

email: JWvls0ttherCj.enet.dec.com

1. ABSTRACT: This paper describes failure analysm
techniques by which this phenomena was observed,

Recently, Shibata et al [1] demonstrated the the characteristics of this unique failure mechanism,
sensitivity of sub-micren via integrity to high- and a model to explain how the effect of thermally-
temperature processing after via etch. Initially, induced stress significantly reduces fail time.
thermal expansion of Al into the etched via takes
place; this results in deformation of the tungstan
plug. Our work indicates that subsequent 3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE:
contraction of the Al during a period of relaxation
can give rise to void formation in the via during Test samples were produced using a modified
electromigration stress This mechanism represents production process flow;, with the omission of front-
a potential reliability hazard for a tungsten-plugged end (transistor) processing and with an anneal step

* interconnect system. added after contact clean, immediately prior to plug-
, fill. The anneal was performed at 450 deg C in H2

for 60 mins. The test structures employed consisted
2. INTRODUCTION: of a chain of twenty identical W-plugged MI to M2

visa, with approximately 200 um long M1 or M2
The recent work of Shibata et al [1] lines linking each via. 200 um is greater that the

demonstrated the sensitivity of sub-micron via Blech length for the metallisation scheme employed,
integrity and tungsten plug formation to high- and ensures electromigration may take place. This
temperature processing steps after via etch. is longer than the threshold length of 10 um or
Through a length-dependency study, two effects saturation length of 100 um observed by Shibsta et
were demonstrated. Firstly, deformation of the al for extrusion formation. M1 and M2 were
tungsten plug through a thermal expansion of Al composed of AIl%Si0.5%Cu, the MI linewidth was
into the etched via, and secondly, void formation in 1.3um, and the nominal via diameter was 0.68 umn.
the inter-connecting lines due to subsequent
contraction of the Al during a period of relaxation. Electromigration testing was performed at

200 C on batches of 16 packaged parts from the test
Recently we have observed a similar effect sample lots. A current of 4.6 mA was applied to the

during experimentation, with the principle test structure which was monitored in a Kelvin
difference being the location of the voids. An anneal cofiguration for changes in resistance. At this low
step was introduced immediately after the contact stress current, no significant Joule-heating was
etch, on a sample basis, to investigate the sensitivity observed. A threshold of 10% change in the entire
of our process in the light of the work by Shibata at structure resistance was set as a means of detecting
al In our work, voids formed in the immediate the onset of fatal void formation. Smaller increases
vicinty of the tungsten vias, at the M1-W interface in resistance could invariably be detected, but since
(see figure 1), and not in the metal line as reported only gross voids such as those reported previously
previously. Initially, analysis of the fail sites were of interest, this higher threshold sufficed. The
suggested electromigration of Al away from the M1- higher threshold also made the task of locating the
W interface, but closer inspection revealed that visa voids somewhat easier during subsequent failure
immediately a4jacent to the fail site were similarly analysis.
affected. Their location thus did not relate to Control samples were placed under similar
electron current direction, and hence to the expected conditions of temperature, but with zero current
direction of mass transport, applied, to assess the effect of temperature alone as

an acceleration factor.



4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: simultaneously. Also, better 'slice-depth' resolution
could be achieved than was attainable by FIB.

For the annealed samples tested, the 10% Figures 4 clearly show the deformation of each via in
failure criterion was reached in a considerably the chain due to the thermal expansion of
shorter time than would have been normally aluminium into the via during the anneal step. This
expected from this structure under these test 'mushroom' style extrusion in the via is identical in
conditions. The MTW F of all samples have been appearance to that observed by Shihata et al.
normalised to an equivalent T50 to take account of However, no immediately obvious cause for a
differences in applied currents and test resistance increase (EM fail) was visible.
temperatures. This also allows for meanin•ful Refininements to the FIB technique and the
comparisons to be made. secondary ion (SIM) imaging enabled the extrusions

The results from a single split lot are shown to be located with greater ease. This was important
in table 1: since there was significant wafer-wafer and die-die

variability observed. In short, the extrusions which
sample normalised gamma we would have expected to find were often difficult

T_0 to locate and image.
Closer inspection of some failing visa

Annealed 173±8 hra 0.17 ±0.03 indicated some small voids located at the M11W
interface as shown in figure 5. Furthermore, voids

No anneal 1555 ±61hrs 0.36 0.1 were occuring at M1/W interfaces only. Upon
comparing the current polarity to the failure site
locations, however, it was revealed that the location
of the voids did not always relate to electron current

Table 1: Results from split lot. direction, and hence to the expected direction of

The distribution of the failures in the annealed mass transport. A FIB/SIM image of a failure site,
f and the immediately adjacent vias is shown in figurewafer appears lognormal as can be seen from figure 6. This indicated that voiding was taking place

t 2. independent of current direction.
Additional lots were also annealed, but ind en ent of the zero-current

included various process splits known to affect T60. sml wro t ioned.

In all cases, however, the normalised TSO's were samples were not obtained.
S remarkaby similar.

Clearly the effect of the anneal is to activate 6. MODELLING THE FAILURE MECHANISM:

a dominant early failure mode. The smaller gamma
of the annealed samples is also suggestive of a new Stress-enhanced electromigration is thought
failure mechanism. to be the mechanism of failure in this case for twoNo failures were observed from the zero- reasons. Firstly, the location of the voids found
curret samples, not even after over 2000 hours of appears to not always relate to current direction;

indeed voids were found at the 'upwind' and
'downwind' ends of the MI lines. Secondly, the

5. FAILURE ANALYSIS: interconnect system used in this study is virtually
symmetrical about the W-plug, and yet no evidence

The failing areas were identified as single or of voiding has ever been detected in the M

multiple contacts within the chain using the thermal immediately above the via.
liquid crystal technique. Failing contacts were Surprisingly however no evidence of

sectioned using focussed ion beam (FIB), and on voiding in MI was found in the electrically un-

occasions some apparent via deformation was visible stressed (zero curent) samples. Although this has yet
(see n figure &Thiswapparenitially de mitat n fw a n vto be confirmed by FIB cross-sectional analysis, no(see fioure 3. This was initially mistaken for an measurable resistance increases were observed.
artefact (oblique cut) of the FIB process due to the This is supportive of a two-step failure process,
very occasional nature of the defect. Furthermore, where the first step is taking place without an
the visibility of any deformation was a rapid

fimean f FB sicedeph, ad erlymapquaity applied stress current.f toof FIB slice depth, and early image a Such a two-step process has been postulated
w As poor. previously (2] whereby time-to-failure (tf) is the

A specialised tripod-mounted poiaohing on summation of a nucleation time (tN) and a period of
normally employed for TEM sample preparation, gotevi oeett)

was subsequently employed. This allowed f9r all growth, or void movement (tG):
in the chain to be polished and viewed



tf =tN + tG (1) the void nucleation process. Our results suggest an
n=1 current dependency which can be explained by a
pre-existing critical stress. Further work to

The nucleation and growth phases are also evaluate the effect of current density would, of
considered to have different current density (j) course, be required to substantiate this.
dependencies [3]: Such anneal steps are commonplace to

permit the early in-line measurement of transistor
Nucleation: 142 dependence parametrics, and anneal out plasma-related oxide

charges, We conclude that their exact location in

Growth: V1j dependence the processing sequence is critical to the reliability of
a tungsten-plugged interconnect system.

Normally, the fail time is dominated by a long
incubation period before growth can take place,
hence tf is 1j12 dependent (or thereabouts) for most 8. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
observations, and tf can be modelled by the Shatskes
& Lloyd relation [41: This work was conducted in conjunction with

the Reliability and Failure Analysis groups of South
Queenaferry (Scotland), Ayr (Scotland), and Hudson

tf = A (T/)2 exp (EaikT) (2) (Massachusetts) wafer fabs, and with the
cooperation of the South Queensferry Materials
Analysis group. Thanks are also due to G.McKee

Our observed -4x reduction in lifetime for and S.Pizzanello for performing the electromigration
this structure can be explained if the rate-limiting tests and assembly of the samples, and to FEI
step is the void growth process with the the Europe Ltd for the FIBiSIM images. Thanks are also
nucleation, enhanced by a pre-existing stress due to Terry Spooner, Jim Lloyd, and Roger St
gradient, taking place almost spontaneously. It is Amand for many fruitful discussions.
proposed that the stress gradient is a result of the
aluminium extrusions induced by the anneal step,
and that this is sufficient to considerably shorten the 9. REFERENCES:
first phase in the vicinity of the via hole.

It has been argued that mechanical stress
gradient and vacancy concentration are essentially
the same thing in that they can be modelled 1 "Via-hole related simultaneous Stress-Induced

similarly in terms of their effect upon time-to-failure Extrusion and Void Formation in Al Interconnects",
[5). Our samples could be considered as having a H.Shibata, T.Matsuno, K.Hashimoto, Proceedings
close to critical stress gradient in the vicinity of the International Reliability Physics Symposium, pp.
via hole as a result of the anneal step. This stress 340-344,1993.
was insufficient to result in immediate actual void
nucleation (as evidenced from cross-sections of 2. "Electromigration Failure", J.R.Lloyd,
unstressed samples), but that soon after the stress J.Appl.Phys., 69 (11), pp. 7601-7604, 1991.
current was applied, voids formed preferentially in
the regions of highest stress, namely in the M1 3. Ibid
under the vias. Thereafter there followed a phase of
void growth resulting in the failure of the via. This 4. M.Shatzkes, J.R.Lloyd, J.Appl.Phys., 59, p 3890,
could, of course, occur at either the 'upwind' or the 1986.
'downwind' via as we have seen.

5. "Mechanical Stress and Electromigration Failure"
J.itLloyd, MRS Symposium Proceedings, Vol 225,

7. CONCLUSIONS: 1991, pp 47-52, Material Reliability Issues in
Microelectronics, Eds J.R.Lloyd, F.G.Yost, P.S.Ho.

Our initial analysis of the failure sites had
suggested electromigration of aluminium• away from
the MI/W interface, but closer inspection revealed
that vias immediately adjacent to the fail site were
similarly affected. This suggested a new failure
mechanism was at work. The anneal step after
contact etch was sufficient to enhance early
electromigration failure through the enhancement of
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Figure 1: A typical void formed at an extrusion site.
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Figure 3: Tungsten via deformation due to aluminium extrusion

Figure 4a: Cross-sectional SEM from tripod-polished sample which had been
subjected ½- the anneal after contact etch.

Figure 4b: Cross-sectional SEM from tripod-polished sample without anneal

step (for comparison with 4a).
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Fi!ure 5: SIM/FIB image of failing via showing simultaneous extrusion and
voding of the aluminium interconnect.

L

Figure 6: SIM/FIB image sh•o•igpresence of multiple voids in vias adjacent
to the failure site shown in g 5.
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COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF MICROSCOPIC ELECTROMIGRATION FAILURE MODELS
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1. ABSTRACT where A is a constant, T is the conductor temperature,
Time-to-failure and resistometric clectromigration kB is the Boltzmann constant, j is the current density, n
reliability models used in the analysis of experimental the current density exponent and Ea is the activation
data to determine interconnect reliability are compared energy of die process. Equation (1) is usually calued
using a new computer model for simulating failure in Black's equation and is used to provide design rules
polycrystalline thin film conductors. The inclusion of once n and Ea are determined.
backflux in the model and the use of ambient or
conductor temperature on the extracted failure The uncertainty in the true value of the current density
parameters is illustrated and the need for including exponent n (which is usually taken to be either - I or 2)
backflux in future electromigration studies is has led to this model has being modified by several
demonstrated. The limitations and unsuitability of time- authors. Shatzkes & Lloyd (Ref. 3) considered both
to-failure and resistometric models for extracting certain diffusion and electromigration to produce a modified
material parameters is highlighted and a correlation version of Black's equation with a current density
between the time-to-failure and the early stages of the exponent of 2 and an additional temperature term. This
rate of relative resistance changes is shown, is expressed as

2. INTRODUCTION TrF=BT2 p eXp(-Ea (2)
k T

Electromigration damage of metal conductors is a major
cause of failure in integrated circuits. Over the past 30 where B is a constant. However, the assumptions used
years or so a number of analytical and empirical models in deriving equation (2) neglect the void growth process
have been used in an attempt to understand the and assume that the period required for the void to
processes involved and provide design rules that incubate is the dominant failure process: if the void
increase the reliability of the conductor. Unfortunately,
as a result of the numerous processes involved in the growth dominates then TIF- T/j(Ref.6).

cnctre de it has been difficult to Another version of Black's equation which assumes void
determine what, if any, physical parameters can be growth is the dominating failure mechanism was
extracted from the experimental data. A new computer g
model for simulating electromigration damage in thin produced by Walter (Ref. 4). In this model the current
film polycrystalline conductors (Ref. 1) is used to density exponent was taken to be I while the

analyse and compare three time to failure models (based temperature coefficients of electrical resistivity and

on different assumptions) (Refs. 2-4) and the classic effective charge (a and II respectively) were introduced.
resistometric failure model (Ref. 5). The failure models This is expressed as
analysed are described in section 3 and the new
computer model is briefly outlined in section 4. Results TTF = ) (3)from the simulations are discussed in section 5. (1 +cT)(l+PT) kT

3. ELECTROMIGRATION FAILURE MODELS where C a constant.
The lifetime test of metal conductors is the most
common method used for determining the resistance to The resistometric method was first used by Rosenberg
electromigration damage. Due to the statistical nature of and Berenbaum (Ref. 5) who related changes in the
the results they are usually presented in terms of the resistance in the early stages of conductor deterioration
time-to-failure (TMF) of a group of conductors. This is with damage primarily as a result of electromigration.
usually expressed as (Ref. 2) This is a method commonly used for determining

activation energies, although there have been some
TTF Aj- exp(Ed doubts to the validity of this approach (Ref. 7). Many

e( T authors have related the relative change in resistance due

to electromigration to a term similar to that used in time-
to-failure analysis, i.e.
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SOR. ( The model uses two iterative processes, one for

R --- : Dj exp(- ) (4) calculating the grain boundary fluxes and another for the

finite element calculations (Ref. 10). This is due to the

where D is a constanL computational expense of the finite element calculations
and the stability of the backflux calculations which

4. COMPUTER MODEL require short time steps. Conductors are assumed to fail

The new computer model uses a coupled finite element when the temperature reachcs the melting value when

model to produce a self-consistent solution to the the conductor will break resulting in an open circuit.

electrical and thermal conduction equations in two While the choice of failure criterion is rather arbitrary it

dimensions. These are used to provide realistic current is simple to implement.

density and temperature distributions required for
accurately simulating electromigration damage. Unlike 5. RESULTS

previous models (Refs. 4.6,8,9) diffusion and stress A set of five conductors with different grain structures

driven backfluxes are included for the first time. have been used in a simulation of conductor

Backfluxes are calculated explicitly in each of the grain deterioration and failure. The conductors were

boundaries using concentration and stress gradients subjected to stress conditions typical of those used in

resulting from the initial electromigration flux. The experimental test conditions. The results from these

stress dependent diffusivity term is also included simulations have been analysed using the reliability

directly in the formulation. It is assumed that the main models presented in equations (1) - (4). These are

cause of the flux divergence is the grain structure of the commonly used to provide reliability design rules for

conductor and that these divergences occur at the triple integrated circuit interconnections.

point junctions of the grain boundaries.
The simulated deterioration and failure of

The model solves the transport equation for atomic polycrystalline structures is similar to that observed

migration along a grain boundary in the presence of an experimentally (Refs. 5,11,12). This is illustrated in

electric field, stress gradient and concentration gradient figure 1 which shows the final three finite element time
steps of a conductor undergoing failure with the stress

N J c.sy Nsl .condition of 5xl0
1 0

A/m
2 

at 1751C (the darker regions

ksT =-!TVF )) indicate where the void is growing). This highlights the1T 8 rapid rate of deterioration immediately prior to failure
and the unpredictability in the location of final failure.

where the diffusion constant Dgb is given by Even when the conductor is close to failure (upper

Eimage) the expected failure location is near the left of
Dr, = D:, exp(- a ) sin(-) (6) the conductor. However, this is not the case and there is

kT 2 a rapid deterioration on the right of the conductor where
! the failure finally occurs.

and the other terms in (5) and (6) are:

DOgb - constant of diffusion
N!b - atomic density
Z gb - effective charge Ele~on Flux
p - electrical resistivity
Jo - applied current density
T - temperature
Ea -ctivation energy for diffusion
a - atomic volume __

Von - stress gradient

Vqgb - concentration gradient
fa- activation volume
ci n - hydrostatic stress %

0 - angle of mismatch between adjacent grain lattices

w- grain boundary/current flow angle of orientation

gb - specifies grain boundary values

The angle of mismatch 0 between adjacent grain lattices

is a randomly generated between 0 and 60 while the FIgure 1. Simulated failure in a polycrystalline
angle of orientation between the grain boundary and conductor
current flow is determined by means of a scalar product
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Figure 2 s&ows the simulated resistance chane as a values found in experimental studies of approximately 2
function of time in the period terminating immediately (Refs. 13,14). However. when the backflux calculations
before failure. This illustrates that there arm periods are included in the simulations a value of approximately
where the conductor degradation is halted and resistance 2.3 is obtained (figure 3 line (b)).
decreases. Ther are also cases where there is a sudden
increase in conductor resistance which just as suddenly The analytic model of Shatzkes & Uoyd (Ref. 3)
decreases. obtained a value of 2 (see equation 2) by assuming the

void incubation period is the dominant factor in
conductor deterioration. However the simulated
conductor deterioration is dominated by the void growth

X period, in fact there is no void incubation present in

.16 "these simulations. Under these conditions a value of I
would be expected (Refs. 6,8), however, a value of 2.3

0.ii is obtained. This suggests that the assumption of a voidincubation period is not necessary to obtain agreement
012 between theory and experiment: the key to the

interpretation of the data is the inclusion of backflux in
the analysis.

Comparison of equations (2) and (4) suggest a
relationship between the time-to-failure (TTF) and the
early late of relative resistance changes (Rr.). Maiz and

so no ISO MO 230 30•0 M so 4M Segura (Ref. 11) suggested the use of a distribution of
relative resistance changes when comparing time-to-

failure with resistance changes. Using this method they
Figure 2. Simulated relative resistance change as a obtained a relationship of the form TTF=CRrc"' where
function of time for five conductors with the same m and C are contants. When all simulated time-to-

temperature/current density conditions, failure (T7F) and rate of relative resistance changes
(Rc) are considered together a correlation between
them is found . This is illustrated in figure 4 which
shows a plot of ln(Rrc) as a function of ln(TTF) for all
the data obtained in the simulations. The form of this

2.S) relationship is TTF=O.223Rrc 1'-1 and indicates that
"resistance measurements can be used in producing
lifetime parameters for use in providing reliability rulesSI• for conductor design.

-"24 1 X24r

In (curretdens*) 1 -0 .

Figure 3. ln(YIF) as a function of Ino) for simulations -175

without backfluxes (line (a)) and with backfluxes -1 £4.

(line(b)). " -l . .

-14.7

The impact of the inclusion of backflux calculations in -173
the simulation model is demonstrated by the estimate of -V.M
the current density exponent. This is illustrated in figure -_._
3 which shows a typical plot of ln(TTF) as a function of 11 115 12 W IS 1s.5 14 14.5 15

current density In(f). When backflux calculations are not 0imto ,sm)
included a value of approximately 1.04 (figure 3 line
(a)) is predicted for die current density exponent in all
time-to-failure models. This is in agreement with other Figure 4. Relationship between the early rate of relative
simulations (Refs. 4,6,8,9) but does not agree with resistance change and the time-to-failure.
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(0.04 for Ea and 0.17 for n) are smaller than those
Table I shows the average activation energy predicted obauned using the tune-to-failure models (these are, for
using the time-to-failure models (Refa. 2-4) and the Ea and mrepectively, 0.09 & 1.03 using equations 1, 2
classic resistometrc method (Ref. 5) with both ambient and 3). This suggests that resisauce measurements can
and conductor temperatures. Comparing the estimated be used in producing lifetime parameters for use in
activation energies with the default value of 0.5 leV used providing reliability rules for conductor design.
in the simulations clearly demonstrates the dangers in
relating the time-to-failure and resistometric activation The use of ambient or conductor temperature on the
energies with that associated with diffusion. Time-to- extracted failure parameters has also been studied.
failure analysis is less accurate than the classic While, in general, the use of the conductor temperature
resistometic method (although the model of Shatzkes give more accurate estimates of the activation energy for
and Lloyd (Ref. 3) is only slightly less accurate than the diffusion this is not always the case.
resistance model). However, even the resistometric
model produces an estimate (0.45eV) which is still 7. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
considerably lower than the default value (0.51eV). The Dr J T Trattles would like to thank the Science and
use of the conductor temperature in estimating the Engineering Research Council (SERC) for providing a
activation energy exponent merely increases the value in research studentship to finance this study. Thanks also
all failure models (Refs. 2-5). In general, this is closer go to Dr C M Johnson (University of Newcastle) for
to the activation energy for diffusion however this is not allowing time for the preparation and presentation of
always the case: Conductor 3 analysed using the model this paper.
of Shatzkes and Lloyd (Ref. 3) produced estimated
activation energies of 0.50eV and 0.57eV using ambient 8. REFERENCES
and conductor temperatures respectively. 1) Trattles J T, O'Neill A G & Mecrow B C, "Computer
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SHAPE CHANGES OF VOIDS IN BAMBOO LINES:

A NEW ELECTROMIGRATION FAILURE MECHANISM

0. Kraft, U.E. Mdckl and E. Art
Max-P•laknisitut for Metallforschung and hisitut f Metallkunde der Universiult Stuttgart

Seestr. 71.70174 Stuttgart. Germany

1. ABSTR4CT the void at the anode end, the cathode boundary is
flat and more or less perpendicular to the line (Ref,

The behaviour of electromigration-induced voids in 11). Interrupted electromigration tests revealed that
narrow, unpassivated aluminum interconnects is in addition to void nucleation, growth, and motion,
examined. Failure voids are categorized in two void shape changes can consume a major part of the
different types: emtended wedge-shaped voids and lifetime of a conductor line and may be the decisive
narrow slit-like voids. The occurrence of slits is found mechanism in the formation of a slit-like trans-
to increase with decreasing current density and line granular void. It is the aim of this article to elucidate
width. It is observed that shape changes of voids lead the conditions under which slit voids occur and to
to the formation of the slit-like voids. These shape identify the driving forces behind the shape change.
changes may consume a major part of the lifetime of
a conductor line. A model to describe the evolution
of the void shape is presented. 3. EXPERIMENTAL

Two different sets of samples, pure Al and Al-
2. INTRODUCTION 0.5%Cu-l.0%Si. were provided from different

manufacturers. The films had been sputter deposited
Failure of metallic interconnects is considered to be onto thermally oxidized silicon wafers. Film
a key concern in the reliability of microelectronic thicknesses were 0.5 ptm (pure Al) and 0.85 lim
devices, which is further accentuated by the (AISiCu). Parallel line arrays of 20 lines with a
continuing trend toward miniaturization. The length of 1 mm and line widths in the range of 1-5
phenomenon of electromigration is one possible Pin were patterned using standard lithography and
reason for such failures: transport of matter driven by etching techniques. Prior to patterning, the Al film
high electric currents produces damage in the lines was annealed in forming gas at 400rC for 45 minutes,
(e.g. Ref. 1). Failure then results from voids growing resulting in a grain size of 1.4 Itm. The AISiCu
over the entire line. In the last years, microscopy samples were annealed in forming gas after
studies have revealed that these voids are able to patterning at 480*C for 20 minutes resulting in a
move along the conductor line (Refs. 2-6) and more grain size in the continous film of 1.9 lim. All
recently, it was reported that in bamboo inter- samples were tested without passivation.
connects voids grow transgranularly with a slit-like
morphology (Refs. 7-10). Further it was observed that Electromigration testing was performed on wafer
voids which produced an open circuit show a specific level using two different types of experimental set-
as:7mmetric void shape. In contrast to the contour of up: probe station including a hot chuck with post-

Fig. 1: SEM micrograph exemplifying an extended Fig. 2: SEM micrograph showing a slit-like void in an
wedge-shaped void in a pure Al line. Testing AISiCu line. Testing conditions: line width 1.9 pm.
conditions: line width 1.8 pm. current density 1.2 current density 1.2 MA/cm2 , and temperature 2271C.
MA/cm2 . and temperature 2270C. Electron flow from Electron flow from right to left.
right to left.
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Fig. 3: Experimental electromigration damage map Fig. 4: Experimental electromigration damage map
for AlSiCu: the fraction of slit failures is shown as a for Al.
function of current density and the ratio of line width
to grain size.

testing failure analysis and in-situ testing in an SEM asymmetry (Ref. 11). where the boundary of the void
with a specially designed prober module. Tests were at the cathode end is perpendicular to the line.
performed under constant voltage conditions with Wedge voids are usually found to be integrpanular.
current densities in the range of 0.7 to 2.5 MA/cm 2, while slits are apparently traxsgrnmular. Systematic
at a temperature of 2270 C. Further experimental trends, consistent with other reports (Refs 8 and 13).
details and results can be found in Ref. 12. for the occurrence of slit failures were observed.

These observations are summarized in experimental
damage maps in Figs. 3 and 4 where the relative

4. ANALYSIS OF VOID DAMAGE fractions of failures due to slit- and wedge-shape
voids are shown as a function of current density and

The detailed investigation of several hundred failure the ratio linewidth to grain size. It is shown that the
sites suggested a differentiation of fatal voids into at importance of slit failures increases with continuing

i least two different categories, which ame exemplified miniaturization (decreasing line width) and
in Figs. 1 and 2: a more or less extended wedge decreasing current densities. The latter corresponds to
shaped void (Fig. 1). or a narrow slit-like void (Fig the transition from accelerated testing conditions to
2). The voids were found to have a characteristic use conditions and might severely affect the

Fig. 5: SEM micrographs showing a time sequence of void nucleation (left). growth (middle). and ultimate failure
due to shape change (right). Testing conditions: line width 1.2 pm current density 1.75 MA/cm2 . and temperature
225 0C. Electron flow was from right to left.
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prediction of time-to-failure under use conditions lateal growth of the void. This result is in good
romn accelerated tests, qualitative agreement with our experimental

observation. The analytical treatment is however
Fig. S shows an example of the formation of a slit- limited to simple initial shapes and cannot predict a
le failure. Typically nucleation occurs at the edge full temporal evolution of the void shape. In addition
of the conductor line as shown in Fig. Sa. The it is not possible to treat a void in a narrow line.
subsequent growth is observed to be lineah with time, because -edge- effects cannot be included in the
but the ultimate failure is very offen related to a void analytical treament
shape changse. The void in Fig. 5b has a more or less
rounded void tip and a measured size of 0.24 pm2 Therefore a numerical model was developed which
(void ara on the micrograph). The void then extends describes the motion and shape evolution of a "two-
across the line by becoming narrower without dimensional void" in an isotropic medium when
significant further void growth (Fig. 5c, void area subjected to a high current density. Current density,
0.26 1m2 ). The final shape of the void exhibits the temperature distribution and resulting thermal stres
asymmetry described above. In addition the void in the vicinity of a void are calculated by application
moves slowly over a distance of 0.6 pm (Fig. Sa to b) of a commercial finite element code (ANSYS.
and 0.1 pmn (Fig. 5b to c) against the electron flow Swanson Analysis Systems, Inc.). Subsequently the
dir n void shape changes by surface diffusion are

examined using a finite difference scheme, which

Many of the slit-like voids were found to start from includes the influence of gredieits in curvature along
small voids at the edge of a line. as shown in Figs. 2 the void surface. The drift velocity v of a point n
and 5. It is strikdng that the growth direction of such a the void surface (which was used as a node in the
slit is either perpendicular to the electron flow or previous finite element calculation) can be
more often tilted against the electron flow. Slits calculated using Eqs. I and 2:
which grew in the direction of the electron flow were
very rarely observed.

S. MODELING OF SHAPE CHANGES vn ( 1Z)pi + (1)
kTAs L AsI

Our results suggest that surface diffusion on the void
surfaces is responsible for the void shape, which can and
lead to narrow slit failures as shown in Fig. S. An
analytical treatment of void motion and shape -- (..g ÷ (2)
changes by diffusion on the void surface is presented (2)
in Ref. 14. It has been shown that a semi-circular
void in an infinite hail-space does not change its
shape under the action of an electron wind, but where Ds is the surface diffusivity, 8 the thickness of
moves along the edge of the half-space against the the surface phase, eZ* the effective charge, p the
electron flow. In contrast, a void with an semi. resistivity. js the surface component of the current
elliptical shape transverse to the electron flow density, it the local chemical potential, and As the
direction suffers a shape distortion which tends to arc length along the surface. Q is the atomic volume.
produce a flatter face at the cathode end and a slight y dte surface energy. x the curvature of the surface.

j=6MAM 2  j=2MA/Cm 2  AT=2.62 K AT=271K

!!!!•i~iiiiii ;...f..,..,. ...

Fig. 6: Results of the finite element calculations: current density distribution in the viciniry of a semi-circular
void with a radus of 0.6 pan In a I Ian wide A/ line and a applied current density of 2 MA/W• (tift), and resulting
temperature distribution (right).
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Fig. 7a: Time sequence showing a void shape change as calculated by the numerical sinmulation. The time is
given In arbitrary wnits. The height o the frame is equal to the line width used in the simultidon.

S~6. DISCUSSION

S• The extended failure analysis shows that the

occurrence of slit voids depends strongly on the
microstructure of the film, line width and testing

-conditions. These dependencies can be rationalized
as shown in Ref. 15. where a theoretical damage map

experimental maps with the theoretical map, it is
encouraging that the simplified approach which was
used to obtain the theoretical map leads to
qualitative agreement with the experimental
obeservations. It is striking that the occurrence of slit-

Fig. 7b: SEM micrograph oa a fatal woid in an AlIiCu like voids in the pure Ai is shifted to lower current
line. ;howing the predicted asynmmetric void shape. densities and line width/grain size ratios in

comparison to the alloyed metallization. It is
surac, and o the local hydrostatic stes conceivable that the addition of Cu slows down the

formation and/or growth of wedge-type voids and
As an example of this investigation. Fig. 6 shows the enhances the lifetime under testing "onditions. But
behaviour of an initially semi-circular void, with a the Cu and Si additions seem to favor the formation
radius of 0.6 pm in a 1.0 wn wide line Al stressed of slit-like voids, which will be the dominant failure
with a current density of 2 MA/cm2 . Fig. 6a shows mechanism under use conditions.
the distribution of the current density and Fig. 66 of
the temperature in the vicinity of the void. As Obviously the initial circular shape of the void is
expected, the highest values for current and stabilized by the surface tension. In the calculations
temperature were obtained at the void tip. the surface energy was chosen as y = 1 J/n

2
. Using a

Consequently the highest compressive stresses were smaller surface energy would lead to a more rapid
calculated in this region. It turned out that a failure and a narrower slit in the final void shape. In
compressive stress is much more critical for failure order to avoid the formation of slit voids, a high
by shape change than a tensile stress. because the surface energy would be favourable. It can be argued
chemical potential is raised and this favors diffusion that, in fact, the additions of Cu and Si might lower
away from the tip. The full temporal evolution is the surface energy by segregation to the void surface
shown in Fig. 7a and compared with a fatal void in a and promote the formation of a slit.
AISiCu line (Fig. 76). As a result of the numerical
calculation two important feature are obtained. first. These considerations have several important aspects
the void moves in the opposite direction from the for the design of new metallization alloys. The
electron wind (as experimentally observed, e.g. Ref. strategy of raising the mechanical strength of the
5). Second, the void exhibits a shape change which conductor line in order to increase the
produces the characteristic asymmetry. The ultimate electromigration resistance (Refs. 16-IS) might he
failure of the line is due to the rapid growth of a slit limited. Certainly, strengthening the alloy suppresses
at the cathode end of the void. The void volume does voiding under testing conditions, but could increase

*not change in this simulation. the importance of slit formation under use conditions.
It appears that optimizing an alloy for acceleraed
test conditions does not guaraitee an optimum alloy
under use condditions. Following the resalts of the
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ACTIVATION ENERGY OF THE EARLY STAGES OF
ELECTROMIGRATION IN AI-I%Si/TiN/Ti BAMBOO LINES
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Dip. di Ing. dell'Informazione, Univ. di Parma, Viale delle Scienze, 43100 Parma (Italy)
CNR - Istituto LAMEL, via P. Gobetti 101, 40129 Bologna (Italy)

Abstract The activation energy of electra- which are the most widely used in VLSI, it is
migration in "bamboo" type, passivated Al- commonly found that at room temperature the
I%Si/TiN/Ti lines was determined by means thermally-induced stress is of tensile type. This
of high-resolution resistance measurements at can be explained if one recalls that the thermal
wafer level. Both very early stages, with a non expansion coefficient of Al is much greater than
linear behaviour of the resistance, and follow- that of Si and deposited oxides. As a conse-
ing stages, characterized by an approximately quence, following a relatively high temperature
constant rate of resistance change, were ana- process (typically 400'C during passivation de-
lyzed with an existing model that correlates elec- position), the metallization tends to shrink rel-
tromigration and mechanical stress evolution. ative to the substrate, and a tensile stress fcrms
An activation energy could be extracted only in in the Al line.
the phase of linear resistance increase, where a Tezaki et al. published experimental results
value of 0.95eV was found. Diffusion at the of metal stress in passivated 2 pm wide Al-
interface between Al-Si and the barrier metal Si lines during temperature cycles [2]. They
or the passivat.on could be responsible for this demonstrated that at room temperature huge
value of the activation energy, thermal stresses, of the order of 200-400 MPa,

arise in the metallizations. Anyway, these val-
1. INTRODUCTION ues are much lower than what can be simulated

Electromigration (EM) is electronic-current- starting from a zero-stress state at the tempera-
induced atomic diffusion, essentially due to mo- ture of passivation deposition [3]. This suggests
mentum transfer from electrons to atoms in that stress relaxation through void growth oc-
the conductor (the so-called "electron wind") curs during cooldown and room temperature
[1). If one-dimensional atomic motion is con- aging [3].
cerned, the force applied by the electron wind Thermally induced stress is not the only
is Fe = Z*qE ý Z*qpj, where q is the elec- source of mechanical stress in the metal lines of
tronic charge, p the metal resistivity, E the integrated circilits. high current tests, accumu-
electric field, j the current density and Z* is lation and depletion of atoms due to EM lead
an "effective charge number", usually negative to local changes in the mechanical stress a of
since atoms are pushed in the electronic flow the line [4]. This effect is enhanced by the pres-
directions. ence of a passivation. A stress gradient arises

It is well known that thin metallic films de- between accumulated (more compressed) and
posited on oxidized silicon substrates are usu- depleted (in a more tensile state) parts of the
ally in a highly stressed state. The stress in metal line, thus creating a back flow of atoms.
the crystalline matrix is usually induced by the Then, the local atomic flux assumes the follow-
thermal treatments the devices undergo dur- ing form:
ing technological steps, but it can also be orig-
inated by the metal deposition itself (intrinsic (DN 4 /kT)[i2(8o/8x) + Fe] (1)
stress)- where N. is the atomic concentration, fl the

If we restrict our study to Al and Al-alloys, atomic volume 1/N., kT the thermal energy
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per atom and D is the applicable self-diffusion
coefficient, which depends on the diffusional La Lc,
mechanisms acting inside the polycrystafline IJ

material (grain boundary, bulk, dislocation as- \ N.-
sisted diffusion, etc.). o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _x

Even if eq. (1) and the theory behind it are

generally accepted by the research community,
different models related to the basic physical
mechanisms leading to EM have been proposed

[4-8], but the overall comprehension of the

phenomenon is still unsatisfactory. Figure 1: Bamboo structure of a narrow metal

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate line. Lci and LBj are the lengths of the cluster

the capability of a high resolution resistomet- and bamboo sections, respectively. The steady-

ric method for electromigration [9] to test the state stress distribution is also shown.

validity of existing EM theories, taking into ac-
count the effect of the stress. treatments on reciprocal influence of EM and

Since resistance fluctuations can be induced mechanical stress are available [4, 6, 8], but only
both by EM and by thermal instabilities of the in the case of a hydrostatic stress a in a rigidly

ambient in which an EM measurement is per- passivated line.
formed, a good high resolution EM technique These models are usually applied to nar-
should be insensitive to these temperature- row, passivated, Al-based metal lines, in the
induced fluctuations. In this work the compen- special, but technologically very relevant, case
sation of temperature fluctuations is achieved of alternate "bamboo" sections and so-called
by means of a ratio of resistances [10]. "cluster" sections with connecting, longitudinal

An introductory section will be devoted to a grain boundaries. A cluster section is always
brief description of a new stress-diffusion EM bounded by two transverse "blocking bound-
model [8], which tries to describe with rela- aries". This structure can be described as
tively simple mathematics the complex inter- "near-bamboo".
action between mechanical stress and EM, and It must be underlined that a perfect "bam-
to the assumptions that have to be made to cor- boo" structure (see Fig. 1) can be considered

relate the results of this model with resistance as a particular case of a "near-bamboo", with
changes during EM. very short "cluster" regions. In fact the bound-

Experimental results obtained with the high aries between blocking grains are likely to have
resolution resistometric technique will be pre- a nonzero component of the electric field along
sented and the stress-diffusion EM model will their direction since they usually form a non
be adopted to describe quantitatively the mea- orthogonal angle with the line edges.
sured resistance behaviours when a high stress- Regarding the effect of a passivation, it is
ing current is introduced in the narrow metal worth stressing that the resistance behaviour

lines. of non-passivated samples usually has the same

A short discussion will follow, with the aim characteristics of passivated ones. This implies
to highlight some limitations still present in that the basic mechanisms do not change, but

this theory. the rate of resistance change usually increases

in the case of absence of a passivation, since
2. EM MODEL AND RESISTANCE hillocks are more prone to grow.

VARIATIONS Starting from the flux and continuity equa-

Recently, several research groups developed an- tions, Korhonen et al. [11] and Kirchheim [4]

alytical or numerical models of early stages of showed that

EM [4 - 8]. Some of these model also concern re- 8a' a 8,
[- (!- +G)] (2)sistance variations [5,7]. Moreover, simplified -at Y-- 9Z+
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where ,c = DBA/kT, G = Z'qpj/fl, B is growth/shrinkage. Regarding the intriguing ef-
an appropriate bulk modulus and all the other fect of resistivity variations see the discussion
symbols were previously defined. Eq. (2) looks in [10].
like the equation of heat conduction in solids. It is easy to demonstrate that in the case

Supposing constant p and D, analytical so- of (a) slit-like voids having constant depth and
lutions of eq. (2) during transients in near- variable length (the void might span the whole
bamboo lines were derived [8], so that corre- thickness of the Al line when refractory metal
lations among stress evolution and v,;, ' films are present as under and overlayers) and
could be attempted. (b) voids with constant width along a longi-

During EM, in the cluster sections cuupres- tudinal grain boundary, the relative resistance
sive stress accumulation on one side should in- variation of the metal line is of the same or-
duce the growth of a void on the other side. der of the volume variation per unit volume of
The final volume increment of the void is Vi = the line itself. In ref. [5] it was demonstrated
wd(TL¢/B + G 1/2B), where aT is the ini- that this conclusion is also true for cylindrical
tial constant thermal stress and LC is the clus- voids. In the following we will use this simple
ter length. V0 is accumulated in the character- proportionality in order to correlate resistance
istic time t. = L2P/i, where rc is referred to variations and change of void volume.
the grain boundary diffusion coefficient in the
cluster, t. = 300s at 250*C [8], while at 200*C 3. STUDY OF THE RESISTANCE

t. ý- 1000s (E4 = 0.6eV was assumed for this CHANGES

calculation). In this section we will analyze EM experiments

The detection of time t. depends on the time- performed on glass passivated, 0.9 pm wide,
resolution of the method used to detect EM 1000prm long, Al-l%Si(900nm)/TiN(60nm)

damage. Clearly, the greater the resolution, the /Ti(50 nm) lines. True test temperatures were

greater is the capability to discriminate differ- 190, 200, 220, 230 and 240*C.

ent effects in the early stages of EM. At least 10 samples were simultaneously

After t. the void volume should increase dis- measured at each temperature at the wafer

tributing atoms further away to neighbouring level. A constant current density of 2 MA/cm 2

bamboo sections. If t' = t - to, the resulting was used.

increase in the void volume V, is given by: Previous microanalytical investigations re-
vealed an almost perfect "bamboo" grain struc-

V1 (t') • wd[(2uT + GLc)/B] V/.i (3) ture of these lines [14].
Let us now concentrate our attention on re-

If m duster sections are present in the line, the sistance changes measured at different stages
total void volume accumulated is a simple sum of the EM process. As stated before, we will
of the individual volumes Voi + V14, i = 1,m. If suppose that resistance changes during EM
t' > t, a typical square root volume increase are only induced by geometry changes as void
as a function of time should be observed. If growth/shrinkage and not by resistivity varia-
we suppose that relative resistance variations tions.
are proportional to relative volume variations, It is well known that resistance changes may
a similar behaviour should be detected during also occur during and after heating the sam-
high resolution resistance measurements, pIe to the aging temperature [12]. Obviously,

In general, electromigration can induce both these changes are not caused by electrical cur-
resistivity variations and void motion, growth rent, but by structural relaxation or reversible
and shrinkage. Due to high thermal stresses and irreversible solid-state reactions of the alu-
generated after cooling from passivation depo- minum with the additives in the crystalline ma-
sition, voids might be present at the beginning trix [13]. In this case resistance changes can
of an EM test (stress-induced voiding) [8]. be induced both by resistivity and geometrical

In the following sections, resistance vari- changes. In order to get rid of these effects, not
ations will be mainly attributed to void directly related to EM, EM tests were always
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preceded by the typical measurement sequence 250
described in [10]. Failure to do this could af- 20.0- (a)
fect the detection of EM-induced very early re-
sistance changes, as one can realize comparing 2 5.0-
data presented in this paper and in ref. [9]. X

Fig. 2 shows typical experimental behaviours <a 10.0-
obtained at 220 and 2400C. -

In Fig. 2(a) two different measurements at a 5.0 -
true test temperature of 240*C are reported.
An initial region is dearly observable, in which 0.0 2 , - 5 60
the resistance increase can seemingly be de- 10 20 30 40 50 60
scribed by a function V•it). This initial be- t (hj
haviour is typical of all high resolution mea-
surements.

After about 10 hours of test, the resistances
continue to grow with an approximately con- (b)
stant rate. V

Measurements at all the other temperatures 2
highlight again a "square root" followed by a x 3.0

linear resistance increase. A further example is Q ct.0
reported in Fig. 2(b), showing the behaviour of
10 lines measured at 220-C. to

The initial non-linear resistance increase was
analyzed by means of the model of eq. (3), 0.0 ,
provided that relative resistance variations are 0Wl

proportional to relative volume variations. For t [hl
a metal line with m cluster sections and total
length Ltot the relative resistance change could
be calculated as:

R(t) - R. Ov/r-Bt 2a7+ GLci (4)

R. Ltot B (4) =.o (c)

thus providing the expected Vi trend. Clearly, X
the relative resistance change is strongly influ- Q 0 o

enced by the initial tz-ermal stress aT.

Fig. 2(c) shows the relative resistance change
vs. Vi/ for the 10 lines of the previous figure,
measured at 220*C. The linear shape of the V [•r•] .
curves is evident in the early stages of EM. Lin-
ear fittings of good quality were also found at
the other test temperatures.

Note that eq. (4) assumes that only one dif-
fusion mechanism operates during EM. Since Figure 2: Resistance changes during and
at tLis time the grain boundary diffusion stage after EM experiments on passivated, Al-
should be concluded, possible mechanisms are l %Si/TiN/Ti submicron lines subjected to a
diffusion in bulk Al-Si or at the interface be- current density of 2MA/cm2 . (a) two different
tween Al-Si and the passivation or the under- behaviours at a true test temperature of 240"C
lying Ti-based barrier. in a common time scale. (b) Resistance change

We have seen that, after a certain elapsed of 10 lines at 2200 C. (c) Relative resistance
change vs. Vt- for the 10 lines of (b).
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time, depending on temperature, the resistance was detected and a value E, 0.95 eV, with

growth becomes approximately linear. It is an error AE. = 0.1 eV (99% confidence inter-

argued that in this phase the internal stress val), was extracted. This activation energy is

of the lines has reached the steady-state os- lower than commonly accepted values for bulk
cillating (or saw-toothed) pattern described in A' diffusion (E. -_ 1.4 eV), but higher than val-

ref. [8] (see Fig. 1). Now couples formed by clus- ues for grain boundary diffusion (E. -G 0.6 eV)
ter and bamboo sections (the so-called "fail- [1]. Diffusion at the interface between Al-Si
ure units") start interacting by stress-assisted and the barrier metal or the passivation could
bulk diffusion through the bamboo sections. At be responsible for this intermediate value of ac-
this stage some voids shrink, while some grow tivation energy. This explanation is consistent
at the expense of others. In such a steady with previous failure analysis done on similar

state for stress it is likely that the rate of void samples [15].

growth/shrinkage is simply proportional to the 5. DISCUSSION AND
atomic flux. CONCLUSIONS

4. DEPENDENCE ON In this paper it was shown that an existing

TEMPERATURE stress-diffusion model on void growth is in sub-
In the previous section we have seen that the stantial agreement with resistance changes in
stress-diffusion model of EM is able to describe near-bamboo metal lines during EM. An acti-
resistance changes in two different stages of vation energy of 0.95 ± 0.1 eV was extracted in
EM. In principle, an activation energy can be zones of linear resistance increase.
extracted in both cases. Only geometrical variations have been sup-

In Fig. 3(a) the coefficients of Vti in eq. (4) posed to influence the resistance changes. This

extracted t-7 linear fitting applied to the data model has the important merit to be very sim-
measured at 190, 200, 220, 230 and 240*C (see ple, since only analytical solutions of the stress-
e.g. Fig. 2(c)) are reported. From Fig. 3 (a) it diffusion equation are needed to approximate
can be seen that data are highly dispersed, and the experimental data of resistance changes col-

a non-uniform increase of the average values as lected during EM. Moreover, the model itself
a function of temperature is evident. Reasons partly explains the high dispersion of the mea-
for dispersion can be found in the different mi- sured data.

crostructure, or in non negligible and non uni- The analytical solutions are based on spe-
Sfvm change of resistivity in the various sam- cific assumptions. The problem of a stress-
ples. dependent diffusion coefficient has already been

According to the model of eq. (4), a possi- addressed in ref. [11], where it was shown that
ble reason for the unusual thermal activation the analytic solutions may in several cases
of the data is that, notwithstanding all resis- be sufficient for practical estimations of stress
tance transients due to change of temperature buildup during EM.
were concluded before starting the tests, the More important, regarding resistance mea-
initial stress aT was different at the various surements, is the assumption of a constant re-
temperatures. For these reasons the extraction sistivity. The electrical resistivity depends on
of the activation energy was not attempted in defects present or induced in the polycrystalline

this phase. metal lines. In particular, vacancy supersatu-
In the linear, steady-state phase the activa- rations [71 and an increase of dislocation den-

tion energy E. was extracted supposing that sity during EM could cause measurable resistiv-
the relative resistance variations are propor- ity variations. Moreover, the presence of large
tional to the atomic drift velocity, AR/R cx hydrostatic mechanical stresses in the metal

vB = J.1/N. Even if a high dispersion of the polycrystalline matrix should induce additional
data was found also in this case (see Fig. 3(b)), resistivity variations. The high dispersion of
a smooth and monotonic increase of the average rates of resistance change can also be explained
values of the relative rates of resistance change in terms of these resistivity variations.
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Figure 3: (a) Arrhenius plot of the coefficients of v/t obtained during the initial, non-linear phase
of EM at 190, 200, 220, 230 and 240'C. (b) Arrhenius plot of the slopes obtained during the linear
phase of EM from measurements at the same temperatures of (a). Values are corrected to take into

account the T-1 dependence of the parameter x and of the drift velocity vD. x = measured data.
e = average value.
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ABSTRACT Type Metallization Deposition
temperature

Several models have been developed in order to (0C)
relate electromigration (EM) induced resistance
changes to time and stress parameters. most Of A Al l%Si 0.5YCu 220

these models state a Black-type equation. In this B Al l%Si 0.5%Cu 400
paper, a critical evaluation of the influence of these - Al ISi 250
parameters is presented. First, the influence of time C Al lSi 250
has been studied in order to verify the validity of D A) lSi 400
models which state a linear relationship between E Al I 0/.Si 0.50/Cu 180
EM induced resistance changes and time. Also, the
dependence on temperature and current density is F Al lSi 180
examined. Our results show that these models are
much too simplified and cannot be used at all stress Table I : The metallizations used in the
conditions. experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A frequently used technique to analyse the early
stages of electromigration, is to measure the In order to evaluate models which predict a
resistance changes of interconnects during Black-like behaviour, high resolution electrical
isothermal experiments at high stress conditions, resistance measurements are performed. High
such as temperature and current density. In 1969, current densities are applied to the metal lines, and
Black published a simple theory in which he related the resistance changes are measured as a function of
the MTIF (median two, to failure) results with time during high temperature isothermal
temperature and current densty (Ref.l). Since then, expertments. A critical evaluation of the time
several models (Refs 2-6U have been published, dependence and the influence of the stress
relating resistance meuiurnnents data to the MnTF parameters on resistance changes is presented.
data and the stress parameters. Here, a critical Models which relate resistance changes to stress
evaluation is performed in order to examine the parameters, introduce the following equation for the
validity of these Black-type models. rate of resistance change (RRC) of the metal line,

assuming a linear dependence on time (Refs.5, 6):

RRC -=- = Aj exp (-E/kT) (1)
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS R0 dt

Experiments are performed on passivated where all the parameters have their usual meaning.
metallizations sputtered on a Si-oxide layer with
underlying Si substrate. The stripes have a width of
lOpo and a meander structure with a total length of 3.1. Tim
6000pum. Six types of metallizations are studied and
are listed in table 1. The linear time dependence, as given by eqn.(l), is
Metallizations of type A, B, C and D are 0.Spim indeed observed in many experimental cases, i.e. our
thick and those of type E and F have a thickness of type D samples show such a dependency for
l.Opm. standard stress conditions (RSf.8). However, if these

samples are subjected to a very low current density,
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4 .________

applicil current densities ame 10 to 20 times smaller
6000 thaan in cnventiona~l EMd-exqwuizmea, the

5000 - teprtr rinse due to Joule heating is negligible
small. from our teats it is cdear that the lower the

4000 -current density, the longer the incubiation time. In
S3000 - our experiments at high current densities P-> IO

2000A/cmn) no incuibation tine is observed. Note also
200that this incbitiontn can become very lonig, eS..

1000 - -several days for j-0.06 MA/cWn.

0
0.00*0 5.00+5 1.0.46 1.5.44

(*) ~3.2. Current dnifty denendenc

ISO 1 71k current density dependence is expressed in UNe

100 theoretical models derived from pure diffusion

50 ---- mechanisms, n should be equal to I (Refs.5.6).Other models (Rd '7) predict a current density
o . - xponet equal to 2. From experiments, a wide

3000 spread of values for n is reported from 1 up to 5 and

0 100 300 45000 We performed different isothermal experiments at
t (a)current densities ranging from j=0.3 MA~cm2 to
to) ~j=2.5 MA/cm2 at T=2699C. At thesesrs

Figure I : EM for a pre-annealed typve D sample at conditions, a linear increase of the resistance witih
T=2690c and j=0.3 MA/cm' : total measurement time is observed during 48 hours and the RRC can
(upper) and initial period (lower), be determined. Figure 3 shows UNe RRC's as a

the time behaviour seems to be more complicated. 1c
For this. type of measurements, all samples ame 0.8-
pre-annealed during several hours at T=269-C, until 06
no net resistance variation is observed. Then, the 06I
metallization is subjected to a low current density. A.
The result of such an EM experiment is shown v A
figr 1. An initial incubation period is followed by .2]
a linea behaviour. However, at a certain moment, a 0.0 o
deviation from this linear behaviour occurs This 0 1 2 3
type of measurements indicates that the underlying j(Ac2

iatomic processes are more complicated than is UNtheft 2

case in the Black-like EM-models. In figure 2 the Figure 3 : RRC as afJuncion of cuiwent density at
results are shown for different low current density T=2690Cfor samples oftype A, BA C and D.
experiments performed at the same sample
temperature on type D metallizations. Since th function of the current density for four type of

______________samples. it is obvious tha we can distinguish
800 between the different mietallizations. Cu-addition

retards the EM process and a differenc in
-00 deposition temperature is reflected in a more or less

pronounced current density dependence.
14000Applying eqn.(l) to our results, the current densityP)

j2 2000 - -. exponent a can be determined. From figure 3 it is
clear that n7-1 requires the existence of a current
density, belo which no clectromigration should

0 ~ - I- - occur. This assumption is verified by performing
0.0.0 50.4 1..44 .5.6 eperments at current densities much lower than

t () the expected VthrsholdW value For type D samples.
we performed such low current density

Figure 2 : Low current den szy experiments on measurements. If n-1, no EM should occur at j<0.3
pre-annealed mainpies of type D at T-269-C and MA/cm2?, as deduced from figure 3. As shown in
J-0. 13 AM/an [1], J=0. 09 AM/cm' [2] and j-'0.06 figur 2, an increase in the resistance versus time is
AM/lcm' [3]. observred, even at j-.0.06 MA/cm'. These
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meamrements indcat that EM as still actrie; ever howwwwu. a deviation from the linea dqepedence is

at curret densites below the expected thresholW obserwad Tic activation energy seein to he a

valme A uniqu detemiaution ofn ais diffcat and decreasing fimetien of temperature. Tis can be

seems to have no signification, because the Unie explaizud by the solaubilty of Cu inAl. At khig

dependence at low and high current densities is tempeantures no OrAl. precipitates are presen- and

diffress Note that this Ithreshold curent density grain boundary diffusion is again the domiwnatn

is not to be contused WIth the Blabh threshold procm. From the fit at the high teVmpeaue r~ang,

current density. Tle determianatioin of this Biech an activation of --0.67eV is Obtained. At lower

threshold current density tur our Samples is virtualy temperauires, Cu precipitates at the grain

impassible. The expected Blech critical current boundaries, impeding diffusio along these paths5

densty for our samples is certainly les than an %& takes m place, which pves rise to a

j=SkAicm2. The detown= of this threshold current muich higher activation enery.
density would require unreasonable longmesin
times, snce the inuation time increases Napy 3.3.2. L) n-a est

withdeceasng urveit ensty.The temperature dependence is also examined for

3.3.Temerauretype D samples subjected to a low curlrent density.
3.3. _________odg Again, this samples are pre-arnnealed for several

hours at T-2690C. Then, the tempeature is
3.3,.1. Haph current density masurmet

The Boltzmarm factor in eqn (1) provides a method
to determnine the activation energy E. EM 800

experiments are performed at j--l.9 MA/cm2 and at am

*TYPE E20

-2

-3- -200
00.40 Z0e6+ 4.00+6 6.0".5

____________ 
Figure 5 : Early resistance changes versus tm

21 22 23 24 during low current density measurements with

l~kT ~j=O. 13 MA/cm' at T-269*C [I], T=236-C [2] and
i/kT (ev)T=225-C [3].

_______________________decreased to the sample EM test temperature. The
1 TYPE F meta line is again subjected to this condition until

O -~ no net retsisance change is observed, in order to

J . eliminate possible reversible processes. Then, the
m *retalline is subjected to ahigh curreMtinnOrder to

.5 -............ *-~ *-*- --- perform the EM experiment.

-4j 1 -LYPED

22 24 28 28 TP

Figure 4 : Arrhenius plots to determine theS
activation enerejyfor EM (type E andl~samrples).

-14

different temperatures. Figure 4 shows the (in RRC)-1
v& (lIM) plots for typeEaNOdF samples. It is clear 21 22 23 24 25 26

that for simple AM~ metallizations (type F) a good 1&kT (60)
liea fit is obtained, yielding an activation energy Rue6:A7eisPost eemn h
of -0.74eV. This corresponds approximately to the activairne 6rf :W Arheij-0 plot tdermine thpeD
activation energy of grain boundary difusion. For atitonnrgfrE atjO3MAm'(yD

the more complex AISiCu metallizations (type E) 'S"P1k.)-
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As diactiesed in saction 1, at lo stress codtii REFEENCES
the honwa dependence of the resistaoce an time is
only ame durnag the early niaps of EM and aftr an 1. Black 1LR, Proc. MEE 57 (1969) 1587.
minadation period. In order to determie an 2. Bobbio A. and Saracco 0., Microelectron Reliab.
activation energ, the RRCas we calculated from the 14 (1.975) 431.
plots in figure 5. These RRC~s are typical 100 times 3. Matz J.A. and Segpia I., Proc. of the 28th IEEE
smaller than those measured at the high stress lnt. Rd1. Plays. Symp. (1990) 25.
conditions Figure 6 shows the (In RRC) versus 4. Hummel KLE., Deloff ILT. and Geier 114., J.
(LAMT plots. An activation energy of -0.74eV ai Plays. Ciwmn Solids 37 (1976) 73
obtained, which corresponds very good with the 5. Pasc R.W. and Schwarz J.A.. Solid State
high current density results for AM~ metallizations. Electron 26 (1933) 4"5.
Note that out higlij measurements are perfomied on 6. Li Z., Bauer L., Mahajan S. and Milnes A.G., J.
type F samples (r 4,=18l00C) and the low j Appl. Phys. 72(1992) 1821
measurements on type D samples Crd,ý- 400 . 7. Shatzkes Mas and Lloyd JR, L. Appl. Plays. 59
SEM investigations reveal a polygranuar structure (1986) 3890.
for both type of metalliizations, with comparable &. DIaege V., Stulens H., De Ceuninck W., De
grain sizes (l-2pm). As a consequezm dhe Scheppe L., Gallopyn 0., De Pauw P. and Stals
comparison between high and low current density L.M. , ESREF93, Bordeaux (199)141.
results is justified. We can state that the activation
energy is not dependent on the amount of applied
current stress. The driving mechanism is the same
in both cases and can be identified as grain
boundaty diffuion.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Early resistance measurements are useful to study
clectromigration. However, attention must be paid
when using a model to analyse the results.
Black-type equations cannot be applied in all cases
and at all stress conditions.
First, time dependence is not always as simple as
supposed in most of the models. A linear
dependence is observed only at certain stres
conditions.
Furthermore, experiments show that even at very
small current densities EM is active and the current
density exponent u* 1. The determination of n for
the complete current density range is not meaningfull
because of the complex time behaviour.
The Affhenius type dependence on temperature:
seems to be correct, since a reasonable activation
energy is obtained. However, attention has to be paid
for metallizations with Cui-addition. Here the
physical properties of the metal line change as a
function of temperature, giving rise to different
diffuosion. processes and different activation energies.
Finally, we showed that the temperature factor and
current density factr are independent. For
polygranular AISi metallizations the EM activation
energy corresponds to grain boundary diffsion at
all stress conditions.
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FAILURE LOCATIONS IN DIFFERENT VIA STRUCTURES DUE TO ELECTROMIGRATION

lLWeide *, W.-asse*

Laboratorium ffir lnformationstechnologie, Universitit Hannover,
Schnciderberg 32, 30167 Hannover, Germany

Institut ffir Halbleitertechnologie und Werkstolfe der Elektrotechnik,
Universitit Hannover, Appelstr. 1la, 30167 Hannover, Germany

1. ABSTRACT 3. THEORY

For reliability prediction of via structures in multilevel The mass flux divergence div ]TA caused by electromi-
metallizations with numerical methodes (like finite gration (temperature gradients) is given by equation
element methode -FEM-) it is possible to identify the [1].
weakest link in the structure caused by local heating
and current crowding. In this paper the influence of
current crowding, local heating and mass flux diver- div e Z' ND D grad ( -A)
gences on different via structures as a conventional via ka
with small step coverage, a tungsten plug and an 11
aluminum plug via will be discussed. Also the depen-
dance of a horizontal scaling on the current crowding,

local heating and mass flux divergence will be shown. Do is the diffusion coefliccnt of aluminum, N the
concentration of the atoms, eZ the effective charge

2. SUMMARY of ions, kB the Boltzmann constant, I the current
density, T the temperature, p the resistivity and EA

A 3-dimensional parametrized FEM-model of a the activation energy for an easy diffusion path like
double level metallization via structure was developed grain boundaries or interface diffusion.

and the current density- and temperature distributions

depending on the geometry and material properties By the occurrence of temperature gradients the ther-
were determined (Ref.l). The model was verifi- momigration is not neglectable for high accelerated
cated by a comparision between simulation and tests. The thermomigration mass flux divergence
measurements (Ref.2). For the calculation of the div mTH due to the temperature gradients is given by
local mass flux and mass flux divergences the com- equation [2], with the heat of transport 0.
mercial FEM-program ANSYS was extended by a

Fortran user routine. With this user routine it ispsil to determine the inflence of cel romigr- div 1.- grdT grd D. Q )
don, thermomigration and triple points on the mass
flux divergences in the metallization of the via struc- + D, Q N -xp EA )dv~

ture as well as the determination of the failure T k, T
location in the structure by the location of the maxi- [2
mum mass flux divergence. The comparison between

the failure locations out of the simulation with the
The mass flux divergence caused by triple points

failure locations out of the measurement shows a very div T1p is proportional to the sum of JA and fTH 131.

good agreement.
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The total masa flux divergence div rj is than given by
adding equation ill, 121 and [31. Positive mass flux
divergences lead to voids and negativ mass flux
divergences lead to material accumulation (continuity

equation). The proportional factor G depends on the

geometry of the triple point.

It was assumed that the complete structure is in
cquilibrium, so that the concentration gradients and
mechanical stress can be neglected. Fig.1: SEM-Picture of a via structure after stress test

(T=150WC and 100mA). Failure locations (voids)
marked by the arrows.

4. EXPERIMENTAL

The failure location after the accelerated stress test
for a double via structure is shown in Fig.1.
The current flow direction was from the right to the step coverage. In the tungsten-plug via the current

left (M2-->M1-->M2). Voids were found at the crowding has two maximum at the corner of MI to
corner of the via into the second metallization. the via and at the via to M2.

The calculated mass flux divergence in the model is
shown in Fig.2. The voids expected at the maximum
mass flux divergence agree very good with the failure
location determined after electromigration stress test.

! ~~~~~~The influence of A'•A J~n and TTG vs the applied - I • 009

current density is described elsewhere (Ref.3).

Max-=0.175

5. HORIZONTAL SCALING
Max=0.205

The aspect ratio is defined by the heigth of the via
divided by the width of the via. The investigations
were carried out with a current density in the via of Fg.2: Calculated minimum and maximum mass flux
4,7MA/cm 2 and a bulk temperature of 473K. The divergences in a conventional via structure in a.u.

metallization thickness was lIsm. The overlap of MI corresponding to the failure locations shown in Fig.l.

was 0,6prm and the overlap of M2 was 1,1prm. With

increase of the aspect ratio the current crowding for
the conventional via (10% step coverage) and the For the local heating a strong increase in the maxi-

tungsten-plug via shows a strong increase (Fig.3). mum temperature was found for an increasing aspect

The maximum current density found for the conven- ratio (Fig.4). The maximum temperature was

tional via was nearly homogenous distributed in the calculated for a conventional via with 10% and 20%
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migration and temperature gradients v. aspec ratio

of the via structure.

step coverage and a tuugsten-plug via. To avoid a
local heating in the via the aspect ratio should be as For half micron pluged vias (aspect ratio 2) the

small as possble amamumn mass flux divergence is one order of
magnitude higher than for one micron pluged vias.72111 E+00O 11.5.. _ _ _ _ _ _

Fig.4: Current cepro atugref.. vs. aspect ratio. F'g.5: Maximum mass flux divrgence ou apet oterato-

alumnumdepedin on he pectrato wa deer migr atis on almndt m -perauegsradieneryths s.aspe rasi

mined or theconvenional ia wit 10% ad 20 ofo thnsen-luvia bt pu structure. em ob

step coverage and ah tungsten-plug via. To avoid ah oprbe u h ug npu ntevai
loalu heat ss in u th diavterasencdto tepratish uld re as iFsobarefor hafhico pluge miasm (spec rathio 2)s the

isml ashpossbl.Th maaum mass flux divergence iscu lxdvrec.Caeton hafmcone order ofh
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Fag.4a Madimum temperature vs. aspect ratio. Fth.a: Maxdmum mass flux divergence vs. aspect ratio
including the influence of the triple points.

At least the maximum mass flux divergence in the
aluminum depending on the aspect ratio was deter- The values for aluminum-plugs are nearly the same as

mined for the conventional via with 10% and 20 for tungsten-plugs. So both plug structures seem to be
step coverage and the tungsten-plug via. In Vag.5 the comparable. But the tungsten plug in the via is a
maximum mass flux divergence due to temperature diffusion barrier for the aluminum, so in this case the
gradients and thermomigration (div f , div TH)Max behaviour of this barrier must be added to the mass
is shown. The maximum mass flux divergence inclu- flux divergence. Conventonal half micron vias with a
ding the divergence of the triple points div TW i small step coverage have a nearly three orders higher
shown in ]Fig.6. For the conventional via with 10% maximum mass flux divergence than the one micron
and 20% step coverage no significant difference vias. This shows on one hand that the aspect ratio
between both graphs were found. Only for the pluged should be as small as possible and on the other hand
vias a difference was found for small aspect ratios, that a completed via filling is necesarry to avoid high

mass flux divergences.
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6. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT VIA and the temperature gradients are lower in Al-plug

TECHNOLOGIES via.

For a conventional via with 10% step coveraq, a A change in the current flow direction from M2

tungsten plug and an aluminium plug via the maxi- - >MI leeds to a change in the values of (div r0G)
mum temperatures T., current crowding "u,/u. (Tab. 2).
maximum temperature gradients (grad T).., the

mass flux YG, and the minimum and maximum mass I
flux divergence (div G)min/m were determined. The Al-plug W-piug
investigations were carried out for one via out of a I
chain of parallel via chains. A distance of 5Spi and JoGm2sr' -c4  0,604 0,_98

20pom between two of the via chains were choosen. (divJ'G)mm3srl*ea4 0.0053 0,0065
The interplug distance was 7prm. For the vias a radius

of 0,5pim and a heigth of lpm was choosen. The

metallization thickness was 1Inr. The overlap of MI Tab. 2: Comparison between an Al-plug and a W-plug
was 0,6pm and the overlap of M2 was 1,Ipm. In the via structure with a current flow direction from M2 to

simulations a bulk temperature of 150'C and a M1 and a distance between the chains of 2oprm.

current density in the via of 4,7 MA/cm2 with a

current flow direction from MI to M2 was choosen. This behaviour is caused by the effect of the thermo-

migration. In this case (div JG). for both structures

In Tab. 1 the values for a chain distance of 20pm are are nearly one order of magnitude smaller than for a

listed. current flow from M1 to M2. This behaviour depen-
ding of the current flow direction compares to obser-
vations described in the literature (Ref.4,

10 % Al-plug W-plug Ref.5).

G[m sri 3,47 0,592 0,-'5 A smaller distance between the via chains can lead to
*_ ____higher temperatures as well as higher mass flux

(divima4  0,822 0,0242 0,0244 divergences in the different structures. Also the

I[m sr ]' locations of the mass flux divergences will change.

i m•/Jn 6,06 1,95 1,79
m60 5In Tab. 3 the calculated values for via chains with a
Tm. [K 502 483 485 distance of 5prm are shown. The maximum tempera-

(gradT) I 7,5 0,7 1,4 ture as well as the maximum temperature gradient is

I[K/Pmi higher than in the structure with a distance of 20prm
(see Tab.1). For the Al-plug and W-plug via the

values of (div 7G).u are a factor of two higher for a
Tab. 1: Comparison between a conventional via with smaller distance between the chains. The conventional
10% step coverage, an Al-plug and a W-plug via via with 10% step coverage has compared to a
structure with a current flow direction Ml->M2 and distance of 20jrm an about three times higher value.
a distance between the chains of 20pm. This behaviour shows that a change in the failure

The conventional via with 10% step coverage shows a mechanism due to the self heating effect in the
one order of magnitude higher value for (div ý. different via structures depending on the chain

compared to both plug vias. Comparing the W-plug distance is possible.
via with the Al-plug via the current crowding is higher
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The maximum mass flux divergence for the via with

10% step coverage and a chain distance of 5pm LITERATURE

between the chains was located in the step coverage

at the bottom of the via. For a distance of 20pm the 1. Weide, K.; Hasse: "3-dimensional Simulations

maximum was found in the via at the corner via/M2. of Temperature and Current Density

For the aluminum-plug structure the maximum was Distribution in a Via Structure",
found independant of the distance between the Proc.Conf.IEEE/IRPS, 1992, pp.361-365.

structures in the via at the corner of Mi/via. The

tungsten plug via shows its maximum for both distan- 2. Weide, K.; Hasse, W.: "3-Dimensional FEM-

ces and a current flow direction M1-->M2 in M1 Simulations and measurement of Via
near the corner Mi/via. Structures', Proc. Cont., ESREF, Bordeaux,

1993, pp.313-317.

3. Weide,K; Hasse, W.: "Prediction of

10 % Al-plug W-plug Electromigration Faailure Locations in Multi-
level Metallizations Due to Triple Points,

Current Crowding and Temperature
!G[m2s]1p 0,82 0,756 0,863 Gradients", Proc. VMIC Conf., June 1994,
,¢4
C4 _pp. 53 6 -5 38 .

(divJ )ma4  2,49 0,042 0,047

[m 3s- *C _ _ I_.___4. Tao, J.; Young, K.K; Cheung, N.W.; Hu, C.;

imax/Jin 6, 'A 1,95 1,79 "Eletromigration Reliability of Tungsten and
Aluminum Vias and Improvements Uuder

Tmx KI 52S 491 497
Tma __K__2 49_ AC Current Stress', IEEE Trans. Elec. Dev.,

(gradT)ma 11,1 1,1 2,3 1993(8), No.8, pp. 1398-1405.
[K/pm _

5. Estabil, JJ.; Rathore, H.S.; Dorleans F.:
"The Effect of Metal Thickness on Elec-

Tab. 3: Comparison between a conventional via with tromigration Induced Extrusion Shorts in
10% step coverage, an Al-plug and a W-plug via Submicron Technology, Proc. 29th IEEE/-
structure with a distance between the chains of 5pm. IRPS, 1991, pp. 57-63.

7. CONCLUSION

It was found that out of the calculation of the current
crowding aad joule heating (temperature gradients)

the main influences can be determined.

In all investigated cases a very good correspondance

of the simulations to measurement and literature was
found. The calculated determination of the failure
locations and the comparison for different types of

vias show that finite element analysis is a good tool
for electromigration failure prediction.
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. ABSTRACT With only simple assumptions these can reveal1 B Athe cross-sectional area and local resistivity changes

Continuous measurements of the changes in re- along the track.

sistance and self-heating effects during electromi-
gration are analysed to reveal details of the void 3. APPARATUS

formation and healing effects in the final stages The AC bridge is a resistive bridge with a low-
of failure.ThACbigisarssiebigwthal-

noise amplifier as the detector. The bridge is kept
2. INTRODUCTION balanced by four servo loops to cancel the funda-

mental (1.25 kllz) and second harmonic signals

Electromigration is an important mechanism of with both the in-phase and out-(,f-phase compo-

failure in integrated circuit interconnects. Con- nents. The size of the feedback signals gives a
siderable progress has been made in the improve- measure of the resistance change, the self-heating
ment of the electromigration lifetime by control and the effective thermal time constant. The
of the photolithography, metal deposition condi- bridge has been described briefly earlier (Ref. 1)
tions, crystal size and alloy composition. New and a more detailed description of its performance
structures and metals are being evaluated and will be given in a later publication. The sample,
developed. However the assessment of the fail- which forms one arm of the bridge, can also be
ure time and the understanding of the detailed subjected to a D.C. electromigration stress.
failure process is not easy. Failure time meth-
ods are either very slow or suspect because of the The value of the change in the fundamental signal
high acceleration factors used in wafer-level tests, gives a measure of the resistance change. The sec-
Electron microscope studies are also very lengthy. ond harmonic signal derives from the direct cur-
Multiple electrical measurements taken continu- rent passing through the sample which is chang-

ously during the sample lifetime under stress can ing its resistance at the second harmonic due to

give considerable information on the microscopic the Joule heating and consequent temperature
processes leading to failure. change caused by the A.C bridge signal. The

change in the absolute magnitude of the second
We report the results of the analysis of measure- harmonic signal gives a measure of the Joule heat-
ments in an AC bridge of the sample resistance, ing of the sample and the change in the phase-
second harmonic amplitude and phase-shift. These shift gives a measure of the thermal time constant
are measures of the resistance, temperature coef- of the heated part of the sample (Ref. 2). The
ficient of resistance and thermal time constant, thermal time constant is usually very short com-

pared with the A.C. signal period. The results
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are taken continuously with an interval of about ing phase 11 the changes are happening uniformly
two seconds, throughout the length of the sample and during

phase III each event is happening in a very short
A variety of specimens has been studied including localised length of the sample.
Al 4% Cu passivated and unpassivated and with
a TiN capping layer. Mattheissen's Rule states that for bulk metals the

resistivity is due to carrier scattering processes
4. RESULTS which are independent of each other so that the

total resistivity
The apparatus has been used for several experi-
nments including spot measurements taken at in-
tervals during highly accelerated electromigration p = P0 + p(T) (4)
stess (Refs. 1-3) as well as the continuous mea-
surements reported here. These results will be where p0 is the residual, temperature indepen-
rrpdant, resistivity due to all the crystal defects, im-
some results and early analysis. The data pre- purities etc and p(T) is the lattice scattering com-
sented are the resistance change AR/R % and the puteetc
change in the value of Aof//afl % derived from ponent.
the magnitude of the second harmonic change. 6. PHASE II ANALYSIS
We will present, but not use, the phase-shift or
delay data. With the assumptions mentioned earlier, the ef-

fective average cross-sectional area and effective
The quantity cnfl is the produce of the tempera- average resistivity changes in the main part of
ture coefficient of resistance, a, and the thermal aeaerssiiycagsiitemi ato
turecoecientofresistance, ,gi e euatnd tthe degradation lifetime can be computed and are
resistance, fi, given by the equations shown for a typical specimen in Figure 1. The

linear decrease in cross-section with very small
change in resistivity agrees with the scanning elec-Sp = p0 (I + -T) (1) tron microscope (SEM) results which indicate a
linear increase in small but macroscopic defects,

where p and p0 are the total and temperature- small voids, alloy inclusions, hillocks, gooves etc.
independant resistivities. (Ref. 3).

7. PHASE III ANALYSIS
6T = # I2 R (2)

In the final stage of the lifetime violent increases
is the temperature rise due to a current I flowing in resistance are observed usually followed by a
through a resistance R decrease. This is well known from SEM studies

to be associated with the formation and healing
of very large voids. With the assumptions men-

=3 3) tioned earlier the effective cross-sectional area, re-
2 o R ( sistivity change and temperature rise in the 1o-

calised area of the void can be calculated. The
is the second harmonic voltage due to a direct temperature rise can then be used to calculate
current lDC and an AC current ID cos wt. the consequent resistivity rise. On the resistivity

plot the difference between the measured resistiv-
5. ANALYSIS ity change and that due to the temperature rise

indicates the extra resistivity due to scattering.
The evolution during the life of the specimen shows Typical sequences are shown in Figure 2 for an
three main regions. Initially there is a very short event which is completely healed and Figure 3 for
period corresponding to the anneal of the sample an event in which there is only partial healing.
strains. In the main period (phase II) there is a
slow linear rise in resistance. In the later stages 8. CONCLUSIONS
of the life (phase I11) there are violent increases
in resistivity which heal again (Ref. 3). These electrical measurements can be interpreted

together with SEM studies to show the general
The analysis of these effects is based on the as- trend in electromigration degradation. There is
sumption of Mattheissen's Rule and also that dur- an early and short period where there is an an-
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nealing of strains caused by temperature changes
after fabrication or due to the elevated tempera-
ture of the accelerated stress. In the main elec-
tromigration damage lifetime there is a linear rise
in damage due to small defects. At some point
these reach a stage where large voids can form.
These voids are sufficient to constrict the cross-
section by a factor of 4 to 10 and cause extremely
large local heating. These voids heal and can ei-
ther completely disappear or leave some perma-
nent damage when they reform elsewhere. These
voids grow larger as more form and at some stage
the local temperature reaches the metal melting
point and the metal goes open circuit.
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Figure 3. A typical analysis Of specimen ASMS5 for a partially self-healing void formation event in phase
111. Shown are the measured resistance change AR/R%, the Joule heating change Aoft/ofl, the derived
local cross-sectional area change A,/A2 where A, is the initial and A2 the final area, the temperature
ratio change 6To16To where 6TO is the initial Joule heating (about 106C) and the resistivity changes P'z/Pl
where p, is the initial value and p2 the final value for both the measured total resistivity and the derived
part due to the temperature increase.
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ABSTRACT.
Four types of aluminum based samples have been analyzed by using both traditional (Median time to Failure) and not
traditional (Noise measurements) techniques. The comparison bertween these two techniques has demonstrated that,
if diflerent stress conditions are used in the two cases, the results can be very different in terms of reliability index.
This means that some typical noise parameters, evaluated for a given type of samples at relatively weacL stress
conditions, cannot be used to foresee the behavior of the same group of samples at strongly accelerated stress
conditions. In particular it has been observed that unpassivated .samples, containing 0.5% of Cu and 1% of Si, change
deeply their noise characteristics when the test temperature overcomes 200 "C. Therefore it seems not possible, at the
present state of the knowledge of the phenomenon, a straigthforward extension of the results obtained under weack
str-ss conditions to accelerated stress conditions and vice versa.

1. INTRODUCTION. dimensions) of samples obtained with sligthly different
technological processes (5].

In the Last years a great effort has been devoted to the In order to use these non destruzpive techniques in the
tuning up of techniques capable of characterizing the field of the reliability, it is necessary to investigate the
Electromigration (EM) in metal lines, in a short time correlations, if any, between the information that they
and without using accelerated stress conditions. The are capable to provide and some typical reliability
result has been partially reached in that at least two parameter such as, for instance, the MTF (Mean Time
different characterization procedures have been to Failure). In this paper the preliminary results of a
proposed, capable to provide information about the comparative study performed on different types of
phenomenon in a quite short time (a few hours) and by sunples are presented.
using stress conditions not too different from the In particular, the results of the MTF tests at 221 "C are
operating ones. The first one is based on the compared with those of SARF tecnique in the
measurement of the resistance changes in the early temperature range betwee 70 and 225 "C.
stages of the phenomenon (1], by using high sensitivity
instrumentation capable of displaying percentage
resistance changes of a few hundreds of ppm. The 2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
second one is based on the measurement of the power
spectral density of the resistance microflucluations Four types of samples have been used: A] - Si 0.8%
induced by the vacancy flux at the ends of a sample unpassivated (S) and passivated (SP), and Al - Si 1% -
subjected to EM [24]. This second technique, named Cu 0.5% unpassivated (SC) and passivated (SCP). The
SARF (Spectral Analysis of Resistance Fluctuations), test pattern had the following geometry: length =
has been successfully employed to evaluate the 1mm, width = 2 umm, the thickness was 0.6 pm for SC
activation energy of the phenomenon in different types and SCP samples and 0.7 pn for S and SP samples
of Aluminum based samples (3]. It has been also MTF tests, SARF characterization and SEM
demonstrated that SARF technique is very s•nsitive to observations have been carried out on the four groups
the different microstrctural characteristics (grain of devices.
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2.1 WW Tet. In unpaivated samples this phenomenw is probably
The apparatus for the traditional MTF test has beet masked by the rapid resistance increase caused by the
jpuSCIy designed in order to drive, with a oastant EM damage.
stabilized current, up to ten different samples
simultaneously. The samples were placed in an
electrically insulating oil bath whose temperature was 4&4

controlled with an accuracy of I "C. The temperature -4U
stability was * 2 'C.
Each current driving unit consists of a voltage to
current convener which employs narrow-band, low-
offset opeational amplifiers and power transistors.. . . .. . . .
The current supplied by each channel can be separately n IA IIA Sa V ,O
and continuously set in the range 0.1 - 150 mA with
an accuracy of about 0.1%. Using a computer a)
controlled scanner and a voltage data aquisition
system, the voltage drop across the sample voltmetric ,,
terminals, the supplied current and the oil bath P S
temperature were measured for each resistance every
five minutes. Therefore the system was able to 1 &

monitor, during the entire life test, all the electrical
parameters of the samples: voltage, current, resistance,
power dissipation, environment and sample A 0 ,tS s 25 3D 3

temperature. "1 P.Q

For the MTF tests the temperature of the oil was set at
154 'C, and the nominal value of the current density b)
was 4.6 106 A/cm2for all the samples. The temperature
of the samples was about 65 *C above that of the oil Fig. I Resistance behavior vs. time: a) the failure

due to the Joule heating. In order to compensate the occurs witlumt any preliminar resistance increase; b)

effect of the differences of the electrical and thermal initial resistance decrease in a SCP sample.
resistances of the samples, the current of each s-ample
was suitably adjusted around the nominal value. In In order to verify this hypothesis, four samples, one

this way all of the samples were stressed at the same frmn each of the four different types, were kept for 24

temperature, 221 "C, whereas the current densities of a hours in a temperature controlled oven at 230 -C. The

given type of samples were in a range of about 105, resistance Ro at 0 "C and the temperature coefficient of

around the nominal value, the resistance a were measured before (Rot, a,) and
Fig. la and lb %how typical resistance vs time curves after (ReF, atc) the temperature stress. The results are
of two samples belonging to the SCP group shown in Tab. I and can be summarized as follows : i)
(aluminum-silicon-copper, passivated) plotted until the changes observed in S and SP samples (a few part
failure. All the passivated samples showed a nearly flat p ten thousand for R0 and a few part per thousand
resistance time evolution with variations around the fpr t., are c fomparable with the accuracy of the

average value which did not exceed 1% and without a fra r oprbewt h cuayo h
avrg aue winchase didote failurexe Ths banvitout, due measurement system [7]; ii) the variations measured
continous increase before fallure. This behaviour, due for SC and SCP .samples are more pronounced

to the effect of the passivation layer which strongly (between 1 and 2% for sm,, and between 1.4 and 2.5%
reduces the surface metal atom motion, is typical (if (ewe n % o aadbten14ad25
passivated narrow metal stripes [6o . for a). Therefore the hypothesis that the resistance

mdecrease observed during the first part of the MTF test

On the contrary, all the unpassivated samples showed of the SCP samples is due to an annealing of Cu

a progressive resistance increase until breakdown. precipitates is confirmed.
Furthermore, as can be dearly seen in fig. lb, the SCP
lines showed an initial resistance decrease (about 1%, Table 1.
during the first 20 hours of stress). This decrease has
been also observed in another group of equal samples S SC SP SCP
which had been annealed at the same temperature Rol (11) 2,1.71 22.31 22.96 23.58
without current, during the preliminary operation r, (KOt ) 4.3i 10--r 4.22 10- 4.35 10-' 4.17 10-T
necessary to tuning up the measurement system. Raw 23.72 22.1K 22.95 23.14
Therefore it seems likely that the observed resistanrce --4.39 10"- 4.2 -lo- 4.37 -- 4.27- 1-
decrease is not related to the phenomenon of a.1

electromigration, but it is due to an annealing effect,
for instance a redistribution of Cu precipitate at the
grain boundaries, promoted by the high temperature. In Fig. 2, the results from the WMr test ame reported in

a lognormal plot. The results related to the group of S
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samples were not included in the figure because these procedure has been demonstrated to be valid when the
samples showed a very low time to failure: the frequency exponent y of the noise spectra is close to 2.
interruption of the line occurred in a few minutes, In Fig. 2 the Anrenius plots needed for the evaluation
therefore it was not possible to adjust the current and of E. are reported lor S, SP and SCP samples. The
the temperature at the prefixed values, as was done tor quantity SF on the y axis is related to the power
the other samples. spectral density of the resistance fluctuation of the line,

SR. through the relationship [2]

90 UT
% SF = S S . (1)

where p is the material resistivity and k the Boltzmann
constant.

50

-77"

10 -'C~

o012 a 101oý i -78,
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Fig. 2 Cumulative fatilures in a lognornud plot. -80- 0

0 SCPE
The MTF resulted 2x1l t , 102, 9x10 3 and 1.5x10 4  0 S Ea=0.66eV
minutes for S, SC, SCP and SP samples respectively. It -81 a SC
is evident from the plos of fig. 2 the ability of the N SP Ea=0.74 eV
passivation layer in dramatically increasing the metal -82
stripe lifetime. 0.0020 0.0022 0.0024 0.0026 0.0028 0.0030

As far as the role of copper in the metal matrix is 1/7T (1,/K)

concerned, the results of MTF tests showed an evident
discrepancy between passivated and unp, %sivated

samples. While in the unpassivated resistances the Fig. 3 Arrhenius plot .ior the evalutation of the
presence of copper causes an increase of the average activation energies.
lifetime, among passivated samples the SP group had a
slightly higher lifetime and a lower standard deviation Only one point is reported for the SC sample. In fact
than the SCP one. This can be seen iii fig. 2 from the the model for the evaluation of the activation energy
comparison between the behavior of the cumulative applies only if "(= 2. therefore only the experimental
failures graphs. points obtained under stress conditions at which

1.8•_ y5 <2.2 are normally used to contruct the plot.
2.2 Noise Measurements. In the case of SC sunples, the frequency exponent
Spectral Analysis of Resistance Fluctuations (SARF) rised from 1.5 to 2.4 in the explored temperature range
technique has been employed to characterize the and only for T = 440 K y lay in the aforementioned
samples also under not accelerated stress conditions range. This means that it has been not possible to
[2]. The main aim of this type of characterization was evaluate the activation energy for this sample: the
the evaluation of the activation energy Ea of the point in fig. 2 has been reported only in oder to allow a
phenomenon. To this end, the low frequency voltage comparison between the noise level of SC samples and
fluctuations induced by EM at the ends of the samples, that of the other ones.
supplied with a constant current, were measured versus In the figure the values of Ea for S, SP and SCP
the stress temperature. A fixed value of the current samples are reported: they lie in the range 0.72 ± 0.06
density ( j = 1.9 x 106 AJcm 2) was used in this case, eV. The first conclusionis that can be deduced from the
whereas the temperature was changed in the range analysis of this figure are:
between 60 and 140 "C. A purposely designed micro- i) No apparent correlation exists between the n(oise
oven was used, whose temperature stability was level at a given temperature and the MTF; in fact, for
sufficiently high to not imp-ir the eccellent noise instance, the SC samnples which show the lowest noise
characteristics of the measurement system. level, are characterized by an MTF about two order of
An attempt was made to evaluate E. for each type of magnitude shorter than SP and SCP. In other words,
%.ample by using the procedure described in [2]. This
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the widely acLepted empirical rule the highecr the noise Each test pattern hats been Inechainically decapsulated
thle lower the reliability in this case tails, and washed in cold acetone belore SEM oblservations.
ii) The samples for which the activauion energy is In somie cases, at thin gold Layer has been evaporated
measureable show a value of Ea abotut 0.2 eV lower on thle sample iii order to reduce charging effects.
than that of similar samples previously characterized in This procedure has allowed us to perform accurate
a lower temperature range (3]. observationIs ott unpaissivated samples. In the case of
iii) The passivating layer.seems to induce a ligib PdissiVatted samples, however. only rather
increase ofthaciaineeg sardyoevd straightforward observations were possible because of

previously [3]. This is iii agreement with the great coul protebe removed with4 paicvatinlbler wample

ittereasie of the MTF observed in paissivated samnples. col thermvdwhteaaibesupe
Thes firt rsult wee unatitactry ecaue ~ preparatinit facilities.Thes fist rsuls wee usatsfiator becusethe No apparent difk'rencies were found tnt the failure

initial target of this investigation wits to search for it Iti(des of unpassivatied AIMi and AISiCu saumples. Ilii ll]
correlation between the MTF test atid the low- the eases, extended void~s antd hillocks were present all
frequency noise mneasurements. Unfortunately. utilike alonig the stripe. ()ftenl, but not always, a quite big
previously presented experimneital studies [3.8]. both hillock is observed a lcw tictrotns away from the
the used tioise parameters. ttoise level and activatitit l{otliott itt which thie interruptiont of the stripe is
energy, do not show any evident correlatioti with tile observed (Pig. 4a).
reliability tif the stripes. The reason is probably due it)
the fact that the degradation processes atnd, perhaps.
evetn the microstructure ofl tile samples. are
significatntly modified wheti the tetnperature atnd the -,

current rise from the values used for the ttoise
tneasuremnent*; to those used for MTF test.
For this reasotn. the ttoise measuretentts have beett
repeated at the samne stress conditions used for lite
tests. The results obtained itt this case tmust be 1.5V i
cottsidered as prelimitiary. In tact, whereas the low

* ~frequettcy noise measured at weack stress cotnditiotns
(j<2x 106 A/cM2 and T<160) 'V) was practicailly

* constant, at a given j and T, for all the stNpleIs of the
samne group, the same quantity at heavier stres~scldttis (j=3.5x10 6 

A/ctn2 and T 125 "C) show
signtificatnt differencies amotig samples of the siutie
group. Therefore, a complete attalysis would have
required tile examinationot it antutnber oflsuiiples. for

inostne, but altr eachu oterour, s stres thne larttershow
anc evdnt alyitias of the troirese level wnyhicei

whreliiasy thesuoise prouce by thepforter hretandit nrs rvr)

)tyetm ai fS satpleas cm t 3e ho~urs. attherefo sthes
cforenentions d bemprcaus tebruea itithi few seems of I biues: h aeo asvtdltis h on hc h
iiptplcbe. ittSrptC (Ife the tntalieto occur isotitsy: t

ideect Howver crck aiti tie piniivaliy show comarbl lteo
nois3 but aftervabotons. obseved of~ stressx the~tl corrspon thoob
SEM (bevide t increhave bfteenos p erfred, which iseea reitsiiwchfntonItil shs(Iurd.n
siamles ather thgatuthe iti ;terripieneofithe mealiznatin smecssat Fig. 4 b.MIic e thei saplesiva(tiot appears (b
linerwas dthectoied durinduted Mby thest homrrmi (otave irexploded, ritby ea. fth xesv

Thoempurposed (If iclruei this icetgait astCO sees t k f ir pressure gener iated by inder.(yite pointks.whThe void

possblediferecie inthefaiuremod pasivtt etwhch. Howteber ttaksotd fittte pxsicatu re, pobably
23S Osevaios.obetrresptd. Th(1s vtlne k previiusly corptedsbynsitto

and unpassivited AISi and AISiCu samples. corettspodt. oue rvosyocpe ysnl
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A more detailed microstructural characterization could Finally, the preliminary result.% of a sMUZ
have been performnend by mcians of TEM observations. characterizatlion at the samne stres~s conditions used for
Howerver, because of the peculiar structure of the test MTF test, seem to indicate that the noise level is
pattern, the preparation of TEM samples is not greater for the group.% of uniples chara~cterized by the
straightforward. We are! currently expenimenting at few lower values oW the MT'F Further anaJl~sis are
promising preparation procedures which should allow neceessary, but a conifirmnation of these results woult;
us to perform preliminary TEM oberations in the ;dow to substitute the extremely time consumiag MITF
very ntear ftutire. i, i with much less time consuming noise test%.

3. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS. RFRNE

A first attempt to correlate the results of SARF [P] V.I)'Haeger et al., Proc. of ESREF 93, pp. 141.
technique with those of MTF test in Al based 145. Bordeaux, France. Oct. 19,03
microtnetric lines has failed. The reasion of this failure [2] B.Neri, A.Diligenti. P.EBagnoli, IEEE Trans.
is prtbably due to the fact that noise measurement and ton Electrot Devices. ED-14, pp. 2317-2322. 1987
MTF test have been perftrmed at quite different stress P]M A .Dllsi.olid State PElectronics 324e, pp.B 11-18
conditions, therefore the degratditiion process o1 the LMnelsi oi tt lcrnc,3,p.1-6
sample microstructure wals deeply different. [4]89.Chca .ilAIiietAant

Partculrly inthecas tifAl-i-C saple, wich B.Neri. to be published ott IEEE Trans. on Electron
showed the most controversial results, it is well kniown I~evicte-s.
that, when the temperature rises above at threshold, at [5] C.Ciofi, A.IDiligenti. F.Giacomozzi,
diffusiton and a redistribution of the Cu precipitate A.Nanifinii, B.Neri. Journtal of Electrotnic Materials. 22,
occurs. TEM analysis is now in prtogress to check this p. 1323.,1993.
hypothiesis. These results, if confirmed by further [6] (3.Specchiulli, F-Fantini. Proc:. oft ESSDERC
analysis, would demonstrate that it is not justified an 87, p.2 17, Bologna, Italy. Sept. 1987.
extrapolation of the results of the tnoise tneasuremnett [7] A.IDiligettti, B.Neri, A.Nannitti, S.Ciucci.
as well ais of the MTF test at stress conditions Journal of Electronic Materials, 2(0, pp. 559-565. 1991
significantly different from those at which the [8] J.(i.Cottle. N.S.Klonaris, Journal of Electronic
charaicterization has been carried out. Material\. 19., pp. 12011-1206, 19(X),
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ELECTROMIGRATION MODELLING AS TOOL FOR PREDICTION OF

THE FAILURE BEHAVIOUR OF METALLIZATION LINES

H. Hoebbel, V.Breternitz

Technical University of Ilmenau, Institute of Materials Science
PF 327, D- 98684 llmenan ; TeL: +(3677) 69 3135, Fax.: +(3677) 69 3171

particles at the triple points. The net number of particles

1. FUNDAMENTALS in each triple junction is determined by superposition of
the results of the adjoining grain boundaries.
it is assumed that the change of numbers of particles
causes a generation of mechanical stress. After exceed-

In order to characterise the quality of a microelectronic ca l l ge er e af ie rsibl deformate re-
device, it is necessary to know the median time to failure ing typical limits there are irreversible deformations re-sulting in the formation of hillocks and voids.
(mtf) as well as the type and the form parameters of the The grain structure is taken into account in terms of the
distribution of the individual time to failure. The life-
time depends on a great number of influence factors angle i between the direction of electron flow and the
such as the material for metallization and substrate, line grac boundary, the individual grain boundary diffusiongeomtry gran srucure nd tres coditons curent coefficient D depending on the difference of orientation

geomtry grm sructre nd tre conitins curent between adjacent grains (angle 0)), and the length I of
density, temperature, mechanical stress). In genera], it is btwegn ada ran
impossible to investigate completely the influence of an
individual influence factor by means of experiments as
well as to test systematically all possible parameter com-
binations. For that reason, it is useful to attempt a corn- 2. COMPUTATION CONCEPT
puter simulation of the electromigration processes.

For each time step it is necessary to know the local tem-
The simulation model elaborated is based upon the sol- perature and the electrical resistance of a defined line
ution of the transport equation for every grain boundary segment. Normally, this calculation, e.g. by finite el-
within a grain boundary network. At the location where ements methods, is implemented in the main procedure
the particle transport shows divergences there is a void and done in each time step. In our program the tempera-

or a hillock formation causing an increase in the electri- ture and the resistance of a void containing segment is
cal resistance of the stripe. The time leading to a defined calculated as a function of void diameter and the results
percentage of relative resistance increase, e.g. 10%, is are saved in the curves T,. = f ( rT, line width) and
used as criterion of time to failure (tf). A median time R,= f (r,,u , line width). During the execution of the
to failure (mtf) can be deduced if this procedure is effect essential calculation the temperature and the resistance
for a certain number of comparable structures. In our can be read from these data. This procedure leads to an
case to each set of independent (stress and structural) appreciable decrease of the program run time. This is es-
parameters 100 simulations were done basing upon the pecially important regarding the fact that the resistance
same structure where the variation is performed by a has to be calculated by a complete integration in all seg-
random generation of the grain orientations. ments in order to improve the precision. This optimisa-
Our work is based on a simulation model previously tion of the program schedule permits to execute time
presented (Ref.1). The concept of calculation is oriented expensive statistical analysis. For example, the calcula-
to short computing times. This fact and the opportunity tion of the dependence of the standard deviation on the
of testing the behaviour of identical structures under current density and temperature for 100 comparable
different stress conditions make the model especially structures, 20 current densities and 8 temperatures needs
useful for a statistical analysis. about 24 hours on a workstation IBM-R6000.

The modelling starts from the well-known facts that for 3. APPLICATIONS
a single component system (no diffusion term) and ne-
glecting thermnodiffusion the particle flux in a grain The procedure presented above allows to discuss the in-
boundary can be described as a result of the action of an fluence of grain structure, line geometry and stress
electron wind force and the mechanical stress as driving conditions on the failure behaviour in terms of the dis-
and backdriving mechanisms, respectively. tribution function of ttf as well as of its parameters,

If the geometry of the grain boundary and the conditions namely mtf and standard deviation. The following re-
at its ending points are known, the particle flux can be suilts should serve as examples and give some insights
expressed in terms of changes of the numbers of into the capacity of the simulation and its applicability.
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Figure 1: Dependence of mtf on linewidth for two different cases of mechanical stress

Figures I and 2 show the results of the simulation of the Although for the simulations the mean grain size is as-
failure behaviour of a lot of comparable test stripes as a sunned to be approximately a half micron the known in-
function of the line width as well as the influence of a crease of the mtf for sufficiently small decreasing line
passivation layer. In the model the case of non-passi- widths is not observed since the special effects of the
vated and passivated lines are distinguished by assuming mass transport in bamboo or near bamboo structures are
different values for the critical stress limit of the hillock not yet considered.
formation. It is supposed that this limit is equal to the
surface tension of aluminium (approximately 2 MPa) or
given by a supplementary stress representing the
(mechanical) action of the covering layer (assumed to
be 1000 times higher, i.e. 2000 MPa). The slopes of the
curves fit rather well experimental results.

E 140 140... ... . .

"120
100

0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16
lirewifth inminee

Figure 2: Dependence of standard deviation of the mtf (according to fig.l ) on linewidth for two
different cases of mechanical stress
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The following two figures show as another example of As already shown (Refl) the local temperature has an
the capacity of the program the dependence of the stan- important influence on the time to failure. In the most of
dard deviation on the current density and the tempera- the industrial test facilities only the temperature of the
ture especially at low temperatures and low current substrate or of the furnace (T.) is measured and used for
densities where the tests are impossible because of the the recalculation, e.g. by application of Black's formula.
long execution time.

200
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T= 375 K -

S 10 T=400K
". 140 TO=425K

T=450K-
120 -

1I00"•80

~60
S 40
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Figure 3: The dependence of the standard deviation on current density for several temperatures
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Figure 4: Zoom of figure 3 at low temperature range

In practice both mtf and the standard deviation of ttf But our calculations have pointed out that the real ten-
have to be available in order to describe completely the perature of the stripe can deviate distinctly from Ts. This
failure behaviour of a test lot of stripes. The recalcula- fact applies in particular to the local temperature in the
tion from accelerated tests to operation conditions gives surroundings of a void which depends among other
only useful information if the distribution parameters are things on the size and the shape of the voids (Ref.2).
known for all stress conditions. During the calculation the temperature acts as accelerat-

ing factor by increasing the number of moving species
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Figure 5: Simulation of mtf as a function of current density for several cases of temperature assumptions (see text)

as well as the diffusion coefficient according to usually of the life time. However, present circuit technologies
applied Arrhenius set up. which are chaamcterised by high claims of the customers

to the quality standards require both a high life time and
Figure 5 shows the simulated slope of the function mtf= a prediction of the life time under normal conditions as
f j) for three different cases. exact as possible.

1) assuming a constant temperature which implies an Because of the short computing times it is possible to
ideal heating transfer calculate the mtf at operation conditions as well as under

2) considering the global temperature constant over the accelerated test conditions and, by that, to test the ap-
major part of the stripe as result of additional Joule plicability and correctness of a recalculation method
self heating such as Black's formula.

3) involving the local temperature increase in the sur-
roundings of the voids

The first effect leads to a linear dependence of In(mtf)
on In(j) for the entire current density range. In the other
two cases there is a deviation from the linear slope i. H. Hoebbel, V. Bretenitz, Ch. Knedliko "Computer
which is the strongest when all temperature effects are simulation of the influence of stripe geomey and grain
considered. Now the slope is in a good agreement with structure on the electromigration behaviour of alumin-

the results received from the measurement. ium metallization lines" proc. ESREF 93, Bordeaux
1993; pp.183-188

2. H. Hoebbel, "Ein Computermodell zur Simulation des
4. CONCLUSIONS Einflusse der Komstnzktur auf das Elektromigrations-

verhalten von Leiterbahnen in integrierten Schaltlreisen,
Although the Black's formula was not used explicitly as thesis, 1994
an input of the model the calculated dependencies con-
firm experimental results especially the range of values
for the current density exponent n. The deviation of n
can be described as consequence of the temperature pro-
file including Joule heating and local temperature
increase.

Our calculaions show that, for test conditions typically
used for accelerated test, a current density eqxxem n-2
can be assumed. But it is not constant over the flil range
and approaches n - I at sufficiently low current den-
sties. Tbe recalculation to operating conditions using a
consmut n -2 involves the worst case for the prediction
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PLASTIC PACKAGING IS HIGHLY RELIABLE

Dr Nibal Sinnadurai
Professor of Electronics Technology,

Middlesex University Microelectronics Centre, England .(Fa:(.44) 473 2115761

1. THE NEED FOR A PACKAGE

The history of integrated circuits contains telecommunications us t a time. The outcome of

chapters of unreliability arising from the exposure of the work over many years, led to two developments:
the integrated circuit chip to harmful effects of the (i) Proven lAtishis for accelerated ageing by non-
external environment. Early problems with gel filled saturated damp heat within distinct validation limits for

packages led to the defined need for hermetic systematicacelmi
2 "

packages, and detailed reliability physics studies (ii) strong evidence that discrete devices junction
identified a henneticity requirement of U10-1 1  coated with particular plastic encapsulants were highly

millibar.litres/sec. However the inability of reliable3
commercial leak testers to measure such low leak rates
influenced the hermeticity specifications to be set at The rst such experiments wich produced convincing
much higher levels, which have progressively been evidence of high reliability were conducted on test
tightened to the present level of vehicles comptising an assembly of npn and pop
10 millibar.litres/sec; but is that good enough? Read transistors and specially designed moisture sensors,
on for the answer. Meanwhile the inevitable pressure assembled onto ceramic substrates3 (Figure 1). These
for cost reduction and increasingly automated were then coated with one of 15 different plastic
manufacture, led to the development of plastic coatings. The test vehicles were then subjected to high
encapsulation by transfer moulding and other methods temperature and separate high humidity tests with

9Early uspiiions tat contaminants in t electrical bias applied to the devices. Evidence from
epermeation of moisture would se fails we over 4000 hours duration of oversess testing on somethey confmed and ld to an enthusiastic 500 test vehicles showed that reliability equivalent to

condemnation of the use of plastics by defence and 25 years in tropical climates was achieved by some

telecommunications reliability authorities. Regrettably, four silicone plastic encapsulations, while most of the
the highly influential defence authorities retained that other materials continued to be hazardous to device
condemnation for decades despite having no new reliability (Experiment 1, Table 1. Figure 2). A second
evidence to support that archaic viewpoint, while the series of experiments (Experiment 2) used the bette
res of the world moved on. Today more than 80% of junction coating materials from the firnt experiment,
IC packages in the world are plastic and many we use selected for their compatibility with a range of top
in high reliability applications, with considerable coatings which were added to provide "screwdriver"
evidence not only to support the high reliability protection. The results from the dual coated test
obtainable with plastic encapsulations, but also the vehicles showed that, of the materials tested, two
increasing evidence of field failures of hermetic combinations - a silicone plus filled silicone, and the
packages satisfying the MIL883 hermeticity sumdards. silicone and a filled phenolic - demonstrated high

reliability also equivalet to over 25 years in tropical

2. LABORATORY EVIDENCE OF RELIABILITY climates (Table 2, Figure 3. Figure 4). On the basis of
such work, British Telecommunications adopted theOF HERMETIC AND PLASTIC PACKAGED use of plastic encapsulated integrated circuits (ICs) in
high reliability applications ad opened the door in
Europe to the acceptance of plastic encapsulations forReliability engineering of plank encA dlatio was high iability applications. Others followed this

piomne during 1966-1985 at British example and aso subsequendy published promising
Telecommunications Laboratories (BT Labs), England, rexam on the reliability of plastic
with the active participation of major plastics emateurils,8.
Suppliers. The evaluations were facilitated by the
invention of the HAST reliability assessment technique The identification of high reliability plastic coatings
by BT Labs in 1968. The high reliability capabilities led to the invention of the EPIC, a low cost and high
were published in the early eighties, and plastic performce. plastic chip arier (Figur 5)which was
encapsulation was adopted for terrestrial
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Commn Cahn$s
CO*e Coatin Type Teisp -C

A Rigid silicone 175
S Sensi-fexibe silicone 175

C Flwingsilione175
D ThnotrpicSilione175

E Silicone-epoxy specially asdasped 160
F Poly-pasazylesse
G a eitn polyinmade 175
H Unfilled epoxy (junction or top coat maiterial 1 160
J Filled epoxy 160
L Filled silicone (junction or top coat material) 175
M Thizotropic epoxy dip (top coating material) 120

D+H Silicone+Epoxy 160
D+M Silicone+Epoxy 120

R Proprietary combination: junction+ top coatings -
S Proprietary combhination: junction +top coating -

Total of 15 batches of 16 -240 test i'ehicles

Fig91. Tast Vehiclefer JuacfieA CoatE nk.1 Va" Table 1. Jawedon Coating TeSted in the Fint
ivie PX WdNO&M Sese"Expeinaeat

NPN transistors

2I~ 80 at 1500h

8011

~20ji
Coatin Curing

F~ 001C+L Thin silicone+ Filled silicone 175

0' a 5 C+M Thnsificone+Thixotropic epoxy 1-10
60~- C+N Thin silncone+ Fusing epoxy powder 100

C+P Thin silicone+ Phenolic dip 160
40 D+L 7thinotropic silcore+ Filled Silicone 175

2-D+M Thillotropic silicone+Thixotropic epoxy 120
0 JD+N Thizotrogsic silicone+ Fusing epoxy powder 100

D+P 11bixotropic silicone+Phentolic dip 160
J+L Filled epoxy+ Filed silicone 160

Moisture sensors J+M Filled epoxy+Thiluotropic epoxy 120
lo)i +N Filled epoxy+ Fusing epoxy powder 100

so.' at 1500h1 i+P Filledepoxy+Phenolic dip 160
K*+L Silicone RTV+ Filled silicone 175

G-KI+M Silicone RTV+Thixotropic epoxy 120
40- K+N SiliconeRTV. Fusing epoxy powder 100

J20- K+P Silicone RIVPbenolic dip 160

0 Total of 16 batches of 16-256 test vehicles

A 6 C D F GDIM S *Kwas substitutedas a very promising eplacementfor Awhich
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fabricated by standard printed wiring board about 25 microns thick. However three of the thinly
techniques 9 . applied silicone gels did indeed achieve good

protection of the test vehicles (Figures 10 & II). the
Reliability assessments of the EPIC were carried out test vehicles without any glassivation over the
alongside other commercially available packages metalisttions perfonning the poorest of these. Of the
containing the am species of IC10 . The results of better performing glassivated test vehicles, it appeared
both dry heat and damp heat tests (Table 3 and that the nitride passivations on the test vehicles in the
Table 4) show that a certain Commercially Task Force exercise were of poor quality and showed
manufactured surface mount micropeckages were stress fractures through which corrosion products had
capable of achieving high reliabilities in both penetrated under the coatings. The Task Force
temperate and tropical climatic conditions, while there undertook no determination of the physical or chemical
still remained a number of suppliers unable to achieve adhesion or protection mechanisms of the
adequate reliability even in temperate climates (Figure encapsulations. The evaluation did establish that gel
6 and Figure 7). It is particularly important to note that coated devices would withstand acceleration forces up
the silicone junction coated ICs and one manufacture's to 15000G.
plastic moulded small outline IC package (SOIC)
outperformed the hermetically packaged ICs. The Recent work by British Telecommunications on low
mechanism of chemisoiption of silicones onto the cost packaging for optoelecrnamic components1 3 took
silicon passivation surfaces was identified as the encouragement from the IEEE Task Force results on
adhesion and protection mechanism with silicone gels and the pioneering work by the predecessors at

encapsulations, while Van der Waal adhesion forces BTW. and proceeded with the evaluation of the use of
provided the adhesion mechanism for epoxy the better gels as reported by the Task Force report and
encapsulations. The fact that hermetically packaged applied them to PIN and laser diodes and GaAs ICs.
ICs failed in the high humidity tests clearly showed up The accelerated ageing conditions and the acceleration
the false assumption that MILS83 tested hermetic factors to predict longevity were based on the earlier
packages do not need to be subjected to humidity tests work3 . Tests of the coated PIN diodes in damp heat
(the vulnerability of MIIJS3 hermetic packages to conditions, showed that three of the four gets provided
external moisture is described later in the paper). In excellent reliability protection (Figure 12) equivalent
fact all packages must be subjected to all the tests if to many decades of longevity, provided the
they are to prove their ability to survive in the climates acceleration factors for non-hermetic silicon devices
represne by the accelerated test conditions (the from the earlier tests were applicable. The lasers
accelerated test conditions are described later in this showed inconsistent behaviour (Figure 13). with the
paper). The reliability tests were accompanied by full degradation occurring cumulatively in the small
failure analyses and showed weaknesses in some of the population of devicews The investigator was
plastics materials, such as ionic and halide encouraged by the survival of 3 of the 4 gel cooted
contamination, and also the excellent and intact lasers beyond 3500. The damp heat tests on gel coated
survival of silicone junction coated ICs (Figure 8). The GaAs ICs showed a remarkable stability of the ICs up
reliability tests also established the credentials of the to 6000 hours (Figure 14). These encouragingmaterials specification M219Fl 1. observations led to the development of low cost

assembly of an optoelectronic circuit board with the
The IEEE Gel Task Force took tip the challenge later individual active devices (PIN, Laser diode and GaAs
that decade to undertake evaluations of polymer gel logic ICs) encapsulated in gel.
coatings for integrated circuits1 2 . The Task Force,
formed under the auspices of the Computer Packaging Silicone and indeed some epoxy encapsulations of the
Committee of the IEEE Computer Society, c multiple chips of multi-chip modules (MCMs) provide
representatives from 24 companies in the USA. Some high reliability protection not only for longevity in
1440 IC chips containing a specific test patterns and temperate climates but also in tropical climates and the
protected by different glassivations. were tested with high teliabilit demands of satellite
five gel types and one silicone RTV. The tent patterns 1c2atios4  Of course space is quite a diffenmit
were intended to reveal simple corrosion and breaks in environment, with the hostility aring frm launch and
the wins. The evaluation tests conducted on the maoeuvre steses ad from raiadiodo. Nevertheless,
encapsulated teat vehicles comprised thermal shock, pltic eapmsaton by the on of jttitiot coatinsc
salt spray and HAST (non-saturated autoclave).The (compliant thi coatings recty apied to the
outcome was tha the more rigid and thicker coatings surfaces of the dice) offer vey ik pmrtection of
caused wires to be broken. It was clear that thick semiconductor devices. Glob Top is umnfoneame
silicone RTV coatings, applied without dilution. teininoilogy, became it has been associaed with low
caused strain and damage to the wires (FIgure 9). This tecdholoy low reliability applicatioss
was consistent with the recommendation from the
original work3 that junction coatings should be applied The potential for space applicaloims arbes becasse
thin, barely to cover the wirebonds on the chip, i.e. reliable dice cm be ipouec by m b e.
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application of a junction cbating. There are now many mandatory hennetically packaged ICs. to MILS3.
excellent silicones which form intimate bonds with the However, no attempt was to adapt the technology to
surfaces of semiconductor dice by chemisorpucin. This the conditions of supply and use in India. Fortunately,
requires die surfaces of the dice to be chemically clean, an United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
which can be achieved by either wet processes or expert advisor scheme was set in place at the same
ideally by a final plasma clean. Application in vacuum time, which led to an effective scheme being set up in
facilitates intimate contact. Coatings must be Bangalore for reliability assessment, field failure data
thoroughly cured, which means beyond the retrieval, failure analysis, and analysis of the climatic
manufacturers' recommended curing times (which are conditions relevant to the use of electronics in India.
defined for a high percentage of polymerisation).
Effective curing times are, e~g. 1500 C for 30 mins + 3 DOT set up SCRAM (System for Component
hours at 1800C. Such a coating achieves an intimate Reliability Analysis and Measurement) 15 . Controlled
and robust seal which will safeguard the existing retrieval of information from the installed base of
reliability of the dice against extenial climatic attack. digital telephone exchanges analysed by SCRAM, has
For space applications. the encrapsulautn adds produced the distribution of failures by component
mechanical support of wire or TAB bonds, and adds type shown in Figure 15, in which it can be seen that
the major advantage of attenuating particles which can the predominant contibutor to failures were ICs,
give rise to soft errors. a particle activi• of silicones is followed by hybrid modules, transistors and capacitors.
very low, of the order of 0.002 per cmT per hr for 1-8 The data was further analysed into classifications of
MeV energies. On the other hand, silicone effectively defects for all components, and an example is shown
attenuates a particles, for instance, resulting in zero for ICs (Figure 16). For the period in question. the IC
erronrs in 106 device hours of operation, compared with failure rae alone amounted to 1755 Fits (I Fit = I
200 soft errors if the silicone protection was not failure in 109 device hours) in a population of 2.35
present. As a particles can be sourced also from million ICs.
alumina substrates and lead solder terminations. the
silicone adds versatility to the range of materials dth Failure analyses confirmed the IC herneticity met the
may be used in the assembly of the MCMs. MIL83 criterion of 10-8 millibar.litres/sec with only 3

exceptions. The analyses also showed that the
The options for MCM mat s for use in space are dewpoints within the packages ranged from -200 C to
still wide open. The payload advantage currently +300 C. corre to relative humidities that will
remains with silicon substrates using thin film have reached as high as 95% during operation.

multilayers with either SiO2 or polyimide dielectrics. Detailed physical analysis of some 10000 components,
Silico substrates also provide advantages of ht including more than 2000 ICs. were carried out over
removal. Nevertheless, a number of low dielectric five years at the Failure Analysis Laboratory. The
constant polymers are providing exciting opportunities failure mechanisms of the active devices (ICs, hybrid
for high performance. The Radiation Hardness of a microcircuits, transistors, diodes) were distributed as

number of MCM polymer materials have been tested to shown in Figure 17. Apart from those failing due to

differing degrees of severity. For instance, polyimide electrical oversts, attributable to a poorly suppressed
has been found to retain essential properties with electrical environment. the most consistent failure
dosages in excess of 100 MRads of y radiation, while mechanism observed was corrosion of the aluminium
BCB materials have been tested successfully with metlisations.
dosages in excess of 100 MRads of I radiation. The analyses of the device and the environment
Therefore there are few fears for the inherent useability she se th e devicc and the esgined
of polymers in satellite communications applications. moisture sourced from the high levels enconted

3. FIELD EVIDENCE OF THE RELIABILITY OF during transport and strage in India. entering through
the "accepable" leaks in the package body. The

DEVICES moistum retained within the package will have started
a train of corrosion even during storage, and

accelerated when the equipment was electrically3.1 Fnnue• inaInl edn hfrmtaenmainnIn operated as the equipment was brought into service.
enninf ien n India duo to bcrinade pnaeKa.d
faD mm. The manner in which benetic packages can gan

moisture is illustrated by calculations of the waterThe major investment by the Indian Department of penetration into packages having a leak rate equal to
Telecommunications (DO~T) in acquiring digital the MILS83 specified level. Even a modest external
switching systems for the planned expansion and ambient moisture of 250C, 70%RH can cause a gain of
modernisation of their telecommunications network 5=_ pt p mil__io of water into such a hermetic
was achieved by importing systems and large scale package within 2 months 1 6  TF=gu IS). The
technology transfer. The digital system was supplied as hameticity required to properly safeguard active
a mature technology using components, including
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devices for high reliability applications must be less
than 10-11 millibar.litres/sec. Hence, the test durations for THB overstress tests to

simulate 20 years (175000 hrs) operation in various
3.2 Analvsqb of the rlimates and conditiong for climates have been calculated (Table 6).
Affisnrino re•ihh|ity in %evere elimate

The problems of the more severe climatic conditions Table 6 THB Reliahility Testt for 20 Year Snrvival
werf anticipated well before the failures actually inDifferent Climatie onditins

occurred. A programme to analyse the climatic
distribution, average climatic conditions, and Climate THB Overstress Condition
conditions representing reliability safeguards covering 108oC,90%RH 85oC,85%RH
95% and 99% of the occurrences likely in India, was Time (hours) Time (hours)
therefore already well in hand. Meteorological data Temperate
obtained over 30 years from 162 locations, weighted General
according to the geographic area they represent, has (120 C.72%) ..100 500
been analysed. The outcome of this work has been
reported1 7 This data converts into Table 5. Temperate

Equipment Room
(30oC,25%) 60 300

Table S. Cndiltong for reliable onpCratina, within
swi~dration. ayerayed over the rtnired life Tropical Coverage

95% India
Climatic Covering 95% Covering 99% (29oC,83%) 850 4100
ont Times & Places Times & Places

Tropical Coverage
Hot Humid 290 C. 83%RH 29 0 C, 86%RH 99% India

(33 mbar) (34 mbar) (29 0C,86%) 1000 5100

Hot Dry 400 C 420 C Tropical Severe
(35 0 C,90%) 2000 10000

The information from the climatic analysis has been
applied to determine test conditions for both equipment Clearly the non-saturating autoclave HAST test is
and components. The particular specification for considerably more efficient than the 850 C.85%RH
environmental testing conditions for humidity test. The extensive base of experimental work
telecommunications equipment is the DOT that has been conducted with the apparatus has also
specification QM-3331 7 . established its credentials for robustness and precision

of control.
The climatic conditions given in Table 5 have been
applied to the well established equation for reliability It is an unfortunate fact that the nations which can least
assessment by damp heat testing of non-hermetically afford the problems of severe climatic conditions are
packaged ICs1 8 , in order to calculate the detailed those which require greater and therefore more costly
sess test conditions to simulate 20 years operation. safeguards of component and equipment reliability.
Inserting the BT Labs HAST stress test conditions into The evidence presented here, accumulated over many
the equation gives: years. has clearly revealed the vulnerability of

supposedly reliable components used in modem
s= 175000/exp(0.00044[(90) 2-(RHamb)2 ] equipment. The Indian (and other tropical) climate

+ 70 0 0 (i/Tamb-l/ 3 8 1)} requires more severe testing of electronics components
than is applied abroad.

where:- ts is the required duration of the smes test 33 Field resnits from indiivenn enuin =tisn
- RHamb is the ambient humidity from .lt rac nlte frocinitsn
Table 5 plastk pgekaggd micracirenok

- Tamb is the ambient temperature from
Table 5 converted to absolute units In order to establish systems more relevant to the

dispersed rural needs of India, its diverse and severe
the applied stress condition of 1080 C 90%RH, in a climatic conditions, and the need to achieve a high
non-saturating autoclave HAST testi gives morm storage and operational reliability of its equipment, the
dependable but more severe damp heat acceleration of nan Government established the Centre for
ageing than is obtainable with humidity chambers. Development of Telematics (C-DOT)
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C-DOT set to with significant determination and ability failures. The reponed 2 0 increasing military use shows
to develop a modular digital telecommunications that the final bastion of resistance to the sensible use of
switching system, starting from a building block low cost high reliability plastic packaging, has been
suitable for rural locations not having air conditioning. penetrated.
The C-DOT developers made the bold decision to use
plastic packaged ICs and that the component The relative reliability of plastic packages at 550 C can
technologies should be able to operate without air be scaled as follows:
conditioning and survive the rigours of the diverse simple devices I Fit
climatic conditions to be encountered in India. memory devices 10 Fits

ULSI logic & jAP 100 Fits
Components were evaluated using accelerated ageing
tests appropriate to assuring 20 years reliability in Packages using the purerI I moulding compounds have
uncontrolled climatic conditions, determined during an average reliability of 40 Fits. This can be improved
the course of the work described herein. The equipment to 30 Fits by the use of good quality Si 3 N4 passivasion.
was tested in walk-in chambers to the conditions
specified in QM-333. The choice made by C-DOT Automotives are also increasingly using plastic
thereafter was to approve the manufacturers of the encapsulation even in the hostile environment under
components that m%t the evaluation criteria, the bonnet. A good example is the Ignition Control

hybrid microcircuit of the Fiat Cinquecento. The active
The switching systems were successfully developed integrated circuit is a bare-chip-and-wire assembly
and have been in the field for two years. Modularity which is junction coated with a silicone encapsulan.
has enabled switches wish 10000 line capacity to be Some 500000 vehicles have had no system failures in
built. The reiiability results in the field have been the field in two years.
promising with one glaring exception.
- so far, the IC failure rates are less than I Fit out of 4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
154000 line circuits.
- hybrid microcircuit failure rates amounted to 600 Fits The traditional requirement for hermetic packaging
during 3x10 9 device hours may now be overturned in favour of plastic packaging
- the alarming exception was the rogue failures of a on many grounds:
particular type of memory IC which passed the (i) the inadequacy of the hermeticity specification.
functional tests upon assembly into the memory cards, (ii) the full range of laboratory evidence of high
but then failed on installation into the equipment. reliability of silicone junction coated ICs undertaken
Allowing a generous amount of 10 hours for survival by a number of researchers, including the author,
upon installation, yields a component failure rate of showing that plastic encapsulations may now be used
8x106 Fits! Because a single IC failure caused the for microelectronics and optoelectronics in
memory card to fail, 40% of the memory cards failed. telecommunications and also in automotive, military
,The manufacturer of these ICs was ostensibly a major and space applications as the better option in many
international manufacturer, as the package logo and instances.
code showed. However, tracking down the source (iii) the demonstrated field failures of "MIL83"
proved otherwise! The logo was an imitation, and the hermetic packaged devices, and the massive ingress of
components, while having the same function, were moisture, which caused many system failures.
fake. The finding was a severe lesson that (iv) the demonstrated better field reliability in rural
manufacturer approval alone, and the lack of routine tropical climates, of assessed, standard plastic
vigilance and assessment, is a dangerous gamble. packaged ICs from major manufacturers.
Nevertheless, the excellent behaviour of the authentic
ICs proved the bold decisions to use known good The invention of HAST has proved to be an invaluable
plastic packaging, was wise. Thus there is now an tool in the drive to develop high reliability plastic
awareness, alertness and responsiveness to the needs of packaging. Combined with the climatic analyses, there
mor demanding climates, and for cost-effective ways are now clear methods for evaluating plastic packaged
of achieving them. device reliability for various climates. Of course, tests

only provide the basis for selecting the right
3.3. Field data from non telecmmnnicaina tehnologies. The essence of reliability engineering is
itmillntlowt ang 9ltLgwkW miEaotirts to develop the technologies and build in the reliability

improvements.
Benefits are already being realised, for instance, in an 8
billion Franc project in France in which 1 billion Fortunately the good prospects of achieving the
Francs is being saved by using reliable plastic packaged required reliability at low cost followed from the
ICs in portable military communications. Defence initiatives described earlier in this paper. These
applications already have a 5 year history of the use of initidaves have been followed and reognised in the
plastic packaged devices in missiles with no field influential work which followed 12 .15 .
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1. INTRODUCTION. In this paper we show the feasibility of the
method upon a microsection of a solder joint. A

This work presents an original technique solder joint is a pile up of three different materials,
of current density measurement in metallic lead, solder, and a copper line. We present a Peltier
assemblies like solder joints. This development is response map of the microsection and profiles of
to study the evolution of current flow inside current density crossing the interfaces.
connection assemblies during ageing tests. The A finite element numerical simulation
measurements are performed upon microsections method (ANSYS) has been used to calculate the
showing the different metals. Electrical current density map of the solder joint section.
measurements are quite difficult upon such Good agreement with the measurements is
structures because the variation of potential observed, showing the method tobe valid.
between close points is very small and because a We have shown, in previous papers (Refs
contact measurement may influence the result. We 2 and 3) concerning solder joints, the Peltier
propose a contactless method based upon a laser expansion response to short current pulses to be a
reading. The current density amplitudes are good early ageing detection method. The purpose
indirectly derived from measurements of of this work is to provide quantitative experimental
thermoelectrical effects generated in the structure, data in order to investigate ageing mechanisms

"ITe thermoelectrical effects which take inside solder joints. The future goal of this
place in metal assemblies are the Joule, the Peltier approach is to study how ageing does influence the
and the Thomson effect. The first is very small in current flow inside bondings, joints and other
metals as the local resistance is negligible. The connecting devices.
Thomson effect needs high temperature gradients
to be significant, this is not the case in the situation
we are interested in. Our experimental approach is 2. PRINCIPLE OF CURRENT DENSITY
therefore focused upon the detection of the Peltier MAPPING.
effect which is produced at the interface of metals.

This thermal effect is experimentally In order to explain the principle of the
observed through the thermal expansion of the optical current density mapping we propose, let us
structure. This is done by measuring the surface consider a situation like the one sketched in figure
displacement with a high resolution interferoie-tric 1. Two pieces A and B of different metals, having
laser probe (Ref 1). We have shown in earlier same thiclaess zo ae linked together over a certain
work, (Refs 2, 3), that it is possible to measure the length xo (the interface size is x0 X zo). The ends of
Peltier heat expansion selectively from the Joule both metals are connected to a current generator.
one, with our laser probe. The current has to flow through the interface of the

The basic Idea of this paper is to measure two metals and it is the Peltier thermal expansion
the Peltier thermal expansion generated at the produced there that we detect.
interface of two metals crossed by an electric The current densities are, due to symmetry
current. This is only valid for assemblies of metals reasons, independent of z for a given x. If we
of different kind. As the Peltier coefficient depends assume a contact potential OAS between A and B,
only upon the two metals involved, the heat t for cosine current excitatio 10 cos (WO, the
deposited by this effect at a given location, will be t ie r surfa ce power ensity t . x) g v ofat

oportional to the current density crossing the Peltier surace power density Pp (t, x) given off at
interface of the two metals at this point. So by location x upon the interface will be:
mapping the interface Peltier expansion, we map
the curent density crossing the interface. PP(t'x)=4PABJ(X)Co$0)t (1)
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with J(x) the current density. the tip. We applied to this test structure AC crent

This energy exchange is mixed up with the one excitation of about 200mA amplitude. We use a

resulting from the Joule power density Pj (t ,x) at synchronous detection and select the first harmonic

(x, y=0): response. A good sensitivity is needed because the
2 expansion amplitudes ae less than one picometer.

Pj t, X) pp[J(x)cosO] = The choice of the excitation frequency is very
tjX.,r +cos2O0t1 (2) important as we want to get a high dilatation

: P[J(x2 l - - I amplitude and a very short diffusion length. The
L2  2 diffusion length of a thermal wave is the distance

over which the wave amplitude has dropped by a
with p the metal resistivity, factor e'l. The two requirements above are

y antagonist with respect to the frequency as the

I
expansion amplitude depends on - and the

diffusion length depends on ~.We have chosen

Sthe frequency equal to 10 kHz as a good
SI X compromise, the diffusion length is then of the

order of 30 pm.

i 0 • probing 3. 3 Svnchrmnous detection at harmonic one.
The use of a lock-in amplifier allows a

Figure 1: Sketch ofexperimental situationfor good selection of the Peltier response with respect
Peltier current density probing at the interface of to the Joule one (2f). In fact we note that under the

two metals A and B. same excitation conditions the Joule expansion is
too small to be observed.

We see from relations 1 and 2 that the
Peltier contribution can be distinguished from the
Joule one by detecting the signal at the first 4. RESULTS.
harmonic. The power variation over time (relation
1) of the Peltier effect produces temperature This current density measuring method
variations in the structure at the same frequency. holds also for components having stacked metals
These variations are the same for all z for a given like a solder joint. Figure 2 shows a sketch of a
x. We take advantage of this by measuring the solder joint section. Current flows from the lead L
thermal expansion resulting from the temperature through the solder S to the copper C. Peltier
variations of the component in the z direction. We sources, proportional to the local current density,
point the laser probe in the z direction and use the are located along the lead-solder and solder-copper
front surface as reflector. The expansion amplitude borderlines
at location x upon the y = 0 line will be We have measured first harmonic thermal

proportional to -0,. J(x) according to relation (1), expansion amplitudes at different locations upon

and as a consequence the profile along x wl the solder joint section. Figure 2 shows a map of

the current testy profile. these expansions upon a solder joint. From this
map it is clearly seen that the current mainly flows
at the tip and heel of the foot representing the

3. MEASURING METHOD. solder joint section. This 3D map shows the general
trend of current flow together with other features

The expansion measurements are difficult to understand at the present state of ourinetiaios eWanio measurefene haeuretke o
performed with our interferometric laser probe investigtions. We therefore have undertaken more
Sdetailed measurements along the metals interfaces.
presented in earlier work (f 1). Figure 3 shows a picture of a section of the
31 Exn ental ea struture, solder joint. As the Peltier detection allows to

We have chosen to study t measure the current density along the borderline of
structures as e iouse work (fst te se w h two different metals, we have measured the first

structures as in edvious work (Refs 2,m3), which harmonic thermal expansion along line AC (lead-
: were Daisy chained components mounted on an solder) and along AB (solder-coppe). Figures 3b
Isolated Metallic Substrate. We have made a and 3c show the results. They show with more
microsection so as to have access to the metallic details the observations already seen in the map of
interfaces separating different materials, It can be figue 2. There are two main locations where
seen as a pile up of different elements: lead, solder, current flows, at the end of the lead and at the
copper, insulator and substrate (Figure 2). curved pait of the lead. The existence of two main
3-2- rtos for the current is rather surprising. We show

.. AC m exi in the next section that this is predicted by
The electrical connections are taken modelling-

between the top of the lead and the copper line near

4W0
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Thereore an inmortan Peltier signal is seen at the
5. SIULATIONS. "tip" and "heel" of the "foot" of the solder joint

This is clearly seen in figume 4.
A two dimensional Finite Elerfort (FEM) We show in figure 5 the calculatea

sUDimulaoO of the solder joimi wa5 perfm1d using absolute values of the component of the current
tie commercial FEM program ANSYS. We used density nomal tohe interface AB (coppu-sokd•).
the thermal-electric element type PLANE 67 for These results have to be compared with the
the model. A potential of OV was applied on the experimental results of figure 3c.
left border of the model at the copper plate (see
Figure 2). On the top border of the model a voltage C t density (10-6 A/im2 )
of 0.SmV was applied at the kad. This boundary OLs

conditions do correspond to a induced cumrat of
170mA. The bottom of the copper plate was 04 -

considered as a heat sink at room temperature. The 3
used maleral parneters am given in table 1. A

unit I m lead solder 02

Thermal W/mK 370 15 51 0.1
conductivity

electrical Pflcm 1.7 76 17 500 250 0 250 500 750 1000 1250 150 1750 2000
resistivi Position (Irn)

Table I: Material parameters used in the FEM FigureS: calculated absolute values of the
siu 1tin component of the current density normal to the

The temperature dependence of the intefac AB.

material parameter was neglected, because a The sharp structures seen around position
temperature rise of less than 10K was observed for zero in the calculations are not reproduced in the
the lead case. The upper part in figure 4 shows the measurements. This is due to the fact that our
calculated current density map in the "heel- of the measurements are indirect, we measure periodical

solder joint, while the lower part shows the same thermal expansion consecutive to Peltier energy
map at the *tip" of it. The overall trend measured in exchange. This means that we measure an average
figure 2 agrees with this calculations. It is of the thermal effect over the diffusion length of
important to remember that the Peltier thermal the thermal wave. This produces broadening of the
response only measures the current density structures. We plan however to try measurements
component normal to the metals interface, at higher frequencies where the diffusion length is

shorter. Besides this, the agreement is very
satisfactory and gives confidence in theexperimental method.

4" .. 6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES.

We have shown that the measurements of
S- ,• . . ., ,, the Peltier thermal expansion upon microsections

of metallic assemblies, like solder joints, are
capable to provide current density profiles along

S.. ~.. the metals interfaces. This new technique gives a
- - - -~good insight upon the functionality of solder joints.

The good agreement with simulation gives

a confidence in this measuring method. The main
power of this method will be in the study of the

- .. . evolution of the cumrent density map during thermal
.-. . cycling ageing tests. We plan to explore how the

"~ "-current density profiles evolve during ageing tests,
the study will be particularly interesting in the

_____________________________ 4).

b

Figure 4: calculated current density map inside a 7. REFERENCES
section of the solder joint presented in figure 3
Map a- shows "heel" of the joint. Map b - shows 1. Claeys W., Dilhaire S. and Quintard V. "Laser

"tip" of the joint, probing of thermal behaviour of electronic
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DETERMINATION OF THERMOMECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR
OF MICROELECTRONICS PACKAGING BASED ON

MICROSTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

A. Fensek, A. HQizI, Y. Danto
Laboramire de Miao6lecounique DCL

Univesiz6 Bordeaux I, URA 846CNRS
351 Corns de b Lihation.

33405 TALENCE, FRANCE

Abstract: The thermomechanical stress in large leaded packages submitted to thermal cycling were studied, from both
experimental ageing and ANSYS finite elements simulations. A degradation law. based on the observation of the
microstucture evolution in the SnPbAg solder joint was derived and used as an early degradation indicator.

I. INTRODUCTION The assembling technology used in this study, SMT, is
one of those currently found in automotive electronic

Due to the thermal expansion mismatch between the circuitry. At the same time, the thermal cycling
different materials of the electronic assemblies, cyclic configuration is representative of typical thermal cycles
thermal loads induce, in the sructures and specially in produced by car utilization.
the solder joints, cyclic stress and strain, leading After ageing, degradations were always observed in the
progressively to degradation of the solder alloy. The upper side of the solder joint near the rear curved side of
major failure mechanism is caused by the thermal the lead. Crack initiation begins to appear between 400
expansion mismatch between componants and PCB: it and 500 cycles as a function of the type of the dwell
leads to a phenomenon of cumulative fatigue during die time (Ref.4), and after a while, a damaged area is
cycles in the solder joints (Ref.1). On the other hand, observed in the solder material near the lead tip (Fig. I).
creep generated during dwell time and atmospheric
oxydation accelerate the apparition and the propagation
of the cracks induced (Ref.2). In specific conditions.
such as automotive applications, thermal cycling has
become one of the main causes of degradation and failure
(Ref.3).
In order to define the regions where cracks have
appeared, we have performed thermal cycling tests on
electronics assemblies. The samples under test were the
following:

components: PQFP 100 A42 leads
33,2 x 33,2 x 3,4 mm
1mm pitch

substrate: SMI 3mm thick

solder material : Sn62Pb36Ag2 Fig. 1: damaged solder joint after

thermal cycles: thermal cycling ageing
type A: lower dwell time: 10 min

upper dwell time : 60 min All these degradations are first observed near the corners
-40/+150C and -40/ +125 0C of the packages (Ref.3). This zone does in fact
transition time: 30s correspond to the most distant point buom the centre of

type B: lower dwell time:10 min the assembly, inducing thus the highest thermal
upper dwell time: 10 min expansion mismatch (Fig.2).
-40/ +150C and -40/ +1250C

transition time: 30s
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Fig. 2: cross-section of the leads along a half side of a PQFP package

2. FINITE ELEMENTS SIMULATION From the obtained simulated sues map (Ftg.4). we can
observe a good correspondance between the highest

In order to detetmine the critical areas of the assemblies streus zones, i.e. near the curved area of the lead in the
under test. we performed a finite element simulation solder and near the lead tip, and the experimental
with ANSYS software on a PQFP/SMI assembly observation of crack initiation.
(Ref.4). The solder behaviour is represented by a stes-
strain relation based on a "bilinear model', that includes Equivalent stuss
both elastic and plastic regimes varying with (MPA)
temperature. These simulations were 2D or 3D type and 14
show local stressed areas in the solder joint (Fig.3);
simultaneously, maximum stress, strain and plastic 12
work per unit volume were evaluated. The reference
temperature was 25°C and the highest one 1250C. 1 " sl e Sign t

0 0. 02 03 0:4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Normalized length

1)

(3)(3

S* Fig.4 : simulation of stress in the solder joint (PQFP
on SMI)

The curves plotted (Fig.4) show the calculated stress
along three different cross-sections of the solder, in the

Fig. 3: 3D gullwing lead simulation regions where cracks we observed after ageing.
It has been shown that in the critical areas of the solder

The physical constants values used in this simulation to joint, the calculated stress exceeds the tensile strength,
characterize the materials of the assembly are listed in leading to pla strain.
table I.

Material Young Poisson Yield CTE
modulus ratio strength x10-6/*C 3. MICROSTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

(APa) 3 (MP&) As the main physical mechanisms, which lead to
A42 138 0.30 5.1 degradation of the solder joint, have been observed in the

-19 - - coarsened Pb phase regions, the mean size of Pb grains
SnPbAa 45 29.1 23 seems to be a good degradation indicator, sensitive

A! 70 0.33 24 enough to exhibit local stressed areas. Indeed, the study
Wpm1, 10 10.25 1 1 25: of the external aspect of the solder, including the

Table. 1: Material properties of the assemblies possible cracks is not reliable enough and often too late
under study to have any utility.
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Fig. 5: SiM cros-section view of a PbSan4 SMT solder join
(a) initial ampn ; (b) aged sample after 1500 bous

at constant temperature (150-C)

analyser. The analysed region was localized near the
curved zone of the lead (highly stressed area in cycling
conditions) (Fig.8).

3-1 Thermal cvclinfeeing

In order to exhibit the main parameters inducing Pb
grain evolution, we have performed ageing at constant
temperature and after that, under themal cycling. During
this second experiment, the assemblies are submitted to

Fig. 6: SEM cross-section view of te degradation both temperature and mechanical stress (induced by
M halon e intergranular interface thermud expansion mismatch). The cycles applied to the

samples were of A and B types.
We have chosen the study of grain coarsening in order We have considered that the main phenomenon of

to establish a relation between solder joints life coarsening will occur at upper dwell tine of the cycles
prediction and their microstructural evolution. and in the highly stressed areas; thus, the physical

During thermal cycling, generation of cracks results analysis of die Pb grain las been localized in the curved
principally in cleaving of the solder material along the region of the lead (FMg.7).
i atr interfaces (Fig.6) (Re5LJ).
As for the other metal alloys, the mechanical
characteristics of die solder material depends strongly on
the grain size of die secondary phase: the smaller the
mean size, the higher the tensile strength limit (Ref.5).
As the main reason for cyclic fatigue is due to the
plastic strain per cycle (Coffin-Manson law), high
tensile strength (small Pb precipitates) will decrease the
level of plastic strain (Ref.7). Coarsening phenomena,
highly accelerated by temperature and mechanical stress
concentration, is irreversible and stored all the
constraints submitted by the solder joint during the past.
Before cracks generation, an initial period is observed
during which the solder material stores plastic strain
energy without microstructural degradation (cyclic
fatigue and creep only). After a critical time, cracks
appear and the period before total degradation is then Fig.7 : grain coarsening under thermal cycling
very short We have studied grain coarsening in samples
under constant temperature (Fig.5) and under thermal
cycling, in order to establish a law relating grain size, So, by comparing the evolution at constant temperature
time, temperature and ste level. (150IC), and for equivalent cumulated upper dwell time
The experimental analysis has been performed as during thermal cycling (Fig.8), the aggravating
following: the samples have been cross-sectioned influence of the tiheinorechuuical stres., provided by
through the solder joints. After polishing, they have thermal cycles, appears clearly and leads to a higher
been observed with a SEM and the Pb grains population increase of As in the mean grain size for the longest
were statistically evaluated by the use of a CRYSTAL ageing of our test (Ref.3).
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eampaerimre and follows a classical diffuimon law (-%ft)
Pb~ ~ ~ te ui he solids.

(= 1ý On doe other band, a is obvious thin grain coarsening is
35-also atupersture activated. From dio two difleren upper
30- mputsmie chosen for die cycles (125 and 1500C). we
25- can deduoe -n estimation of the activating energy. found
20-to be wround 0.45 MV Othis value is in agreement with

(l-C othier resuts (Ref.1). Fieally. die temnpermure and time
dependent evolution of the lead domain can be

0 20 40 60 ao 1o 0-)S=SO+A x A -t'F [2]

Fig. 8: constant temperature (15MC and thermal
cycling (-40 / 150C0grain coarsening evolution where N is the number of cycles. tp, the upper
with tine, showing the mcaicial sum effect dwell time. N.tp the cumulated time at high temperature

and Tsup the highest temperature of the cycle.
The numerical evaluation of the parameters gives,

4. PHASE EVOLUTION MODELLING Ea 0.41 eV. A - 8330 j~I 2/4-mii with
So - 3.8 pnm2 nieasuned at the beginning of ageing test.

4.1 Timeantenrurctiuti

Thre dwel thme finguene ca9 ee.iycnime i It is well known that the fatigue phenomenon appears as
curveof th figue 9.soon as thae sold~er material enters plastic strain. To take
Pb mea sizeinto account the increase of grain size under cycling

condition as shown in figure B. we have introduced a
multiplier factor where the maximal plastic constraint, in

35- Tsp 15WCthe solder joint, ;7q). is represented with respect to its

30 tsen phsi cal corn stah t deedigonteapln

thee loa 2lsi tan inteslrcabeoy

0carisenn in whyichl bontan theptermalg andi smpehanica
inres is60 reprte as M a 06 funtio of cumuate ueemndpyperfiainwthepr lcre

teprtr well W tim e ( )fr thel twotye s (AV andi tpo h aayii utbehglgtdta
B)th ofca thertal cycles, an coninou curver isn obtained

well re pbresen lto wt cmlted buppesuaerot evouto as imte from terfinite elmnxtssimulatio 4]
shownebytth e folwing eution:sp=10QHne w aeetbihdde olwn a o ri

~(~).o1(t)SI g [cowhrseng an whic 5.24) and thra an0 smechaical
If we reportto thcoresespoidsftourthe particularracaseffof our samplesw

whereas isO reportedams theunmean lea suurfaced pati
beemnninguofetheeelpeime n~t.)frtetotye A dC
weol rexprecetedb themea Pbar grainsit evolution is = + ,k Nx

dependntn oaf one thpertimen sett.de pe
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5. LIFE PREDICTION the solder joint degradatim (ternperaure, time, cyclic
plastic strain). Hence, a simple mkcroaectim of an aged

The preceding study has highlighted the strong sample with & microstructural analysis can emily show
dependency of grain coarsening on temperature, time of the level of cumulated plastic fatigue in the solder joint.
ageing, and maximal stress level: under thermal The analysis of the spatial distribution of this
cycling, the time of ageing is equivalent to the phenomenon can also provide information on the type
cumulated time spent at the upper temperatur From a Of suess undergone by the sample ld on the priemmna
general point of view, the mecihanical studies of the crack initiation zones. As expected, the mea sie of Pb
alloys showing a strong dependency of the ultimate grains works as a good indicator of sred plastic rin
strength value on the microstructural characteristics, it aMd thus, of the state of fatigue in the material
can be considered that, for a typical thermal cycle, a In order to optimize the assemblies With respect to their
local maximal stress will correspond to a critical phase ability to bear a high number of thermnal cycles, mmy
size for which the probability of cracks initiation is approaches are possible. Firstly, a reduction of the
high. The previous study clearly shows a relation mechanical stress induced in the solder joint can be
between number of cycles and Pb phase size evolution, obtained by an optimization of the geometrical
Thus, a relation between the maximum Pb domains characteristics and of the physical properties of the
size and the probability of cracks initiation should lead materials: smaller packages and minimal thermal
to a life prediction probability as a function of the expansion mismatch between PCB and package
number of cycles. (Table.2) will induce lower constraints in the solder
Up to now, only experimental observation has been joint. On the other hand, reduction of lead stiffness
available to determine micro-cracks initiation around the (material, geometry) can strongly decrease the cyclic
lead domains. plastic strain of the solder alloy during the thermal

cycle.
Pb nuan size

(JiA-) h2gh probability of Tsup = I3OtC Package I PCB ACTE
cracks indiation ___-__ __ o0/oC

30 plastic / A120% 19
i 25- .- 1 A1203 / Al 18

2D- T 125"C plastic /epoxy I !.I _

5-10CAI203 / epoxy 7:
S1o- P Ttic= / Al

5- CcTable 2: Typical assembly mismatch

0 The Pb mean size increasing during the ageing time, ito 0 02o 4 506 0 6 0(n) should b, also interesting to obtain the minir, l size of
Sen the Pd precipitates just after the asse. y process. In

oftecumulated upper dweli time, fo dffrnt Tettue

mruumder to reduce te main size of Pb grains after retlow,
C n a ofnlycles

tetwe performed differt types of processes cohaondcrgl~~~g. ycing :bgrin fleeountion ofo th tpculaltherma to three different cooling times (lFig.,,1). This operation

nit io n gwas performed with components of type DcL t6
c a dwell time or the number of cycles Gullwing leads on FR4 board. The different profiles am
As an example. from equation s4i we have l ead eoma ted sho

(Fig.10) the evolution law of Pth domains size as a Terripature(Io

upperu temperature. of a ye, couide give aegoltod o/I •

function of lie cumulated upper dwell times for different 200.

maiu 6emeaue. DICSI ON we different type ofluio reflo usedfrthevaio n

Tsup=0oCf the physical analysis of the samples underft gtest (upper dwell time=,hour) has shown a cracks 160- stow
initiation for 400/500 cycles; it corresponds to a

cumulated dwell time of ha0P ra min and ihe sfor 120-
a critical Pb size about 30pro2. This value corresponds
well with the observed mean size of lead domains at the 80-na
cracks initiation. The definition of the critical size, as a
function of a maximal sumcorres pond to a precise 4-
upper temperature of a cycle, could give a good f
prediction of life of an assembly under this cycle. 16

rune (8)
6. DISCUSSION Fig.1l different types of reflow used for the evaluation

of die effect on grain size
It has been evidenced that Pb grain coarsening is
strongly dependent on the main parameters influencing
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After reflow, the different smnis wee analysed mid we 6. R.Tummala, J.Rymaszewski, "Microelectronics
obtained the following results for the mean size of the Packaging Haidbook", Van Nostar Reinhold
Pb precipitates.

long time cooling: l..M 2  7. S.S.Maison,"Thermal Stress and Low Cycle
normal cooling: 1P2 Fat , Mc Graw-Hill, New-Yorkl1966
fast cooling : 0,m 2

The results obtained in figure (11) show that a fast
cooling period at the end of the reflow proces could
reduce the Pb gain size and hence increase the lik time
of the assembly under thermal cycling.

7. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a microsmmual evolution law based
on lead domain coarsening of a SnPbAg solder
submitted to thermal cycling. The Pb domain size is
increased under tie joined influences of tmperature, the
number of cycles, through the upper temperature
cumulated dwell time, and the stress incursion above the
tensile strength. Due to the fact that the maximum
strain is deduced from simulation only, the relation
between grain coarsening and the number of cycles can
only be used as an approximate basis to describe the lead
domain behaviour. Life prediction or the determination
of number of cycles in operation needs to correlate to
the domains size with the cracks initiation. This has
only been possible, up to now, by direct observation of
solder cross-section. Note that, in any case, a statistical
incertitude of the failure time is always provided by the
distribution of the lead domain size, either in a given
solderjoint or from one joint to another.
The following parst of the study will deal with the
establishment of a law relating grain size and the actual
ultimate strength value of the solder material in order to
estimate the time before crack generation with a goodconfide= level.
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FOCUS ON FAILURE MODES OF PLASTIC DEVICES
AFTER TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY ACCELERATED

SEQUENTIAL TESTS

N. BARLASSINA, MF. BEDOS, M. BRIZOUX, G. DELEUZE
ThOMSON-CSF/SCT., Department of Technology

.,rOr) de Corberlle. BP 56,91401 ORSAY C~dex France

ABSTRACT Different package families PLCC, SO, SOJ, SOT,
SSOP, PQFP, TSOP, T0220 from different

We present in this paper results of long duration manufacturers were put in test representing a wide range
temperature and humidity tests made on standard plastic of functions like memories, logic ICs, ASICs, micros,
devices, transistors and so on.
After a description of the test sequence and the To do that, a large number of components (about WW00)
population put in test we present, and analyse the results were tested in three periods of time (see fig 1,2,3):
in term of failure proportions, failure modes.., the first one : date codes 88/89
We summarize in conclusion the results of the analysis the second one: date codes 90/91
about: and the last one: date codes 92/93.
-failure modes evolution from 88 to 93 As it can be seen in these figures, the proportion of
- correlation between HAST and PCT plastic devices in HAST is more important than in PCT,
-*set up ofaduration and severity for alongterm HAST this disparity comes from the fact that there was not
and PCT test. systematically PCT made on devices on date codes 88

and 89. The choice of devices in test and tests applied is
1. INTRODUCTION directly linked to dte interest of THOMSON-CSF

equipments applications, thus explaining the large
This study is a part of Plastic Components Program variety of plastic devices families, and unequal
supported by DGA/STEI, and others industrials, which quantities put in tests.
aim is to allow the use of plastic encapsulated devices in
military equipments. It is a part of a work done to set up 3 DEFINITIONS
a duration for sequential tests, used in a standard projc The classification used in this paper is:
"Specification for qualification of plastic devices in
severe environment". 3.1 Packa ssifiation

I. PRESENTA77ION OF THE TEST VEHICLES Package families ame: PLCC, SO, SOJ, PQFP, TSOP,AND ENVIRONMENT TESTS SSOP and for the following ones, a technology

roupment is done : T0220 (and DPAK), SOT3 (and
Plastic encapsulated products can be very sensitive to SOT223), SOT89 (and SOT323).
ambient humidity, temperature and thermomechanical
stresses. So we developped sequential tests in order to 32 Futnd&%flAt=
simulate the most severe stresses applied on a SMD
during its whole lifetime (synoptic 1). The synoptic of For the same reasons as above, we consider the
the sequential tests is as follow: following distribution : tranmistor (small signal and

,.yin ] power), DAC (and CAD), PAL (and GAL), FPGA (and
.EPLD, PROM (and EPROMO ROM), SRA

ASIC, microprocessor, linear, logic, Driver, resistance.

S3.3 EgM&Zmd

OC - Open circuit and SC - short circuit.
FD - Functional def~ect : an important derive of an entry

• parameter cause the non functionality of the circuit
PD - Parametric defet : one or more parameter is out
of the specification (whienever the circuit is finmctional).
LC = Leakage current : leakage current out of sanction
causing an important bias curret.
MC - Memory content: memory source content lost or
"changed.
NT - Non tested
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EOS = Failure of the circuit caused by an electrical
constraint: flash of metallization, dielectric breakdown.
NC = defect non confirmed
UK = Unknown

3.4 Physical failure modes

CO = Corrosion of metallizations on aluminium lines or
pads by electrochemical way (HAST) or galvanic way
(HAST and PCT).
IM = Intermetallic : degradation of Au-Al interface
caused by temperature or humidity or both. The Au-Al
phase is modified and electrical and mechanical
characteristics are degradated.
H2 0 = Moisture penetration H20 : this physical defect Picture 4
is defined by an absence of corrosion, intermetallic SEM view of a failure decentred ball bonding.

degradation. or other visible fitilure and an electrical 1
failure that sometimes disappears after at 125°C/24hrs
storage. This mechanism is caused by ion contamination z

though resin or resin leadframe interface (see picture TIn

FE = Front-End : Weakness passivation on front-end
process, allowing moisture penetration (see picture 3).
RE = Report: failure of the device report on PCB.
BO = Bonding : failure of the assembly process, in
front-end process (see picture 4).
OX = Oxide : pinholes defects in oxide. =

PC = Pop Corn : cracks in the resin after report phase "
(see pictureS) -
NA = Non analyzed. . -...... -

NC = Unconfirmed failure. Picture 5
UK = Unknown. SEM view of cracks in the resin after

report phase on a SOT 23 : POP CORN effect.

4. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

4.1 Failures oroportions in HAST and P'CT

We consider first the failure proportions in HAST and
PCT (fig 4 and 5). For HAST, the total failure
percentage is stable and possibly decreases with year of
manufacturing (drop from 12% in 90-91 to 6% in 92-

Picture 1 Picture 2 93).
Emission microscopy Emission microscopy In PCT, we observe an increase of failure proportion

image (address x = o, y -0) image (address x = 0, y 0) from 15% in 88-89 to 26% in 92-93 that is a reverse
of a reference device, of a failure device. evolution comparing to HAST and the common opinion

that reliability of components in accelerated test
increases with year of manufacturing. We propose later
an explanation.

4.2 Packages sensitivity

For packages, TSOP and SOJ have the higher failure
proportion in HAST ; mainly because they are dedicated
to specific functions (PROM and SRAM) sensitive to
HAST test (cf fig 9 and § 4.3) and effects of charge
trapping. But the general proportion of defects is quite

P 3 low and in term of distribution among all package
Picture 3 families (fig 7), there is no evident trend. SensitiveSEM view of cracks in the passivation of a

TO 220 plastic device.
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packages in PCT are SO (logic families) and T0220 (fig including a sensitive one, that had an influence on
8 and 10). Effect of delaminations or corrosion in these statistics.
particular cases is predominant (see the picture 6 below In HAST, we find four families logic, PROM,
as example). microprocessor and SRAM. The analysis of failure

modes gives an explanation to this fact.

4.4 Failure mode

Different behaviours are observed in HAST and PCT:
great variety of modes (electrical and physical) in HAST

, (cf fig 15 and 16), with no preponderant mode. The
el- W _,_ most important physical failure mode in HAST is

"W eill, moisture penetration, not corrosion. When we consider
the function associated with this failure mode, three of
these are sensitive to moisture penetration on
passivation layers (es!pecially EPROM) (fig I I and 13).

. .. .. HAST is a "function sensitive" test.
Picture 6 In PCT, open circuits related with corrosion represent

SEM view of a pad cross section showing around 70% of failures (cf fig 17 and I8). We have here
resin/die delamination on a SO plastic device, a complementarity of HAST and PCT in term of failure

modes : when we consider the sum of failure modes
observed in HAST and PCT, we have the three main
modes related with moisture effect on packaging

1Io 0 , 2 corrosion, moisture contamination, intermetallics

140 degradation.

100 4.5 Evolution of failure modes with date-codes
In HAST, we have a continuous improvement in term of

eo resistance to corrosion (fig 19). Corrosion does not

,I. occur anymore on 92-93 date codes. Effect of H20
2o~ penetration failures increases, in relation with the

increasing complexity (memories, FPGA, EPLD...).-'IST t973 ") PCT =0ll KA.ST MM00 PCTM=il0

___________ ._______ _. __,, In PCT, there is no major evolution yet. The corrosion
failure slightly regressing. Intermetallics degradation is
quite now equal to zero (fig 20).

On the other hand, we can also see the influence of the Moreover failures probably linked to new functions like
diffusion location for example on SO packages (see EPROM appear (H20 penetration).
fig 6). Concerning the high proportion of failures for
recent manufacturing, we can explain it with the failure 4.6 Set up of a qualification tareet
rate of T0220 devices.
Indeed, a noticeable part of date codes 92-93 is formed Depending of the criticity of the device, and of the
by T0220 on this file test, that is particularly sensitive hardness of environment, the requirement for plastic
in fig. 5 bis, we have the failure proportion of non devices in military equipment has to be a failure rate in
T0220 package: that is stabilized around 15%. the range of 10 to 200 10-9/X, and a lifetime with no
Thus we conclude that behaviour in PCT is related with wearout in the range of 10 to 20 years. As the
package integrity. PCT is a package sensitive test. experience gained by field return analysis needs still a
Therefore we see that PCT has a selective severity on few years to be significant. We rely on long term
some functions or packages. It is also important to accelerated test to demonstrate (theorically) these
notice that there is non direct relation between package figures. Thus, we fixed as a primary target, by
complexity or size and resistance to HAST and PCT calculations based on theorical acceleration laws:
test. - 500 hrs sequential HAST 130*/85%, I failure max.

and
4.3 Functions sensitivity - 500 hrs sequential PCT 1210/100%, I failure max.

Although these severity are completely beyond the limits
In term of functions, the most critical ones in PCT are of traditional "reliability" tests mode by manufacturer,
FPGA, logic transistor and linear (in accordance with the majority of components succeed to reach it.
sensitivity of T0220 and SO packages (see fig 12 and However after analysis of failure modes, we think that it
14) for the three last families. The presence of FPGA is is difficult to go beyond this limit for back-end
due to the fact that test had been made on few products, qualification es'pecially because of wearout apparition
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on some packages (T0220 in PCT and maybe smaie
functions (PROM in HAST).

&. CONCLUSION

5.1 Failure modes evolution

The results confirm the improvement of plastic devices
resistance to corrosion including intermetallics, at the
exceptio of power packages. But we notice also an
increasing of sensitivity to moisture penetration in
passivation layers and oxides, especially for PROM in
HAST test.
Thus the global proportion of failures of the whole
population of products in HAST and PCT at 500 hrs is a
constant, from 1988 to 1993 (around 15%).

512 HAST and PC correlation

Concerning the sequential tests, no correlation between
HAST and PCT results appear. In fact, they are
complementary each of them adrssing different failure
modes. Mixing the failure modes observed in HAST and
PCT gives all the modes that can be potentially found in
real moist environment.

5.3 Test duration and severity

The results confirm the realism of duration and severity
set up in the standard project to qualify plastic ICs in
rugged environment see synoptic I.However an
adaptation has to be made for power packages (incl.
T0220 anl DPAK), because of their sensitivity to long
term PCT.
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THE DEMISE OF PLASTIC ENCAPSULATED MICROCIRCUIT MYTHS
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SUMMARY The decade of the IUOM brought revkillonery changes in
aladncatancs NmwlMg In general. and in plastic; packaging; in

Production of microelectronic devices encapsulated in solid. particular. Earlaer plast0. encapsulted tranackors and diodes
molded Plastic packages has rapidly Increased sinc the early were fabricaed by dIspenIi1 a oral amnouunt of moroom~nlersturs
tW~s. Today. millions of plaonaaltddevices ame vulcakzin sillons, or 11erdible eprary materiel over the die and
produced daily. On the other haind, only a few million hermeti bond wines (glob~topplno). Later, various molding technique were
(cavkt package ftur 1) -r produced par year. Reasons for Wanttepd. InchutIn h talefr, kcinelon. and pollin. Hundreds of
the increased use of olasticencapeuiatad packages iniclude cost, variations In epoxy. swcne arid phenolic masteriade were
availability. size, weighl. quality, arnd reliablilly. Markets taftin evaluated for coal, parforumane irnplemenitatlon, shelf IMe.
advantage of Othi technology rang from COmphdmerand repesablaM y. Ilrniambfy, and reliablity. Also evaluated were

telcomun~at~nsto automotive Uses. Yet, several Industries, various additives fbr heal remnoval, adheilon, viscoeity. mold
the military In particular. will nol accept such devices. One reason release, Susi retardation, and appearance. Prolectin the die
for this reluctance to use the beat avallablet commercial parts Is a surfaceprior to molin by coatIng ft wth siliconseleastoniers.
Perceived risk of poor reliability, derived from antiquated military varnish,. or spun-on glem (80G) was a popular procedure. To
apcifllcaftios. standards, anid handbooks; ohrCOW m reduce voidin between encapeulant and package leads, silione
Justifications cite differing enviroments; Inadequate scen;main was forced into thee voids under a vacuum. a prcs
inadequate teat data. end raqulred! goenment audits of suppliers' known as back flhln.1
procm . The progresive implrovement in plastic packagVInghtegrity has
This paper describes failure mechanisms associated with plastic been effected by Improved mnsaterils. Increased Plastic purity. high-
encapsulation and their eliminatilon, it provides data indicatin the qualitly device pessialvtion, Imiproved lead frame designs, and
relative reliabdility of cavity and solId-enicapsulated packaging, arid manuadcturers' quality p~rogam. In general, the failure rate of
presents possible approaches to assuringl quaity end reiability In plati package; has decreased frot about 100 fatlre par million
procu"n and applin Othi successful commeria technology, device hours In 1I78 to about 0.06 per million device hours In

19.Hermetic cavity packagig does nol appear to have kept
1. INTRODUCTION up with thene advanced requirements In eihe performance or

cost, as is obvious from the curvee in Figure 2; worldwide sales of
tstcecpaulsted microcircults PEMs) have bean used conunercial wdmlcolmlts in tUE are projected to be $1008.
lyef hIn commercial, industrial. autiomotive, and Military sale projections are down to $1.68..a decrease to 1.5% of

telcomuictinselecticnics. Consequently, they have a large the tota markiet share from a high of 18% in 1975.

dmands fathm market. W hileth the major hnpit sdiniarttosin

application has been a perception of low rrellablilty. problems also packages generally weligh about half as much as ceramic:
aris assa result of the mullary's smnall procurement snd prouctio packages. A 14-lead plastic dual In-lin packagie P~P), for
volumnes, thle predoinance of mnanual peckge-sasenibly example, weig about one garam. versus two grams forea 14-lead
operation used by military, auppilers and the defense departmenits ceramic; DI. Although thee Is Wel differenc In size between
ouldated Standards and handbooks. plati arid cermic DIP&. smnaller oonfgrd atons. such as small-

oulilne packages, (SOPs) are only available In plastic. These small
Some of the firs semiconductor devices were encapsulated in packaes rees*l In higher pecking density end shorter propagation
Plastic. These seary devices used moldin compounds plagued by delays. Alth prnted circut board level, the use of SOPs allowis
thermal intermittence problems Because of the differec in the smaller, fewer, and hlgha-Peftnidn ciacll boards. Figure 3
coeffl1clards of thermal wxpnsio MCM of the bond wire and the Ilustrates; the hopec plestiacenpaulatlon Is having on mIcrocircult
encapeulart. these devices exhibited op wcrc w alue atthe assernbly and padrghi. Today. 72% of I0s; are produced by
bond Pads at tempertue above -1000C. As temperatures surface-mountW tecnolgy (SMTl-no-avt assemblies. VWMl
decreased. compresalve foce restored the ontact of wireto bond the Introducticon of ball-gVidnapny 01W . the percentage of SMT
pad. Molsturwkiduced ftllueemflikecarosi. crokeift ckxe padrage la projectedo in soilconl.
hasd bnessliargly deovdtsiga 516elanufo,- d c t A ive hublmidt n 2Z
1974 prsce5 cuuative falkre at 1,000 hours ompare The cost Of a Packgdw elecroni part IIIeerie by several

wtil11910 The nearlyeancusive ueof hermeticallyssealed A lilajlrf dis. , package. volumesz. " se l arid assebl
snla mfdlta In aflt". aeospace, and Miher higH-rlAdlfy. halh. 001d. sacreehi pre-bg"-k aid its ylid burn~n. f"a NOa anid its
criticality 8110p11101at lln a &dic reINA of the problems associated plaid and thel spediad qualodonlli lest. Becauemonre than 90%
With early plastic packagin. of the IC meuwW is plastalclcedapsd coat has been lowered by
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atmtdvoiunla manufacturin aid low off-shore labo mtha an arder of magnitude hin eaiy-lfe fIlue rawe. For p~me.,the
ei~p"eMM& Helinti packages wre usually fabricated u*Ving mourareut value for thise ty" of relablily is - 0.02M10 hours or 20
expansive malar"a asd abor-ienalv manual mansuadbouln FIT. Howeve. it ahoud be noted that tie ise enukitnment is not
processe (JAN mMitary reqermeuts In the peat spedldon rde kos ftr eihe type of device aid data cemtbe
OMr mnufaduelt. Morever VMer bs WAIe 00111 d11r1hl b~d" to the packag WdOW# knowfng the change in die

-ds -sa aurbacn-ount Comomi an OWPlastic Dups. reatinty timing me peslod
Whereas ceami surece-mount components Mmmcm expesoave
thai cer-mi1 DIPs Thomson.- CIF reportts a 45% pseoflee., OWa To tempier common device types, Condra. at. a1 tested toe same
reductioinfor each otbeave pawdcroall boe'de 'CM ins Mature *Astom blpow IC In both Poestic (ommnerciall peart) and
maipedc trscie eplaimn iipernaed with P8*5 athe liemnec cenraic DIP (Militay pat) versions on bweive dmAcuiced
tha ceramic cornpatents assembliee. They ran 1.000 temperature oydwe from -550 to

+$P~C. to ismparehe functional reiaebility of mhe Wo types of
it may be argued that hermiticAllyr pecluaged Ire mey codt upto packages. No diflarances; wase observed in any of mhe twanty-aix
ton timies More than plastlo~geds d ICS because or the I~OpIos nieeeaW Perinnb valueSS They then added these parts to an
testingad screenfn rqire by me warftor hnitc PNuts. untested group of about a hundred of mhe same devices, hau pastic
HoMwer. ELDEC7 estimaed that M plati lOW e 12% Wase then end haM hermatc.h InotheO sad of drol-cad assemblies. along
th hermtinetic countqerprts %iton both types- swar 5rwlW to wit On Olde discrtvers~ilon of #0 card n a control. AN these
customer' rqukiremeud w"amnsujcte to I.= *OOrs f iliia % reativ humidwt

condlillon with 28 voits of hInermittent bNo (Sfm on. Sfm oft. The
High yield aid low assembly costs am achieved with plastic- preiousl thermally cycled pats Mboth cenrenio aid plastic) could
pakaged pert. beNuW they WWa themselve WOil to automatic only be tested up to 650 hra. before falling. Aamong me now group
assembly tectiniqus. there11y elImiatin Manuel handling and ma f16u6M of eihe typ of component wer observe.
operato sawo. On mhe odie hand. automated pick-and-plce Conseraive lifetme estimate for both package type in evionic
mactines reportedl can crack hermitc wals or chopthe package. aPplicaton Ware, wall over thrte years. even fo combined
MoreovercoatsofPi~s beam lowerwih a higerlevel of severela"shi.
WigAtlon and highe pin-count devices. became of the high price
of the die In relation to mhe total coat of mhe pakage device. The big question is %Wh DoD Isnt takin advantage of this superior
YOUl these benefit may not be realized! for complex monolithic technology end reaping mhe sane beniefit as the real &f Oi
VLS5 great cost advantages may accrue for complext package Industry. The wsime Ias hIn lisly and tradition. In mhe 1950s.
styles. such as multichip modules. reliablitly and quality Issuas plagued the new electronic device

called mhe hInegrated! drcAl Government downsidel war
The Price Per Was to the user wdIncliude the above, costs end a Ubsequetl generatd to reguleate ICA because m~iiar

*significant price adder for the military. This adder, a buie-In fad for applicationws ware m diverfor these products. These documents
ffme iiaywmeket, K% inctudatftfWM me cot -I th upismtiayhdd
Infrastructure; witthme absence of competiton, price will be what * 19062: MIL-HOSK-217, Military Handbook on Reliability
mhe market wilt ber and a need for a favorable profit margi. Prediction of Electronic Equipment;

. 196: MILMSD6454 (Iequtrement 64-Microelectronrc
2. vabiNft Devices). General Requiremnts for Electronic Equipment;
PlastIc-encapsulated microcircuit pelt tye am much more . loss: MIL-STD.?S1. Relibilty Testing for Engineering
available than hermetic devices PhM because non-cavity plasti Development Quaification and Production:
devices we assembled end packaged on contiituous production 0 1965: MIL-STD-78. Relasbilty Program for Systems and
lines as opposed to the on-demand produtio of hermetic perts. Equipment Development and Production;
nouulefiton lead times we significantly shatterr and problems * 1968: MIL-STD.86. Test methods and Procedures for
associated with mhe restr of a hermetic lIne, are not encountered. Microelectronics:
Second. some perts we simply not avaWtilrabl m majo * 1969: MIL-id-M10lO General Specification for Micmroca.'x;
manufacturer In cavity form. Moat designs we develope first as

plsll-enapulsedmicrocircuits. Supplier estimate that at any A decade later, mhe world mrket for military-approved mkcro'rcuits
given time. 30% more part functions we savalal In plastc than In was Wail below the Industriat/commrercilal demand for ICs. Current
ceramic Hermetic packages we devebloped only in response, to projctions indicate mhe maurkt for military, arid Industrial hermefti
suftclent malet interest, Performance requkrements. and cost devices wit be only about 1% of the world production of
benefits the militay. themajr piacasof hemedapelts has microcircuits by Ion5.
become a small porilon of the tota electronica nisket. With the
current technology, transition towiard SkIrs, intres in ceramic As did'tie Integrated circuit. iow-cost encapsulation processin
devices; h- legge In the marKet Hman adaptton of polasic ICs required a period of leaning arid expermentation. By the earl
to miliar applications more Critical. iwo.. mhe falue mechanisms dia caused quality, and reliability

concem had beein researched and essentleity reduced to
24Rliability background noiese. Aluminum Interconnect metallization corrosion
The reliability gap beowee cavity-packaged devices and solid was controlled by improvements In pessivation composition and

tPEals has decreased in mhe lest decad. Figure 4 sunmmarizes Ireduced defect density. Ionic contaminaunts on mhe die and in mhe
published Improvemetris in Plastic encapsulated microcircuit enoWAgu hauled been reduced to knsignificant levels elimninating
reitability since 1ig f - Two majo conalbeons to ath~ tren we bond-pa conuelon in field-use envirwonments. Material! end
encapeuslaingp nmatherilnd pesulvation. modem encapsuteing structural designs controlled thermal mismatch lassues.
materials have low Ionic himpuitilag, good adhsio to Othe
PeOtCIg niatelals a high g0as 'raneo temperaure high Wmit technology advances. new foamka mechanisms can evolve.
thnN-l conductivity, andCTEsaumached toboth dieand but In. high volume lInen they we immedisetlyr addressed anid

leatfree. dvanes n pasiatlo inlud baer eheuon ome contiroled. This was the cms with surface-mount technology
die. fewer phitle or cacks. -low Ionic Impurity, iow moisture deheambution - popcon* reullin during assembly soldrin
absorptio. CTE' bee maN e to0 substrates. and the use of such from me* vspowtsatonf absorbed moisture in very then Packvage
teOniue assu-n N glassf contaking1 very larg dies.

FigueS presetscompraive ~failre-atedata bewe 1M7 ad Reliby dattaftrommnysoumes.f chickln Texasinstruments.
1990 Of 1114,ecpedae mireetoiaad eidmt1eIT Researchhatim H1ne1we11 Rot*" Intamational,
Packaged! devices from a conmra a Oure Thedatabeefor Amilton Standad, and Uton indiAte that PMile asequally or
this figurisfrom fletyewammranty inforemononc -onu rda mcmre e tha hMemelM perts. not is nad aurktltll
equipment oprain ""Phiill hif gr ound-bseed applicatlions (Of lice. acildeln m te miare-earsce f mae" trnd depicted in Fqigur
laboratory. and transportbl eqlpmesW these falitre Matesmw for 2. Devto" mararfathoser we Inyrvii thei competiveness in
mhe Sae per (Or pat fNction overtme. As fitaee 5 ala, Wildmmetby ausotm and nioemslg irkindustiblat an
diaoglintla period both"tpsofipecksgedel e mrvd mom
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commnercial fadilifi. a the expense of their mutelry assembly and Today, thes six cartflied OWM manufacliurer produc wefes on
peckaging fadkitee lines used by both their mdiliary and Industry cusomers, in

addition, the DoD rmkv perImt offsehore OML flee alie vendors
The Dol) len taking advantage o thise higimquef market because argued tha mWMrlanktM O-shore prduction was firuncialy
it Is hel captive by the miiary speciictidons generated three wnieneble. however. OW still demands tha the IC supplier
decades ago. MIL-tIDSK217. for exaiple. is elM used to predict aupport a military organization in addtio to its commercial
the reliability ofa system, eve though itIs Vthit years ald. These organization, tildd Isoa non-value added proposition.
prI loiw" have been blesed ao that on mly nery-approved pfts
will meom -eId rellabiiy, goals. Other fadior-euch as MtL- Whte liberalizing OMW Is a move In the right direction. maintaining
HVSK-2Irs dependence on steady-state teperature. which aeii; myEr onolne gtfal. vnt atf h
Incurs system penr""e of Otte. weig1111 and cost IgnII c I Of envionmnta requirements of the miltoary customer. Packaging
desig imrpact and curfd eit-retursn fbkma which have no And assemnbly for 'on~illtary indutria markets Is done on high.
releance to the 217 model-mak thi document a deterrent 10 volume ploa~t~oenpsulatlon Inea that wre more efficient and cost-
soundsadentillcjudgnert. Program maneaers forspowem effective then their miliary counterparts. These lines are high-
developmenfts which typically require urn Of the 217 model, fear a yield. 1MO"ualty. hav a low daefec rate, and provide a highly
substantial risk If they use PEWs Other miliary standards also reliabl product to demanding customers.
support this perce ivesk and baes progran manage. in their
choice of parts. MIL-6T0-45. Requirement 04. kIncudes thes order 4. SUMMARY
of precedence by which an equipment developer must aetOW
microcircuits; only a mliltbasyepproved peart Is permitited. The quality and reliability of high-volume, besl-commerclal-padc

parts are ino longer an Issue. Data to available shwing that this
MIL-HDiSBl-217 to based on the assumption that peart fallures awe technology to equivalent to traditional hermetic cavity packages.
the cause of equipment fallure. What it does not take kIlto account The challenge to how to procure them to meet equipment
to that since the earl lUfe, parts hve" become udremely requirements cost-effectively. The Army has developed
reliable and are not generally the cause of equipment talltum. HD8K-I 79(ER). Micuroruits Application Handbook and has
Fleld-fallure retume from OEM repair facMltis. microcircuit applied thils methodology to several key programs, Including the
suppliers, and Dol) depots universally Indicate that lees than 5% of Comanche helicopter, the Battlefield Combat Identification System
sit failures are chip- or pakg-eae.The vast majority of (SCIS). and the Single Channel Ground & Airborne Radio System
retumns are retsted and peas while the remaining 30 to 40% fall (SINCGARS). The projected savings secured for each program by
because of printed circuit-board assembly or design-related the use of PEMs are substantial.
reasons.

3. WHAT THE ARMY IS DOING
I1. Motorola lCD. Reiablity Engineering Report. 'Plastic Package

Since the late 1980s. the Army has bean using plastic- Reilabnty Report, Bipolar Integrated Circuits 1974,1 VC
encapsuiated devices (transistors, diodes. microcircuits) In systems Reliability Engineering Dept.. Motorola.
for which program managers realized the advantages of tl'
technology. In one case study, an Army Panama Canal Zone field 2. J. T. Flood, 'Reliablity Aspects of Plastic Encapsulated
study was Initiated In 1970 to assure that helicopter radios using Integrated Circuit,' Proceeding of the International Reliability
these devices would not have reliability problems. Ten years later, Physics Sympoalum. FEEE. 1972. pp. 95-99.

wihS000 transistors and Integrated circuits on test endsa quarter-
billion device hours accumulated, the verdict supported the use of 3. B. E. Kurtz. 'Impications of Non-Hermetic Chip Packaging for

PE~sIO.Military Electronics.' 1990 International Packaging

TeArmy has since used this technology In a few selectCofrneSptmr190p.84-7
development systems. These Include the Platoon Early Warning 4. G. F. Watson,'Plastic-Packaged ICs In Military Equipment.'

Is now In production using surface-mount technology. S. M. Brlzoux, at &I, Plasti Me for Military Equipment Coat
RdcinChallenge adFaiiiyDmntain-4t

TeArmy Is taking advantage of coat savings resaw"n fro the Electronic Components and Technology Conference, 1990.
procurem',nt of non-developmerual items (NOD. This equipment Is pp. 918-24.

procuSyste Reitahout and retrcton Cyclee Cbys. militry dQumsn
Most microcircuits for this NDI equipment awe PELts purchased to 6.Reliability Analysts Center, *IC Quality Grades: Impact on

Onvionmnta uss fo thse DI ystes rngsfro 7. W.ConraandM. Pecht, -Options for Commercial

uncontrolled, anywhere-In-the-world appilcatons.91 p.4-8

Army document HD9IK-179(ER. - Microcircuit Application 8. W.K Denson, *Ask the RAC,' RAC Journal, I1st Quarter 1094.
Handbook dated October1993, liets among other things the Vol 2. No. 1, pp. 15.
equipment environments In which PEWs can be used and how an
OEM can assure the government that selected suppliers and 9. L W. Condra, S. O'Rear. T. Freedman. L Fiancla, M. Pecilt,
micrcircults will sups "Sytem qualty and relibility and 0. Barker. 'Comparison of Plastic and Hermetic
reqtrrrements. Microcircuit under Temperature-umldtyBlas.' Mg

The newest Dol) quaification system, MIL-l-35535 the Qualfie Tahiol. 16(5). 199. pp. 640450.
Manuacturer List (OW,) embraces many of the ldess of beat
commercial practices a"P) Commercial suppliers of high-volume 10. E. B. Hakim. 'W Army Panama Field Teat of Plastic
PE~s prdcdfor users who demand quality, rellabilty, and low Enc"apslae Devvces Microelectronic Reliablity. Vol 17,
cos have 11corporated a methodology whic asure these goals: 1978. pp. 387-92

coto of incomin materials, ian-ln process contol statIstical
procSS conro (SM.) in-ine proess monitors, continual periodic
testing, and so forth.
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figure 1. compordson of cvity vs. non cavty (pOm) package construcUon
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FRACTURE MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF IC-DEVICE-INTERFACES

K. Burger

TEMIC TELEFUNKEN microelectronic

Theresienstr. 2

D 74072 Heilbronn

I INTRODUCTION
rA

The reliability of plastic packaged
IC-devices, concerning solder-dips,
thermal cycling or humidity tests is
predominantly governed by the adhe-
sion between the different components
and their thermomechanical proper-
ties.
A "first law of plastic packaging"
was given by Alpern et. al. 1l1: Fig. 1: Schematic cross-section
"Perfect adhesion at any interface of a plastic-packaged IC-
minimizes failure", taking account device
the results of failure analysis /21
and finite element calculations /3/. Peel-, pull- and shear-tests are de-

In plastic encapsulated integrated structive methods to measure the ad-

circuits three main interfaces can be hesion between two materials /6/. The
distinguished. First, the interface pull- and peel-tests are mainly used
between the die and the plastic (A in to measure the adhesion of the epoxy-
Fig. 1), second, the die-attach to resin on the lead frame or the Si-
the die-pad (B in Fig. 1) and third chip. Special test-specimen and -geo-
the phase-boundary between the pla- metries were necessary and therefore,

stic package and the lead frame (C in the thermomechanical stresses along

Fig. I). such interfaces were not comparable
To characterize the bond-strength or to those existing in the real IC-de-
adhesion of such interfaces, several vices.
destructive and non-destructive meth- The shear-test is usable to characte-

ods are known. rize the bond strength of the die-
The scanning acoustic microscope attach in the unmoulded state.
(SAM) is commonly used to detect de-
laminations /4, 5/ along the inter- In the following a new fracture me-

faces. But, no information about the chanical test method will be present-
bond-strength of interfaces is avail- ed, which allows the measurement of
able from SAM. the bond-strength or adhesion of each
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of the three interfaces present in
plastic encapsulated devices. The
change in adhesion along this inter-
faces caused by reliability tests 8
(thermal cycle test, humidity tests
or solder dips) will be measured and
correlated to the failure behaviour
of the devices.

2 THE FRACTURE-MECHANICAL PRIN-
CIPLE

To investigate the physical nature of
the bond strength along interfaces
between heterogen materials many
theoretical 17, 8, 9/ and experiment-
al work /10 - 13/ has been done.
Several different probe geometries
and fracture-test philosophies have
been developed to measure the
strength of adhesion along heterogen

4 phase-boundaries.
The four-point-bend-test-method /11/ Fig. 2: Preparation steps from
will now be used to characterize the the IC-device to the frac-
bond-strength of the interfaces, pre- tured four-point-bend-
sent in plastic-encapsulated ICs test-sample
(Fig. 1).

This core-sample consists of the pla-
stic package above the chip, the chip

2.1 The preparation technique itself, followed by a piece of the

die-pad and the plastic material be-
Fig. 2 shows the preparation steps low. It contains all the three inter-
necessary to get a four-point-bend- faces to be characterized.
test-sample from a plastic packaged To get a testable four-point-bend-
device, test-sample, extensions of 25 x 5 x
The first preparation-step is cutting 2.5 mm3 had to be sticked to both of
and polishing the IC-device from each the unpolished surfaces of the core-
of the four sides until the corres- specimen (Fig. 2b u. 2c).
ponding belonging chip border is The phase-boundary under test has to
reached. The specimen, resulting from be notched to be sure, that the crack
this procedure has the size of about runs along this interface.
the chip-size and a thickness of the
original device (Fig. 2b).
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2.2 The four-point-bend-test where Fc is the fracture-load and e,
B and W described the geometry of the

This test was originally developed specimen (Fig. 3".
for the fracture-mechanical characte-
rization of metal-to-ceramic-cam- The width W of the notched interface
pounds /10, 11, 12/. had to be used for calculating Gc of
The three-point-bend-test, used for a notched sample.
homogenous samples, has the disadvan- Considering the place d and the depth
tage, that the upper support is 1o- (W-W1) of the notch, a correction-
cated in the middle of the sample and function YG can be calculated /10,
therefore presses, in the case of 15/ and used for the determination of
heterogen compounds with one or more the fracture energy 6 of the notched
phase boundaries, on the interface heterogene interface f15/
itself.
The four-point-bend-test-geometry 9e2 . yG
(Fig. 3) avoids this disadvantage, Gc = Fc 2  ( - ) - (2)

giving more reproducable results. BY E*

where E is the effective modulus of
F/2 F/2 elasticity.

Im I If the elastic properties of the
I I interface region are known, the frac-

ture resistance K of the interface
can be calculated N/ by

-|W, Jw -62

G _K - 2  (3)

where B is a composite parameter.

F/2 F/2

Fig. 3: Geometry of the four- 3 THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
point-bend-test

Because of the many elastic-, notch-
The critical fracture energy of an and composit-dependent parameter, ne-
unnotched four-point-bend-test-sample cessary for a quantitative calcula-
can be calculated /14/ by the equa- tion of the fracture-energy Gc or the
tion fracture resistance Kc (chap. 2) of

the various interfaces present in IC
3 Fc • e devices, a qualitative investigation

Gc = (1) of the respective adhesion has to be
B W2 prefered.
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Primarily, a four-point-bend-test- is the material with the lowest frac-

specimen will fracture in any case on ture strength given by /16/

its weakest point or interface.

,i1
a. c 1,2 Kc

where Kc is the fracture toughness ofc Si
the silicon (K 26 N/mm 3/2) and
a is the surface crack depth in the
Si.

The results of the qualitative ana-
lysis of the fracture behaviour of
four-point-bend-test-samples were
characterized as follows:

+ the adhesion along each of the
three interfaces is higher than
the fracture-strength of the

b. Si.
The fracture runs through the
silicon chip (see Fig. 4a, 4b).

- no or nearly no adhesion along
one of the phase-boundaries.
The sample fails along this
interface during or after the
preparation process with no or
nearly no additional external

force.

o the fracture strength of the
Fig. 4: Fracture behaviour of an weakest interface is smaller

untested IC-device than the fracture strength of
a. Side view of the the Si, but high enough to be

fractured sample measurable using the four-
b. Top view on the point-bend-test-method.

fractured surface The crack runs along the inter-
face.

If the adhesion along one of the
interfaces is higher than the frac- +/o the crack runs partly along the

ture strength of one of the materials interface and partly through

joined together, the crack will run the Si-Chip (see Fig. 5). The
through this material (see Fig. 4). fracture strength to be measur-
In plastic packaged ICs the silicon ed is a mixture of the Si-frac-
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ture-strength and the fracture- interface and the reliability test
strength of the interface (Fig. done with the device.
5a, 5b).

The experimental results of the qua-
a. litative fracture-mechanical charac-

terization of different types of ICs
before and after several life-time

-- * tests are summarized in Tab. 1.

The adhesion along the interface die-
pad/mould compound has been measured
to be very low already before any

test treatment of the IC-devices. The
mechanical stability along this in-
terface can be improved using dimples

0 • or anchor-holes in the die-pad, in
which the mould compound can be
pressed /16/.
A high pop-corn stability of the IC

b. devices depends mainly on a good ad-
hesion between the die-pad and the
mould material.
The adhesion along the phase boundary
die/die-pad of untested devices is
stronger than the fracture resistance
of the Si-chip itself (+ in Tab. 1)
and independent of the die-attach
technology (soldered or glued).
A similar fracture behaviour is ob-
servable after temperatur-stress-
tests (temperature-cycles or solder-
dips) and also after 1000 h in the
standard 85 0C/85 % RH-humidity-test.
In the pressure-cooker-test (120 0C/

Fig. 5: Fracture behaviour of a 100 % RH) it takes only about 50 h -
temperature-cycled device 100 h to destroy (- in Tab. 1) the
a. Si-chip side of the adhesion of the silver-epoxy adhesive

fracture die-attach.
b. Mould part of the The soldered die/die-pad-interface

fractured sample can be stressed more than 2000 h in

the PC-test without any observable
Which kind of fracture behaviour will change of the high adhesion (÷ in
be observable depends on the produc- Tab. 1).
tion parameters, the materials joint-
ed together, the geometry of the
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_ _Interface Adhesion
Manufacturer Treatment Moldcom./ Die/ Die-pad/
of the Device before analysis Die attach die die-pad MoLdcomp
(S-DIP28)

A -- siLver-epoxy + + -

A 85 OC/85 % RH silver-epoxy + + -

A 3x30 sec, 260 *C silver-epoxy +/0 + -

B 500 h PC siLver-epoxy - - -

A 500 h PC siLver-epoxy - - -

A 3000 h PC mod. adhesive + 0 -

B -- solder + + -

B 3000 h PC solder + + -

A -- solder + + +
(anchor holes)

A 3000 h PC solder + + +

Tab. 1: Qualitative results of the fracture-mechanical characterization

The adhesion of the mould compound to In the pressure-cooker-test the adhe-
the passivated chip surface is of es- sion along the phase-boundary between
sential interest for the reliability the passivated chip surface and the
of the IC-devices. mould compound fails already after

about 50 h - 100 h test time, if a
The untested devices of standard pro- silver epoxy die-attach has been
duction have a fracture-resistance a- used. The fracture takes place along
long this phase-boundary hipher than the interface itself (see Fig. 6).
the fracture-strength cV of the The fracture-strength is to low (- in
silicon. The crack runs into the Si- Tab. 1) to be measured using the
chip (Fig. 4, + in Tab. 1). quantitative four-point-bend-test-

method (see part 2.2).
After temperature-cycles (-50 C,
+ 160 C) or solder-dips (3 x 30 sec, The light-optical analysis of the se-
260 C) the delamination starts from parated surfaces (see Fig. 6 and 7)
the chip edges along the interface demonstrates, that, during the PC-
chip-surface/mould compound and runs, test, the Al-metallization has been
in the middle region of the chip, in- dissolved away in many of the bond-
to the Si-chip (Fig. 5; +/o in Tab. pads. The same is observable in the
1). case of some of the conductor lines

ending in this pads. The result of
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this is an electrical failure (open), region, identical with the region
measurable after the PC-test. where dissolved Al-pads can be ob-

served on the chip surface (see Fig.
Pads beneath the dissolved pads looks 6). A redeposition film can be also
pretty good (see Fig. 6). found on the chip sides down to the

meniscus of the silver epoxy adhesive
a. (see Fig. 8). With WOX (wave length

dispersive X-ray analysis) in the SEN
oxygen and aluminium has be found in
this redeposition films.
This indicates that deposition of
Al (OH) occurs in delamination-re-
gions A•led with water (see Fig. 7
and 8).
Using IC-devices with a soldered die-
attach no decrease of the original
high-adhesion along the interface
chip-surface/mould-compound has been
observed up to 3000 h pressure cooker
test times (see Tab. 1). Also no

-r% electrical failure (short/open) and
no dissolved Al-pads have been de-

b. tected.

Fig. 6: Fracture behaviour of
pressure-cooker tested de-
vices
a. Si-chip surface Fig. 7: kedeposition of Alx(OH)y
b. Mold part of the at the chip-surface

fractured sample

Further, a redeposition of the dis-
solved Al occurs in the delamination
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Ac = chip area
Am = moulded area

The force across the interface be-
cause of this stress has its maxima
in the edges of the chip.
In the unrelaxed state a warpage (see
also Fig. 9b) of the bi-material sy-
stem is the result of this stress a-
cross the interface.
Is this thermomechnical stress stron-
ger than the fracture-strength along
the phase-boundary, a delamination,
beginning at the chip edges, occurs.
The delamination region stops to in-
crease, if the thermomechanical force
at the distance x from the chip cen-

Fig. 8: Redeposition of AI(O) x ter is lower than the bending force
along the chip-side between the chip-surface and the

mould-material at the same place. On
this place x the crack can run inside
the silicon chip, if the bending a-

4 DISCUSSION cross the interface is higher than
the thermomechanical stress, which

4.1 Influence of the temperature itself had to be higher than the
treatments fracture strength of the Si.

The mechanical stress applied during
The reason for the fracture behaviour a four-point-bend-test had be added
observable after temperature cycles to the present internal stress and
is the mechanical stress occuring will fracture the pre-stressed (part-
during each temperature treatment be- ly delaminated) system in the observ-
cause of the different thermal expan- ed manner (see Fig. 5).
sion coefficientg of the Si-chip A way to prevent such delaminations
(aSi = 2, 3 * 10- 1/K) and the mould and the following crack of the Si-
material (N• = 20 . 10" i/K). chip during temperature cycle tests
This mechanical stress (14w can be or solder-dips may be the use of mo-
quantified by the following formular dified mould compounds, the so called
/16/ "low stress" - or even better "super

low stress" mould-masses having bet-
EC-AC ter elastic - and thermomechanical-

G;MC = (am - aSi)(T - TG)(1 + - ) properties to compensate or lower the
EM.AM thermomechanical stresses occuring

during the temperature treatments.
with: TG = glas transition-tempera-

ture
E = elastic modulus
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4.2 Failure mechanismus in the
pressure-cooker-test

The observed corrosion-phenomina oc-

°'•106/K •__curing during the PC-test (dissolving
of the pad-Al and of the Al out of
the conductor lines ending in this
Spads and redepositing of Al x(OH)y a-

long the delamination region at the
chipsurface and the chip sides (see
Fig. 7, 8 and part 3) can't be found
after the other common humidity tests
(85 % / 85 % RH and HAST).

c) T.I4 This phenomena are pressure-cooker

NS§ specific material-transport mecha-
I 076 I/Knisms.

h 20,o410h61/K In the case of the common corrosion
processes (surface corrosion, grain-
boundary corrosion) the corrosion

d) TI"r Wutow products (Al (OH) ) were located di-
S¶ • •• rect at the placl of the corsion-

reaction.
I In the case of the PC-specific pheno-4- mena, the chemical dissolution of the

Al-pads (dissolving of the Al out of
o)T  u-dnV PC-Tes) the conductor lines) basing both on

the electrochemical potential differ-
ence between the Al-metallization,

Ithe electrolyte (H-0 with solved ions
(CI-, F-...) and epoxy (Ag)- die-

ý Nattach material, a electrochemical-
driven material-transport of the dis-

1) Ti(twrmfr) ees*mmoon solved Al into the whole delamination
region, filled with ionized water,
takes place. The electrical potential
of the active Si-regions, the conduc-
tor-line ends, can enforce the dis-
solving-process of the Al out of
those metallization lines.
The growth of the redeposition film

Fig. 9: Chip warpage as a func- in the delamination region is a re-

tion of process- and test- sult of the saturation of the water
steps in It with Al.
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Water in a condensated state is pos- The Fig. 9 demonstrates the process-
sible in the PC-recipient because of dependent change in the chip-warpage,
the 100 % relative humidity (RH) con- which is the result of the mechanical
dition. stress between the different materi-

als (different thermal expansion co-
The rapid decrease of the adhesion a- efficients) present in the IC-device.
long the interfaces chip/mould con- After the die-attach process a war-
pound and also along the phase-boun- page of the chip takes place (see
dary chip/epoxy/chip-carrier also Fig. 9b) because of the larger
can't be observed after the other shrink-rate of the die-pad. After
humidity tests (HAST, 85 0C/85 % RH). moulding (see Fig. 9d) nearly no war-

page occurs because of the same
The presented experimental results thermal expansion coefficients of the
allowed a describtion of the PC-spe- die-pad and the mould material. The
cific failure mechanism of IC-devices degradation of the die-attach adhe-
with an epoxy die-attach. sion (hydrolization of the epoxy) al-

lows a warpage of the chip under the
In the PC-test the following mecha- force F of the mould compound (see
nisms takes place: Fig. 9e). The decrease of the adhe-

sion along the interface chip/mould-
1. moisture diffusion through the compound (point 4) is also a result

plastic package of the epoxy-hydrolization and in-
2. degradation (hydrolization) of duces, together with the force F

the epoxy-die-attach (warpage of the chip) the delamina-
3. reduced or failed adhesion a- tion along the chip surface (see Fig.

long the die-attach 9f).
4. decrease of the adhesion. along This delamination along the chip sur-

the interface chip/plastic face is necessary for the chemical
package dissolution of the pad-Al as well as

5. delamination along the inter- for the battery-effect in this re-

face chip/plastic gion, filled with condensed water.
6. condensation of water In the

delamination region
7. chemical dissolution process

and battery effect 5 SUMMARY
8. redeposition of the dissolved

Al along the delaminated inter- In plastic encapsulated integrated
faces circuits three main interfaces can

been distinguished. To characterize
This ends in a measurable electrical the bond strength or adhesion of this
failure (open) after the PC-Test. phase-boundaries a fracture-mechani-
The process from the degradation of cal test method, the four-point-bend-
the epoxy die-attach to the delamina- test, has been used. Therefore, a new
tion of the interface chip/mould corn- preparation technique was developed
pound is based on the mechanical to get the four-point-bend-test-sam-
stress between this two materials. ples out of real-IC-devices.
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IONIZING-RADIATION AND HIGH-TEMPERATURE-INDUCED
OXIDATION OF THE ELECTRONIC PACKAGING MATERIALS

OF GE-HDI ELECTRONIC BOARD

Mohamed AI-Sheikhly & Arls Cthrstou
Department of Materials and Nuclear Engineerg

University of Maryland, College Park. MD 20742-2115, USA

the decomposition of hydroperoxides which am
Synopsis formed when polymer films on copper begin to

oxidize at elevaled temperatures". The catalytic
Several methods have been developed for action of copper oxides Is due to an Initiation

Investigation of the thermal and Ionizing radiation- reaction consisling of abstraction of tertiary
induced oxidative degradation of polymers. These hydrogen atoms. This will produce R" carbon-
methods include the measurement of physical centered radicals and reduce copper oxide during
properties, as well as the detection of chemical the process. The hydroperoxide (ROOH) groups
changes. In the present work, the high- are decomposed by Cu" ions which are oxidize to
temperature and radiation-induced oxidations Cut Ions In the polymer films. The Cut ions then
(chemical changes) were analyzed by detecting decompose more ROOH groups and are reduced
the non-volatile oxidation products and the to Cu*. The alkoxy ( RO') and peroxy ( ROO* )
unstable free radicals In GE-HDI electronic board. radicals produced durng these reactions then lead
It is well known that the presence of ketones, to the accelerated oxidative degradation of many
aldehydes, hydroperoxides, and carboxylic groups polymeric electronic packaging materials7 .
is a direct indication of the oxidation in many
polymeric materials'. Experimental Technique

In addition to the oxygen effects, it has In the present work, Fourier Transform
also been demonstrated that some metals (e.g. Cu, Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and Electron
Cr, Co, Si, Ti, Fe) and their oxides can markedly Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy
enhance the degradation of polymers and were performed on the GE-HDI electronic board
generally lower the activation energy for and its polymeric base material polyimide
hydroperoxide decomposition" which ultimately [KAPTON].

leads to further degradation. Of particular concern
is the acceleration of thermal degradation of the By utilizing the FTIR technique, the
many polymeric packaging materials in the oxidative products can be detected as aldehyde,
presence of copper4 . Extensive research by some ketone. carboxyl, and ketonic carboxyl groups
laboratories has demonstrated that cuprous and(or which can be monitored at 1500-1600, 1660, 1673,
cupric ions can diffuse into a polymer and cause and 1716-1720 cm' wave number, respectively. A

Perkin Elmer 1600 series model spectrofluorimeter

'Allen, Norman S. 'Fundamentals of
Polymer Degradation and Stabilization", Elsevier 5Chan M. and Allira D. "Infrared
Applied Science, New York, 1992. Reflection Shades of Metal-Polymer InterfacesW,

Polym. Eng. ScI., No 14, 1974, pp 12-15.
2Leo Reich and Salvatore Stivala,

"Elements of Polymer Degradation". McGraw-Hill 6 Hawkins W., Chan M. and Linke G.
Book Company" 1971. *Factors Influencing the Thermal Oxidation of

Polyethylene." Polym. Eng. Sci., No 11, 1971, pp
3Schnabel W. "Polymer Degradation 377-384.

Principles and Practical Applications," Macmillan
Publishing Co., New York, 1981. 'Jellinek H., Kachi H., Czanderna A., and

Miler A. "Thermal Oxidative Degradation of Isotate
4Hansen R. "Thermal Stability of Polypropylene Catalyzed by Copper and Copper

Polymers", R. T. Conley (ad.), Dekker, New York, Oxide Interfaces'. J. Polym. Sci. Poly. Chem. Edn.,
1970, p 153. No 17, 1979, pp 1493-1522.
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with a Spectra-Tech horizontal attenuated total
reflectance (ATR) attachment was used along with txU,
a 451 germanium crystal. The ATR sampling A.R(,m.,,,'G.U.(u.) 2

.l..uI. (1)
technique makes it possible to analyze totally
absorbing specimens such as GE-HDI board'. The Where:
method minimizes the effects of specimen x: sample index
thickness and orientation and reduces the error s: states of electron orbital angular
propagation among samples. Another advantage momentum
is that the need for a nitrogen purge to remove g: g factor
atmosphenc water vapor and carbon dioxide is A: measured area under the first-derivative
eliminated since the sample compartment is absorption curve
protected from undesirable elements'. The scan: horizontal scale in G per unit length on the
samples were placed on the crystal and pressure chart paper
was applied with a sample clamp at a level which G: relative gain of the signal amplifier
produced the best reproducibility. The samples M: modulation amplitude
were testea. for 256 scans at 4.0 cm' resolution.
The germanium crystal permits measurements at
wavelengths of 5500-830 cm' which is the range R .
for polymer peaks of interest. D,

The EPR study was carried out using a Dk: degeneracy of the most intense line
Bruker Model ESP 300 EPR spectrometer. Long- , D: the summation of the degeneracies of
lived free radicals can cause severe damage to all lines in the spectrum.
polymers (degradation) and result in premature
aging. On the other hand, short-lived radiation- A "Co gamma-ray source was used to
and thermally-induced free radicals are often irradiate the KAPTON. The total absorbed dose
harmless since they react bimolecularly to produce was 100 kGy and the dose rate was 4.5 Gy s .
stable dimers (crosslinking reactions) or other
products. The number of unpaired spin per gram Results end Dlscussion
(or the free radical concentration) was measured
by using MnSO,.H20 as standard. The samples Figures 1, 2, and 3 represent typical FTIR
and the standard were measured under the same spectra of the heated and the unheated GE-HDI
conditions. The free-radical concentration of the board. In Figure 1, the major difference between! irradiated KAPTON was measured according to the spectra is seen In the band at 1716 cm"•. Thethe following equation"0: absorption peak at 1716 cm"- wave number Is

direct evidence of the presence of the ketonic
i carboxyl group (oxidation product) in the heated

sample"-'1 . The relatively high peak intensity,
absorbance A,, - 0.01, and very small thickness
of the polymeric materials (5-10 tma) clearly
demonstrate the high yield of oxidation, since the

SFanconi B. M. 'Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy of Polymers-Theory and 1 1Tabb D. L, Sevik J. J., and Koenig J.
Application% Journal of Testing and Evaluation, L.'Fourler Transform Infrared Study of the Effects
JTEVA, Vol. 12, No. 1, Jan. 1994, pp 33-39. of Irradiation on Polyethylene, Journal of Polymer

Science, Polymer Physics Edition. Vol.13, 1975, pp9Messerscchimdt R. G. 'A New Internal 815-824.
Reflection Element Design for High Optical
Throughput in FTIfl, Appl. Spectrosc. 40 (5). 12K K., Yuichi Y., and Ishida H. "FTIR
(1986) pp 632-635. Reflection Technique for Characterization of

Polyimides Films on Copper Su1-,trate" Paper
"°Wertz J. E. and Bolton J. R. "Electron Presented at the 14th Irnternational Conference on

Spin Resonance Elementary Theory and Practical Metallurgical Coating, ., In Dlego, CA., U.SA.,
Applications", Chapman and Hall, New York, 1986. March 23-27 1987, pp 271-279.
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peak absorbance A is proportional to the thickness
of the polymeric materials, and therefore the
absorbance value A must be normalized per unit
thickness (mm) of the sample. ! !

Hleated

"�"•Uleted Unheated

S- Figure 3: Absorption bands at 1600 and 1673 cnf'
"(COOH and/or C=O)

It should be mentioned that severe
Figure 1: Absorption band at 1716 cm" (ketonic oxidative degradation causes ring opening of the

carboryl group). bismaleimid (e.g. KAPTON). This can be detected
by monitoring Increase in the FTIR peak at 2186

Figure 2 demonstrates the difference cm" ". Figure 4 shows no absorption band at
between the FTIR spectrum of the heated and the 2186 cm" which suggests that no ring opening has
unheated GE-HPI in the region 1500-1600 cm". occurred on the surlace of the board.
Once again, the multiple bands in this region give
strong evidence oi tile presence of oxidation
products in the heated sample ......

Heated I

SI\

Unheated -

Figure 4: The absence of 2186 cm" peak (no
ring opening on the surface)

Figure 2: The presence of various oxidized Figure 5 represents the FTIR spectrum ot
products (multiple bands In the the irradiated KAPTON (100 kGy) under aerobic

1600-1500 cm' region) conditions. The FTIR spectrum clearly shows the

oxidation peak at 1716 cm". A small oxidation
In Figure 3, the presence of absorption bands at peak at 1717 cmr"' was also detected in the FTIR

1660 and 1673 cm' suggests the formation of
COO or C=O groups 13Baldwin S. *Infrared and Ultraviolet

Absorption Spectra of Enamlnonitriles", J. Org.

Chem., Vol. 26,1961, pp 3288-3295.
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spectrum of the unirradiated KAPTON sample. carbon-centered free radicals will be produced.
However, upon irradiation, a large Increase in the These carbon-centered radicals react either with
oxidation peak was observed, themselves (bimoleculauly) or with molecular

oxygen to produce the corresponding peroxy
radicals. These peroxy radicals will then Initiate
the oxidation process.

Figures 6 and 7 show the EPR lirst-
derivative spectra of the irradiated and healed
KAPTON (80*C), respectively. The shapes and
the regions of absorption of these spectra are
almost identical. These results suggest that the
radiolytically produced free radicals and the heat-
"Induced tree radicals of the KAPTON are similar In
their conformation and paramagnetic behavior.

. - 8.00

Figure 5: The formation of ketonic carboxyl 20-

group in the irradiated polyimide
(KAPTON). Dose 100 kGy, dose-rate 0

4.5 Gy s-. 2

Table 1 summarizes the FTIR results of -40
the heated GE-HDI board and the irradiated 3,s 3,70 3480 34, . 3500

KAPTON samples." •GI

W.") N.mbW pe= ft Fu0.
tes .

t 0odI, 0" P Figure 6: EPR spectrum of the y-liradiated
1®kar ASO" polyimide (KAPTON) in the

o presence of oxygen. Total absorbed
720 + + It dose, 100 kGy; dose-rate. 4.5 Gy s'.

0 300

t742 + + II 1;- :30

R- C-1 250 --

PTrr ductt
100

+60 
+51 

J""" 
R-•=50

Table 1: Oxidation products monitored by FTIR In -50

the heated GE-HDI board and Irradiated -10oo
KAPTON" 1-30

2:00 J __I ! I !Upon Irradiation or treatment at high- 2600 3oo0 -10 6o 4o
temperature of the polymeric packing materials,

Figure 7: EPR spectrum of the heated polylmlde
14In Table 1, the character Y+ indicates (KAPTON) at 80-C (4 days) and relative

the presence of oxidational functional group. humidity 100%.
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Since in both cases, the EPR spectra thermally-Induced oxidation reactions. It may be
were measured 20-25 days after the thermal expected that that these oxidation reactions occur
oxidation treatment and irradiations, these free in the metal/packaging material interfaces which
radicals remain as long-lived species. At this stage will eventually lead to latent degradation and
of this study and taking Into account the shape and ultimately to delamination.
the region of absorption of 3200-3400 Gauss,
these results suggest that these free radicals are of
the carbon-centered R-C type. It should be
mentioned, however, that one would expect the
presence of the peroxy radicals from such a
spectrum. By applying Equation 1, the number of
spins per gram (number of free radicals per gram)
for radiolytically produced free radicals (dose 100
kGy) was found to be 1.82x10T" +10% unpaired
spins per gram. The relatively high concentration
of free radicals has the potential to initiate long-chain oxidation reactions.

Conclusion

The high amplitudes of the FTIR
absorbance peaks at 1716, 1500-1600, 1660, 1673
cm1 demonstrate the formation of high yields of
oxidation products. In addition, the EPR results
also indicate the high concentration of long-lived
free radicals. The relatively high concentration of
the oxidation products can be explained by the
presence of trace amount of metals. Frequently,
trace quantities of metals catalyze the oxidation
process in polymeric electronic packaging
materials. It is generally accepted that metals are
catalytically active in the ionized state. The main
function of metal ions consists in inducing the
decomposition of hydroperoxides by redox
reactions, thus generating free radicals. These
free radicals react with oxygen to initiate more
oxidation reactions.

As in the case of electronic packaging
materials, a frequently encountered case pertains
to an oxidative degradation process at
metaVpolymer interfaces. In this example,
enhancement of the oxidation rate depends
critically upon the rate of dissolution of metal ions,
which, in turn, depends on the rate of diffusion of
the ions into the polymer matrix's. Since GE-HDI
board contains various metals (and/or metal
oxide), it is very likely that the metals enhance the

"•Allara D. L and White C. W., "Microscopic
Mechanisms of Oxidatives Degradation and Its
Inhibition at a Copper-Polyethylene Interface', J.
Am. Soc. Div. Polym. Chem., Polym. Prepr. 18,
(1977), pp 482-487.
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Chip Surface Damage Induced by Internal Stress
of Lead-On-Chip (LOC) Packages
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4260 Takao, Kawasakiaza, Ohaza, Hiji, Hayami, Oita 879-15, Japan
Phone; 81-977-73-1729 Fax; 81-977-73-1582

1. ABSTRACT tape shrinks during cool down to -orn temperature
leading to high internal stress. This stress can cause the

In lead-on-chip (LOC) packaging technology, the chip surface damage during temperature cycling tests (-65
lead fingers are attached directly to the surface of the chip - 150 C) due to thermal expansion mismatch. This failure
using a double-side adhesive tape. This method of chip mechanism has been never reported in conventional
attachment naturally leads to concerns about stress on the packaging technology. This work investigates the role of
polyinide coated chip surface. Device failure related to material characterization and assembly process
fracture in the passivation layers and the Al-Si metal has parameters on the surface damage during temperature
been observed in temperature cycle tests. To investigate cycling test.
the effect of material characterization on the surface
damage, devices were fabricated with different types of
molding compounds, tapes and polyimides. This paper
describes the optimum material properties, the assembly
process parameters, and the experimental and simulated
results of the surface damage.

2. INTRODUCTION

Fig. Small-outline-J-lead (SOJ) package with
The dramatic increase in the number of devices LOC design

and functionality implemented on the latest ultra scale
integration (ULSI) designs has resulted in large increases
in chip size. On the contraiy, package dimensions are 3. CHIP SURFACE DAMAGE
continually being reduced to achieve higher component
densities on circuit boards leading more rigorous
requirements on the thermal and mechanical In the LOC package, the lead frame is mounted to
characteristics of the packaging technology. In parallel the polyimide coated chip surface by a double side
with shrinking packagL, dimensions, the denmand for adhesive tape. Dynamic random access memory (DRAM)
increased device functionally leads to shrinking feature packages with LOC structure exhibited the surface

sizes, which are often more sensitive to package induced damage during temperature cycle test. An example of the
stress. As a result of these demands, the LOC package [I- observed surface damage is shown in fig.2. The
51 (shown in fig.l) has begun to replace conventional polyimide, passivation, and metal line were fractured by
package designs since it offers more margin from chip or mechanical stress induced by the thermal expansion
die pad edge to the package outline. In the LOC mismatch between the different packaging materials. In
packaging technology, the lead fingers are attached most of the samples, the damage was localized at the
directly to the surfae of polyinkide deposited on the chip lower omer of the tape edge, as illustrated in the cross-
dsircl tdoublth side surfac ve of pe. olyimide deposited on 1 tsection in fig.3. It is believed that polyimide micro-
using a double-side adhesive tape. Polyimide films [6-71
are currently being used as ress buffers, to protect circuit cracking occuroed primarily at the tape edge,
elements from package induced stress damage. After subseiently propagating through the nitride/oxide and
high temperature mounting process, double-side adhesive the metal lines during temperature cycling.
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Fig.2 Chip surface damage

Fig.4 LOC mounting impact model

., ......_. ... . ..l ..........
--------------------------------------- 21 71 1.

S. ...... . .. ..... !N

Fig.3 Cross-section . . .. .

0 5 tO
4. ASSEMBLY PROCESS PARAMETERS (E- 5 sec)

Fig.5 Von-mises stress depended on times

4.1 Mounting inmact 4.2 Bon~dine imoact

Dynamic stress simulations were performed to
determine if the mounting impact could cause the surface In the analysis which follows we examine the
damage. Finite elements model of SOJ devices were built dynamic response of finite element model, having a
using higher order (20 nodes) solid elements. A three structure of lead frame mounted on the chip surface, a
dimensional solid element formation consisted of 20 bonding capillaiy collided with the lead frame, and shock
nodes has been shown to produce a reasonably good load of 0.2 kg. The model of this bonding impact is
approximation of the stress within chips even tough a shown in fig.6. Due to symmetry, only quarter of the
mesh size is a little bit rough. Due to symmetry only composite structure was analyzed. It consisted of three
quarter of the device was modeled. These models dimensional solid elements with 20 nodal points and
included a chip, lead frame, tape as shown in figA.The three degrees of freedom. The von-nises stress values
loading applied to the model was the mounting force of 4 divided by times is shown in fig.7. It can be seen that the
kg/IC. The von-mises (Sig E) stress values for chip maximum stress (I.2kg/mm2) occurs under a stitch
internal streus depended upon times are shown in bonding placement at 0.8E-6 sec. It is believed that this
fig.5.The von-mises stress is determined by equation (1). stress could not attribute to the surfac fracture.

11 I .1 [ l-C2) 2+(a2 _ a3)2+(a3 _ O1 )2] (1)

Where (71, M2 and M"3 are principle stress. The highest
value of stress were 5.2 kg/mm2 at 0.8 E-6 seconds after
the lead frame was attached to the chip surface. It is
expected that this value could not cause the damage, since
fracture strength above lOkg/mm2 was confirmed .' the
passivation, chip and polyimide, respectively. Fig.6 Bonding Impact model
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5. CHIP COATING POLYIMIDE - + / I I

5.1 Chemical striucer selection Table 2 Tape stripper

Two types of polyimides were used to evaluate alkali type) (40 C 3 hours) followed by acetone cleaning.
chemicals as tape stripper, a photosensitive type, and 104 (dimeth sulfoxide and N-methyl pyrolidinone, no

polyimide (A), and a non-photosensitive type, polyimide acid and no alkali type) ( 80 C 1 hour) followed by

(B). Fig.8 illustrates the respective forenmners of acetone cleaning.

polyimide (A) and (B) dissolving in a solvent prior to In order to avoid chemically induced polyimide
imide cyclic polycondensation by thermal dehydration. crackin& four types of chemical tape stripper were
Half of the wafer samples were coated with polyimide (A) evaluated. An example of the polyimide cracking induced
while the other half were coated with polyimide (B). by chemical damage and mechanical stress is shown in
Polyinude (A) coated wafers were subsequently divided fig.9. The occurrence of polyimide cracking for each of

into two process conditions as shown in table 1. the four different chemicals used in the experiments (as
Polyimide (A) was cured at 390 C in a nitrogen ambient determined with SEM) is shown in table 3. Pobimide (A)
and an air ambient, respectively, while polyimide (B) was coated chip cured in a nitrogen ambient exhibited no

cured at 350 C in the nitrogen ambient. All of the Wabtes polyinide cracking for the 104 chemical while polyimide
we•re subsequently processed into chip samples, which (A) coated chip cured in an air ambient was found to
were bonded by a double-sided adhesive tape with a lead exhibit no polyimide cracking for the EDA and the 104

frame. Four types of chemicals were utilized as tape chemicals. For polyimide (B), the occurrence of

stripper for removing the chip from the tape with the lead polyimide cracking was observed for the sulfuric acid and
frame. The conditions for chemically stripping the tape the 105. From stress-strain characteristics shown in table
Sfrom the chips are shown in table 2. 4, the tensile stress and strain break point were 15.7Skg/mm2, 44 %, 16.0 kg/mm2, 436/, and 18.5 kg/mm2.

Photoseasitive polt forermnmnr y 57% for polyimide (A) ( a nitrogen ambient and an air
ambient) and polyimide (B), respectively. Polyimide (A)

mn.c-c.o...o~o. . .. cured in the air ambient

o o o Do~l

Nen- photosnsitive p 'oyinud. forerunner( )

-o o ,

ko~~ ~ o , -.. •

4 o o

Fig.8 Polyimide (A) and (B)

The conditions were sulfuric acid (40 C I hour and 50 C
1 hour) followed by water cleaning, 105 (dimeth sulfoxide
and monoethanol, alkali type) (go C 1 hour) followed by
acetone cleaning, EDA (ethylene diamine, Fig.9 Polyimide cracking
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-on M2604 10c EE DDMA 10a mechanical energy of, or exceeding .575 kg/mini
(A) 13690C,.mW CkC M. m.0 mounted on the lead frame uire stripped from the lead
(A) 300 C.Ai NoaucNo aack Na No aack frame using the 104 chemical. Fig.12 depicts the

(0 I 350. Mimge W. ckjNo ack CI.& CI J relationship between polyinide cracking and the chip
Table 3 Polyimide cracking surface damage after temperature cycle tests. If no

polyimide cracking occurred, no surface damage was
cum I T.wra ISbnl Don e observedL This experhmnt has revealed that the

. . .•o.. temperature cycle performance of the LOC package is
pnO3 lSkoWmu2 44% IM3 36 GO0 determined largely by the polyimide properties." ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ seiial t--'• .'° .4'-:.4• .• p- h. e po.yimd', reitac to c-,dan.Te(0) ................... ... . results of a non-linear stress simulation model of the LOC

3| 504 B. 5m2 prope 1i40 4o package are shown in fig 13. A fine mesh was used at theTable 4 Polyimide properties lower comner of the tape edge to improve the resolution in

this area. The simulation results suggested that a
was found to exhibit superior chemical and mechanical polyimide having more than 15.0 kg/mm2 of fracture
resistance as compared with polyinide (A) cured in the strength and a 409 %, or greater, elongation, eliminated
nitrogen ambient, despite the fact that both conditions polyimide cracking and surface damage. These values of
have similar bulk physical properties. Furthermore, the fracture strength and elongation corresponded to a
air ambient leads to high internal stress around the polyimide mechanical energy of 575 kg/mm2. Simulation
interface between the polyimide (A) and the tape as and experimental results have revealed that the degree of
compared with the nitrogen ambient, since polyimide surface damage is determined by the polyimide
cured in the air ambient illustrates higher CTE above Tg mechanical energy, and that a mechanical energy of at
than polyimide cured in the nitrogen ambient. It is least 575 kg/mm2 is required to eliminate polyimide
believed that polyimide cracking is caused primarily by cracking.
chemical damage. The density of polyimide (A) cured in
the nitrogen and air ambient was 1.39 and 1.42,
respectively. Difference in densities is attributed to a three
dimensional structure of the polyimide molecule.[8]
Based on the results of the experiments, the 104 chemical
was used as tape stripper which eliminates the potyimide
damage related to chemical attack.

5.2 Polvimide cracking

Half of various polyimide-coated chip samples Elastic modulus
mounted on the lead frame were stripped from the lead
frame using the 104 chemical without causing chemically Strain
induced polyimide damage while the other half of the Fig. O Polyinide stress-strain
samples were decaped to observe whether or not chip
surface damage occurs after encapsulation subsequent to 100
temperature cycle tests. The polvimide mechanical
property was determined from the tensile tests. Fig.10 0
illustrates polyimide mechanical energy which is an area
under stress-strain curved based on the tensile mechanical s
test. The polyimide mechanical energy is typically
determined by a yield point, elastic modulus and a broken
point of polyimide during the tensile test. The mechanical
energy is given by equation (2).[9-101 20

6S ds , 1

0 (2) 0 250 500 7W0 lo

medmui enal efistlmmni2)

Where 8 is stress, and S is strain. Fig. 1I exhibits the
relationship between polyinide cracking idt Fig.) l echanical enethey and polyide cracking
polyimide mechanical energy. Polyimides with a
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100 temperature during the tape attached process cool down to
650 C,. Th I and Th2 are thickness for the tape and chip.

a0E (a - •)AT Th, (3)&= F Th• + F. Th,
s] 0o /Fig. 14 illustrates the chip strain as a function of

, temperature cycles (Log N ) for the surface damage. It
was confirmed that the occurrence of surface damage

,40 related failures was linear from 2.4 to 3.5. The results of
these characterization reveals that higher strain lead to

20 lower cycles related failures. To eliminate the surface
0 damage, the value of chip strain should be decreased

down to lower one, using smaller values of CTE,
0 20 40 60 thickness and delta temperature.

Polyimide crack (%)

Fig. 12 C/ip surfac damnage and polyimide cracking 10.0

P*nd LOW • MS5.-

C i 1. ..........o - .. ... ... .. . I

Moad Cornpoud 2 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
STeamp cvde (LOG N)Van- nmies sr (kghrn=2) Fig. 14 Chip strain and surface damage

Fig. 13 Package internal stress during temp cycle

6. LOC TAPE 7. MOLD COMPOUND

Two types of LOC tapes were used to evaluate chip The impact of mold compound on the occurrence
surface damage. Table 5 exhibits the respective properties of surface damage was investigated with the experimental
of LOC tapes, CTE (coefficient of thermal expansio E matrix illustrated in table 6. Three types of mold
(elastic modulus), thickness and delta temperature compound with several CTE were investigated. 260
ranging from tape attached temperature to -65 (0 C). In kg/mm2 of mechanical energy for the polyimide was
order to accentuate the effect of LOC tapes, the polyimide used. All samples were encapsulated in SOJ packages and
(mechanical energy 260 kg/mm2) was used. All the subsequently underwent temperature cycles. After the
samples were encapsulated in small outline M-ead (SO) samples were decaped, the surface damage was observed
packages. After encapsulatui, al the packages by SEM. The sTrface damage was typically observed to be
underwent a temperature cycling test (-65 - 150 C), The caused by delamination between the tape side and mold
occurrence of surface damage was determined by compound. The occurrence of delamination was related to
Scanning electron microscopy (SE . different thermal expansion between the tape and mold

compounil.

Tape CTE(E.5 1/C) E(gK~TBm2) m (um) O0 amp" )

A 3.0 302 100 46 odcItwd TE (E 5. l/.in scoauAg.w2

A 3.0 31 175 40 54 0.8A_ 2200
m 1.0 900 oo 1 1.2 1400

Table 5 LOC tape properties Table 6 Mold compound properties

The impact of varyig properies of mold compound wa
The values of chip strain, e, is given by equation (3). investigated by the solution of following equation for the
Where El and E2 (20000 kg/mm2) are elastic modulus magnitude of chip surface strain and stress leading to
for the tape and chip, respectively, auI and a2 (2.5 ppm I/ polyimide change from elastic to plastic region. The
QC) are respective CTE for the tape and chip, AT is delta srain eI for the tape and chip, e2 for the tape and mold
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compound, and e3 for the chip and mold compound ae The results of these experiments and simuation
obtained by equmion (4). (5) and (6), respectively. The suggest that the ciup surface damage and polymide
strain e4 for the chip at the lower corner of tape edge is cracking in LOC packages is determined primarily by the
calculated by equation (7). polyimide mechanical energy based on stress-strain curve,

= E,(a, - a•AT Th, W, (4) properes of the LOC tape and mold compound. It is
E E Th. + & Thl W evident that polkinide micro-cracking occurred primarily
F_ (M - M)A4 Tb? W, ()at the tape edge caused by the tape shrinkage, followed bN

(E. Th.- + F Th) K (5) propagating through the mtride/oxide and the metal lineduring temperature cycling. The improved mechanical
(&= E_, t0 - + EI& Th, We (6) toughness of polyinide and the optimized properties of

T+ () hthe tape and mold compound reduce the probability of the
= (7) chip surface damage and polyimide cracking in the LOc

Where ET (900 kg/mm2), Ec (20000 kg/mm2) and Em are package.
elastic modulus, aw (10 ppm 1 0c), ac (2.5 ppm l/Oc), and
am are CTE, Thr (0.1 mm), The (0.23 mu) and ThU (1.0 9. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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SUMMARY still not satisfactory7". However. it is improving by
From t a a means of a more precise definition of the dischargeF ro m tra iti n al ass m pt an s nd i m p ifi ati ns, char acteristic 9 . F o r faste r transien ts lik e the C D M , the
different attitudes towards electrostatic discharges
(ESD) In present akr eectronics have been deve- interaction between device and tester becomes even
loped The cea quti remai, whh evel f more complex and the progress of the know-how is di.ESD-suseeptrbilqty and which level of costly 1 rectly related to the most advanced metrolgy'°. The
nal protection measures is needed to limit yield los- C a nsode types of faihue are only repdced by
ses and potential reliability risks for integrated cir- CDM-striss and that good HBM-susceptibility does
cults. This paper addresses influences, HltMs and not necessarily indicate sufficient CDM-results - and
current trends In protection design and ESD-test in vice versa - calls for the application of at least two

ctyat r- stress modelst'11. One question to be answered re-the context of ESD-swlsceptiblty of integrated del mains, whether MM adds information to the HBM re-
(cD ). O fuw btsults, or addresses the same physical failures at a lo-wer failure voltage.
THE "SURVEY ON CRITICAL RELIABILITY IS-
SUESThis paper is intended as a bief survey of different
(ESD) among the top three problems for present and factors, links and trends (Fig.l) that should be conside-

red in the context of ESD-susceptibility.Sfuture gene~rations of integrated circuits. For micro-
electronics. ESD means that differences in the electro-
staticotential of two bodies result in fast to ultra-fast mwaoa

( 0.,Os) current transients passing sensitive Tool
structures of integrated circuits and/or raising hazar-
dous internal voltages. These "Real World" events
may occur in various situations, simplified to the Hu-
man Body Model (HBM)2, Machine Model (MM) 3

and Charged Device Model (CDM)4"5 . If a certain
threshold of stress is exceeded, ESD may cause diffe- imNm, sa
rent physical failure signatures. Technological and de- ftE.".,
sign measures help to protect and harden the sensitive
structures. However. these measures may often collide
with requirements for functional or reliability perfor- Fig. 1: Inlueans on de electrouai suscep ilitry qsintegrated
mance and a given chip size or circumference. The circatswo taian equisafrntphysicalfailure sigaie
stress models HBM. MM and CDM were implemen- Instead of its evolution for specific product groups or
ted in ESD-testers to quantify the susceptibilty by technologies, we will discuss principles and examples
means of simulated ESD-events. From internationally for the different issues of Fig. 1 aiming at application
standardized test methods 6 including the calibration of oriented protection and circuit designs and better cor-
the tester we would expect tester independent correla- relatable ESD-tests. Because of its increasing impor-
ted failure thresholds to decide between two products tance associated with automated handling and larger,

'I and to tailor external and internal protection efforts, thinner packages, one focus will be on ultra-fast tran-
However, even for HBM with its moderate double ex- sient CDM.
ponential discharge current and time constants, this is
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REAL WORLD ESD PHYSICAL FAILURE SIGNATURES

Objects may be charged electrostatically by contact Devices failing electrical criteria, which will be dis-
electrification or by field induction. The first means cussed later. during parametric or functional tests are

that two bodies of different work functions in intimate deprocessed to identify the physical failure signature.
contact are seperated leaving excess electrons on the The localization of the physical failure is done by

body with the higher work function and empty traps at means of liquid crystal thermography, light emission
the other. Friction is not mandatory, but increases the microscopy or electron beam testing, sometimes in

charge transfer. This effect depends too much on the combination with laser cutting. Non of the methods is

actual, non-ideal surface status, to trust the tribo- able to cover all types of defects. Depending on the
electric series for charge generation of Materials1

2 . type and level of ESD or electrical overstress (EOS),
The field induced charging of a body requires a sur- as well as the designis, we may find burned-out me-
rounding electrostatic field and the process of contact tat, burned-out pn-junctions (Fig.3. left), contact
and separation with another non-insulative body on a spikes or ruptured gate oxides (Fig.3. right) by
different electrostatic potential to allow a transient means of an optical or electron-optical inspection.
flow of mobile charge from one body to the other. In Combinations of them cannot be excluded.
particular, one body may be either the "hot" pole of a
voltage source or "earth". The first is commonly called
"direct pre-charge", the latter "discharge". According
to Poisson's Law, the overall distribution of mobile
and immobile charges in a system results in the elec-
trostatic field. However, only mobile charge. e.g. on
the lead frame of a device or a person, contributes to
the hazardous discharge current.
In "Real World% we may find numerous objects. such
as persons, cables, machine parts, containers, bags, de-
vice packages and lead frames, which become contact
(tribo-) charged even by dust particles. The differences Fig. 3: Mel chamwl in bs•rd-oaur*s ios (kft) and n•Wwwd

of mobile and immobile charge are neutralized via va- sate a £de i iw, b"er (risga)

rious or no paths, which depend on the field strength The reproduction of these physical failure signa-
and the environment, e.g. the humidity and ion con- tures is the conditio sine qua non of the experimental
tents of the air. and, of course, the external ESD- simulation. Numerical simulation may assist to tailor
protective measures. The maximum amplitude of the the experiment and to indicate power distribution and
current, which may be most hazardous to integrated voltage clamping in the ESD-relevant high-current do-

structures, is reached at minimum resistance. Access main.
to the stress parameters pre-charge voltage and di-
scharge current may be rather difficult for "Real SIMULATED WORLD ESD

World" situations, and the reproducibility of experi- ESD-testers shall emulate real events under reprodu-
ments employing contact charging may be considered cible conditions and allow an easy and fast stressing of
to be weak. large numbers of devices and pins.

be pcOkMge bsuy rf For this purpose, the various real events are reduced
be packae surface

to few representative "Stress Models": Huann
• I3t Body Model (HBM), Machine Model (MM) and

Charged Device Model (CDM). They are characteri-
zed by the discharge current over time for specific (oh-Cha•Boy rged Dmece Fieldawi miC) loads1."6"9"t6. When an ideal jumped element Mo-

del (Fig.4) is assumed. effective values of resistor R,

Fig.2: Some "Real World",ESD.even, inductor L and capacitor C (Cab.l1) may be found that

Nevertheless, the analysis of the physical failure sig. allow us to calculate the discharge current waveform.
natures (FMA) of yield losses and customer returns Tab.1 distinguishes the different models by means of

together shows up to approximately 60% significant t key S *
ESD and electrical overstress (EOS) failuresI3t 4. Sig-
nificant means, they are reproducible by simulated
EOS and ESD, e.g.. in an ESD-tester.
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with the square of the current (P=P*R). Therefo-
_ES _. re, the CDM-peak power reaches up to the kW

[A) CDM. 500V L R IESD domain followed by the MM:
,2 -in--4 --• * The higher capacitance (200pF) of the MM storesCZ R approximately 20 times the energy (W=O.5CV)

6- of the CDM-case. A large amount of this energy
HRM 5 khas to be dissipated in the resistive structure.

------- --------- --------.------- " However, if we "implement" these simplified ideal

stress models HBM, MM and CDM in a tester and
-60 50 ioo 15o ,a Ing]stress devices, the actual discharge current results from

more or less complex interactions between the tester
Fig. 4: Simi,•ed.RLC-ircu, and resuting calcVJOIM that is not an ideal RLC-circuit and the device. Typical

discharge curentsfor s*al AkV HBM, SWOVMM aAd tester parasitics studied up to now are the
5oVv CDU discharge capacitance of the testboard in the discharge path

7.s.t7.1t and the background capacitance behind the
Stres model HBM MM CDM device1M'R7 , the capacitance and arc resistance in the
C/pF A1M 2M0 I0 discharge relay

7 and the non-zero-resistance and in-
L/nH 10000 750 2.5 ductance in MM 3. In addition, it should not be over-
RAM 10 10 looked that the interconnects in a real tester are exten-

Stress at load Rdev=10f @ VESD=SOOV ded structures and, thus, very fast transients may
-Oscillating No 1) 1) travel along these "quasi' transmission lines and be re-
-Rise time/ns -IM <10 0.1 flected at each impedance discontinuity 10.8. The fas--l/e-Decay time/A s 0 <100 1 ter the transients become, e.g. CDM, the more impor-S~~-Peak cunrent/A 0.3 6.5 14 aistsvew

-Peak power/W 0.9 400 2000 tant is this view.

-Energy, dissipated /p±J 0.08 ! 3 0.63 It is obviously a non-trivial challenge to match two
-Energy, stored /pJ 12.5 21 1.25 testers of principally different designs to be able to

apply the same quantity of stress to an integrated
Tab. 1: Stndrdimand t)pical paraetervalutsfor simplified structure on the oasis of the same pre-charge voltage.

RLC-circuirs ofHBM. MM, CDM (Fig.S) Rise time dependent switching mechanisms (= dV/dt-
I) Depends on L, Rand breakdown vohage ofprotection SCR and NMOS/Bipolar transistors
devic e 10.17) in the device make the situation even worse.We may learn from these strongly simplified circuits: For HBM, the high 15000-sonree impedance implies

0 The major part of the energy stored on the H-BM- reasonable correlation. However, the important test-
capacitor is dissipated in the 1500tQ-H-BM- board capacitance is shortened in the MEL-standrd
resistor and cannot beat the stressed structure characterization procedure and thus neglected. An ad-

(load); ditional characterization with a 500fJ-load resistor has
0 HBM-resistor and load resistor form a voltage di- been introduced by the ESD-Association's HBM-

vider. The resulting voltage may even stress the standard 9 that will probably be adopted by ANSI and
field oxide: MIL.

* When low additional non-linear circuit resis- The bad correlation for MM that was originally inten-
tances (switch, protection device) may be assu- ded in Japan as a super-tough HBM results from the
med, the 15000-resistor quasi-forces the HBM absence of defined resistance, inductance or even the
discharge current; wavefonn19. The ESD-Association is working on an

0 Current levels of HBM are reached at signifi- improved MM-standard, too. While in Japan MM
candy lower MM-voltages (here: may be dropped and replaced by HBM in near future,
VHBhe22VMM). it seems to be mainly promoted by automobile indus-

* The rise and decay times of HBM and MM are in try were electrical overstress from low-impedant sour-
the same domain. CDM-pulses have by two or- ces is common.
ders shorter rise and decay times; The ultra fast (<lOOps) rising current transients make

* For equivalent voltage, the MM and CDM- CDM correlation extremely difficult. Whether corre-
currents are one order above the HBM-current. In lation can be achieved for CDM, depends on the de-
our resistive structure, the peak power increases sign principles of the testers and their characterization.
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The ESD-Association's CDM-draft standards distin- ded to further devices and testers2t . As a rough rule,
guishes in first order by ;.e type of discharge switch CDM withstand voltages below S00V indicate very
(ambient air=non contact "'ie" or relay =contact "c') sensitive devices that may fail during manufacturing
and in second order by the fixturing (&.cketed s* or or automatic handling. Up to now no CDM field failu-
non1-socketd as)6. The commonly used classification res have been seen for devices with withstand voltages
"robotic" or "socketed" is traditional but of limited sig- exceeding 15O0V and discharge currents of tens of
nificance. Amperes in a robotic tester.

vinua -roud Robotic Sodem METROLOGY
Pi. eicaffThie characterization of all ESD-tester and the in-situ

study of stress pameters at a device demands a well-
calibrated metrology for pre-charge voltage. capaci-
tance and transient discharge current. Components of
:! metrology chain are the oscilloscope. the cables

Fig. : Typical robotic (nc. nt)(left) adocketed ((.) and attenuators, and last but not least the current
CDM.teswr (righu) with charge stored on ite device or probe. This may either be a current transducer for am
die test board. Three further comnbinations of f-tuire andi poe hsmyete eacrettasue o i

.te t. r systems employing a test socket or a low-inductive,
20et.21 coaxial resistor for non-contact CDM-testers22. Fur-

Comparative studies2 t demonstrate indeed a funda- theron, we need calibrated pulse sources, test modules
mental lack of failure threshold voltage correlation (capacitances) and load resistors to calibrate and verify
between the different design principles. The differen- the tester perfornnce in terms of maximum current,
ces in failure voltage exceed the spread between rise time, decay time and ringing. The squares of the
devices tested on the same tester. Rather acceptable single component rise times sum up to approximately
correlation is obtained in most cases for robotic (ntas) the square of the total system. The higher the system
testers. In general, socketed testers and their individual rise time is in comparison to the pulse rise time, the lo-
test adapters dominate over the device related influen- wer the measured peak current becomes. Therefore.
ces. in particular the device capacitance. This results in the lowest performing part limits the measured rise
very reproducible discharge current waveforms in the time and peak current performance of the total sy-
whole stress voltage range. In (nc,ns) testers, the de- stem! However, we have to distinguish the errone-
vice should dominate the discharge (Fig.6). and the ously measured values from the actual device
discharge current may be in-situ measured b means stress. A step by step method for non-contact, non-
of a low-inductive, resistive current monir. Howe- socketed testers is suggested in Fig. 7 to 10 and fur-
ver, robotic testers that establish the discharge via a ther detailed in t0l t.
closing air gap suffer from the spread of the discharge
sparc for voltages above lkV20. if the current is not While for HBM and MM, a 350MHz (rise time <Ins)

monitored. metrology chain should be sufficient. the spearhead of
technology is reached capturing ultra-fast CDM-

[ @ I M• "@l"transients (rise time < lOOps). For CDM we should

S3 2 talk about rise times and real amplitudes and calibrate
iCDM ATIS /*" ý\ FP44 9 the total metrology step by step by means of adequate

JAI 2QF4
IAI2 / \,.,..QPV t pulses, because of the possible non-linear characteris-Stl •.• ./" •Y'- DILS [1.6

DI ,- L'• S 1.3I tic of each system component. We should keep in0-----. -3 mind that an error expressed by only ldB, means an

o- , ~,/.- ]errorof 12%.

0 t 2 ie t 3 Besides the weak correlation of CDM-tests. one major
acceptance problem seems to be the investment and

Fig.6: Discharge curre2 d vefonst measured fori ferein use of this most advanced metrology. Because we
devices at 2S) V drmottrate the device influence in a have to obey the laws of nature, the final goal of re-
(ne. us) robotic tester. The "Deed Btug-"capaeisance C

@1MHz refers to the method explained in 10. search work should be to establish - on a physical ba-
sis - a common agreement of the minimum, practica-

CDM-events and typical physical failure signatures ble effort required to identify weak designs by a cofre-
gain importance with automatic handling and increa- latable method. However. this means to study first the
sing device capacitances (TSOP. UTSOP)16. In our complex interactions in detail before the limits should
studies tO'tt , they were reproduced by robotic as well be loosened or tightened.
as socketed testers. This work was and will he exten-
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Discress~o 10ESD FAILURE MECH-ANISMS
Virtual ground An ESD FAILURE MECHANISM shall be conside-

red as the ESD-induced process leading from a func-
Delaylinetional start condition to the physical failure signature.

FT _P_- 71SCD5Inhomogeneities in current or field distribution beco-
A. digitizer me the seed for the physical failure signatures, as soon

Triggeras certain stress thresholds are exceeded for a certain
period. These inhomogenities result from process and
topologic parameters, the individual layeut of the

B A (protection-) structure and the contacts between ihe
Fig 7.Pdtroogvchin or obtic interfaces different metallization layers.

used fully symmetrical 5Ofl-adapter in front of the In the first phase of the failure mechanism, local inho-
resitive current probe mogeneities increase locally the electrical field

strength. The insulative properties of the rev'erse bia-
10 tt4S-RH sed junction or the dielectric taycr break down at theseV.e ̀ sn45RH=46' A points first and current heats up the spot. The follo-IV] irraic B t''gt wing mechanisms1 may be distingished:

(a trak Power~'time induced falrsmainly of the re-
4 C verse biased junction according to the empiricalB 77ps t gps

2 C 891's J oops Wunsch-Bell model

O CzGaussiansytettnt * Contact spiking (ETM electro thermo migration)0 so to0 [PIso5 200' which relates to the energy dissipated at a nearby
Fig. 8 Mledium voltage cuira rcteri:auioni or te mnetrology at junction or direc-ly at the contact interface.

system interfaces A. B and C (rig. 7) 0 Electrical field strength~time related dielectric
2. .1 31022 o-11'~ .0 -o .2--, 1--- break-down

(VOý_Pre-charge voltageVonlkV --- Current

400 a) 20 --.. z [A) If the thermal carrier generation rate exceeds the do-
-- bb)),ping level, thermal runaway occurs. At the external

200 10t terminals we see a negative differential resistance. If0 0 sufficent energy is dissipated in this volume, the se-
.200 Refectm fm dichagin a I�cond breakdown with a melting of the junction fol-

_4o 5003-scurce into a quasi-shon 10 lows. If aluminium without contact barrier is located
-400 .... ________________ _29 close to this heated junction, at 5250C an eutectic Al-0 l 2 3 t ins) 4 5 Si-spike may form and eventually cause a short to the

Fig. 9t. TLP-putse calibration of rthe resistivre current probe at substrate. However, while for pulses in the HBM and
interface D offig.8 ini a face-to-face 500s-environmnent MM-domain the heat front travels about 3lim. it re-
a) 50OI-attentuator Vmn=attenaation*VoI2 mains quasi-local in the adiabatic CDM-domain of
b) 1 DilD-current monitor few ns. In general, forward biased junctions are k os

critical, because, the heated volume is not confined to1CDM tl7.44A VCDMSOO0V the depletion zone of the junction. The physical signa-
[A 6 =..C=4F ~ lure reaches from some small "notches" below the gate

405%=220ps edge to significant melt channels.
2trIO%/90%7=t2Ops Another poweratime = energy related failure is the fu-

400M ., U+sing of mnetallization in particular at topologic steps.
____________________________However, there is no minimum break-down threshold

0 1 3 ns]4 5of the electrical field and a failure indicates that the
metallization layout is weaker than the pn-structures in

Fig+ /0: Chtaracterizotion of the performanice of a CDIM-rester by the path.
masoftite dischairge of a 4pF-rest modale employing a Tedeeti radw sudrto stersl

calibrated metrology chiain. Thte dottet twavseform esti-ý Tedeeti radw sudrto stersl
mates [ite pulse response ofa 400MMz oscillosrope to of charge flowing through the oxide and partially
thl~s pulse. Pidre amplitudes ;, to IOA and rxetimes being trapped there, If a critical amount of trapped
belo-tv J0ps wrere measured under similar conditions, charge is exceeded, the oxide breaks. However, thisl
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time dependent dielectric breakdown theory seems to relative thresholds with respect to the virgin device
be disputable for the CDM-typical time domain of less or a full parametric test has to be used.
than Ins. We would like to suggest the following qua- The reliability issue of low-level leakage or parame.
litative approach: A collective of electrons is trapped tric degradation, which may have different causes, is
at the interface between silicon and oxide, preferably discussed very controversially and needs further detai-
at points with thinner oxide (e.g. at the bird's beak). If led investigation. Possible explanations are:
the field strength becomes sufficently high, the traps
are emptied at the same time. If they can build up an 0 Charge trapping at the oxide interface
avalanche on their way through the oxide, the current 0 Minor notches at the pn-junction or the gate edge
increases exponentially. Additional energy, mainly 0 Ruptured gate oxides
stored on the gate capacitor. may melt a small conduc-
tive channel into the oxide. To obtain a permanent However, if gate oxides are ruptured - indicated by
conduction, silicon from the gate or substrate must be leakage currents in the order of IOOnA@5.SV & FMA
molten in addition and driven by the electrical current - and any additional electrical overstress may drive
through this channel. The conductive status of this fi- current through these conductive filaments, a possiblelamnent may change in a wide range between opn andlament may changesin af won uide eriang betweens ~ yield reduction on system level or even a reliability
short by means of consecutive electrical stress hazard is indicated at least for inputstt.23, This minor

Systematic differences in the failure thresholds for the level of leakage would currently not be considered as a
gate oxide breakdown of similar active structures on problem for digital circuits, where leakage tolerances
the same chip, however, with a different metallization up to 10p.A@7V may be found. In particular. CDM
layout could be an indication for 'antenna' effects24  causes such degradations.
in plasma processes. Leakage currents up to some ILA often show a signifi-

cant "cold" and "warm" healing effecttttS62 t. Ho-
We should generally keep in mind that the degree of les in the oxide remain, while trapped charges may de-
inhomogeneity introduced by minor technological va- trap during this process and leave the device in a
riations may have a significant influence on the failure quasi-virgin state. Therefore. despite the practical pro-
threshold and, thus result in a band of failure thres- blems, the devices should be tested as soon as possible
holds on the same tester, which may even exceed the after the ESD-stress.16
differences from tester to tester. However, one goal
of the protection scheme design is low sensitivity to Low level leakage of protection or output transistors
such technological parameters. may even vary from stress pulse to stress pulse.

Therefore, we may find several "passes" after "fails",
FAILURE CRITERIA ANDTHEIR before a catastrophic failure occurs in a step

THRESHOLDS stress 262 7.

Electrical failure criteria are used to decide, whether Virtual miscorrelation may result from different, ho-
the device is fully operational, degraded ý)ut still wever, not communicated definitions of the input vol-
operational according to the parametric and functional tage for leakage tests, the power and e.g. the chip
specifications in the data sheet, or faulty. Typically, eneable status. In general, devices can sustain higher
the thresholds may be set by the data sheet to absolu- stress if the input voltage is set to e.g. 0.6V instead of
te values or on application specific demands. the maximum input voltage. However, setting the in-

To test pins with output drivers they need first to be put voltage next to the breakdown voltage of the junc-
brought into a proper functional conditon (High-Z. tion results in the highest sensitivity but may already
High, or Low) before e.g. leakage or voltage levels can pre-stress the protection element. Therefore, the stan-
be checked. dard3.9 ,t6 requires a test according to the full data

sheet.
The power supply current in the stand-by mode Iddq
may increase or a series of test vectors are reqired to PROTECTION SCHEME
power the faulty circuit node first. However. Protection elements shall provide a fast turn-on, low-
VDDIVSS-leakage between guard rings not necessarily ohmic shunt path for the discharge current to clamp
indicates a reliability problem, but may, e.g., limit the dangerous voltages, before gate oxide or output tran-
battery life time of mobile systems-5. sistor are damaged. The protection elements must also

If thresholds that are more sensitive than the data sheet be able to withstand sufficient energy themselves.
specifications are required, pure inputs without pull- Low trigger and hold voltages support both. To reach
ups or pull-downs may be tested for absolute leakage these features, often different protection elements are
thresholds. Otherwise, a combination of absolute and combined into a protection structure. From the dis-
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cusssion of the stress models, it is clear that HBM and close relation for bipolar and CMOS-technologies and
MM are two-terminal (pin) events, while the "Real SCR-structures. When the ESD-hardness is increased,
World"-CDM affects only one pin. The discharge cur- the latch-up immunity drops.
rent is on-chip conducted on the power rails. Therefo- The definition of withstand voltage goals for different
re, the power rails are an important part of the total stress models is obviously not a simple task and will
protection scheme. Their width should be maximized, be always disputable. However, it is needed to identi-
Protection is also demanded between all power supply fy, or better avw' -'s. Many discussions
rails. We would like to call this system, including out- with our indust. our own experience
put transistors, a "Protection scheme". suggest that neits,, Low field returns are ESD-

Over 200 patents (28 references in 12) have been filed dominated for devices that withstand 2kV HBM,
in this area, eoisidering the following fundamental 300V MM, and 1kV non-contact, non-socketed
functional building blocks: CDM. State-of-the-art ESD-precautions must be ap-

plied. However, this should not imply none of these
* Protection elements intentionally active during dvcscudfl rmED

EOS/ESD devices could fail from ESD.

(diode. zener-diode, thick-oxide transistor equiva- A modular ESD-hardening approach29 32 helps to
lent to a lateral npn, vertical npn, SCR) obtain the required ESD-performance by more syste-

"* Capacitive suppression matic means. It employs an ESD-test chip that already

"• Parasitic "protection" elements not intended accompanies process development. It starts with single

to become active during ESD protection elements and critical structures and ends-up

(guard ring transistors and SCRs, output SCRs. with a full device-specific protection scheme.

internal paths) Therefore, from first silicon in a new technology, all
"* Functional elements active during regular ope- possible basic ESD-protection elements, output

ration and EOS/ESD transistors and potential parasitic structures should
(output transistor, pull-up, pull-down, decoupling be investigated for their high-current, tum-on and lea-
resistor, power busses) kage characteristics (ESD and Latch-Up). Furtheron,

While highly efficient protection structure designs the development of leakage should be evaluated in a
have been developed for inputs, which were traditio- reasonable stress current range from low-level up to

maximum tolerable leakage or short. Step stress harde-
nally most vulnerable to ESD due to their small di- ning effects have to be considered during this procedu-
mensions and thin gate oxides, the weak spots aremensiontheoutps and thige proxiesionetwee the w s a re. While the high-current characteristic is evaluated
now the outputs and the protection between the in- bymaso29nmsinliePlig h unocreasing number of power rails7,28. Analog and by means of transmission line pulsing29, the turn-on

behaviour for non-destructive repetitive pulses ma•
ultra-fast pins have always been very vulnerable. be investigated by means of electro-optical sampling"

Internal parasitic "protection" elements or the metalli- and electron beam testing 34. The tendency to current
zation may fail at lower failures tresholds, because filamentation is indicated if the current does not linea-
they are not designed to carry the amount of ESD or rily scale with the transistor width and finger count.
EOS current 28 . Alternatively, they may increase the The design flexibility of such structures should be in-
hardness, especially for advanced CMOS and bipolar creased in varying design parameters, ideally, in com-
processes, if guard ring or output SCRs trigger under bination with the developtnent of device and compact
ESD-conditions. This effect may raise the failure circuit simulation models 17. At the present state-of-
threshold even if background capacitance is added the-art, simulation allows to interpolate results to
(socketed CDM-testers) ° However, it is difficult if adapt the protection to specific needs. The remaining
not impossible to predict, which of the possible struc- problem is the lateral current filamentation. This may
tures triggers. Due to dV/dt-characteristics, the ESD- call for larger safety margins in simulation.
path may vary significantly from the less problemati- The second step is to combine the elements to protec-
cally accessible JEDEC-latch-up path. In advanced tion structures meeting the application specific para-
technologies, the lateral dimensions are shrunk and metric as well as ESD-demands and considering
thus the probability to build unintended "protection" tetial s beten the singl e e nt

elements increases. A high susceptibility with respect tential interferences between the single elements.
to layout or process parameter jitter may thus be ex- The third step is to arrange them at suitable positions
pected and we would like to recotninend avoiding pa- and connect them via very low-ohmic power busses. A
rasitic paths. second test chip with simple functional blocks and ty-

ESD-susceptibility and latch-up performance are in a pical power bus routing should be designed to double
check the protection scheme.
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This modular concept is valid to develop general as realize protection elements. In most cases "parasitic"

well as very specific design guidelines for HBM, MM effects such as bipolar action of an NMOS-transistor
and CDM protection. Well-protected devices with- or triggering of an SCR in a CMOS-technology have
stand CDM peak currents of some tens of Amperes re- been empirically "cultivated" to obtain an optimum
suiting from pre-charge voltages of 1.5kV and more, protection performance. When a constant energy to
while less protected devices fail already at less than failure and a constant current are assumed, the high-

2A and pre-charge voltages below 50OV, which may current voltage drop across the element determines its
be reached during manufacturing, withstand time.

We are aware of earlier experience with bad transfera- Two major process innovations have aimed at im-

bility of ESD-single protection element performance proved hot electron reliability and speed, but have in-
to the ESD-susceptibility of functional devices. Ho- creased ESD.problems significantly, supporting late-
wever, the recent findings of the system interactions ral current filamentation. These are lightly doped
and the advanced characterization techniques may drains (LDD) and silicided junctions.
again motivate this approach. For the LDD-output and protection transistors, the

Great advances in the understanding and optimization a 3,...5pm spacing between drain contacts and gate
of turn-on and current distribution over the cross sec. edge has improved the lateral homogeneity of the cur-
tion of the device may be expected from transient rent below the gate edge. Additional deeper implanta-
electro-tbermal device simulation, if the parameters tions in the peripheral circuits have optimized the
are extracted in the relevant current and time domains drain profile for ESD

27
"3

2
.

and lateral current filamentation by accident may be The silicided junctions of sub-micron technologies.
excluded. Considering output transistors, their snap- where the RC-constants of metallization plays an ir-
back trigger and hold voltage may be optimized with
respect to hot carrier degradation. 31 pornant role, eliminate this additional drain resistance.

The result are unpredictably low failure thresholds. An
Circuit simulation may assist to optimize the protec- additional mask may be used to block the salicide in
tion scheme. The turn-on of complex structures and the output range 27.
the resulting power distribution as well as the system A local compensation of the process step that is nee-
interactions between ESD-tester and device are studied

significant effort in modeling and pa-the ccuit is an expensive solution.

rameter extraction is still needed to reach the final goal However, in combination with an EPI-substrate, pro-

of a universal design tool for application specific ESD- advatag o ver cateral devices.

protection. advantage over Literal devices.

APPLICATIONThe influence on future technologies has been discus-
sed by D.Lin36, S.Voldman3 7 . In his extrapolation to

The application may introduce special limitations to channel length 0.ltun, junction depth 0.05prm and 4nm
leakage current e.g. <dnA for analog pins. Reference oxide thickness, Lin concludes that a factor of 10
pins may not tolerate significant series resistance. A shrinkage in feature size makes pn-junctions 5 times
demanded current and VLO defines the maximum out- and gate oxides 10 times more sensitive to electrical
put resistance. This is the series resistance of the out- stresses like ESD. Voldman investigated a double dio-
put transistor and the optional decoupling resistance, de ESD-protection circuit for 1.24im, 0.7.tim. 0.Spm
which shall ensure the major current flow through an and 0.25pro CMOS-technology on EPI-substrate.
optional additional protection element27 . Decoupling Technologies below lpm were fully salicided. The
resistors are used in input protections as well. Howe- ESD-suceptibility dropped for his technology bench-
ver, system considerations in particular speed may ii- marking ESD-protection circuit from 9kV to 3kV
mit the RC-constants of the output as well as of the in- HBM. Both authors employed a combination of expe-
put. riment and numerical simulation for their forecast.

TECHNOLOGY A common view is that thinner gate oxides and smal-

The traditional myth that MOS-devices are much more ler junction dimensions lead to an increased ESD-

sensitive to ESD than bipolar devices, is not attributa- sensitivity.

ble to a specific author and has lost its value complete- STATISTICAL ASPECT
ly for the small structures of advanced bipolar techno- A statistical aspect of ESD-susceptibility associated
logies, with pin count and package size should be considered.

Each technolegy provides different opportunities to too.
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For present processors and application specific logic * In advanced technologies, protection elements
devices, the number of multi purpose pins including may reach lower clamping voltage levels that re-
output structures increases to above 512. When the na- duce power dissipation in the device and stress
tural spread of the failure thresholds is considered, the across the gate oxides. However, junctions and
tested HBM-failure class may drop for this specific gate-oxides become more sensitive, too.
device. a Advanced protection elements are fast enough

However, from a system point of view, the total num- to achieve sufricent CDM-protectioa.

ber of HBM.ESD-failures per system assembly may * A modular ESD-hardening approach starts

drop due to the reduced number of components and with the systematic design and experimental eva-

manual handling steps. luation (high-current, turn-on) of single protec-
tion and other peripheral elements in the relevant

Nevertheless, device capacitances increase with larger domain and ends with a device and application
and thinner packages while the feature sizes are sca- specific protection scheme. Step by step. guide
led. Together with an increased degree of automation, lines are improved for further designs.
this may lead to an increased number and financial va- 0 State-of-the-art calibrated device and circuit si-
lue of CDM-degraded devices. mulation should support the experimental work

CONCLUSIONS to reduce the number of design variations and to

ESD damage is a result of complex interactions study the interaction between device and tester• ES daage s aresut o comlexinteactonsfor the different stress models supporting the
between the tester (environment) and the device. standardization of ESD-testers.

in particular, its protection scheme, leading to

problems of correlation and a possible misinter- * To achieve correlation of ESD-tests, we need

pretation of the results. criteria for the characterization of ESD-testers
with an optimum selectivity range that is small

!* The process of ESD-hardening and ESD-testing eog oesr orlto o ifrn rtc
should not be seen as the "pig tail" of chip de- enough to ensure correlation for different protec-
sho ldotess as the "pig ail of ction schemes, buu sufficently wide to allow coin-
sign, because of its evidently close relation to all petitive test system approaches.

development steps. The earlier the different ex-

perts are involved in the process and the better 0 CDM-current metrology is at the spearhead of

the exchange of information is, the more reliable the present technology. Therefore. CDM-tester

and the less expensive the final solution should characterization becomes a real challenge.

be. One important point is the development of the 0 The improvement of the metrology and the mo-

common glos-ary. delling of the fast and ultra-fast breakdown

0 Discharge current should be regarded as the mechanisms of junctions and dielectrics are

major stressor in ail stress models HBM, MM mandatory to avoid an ESD-limited yield for

and CDM. Voltage thresholds may become dis- ULSI-devices and sub-systems.

putable, if the defined current is not forced by the I The physics of ESD and semiconductors is the
impedance of the tester ( e.g. RHBM = 1.Sk..). same all over the world, therefore, we are convin-

0 ESD-tests in, at least, two time and current do- ced that further focused international cooperation

mains - fast transient, medium current HBM and and research is the only way to establish inter-

ultra-fast transient, high-current CDM - on the national standards serving the needs of custo-

basis of existing standards are urgently recom- mers as well as device and tester manufacturers.
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ABSTRACT First we consider and characterize the HBM tester as
an isolated system. Then compact models forCorrelation problems for HBM-ESD testing result protection elements are presented. A correlation study

tetrom the complex interaction between device and is performed to point out the influence of tester parasi-
S tester. The HIM stress of different well- tics [3], [4] on the HBM thresholds of real devices. For
characterized testers [1] is applied to protection a deeper insight into HBM testers, we present a setup
elements. By means of circuit simulations and for in-situ current and voltage measurements and itsin-situ measurements, snapback and second break- calibration. This setup is used to investigate the tran-
down during HIM are investigated. For fast tran- sient behaviour of protection diodes and transistors du-
sient events, a new transmission line approach of
the tester improves the correlation between experi- cal circuit simulations.
ment and simulation.

1. Introduction 2. hadvanced characterization of
I IBM-ESD testers

It is not sufficient to know the HBM failure thresholds
of certain protection devices t- meet the demands for

. good ESD performance of a current technology. The 2.1 The 4th order lumped element model
major demands are fast turn-on behaviour, effective

* voltage clamping, current carryng and high ESD hard- A lumped element model as an equivalent for HBM
ness. However, we also need to know if e.g. a protec- ESD testers (fig. 1) was presented by L. van Roozen-
tion structure with a high HBM ESD threshold provi- daal et al. [3]. This 4th order lumped element model
des a good turn-on behaviour as well. Even for the (LEM) was solved analytically and an analytical fit-

S HEBM time domain, "conservative" with respect to ting method was developed by K. Verhaege et al. [4]
CDM, only the knowledge of the transient behaviour to extract the element values from measured current
of a protection device may confirm the ideas of pulse data (short and 5000 load), Deviations between
voltage clamping capability, switchikig behaviour and the nominal precharge voltage and the actual peak cur-
failure models, rent, from which the 4th order LEM extraction method

re-calculates an effective precharge voltage, are con-
It is the objective of this paper to study the behavionr sidered by a correction factor k.
of protection devices during -EM stress and the inte- Recommendations to improve tester specifications
action between HEM tester and ESD-protection suppressing the main parasitic - the test board capaci-
devices, tance - were also given in [4].
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the switching matrix. However. since S cannot bei I 4F .Ld closed regularly during the static measurement, part B
can only be addressed via the common ground, which

V.k 12 L means thai pin A and B must not be changed.

the 11M elements and the main tester Pii A ) P (dM
parasitics (31.14).

electromete
The stability and the convergence behaviour of the 4th

order LEM method were proved with a study of
reduced observation periods of the measured pulses.
Figure 2 shows the relative deviations of the element
values related to their final values for different
periods. It reveals clearly that it is sufficient to consid- . groimd
er an observation period of the pulse of not more than
200ns.
The method is now used as a tool for detailed HBM HBM urmmbie

tester characterization.

Fig. 3: Measurement setupfor the determination of
...... the static test board capacitance.

Y s •- ,The measurement was performed by, first, charging up
the test board to a known voltage (V). second, dis-

0.7.chagingit ntothe calibrated, internal capacitor of the
0.6 ,electrometer to measure the total charge stored on the

2t 52 102 114 126 138 150 163 175 188 200 board (Q). Then the capacitance could be determined
otnav• periodotmeasrpeelim! easily given the relation C = QjV. The results are de-

- --- c-- --.-- c picted in figure 4. It reveals clearly that the test board
- VOBM IL- I capacitance has to be considered as dynamic and

effective for HBM stress. This effective capacitance is
Fig. 2: Convergence behaviour of the different only valid in the HBM time domain but thus very val-

lumped elements. Sufficient accuracy is uable. The capacitances gained by the static method
achieved for an observation period of about were distinctly higher. However. the correlation

200ns. among characteristic pin combinations due to different
on-board wiring was confirmed.

2.2 Influence of the test board capacitance bearboar Pi

The amount of the test board capacitance, one of the 40------ - .,,, u-
most important parasitic tester elements related to __
snapback devices, was studied at one certain tester (re-
fering to T3 in [4]) for different pin combinations of a
DILA8 socket. The results of the dynamic 25
characterization method using the 4th order LEM were 20
compared to a method, where the test board capaci- %W • g o,.,
tance was determined from the static charge by means tam P_ P_

of a Keithley Model 617 system (fig. 3). Fig. 4: Test board capacitances gained by the 4th
The test board capacitance is split in two parts, A and order LEM method [4]for the HBM-ESD
B. Part A results from the motherboard of the tester, relevant time domain in comparison to a
part B from the circuitry behind the relevant relay S of static method.
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Depending on the type of tester, its paticular Mst (71.P) a[ quasi-stic conditions.
board and its capacitances, a detailed investigation of Effors were made for improved numerical stability in
characteristic pin combinations should be taken into the calculation of the highly non-linear IV.
consideration. However, for the tester data of figume 4. characteristics. The usage of the models with regand to
all distinctiors in the capacitances extracted by the 4th pagameler input and output of internal model quan-
order LEM method are within a well-acceptable tities was improved. Now the models also contain the
spread. ability for scaling some relevant device geometry

parameters aiming at the developement of a tool for
design optimization.

2.3 Tester claracterization for different precharge The models contain a behavioural description of the
voltages failure due to second breakdown.
For a finial chawacterization, the dependene was meas- Both the diode and the transistor model were verified
ured between the nominal and the effective prw harge successfully (51 with HBM experiments for the a

tire bewee th noinalandtheeffctie ~stable industrial technology (l.0pm CMOS) consid-
voltage recalculated by the actual pulse (fig. 5). For srtln this paper, too.

the 1kV standard calibration pulse, the factor k was

determined by 0.96 and also considered in the numeri-
cal simulations. As depicted in figure 5, there are only 3.1 Protection diode

some slight deviations in the region above l.5kV. The
actual DC-precharge voltage of the HBM capacitor is The high current IV-characteristics of reverse biased
almost slightly higher than the nominal precharge protection diodes differ strongly from the static break-
voltage. Therefore, losses in the tester due to electro- down voltages. We achieved a good correlation with
magnetic radiation in the discharge path are con- the TLP measurements (fig. 6) by describing the
sidered. By means of the difference between the actual behaviour of the diode in the avalanche conducting re-
and the effective precharge voltage, these losses were gime (Vd > Vb. Vb breakdown voltage) with an empir-
determined up to 7%. ical approach [6]. It is assumed that the slope of the

IV-characteristic dVd/dld is a linear function of the
25oo i voltage given by

-kw;0096(&d,,4ft 1kV)

~iS0 .wit ~ -R1 + AR -(Vd Vb)

Stoo Thus the current through the diode can be described by

1500 2

Fig. 5: Correlation between nominal HEM id= AR
precharge voltage and voltage extracted by
HEM pulse measurements.02

00 0.1 ...... ..... im l io

3.pImproved compact models for single 0. V

Compact electro-thermal models were developed for w b d

single protection diodes and snapback nMOSFETs [5].0
[6] to use within the circuit simulator SABER'.o o o 6o o n0
The non-linear high current IV-characteristics of the v• -v

protection elements were gained by rectangular pulses Fig. 6: eV-characteristic and modeling of a typical
with an automated transmission line pulser [7] setup ESD-protectiot diode.

ITM by Analogy tnc.

i0459

-R2.. ..



3.2 Protection transistor failure mechanism. However, this speculation still
has to be proved.

Tim transistor model describes the static and dynamic Four devices of each diode type were stressed in three
behaviour of parasitic bipolar vansistori utilized as different _ BM testers with a wide variety of test board
ESD protection elements. The IV-clractristiCs weret 7). Thus capacances. The applied failure criterion wasstudied by means of Tr- measms, th (fig. T IlpA@SV. As was found by previous HBM stress
it contains both tam-on mechanisms. the snaback tets th spread of the HBM failure thresholds of
phenomenon and the dV/dt-triggering effect which each device type wereal itle. This ensured that already
was verified experimentally by fast transient measure- fou device gave s titt results.
meats with an electron beam prober by R. Kmp et al. four devices gve significaln results.[8 ad y eas felect-optca sampling tech- Figure 8 depicts the experimental H-BM failure thresh-
[8] and by means of olds and compares them to the HBM results simulatedniques by J.RM. Luchies etaL [9). numerically. The numerical simulations taking into&•3 raccount the entire test system 110] were performed

0.25 • t2 - with all relevant tester parasitics determined by [4].02 ] ...... AMMAThe simulations confinr this significant dependence of
I 0. the HBM threshold on the test board capacitance.

0.1 5 although the simulated results were lower than the

0.1 measured HBM thresholds.

0.OV i HBM vakap O.t wi) (V

10 15 20 n(v) 10 D5o~ DIO D51

Fig. 7- IV-characteristic and modeling of a typical
ESD protection nMOSFET. * 1 0D51 D52

4. Comparison of HBMESD testers:
influence of the test board capacitance 0

"!"7 T3 "i9
A set of single ESD protection p+pn+ diodes was used C•.M= 341  C,= 25pt Cb .= 98pF

to demonstrate the considerable influence of the test
board capacitance on HBM failure thresholds. Fig. 8: HBM results for a set of protection diodes.

In general, this influence may appear in very different (The tester numbers 72, T3, 79 refer to [4])

ways: We attributed the lower simulated thresholds to the se-
I. Thre are integrated circuits which do not show lection of the failure criterion in the numerical simula-

any influence at all (4]. The results of all testers tion. Failure parameters (power to failure) could be
correlate. This may occur, e.g. for relatively low taken only from lOOns transmission line pulses. Since.
resistive diodes with a good voltage clamping be- for the setup used, it was impossible to determine the
haviour. The damping effect of the pulse via the relevant parameters from a power profile [f I], [121,

test board capacitance is neglectible. [13], it did not seem efficient to apply the original
Wunsch-Bell-model [14] for a fit of the failure para-

2. The higher the test board capacitance values re, meters.
the lower the HBM thresholds of snapback transis-
tors are due to additional stress caused by the sud- Therefore, we decided on the following approach: We
den discharge of that capacitance at snapback [4]. now compare the energy dissipated in the device up to

lOOns during an HBM pulse with that dissipated du-
3. The higher the test board capacitance values are, ring the lOOns transmission line prefail pulse. This

the higher the HBM thresholds are due to the gives us a rough estimation, where the relevant failure
damping of the HBM pulses. Sensitive devices are parameter might be somewhere inbetween energy and
e.g. relatively high resistive diodes enabling the power.
damping effect of the test board capacitance. Promising results are depicted in figure 9. The trend

4. The deformation and damping of the pulse by the towards the dependence on the test board capacitance
test board capacitance could address another is confirmed here very well. The HBM thresholds
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achieved by the new failure criterion point clearly Po.ie.ymauix
toward the experimental results. Moreover the relative DU
differences between the failure thresholds of different _. .
devices tested on the samine tester become clearer. -

HDM vob~p (p.Lu'Ii t•

anwnf

Fag 10: Setu fo the .nst meI 51asuemeto A

Is tress

- - - The current transients could be measured easily by a
2 T3 T"9 Tektronix CTl current probe inserted close to the

C•,,= 34pF C,., Z5pF Ckj"9SpF device in the discharge path. An additional inductance
Fig. 9: Simulation tosing a new failure criterion wig could be negleted due to the very small wire loop.

zThe high resistance voltage probe (HP 10440A. 100:1,
the objective to give a zero orderThhihrssacvotgpob(H 104A10:,

approximation with respect to the 10I"MW2.SpF) was located close to the device, too. The

Wunsch-Bell-model (14) (the simulated ground lead inductance of the probe was minimized

thresholds offigure 8 are shown well), using a special probe socket instead of the probe
ground lead.

Future work will be done with an extended setup of The setup is calibrated with current and voltage wave-
the transmission line pulser which enables us to gain forms with respect to a 50(M load. The same low in-
power profiles by a set of different pulse lengths. A ductance 500S CADDOCK type MG precision resis-
waveform conversion algorithm, which was presented tor as for the 4th order LEM method [4] was used.
by D. Pierce in [121 yielding a better comparability, Current and voltage transients were recorded by the
will be implemented in the compact models, too. 2*500 MHz HP54111 digitizing oscilloscope (fig. 11).

voltage(V) cunent(A)
40- 80m,

5. Interaction between HBM tester and very mall devia-,onESD protection devices 30, 60m/-j/•/

20" 40m-votg
.. 5.1 Measurement setup -

As shown in the previous chapter, the HBM failure 10. 20rne

thresholds of the protection devices investigated on

different HBM testers were dominated by test board 0- 0.
capacitance, one of the main tester parasitics. For a rVHBM = 509V
more detailed insight into the transient behaviour of
the complex interaction between HBM tester and ESD 6 toa t01n 2000 tune(s)
protection devices, an approach was made to measure Fig. ii. Pulse forms of a 500 ohm low inductance
both the current and the voltage during HBM stress resistor for characterizing the setup.

pulses simultaneously [15]. [16].
As is well-known, particular in-situ voltage measure- From the "current vs. time" and the "voltage vs. time"
ments may suffer from electro-magnetic stray fields data. a plot "current vs. voltage" is derived and
coupled into the ground loop and a voltage drop on the depicted in figure 12. It shows good accordance to the
shield of the cable to the scope [17]. They result in a ideal 500-ohm slope. However. the currents (fig. 11)
low signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, we developed a tend to droop due to a measurement artefact of the
setup minimizing the parasitics (fig. 10). CTI acting as a transducer. This leads to the current

decreasing faster than the voltage.
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cumi(A) applied to this device we shown in fig. 14. Snapback
Mrs.* evensocra h eginning and aswe lla the end of

60m.the pulse.
The device was triggered within a few nanoseconds
after the pulse started. The triggering time was deter-

__0 mined by the RC-time constant of the tester and the
input capacitance in conjunction with the turn-on char-

3t0n actenstics of the device. Immediately, the voltage
24. - -dropped from breakdown voltage v11 (plus overshoot

Zdte tslrieging) to the hold voltage v. 5 )~, [8]. This
tlhu . snapback caused a discharge of die test boanrd capaci-

0 tance [4], which occured with a fast current during die
rising edge of the HBM pulse. Depending on the
difference between breakdown and hold voltage and

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 volage(V) the amoun of test board capacitance, the sudden dis-
Fig. 12: IV-plotfrom the waveforms offigure 11 charge could cause additional stress for the device.

demonstrating the accuracy of the setup. vohage(V)

The pulses in die HBM tester used for these investiga-
tions are tuned by a resistance and an inductance in Vtl
parallel at each pin in order to match the standards [1], _0_____

[2] (fig. 13). These pulse forming elements in the
ground path were shortened via the probe ground lead, 16
the probe shield and the scope ground causing some /
very small deviations with respect to a reference pulse VHBM
(fig. I1). a

R= 20 CI olte vh

• I 0 Mori 
2
00n 300n 400. SOn 600. time(s)

Sv current(A)

h, discharge cuffents due to.. . ........ kevents
Fig. 13: Circuitry of the motherboard of the

HBM-ESD tester. 4Ore

The characterization of the setup demonstrates that not
only qualitative but also quantitative statements can be 20tn
obtained. For low ohmic resistors of 100 and less (and
thus also for the on-resistances of protection devices) 0 t Oft
the signal to noise ratio was acceptable. Therefore, a of the tratfluor
voltage resolution of better than IV was achieved. 0 1OOn 20n 300n 400n 5O0n 600n time(s)
The development of a differential signal probe will be Fig. 14: Transients of an plMOSFET during HBM
considered in future work with respect to the investi- stress: snapback events also occur at the end
gation of the rising edges of HBM voltage transients. of the pulse.

For different HBM precharge voltages, different cur-5.2 Snapback devices under HBM stress rents were forced in the device (fig. 15). Fast current

Non-destructive HBM pulses were applied to a snap- peaks occurred all during the HBM pulses. However,
back nMOSFET (W/L: 122pm/l.Opm) and recorded the lower the HBM pulses were, the more crucial the
by the setup described in chapter 5.1. The high current discharge peaks were. For HBM precharge voltages
IV-behaviour by means of TLP measurements of this equal or less than 200V, the snapback current peaks
device was presented in figure 7. chapter 3.1. The obviously exceeded the proper HBM current maxi-
voltage and current transients of a 200V HBM pulse mum. This may cause a severe problem if the test

board capacitance is large.
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dewukd vmwo nuns edra HBM failure detection was exactly within this spread

CW,,A). -- Therefore, it can be concluded that the measurement
•oI- //setup did not influence the HBM threshold.

250. vooae(V)

5350.

4W0 fl-

At he nd f he-BM pBswhnte2 urnt 30

se3odsecond baeak&wn

lwvothe HBM pulse slowl discharged up tetest doer t aaono. o
chne0010 te rgern vlag o snapback wasentsm

60.

0 

201

rece gin(fig.e Of 14). Tesaeo h hrig.ý

0

~~ c2ratriti 0a dominae by 0 soon a d intBM. )

Fag. 15: Current transients of an nMOSFET during he 0 Son 100n 150n 200n 
2
50n tume(s)

different JBM stress levels. 3a

At the end of the He M pulse, when the current
decreased below a certain hold current, the device F.1 I-
switched off (figs. 14, 15). It changed from bipolar seon bVAmO
mode to blocking state. The remaining weak current of 200es second breakdown
the HtM pulse slowly charged up the test board capa- citMae
citance until the triggering voltage for snapback was 2W

reached again (fig. 14). The shape of the charging
characteristic was dominated by RHBM . CHM.
As a consequence, not only the hold voltage Thi but 0
0 voltages up to the breakdown voltage of would r ep 0e 1e 200 250n tvne(s)
applied to the device. Relatively high and last current
peaks appear several times due to the low resistive dis- Fig. 16: in-situfailure detection of an ESD protection
charge of the test board capacitance. The diode under IBM stress: second breakdown
consequences this may have on the device before it re- causes a voltage drop and a discharge of the

turns to its thermal equilibrium are unkown. test board capacitance.

53 In-situ failure detection during HBM stress fiAirnt for an fast t es ter
The measurement setup used for nMOSFETs is then model related to fast transient events
applied to devices for destructive HBM stress. in
Rfigure 16 the voltage and current transients for an ESD
protection diode are depicted. 6.1 Trank fine aproa chThe curves for a precharge voltage of 200V represent 6. dropsdission breappoac .
the case of "moderate" stress and for 260Vthe pre il For circuit simulations of the entire test system, the
case. When 270V was applied to the device the occur- 4th order lumped element tester model (fig. I) wasrence of second breakdown could be detected in-situ! combined with both the snapback transistor model
As predicted by former circuit simulations [4] - 16], a (fg7)adteioem elfg.6[1.

cpracditance culM b re serlvied n ethi tesondt Since in the 4th order LEM the test board capacitancecapaitace culdbe osered.nis ddiiona stess is treated as a concentrated element, it may not be suf-might even enlarge the electrical or physical failure fcetfrdsrbn attasetitrcin
signature. fcetfrdsrbn attasetitrcin
Ringing in the transients appeared only for the secon between tester and device. Fast tranisient events may
breakdown case due to the fast changes in the current. occur when e.g. a protection transistor goes into snap-

The ailre hresoldof his iod wa comare to back or the voltage across a protection device sudden-
the fiuethresholddermnd prvofuhsl diodte w ascmped top ly drops due to second breakdown.
th evie s threhod detiermi hoed prv ously fo thvaer lttle For this time domain, we developed a tester model
ofredevicte. irst, thredvcsshoweds onl geeal veryndttle with a transmission line (TL) approach. It uses dis-
spediBterHM thresholds othdeine gaenerl Seond the instmrbuted elements for the test board capacitance and
HpM threshold of the devie taken for the in-situ artly for the serial inductance. The estimation of the
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Fig. 17: Transmission line approach of an HBM tester

line impedance and its capacitance and inductance per 6.2 Application of the lumped element model andlength was perfoned by the assumptiona tthe the transmisson line approach to a snapback

impedance is constant over the entire signal path. 'The transistorwiring in a real HBM tester, of course, is a complex
three-dimensional line structure. 'The impedance was In fig. 18 different tester models, the 1-EM as well as

determined by a microstrip geometry which is also a the transmission line (ITL) approach, are compared to
good estimation for the geometry "wire over ground the HBM pulse measurements gained froml the nMOS-plane" if the distance to ground is much wider than the FET.
wire size. In our case we gained an impedance of For both, measurement and simulation, the device was
263fa from a microsmrp line width of lmm at an effec- triggered to the bipolar mode and clamped the voltage
live distance of approximately 10mam from ground at its hold value vh. Ringing and the discharge of the
[181. The capacitance per length was calculated by the test board capacitance due to the snaphack were repro-
measured static test board capacitance for the case of duced very well by the TL approach. The LEM could
comner pins (see fig. 4) in order to exclude line cou- not model the discharge correctly since it considered
pling. For the line length of the hot discharge path we the test board as a discrete element,
obtained C'= 35.5pFO.39m = 91pFhn. Then the in- After the current was below a certain hold current the
ductance per length was given by L" = Zwc-" = transistor switched off. The remaining current of the6.3pHF m. Since the transmission lines covered an H-IBM pulse staed to charge up the test board once
entire length of 0.605m, we had 6.3pH/m.0.605m = again. The simulated charging characteristic of the test
3.8pH. With the 4th order LEM method, the complethe board capacitance (LEM) was very similar to the
inductance of the discharge path was determined at measurement, The time constant of the charging is
w2irn The pulse forming inductances were present as mainly determined by c = RHBM*Ctomr. The time
concentrated elements of 2,2pH, each, Therefore, a re- constant gained by the l/e-value from the measure-sidual inductur.ce of 12pH-2.2.21H-38p=3.8pH was ment equals 38.2ns, which is in very good accordance
considered by Lresa Ch depicted the input capaci- with the value for the simulation ah = a.5kc*25pF =
tance of the voltage probe and the parasitic capaci- 37.5ns. For this time domain, the amount of the con-
lance of the CTI. Ceold grun is the background capcci- centrated test board capacitance considered as an ef-
tance at the cold side ou the device, which represents fective value is confirmed correctly. Here, the iT ap-
the conducting parts of the IC, the package and the proach showed ringing due to signal reflection at the
socket. It was found by tha the bonding inductances play mismatched line ends. However, it reproduced the
only a minor parts for the c oT approach. They were t same behaviour in general.
only curent limiting elements for the LEM model in After the breakdown voltage was reached again, the
the discharge path between test board capacitance an device went into snapsack. However, it could not
device. Each transmission line was considered in the exceed its holding current and changed to blocking
circuit simulation by a set of 100 differntial line ele- state. Thus, charging sated once again. With the dis-
mens. Thus the loral computation time with a er charge current at about 5eins, a good correlation
linear DUoT did not exceed 10 minutes.

cosdee b rs Cdeite heipu apc- ih h vle o tesiuato r=464*2p



betwci. the TL approach and the measurement could charged into the device. The charge was stored mainly
be demonstraL, a in the transmission line TLa5 h between the device and

s.sha (V) the inductance Lhot. Fast discharges of the other trans-
20 LEM mission lines were blocked by this inductance. Lhbt

I -=-o- -.-- ] and LCOId were responsible for the low frequency
.. ringing of the voltage after the second breakdown.

voltage(V)

snapback events co
10 

5 0 /

0 L 0o --- - - -- -. . -

to 50- n d0 '- ____ mease.n beadon----- I ' -" e .
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Fig 18: The nMOSFET during HBM stress: 200Or. #'

Numerical simulations by means of the 4th ------- -- TL
order L;fM and the transmission line (TL) 0 ..--- . •:... ..

approach in comparison to the measurement 50n IOon 15On 200n timet

of fig. 14. Fig. 19: The protection diode during ItBM stress:
Numerical simulations by means of the 4th

Concerning the application of both tester models, we order LEM and the transmission line (TL)
can concluded that the umped element model (LEM)approach in comparison to the measurement
is better suitable in the HBM time domain. On the
other hand, fast switching effects of less than some offig. 16.

nanoseconds are treated properly by the transmission
line approach.

7. Conclusions
6.3 Application of the lumped element model and
the transmisson line approach to a a protection The 4th order lumped element tester model was pro-
diode ved according to the FOS/ESD HBM standard [I].

Furthermore, it provided information for additional
Figure 19 depicted clearly that the TL approach is able tester characterization. Interactions between tester and
to reproduce th., waveforms of a protection diode at device were reproduced correctly in the "conservative"
the moment of a sudden voltage drop caused by HBM time domain. However, the transients of fast
second breakdown. The current transients were only switchirg events were confirmed only by the transmis-
provided satisfactorily with a transmission line dis- sion line approach.
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for example during automatic handling.
1. ABSTRACT The electrical properties of the type of damage created by

Many MOS devices in polysilicon gate technology show CDM-ESD are unstable in two respects: 1. The leakage

a characteristic kind of gate oxide damage after exposure current caused by this damage is reduced by S0 % in

to an electrostatic discharge (ESD) according to about two weeks at 25
0
C, and 2. The electrical conduc-

Charged-Device-Model (CDM), which can not be repro- tivity of this damage switches irreversibly from the initial

Sduced by ESD according to the Human-Body-ModeL I low leakage state to a high leakage state when the device

this paper, a possible physical explanation is proposed is subjected to a small electrical overstress. This beha-

for the creation of this kind of damage. According to vior can cause a reliability problem, when devices with

this, during the CDM-ESD-event the gate oxide is this type of damage are used in systems, because small

destroyed and an amorphous region in the silicon is electrical overstress can increase the leakage current to an

created. This can explain the observed recovery behavior extent which is likely to cause functional failures. Both

of the leakage current of damaged devices. The sudden of these instabilities can be explained with the model pro-

increase of the leakage current of damaged devices fol- posed in this paper.

lowing an electrical overstress could consequently be due 3. DESCRIPTION OF THE DAMAGE

to thermally induced recrystallisation of the amorphous

region. In a typical input pin, a leakage current of the order of I

1&A at 5 V can be measured after the device has been
2. INTRODUCTION damaged by CDM-ESD (Figure 1).

Recently, several publications [1,2,3,4] have documen- s.
ted that Electrostatic Discharge according to the Charged- 7.

Device-Model (CDM-ESD), specified in [5], can cause a 6.

particular type of damage when applied to MOS-devices. 5s

In all cases a gate oxide is damaged. In the case of an Z 4.

input pin of an nMOS-device, a study has shown that the 3.

gate oxide of the input transistor behind the protection S2
structure is damaged [1,2]. Whereas the discharge - I

amplitude necessary to create a damage depends strongly 0

on the type of device, the damage itself is always of the 1 4 4

same type. The amount of electrostatically stored energy Fig. 1: Typical leakage current measured at an input

that is necessary to create this damage is much smaller pin of a damaged device.

than that in the case of Human-Body-Model (HBM) -

ESD (specified in [6]). Compared to HBM-ESD, CDM- The high sensitivity of this type of damage to electrical

ESD is much faster. The rise time .and the duration of overstress [1,2] is illustrated by Figure 2 (a), which

this event are shorter by more than one order of shows the leakage current characteristic of damaged pins

magnitude. This probably explains why many devices when a voltage ramp is applied. All damaged pins "break

are more sensitive to CDM-ESD. CDM-ESD down" between 10 and 14 V. The same tape of behavior

corresponds to the situation where a device has been could be reproduced by damaging the gate oxide of single

charged electrostatically, usually by triboelectricity, and MOSFET test transistors, shown in Figure 2 (b).

discharges to a metallic ground. This situation can occur
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HF. the damage is located in the form of a tilte etch hole
04 -• in the substrate (Figure 4). Because no staining etch was

104- used, the size of this hole can be assumed to be the size
Si-of the physical damage. It has a diameter of about 300

r_ 104 [bl.E0imu about ten Limes as Large as the thickness of the gate
d 101- mp PIM4oxide.

Voltage [V

FOX. . Channel i
1.O.10-3 secomd ¢no

b) b) 4'l~ 6' 10 12 4 16

Oae Vokag IV]_

Fig. 2: Gate leakage current characteristic of a num-
ber of gate oxide damages in a commercial VLSI MOS-
device (a). data taken from (21) and in two single test
structure MOSFETs (b). Each object is measured
twice by applying the same voltage stair (first run.

second run). The "breakdown', observed during the
first run, transforms the latent state into the
permanent state.

-" - 2 gm

Fig. 4: Damaged input transistors after HF lift off of
all layers. The etch holes in the gate region mark the

damaged region (arrows).

The appearence of such an etch hole without using a

• -. • dedicated staining etch implies that the material which

was in the place of that hole had a completely different
damage site taken by Emission Microscopy. etching behavior compared to the surrounding material.

Chemically it must be mainly silicon, but it must have

The only way of localizing this damage without destruc- had a highly damaged physical structure.

tive action to the device takes advantage of a faint emis- It can be assumed that this material had been molten for a

sion of light accompanying the leakage current flow short time due to an electrical discharge after breakdown

(Figure 3). Wet chemical removal layer by layer down to of the oxide caused by a transient overvoltage at t gate.

the polysilicon gate reveals no visible damage even by This transient overvoltage is caused by the CDM-ESD

inspection with a SEM. After removing the gate with event. It lasts at most a few nanoseconds, the same as

the discharge current flow of the CDM-ESD-event itself,
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which is shown in Figure 5.

Up P

W KI-

rlum]

0 I 2 3 4 l Fig. 6: Solutions of the heat conduction equation for
i Tun [•]different times t = 6.12.18....60 ps (Eq. 2). for Q =
' 5"10"It 1. Temperature here means the temperatureSFig, 5: Discharge current transient flow through the increase on top of the ambient temperature.

( stressed pin. (Same type of device as shown in
Figure 3 and 4.) The device was charged to -340 V
relative to the laboratory ground. From Figure 6 it can be concluded that a region with

S~about 120 nm radius would melt for a short time. The
r heat of fusion, which has been neglected, will reduce the

4. MELT BALL MODEL radius by approximately 10%.

The ode pr pose hee i caled Mel Bal Mo el" The conclusion can be drawn that a fairly small amount
,(MBM). It models the flow of the heat which is se re of energy is capable of creating a melt damage. if only it

as aconequnce f te dschage f te gae cpactor is dissipated into heat locally and fast enough. The above

Sfollowing the electrical brtakdown of the gate oxide. The model is an approximation in thifs sense. It is valid,
discarg isa lcalevet, isspatng eatin vey sort when the time of heat dissipation?• and the size of the
discarg is loal vent disiptinghea ina vey sort heat source ro are small enough.

time, It is modeled here as a source of heat 5shaped in
space and time Q-5(it) at the location of the break-
down i, thus simplifying dhe problem to spherical sym 5. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL
merry. The flow of heat is described by the heat conduc- OBSERVATION

tion equation
A typical situation is that of an input pin, wher,. CDM-

-•-=D.T.(1) ESD causes damage in the input transistor connected to
o• this pin. The experimental situation of an input signal

According to [7] for this simplified situation it ha th path to the input transistor containing pieces of polysili-
solution con lines as well as aluminium lines can be simplified to

p-•C • Ithe picture shown in Figure?7.
a: • en 2 r1 ; 1: 7 (2) From the occurrence of the damage after CDM-ESD it is

~ e 4Dclear that the CDM-ESD event created avoltage between

r is the distance from the position of the heat source. AsL the gate of the input transistor and the substrate that has
an approximation, the nmaerial parameter's are asatuneo to been high enough to create a gate oxide breakdown. The
be those of silicon at room temperaturej an t be following discharge through the breakdown site causes
temperature independent. The thin oxide layer'l igo local heating. According to the above heat flow analysis.
red, so is the heat of fusion. Therefo~re, p = 2.3 g/cm1 is a limited amount of heat can induce melting only if it is
the density, c = 0.7 J/g/K the specific heal and D =f 0.9 set free in a small volume and in a short time. This
cm2/s the temperature diffusion coefficient, for silcon at means that for the creation of this damage only those
300 K (8]. For the very small amount of • Q = energy nr-servoirs are relevant which can be seese ver-y

5-0ttjset free as heat, this solution is shown in Figtw quicky (<c 25 ps).

6 for diffeencttimes t.
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ter. This agrees well with the observed - 300 am as
v_ shown in Figure 4. Due to overetching the size of the

- S R, at, etch hole could well b larger than the melt bell. But
Pad even a difleste of about 50 l would be acceptable for

CI L TCam. such a simple model.
From this observation the couclusion is allowed that a

Sdischarge must have taken place (Figure 4), and that anRC-Sequa eergy of - l1O'1 - 1(r0" i stored in the gate capacity

Fig. 7: Electrical schematic of the signal path from must have been dissipated in the form of heat within a
the pad to the damaged Lpatu transistor. S = ESD pro- diameter of - 200 nm and a time shorer than 50 ps.
tection structures. Ru = polysiulcon line resistances,
Cuj - metal Une capacitances, & - substrate resi- 6. STRUCTURE OF THE DAMAGE
stances. Cc g = gate capacitance. The question arisc Is ther still an adequate oxide left

For the situation depicted in Figure 7 the following con- The leakage currents observed from damaged devices
sideration is made to find out which energy reservoir are decreases with time, even at room temperature [1,2].
relevant. First the available amount of energy is estima- The observed leakage current in the range of I sLA is

ted. An important parameter is the breakdown field much smaller than the leakage currents typically found
EO.oD. which determines the amount of energy that can after gate oxide breakdown. Is the oxide in s state of
be stored electrostatically in the capacities. From an degradation, so that it will recover its isolation capability?
investigation [9] it can be estimated to about 15 MV/cm Both the damage found after deprocessing and SEM
for oxides of 20 nm thickness. This yields a voltage of- inspection (Figure 4) and the "Melt Ball Model" imply a
30 V. The electrostatically stored energy of the gate geometry of the damage as scetched in Figure 8. It
capacitsae is shows that the diameter of the created melt region is

W=*CV2 -=IE.EA.',d,.,EL 0 . (3) expected to be much larger than the oxide thickness.

With d., = 20 nm., and A., = 75 Jim 2. the gate oxideT
region of this case, this yields gate

W - 5.10-1 rJ. subsume V"gate oxide (black)

The capacitor CL next to the transistor (- 400 x 4 Im 2

aluminium over- 1 WiI oxide giving CL . 5.10"14 F) Sto- size of damaged region

as about Fig, 9: Geometry of the dar, ged region, to scale.

W=ICV2
=2.2.10-"l. (4) Here are two consideratio..s acc adir'I to which the oxide

If Q - 5 .10 "' J would be transformed into heat. accor- iL probably destroyed. (1) The frst consideration fol-

ding to Figure 6 the melt ball would reach its maximum lows from the described model, according to which the

radius of rm.( - 120 mu after t,.ý - 25 pcenter of the molten volume should reach temperatures

The RC time constant of the RC sequence just beside the far above the melting point of the oxide, which is about

input transistor is estimated as follows: 1600'C. A film of liquid oxide would be surrounded by

RL -2.5 x 50 Wrm2 poly of R - 50 0t (SW per square) liquid silicon. It would be hard to believe that the oxide

yields RL - kM so that could withstand this as an intact layer. (2) The second
consideration compares the observed leakage current to

T=RC - 50 ps. (5) the currentconduction in a good" oxide. A leakae cur-
rent of-- 1 A flowing through a region with a diameterThis shows that even the first RC seqonoce is ally of 300 um corresponds to a current density of - 1000

tobe=relevant any more for the createio of the melt htL A/cmn2. At the applied voltage of S V. an oxide of 20 run
According to Figure 6 an amount of dissipated heat of • thickness would conduct an unmeasurably small leakage

- 5.10"'1 J should melt a region of - 240 m in diame-
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curren. On the other side, a tunneling curren demity of
- 1000 A/m 2 would be expected to occur at fields >> 15 7. SENSITIVITY TO ELECTRICAL

MV/m according die high field approximati of Fowler OVERSTRESS
and Nordheim (10]. Even a *good* oxide would brek Finally, a possible explanation is given for the observed
down immediately at this eectrical field. high sensitivity of CDM-damaged devices against electri-
From this considerations it is clear that the oxide m Cal Overstress. Two experiments providig small electi-

have been destroyed at least in a part of the damaged cal overstress to the devices have been desumbed, both
region. It can be expected to be punctured u the damage leading to an increase in leakage current of about two
site. orders of magnitude [1,2]. Neither one of them does

change undamaged devices. In the first case, the leakage
The second question is: What does the rest of the dama- curm increase was induced by ESD stress according to
ged area look like? Here the dynamics of the 6es the Human-Body-Model (HBM) [6]. Here the increase
cation has to tie considered. According to Fagtzr e 6. th occurred after a stress voltage of less than 50 V. For

melting and cooling of the damage region takes place in comparison: cu oor devices stand more than 1000 V of

less than I ns, if the heat is set free in a short time. Heat comp sres wio o ut mes ura bl chan In the
can e st fee urin th whle DM-ED dschrge HBM-ESD stress without measurable change. In the

can he set free during the whole CDM-ESD discharge second case, the leakage current increase occurred when
event. The shape of the CDM-ESD discharge current, a voltage ramp was applied, as shown in Figure 2. In

shown in Figure 5, had a half width of less than 2 ns. b ofthe descried aseshe ec wagprec.iy

This is in agreement with other investigations which rboth of the described cases the effect was perfectly

show durations of CDM-discharges of less than 5 ns applied to the damage region. Under the assumption ofs a

[12,13]. So the value of 5 ns can be taken as an upper metastable, probably amorphous damage region, it is

limit for the time constant of the decay of the dissipation possible t the leakage camrpenu increase is caused by a

of thermal power in the damnage area. Together with the posbetathlakgcurnicesescuedya
oflt theall powmer aIowain for the dama a ea T og r wthe r transformation of a part of the damage region into poly-
meliti ia diameter,a tower limitfor thespeed ofthereso- crystalline silicon, forming a filament with increased

conductivity. The electrical conductivity of polysilicon is
dr(t) = =150 am = 30 (6) usually several orders of magnitude larger than that of
dt ?515 ns S amorphous silicon [8,14], especially when considering

that dopants from the highly doped polysilicon pie• can
Even this conservative estimate yields a value which is penetrate into the region of interest. As the HBM-
larger than the amorphisation limit of 15 m/s by a factor sh d yth a tof t5 0 ns [6], the
of two, at which silicon solidifies in amorphous form
D1I]. Therefore, amorphisation of the damage region is speed of the resolidification front can be estimated to

likely to occur. It can be speculated that the damage dr(t) .=r.= 150 nm = I M
region looks like the sketch in Figure 9. dt r 150ns S

which is clearly smaller than the amorphisation limit of
gte (pilysidicon) 15 mis [11), so the remolten material has time to turn into

SX~litl5 rg~ii a polycrystalline state. in the case of the voltage ramp
measurement, the decay time constants are in the millise-
cond range and thus even slower.

s.licon melt volume Therefore the increase in conductivity of the CDM-ESD

4 ide melt volume damage caused by the described types of (weak) over-
subsrt ( lyile),/I// stress can be interpreted as a change of the material in the

Fig. 9: Sketch of the silicon melt volume and the damage region to a strcture with higher crystallinity and

oxide melt volume (exceeding melt temperature) for Q conductivity.
-5.10-1 $.
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The properties of the type of gate oxide damage in MOS
devices caused by Electrostatic Discharge according to
the Cbarged-Device-Model have been described. In the
view of their high sensitivity to electrical overstress, they
can be called Waent. A model for the creation of this type
of damage is proposed.
Although the observed leakage currents are very low, it
can be concluded that the gate oxide is completely
destroyed. This conclusion is consistent with the propo-

sed model and the observed properties of this type of
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COMPARISON OF TRANSIENT SUPPRESSORS TEST COMPONENTS
DEVICES

Tests were carried out on crowbar devices (trisils

E. Mino. 1. E. Vila and gas arresters) and damping devices (transils and
varistors) with a breakdown voltage about 200 V for

TELEFONICA INVESTIGACION Y DESARROLLO anl devices. All of them have similar size.

Tel. 34 1 3374428 - Fax. 34 1 3374212

Emilio Vargas, 6 ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS

28043 MADRID (SPAIN) Tabla I summarizes the strength discharge test

showing the maximum peak voltage and current be-

fore the component failure, and the data sheet spe.
cification.

INTRODUCTION

This work presents the results of the strength Tabla I

to surge voltage tests carried out on different dis- Strength discharge test

charge protection devices, with application in tele-
corn equipment.

VARISTOS TR TUMII TA

The objetives of this study were to determine the

discharge resistance of these components against a DTA ISA () io.o0 90A (3) 2.2A (3)
standard surge voltage, to compare the results with SHEET (

the manufacturer specification (usually for a diffe-
rent waveform) and to perform measurements of
the transients voltages transmitted, that can affect TEST 96A (4) 140A (5) 140A M0) .6A
the circuit to protect, the current absorbed by the oarA

transient suppressor and the leakage current. (4.s0V) (> o.00o (.,0SWV)

1 1) P 0wvulo ft1Wt we/fl o0 2 -.

* (2) Epeo.,.tI. at e ..nt wU ln 04 5,20 ps.

DESIGN OF TEST * 3) Eyvnoi,, ot *"$arm of 10.1000 PC

- (4) Exoo., ,00 t 0 ve15/ wft W0400 @, n ds ow the ofdos

Series of 10 positive and negative voltage pulses ) E-...od 0/,,,.., , m of o
w e re a p p lie d w ith a 1/ 1 0 00 ps w a v e fo r m , w ith a n _ _( _) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __W_2_ __P C

amplitude (in open circuit) from 500 V to 6000 V, in
steps of 500 V, until the failure of the component. The obtained results were the following:
The time between pulses was 1 min. The discharge
generator was a Haefely P6T with an output resis- - The trisil and the varistor show more strength
tance of 1512 + 250. than specified, although the vendor specified tests

define waveforms with higher energy.
The voltage pulse 111000 /s is the standard requi-

rement for surge protection in telecommunication - The transil failed at the first discharge at 500 V.
equipment in Spain (the raise time of this pulse is 1 It's a device with application in low voltage pro-
ps and the fail time to half peak voltage is 1000pS). tection. The reason is that the peak power dis-
In shortcircuit the discharge generator gives an ap- sipation (Vpp x Ipp) is a constant for all transils
proximate current waveform of 2/500its. with the same silicon size, then for high voltage

components the current available is very small.
The leakage current was measured with a Semicon- - The trisil and specially the gas arrester show the

ductor Parameter Analizer HP 41458. highest resistance to discharges and they didn't

fail during the test.
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Figusa 1, Figura 2 and Fiwgra 3 show the current
and the voltage waveforms obtained when a dis- Tabls 3
charge 111000 ps and 1500 V was applied to different
devices. Measuemets on the varistog

The varistor peak voltage rose to 320 V, a 56% more
than the data sheet breakdown voltage at I mA (205 vaie VWa 'vAN Nwa* 'VAS

V). The voltage duration is 3.7 ms, and the current
duration is 1.8 ms this corresponds with the time
when the voltage is higher than 200 V.

5W00 no 6 48.65 1603

The ohmic value at maximum peak voltage varied
from 50 0 to 4 D, depending on the transient am-
plitude (500 V to 4500 V). 100 312 is 2060 4,

The gas arrester peak voltage rose to 650 V, a 317% IND o 0 22 1O0 934

more than the data sheet dc spark-over voltage (230
V). The pulse voltage duration was 400 ns.

2000 332 37.6 8.62 1283

The ohmic value presented by the gas arrester,
when fired, varied between 1568 mrn at 500 V and __ U2 , 7' 15045
102 m17 at 6000 V.

The trisil peak voltage rose to 160 V, that is sma- 3= 65 6 6.25 156=5

ller than the data sheet breakdown voltage (200 V),
because the intrinsic trisil capacity helps to fire it; 31

for this reason the circuit to protect will not suffer
perturbation. The pulse voltage duration is 2 jus.

4=0 366 76 4,81 27616

The ohmic value presented by the trisil, when fi-
red, varied between 342 m.? at 500 V and 74 mnl at
6000 V. 4=6 312 so 4.32 31993

Tabla 2 summarizes the characteristics of the pul- 5= 376 98 3.a3 36W

ses transmitted by the transient suppressors devices.

S500

Tabla 2 606

Voltage pulse characteristics at 1.500 V

DURATION AMPLITUDE

VARISTOR 3.7 ms 320 V

* V0EN p~ p5
1
66 16169 896664c b• 6, 65dwge 965586 61 ops•

GAS ARRESTER 400 ns 650 V caE t

•VVAA OnMftW Pn~k PU I,,W9
TRISIL 2 is 160 V IVAN On4ts peak pS

6 
61L

"" aVAR vaemw 1 rewsut5e - VVAR 1 'VAR
* P8Ak p56te owsl P~ dWSIMM. kUW 16 .4 5.VI

h4AR
Tabla 3, Tabla 4 and Tabla 5 shows the measure- (1 ). Th 46 sv61ded G6G puin. 6 s.o0ov.

ments at differents peak pulse voltages on the pro-
tection devices.
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Tab"e 4 Tabli 5

Measurements on the S" arrester Measrements o0 the bwl

VON Vif %OM ION VON RO PON

VG&N VoW Wr ION VON6  AM PONj M M (04s W M6 -n P"

(VI IV) 2,,00 (M 16 600 200 2.6 10.5 &a 342 37.8

1000 I6S IA 20 3.6 I90 76

500 500 1.5 12.5 19.6 1is" 245 Ism IN 1.6 32 4.6 143 147.2

2000 179 1.6 44 6.2 116 2.,

1000 600 0.9 25 1 9s00 N 00 2500 154 _a. 52 5. 111 30126

3000 14" 1.5 42 6.4 103 3M0.6

1500 650 09 37.5 15 400 50 350 142 1. 75 7 93 55

4000 141 1.7 76 7.6 97 52

2Ooo 534 0.9 50 20 400 lw 4500 144 1.9 12 6.4 102 6U.6

5OW 139 2.2 :04 9 M9 636

2500 573 0.9 62.5 i5 240 937 550 42 2.2 20 9 o 1152

5000 132 2.2 140 10.4 74 1450

3000 620 0.9 75 14.4 192 1060

3500 650 0.9 67.0 16 172 1400

VG5N P45 976 voMtag9 *poke by t04 d0ch.9e 961etw M OW

4000 683 0.9 700 16 170 160 * VfF Stand-of4 Peek Pul-6 vWtpe.
• 'ow S66.'d.047 ,,6.96 p9

40
e 47607.

#W Sim, 01447 p99k d7 w~0041.
so treOm-rote P• P• ýwt-

4500 737 0.9 112.5 14.6 130 1642 YvO On-*0 peak puts -.

•RON On-Mt. re"ý~x - V0,4 IU

5000 756 0.9 125 15i6 125 1950 P 40916 k p1 ftsipstio. -

5500 771 09 137.S 15.2 110 2145

Tabla 6 shows the leakage currents measured for
6M00 847 0.9 150 15.4 102 2370 the test samples at 200V, and the maximun specified

by the manufacturer data sheet.

Tabla 6

* V0954 411959 7745 4 9 5 4 71 99 • • 9 4"7' •n •Leakage current at 200 V

VOEM P61-77 9k p.44*dto Adlsp. by OWLANES-W I O
•VoFF s""' PWa PAOs Q•g AS ArHMs-

to" StW4- "NM. g pIs dratn. VARISTOR TER TRUIL

ION 1-tat5 pek pul5e 7"t TEST DATA 25 pA 2.5 pA 100 nAV ON Oe-stat* pook puWe v,••ep.

rON O1-.94t0 7st957 9 VO I ION DATA SHEET I.A M9 6957'. 1 .A

"PON Onrg , Dae PM* Pý d "tW - VON bO

The results evidence the low leakage current for the
gas arrester and the trisil, the high varistor leakage
current can limit its application in circuits with low
leakage requirements.
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Figure 1 Varlstor voltage (V) and current (I)
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Figure 2 Gas arrester voltage (V) and current (1)
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Figure 3 Trisil voltage (V) and current (I)
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CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the test we can come to the following
conclusions:

1. The more resistant devices are, in this order: gas
arrester, trisil, varistor and transil. The high vol-
tage transils show very low resistance to surge
voltage, they are not suitable to be used in tele-
com applications.

2. The gas arrester and the varistor transmit voltage
peaks dangerous to the circuit to protect. The gas
arrester peak has a short duration (-0.4 As) and
very high voltage (-650 V), the varistor peak has
a large duration (-1.8 ins) and high voltage (_320
V). The trisil doesn't transmit perturbations.

3. The leakage current must be taken into account in
the designs using varistor (25iiA at 200 V), the tri-
sil has a lower value (100 nA) and the gas arrester
has a neglectible value (2.5 pA).
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CO&PONENT ROSUSTNESS THE KEY TO REDUCING FIELD FALURES
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CRITICAL AREA ANALYSIS FOR DESIGN BASED)
YIELD IMPROVEMCEN'I OF VLSI CIRCUITS
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FaibitapFaults Defect types

"* BMI: * Bit- Gad short 0 Extra M2 (I pmSR<3pan)
Owecolum Rauck at 0 Missing M1/2 oxide

* Bitbar-VDD short * Missing M IM2 Oxide

"* BMZ: * Bit-Bilbr short 0 Extra M2 (lam!ýR'<3jta)
One cohunn mucit at x * Missing MI/2 oxide

* Ui-Bithar-GND short & Extra W2 (3pmantRc1m)

"* BM3 * Bit IJ-Baakur2-GND shoat 0 Extra M2 (3pinaR<Staz)
Twocoluam stuck atO 0

TabE I Part of ca&oating I.'birap -fauft -Jbc amappang

4 MODELS that fraction of the chip area on which the center of

F~rom the renm~m s Vve * t sobiu the d aU9 hel to Create an electricI ault& in
that the defeto cliarcuenszic and cntmwarea fth IC T7he critical am fuinctions can be obtained

fiaciashvet b ftiinx spal (cc eac fro the Laowt of the IC with a suitable algorithm
laYer of the chip The de5ts are derio as duds /
with radius R of in, a additmni material in Thus for Ove flhicrAtion facility (iCe given Doi
any conadicting. 'taisang of senscoftAhctin l~ay aaad f,(R") Ainctios) the defect related yield loss of
of the IC r), Ears mAWeWa may csirn a short in a a produc completely depends on the critical ame

CONC~n ho ofan opa to ft IinSMft MMy. hicin of the layout
rtspectniv~ The anvum holik kir m~saft matmial
For aCwh rype a of ddlui. eW tOWa densiy %0  U XEIPIN
well asthe aug duartrbutic ;~(R) is tanarcakad. II(R)S.EPR EN

is vwn n the IM m 141 S. I ernmo fdhodaiydgbto

2(& -1))t To dewmaurme bow the Paramneteus of the defec
0J SX distribton 0,1 'm can be determined, an

(p, # ) X OcRutriX exw~periformwasVftAzAnrUM of
1(R). l6k SRAJ~a wus und as a tam vehicle /6/.

X, SR CrqOsPI wgng10 aa yeISM k gICU advantages
(p * ~)R~of the SRAM an full proci topology and efcient

duib. the h~ ddm faw iuabutam The I -

(A ) hmt eb

wthatbnak i U 061 a~ thu go"aap is1
wk~hONM " so m dh b""w1-
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use of area. The SRAM has a topology and failure
rate similar to complex logic circuits, but is much
easier to test. The faults of the SRAM are t
characterized by their bitmaps. Defect simulation -
experiments with this kind of SRAMs for speedup i__
of failure analysis have been described before /1/. t.
part of a catalog for bitmap - fault - defect mapping -
is shown in Table 1. Fig. 4 shows part of a bitmap ,
of type BMI, for a column stuck at 0. It can be seen
that we do not obtain a one-to-one mapping: BMI s s
can be caused by 2 different faults, and a fault can S
be caused by 2 or more types of defects. On the SRAM I
other hand, one type of defect can cause several
types of faults and bitmaps. Howeve experiment
showed that more than 80% of the observed bitmaps F IJ

could be mapped onto one type ofdefect/5/, 1

Similar to equation (2). the yield equation for a
unique type of bitmap can be calculated: F a2 -

Yb =exP-{ D jf(R)-(R)dR ,
() ( 3

SRAM 2
where f denotes all fault types f causing bitmap b,
and i denotes all defect types causing fault f, Now Fig. 6 Part of the laout of metal 2. showing the
the yield loss due to a unique bitmap can be differences of the two SRAMs
calculated and compared with measurement results, different total defect density as well as a different

form of the defect size distribution were found.C.cM• a," &We Mo M)l

S/ ,, - 5.2 Comparison of two different layouts

In a further experiment, two electrically identical
SRAMs were analysed. The basic cell for each
SRAM had an identical area and the same design
up to the metal I layer. In the second metal layer

, b c ~ containing the bitlines of the memory cells, SRAM2
had a larger amount of minimumn distance line
sections, se. Fig. 6. This difference in layout
between the two SRAMs meant that the critical area
finctions for both types of SRAMs were identical up

- to the metal 1 and viahule layer, but were different
Sme.- for the metal 2 layer. The main difference between

the two cells was the layout of the bit and bitbar
Fig 5 Defect density dinribtino for 9taO2 dflects lines. As a result of this, there was a marked

-xd 0•iticd ae-a fcion (d*Atd itI-) difference in the critical area functions for metal 2
9d fOr all flu caused by -etWl2 shorts for 2 sets offaults (Fig. 7): (a) shorts between

difica bit and bitbar hues and (b) shorts between bit bitbar
and god lines. As can be seen in the figure, SRAM2

and finally the defec density dimibdon j(R) is more senud to these two fault tyM s than
can be determined A/ Fig. 5 giv the dfeW SL I.

density dazibutin Obtained foe metal 2 d and md The critical areas for the other fault classes in metal
the critical area fincto smmed for all falts 2 were also different for the two SRAMs. However.
caused by metal 2 Idefcta. the dierene was mainly at the larger defea radii

The important region is for dega dmewn Am*oiy and was small enough to be ipored.

abaft the inimm Ae- Am whoer the prodoa As a onaquenor, the yield of SRAM2 with respect
of defta deny ad ctiW• eas is no-wu i is to bitlne shots and WIN pd shorts (Bitmaps

temst toW the ib r the mel I layr, a BMA ofable 2) was loww, whereas the yield of all

490
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INFLUENCE OF GATE AND TUNNEL OXIDE DEFECTIiTY
ON EEPROM YIELD AND RELIABILITY

E.Cienair (12). P.Bivin (I) M.Burle (1) adJ.Oualid (2)

(1) SGS-THOMSON Miaroelectronics. 13790 Rawekt France
(2) Labrme des Mostriaux cc composamt Smiamulc muturs. ENSPM, Donmisie Universiwit de St-J~rome
13397 Marsuille Cedex.20, Frace

I [MMODIJCTUO consisted to oxide defectiviry defined for different Q

Microelckronic amosufaocturrsmuprdc

dv~es ithver god yeld Thme evies m aso2 EXPERIENW-
hae8amdin to muehigherlo th o yeam At

the I:an uime. this objective is mt and morn Te Exponential Ramp Current Sums method
difficult to be obtained a the bugi -'a denuity (ERCS) (11 is used to determine oxide derectiv'ity. it

mcreaim contlinuously. and so the dinmigsiouis of has several advantages ona the other methods:
transistors (the Vti Agth. the gam oxide thicitm-,) hat s a tirni-savirig accelerated tent

we reduced. So the use in production line. of a quick (typically less than 20 seconds per stuidied MOS

adreliable om cap"bl of predicting yield or apctorsm). *

For Electrically Eramable Propninable Read than 6 order of maginitde).

Only Memories (EEPROM). an eventual yield (or It it s of a particular interest in the
reliability) degraleton is often attributed to the oxide identification of early fitlls. By the other methods used
quality. In this stud, this oxide quality is defined by to determine oxide quality, these early failures are
the deffrctivity det-ermined from the charge klooeid often not detected.
befoge breakdown (Qd disabtribun obtained on aen The WnUia current density is l&'A/cm' and the
MOft copecitors The Q6 value can be deduced either -tics Ptulrop rate used is 0. 1 decade per second. The
by the constant caa. s1es or by the exponential Smt voltage reading is performed Just before the end

aesap curren SUM. mhds. Due to ka lowar of each step. The breakdown criterion is satisfied if the
conmoumed dwne the lttserems to be well adapted to voltage abruptly sklts down (Vj< 0.11Vj So, the %,

muni~a. ieumema i affected by a systermaic
In this study, we das, be the methodl which is overnstiniatlon, due to the last step time

used to Ieu-tine Mhe defoctivity. Thema, we prove dast The rembe wre plotted in a Ciumbel plot which
s~ddprobe Monctaisl or redlaiky ylsld can be repreet the variation of Ln(.Ln(l-P)) au

4"3



LAg(Q6J, where P is the cumulative probability for 75% of the distribution respectively. Thc bottom and

campcto to fail with sa injcted chamge ess than w the top of whiskers give 0% and 90% of the
"The Q, distribution presents genersly two part: distribution respectively. On figure 1, we can observe

- The breslowns observed for low that some lots present an anomalous distribution

Q4 values m said extrinsic. They clmurctiera the related to problems identified or not during the

oxide defectivity defined by 12]: process.

D(Q .b)- -LDl -P(QMd) f
At

whereP(Q ld)istdie cumulative probability to find -3

capacitor whichi faid with a Qu, value lower than Q -s

_ The brealdowns obtained for thse
higest values of Q6 we called intrinsic. We dclh LAS

the invirinsic %, by P(Q14)4.9.
Evidently, it is requared thbat die gm and tumnel Figure I: Box plot Log( Q•) of each lot

oxides used in EEPROM must have the lowest

dentiveiy maid te hiest intrisic Q vaue. We have distinguished four lots labelled 1 2 3

and 4 which present a singular distribution compared
to the other lots. We have plotted, in figure 2, the

3 RILULTS Gumbel plots of these four lots.

3.1 Fuamcoisel yiel
90-

We have systernlaticly compared the standard ~
p fmetionel yield (Y,) determined aft 20

suiecessive write and awe cycles and the game oxide os-
SD(Q'). on 27 l The defatv•y is is
m a u e o n lest M OS eq a o s (A- 10 = 4."•

EEPROKvl. We have tested five cA per wafer S (0 ,o

sad six wafers wae rudomly chosm per lot We have

verified tihs the Gumbel plot obtained with throe 30 Figure 2: Gumbel plots of the four selected lots: I (fill
capact r mw piactically denti to the one obtained squae) 2 (dlmtnnd). 3 (star). 4 (open square)

wi& 250 caps-ico

Figure I rpresent- for each lot the distribution In aider t conula D(Q--) with the stndard
of Log Qj) op , eaen byabox poreprei atfm Ln bd
The iotsom ad the top of boxes e5pisat 25% Mad prb efa c yi, we mustcio•e a Q value as

hi

- ~ _ _ 4.



low an pow"tl wilt the condition tbat the aomiber of 3.3 Reliability yiel

capacitors which foil with Om lowea dhe QIs 110 mt~~ ywas applied to qualif

sigalifuleal For the uased process, the am and the w los A.dB fEPO
nemober of atradled capachomrs we hav choaso &vs W~eietclypocse xetfr

Q' -10Verol. We compare, in table 1. the kInrinsic pysiheo game deposition carrled Out in two steps. A

mi ad the defectivity with the madd probe &Sa polsiion MIDO was dposited (dilickfles of

hmdn yield (Yý o the fou seleted lots S5onu) in a LPCVD r ea-or with a very sligh flow of
nitrogen for lot B and without Saz flow for lot A. Then

Los 3 ~ the wafers were etched ina HF solution (1%) during
Qbd (cam) 1 1 2. 3. 30 seconds. The final gate thicess (450..) has been

SP-0.902D - obtained by a second polysilicon deposition with the
1~0 AcqiM 370 150 50 100 cniin o b w os

Yield 55 97 92 S9 sunecg iinfotewla
We compae ntable 2,for botj lots, thie

Table 1: Intrinsic breakdown. defeculvity sod yield of stadard probe functional yield Y. of devices

the tour seece determIICined as previously, the reliability yield Y,
obtained after a write operation followed by iO4

h: appears tha the yield is correlated to readings, the intrinsic charge injected before
extrinsic defectivity sod not to intrinsic Q*4 A second breakdown %d (Pm0.9) sod the defectivity D
order polynormial expression Sives a good fit of the measured on test MOS capacitors with gate oxide

empirical rleation betwee Y sod D(l0r3Ccm'a). 7bis (OL.capacktoa. t.-33nm. A..lOcaM' or tunnel oxide

relation is representative of the design of the ammoosy (T-caPICitOr t9n, A12.4 10~con.Te ubl

cells sod of the used process. No correlation was plots for the two types of capacitors and for each lots
observe on some odwe lots. For thse we have am grminefltllum3.

verfified tha the eventual yield depadatlon Is

associated to Identified problems independent of the

pwsoattrlproblem s4hIts possile to write for all JO i 7 1
lots YS a D +b D +c (witham- -2.8 10*4ce, b. 0
5.6 1 Ocui *c -93).f-

Thnresults indicate that the sandadprobe U

functional yield is reduced when the gate oxide

.4 43 -2 .1 0 1 2

defeculvily. detined for Q bdl04 C/cm, is highe than tde(0be (C*

SOC-3.Figure 3 Gumabel plots of gate (diamondl) and tunnl
(Square) of lot A (open symbols) sod lot B (fill

"bob)
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We -chasbmw differen points However. the rliabiit yields Ya of both lots

For the lot A. the intimsic chee kjecled am Moly diffibrea. The momnorles of lit B am newly

befin breakdown ItsuLighiy highe for T~cmpscltrs all an. flanctional atrm the reliability teon when the

dom for G~copschons. It is well know. that the ummel meoisof kit A am alamost not paubed. This

aside (1.,<0osm) loerto ral to F.N. electron difflirance of behiaviour could be related to the vahie

injection;d thande gnv oxide (2fm~.<40ms). This of the tunnel oxide defectavqt corresponding to a

observation can Wlon be Justified by' the lwarm of highe value of Q than to the one adopted for the
PcopscAor. Both coojugamod roomo could alon hi

explaun why the brekdown distrnbeic of gat oxides, The vai lueaQ -0. IC/cm proposed by

T_ cqaaclsos we less dispersed them the one of P.Coppellett (31 for the delinition of the tunel oxide

Q..cwa icirLi defectivity, which is reported in table 2, emsn to be

- Tb Tcaacitrs o lotB prsenttwo well adopted to quantif the differences observed on

distinct breakdown distrbutions. The distribution th Qu distribution between the two Joes The
which corresponds to lower charges injected before detectivity D)(10"C/cm') is unchanged for the gate
breakdown (between le~Ctcm' and 1040=9c Oxid whe i.. is * ddi mfo~i r the ftunel oxide of
presents a smaller dispersion than the usual extrinsic bot iot inrlt ihtedfeec obsered on
distalbution observed mA~n gr 2. It can be asamed reliabiliy yiiu YR
tha the breakdown for these Q,, values to initited by

* ~a well,-defined type of defect which occurs with a pestA B

probability hor the lot B (more than 70% of the whole Lot A~d B~(/m'

disorbution). Theseon type of distribution imP09

corresponds to wbmn*i breakdowns which happen hor Am-1 3cm' D(I Cc-- 0 3

a charg injected before brealudown only alihti Tunnl oxide Qbd (C/cm-) 9.3 3.3

smaller for thelot Bthan for the kitA. AP09

For the G capacitors of the lot B, we have A-2. 90 4  1)(10"CCM2) <

essentially observed only one breakdown distribution reatv prb ftntoa yil 100

which probably corresponds to the sorne type of rltve iel after lIT (*A) 99 1100

defect premtned 'a be also praesen in T11capacltors. Table 2: Intinsi breadwdeicit fo pinae anud
The detritmenal effect of than dedocts is more1 tunnel oxide, relative standard probe fimctonal yiel

pronounced In T cap~mauor due so lba hno xd and yield afte reliability test (lIT.) flor the lot A and
thicknes The singula distribution obtained hbr the B
T~capacitors is not observed for the Qcapackors

because thei am is heW. to order to find an explanastion of these

- No signflicative difernc was observed on ob vdr dw fis P* i was rmoved afte

the pite oxide deftctivity defined hor Q' -104C/ctus the wet etching We have observed by scanning
hi

on both lots. This observation can be correlated with eato irsoy nyfrtepeadbme

the~ ~ -lc du th stnadpoefmlmlyed .o oxides of lot B, a multitude of unmall and shallow

both lots weketcl em 6ates. s sown In figur 4.
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ecoushlom benas D(OQ.1OOCicml) of ter

G~capackors end Y. ftm out pert and between

~~ D(Qm.IO'CICmj) Of TýCapaCitos #Ad Y, for die

odtw erpt. It I l: consequently, that the ERCS

sethod Is swit"bl to qualify nannel end giat oxides.

(II P.Cappefletdt P.O bezziF.l, C.Riva Proc iEEE.

Figue 4: Am example of the a',s observid afl dre laitinlorsi Couhm w a~ n Microelectroni Tern
jmmovaJ of the polyslllcon for the lot S. Sacture(ICKMT) vol 4, N1. p.31 (199)

(2) C.NtOsbi, D.W.Onnond J.Electrocbemn Soc.,

it can be assumned that dus*n the wet etchaing of 119,p.591, (1972)
the lot 0, the HIP ethes partially end locally fthpe g (31 P.Cappelletti, A.Paddheri. Lfavawz Proc

end the tunnl Oxide *touogh pinbol Ot pain ESREp9 p.77 (M99)
boundities of the fagt polySlico. Mm. COUNWHiY to

lot A. wbar the oxides am not deganded by this
etching. These amos could be at the origin of the

shifts observed for the breakdown distr~butions of the

lot 8 and ofd therelablity yield degradsinon of" thsLo

4 CONCLUSKNOH

fianctiona1 il Y. sod thereibltyed Ro

EEPRO . Mwchoice of the dc pb jecandbf

botkdon ,Q b depe til on the am of th enta

ap -*sci o ds adn die oxide thilekuaa This value of

Q4~ u also be difirui If the defabalvity is

asocliaed to Y. or Yk. We haes Aoted fwouro

tuehology end forou sm trca Acormsa a good

K _7
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RELIASMLI TZST STRtUCTURES FOR ASIC TECHNOLOGY ASSESSEN I

P Weiss, Swiss CCnte for Electronics and Microtechaology, lac, Switzerand
B. Jobiander. Components Division, ESITC.

I. Kin&. GEC Pleasey Seenwulorhco LWd. England

The EUPropa SPAcM Agncy (ESA) bas studied the
ASSTRACT coDncP Of MMin a sM of tea stiactrars; for assessing a

p" W ICtechnololly instead of onmsidering each
A sot of tetpanera to qualif the reiability Of ASIC partictilar ASIC One advanag of euch a method is dha
technologes ha been speciflely developped and it allos to apply statistical controil methods in order to
isplemented' Resulits on bulk CMOS and SOS wa lmt awe that no reliablitay hazar has been intoduced by
show dal the proposed appeoach yields a vahmble tol. the manumfawuun process. The rsults from Such tests

shouild him the barnsor reducing oir completely
1. INTRODUCTION omittin some lengthy Liftcests. Ti's shouild allow both

For spac syssente. Applcation Speciic Inqmteaed the reliability of ASICs used in sact prjects.
Circuits (ASJCs) afte key advantages in rodaing
powe comsnapaiom and weiWs Since ASICs are To implement that concept a metho based on a test
manufactre in vay small series. traditional relidaiiy chip has been chosen. CSEM. in close collaorm~ion
assurance tea methods for large volume electronic with the ESA and GEC Plessey Semiconductomr has
cosuponevis are costly to apply. Altenaive methods designed mach a chip, which has then boew integrated
based on t*a viractures have cOka been proposed1 They and evaluatd, both to the CMIOS and SOS
ame commonly waed by aemicomadiacsor menhmusfcur. technologies. Thus test patter at together with the
How"Uer remaks are uoually considered commercially cWorrspndn mesitement metods. provides ank usefu
stositve and therefibw frequeny urAvailble to tool for ASIC technologgy as mn

mmu s*m -

tapt. MIME. EIM 0mmu0

tool, ag

-9:6



L. TEST PATTERNS FOR RMLA3ILIT B esides fte chip imselL guidelines for assessment of
M~ resui should be available for users.

Reliability assessment is normally performed at dibe
product level. To work ae the technology level. three 3.WORK PtRFORMED
ddercm approalchs may be mood:

CSEM bad formerly developed a set to study the
- The yild appoI c possible physical failure machanisms (Rd 1). These

existing be structures were firmt critically screened.
- heP~sca ppovaNew -aten aimed at measiuring pamia yieds (long

cluins det.). dyai properties and areas or failures
* Th .vaur prdut aproc induend at assemly siap wer added. This teat se

definition was pesferuied in cdone collaboratio between
The yield approachi as bowed on the ide that yield ES ndCs The cbmse set is low iopet n
obviously related to quality, and ibm quality is tha 0 de eswe that it includes a number of analytical
reliability. It u then be poesible so obtain WAme MU9 du is nomll ot used for standard

inbwica n aui~liy by uran theseveal ichmnoiM assessment but could help in put-poaroig
Partial -vf which cluiracierizs a kchnlqp. This potentia proklens, Some structures related to radiation
sioun den sofien from some drawbtsck tn particular, toeac (WWta wousing doe) were included but specific

It resanre the the dsialosue of patial yield data. whih ecue aethysrxl eed ntedsg be structure for eg. Single Event Upsets (SEU) wvere

scrOWASl bueolm smL S= circuits Ile Then,. modular designs were rpsd both for a
*es powalsrs are ihen despigne in sock a way dom standard 1.5 nmum doeuble metal/single poly CMOS

they are vewy semnsive to one pencl efec. ()fr m- proces (TAR design) and for at 1. micron SOS process
ibos relies an the fact that all the possible mechanisms (TARSOS design). After design eview. 04MO wafer
AN are U t Mkniut account, Unsaspected potential failures wer processed As CSEM while SOS wafer were
will not he detected in nacb a way.mmfcue yGCPlse eiodcos

* inaltly. the *standard rrdureies an a well-luamw Finally. the completed wafers were cltaracteenzed with
IC born fte Manu4Mfaclue* cataloga: in suhci n spweil SUeoMM to new structuares introduced in the set.
behavriour variation is due to the techology. Th~bisbm Theranks wer then analysed against the obpwectv or
the advantage of beeng roalistic but it is quite Specific povble intprovemeiets in reliability iassrance methods.

toa particular circuit, and furhamre th c@%wo of Suitable measurement procedures, adopted to each
s=faildure may be diffcult to anebaly w i so the ;atern were establishad. iaking advantag of the

sCompldefulfilthidesfloing ~n at oseructu which do reqiepcain.aebe

Thus ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ pee on mhe dbe toe facliat dlihsetrecing.iw4 DSR T NO TEST FTS

Shwe sbet own udatsed and rues cits .and eiremoemSRCUE
tomethoes tom proid t e nos,)t b henmosabu l The~ atniturs anr roudicoff TAR anl die (9nd

10sia ). k the moducircusing ncues somear pad-

Fro fa sene pon iw and reuablity of mincoiuto laou F tom she stt wafe pa obnt of vieosetra structures.wt
sbould fWI ft folwn aeurmns Structureswichume do saum ples egm ha ve beedsi nefo

a yield anlni of mindmlt ors andlicbewe
methods sh pou w b iclog alrnto buded. n v trouctlauresa stwe ue re basedd on "a cthe well

P on inuce faiureeclinisknownm! SztetmbsThen MW 2).cuthe in volvdes severe10
* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ eeetr Thectre reue t an the chi hul be -og an minmu deig pwdt roxiaesthel ma20

perSimyeld large q anit eoen a piuosavideto wafer crthcs] of any poirnut ofesign sEa pternt t oa m esit

Tleve rnW~t OM the w thhacaed dvcatp s l in toporg darnt sinimmdswith am tato 1, .awnd 200m



(Ret 3). The largest pailrars an 9W1-900 PAR', which *Surtace pollnucra. detected by special parasitic MOS
means that they correspond to a resalistco eLusuo with incomphfte tai-,

The die contawn itnictuire lo assess several physical Furthermore, very simple circuits have bown introduced
-henoena: andard devW":

e Elactromissig oa. with, arwas of paraliel metal lines * Rung oseilliaors
with &ad web"t me"a

* lnverfer chains
0 Corroasio. with Paim of parallel metalnes

- Operaucal amplifiefs
& Orryde breakdown. with a bambl o( MOS caCiOr"

avin all possible edge conditions Finall. numesrous analyial patterns aum at an Ln-dqah
knowledge of the technology. allowing in particular to

1 Leakag currents with a Waith of diodes. haying gauge sits behaviou under utrrdiatioa:
or=e as"a all poissble edge conditions N"tasto

Hot1* arnter degradation. with paired MOS traInsistors
(see figure 2) The idea is to stress one meImber of 0 CV capcriors
the pwa. and go keep the other one for reference

* Gated diodes
Sowe imple paserns have also been includes to atplore
latc-u and electrical overstress cemfcs *berma these * Edce MO rnitr
phenomena, do depend more on the circuit design than
an its technolog * Lutneith masremnet structures

a Seet resstance meomuremeaw structures

BU k I SOME ARSULTS

The purpose of the measurements performed on the test
~ loIs was to define realistic measuement prescription

shorts on cone given fakeication lt o sgfcu
deedny in the topography may be observed.

Electromigration was measured for both metal lraye by
resorting to an array of 30 lines stressed in parallel (Ref
4). A ry*ica result is give in figure 5. The mean time
to faiure - under accelerated conditions; - can be seen to

D G S G D be 2 bouis fornmetal I and 90 bows fix metal 2. These
dota compare 6vrywith remilts fom eqwuivaent

Rgww 2. PaIred MOS ""wuirofor hi-eI~t'ovn tffct technologies.

As a las exaanple figure 6 gives the hot-electronk
For the sake of compbleteess, a mnuber of packaging behaviou characterized with a method described by C.
related problems have been taken hinto acounimt Hu (Ref. 3): a liftetie is defined as the time required for

the threshold volbe to shif by 10 my when the
e Surm. which may be estinmsude with astrain rste transisor is stresed at consant bulk current. Beatum of

flandamental physic considerations, a log-log plot of the
* Mand Ine displacement at the chip edge, detecoed by lifetime vesms the bulk current should yield a straight

tuIAN crack in a thn polsilloon line running line with a dlope of -2.9. This is indeed the case as can
alog a brand metal bond be am on figure 6. The bulk curren required to Set a

given lifetime can be therdefoe be used as a measure of
e Siicn or squhim edge cracking (due to *dicn. the sensitivty of a technology to bat electron eIMects.

deofd by a thin mectal wine running &Hall ud the
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FAILURE-ANALYSIS-BASED TEST CHIP DESIGN
FOR QUICK YIELD IMPROVEMENT

Chisato Hashimoto and Shigeru Nakajima
NTT LSI Laboratories

3-I Monnosato Wakamiya,
Atsugi-shi, Kanagawa. 243-01 Japan

ABSTRACT

A new design approach for a test chip developed to
shorten the debugging cycle time in fabrication is * .
described. This approach meets the requirements for .

failure analysis as well as parametric and statistical 1 t

analyses. Particular attention is devoted to accurate
defect density estimation and locating individual defects.
A specially designed test chip. named YTEG. was used to
evaluate 0.5-pm CMOS process technologies, and as a TO .

result the effectiveness of the chip has been confirmed. ... ,.
-'[-'--- C a,n. d~na icn.. .

I. INTRODUCTION ..........

Test chips with a variety of test structures have been ,. . ~,,,
widely used to solve debugging process problems (Refs. -t - -,
1. 2). However. with the tncreasing level of process a Put-
sophistication in today's LSI's. obtaining an exact
knowledge of what causes failures has become quite
difficult using conventional test structures. This
difficulty is especially sernous in the final stage of process Fig. J Yield evaluation using test chip.
improvement a the production stage to follow, because
in these stages basic problems have already been solved. For this purpose, a yiel' model for each yield-loss factor
and only complicated ones remain. Each individual is constructed using the respective fault distribution in a
failure needs to be precisely analyzed to debug these wafer. Then. using the model, each factors contribution
problems. Conventional test structures, however, lacked to real chip yield is inferred by comparing the yield of
this ability, because they attached more importnce to each individual factor and that of the total technology
parametric and statistical analyses than to failure evaluation sucture or that ofar eal chip. The other is the
analysts. To overcome this disadvantage, we developed a debugging of process problems concerning with each
specially designed test chip that meeu the requirements yield-loss factor. For this purpose. the intrawafer fault-
for not only parametric and statistical analyses but also distribution data for each individual factor are compared
failure analysis with those for the relevant process steps. Through this

study, the lpocess steps in trouble are infenred. and the
In this paper, the strategy of the test chip design we have data are fed back to process engineers. By repeating this
adopted is described in section 2. and then the actual test process, the total yield is improved. To get the test chip to
chip design procedure is presented in section 3. Finally. fully play these roles, the following strategy was adopted
some examples of experimental results indicating the for designing it.
effectiveness of this te chip are presented in section 4.

2 1 Meaningful teat structure

2. STRATEGY OF TEST CMIP DESIGN Conventiontal test chips usually contain a full set of test
structums for obtaining parametric data. Considering the

Optimal test structures vary with the stage of process necessity of having a rather large area for each structure
improvement, and this factor must be taken into to evaluate LSI yield accurately, however, this method is
consideration when designing test chips. In this study, we not suitable for our chip. Only the most effective test
intended to develop a test chip useful for the final stage of structures were designed based on extensive failure
process improvement and the following production stap, analyses of real chips to prevent missing the structures
The roles of a test chip in these stages we described in associated with dominant failure modes.
Fig. I The test chip data for individual yield-loss factors
with high accuracy obtained through electrical 2 IVAcciase defeet irvestimation
measurements and failure analyses are used for two
purpses. One is the yield prediction of real LSI chips, Multiple defects in a structure must be detected
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individually. Otherwise, defect density estimated from scratches "re sorted out (step 3). Finally, the destructive
statistical test structures includes some ambiguities inspection is performed for the residual defects, and the
because of the lack in clustering information. Since it is cause of each fault is identified (step 4). Through the step
difficult to solve this problem only by electrical 2 to the step 4, a quick failure analysis system is used
measurements, the test structures were designed to be (Ref. 3). To facilitate easy adoption of this procedure, the
suitable for both electrical measurements and failure chip and the structures were designed as follows.
analysis.

3 I Electrical measurement
2.3 Ease in locatine defects

Both for shortening evaluation time and obtaining
Exact knowledge about failures shortens the debugging statistically valid data simultaneously, the YTEG chip
cycle time. Therefore, optimal methods for locating was designed to be applicable to the same LSI tester for
defects are to he applied independently or in combination LSI evaluation. For this purpose, the YTEG pattern was
depending on the objective failure mode. The design and fabricated on an SOG gate array substrate after contact
size of each test structure was decided according to the level. i.e.. the chip size and the arrangement of probing
defect-locating method chosen. pads were the same as those of SOG gate array devices.

2.4 Parametric data monitoriny Many of the test structures were measured with direct
current using two terminals. However. some test

As parametric errors are not assumed in this study, only structures were divided into small cells (see section 3.3).
small test structures were included to monitor parametric To overcome the pad number limitation, an array of small
data such as threshold voltage, sheet resistance and cells with X and Y decoders was introduced, and each
contact resistance. They were placed in the scribing lines cell was evaluated by goino go testing. As shown in Fig.
between chips (where the dicing saw cuts). and were 3. one small cell is selected using X and Y decoders. The
completely the same as those in real chips. Placing cell circuit is rather simple, consisting of a NAND gate
common monitoring structures enables us to easily and a series of two PMOS transistors and a structure to be
detect unusual process conditions, evaluated. Since the output voltage Oi varies

systematically with the resistance of the structure, the
upper and lower limit of Oi for go/no go testing can be

3. ACTUAL DESIGN PROCEDURE calculated from the acceptable value range of the
resistance.

An actual test chip was designed to examine an SOG gate
army procss with 0.5-pra-design-rule. 3.layer-metal and 3.2 Failure modes and locatin• defects
N-well CMOS technologies. The chip was named YTEG
(Yield evaluation Test Element Group). The yield
evaluation procedure using the YTEG is shown in Fig. 2. 111m*

First, all chips are evaluated using an LSI tester, and fault
cell maps ae obtained for each structure (step 1). Next, X i-/----.......--,-- -- ,-C

defects are accurately located using light emission CA -- --- -- O I;

microscopy(LEM) or liquid crystal analysis (LCA) (step X2 --

2). Then, the defective locations are observed by a photo M
microscope, and the defects clearly cansed by particles or -- - ---- ON a:

Sii io
STEP 1: Fault cell localization

STEP 2: Defect localization r! mom

-----------------------aa
STEP 3: inspection and classification

SE4:P sical analysis

Fig. 2 YIG ewladon "flow. Fig. 3 Test structure cell array with decoders.
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Table I Failure moe and analysis methods

Failure mode Analysis method Design consideration

Gate oxide leakage LEK,06C Large cell size, 2 termnal~
Junction leakage LEmodC (to raise detection probability) LEM: Light emission microscopy

Poor contact LEMLCA.EBT Small cell size with decoder OBIC: Optical beam induced current
Poor metalization LCAEBT Series resistance of cell < 10 knl LCA, Liquid crystal analysis
Metalization short LCA (to flow 10 mA at 10 V) EBT: Electron beam testing

As mentioned in section 2.3. different methods for structures are permissible since defect positions can
locating defects can be applied independently or in easily be located by LEM even if multiple defects are
combination depending on the objective failure mode. generated in a structure. On the other hand, for
Gate oxide leakageand junction leakage can be identified interconnection failures, although large-sized test
by LEM. Failed vias and void generation positions can structures are desirable from the viewpoint of statistical
also be detected by LEM under appropriate joule heating analysis, the size is limited by series resistance because
conditions because it is sensitive to IR-rays radiated from an adequate amount of current must be applied to heat up
materials at temperatures higher than about 250'C. Short resistive portions by joule heating to locate them by LEM
and resistive positions, can also be located by LCA. or LCA. An array of small cells with X and Y decoders,
Whether LEM or LCA is used depends on the degree of shown in Fig. 3, was introduced to satisfy the above
resistance increase at these positions. Open positions can contradictory demand from statistical and failure
be located by observing voltage contrast images from an analyses. The array configuration is also effective in
EB-tester or an SEM. detecting multiple defects individually in a large-sized

test structure.

3.3 Size limit of unit cells
Table I summarizes the relationship between failure

The limit of the unit cell size of a test structure varies with modes and analysis methods with design considerations
its objective failure mode, since the defect location relevant to cell size included as well.
method differs according to the objective failure mode,

4 For gate oxide and junction failures, large-sized test 3.4 Chip layout

(a) Contact resistance

evaluation

Using decoder

Contact chain on polySi
Via chain on metal t

(b) Via chain on metal 2
I (b) Short evaluation

between metal layers

Intralayer short
metal 1
metal 2

Interlayer short
metal 1 - metal 2
metal 2 - metal 3

(c) Junction leakage
evaluation

(d) Total technology
(d) evaluation

. Shift resister array

(C) rle) (the rest of the area)
Degradation evaluation

L Gate leakage
N Hot carrier

* Electromigration
* Parastic MOS transistor

Fig. 4 LayowofYTEG.
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Figure 4 shows the layout of the YTEG chip. The chip eliminated. Figure 5 shows the ratio of failure per cause
consists of four subchips, and total chip size is 15 mm x evaluated using the group (c) structures. Although there
15 mm. Test structures are-categorized into five groups, remain some ambiguities because step 4 has not yet been
and each group's objective is described in the figure. performed, it is clear from the figure that the objective
Group (a) consists of several serpentine patterns. The failure cause, alloy spike in this case, is responsible for
underlying topography was varied intentionally from only 35 percent of the failures at most. If all failures had
pattern to pattern to obtain different via hole depth. been taken as metal I-to-junction leakage, considerable
Group (b) consists of several modified comb patterns overestimation would have occurred. In this manner, the
including the most severe spaces from the viewpoint of data accuracy was remarkably enhanced.
design rule and underlying topography. Group (c)
consists of several parallel cell arrays in which the 4.2 Assistance for process imrovement
positions of metal I -to-junction contact holes were varied
from pattern to pattern to examine the influence of Careful examination of the data, especially using the
peripheral structures such as field oxide, gate electrode group (e) structures, gave important information for
and metal 1. Group (d) is a shift resister array with 2400 process improvement. Two examples are presented
stages using D-F/F. The D-FIF is a basic circuit cell in our below.
cell library, which was found by failure analyses of real
chips to have a relatively small process margin. Group (e) 4.2.1 Gate oxide leakaee
consists of several special test structures designed to
examine various types of degradation. Some of them will Electrical measurements were first carried out to find the
be introduced in section 4. faulty chips. Then. LEM was performed for the test

structures with leakage. The results are shown in Fig. 6
where all emission sites are superimposed on a single

4. EXAMPLES OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS basic cell of the gate array. In this structure, the
metallization is wired keeping away from the gate oxide

The 0.5-pm CMOS technology was evaluated using the area to accurately identify the position of the emission
YTEG, and many valuable data were obtained, some of sites. Electrical measurements revealed that many of the
which are presented in this section. leakage paths were in n-type regions, i.e., in the source

and drain regions of NMOS transistors and the channel
S4.1 Data accuracy enhancement regions of PMOS transistors. On the other hand, LEM

results indicate that leakage tends to occur at structurally
Traditionally test structures have been designed with
careful attention to avoid erroneous measurements or 0 / loks

erroneous interpretation of data. However, this made it C G-sublebage .

necessary to have a great deal of redundancy when only S

electrical measurements were employed, which resulted A - C ..
in an increase in the number ofprobing pads and cell size. a •
Moreover, the possibility of making miistiake remained l:r. -A.; VS/n
in spite of these efforts. Using the yield evaluation c- ' r•l ]-f

00

25-f= • { •-.•

.2o

Or10 VSUB
0 r i .0L 0

N 0
N0

0 0
R 0a a EVsiO

b S CJ AII , "k ; r
Cause type * Metal I = AalySi Act" . Contact

Fi;. 5 Ratio offallure causes for
Junction feakag test sructfre. Fig. 6 Structurefor gate leakage detection.
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Fig, 7 NMOS transistors for hot
carrier immunity evaluation.

I 0"Z I0- IIM 10 1 0

the same positions, and these results are the same as those

obtained by the failure analysis of real chips. No emission b*IW &A/0,)

site was observed in gate areas where there is no metal I Fig. 8 Hot carrier immunity dependence
around them. These results indicate the possibility that on transistor type.
gate oxide leakage occurred due to the complex effects of
charge-up and stress-induced gate oxide degradation, no cluster existed at interconnection levels. Furthermore,

photo microscope inspection confirmed that all these
4.2.2 Hot carrier immunity defects were caused by particles or scratches. These facts

indicated that Poisson statistics could be used for yield
The two types of NMOS transistor shown in Fig. 7 were prediction. Actually, the actual and predicted yield were
included in the YTEG to examine hot carrier immunity. compared on two levels, a shift resister array in the group
Figure 8 shows that the hot carrier degradation of the (d) and a real LSI chip. First, the defect density of each
conventional type was larger than that of the 2-layer type. yield-loss factor was calculated. Then, a device yield due
In the figure, the life time is defined as the time required to each yield-loss factor was calculated considering area
for the threshold voltage shift to reach a certain value ratio between the device and each factor. Finally, the
(Ref. 4). The generation of damage due to charge-up product of the device yields for all factors was calculated,
during a certain process step between metal I and first via and that is the predicted yield (Ref. 5). As a result, wafer-
formation is inferred from this fact. to-wafer agreement was obtained between the actual and

predicted function yield of the shift resister array. Also,
4.3 Yield prediction good agreement was obtained for the average function

yield of the real LSI chip. It can be concluded that the
An example of go/no go testing data of the group (a) function yield of the devices fabricated in our laboratory
structures is shown in Fig. 9. In the figure, the data were is dominated by random defects caused by particles.
arranged in order of physical position in a chip.
Examining all of these map data strongly suggested that

S*S**tf*fl***S*S*tSSS****t.t*tfltf**fl****t*fs*t•n.--*n..re 94/02/28 19-23:39
S*s taM TEST RESLT PRO Res~txIZ VU : 1.0 vim 1*3 - N03-01

.*S .tt ..t*.t..t.tSttS... .l..t* CHIP-tt i*stst tss.t..l..... attP [ 18
t 1/O CONTACT CECK LIST -. TEST 1000 -
INP igT PJ0t 09 * WPEN - 0 SHORT 0 AVE - E8.K01 IAX *-. 8801 KIN - -684O0V

-e VID COtTALT CHEC LIST -a TEST 2000 - 10 *OK * vALUE - -118&08
... DECODER T'1C OtAIN C LIST *.- TEST 4000 -

TEST RATE * lO.OOUS 1t10 3.3001 Vii- 3.3001 VIL- 0.000V PASS PSI-42.41871 TB-2,4,2.71
RPSC31A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RPSC3IB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RiPS1C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RPSS31D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
VSC32A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0NGIO 0 0 0 0
RPSCX•B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RPSC2MC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RPS2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RPS(W3A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RPSM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RPS33C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0o0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0o0 0 0
IPSdCMD 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PLY SI CRAIN FAIL FAIL

Fig. 9 Example of go/no go testing daa. 10' means pams cell, 'NGl'fail cell.
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5. CONCLUSION

A test chip that meets requirements for failure analysis as
well as parametric and statistical analyses has been
developed to shorten the debugging cycle time in
fabrication. For this purpose, the following design
strategy was adopted. To utilize a restricted chip area, the
most effective test structures were designed based on
failure analyses of real chips. To estimate accurate defect
density, the test structures were designed to be suitable
for both electrical measurement and failure analysis. To
l•,cate defects easily, the design and size of each test
structure was decided respectively according to the
defect-locating method chosen. The effectiveness of the
test chip for yield prediction and process improvement
has been confirmed through application to evaluate 0.5-
pm CMOS process technologies.
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ASIC DESIGN HOUSE APPROVAL -THE EVOLUTION OF A STANDARD

Clive N. Robinson - Product Rteliability and Quality Ltd.
Tony Birks - Defence Research Agency

ABSTRACr widespread amongst the ASIC design community. The
major drawbck is that they are applicabLe only to

The ne o modern, cusom designed, Integrated digital designs and am not appropriate for the analogue
Circits, and of the industry which produces them, or mixed signal devis which ae becoming mor
added to the expectations of the customers, has led to prevalent In addition, the integrity of the design will
pr ms in the application of established methods of stl depend upon the designer, or design team, for the
componmet approval. Research idemif the neds of proper use of scl htools. Aom, the fitness of purpose of
the indukty, and the concepts of ASIC Design House the device will depend upon its being correctly
Approval fol[lowed by PrIes Approval and specified. The specificstion is one of the most
Technolog Approval were dcvied prominent sourme of error in an ASIC design.

Key fheamts ofthese new types of•approval are the use In the latter half of the 1930s in a project initialed by
of the companys own quality system allowing awid their joint Ministries of Defence, this problem was
approval or extension of approval. The application of investigated by a team of ASIC designers and users
Technolog Appioval in mamnuf g will reduc the from the UK, France and Germany. They suggested an
cost of components, giug greater confidence in their alternative approach; that the activities of the design
quality and reliability, together with an earlier release. facilities and of the design process itself be more

closely controlled (Ref. 1). In the UK the Defense
The schemes ae readily applicable to the activities and Research Agency (then the McD Procurement
operational structures of the Small to Medium Executive) were already working on a standard for
Enteqises (SMEs) which make up much of the ASIC ASIC design facilities. This was published in 1989 in
industly today. BS9000 Part 4 and was the first standard in the world

to address this activity. The authors were involved in
L WHY IS A STANDARD NECESSARY? the deelopment of this standard and in steering the

first ASIC design house (namely, Walmsle
Over the last decade, the increasing use of Application Microsystas Ltd (WML) of Birmingham) through the
Specif Integrated Circuits (ASICs) and their process to become the first company to gain approval
increang compexity, has led to concerns over their
impac on the reliability of the equipment into which The experience gamed has contributed to the evolution
they are designed By their nature ASICs a produced of Process Approval and, more recently, Technology
in mall balches and this kads to maor difficulties in Approval which have been adopted by the CECC (Re
boh neiaili asrumace and reliability predicto of 2 & 5). These sdemes are now being taken up by
the component. Normal tcmiqu such as lI testing other sectors of the electronics idustry such as
and burn-in am seldom ofvalue and it is difficult, if not ceramic capacitors and printed wiring boards.
inapoesible to compil the life test data upon which
failure rates of standard components ae based. In any The following sections explain the thinin• behind the
case, these techiqes were pimarly devised to BS9000 Pat 4 standard for ASIC Design Facilities and
addrs random failire mecmanis and those due to the lessons tlad in its employment. Tle arguments

and rocesinghuft. ae thn exande, ledinto the concpt f ProcessASeroval mto Tdcnolri t Aphbove l an d thes r wids
Atbiggr purbplem with custrm om is the d 11w inte sign is not to he r out the
Itai of" introdesidIn certaIn app idcal requirlement of the indieidu stpmards (fthe set
qornt, thea would be esomgd tmni suchh Refs. 2, 3 & a),irne to sivg an oveviewnof the criic
can bet, S o mt ve a mpdlevic o wf t aooe AarCea it t prtcetabl beshind a eom.sdo econmicall vi"• (if indee psib~le) to UK a

revicae a fuaeivmle. 2. SETmlaG Ta a SiAsNAeD

So a maetods Mighd De f itm tanguai (oiltywh ad Two fimdomcnt philosmphy behicnsdteredn dards is
fbm wPtol• & he e autyof the device i gr of appopleg Th e de press rothew thinitf ban been imntrhdcod In certain aplcain qualiPyi a product Me fat m ms t ieekn:beto

byandla a d esign tena i que as Flamartrds e i th ASC (desin pnesnman nantify the rcan be emloe to giv a deic with a totaly mns and thento ed isha sstem o cntol

ofars a lle mH10 eludonLo (ft hih Tw impotatpoins must e cosid d. Firtl,
VHX, is ame) a the design "oo Both mdb• comm IC desin is typically cade out by a small
adavow In ensure do' -m t S d4ofth device owu t group of lpol This may be a design pow within a

with a malhmamtl ddbim of the device hiputs a s iooctu proueag house) or an indepenent
Both hae been used smcceasfill and the ue of High desin company. Secondly, ASIC Design off m
Ddnion Languges in pamticulr are becoming =51 in than mer designing a device.
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A customer ordering an ASIC will often require the (layout) desgn rules supplied by the processing house.
design fac*it to carry out the design and projct The performance of the circuit in this form will be
manag the component thOqgh productio, =At=e*d technology dependent and further simulation will be
and test, delivering prototype and then production carried out along with checks to ensure that the Layout
devices. Small design compames usually work within rules have been obeyed and that the Laou reflects the
the loate scenario, but Will, on occasion, carry out a schematic (layout vs. Schematic or LVS checks). This,
pun design exercise. Both modes of operation Must iterative stage ends with some final checks and the last
be allowed for if the standard is to be ofuse. To stepis atranslation of the Layout dueaintoa standard
addres this, BS9000 deines two classes of design format for mask making. It is important to noe that
activity namely, ýClass A' and CUas 0. Figure I differnvt design facilities may use diffrenm qimn
illustrate this aexteded design activity. A Class A and software and the same facility may usedifrn
design facily is approved to way out designt only, tools for differnot procsse or design types. T113 detail
whilst a Class B faclty will also way out or of their design procedfures may also change but this
subcontract the other functions, acting as the prime general design model covers most situations.
contractor and the interface to the customer. A Class B
facility will thus be involvedl in a more complicated Having thus abstracted the design task, we must
operation There are certain, commercial advantages in identif the weaknesses theren. Investigation revealed
being independent from anry one manufacturing process that the common problems in the design process arise
and many small companies will operate to this model. from the following:

1 . Poor pmaicaion
2. Misinterpretation of the specification

Specficaon Dsign3. Misuse of design tools
4. Use of inappropriate: tools
5. Poor control of the design activity (ie. tasks and

checks not carried out)
Processin e 6. The use of an inappropriate technology.

To address the above, three basic principles can be
FIgure1. Mh ExokadeASIC Data. Ad#Vftj eniployed.

Firstly, greater customer involvement in the process.
This can he addressed by establishing a series of formal

2.1 U Deigi ftoessdesign reviews, initially to ensare that the specification
is understood by the desine (and by the customer) and
late, to ensare that the design is conrverging to theThe3 design activity itself can be abstracted down to th specification. Formal desig reviews; put a certain

itertiveproess how in igue 2.Thsmode is amount of responsibility upon the customer and this is
typcal of many design situations independent of the esetil Oftn, the customer will not understand the
circuit type and the technology used and it is here that full ignaance of various details of hisspcfcto

control must be applied in order to improve design uni wel two th e ignprcess. Two way

customer by the design fAciit and clarification of the
requirements by the customer. Commonly a csoe

Desgnwill he well versed in boar~mdlel desgn aid works in
Spec C~d=Bn OuWthe situation where design modifications can be carried

out on the prototype at alateastage. Ihepoint at which
commitment is required is blurred and the specification
often rullects this With ASIC design, the option of

Simlaton hecphysical modification is am possible and, oom the
device has been produced, a redesign, is a very costly

F4w MDedR~wpWW Option. It is of prime importance to ensure that the
deinmeet the specification and the specification

s ~ by~ meesa the cumtouer requirements. In both MMesTh socfiatonisusaly rontd y hecutoer ultimate repniiiymus rest with the desig fachtyand is translald into a circuit design (ie. a sha tim c bein the cW in the field.
lewi) by the designer. This will therm be sirmulated,
uming avariety of software design toolsand compared Secoona7 making sare the designer ha thecort
with the petformance requirements. Whom utsied deig ool l nfitmnuie. for the job 71e3 deng
the designe will VmPrmoe' so convret the dr I 1 lin a tools includethe sftaware (fw simualation, bmy"r an
crip Iqout. He will do this for a opecific ch dongt desig) and the hasware platlfoisu VIPOm
Moubctuung prcmwhic will have beens com~f Which it ,nm SainW controlmethod we essential

chosen and he will us electrical sad topological 80 Fm thme provision andi maintenance of approPri
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tmils The other bifomasoia. required Will include and aimed to deal with issues such ats customier return
; mocoP design rueis which are used in putting Wogthe and corrective actions
the actual layut and mathematical devicei mdels and
process cbaf~tnfatics used kwaor ation. Both at These. then are the isues which Must be addressed In
these are process dependent and the infbormtion will be order to establish control over the ASIC design tink.
obtained hous the appropriate psuogmfn hoome To be accetable, the standard must have some
Again, it is up to the design facility to ensur that this additional characteristics.
injormation is- inret curient and siecint forthe job
in huand Methods of software and innfortia 2.3 Frle
managemnent munst be applied.

Thrdy oe znut ute~ ~deal da hijeb If the standard is to be first accepted and then adopted
proert. Tis ntrducs te qestonsof staff by industry both customers; And suppliers), the

sclocxi ca ualfcto an trm ugven an following criteria should he moat
adequate: level of competence, inatsues most he taken 1.It should be workable. The standard. must be readily

tocse h h designer tae the~ " e achievable by a design facility. Whilst being effreuw
issues at a&c stage of the design. One way to achiev: it should not prove overly onerous, neither should it be
this is to establish control Sate in the design now. expeniv for a small company to implement. It should
these can take the form of check points after each also be acceptal to the design st&M A lot of effort
functional activity and can take the form of formalised se-s to~e the des~ign haeres.uamtmd
dasip reviews, internal checks or triger for snet h einr

2. It must be fleible. Thim standard should be
Additionally -oebscqa angmn rcie applicable and effective in a wide variety of buins

such as documentation and drawing control and InticaeUmtbedpaleoth
internal auditing awe essential to the control oftm basi different orgamisational structures which have evolved
design pro to tackle ASIC design, be they rIne or smnall,

independent or not. Some facilities; may have QA
it can be seen, therefor%, that two basic types of control sytm aled in pa soe a be approved to
are necessairy the propec specific controls whc o other standards (ecg. ISO 9000) and others will be
be addressed at the appropriate points in the design, subject to the QA systems; of a parent orgarisation.
and the on-gohing supr ciiis b unrwl The standard should readily integrat into these
be specific to each design, technology and customer and eniom ts

the latter are more genral, company Practices 3. It should address the needs of the industry, supplier
2.2 1c Etendd Deignand customer alike. This boils down to the question.

'what will the customer gain from placing his order
with an approved supplieir and what will the supplier

desgn ouss, illcary otith extended gain from approvalT
activities of a Class B hfclty as defined above and 4 tms eaeai otidpryassiul o

delsignrated pe igrhsteat) Thus, the wilcry u simcmaswed activity such as ASIC design. a high degree
otersi epn ton pneorhamsrest venlors. They subcotract th of expwwis would be required to assess the operation of

a company with no formal qualiy system. Approval toproject managemenet role for the device procurement a standard should be carried out in a manoner which wiltand act as the intesfce, to the customer. facilitate the job of an external assessor without

The design stage will generally fall in line with that detailed technical knowledge of ASIC design
discussed above and control can be established in a 5 ai prvladmitnne nteAI
ww fah COM Of th i"atvtislfst industry the technologies employed, including those of
additontalto otrel.On to ofainly asoiae wit the design tools change continually and swnlUy. If a
subcontr actor cotrl.Onto oti, sommle ofd standard is to be practical, it is essential that a route is
conroladur auditing must bed.E exaatl Te dclassnB availab" to quickly extend or change the scpe of the
acotivtywol ald-so a mus be extended~. Th approBq~ val withou majo upset to the company
and deuo"c of material. Afhul mos of ths cannered
be addressed by the adoption of standard industry NZIGTESADR
practots. it most be recognised that eflctive control of3. ETNG HESAD D
the menbded activity will require, a highei level of 7erqieetso S00Pr 4wtwitnt
naitgmepno commitment and rsum Pas th facllity is MM~ thequrne a ove criteri 0 PatIw witn tou 92,W~know nqv~ibkto th custmar. brleh
now trem mstu ppaly tothaim, for muthbe preparined Mmosyste..s Mt became the first IC design house to

of he ntie sppl chin nd ug e bth repred be aproe under the scheme OWnf 4). The company
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is a maml, independe design ouse. It operates as a impat on the quality of the process and to den*i the
Class B design •flity, carrying out the dsign taks associated Critical Parameters to provide a measmnable
in-hous and, the pri contractor, suboontracts the indication, where poesibl
mak making and processing etc. A range of diffent
technologies ar uod and digital and analoue devce Process Approval is now well established and process
of varying complexity ar produced. As a cas study Assessment Schedules have ban written for many
for the merits and viability of a new standard, the activities including ASIC design, Mask Mvanufactum
company tefo provides one of the more complCx Ceramic Packaging and Hybri manufacture. Outside
am testing scenarios, the ASIC industry. PASs have been prepared for

Ceramic Capacitors and Prined Circuit Board design,
Prior to its BS9000 applval, WIL was not approved 1 M others. So far. some thirteen PASs have been
to any o quality standard although it had written, allowing many activities to be approved unde
established basic QA procedures such as drawing and the scheme. Nf its activities are nm already covered,
document control systems. It took the company any Company, trade body or other relevant organisation
aone year to prepare for apprva can produce rquime in the form of a Process
putting in place the neceary procedures and Assessment Schedule and submit it to the CECC for
documenttio As expected, design control became inclusion in the scheme.
the focus of these efforts, most of the other
requirements being met by adopting standard, industry 4.2 Tgchnolosv Anooval
procedures. The deusi staff were heavily involved in

this development and the design control was eventually As the work described in the previous sections was
refined to a series of checks and reviews which can be underway, an extensive programme was set up to
reduced to just wo, one page control sheets and were investigate the actions component manufacturers
law embedded directly into the design software. carried out to satisd themselves that the components

manufactured were suitable for sale and also the
WML has been operating the system for over two years expectations of the users.
and it has seen benefits in the smooth running of their
operation and in customer perception of their service. The overwhelming response was that Statistical Process

Control (SPC) was being used in all areas of
4. PROCESS APPROVAL AND TECHNOLOGY manufacture, with all the necessary requirements of

APPROVAL feedbak and m*pvement being implemented. Also,
the philosophy of Total Quality Management (TQM)

Whilst BS9000 Part 4 was aimed at the ASIC desn was beu discussed and encouraged. Although there
fonction, the arguments put forward in section 1 for a was considerable interest in these mae in mot
new type of standard (increasing complexity and firms, ther wen no national or international standards
cusomisation with faster turnaround), also apply to the invoking Mich tools that could form the basis of a third
other steps in ASIC procurement party audit or approval.

The structure of the cMrent ASIC industry is modular It was therefore agreed that the cost effective way
in form, a different organisation carrying out each step forward for a new approval should include the SPC and
of the prcs.I order to provide an approved TQM philosophies.
component these other processes Mult also be
appioed On top of this, as the complexiy of de.vice This led to the denielopmen of Techolog ApprovaL.

The cst Id tims involvee on Prc and and TA Tcnaio tTh srem cts e and modulog format of Procwt
Appoala ve sbendevelop to mhe emti s nree f in aTechnoogy Approval Sthe d le to irAude the uose od
eithe qu•fia or caailt approval was pvm& SPC and TQK
Onerous. A now farm of approval was dcoly requin
The schemes Of Process approval and Technology The reuirementsfor'Technology Appovialawe written
Approval have been developed to meet this need. in aTecluxogyf Approva Schehdu (TAS), as oppowed

to a Process Approval Schedule, and the guide-ines for
4.1 A othis are written in CECC Rules of Procedure RPI4 Part

4.1 poa drsv by V. There are five mandatory requirements:
Proces Approva thme --v b
stUcturing of the quality system and anisatlonal 1. The use Of process Control methods (defined in the
requitements. For each individual process, a Process TAS) and tools to demonstrate the control of processes
Asmsement Schedule (PAS) has been written detailin and prodct.
the requirements for that activity. To gain approval, a
company is required to prepare a Proc Manual to Le. the component manubctr must be aocesfilly
show how their Quality System meoe the requirements. using SPC in all relevant area of manoficture and test.
"Th" doIImeIn acts a rone map through their systeM
with rf xac to the MuimeMs and will be a guide 2. Coatimous quality imprvoement and its
for adea mdG, Pros control is Impkmmated demomsati
by identifying the Quality Factors; which have a eqi
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LiLe using SPC. for example. the company can characteaisalion if it is to be manufaictured undler die
demonstrate that it has a continuous improvement scope of the TAS.
Programme.

3. Monitoring the oveall technologie and OPeraIon
associated with the design~ And manuUrINg proces The requirements of dhe Description of Technology are
as well as the components themselves.temotsacig bmue ah afltrr

* i~~~e. End of line testing is only part of confirming die apoahstemnfcue ndqltyo hi
* ~ ~ isability of the ~~~~componentsfcoycatolo on~et within a component tecinology, from

acethe bility manfacture opnnt in-procss t ostin rsouldOf different directions. The Rules of procedure provide
guide-lines (in die form of TASs) on how to achieve

almost by deftult. guarantee that the cot pOUCI illt this, for various technologies. Some of these are shown
meet its final tests. figr 3(b).

4. Process flexibility based onia companY's ow" quality FRP14 P-t 11
assurance management system and component sector

produce his components and tea thdem. Therefore, each _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

iufa~cturar defines the actions he takes to satiy(a
himself that his component is acceptable, and meets his
custoniers requirements. RP14 Pt 1

5. Rapid approval or extension of approval by use of a RP14 Pt VI
Technology Approval Declaration Document (TADD). Tedwiflgy Approval

i~e. As part of the TADD. the component CECC 210 000
manufcture has to describe Moly his poomses Requirements for a TAS
Thereore if he wishes to extend his approval for a
ProEs the process extension must be fully CEC2100OI CEOC 2100G2 CE210003 C21Om4
documented. The manufaicturer then has to TAB for TMS for TMS fr TM for

Ic W AIC HW" C41WuA Ocrfocs
demonstrate that he can ameethde requirements of the, Caefr swmdco
extension and that the proces~s is fully under control. Wb
When this has been done to die satisfaction of the
approval authority, the extension is approved. Figure 3. CECC Docun*N Structuire

The TADD can be considered the equivalent of a 45CC mlmnaino mmadTcnlg
Prcs sesment Schedule in Process approval.

4.3 ~Both Process. and Technology Approval are
4.3TheTw~otmAgpW Dclaatin D u= incorporated into the CECC system une Rules of

Procedure RP14. The family tree of this system is
The ADDis sula to Caabilty atinl ~ shown in figure 3(a). RP14 Part V deals with Process

extends to cover both the technical and managerialchoog ppoalisadrsedi
apcsOf the operation. Th folwn be ng Approval wis ehooyApoa sadesdi

(taken from RP14 Part VI) give an idctmof th RP14 Part VI
required contents of this document- ;it wl be reonie tha man of th eea quality

1. Manag cmitment to Qualty reuirments for the BS9000 Design Hous approval
I. Qult ImrvmntPorm are covered by the ISO 9000 standard. This is also

3. Dfintio ofbe eleant ite an Opratons true of the odher schemes and RP14 incorporates the
3. DeInita wioofthe relevantrSactors anISO 9000 requirements in RP14 Part 1. A
4. Interfael wnith Plan o manufacturer must be approved to this before be can
6. nTeral Audite Pgan Technology Approval. Once he has done this, he
6. Teat V oehices hol must then write a Process Assessment Scledde, in

7. Description e in T echnolo .4. ordler to acquire rocess Approval, or a Technology

S. Management of non-conforming Product or Apprvli ~ rtoiDcuet frTcnlg

9. Nlew Product Introduction Programnme 4.6 eftoth jM

The mnufadlcturer must document both his new product Wha coofdneo d~oes ite user of the component gaun
intoduction prrogramme and procedures for asa when purchasing a component from a manufacturer



with Technolop Approval? Some of the & MAWvnae pranople within the BS9(00 ASIC Design House
ALM: Approval and these have been discused in motion 3.

The Design Hoam in quesion has applied for Pros
1. A knowledg that. as a mininmum the supplier has Approval and intends to undergo Technology Approval
approval to RP14 Pain I which encmnposaes the as soon as possi-ble. This indicates the satraction of the
requirements of ISO 9000 system to the SMEs which make up much of todays

industry. Indeed the scheme, with uts modular
2. A low failure rate through the crctapplication of stucaict, provides a stricture w~ithin which smal
Proces Control. businesse can supply approved product in a way nam

-rvoul -oibe
3. New qualifie product can be released as quickly as
comnmercia poduct In fiact. all components produced Thec use of such an approval has ramifications in
une TA are automatically qualified, related areas such as the recognised problems of future

supply ofdevices, but these are outside the scope of this
4. The manufacturer will have a Quality Improvement paper.

Progrmme i pThe M inMistrie of Defence for Ciermany, France, Italy
5. Independent auditing by a third party and the UJK are currently financing an experiment.

where ASIC designers, manufacturers; and user arm
6. CECC Detail Specs for all "standard! components, investigating the application of TA by moan of
Customer Detail Specs for customer specific actually producing components under the scheme and
components (containing all the customer requirements), comparing this with other forms of release. All the
or registered dafta sheets All components companies involved in the expeiment should gain
manufactured within a companys Technology Technology Approval, with obvious advantages to other

*Approval Boundary may have CECC releas. - Note ASIC users and suppliers.
the signifficance of this las point.

It is expected that the inhrn flexibility of Technology
4.7 he eneal -ppla~o ofApproval will lead to its widespread use in the

AmzoW Bmpean~ Copnn Industy- peartmarly amongs
SMEs.

Although Technology Approval has been driven by the RFRNE

IC and, ASIC users andl producers, other component
appliatio of 1. TIEGEC Workcing Group 2, -Generic Qualificationimrvmnsto be pSined through th plcaino For ASICs and We,' Final Report. Joint Mfinistries of

TK Component sector developing TA or DfmGeol etn.Arl19
investigating its application are:

* CeamicCpacrors2. CECC 200 000, Requirements for process0 cermic apactorsAssessment Schedules for Process Approval

* DiscreteDevics 3. CECC 200 002, Process Assessment Schedule

* piezoelectric Devics Integrated Circuits Desig Facility, Final Draft Match

* Seres ad Synbros4. flokinsco, C.N. -Design Hous Approval - The

0 pocoiu Walasley Experience , Prseted to CODERM Group,
Jan 1994

&. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHRR WORK 5. CE 210 000, Requirements For Technology

RP 14 Part VI and CECC 210 000 bave been published ppoaSceus i )
by the CECC in 199. A number of companies ame at Further hinformation, can be obtained from the authors
their own nrisk already looking at Technology Approval cl Prdu R W an Qal ~ ity 14d
and have started to apply it bIreS the TMS 23 Freelands Roadq Ratio,

docuenaionhave been finally publishmt TheEdnug
benties of this type of approval hav already been, EH23 SNP Tel. & Fax 031-333 1162

shown. to a certain exsent~, by the application of the
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PLANNING EARLY LIFE RELIABILITY TESTING USING THE
'HUGHES' MODEL

By: Martin Shaw
Product Quality and Reliability Lab
IBM U.K Ltd
Greenock.
Scotand

Generally when an enigieer decides to sad up an
Early Wie reliability test strategy, the firs streas

1.1. ABSRACTtypes to be considered are random vibration and
1.1. ABSRACTthermal cycling as they enable short duration

An application of the 'Hughes Test Strength team of tap sam'ple sune. This can yield a great
Model' is describedi in assessing effct Of *nirn deal of information on the Early Lift reliability of

mentl stess estn fr Ealy Lfe valaion of the product to be tested. This enables the egne
vide direspa utestn Comprio of diffeevlaint Of to pla reliability growth testing within adeid

mieho display reuits. usedam of vaidate Huges period and be in a position to predict the expected
metodse lureutusdtvaiaeHgs Early iffe performance of a product prior to

nvxlrJ.volume shipmient.

1.1.2 BACKGROUND This then begs the question of how long the testing
should last and to what effect it will have, Le - the

Over the last two years Greenock Reliability Engi- percentage of latent' early life defects that can be
rivers have worked closely with suppliers to help precipitated by the combination of various types of

*them introduce well defined Quality / Reliability stress. As early life defects are predominantly
test strategies. The objetive has been to minimise caused by process weaknesse rather than being
IBM test costs and plac the me responsibility intrnrsic to the design. short. sharp testing is found
where it belongs, at the feet of the vendor, to be most effiective.

Not only does this make the vendor more account. when testing was kig sId up at the video display
abefor Quality problems, it provides the right type vendor their tes capabiity resticted the test

of miotivation to the vendor who is more in control stregth of their early lif test. To pt over this
of Quality output than eve before. problem testing was also performed at the two

main IBM test sites in Scotland and North
Prior to implementing this strategy IBM caire the Carolina. USA wher the equipmenit is far more
burden of test costs and also had to co-ordinate advanced and enables achievemient of far higher
sub-system chniges to unpsuve Qualit / Reliability stress levels.
levels, using up a preat deal of 'expenave man bra
in doing so. This has now chan gred atly with the This provided an excellent opportunity to perforn
emphasis placoed on the vendor and the Greenock testing at diftrent stres leveh on similar vintage
eniginieer doing mooe of a 'policesnan' type role, products which could now be used to evaluate the

re .in test information from the vendor rather use of the Hughs test strength model by corn-
than creating it. paring the types of defect found and the reffct that

The remainder of the paper describes in doWe a wudbv nfed=aiiy

ease study of the succeafdu implementation of re-. noe data used in this pape dlearly demonstraes
ability tesing on a recent level Personal System the Hughes modal is of grim urn in evaluating early
video display and how the tes dafta along with that life stres test methods, showing vendor test nec-
from conrolled testing at IBM sites has enabled a tivenees of 46% viergue #9% for that of the wmre
vmy worthiwhile study of the Hughe tes strength advanced IBM testing. 1bes figre ame proven to
model. be on ezeelwn meimtr of the early lif testmie

when compared to the defct types found in the
&Wd versus thos found durning rn-house testin
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The old wetbods of testing often involved long optimise the probability of detecting latent process
duration elevated temperature testing, but as this type defects.
was fairly ineffective in highlighting process weak-

*nesses it was restricting the continual improvement Using t t strength equations in Fig 1. and Fig 2.
in product Quality and Reliability. As a result. the the optimum test can be deapgnd to achieve any
Gireenock Reliability LAb was built during 1984 at aet level of test strength. Obviously, the higher the
a cost of 1.5 million U.S Dollars to handl high test strength required, the longer will be the test
volume, high stress, early life testing with the profile required. As in most development and man-
emphasis on detecting laent, early lIfe process type ufacturing processes time is limited therefore it
deficts. makes sense to set a target test strength level and

plan appropriate testing well in advan'ce. Using the
As this type of testing does not lend itself to Accel- Hughes equations allows the reliability engineer to
craton Factor calculations such as the Arrhenius do this with minimal time spent on literature search
model, applied to steady temperature testing. the for the most effective test methods that will reduce
sisulation time of the testing cannot be easily eval- test times, often a task that takes longer than actual
wsted. testing!!

The alternative is to use the Hughes equation Table 1. details the stress test parameters of the
which will provide a leve of test effectiveness, inde- IBM and vendor tests respectively.
pendent of simulation tim. By doing this the
emphasis chans from setting up a tent to measure
reliability with respect to tune to that of capturing

0 as many of the early lI& proces defects in as shoad
a time as pomsible. most effectively described by the Table 1. ~gutea~ r Parameters

* Hghe eqatin.parameter Vendor IBM

Once xafficient confidence in this practice is Thermal Cycling Ramp 1.5 5.0
achieved it becomes a snimpe task to plan future Rate (Deg C per minute) ___ __

tests and using actual test / field data Jhe opumum
ealylie es pofle cn e stblshd.Number of Thermal 14 48

Tc ~iswl OanbeesAbliheod. no CTmertr Range No. of No.

paper describes in data the vendor and IBM tent - (-10 to +40) 8
6p kwihtezacud calculation pofilest ueed 4

both inIMadalso by the vendor. Elevated Temp test dun-. 60 hrs 12 his

C) _ _

1.1.3 THE HUGHES EQUATIO Continuous Power on 60 hr, l2 ho

The Hushe Equaton (Rdf 1.) -io infomns- N.Pwrsice 0 sstag an the possWl effnetivevesn of some Cuo- SwthS 0
manly used ---er teet methods. Thi work was Power on tim between 2 .03
, .ie out noed. contracd for the Rome Air Devel- switches (his)___
opmao Cm (RAC n 6 in an 20 minute Randomt I 6 6 G
RADC Tech~ml Report. ised ind 1961. Virto PrfIle (fe, msa 103s

Any Reaiabiey im sbotid include Vibatadn. quea range) I__
Thermal CyeliW& Coastant umperatmu tesing mad Random Vibration Test 0.4 0.7
dlo powm on peios alo0" with powa CYCHMn to Strngth



Figure I - Test Strength equations for Thermal

Cycling and Constant Temperature Figure 3 - Thermal Cycling test profiles

Thermal Cycling +68

Power On P/Cyc

+..-

I -1 +40
0.8 11exp(-NxdT/dtx11.835xlKxexp.0122(T+273)) 12 hrs 4 hrs

N - Number of thermal cycles

dT/dt - Rate of temperature change (deg C per minute) -5

T - Absolute temperature (deg C) x48

- (Jhigh temp-251 + jlow temp - 251) I 2

Constant Temperature

1 -5 - +50

0.6 li-exp(-tx2.63xlOxexp.B122(T+273))I

I I 
Power on with P/Cyc

+4e

T - Constant Temperature (deg C) 70 hrs

t - Time in test

-20

Figure 2 - Test Strength equations for Continuous 6x ex

Power on and Power Switching

Vendor

Continuous 
Power

t /(t+ c) C -goo

Power Switching ;

N

1-(c/ (c + t))

N - Number of power on switches
t - Power on time between switches
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1.1.4 RANDOM VIBRATION 1.1.5 CALCULATING OVERALL TEST
PROFILES STRENGTH

Tables 2 and 3 detail the differing profiles for the Using Table I. plus Figures 1. and 2. the Test
IBM and the Vendor vibration tests. Both tests Strengths in Table 4. are calculated for each indi-
were non-operational with the vendor test con- vidual stress type.
strained by the capability of their random vibration
table and controller, hence the frequency range is
only up to 200 Hz rather than 2000 Hz for the
IBM test. Table 4. Test Strength Values

Parameter Vendor IBM

Table 2. Vendor Random Vibration Test Levels Thermal Value Value

Frequency (Hz) G2/IHz (PSD Level) Cycling

2.0 0.0010 • (-20 to * 0.048
+ 50)

4.0 0.0300 +0
4 (-10 to * 0.056

8.0 0.0300 +40)

40.0 0.0300 * (-5 to - 0.64

55.0 0.0100 +60)

70.0 0.0100 Elevated 0.042 0.009
Temp test

200 0.0010 Continuous 0.063 0.013

Power On
Table 3. IBM Random Vibration Test Levels Power 0.058 0.003

Frequency (Hz) G2/IHz (PSD Levd) Switching

120 0.0030 Random 0.40 0.70
Vibration

42.0 0.0030

54.0 0.0100 As Test strength represents the probability of pre-

72.0 0.0100 cipitating a latent defect, the simplest way to calcu-
late the overall test strength is to combine the
probabilities of not finding defects with each stress

204.0 0.0200 type.-

199 0.0200 _ Probability of not finding a defect with any of the

strses imposed
The input energy level for the vendor test is I
Grins and for the IBM test is 6 G rms. Using this = (I-T.S for TIC) (1-T.S for Vib), etc
measure and the charts in Ref 2. the test strength
is obtained and input in Table I and Table 4. = (1-0.048)(1-0.056) ...... (1-0.4)

Using the test parameters in Table I. and applying = 0.46
the Hughes Test Strength equations in Fig 1. it is a
simple task to calculate the test strength of the
applied Early Life Reliability test profile. Prob of finding a defect is therefore;

It should be noted that Test Strength for Random 1 1-0.46 = 0.54
Vibration is not derived from any Hughes Equation
but is taken directly forn an RADC report (Ref
2.). The fixed Test strength vahles for the random IBM Test Strength = 0.89
vibration stres is als listed in Table 1.
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1.1.6 ANALYSIS OF EARLY LIFE and not used in the analysis of the early life refi.TEST RESULTS ability defect distribution.

Table 5. shows a simple breakdown of failure types
Test data was collected over a perod of 9 months experienced during both IBM and also the monitorand field data was used from the first 12 months of vendor early life testing.

installations. To ensure accuracy in the rmdings the
vendor monitor repair centre analysed all U.K field
failures and sent information directly back to IBM.
They also analysed the failures from IBM
Greenock Reliability testing which left in no doubt Table S. Early Life Failure Types
the conclusions on similarity of failure types found Defect Type (no. no) Seen Seen

by testing and those experienced by the customer In in
during normal field usage. IBM Vendor

test test
Vendor testing was also performed at the manufac-
turing source with different stress levels in compar- IC601 failure (6 of) y y
ison to the Greenock test. All defects were also F601 failure (6 of) y y
analysed to root cause providing a database of
defects to be compared with ones experienced in D600/D605 fails( of) y n
the Greenock test and those which were found in Component Solder Land
the field. Cracks

In total, some 44 confirmed monitor failures were - R315(4 of) * y - n

returned from customers during the first 12 months * CN603 (2 of) • y • y
* of field usage. Of this number, 29 were consideredS• C316 (2 of) y . n

to be of an 'early life' nature caused by inherent
weakness in the components or manufacturing * C208 (I of) * y * y
processes. Such defects occurred within the first 60
days of customer use. The remainder of the defects Pot Movement (2 of) n n
(15 of) were either Intrinsic or Dead on Arrival, Scan Coil failure (I of) n n

1.1.7 CONCLUSIONS 3. Calculated test strength for IBM test also com-

1. Analysing the data in Table 5. leads one to the pares closely to that calculated from Table 2.,

obvious conclusion that the IBM Early Life 89% versus 90%

stress test methods were more successful in 4. The Hughes model is by no means perfect but
finding the same type of defects as experienced has been shown to be extremely useful in
in the field. measuring the effectiveness of an early life reli-

• During IBM tests, 7 of the 9 defect types ability test proposal.

were found which would equate to some 5. The Hughes model makes no reference to
26 of the 29 defects, or 90% acceleration factor, which for early life defects is

- During Vendor tests, 4 of the 9 defect types very appropriate as the failures would not be

were found equating to 15 of the 29 defects intrinsic and thereby difficult to model.

or 52% 6. Shipped product with any latent early life

2. Calculated test strength for vendor test com- defects can be considered as 'walking wounded'

pars closely to the test strength calculated , requiring the right form of stress test to 'push'

from Table 4., 54% versus 52% the defect mechanism to the failure point when
the stresses imposed are greater than the
strength of the latent defect.
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1.1.8 References 2. Kmm, D. Bum•i.n Which Envionmental
Strew Screens Should be used ?
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McMillan. EA. , Electronic Equipment
Screening and Debugging Techniques, Hughes
Aircraf Company. Final Report,
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LIFE TIME DETERMINATION
BASED ON DEGRADATION KINETICS

Dr. Luc Tieleuans Dr Lax De Schepper
DESTIN N.V. LU.C.

Wetenschalpspork I
B3-3390 Diepeninee

MAbtract

New strategy boed on degradation kineics is 1esItdh can be used to deternine and control reliability in

1.IN'TRODUCTION whaen mor than one degradation mechanisms are

order toverify a failure raiteof10 FIT for acomponmn By qualification of a product it has to be guaranteed
that Operates at 55 0C, a test time of 1000 heurs at that a product will funection within its tolerances (=
125*C on a batch of 4000 samples is required failure criterion) for a certai lie time t, . in
(suppouag; an activation energy of 0.3 eV and a 60% paragrapih 2, the acceleration factor was determined in

tha the hewed IMFest atimes 2il Fa to tat sa tmpe loftepreduat tempereatur Tas, 6the
Toipridlt i the derdto atadifrettepraue iraljg, opertheg dmegradtionTm behavodur huvs p(to

anbe tse duringda qalffic ausian sietatahistcgher
Ineosarticlr a maethod baed anodedradation failue) levelj aT ti- enTohe qualification. test can bedeid
ius oathese and thme effective activaioneneg anto cie ytema:cp'(i>adtesadr
themaonstratioth fatwiiiyorfr ahi faluecrthrod n cans meheod ito T t~Fo hs aamtr ei

is ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (iia toial the pvromroepobes etssd bv
ained -ctan o nfr oe degbradtonmecaisosacierti for reiailt (Saitcl rcs ontrol)),q liftVne~ F10

the~~~T penrteflrtin~ orme - fictio thest fahiued crteioYist thmes
cIngn the failur cariteripn, thes Methd wil lie' (cwugt oa ult bigetTM aechainge fo thermal~ actovathed degaatio no wieteR mndOktm wi rdc

iuee thne sa wciaythis meho has be 'wnd (2)h cclrto atrbu rtro
aepeplired for oteac trsfiailre crikerion ,VotgeV

humidit OL 52c



* An intrinsic relibility fector Iom than I mneans that degradati onwnv by the intrinsic reliability indicator
the product has a shorter libfe ime thami expected. R,-l R,

*Means that the prdc Bifi jag the -qin liftePqt) P#0*
tine Products with the higher P,-il rhae th *cf esct curve: YT (1
highest hf dame. (4)
siimiar to the definition of the Pmpro capability in
spC, the reliability capability fictor can he defined as 2) The screening tWoe t. can be defined as the minaimal

in ft Mowig equation (gaussian statistics k neesrtodtigshswtinteitibin

*Y,.,, screening tame t., the differenc between the defct
5T'(4)() cuam and thme upper degradation cum p~.3.) Of the

distribution has to be large than themesrn
A reliability capabiit ftctor larger than 3 means that resolution. (Heat the ia+3a-level is taken).
the products c-nbe considered as a 6 cGixroces.
Up to now (cumulative failure method) both losI=m p"() T
wiithand the test (no failure foud) and no differenc R, = I when R(5)
can be made bewtwen thes lots in resect to reliability.
With these reliabdily indicators the relimabii of The screenig test effort canhe reduced by unprow*n
products c-nbe characleuised and gives the Possibility the product reliability and by accurate measuring.
to select the most reliable products, These reliability T iea anl o h aiiyo h hmindicators can he used for purchasing and for reliabiit Togived an te pampl or the vaidiy the theg rydt
SPC, but also as advertising tool. xlie ntepeiu etos h erdto

behaviour of RNC 55 resistors is measured. Fig. 1
5. DEGRADATION KINETICS AND shows the degradation curves of thes resistors The

RELIABILITY CONTROL marngresolution is in the order of 10 ppa.

if early faiflure or unreliable products appear, they From drift measurements at dfenttemuperatures, an
hav to be selected out using a screening procedure. activation coMr of about
The test times for the screening tests can be derived I eV has been dersds. Supposing an application with a
fromi of the distribution of the degradation cn as failure criterion of Y-SW ppml a required life: time of
follows (ftg 1): 4 years and a -)max al operating temperature of 90 *C,
1) A theoretica degradation behaviour curve for a the qualification timet. is about 300.000 sec (1)

qualification time t, This cuaw Y'~tX c-nbe named as It (T. }
the "defect curve. All products with a degradation tq = 300.000 sec: frthi xml
curve above the "defect curve are fitiling. The dfct

curve can be calculated by dividing the mean

0d~d am"RNC 55 10O0t~b. 1754C

1200

* .100

0 4PW TOO isoeW a . ma

-100
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The reliability indicators can be derived from the -ea out of the distributiost tM when Iddmcurvef-
and the standard deviation of the drift saftr 300.000 1+3s&re u eolton()
set For the ia-at systm the marning resolustion Was

estismd in the order of t0ppen. Ou of figt 2 the
(pl7SC(3 00.00 0 sec)) = 34(1ev. screening time k. can be derivdtol tbe 10.000 sec. This

0 17S( 3 0 0. 0 00se) =40ý 7ppni men tOw with the tcnqebased on degradation
kinetics the rdelibility sests times caua be rdcd(for

7Ue reliability indicators can be calculmatd (2) (): this app~ication) by a facto of 30.
Using the refiabillity indilmas determineod at screening

"R= 5"P"= 1,47 time k an SPC-sysftm can be set up to control the
(pu73C(300.mu 34qv reliamwityfthe products.

Transkrring this remit o the common at times
(y~rnc~omm~~)(supqipnug these are realistic qtuaificatioua unitst

R, (" Pp-30.O~c = 3- 9 2000-hor test can be reduced to a 3-days tiN
cr"C(30.00m) - 40.m"means tha after qualification of the product (where the

distribution is recoIrded durin over the qualilemaino
These reliability indicators sbow timg the product is tim Q so long duraio, test have to be performed for
intrinsic reliable for the application, (life time - 4 lot acCpaMM . Tests times in the order of days are
years) (Ri>l) (resistors with this lif time can be sufcetto control (WOC the life time of the product.
p roduced) and it can be expected that ail resistor of
the lot will have the required. life unme while the 6.CONCLUSIONS
capAbility faictouis large than 3 (R,-3,9). The resistor
kot can be considered almost as a 4 alot. In the standard testing (cumoulative failurfe metho) no
To control the production (SPC for life time) and to real screenin of the products take place. All pr~oducts;
selec products which are oit of the distribution (early which withstand the test awe considered equal.
failures and freaks) a screening time has to be derivel Companies which produc reli"l proucts will
As first step tb^, mea degradation, behaviour cumv benvefit from the reliability system based on degradation
0(0ISCt) has to be calculated. Further the defec kinetics:

cuWv (4) and the 1+3a-cwve have to be calculated by 1) goo reludaliffty indicators for products with
multiplying the mean-curve with the intrinsic equimsimu qmefflcations
reliaiality factor P, for the *eiitct-curve an wit 2) reduced screening times. Products with low intrinsic

reliability ani~or low reliability capability has to
(p'1(300000-)ýý11(300.000- l 4+2 -Udrong11 screening times.

~ = -1,36 3) "neiWproducts have to be aged mor during
(P""CM~o-))340
fi~crenng The+3-ueM life time of -unrel~ products will
forthe+3-civebe reduced even -or due to this screening strategy.

711C-un es im o eec i___ adeal 4) .Compa- nies which invest in good eurn
failur isfltheii tienest ay(cenn time toa th I eqIpm will beridt. Screening times can bereud

defect crum drifts more than the agena resolutionurngreobtiiafailre s te tme uoesty(sceen uing ti esol)utiontte ha he almasngrsoiiin5) Degradatiom kineics opens the pomilty for
butiltznreiaiilitysand Awbs oproductio (for lietim)

~ -All theme benefits helps the coMpinies which prdue
reliable products, to lowr their cost and to strengtheI their maditr position. A quality systems for reliability

a urns to sulppor this attitudel

,Rg 2: Mh minim. wavenbrg ami cm be
derived as &be time tuke;re the dVjbmm between
the 3*,carw wid the m*ftc carve is jwger thm
thnemareiwngrwlsvtto
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A PHYSICS-OF-FAILURE (POF) APPROACH TO ADDRESSING DEVICE
RELIABILITY IN ACCELERATED TESTING

Pradeep LaU. Michael Pecht wmitl J. Cushig
CALCE Electronic Packaging Research CeNt US Army Mamtriel Systmis Analysis Activity

Umivers"t of Minyland Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, 21005. U.S.A
College Park, MD 20742. U.S.A. Pofe: (410) 273-2760, FAX: (410) 273-2043

Phone: (301) 405-5342. FAX: (301) 314-9269 email: cushingmatLway.mil
email: la0eng.umdedu

ABSTRACT of modern techaology, products can be designed so opersae for
tses of years without failue Accelerat• tests we daus

Tests and screens are usually selected from needed by design, reliability and manufacturing engineers to
govrmentmilitay specifications, sch asUS MIL-STDi83. obtain timely information on the reliability of components and
in the hope that the stresses and stuss magnitudes will target materials. Accelerated wsts e needed in the reliability-
dominant failure mechanisms and reveal the suitability of a design process to assess. demonstrate and improve component
technolog or design for a given application environment. and subsystem reliability, certify componnt, detect failure
The testing approach presnted in this paper determines test modes. coinpre different manufacturers, and improve overall
levels bated on failure mechanisms, failure modes, and quality.
stresses; for the application. It uses quantitative failure models
and acceleration transforms, and adapts the knowledge of Satisfactory approaches to these issues have been elusive.
dominant failure mechanisms o the selection of accelerating which has precluded the widespread use of accelerated
sum parameters. The stress levels, designed specifically for reliability testing. Failures must be identified with respect to
each test articl e based on manufacturing processes. th failure mechanism and stess in order to address failures
geometry and materials, generically coupled with an understanding of the failure

mechanism. Increased use of physics-of-failure concepts
KEYWORDS during product design & manufacturing may soon help reduce

some of Ote difficlties, thereby increasing the usefulness &
Physics of failure, accelerated testing, competing risks, acceptancIe of accelerated reliability testing of electronic
electronics reliability, reiability testing products.

INTRODUCTION APPROACH

Tess and screens ae selected from government/milita Difficulties encountered in accelerated reliability testing of
specifications, such as MIL-STD-883. based on thde electronic products have limited its application & acceptance.
assumptions that the stresses and suts magnitudes will target Cnicial, but difficunt issues associated with the evaluation of
the dominant failure mechanisms and reveal suitability of a accelerated reliability tests include
tchnolog or design for a given application environment
However, as noted by the US Air Force Rome Laboratory, in determinntion of the dominant failure mechanisms.
the January 1994 MEE Reliability Society Newetter, sites and modes that re the wakest links in the
"Although manufacturers continue to use these screns today, product under inteded lifecycle loads and how bes
most of the sceens ae impractical or need modifications for to improve the design and/or manufacture.
new technologies, and add little or no valu for mature
technoloies.... With die defense budgetlmiarket declining. determination of appropriate ess levels for
dte DoD ano affrd costly t requirememns that add little accelerated tets, suc that, th product tat passt s
vale to product quality or can he met in other ways the accelerated tests will have no dominant failure

mechnisms that we likely to ocw under intded
Pi se tcholmoo i s changing at such a pace that devices can cycl loads
be obsolet before they reach mamtity. Also, new
development in products and advances in technoogy, coupled assessment of product reliability under intended life-
with dt need to improve product relialit, have increased cycle loads from data obtained under accelerated
demand for the application of accelerated seats. Wish the us tests.
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One of tha keys o the pop d acceleation modeling Determine the likely failure mechanisms, based on
approach is the explicit treatmeat of failure processes or curent models for each potential failure mechanism.
mechanisms. Separate treatment of failure mechanisms, a Include information on model applicability and
central feature of the physics-of-falure approach, is limitations.
recommended by ladmg authorities on the accelerated
reliability testing of electronic devices since failure * Review the various stresses and their limits for the
mechanisms can have different life distributions and models of each failure mechanism in order to
acceleration models (e.g., [Nelson 1990; Tobias & Trindade determine the accelerated stresses to be used in the
1986]). "Junt as, in general, different failure mechanisms test.
follow different life distributions, they may also have different
acceleration models ...we can study each failure mode and • During the test. perform a thorough failure analysis
mechanism separately...This method is virtually the only way of each part. interconnection. etc. until the root-cause
to do acceleration modeling successfully" rTobias & Trindade, failure mechanism(s) is determined.
1986, p.137]

Using the competing-risk analytical approach,
estimate model parameters for each failure

"fMrm- o-sh MG mechanism using only failures due to that failure
Smechanism, treating failures due to other failure/ j¶~'mechanisms as censoring times.

Extrapolate down to use stores for each failure

mechanism.

Use the competing-risk model to combine the times-
to-failure distributions, of the failure mechanisms.
This would result in a composite function appropriate
for a non-repairable electronic item or the time-to-
first-failure of a repairable electronic system• Any

e F-alk" F reliability parameters of interest can be calculated
I' " 1 11' 2 a 8 from this composite function.

Figure 1 Time to failure versus stress for a hypothetcal
microelectronic device ROLE OF THE POF APPROACH IN ACCELERATED

TESTING
Consider a microelectronic device which is subject to failure
due to three dominant failure mechanisms acting at associated What is the PoF approach? PoF is an approach to aid in the
failure sites within the device. While the time to failure of design, manufacture and application of a product by assessing
each of the failure mechanisms may be influenced by changes the possible failure mechanisms due to expected life-cycle

in several parameters. including loads. geometries material stresses. PoF is an approach to reliability assessment, not
properties, defect magnitudes and stresses, focus is placed on reliability prediction. Reliability assessment involves the
the impact of stress on time to fal e. Fie ! depits the evaluation of product potential to survive for the mission life

relationship between the time-to-failure distribution of each Of in the application environment. Attributes for addressing
the three failure mechanisms, and the stress tdot each product potential to survive mission life include: dominant
mechanism has a dominant dependence on. The failure failure mechanisms and the stress drivers for failure, and a
mechanisms that cause hardware failures in electronic products pareto ranking of the times to failure of the dominant failure
generally do not have identical stress dependencies. For mechanisms.

example, the temperature-stress dependencies of How do microelectronic device failures manifest themselves?
microelectroni cfailure mechanisms ae known to vary Failures can be broadly categorized by the nature of the
considerably [PecK, Lall 1992]. The rlationship between the loads-mechanical, thermal electrical. radiation, and
device time-to-failure and s may be elusive unless failure chemical-that trigger or accelerate the mechanism.
mechanisms receive explicit treatment. Explicit conseraon Mechanical failures, for example, can result from elastic or
of dominant failure mechanisms, and their dependencies on plastic deformaton, buckling, brittle or ductile fracture,
loads, geometies and material properties, will provide the intesfacial separation fatigu6 crack initiation and propagation,
insight required to design & build reliability into electronic rep, and cmp tuptur Thermal infalres can aie by
products. and compress reliability at time. The proposed operating the component outside its thermal-performance
accelerated test approach will include: specifications. through heating a component beyond its critical



temperature (such as the glass-transidon temperature, melting ACCELERATED TEST MODELS: EMPIRICAL VS.
point, or flash point), or by severely cycling the temperature. POF MODELS
Electrical failures include those due to electrostatic discharge,
dielectric breakdown, junction breakdown, hot electron An Accelerated test model is a mathematical equation used to
injection, surface and bulk trapping, surface breakdown, and relate the behavior of an item at one stress level to its
electromigration. Radiation failures we caused principally by behavior at another stress level. Models which are entirely
uranium and thorium contaminants and secondary cosmic lays. based on curve fitting of teat data am called empirical
Chemical failures arise in environments that accelerate models. Models which describe behavior at the structural, or
corrosion, oidation, and ionic surface dendrtic growth atomic level consistent with experimental results, are called
(Table i). structural, closed-form, constitutive, or physics-of-failure

models. PoF models characterize various degradation
The PoF approach aids in determining potential causes and the mechanism operational in microelecronic devices. The
location of failures and in developing effective accelerated degradation mechanisms address mechanical, electrical, and
tests. The PoFapproach suppotsgood engeeringjudgement chemical degradation. The mechanical degradation
regarding the impact of stresse on the product or elements of mechanisms address thmnal mismatches at mating interfaces,
the product Stresses can arise throughout the life-cycle, in spatial temperature gradient. tirre-dependent temperature-
manufacturing, handling. storage, and operation. The PoF chF inde s vibatio, and m ncs] ok
approach has been implemented in the Computer-aided Design stresses, Electrica degradation mechanisms address

of Microelectronic Packages (CADMP-fl) Software. temperature, ionic contamination and charge anomaly induced
CADMP-II is a set of integrated software programs that can parameter drifts including intrinsic carrier concentration.
be used to design and assess integrated circuit (IC), hybrid, thermal voltage, mobility, current gain, leakage current,
and multichip module (MCM) packages. CADMP-I1 may be collector-emitter saturation voltage, and VTC shift for Bipolar
used in several ways: Devices; and threshold voltage, mobility, drain current. time
* PoF approach will assist in rapidly assessing delay, strong inversion leakage, sulbhreshoid leakageand chip

alternative microelectronic-package design solutions versio n aOSFeT s. dheakag adatip

during qualification. Reliability assessment for each availability for MOSiFET devices. Chemical degradation

design alternative consists Of a pareto ranking of th mechanisms address moisture and contamiunation-induced
!dominant filnurve mchansisms in term n of d-to- corrosion. In addition, mass-transfer degradation mechanisms
dominant failure mechanisms in termstt of time-to- involving electromigration, stress driven diffusive voiding,
failure. The ability to satisfy mission life metallization migration, contact spiking, and hillock formation
requirements, and avoid failure due to any of the have also been addressed. PoF models address potential

dominant failure mechanisms during mission life, degradation mechanisms in various package elements
will provide a measure of relative worth and aid in including the element attach, substrate, substrate attach, lead,
selecting the best of the available options lead seal, lid, lid seal, case. and interconnects.

* Once a design is selected, the PoE approach may be
used as a guide to design improvement by identifying The mechanical, electrical and chemical degradation induced
the drivers for the dominant failure mechanisms mechanisms have been classified into wearout and overstress
during accelerated test design. The drivers may mechanisms. Wearout mechanisms address the time to failure
include package architecture, material properties and under user-specified defect magnitudes due to the
application environment. The meritof various design accumulation of damnage, while the overstress mechanisms
trade-offs can then be evaluated by determining the address the failure ofthe component under the firsi application
sensitivity of the dominant degradation mechanisms of the load. While, it would be physically impossible to list all
to failure mechanism drivers, the models in this paper, a representative sample of the

* Tbe ability of a proposed design to resist any damage models is given in table 2.
during accelerated testing may be assessed. This
information can be used to modify a design or derive In general, a typical failure model can be represented as

appropriate screens for minimal residual damage to
good components. Sitt 912 Sis ... Si
The PoF approach is usefdul to various odthX % Me
engineering analyses. Examples include: evaluationFPs 3 P3.. ..of new materials, structures, and technologies; t/4J=F Pit Pat Pa (1)
ssesment of packages designed by other software |43 042 *43

programs or manufacturers; maintenance strately
planners can make me of information concerning the M 8dA 6,d, 6,d. )
potential failure site. to minimize down time. due to
fault isolation

where tg(ij) is the time to failure due to a mechanism, g.(for
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I to a) are the geometricp a meters, n(for i I to A) at point A will result in a failure due to SDDV after a test
ae the material properties, p3 (for i - I to a) ae the time of 2 x 0W hobos (given by point A on figure 2). The
opeational parametes e•(for i - I to n) ae the dominant failure mechanism in this accelerated stress tet is
environmental stresses, d,(for i = I to n) ae the defect SDDV. The dominant mechanism however, will change to
magnitudes and I and r we user specified indexes to indicate "DDB, if the test temperature were to be raised to point B.
the existence or nion-existiec of a defect; A - 0 for I * r The dominant mechanism in this case will be TDDB with a

S4 - I for Ir'. For example, Black's clectromigration accelerated test time of 20 hours. The acceleration transform
model can be represented as such as shown in figure 2 can be used to relate the accelerated

test timie to time-to-failure under the tinded life cycle stress
profile. Pduthy . tc e DC) ele stet sui mfl idacoss oxi be

'w-.1-. erfcived foxid thi acknessatio nd maximud m ourrgent density

dominant mechanisms. The test time due to any one

a tu e envilreme chal sms can be furthber optimized based on the
e J 0 0 dependence of the domiotht Mum mpshoisemc on operoftng

dr0 adati As an exhave the dominant mechantme in REAs case
hlve u dominant dependence on the following operating0 0 )stresse: duty cycle (DC), elect-ric field across oxide (FE,.

effectiv e thickness (ina) and maximum ca rent density
in thwsrepesentaionofthe Black's eq etion, a iate h in meraizatfts (Mu.j). A test tim e and the dominance of
as e ctivation energy. urnt exponent and Black's h ne failure mechanisms ian thus be changed by crac ginm the
lacrti.on coefficient d treated as matera domi value of the Operatinm spressr during acclerated test. to target
because their values vary for different metalliztion matione ers various fEiluoe mechanisms ca chieve optimal time

The lods th pake is sbe physics or mdurinics of die
degradataon mechanisms and have been derived from the DEFECT REIsATe D RELIAinrITY
lterature. To ensure that the equations are no applied beyond

their angs of validity, the rfepei es, along with the nge Defects we classified in fr major case gorien : intrinsic
oveg which the equation has been validated by material defects (including improper materirs properties);
experimentation, has been cited in the faDlure mechanism impnaper rgemetl (includint improper size, crtaks, improper
library. Po: models we used to iderify the domirnt thickn ) and l (incltdi.g mostiutrsion
delratatist mresloadis of as tomponent in the appicadon theierty). offecfi of defect magnitudes can be addressed in
,aviiinm=em spcfe by the life-cycle sum profile. Life-. tem of effect on time-to-failure or effect on performance

cycle sum profile refers to the magniftfde and duration of all inetr.
the lton the p ache is subjecedm to during its lifepcycle
i(cludins dat on package wnuhfacturin ch tembly, fto al Defect informaion s used for both designing test st ingtu
braksdorton, saD p, and eor r e xvironmente. for lik eleryted tests ind fordevie urening. While the bnsc

chaete, matethe, n ad von rtion paretingtesr deterife tie
ACCELof ATED TEST Sm RESS DESIGN nommaiu o e liabion ty, the worsa-case derect magnitudes may be

osd to dtrmine a defca t-henabe a dresiability. Most users of
;Sensitivity anlyi is used to identify d-e optimal values of packaM do not design their package. so the

accelerated a -v a ds such as t eatpuemratur, ase a on the ssingrth of thecworingcdo defect magnitud es"doesomgenerly
sensitivity of the dominant falure mehanism to the kinds. exist While soie deg= of defects exist in all product within
The methodology bas been illueitrate by -,, exasnple, the humit of do statistica process control. the allowable
Sensitivity analysis involves idniicto of the functional defect magnitudes can be derived based on fife cycle stress
nrioWw htps for eac of the dominan failure mechanism proft and madon lik reun:mns Suseti~bility to varous
(listedin Tabe2). aosie devicein whichte • doi ant Witmemechanisms in adesigncan be assessed by ealuating
failoe mechanisms conn of elcrmiram es driven die tme-to-failore for pto aial fadloe mechainsms. during the
dihnissve vodn (SDDV), unit-dependen dielectri: life uneof dr.eproeuL Fail mchnimswhich wemost
breakdown (~tDD) coviaim, and excessive likm~s.Uely to result in device failure during mission lift we then
Based ontbie finitionail rlaionships in table2.,o ,dtm-to teme~d as dho dominant failure inicacbnism Onwe the
failure due so various mechanims is the calcul ,•md van kowledge of the dominan field faiure viciai his been
chage in the seminal value of ' I The reatv Olu tbeddoaccelrsio tutifoarlaindtedevice lfiein
dominance of the failure mecaisms and the maximarm operation tohugtin acceleratedtstigcan be derived. Dfc
opeatn temperature fat dc* m•,sai fife ca the be J reliability can donbe addressed by sresderived by
assesed at varous vemperstim. Acceerated tet umperiau assessin do effem of the "wow• case defect magnitudes"
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during accelerated tests. Conversely, the adequacy of MIL-STD-883 can be assessed

for a particular design. An example of defect-detection

Allowable defect magnitudes are determined based on the oriented non-stress screen is Method 2010; MIL-STD-883
sensitivity of the time-to-failure, due to potential failure which addresses scribing and die defects, diffusion and
mechanisms, from PoF models as follows: passivation faults, metalization - non-adherence, bridging.

misalignment, scratches and voids; gate alignment and
For J - k voiding; and dielectric isolation defects for active devices.

S0 (COMPETING CAUSES OF FAILURE

/cuie min(dA/.t .AND. tf>M/. An important issue that arises when reliability assessment
begins at the failure-mechanism level concerns development
of a probabilistic time to failure for an electronic product. In
particular, given information on probabilistic times to failure

For j - k for relevant failure mechanisms acting at associated failure

IY -h- < (4) sites, a suitable approach is needed to developing probabilistic,
"a8d1  < product time to failure. An approach to this problem is

Calculate max(d, t AND. I ML competing-risk modeling.

Reliability quantification has frequently focused on the
where ML is the mission life. The mathematical expression approximation of a constant hazard rate value for each device,
can be plotted as figure 3 which shows the variability in life which are then summed to obtain a constant hazard rate value
L, < L, < L2 versus an operational stress parameter p(ij) and for the circuit card assembly. The summing of constants
a defect d(ij). The allowable defect magnitude is selected continues up the indenture levels. This process focuses
such that the lower bound on the variability in life due to the attention on quantifying the reliability of a product in terms of
defect is greater than the mission life in the application reliability parameters for each item contained within the
environment. The minimum and maximum defect magnitudes product. By contrast, the competing-risk model focuses
which will not allow device failure during mission life (in the attention on the times to failure of the failure mechanisms &
application environment specified in the life-cycle stress sites that dominate a competition to cause product failure.
profile) is thus evaluated. These defect magnitude are then These times to failure a treated as individual random
used to design screens. An example application of the concept variables, regardless of whether the product is a device, circuit
is TDDB. TDDB is the formation of low resistance dielectric card assembly, or system, and a constant hazard rate is not
paths through localized defects in dielectrics such as thermally assumed. Reliability, regardless of indenture level, is
grown oxides or other oxides in MOS devices. Failures quantified directly from the times to failure of the failure
typically occur at weaknesses in the oxide layer due to poor mechanisms & sites that are dominant at that indenture level.
processing or uneven oxide growth. Various studies have Use of the competing-risk model supports & encourages
demonstated a correlation between the low breakdown modeling of the dominant product failure mechanisms & sites,
strength and presence of stacking faults in the oxides [Liehr, which can provide extraordinarily powerful input to various
1988). Other studies have attributed early oxide breakdown reliability, maintainability and logistics analyses throughout the
to charge accumulation in oxide (Lee, 1988; DiStefano, 1975; product life cycle. Though the competing-risk model is of
Harai, 1978; Ricco, 1983; Holland, 19841 and to local thinning general applicability, the following sections will focus on
and discontinuities in the oxide caused by metal precipitates microelectronic devices due to their importance to electronic
(Honda. 1984; Honda, 1985; Wendt, 1989]. The mechanism products.
is characterized by the sudden, usually permanent. d.c.
conduction in the dielectric of MOS capacitors. Typically, Comoeting-Risk Modeling
thin FET dielectric materials exhibit this breakdown failure
mechanism depending on latent defect density, temperature A microelectronic device has a potential, random time to
electric field intensity, ratio of the device operating potentials failure T,,•, from each of n root-cause failure mechanisms
to the intrinsic dielectric strength, and the distances between acting at associated failure sites within the device. In the
the conductors in electronic packages which ae defined by series case, the microelectronic device fails when the first of
techlm',1gy limits or electrical requirements. The screen for the , times to failure occurs. This model is often called the
effec, .- oxide thickness can be devised based on the life competing-risk or weakest-link model [Tobias & Trindade
curve for TDDB versus temperature and effective oxide 1986, p.164; Nelson 1990 p.378; Mann et al. p.1421. A list of
thickness (derived based on the [Moazzami, et al. 19891 the failure mechanisms & sites that are key to microelectronic-
model; Table 2). device reliability can be found in (Lall, et al. 19931. If T,. T2,



T. are the potential, random times to failure for the n may be sufficient for some practical purposes [Nelson 1990
failure mechanisms, then the time to failure of the p.382]. It may also be possible to reduce sources of
microelectronic device is dependency, such as load variation, by performing separate

physics-of-failure reliability assessments at selected load
.- rmi(T,, T, ..- T.). (S) values.

For a particular set of loads, the reliability of the device, as a Reliability Bounds
function of time (R,,, (t)), is given by

If the life distributions of the n failure mechanism times to
R* (t) - Pr(T,. a r. failure are not known, it may still be possible to bound the

reliability (or other parameters of interest) of a microelectronic
Thus device based on partial information concerning the n life

distributions. The more complete the information about the n
R* (t) - Pr[(Ttt)r(TaZ)rn.'(Tt)]. (7) life distributions, the tighter the bounds can be made.

This is the general form of the competing-risk model and can ReliabilUy Bound Based on Means
perhaps be best evaluated with a monte carlo simulation, given
sufficient data concerning the variation in the failure- Perhaps the simplest reliability bound available is based on
mechanism times to failure. Sources of dependency between fast moments (ie, means) of the n failure-mechanism times to
competing failure mechanisms include variation of local loads, failure, provided the hazard rates of the failure mechanisms do
geometries and material properties which affect mom than one not decrease with time. Or more formally stated, if the means
of the n failure mechanisms. The sources of dependency can of the n times to failure are known, and if:
be modeled in a simulation through appropriate distribution of
the value selected for a load, physical dimension, or material (1) the microelectronic device is "coherent" (ic,
property during a particular monte carlo trial. Because loads improving the reliability of one failure mechanism
and geometries are stress analysis inputs, load and geometry can not decrease the reliability of the device)
variations affect the starss analysis. It would not be practical (2) the failure-mechanism times to failure are either
to embed a stress analysis within a monte carlo trial, but a statistically independent or "associated" (ie, the times
load/geometry to stess ransformation could be developed to failure tend to act similarly which is often the case
from stress analyses and embedded within the simulation, because external loading affects many failure

mechanisms adversely)
Independent Case (3) the failure-mechanism times to failure have

increasing or constant hazard functions (ie, wearout
If the n times to failure are statistically independent, then the or constant hazard function applies to all failure
reliability of the microelectronic device simplifies to mechanisms) with known mean lives p, p2, .-; p.,

(t- Pr'(Tt)OPr.(Tar)...Pr'(Ta). (8) (4) the time period of interest. t. is less than the
minimum of the known failure-mechanism mean
times to failure,

Thus

then the reliability of the microelectronic device can be related
R*.(t) - RtPAW ) - &•(0. (9) to the mean failure-mechanism times to failure by [Barlow &

Proschan. pp. 113-1141:
This is the special case of the competing-risk model for
independent competing risks. It can be shown (eg, [Mann et ,e(1
al. pp.142-145]) tha, in this case, the hazard functons ofthe R(t) k el•' )

n times to failure can be summed:

While this bound will often turn out to be quite conservative
/h•,,•(t) - h,(t0÷ha(9÷ - ÷.(g). (10) in many applications, it offers a few distinct advantages:

If the n times to failure are not statistically independent, then - the failure-mechanism times to failure need not be
the independent competing-risk model is not entirely atatistically independent
appropriate, but can provide a lower limit on the reliability of - the precision of the probabilistic quantification of
the device when the times to failure ae positively correlated. microeectromic-device reliability is consistent with
The reliability of the shortest time to failure can be used as an the available information
upper limit on the device reliability. This crude bracketing * it provides an auditable link between probabilistic

. - L . .. . ..
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microelectronic-device time to failure and analysis of
the dominant failure mechanisms & sites. 1 P 2 ' 02 (15)

22

Improved bounds which take advantage of additional
information about the life distributions of the failure
mechanism times to failure are available. In order to use the tables in [Balow & Marshall 1965], the

time Imust also be divided by the mean.
Rehlabifiry Bound Based on Mean and Variance

With this method, the reliability of each of the dominant
Barlow & Marshall developed a method [Barlow & Marshall failure mechanisms can be bounded. Regardless of the
1965] that provides upper & lower reliability bounds for time- indenture level of the item to be quantified, each of the
to-failure distributions with non-decreasing hazard functions dominant failure mechanisms for the item should be bounded
or non-increasing hazard functions, given that the mean and and then the competing-risk model applied. This method
variance (or standard deviation) are known. The bounding would be best applied to only the dominant product failure
method for the non-decreasing hazard function is of greater mechanisms because of the conservative nature of bounds. In
interest here since a failure mechanism that is either subject to the independent case of the competing-risk model, for
wearout or has a hazard function that is constant in time can example, bounds will be multiplied together. Hazard functions
be addressed. Others have found this method to provide tight should not be approximated for low indenture-level items (eg,
reliability bounds given the available information on the time devices) and then summed to obtain a composite hazard
to failure distribution (eg, [Gertsbakh 1989. p. 64]). function for higher indenture-level items (eg, a circuit card

assembly), as this procedure will incur unnecessary
Because no explicit analytical forms are available, these inaccuracies.
reliability bounds have been tabulated in [Barlow & Marshall
1965]. In order to use the tables, the mean must be normalized NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
to I and the second moment about the origin must be
calculated. A general relationship between moments of a For the purposes of illustrating these concepts & methods,
distribution is [Hastings 1974, p 14]: consider a microelectronic device with two dominant failure

mechanisms. While it may be optimistic to hypothesize a
S(12) device with only two dominant failure mechanisms, the clarityf ( " of the illustration will be improved.

A typical physics-of-failure rliability assessment output ranks
Notation the dominant failure mechanisms. When only the mean or

median time to failure is considered, the failure mechanisms
1, r* moment about the mean are ranked from the shortest to the longest mean or median

r* moment about the origin, time to failure, with the shortest given highest priority.
However, if the failure mechanism with the second shortest

By setting r equal to 2 in equation (12), the following mean time to failure has a time-to-failure distribution that is

relationship can be readily obtained: much more dispersed than the failure mechanism with the

a 2 (13 shortest mean time to failure, then it should be given higher
P' (13) priority for corrective action. This is one shortcoming of

ranking failure mechanisms according to mean times to
Notation failure.

p mean (or first moment about the origin) Figr 4 depicts Weibull probability density functions (PDF)
second moment about the origin for the two dominant failurm-mechanism times to failure of the
variance (or second moment about the mean) microelectronic device. Since both of the failure mechanisms

a standard deviation, ae subject to wearout. the Weibull shape parameteas are
greater than one. Characteristics of the Weibull time-to-failure

Rearranging the terms of equation (13) gives distributions ae:

ia P" " (14) PDF.

scale parameter t = 100,000 hours
The impact of normalizing the mean to I is readily seen when shape partamer 0 = 2
equation (14) is divided through by the square of the mean: mean p = 88,600 hours
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2 R()
Ia (hours) Failure Failure

_Mechanism I Mechanmm 2

50,000 0.73 0.97

60,000 0.70 0.93S

75,000 0.57 0.79

0 40 s0 1 100 I 140 160 1W6 Table 3 Time-dependent reliability using Weibull
HOMUR Ilm -l distibutions

Figure 4 Weibull probability density functions

In order to use table Ml in (Barlow & Marshal 1965], lA2'
must be divided by the square of tde mean and time I must be
divided by the mean. The lower bounds for failure

variance 0O = 2.146xlO' hours, mechanisms I and 2 are listed in table 4. These lower bounds
are quite close to the reliability values calculated from

PDF2  complete information on the time-to-failure distributions (table
i * = 100,000 hours 3). Consequently, a more accurate assessment of these two
A-[ =5 failure mechanisms can be made using this approach
p= 91,800 hours compared with the case when only the means acm considered.
d'-2 4.423x10' hours". Failure mechanism I would be readily recognized as the

weaker link.
If only the means are considered, the failure mechanisms
appear to be:SRWt R(t)

* roughly comparable in importance t (hours) Failure Failure
* nor likely to result in failure of the device provided Mechanism I Mechanism 2

the desired lifetime for the device is significantly 50,000 0.72 0.91• ~shone than 90,000 hours.
S60.000 0.64 0.86

For desired device lifetimes of 50,000. 60,000 or 75,000 75,000 0.49 0.71
hous the Weibull reliability values are provided in table 3.
The reliability values of failure mechanism I mre much lower
than those of failure mechanism 2 indicating that coretve TAble 4 Time-dependent reliability using bounds
action should focus on failure mechanism 1.

It is frequntly the -e that only partial information is Provided the failure mechanism times to failure are
vasilable for fusilue mechanism times to failure. f the mean istastically independent, the device reliability for desired

md variance for the failure mechanism times to failure are lifetimes t equal to 50.000. 60,000 and 75,000 hours are
known, the reliability of the failure mechanisms can be calculated using equation (9). and are listed in table 5.
bounded using the method and tables of [Barlow & Marshall
1965]. The second moment about the origin for failure SUMMARY
mechanisms I and 2 can be calculated from equation (13):

This Paper addresses the infrastructure for screening and
failure mechanism I 1= 101 accelerated testing methodology. The medtodology will
failure mechanism 2 ia' = 8.873x!0'. facitate the derivation of appropriate test and sreean stresses

and their magnitudes. Use of the physics-of-failure approach
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FAULT DKrECTION IN ANALOGUE CIRCUITS BY DYNAMIC SUPPLY
CURRENT MONITORING

M. A. A]-Qutayri

Dept. of Electronic & Elect. Engineering
De Montfort University, The Gateway

Leicester, LEI 9BH, U.K

e_mail: ma u.ac.uk

Abstract In this paper a simple fault-model at the
transistor level is derived for analogue

This paper compare transient voltage and circuits. The model is then used to assess
current monitoring for analogue circuits a the performance of a time-domain testing
testing. A coefficient of variation technique. In this technique both the
parameter is derived to perform the transient output voltage and transient
comparison. A simple fault model is supply current are monitored to detect the
described to evaluate the effectiveness of presence of a fault.
the time-domain based testing technique.

2. Fault Model
1. Introduction

For digital ICs a number of fault models

The demand for analogue ICs, especially are available. The models enable the
those realised in CMOS and BiCMOS generation of tests and evaluation of the
technologies, is steadily increasing due to quality of tests. However, for analogue
new application areas in fields such as circuits an adequate fault model virtually
telecommunications, automotive control does not exist, and this is one of the main
systems, consumer electronics ... etc. The reasons for the lack of automatic test
increase in demand requires the reliability pattern generation algorithms for such
of the analogue ICs to match that of the circuits.
digital ICs.

Therefore, to evaluate the effectiveness of
However, the state-of-the-art computer the proposed time-domain testing
tools that are used in the design and test of technique, a fault model at the transistor
digital circuits are much more advanced level was derived to synthesis catastrophic
than those for analogue circuits. This is faults in an analogue IC. The model,
due to the complex characteristics of shown in Fig.1, is based on the studies of
analogue circuits which depend on ICs yield [1] and prominent modes of
continuous descriptive variables, the failure of MOS transistors (2]. It indicates
problem of tolerance, and the lack of an that the likely single faults are: drain-open,
adequate fault model. source-open, gate-drain-short, gate-source-

short, and drain-source-short. These faults
To enable the assessment of the are caused by open circuits in the diffusion
effectiveness of a testing strategy in terms and metallization layers, and short circuits
of fault-coverage a fault-model is required. between adjacent diffusion and
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metallization layers. No probabilities are can be tailored to force large Fourier
associated with each fault. components to fall within the sensitive

region of the circuit response. If the CUT
is a mixed-signal network, the response
generated by applying a PRBS test signal
can be used as a signature to characterize
the network under-test.

4. Voltage and i'DT Monitoring

To establish whether a fault was detected
or not, the response of the CUT is
compared with that of the fault-free
toleranced response. If the CUT response
falls outside the bounds of the fault-free

, .,, toleranced response at least at one
* .sampling instant then the fault is

considered detectable. Otherwise, it is
assumed undetectable.

F'igure 1: MOS Fault Model The number of instances (i.e samples) at

which the CUT response falls outside the
tolerance envelope are then counted, and
the percentage of deviation from the ideal
response is accumulated. A parameter

3. Time-Domain Technique called the Coefficient of Variation (CV) is
calculated for each fault that was detected

The time-domain testing strategy [3] is at least at one instant. The objective of
based on the excitation of the circuit- calculating CV is to determine which type
under-test (CUT) with a pseudo random of measurement, voltage or current,
binary sequence (PRBS) of pulses, and detects a particular fault with higher
subsequent measurement of the transient degree of confidence. The higher the
response at the output node/s. Both the difference between the fault-free response
transient voltage at the output node/s and and CUT response the higher the
the transient current iDlyr of the supply confidence in the measurement. CV is
current are measured. The transient then normalised to make it easier to
current (ijnr) testing technique is similar compare the results of the two sets of
to the IDDQ testing [4] used for digital measurements.
circuits, except that IDDQ testing is
performed under static conditions while The time-domain testing technique and the
iDur testing is performed under dynamic fault detection process outlined above,
conditions. were applied to the BiCMOS low-pass

filter circuit shown in Fig.2. A total of 70
The PRBS was selected as a test vector [5] single fault conditions were introduced to
because it can be readily generated by a the network. Of these faults 60 were
digital tester, such sequences have well catastrophic faults in the MOS op-amps,
defined properties, can be used, if and 10 soft faults in the resistive and
necessary, to extract the impulse response capacitive components. The soft faults
of an analogue CUT and the pulse width ranged in variations between t25% and
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A

"±-50% of a component fault-free value. [2] J. Galiay, Y. Crouzet and M.
Vergniault, "Physical versus
logical fault model MOS [SI

When comparing the CUT responses circuits: impact on their
monitored at Vout and iDm, with the testability", IEEE Trans.
respective fault-free toleranced responses, Computers, Vol. C-29, No.6, pp.
the results indicate that a fault-coverage of 527-531, June 1980.
100% was achieved by each measurement.
However, computation of the normalised [3] M.A. AI-Qutayri and P.R.
CVs for Vout and i'DD showed that 50 Shepherd, "Go/No-Go testing of
faults are best detected by Vout while the analogue macros", TEE Proc.
other 20 faults are best detected by ivD. Circuits, Devices and Systems .
The results are summarized in Fig.3. Part G, Vol.139, pp.534-540,
Note that due to the scaling factor some August 1992.
faults appear as if they were not detected.

[4] C. Hawkins, J. Soden, R.
Fritzemeier and L. Horing,

5. Conclusion "Quiescent power supply current
measurement for CMOS IC defect

The results presented above show that the detection", IEEE Trans. Industrial
time-domain testing technique is an Electronics, Vol.36, No.2, pp.
effective method for the detection of faults 211-218, May 1989.
in analogue circuits. The use of the PRBS
as a test vector resulted in a high fault- [5] M.A. AI-Qutayri and P.R.
coverage. However, the PRBS Shepherd, "PRBS testing of
performance will need to be compared analogue circuits", IEE Colloquium
with other forms of test vectors. This will on Testing Mixed-Signal Circuits,
be the subject of future work. The paper Savoy Place, London, May 1992.
also showed the need for a simple yet
effective fault-model for analogue ICs

Comparison of the transient voltage and
current results indicate that the two
methods are complementary. Therefore,
iiDr monitoring is expected to play a major
role in testing analogue ICs once the
technique is developed further. The major
advantage of iDr monitoring is that it does
not require access to internal circuit nodes.
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C ABSTRACT performance and reliability.
In this work, we have compared for the first time

The effects of Cose 7 irradiation and Costant Cur- results obtained on MOS capacitors through Fowler-
rent Stress on MOS capacitors with tunnel oxide Nordheim (F.N.) stresm with data achieved through
have been investigated. Four different device tech- exposure to 7 rays. Ionizing radiation induces in fact
nologies have been used. We have observed a qual- generation of hole-electron pairs in the Si0 2 film,
itative agreement between the results obtained with which can be subsequently trapped. This procedure
the two methods, indicating that also radiation test- has been considered as an alternative technique to
ing can be a valuable tool to investigate the quality F.N. for the analysis of trapping phenomena in SiO3.
of thin tunnel oxide layers. Both F.N. and radiation stresses have been per-

formed on four different structures based on thin tun-
I. INTRODUCTION nel oxide.

The thin tunnel oxide is one of the most important
technological steps of the structure of the flash mem- 2. TEST STRUCTURE DEVICES
ory cells [1, 2]. Testing of the oxide quality, in terms
of breakdown voltage, trap and defect density, repro- The devices used throughout this work were fab-
sents one of the key issues for the assessment of the ricated by SGS-Thomson Microelectronics (Agrate
production yield, device performance and long-term Briansa, Italy) and consist of MOS capacitors on
reliability. Different electrical testing methods have (100) p-Si, NA = 7. 1015 cm-1, with ar 10-1 cm2 .
been implemented and are widely applied for these The oxide has been grown in dry 02 ambient at 950
purposes (3, 4]. "C, and has passed a post-oxidation annealing step

The operating conditions of a lash memory re- in N2 for 30 minutes; its thickness is 125 A.
quire to sustain the injection of Ilage current derni- Two different device structures have been consid-
ties into the tunnel oxide by Fowler-Nordheim injeo- ered:
tion of free carriers [5]. The study of the evolution of
the trapping mechanisms active in the dielectric film 1. poly-Si-2 / ONO (Oxide-Nitride-Oxide) / poly-
under these conditions is then a key issue far device Si-I / tunnal oxide / p-Si; (ONO-type devices);

-- i lii ~ i - •L



ONO-"vr MOS capacitor 700 krsd(S) f 100 kHz

a) 2Poly-SI
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Figure 2: C-V curves at 100 kHz of an ONO-type

s1( device before irradiation (solid line) and after Cosa
)O2 irradiation at 700 krad(Si) (dashed line).

Figure 1: Different peripherp gechnologi... a) Self-
Aligned (SA)," b) Field Ozide (FOX).

the radiation induced charge. Experimental charac-

terizations consist of C-V measurements at various
2. poly-Si-2 / poly-Si-I / tunnel oxide / p-Si; frequencies in the range 1 kHz -800 kHz [8]. It was

(DPCC-type devices), not possible to achieve quasi-static C-V curves, as

The devices' periphery was either Self-Aligned (SA) the devices could not reach the thermal equilibrium

without bird's beaks, or formed by a Field Oxide condition with acceptable sweep rates [9].
(FOX), as depicted in Fig. 1. Other samples have been subjected to Constant

The capacitors used in our experimental works are Current Stress (CCS) with an injection current den-
* listed below: sity J = 10- A/cm2 . This value has been chosen inorder to simulate the operative stress conditions of

- TAh ONO-type with FOX periphery; the tunnel oxide in flash EEPROM memories.

- TA2: ONO-type with SA periphery; During the CCS tests, the voltage VFN, required to
mantain the constant injection throught the Fowler-

- TA3: DPCC-type with FOX periphery; Nordheim tunneling process, has been carefully mon-
itored.

- TA4: DPCC-type with SA periphery. These stream have been conducted up to the in-
These devices are part of test structures currently jection level of 1.5 C/cm2 , which approximately cor-

used in the reliability evaluation of the flash memory responds to the charge injection conditions of a flash
tunnel oxides. memory after 10' write/erase cycles.

The ONO layer, used to isolate the floating gate
of the flash device, also acts as a barrier against dif- 4. RESULTS
fusion of process-induced contaminants (mainly F)
from WSi2 into the tunnel oxide. Such impurities 4.1. Radiation Tests
could adversely affect the oxide quality [6, 71.

Gamma irradiation of a MOS structure induces the

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES creation of electron/hole pairs in the SiO2 film.
Due to the low mobility, practically only holes are

Ten samples for each technology have been irradiated trapped in the oxide, thus giving an oxide positive
with Coss 71 at CNR-FRAE up to a cumulative dose charge (Q.). Correspondingly, new Si/SiO2 inter-
of 700 krad(Si). Devices have been purposely kept face states (Nit) are also created [10].
unbiased during irradiation, in order to avoid prob- The positive charge trapped in the oxide shifts the
lems due to device microbonding, which has been C-V curves towards negative voltages, while the in-
observed to induce some modifications of the device terface states give rise to a stretch-out of the char-
electrical properties. acteristics [10].

The electrical measurements have been completed Assuming the approximation that, in a MOS
within few hours after irradiation, in order to mini- structure, the interface states in the upper half of the
mise the room-temperature annealing phenomena of silicon band-gap are acceptor-like [111, while those
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DPCC-type MOS capacitor 700 krad(Si) f =100 kHz 12 1 1 I 1 1

260 1:2 -

200 -

1 0 0 
l~

-so o1 20 40 60 00 go
SOI I I I time (s)
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Vg (v) Figure 4: CCS curve of an ONO-type device, nega-

Figure 3: C-V curves at 100 kH: of a DPCC-type tively stressed with a 0.01 A/cms2 injection current
device before irradiation (solid line) and after Cos0 7 density; VFN is the voltage applied between gate and
irradiation at 700 krad(Si) (dashed line). substrate.

in the lower half are donor-like, when the Fermi a small amount of SiO 2/Si interface states below

level at the semiconductor surface matches the in- the gate. Minority carriers affecting the deep in-

trinsic Fermi level (midgap condition), all the in- version condition can be supplied fronA adjacent re-

terface states are in a neutral charging condition. gions, likely below the thick field oxide, where a much
Thus the measured shift of the applied voltage in higher Nit can be expected. In fact, Nit strongly
the midgap condition induced by irradiation, AVmg, scales with the oxide thickness [12].
takes into account only the oxide trapped charge [10]: Mean values and data dispersions of AV,9 are re-

ported in Tab. I: DPCC-type devices show a largerA AQ .. A iý (1) charge trapping than ONO-type ones, while no other=(1) effects related with different periphery technologies

can be detected.
where u is the centroid of the corresponding charge Differences observed in Tab. I between ONO andC..streoi de cstarting fro T the oxide ick- DPCC samples depend on the DPCC F contarnina-
Cw, the oxide capacitance and Too the oxide thick- ,ions, which lead to a higher level of hole trap density,

at least nearby the Si/SiO2 interface.
Figures 2 and 3 respectively show the shift of

ONO-type and DPCC-type C-V curves due to the
radiation stress. Neither frequency dispersion nor 4.2. Constant Current Tests
hysteresis phenomena affect the charactersistics of The CCS can produze creation of new Si/SiO 2 ir,-
the irradiated capacitors. However, the deep inver- terface states and bulk electron traps, and mainly
sion condition cannot be reached any more. This trapping of negative and positive charge in the oxide
indicates that -f radiation tests have produced only film [13].

Figure 4 shows a typical CCS curve on an ONO-
type device. Increasing the injection level (that is the

Table I: Mean values (AV..) and corresponding dis- total injected charge quantity), a continuous build-
persion oav, of the shift of the midgap voltage after up of negative charge takes place in the oxide (Q04,
7 irradiation, averaged on ten 6amples, for all stud- and, correspondingly, the Fowler-Nordheim thresh-
ied technologies. old voltage VFN shifts to more negative values. If

the capacitor is in accumulation, this quantity can be
ONO DPCC related to the stress-induced oxide charge AQ., by

FOX I SA FOX I SA means of the the following relation, neglecting any
possible contribution coming from interface states

(AVmg) -0.248 -0.244 -1-0.370 -0.364 [14]:

ov, j 0.0065 0.0056 0.0108 0.0145 .AV(N " I -- (2)

where x is the centroid of the charge distribution
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13.2 ,Table 11: Mean values (AVFN) and corresponding

12.8 ter a 1.5 C/cm2 CCS, averaged on ten samples, for
'3/. . i disprsio. •&VN of the shift of the F..vltg f

] all studied technologies.
z12.4 ____

ONO DPCC
12• - rFOX I SA FOX SA

.1S I 1 , , , , , , ,(VN --0.197 -0-.186 -- 0.687 -0,682
4 0 10 20 30 4 s 60 70 so s (AVFN)

time (s) 0 AV.N 0.0057 0.0121 0.0743 0.0323

Figure 5: CCS curve of a DPCC-type device, nega-
tively stressed with a 0.01 A/cm2 injection current DPCC f=100 k~z
density; VFN is the voltage applied between gate and
substrate. 2o0i

230As0-

ONO f= lO0kHz -- 210 10_• .,•'

21010
As 170 70L 190 11

iso -3 -2 4 0 1,so, V, (V)

110

- -2 1 0 2 Figure 7: C-V curves at 100 kHz of a DPCC-type
device after different injection levels; stresses have

Vg (Y) been conducted with negative gate biasing.

Figure 6: C-V curves at 100 kHz Of an ONO-type
device after different injection levels; stresses have and 7 show the C-V characteristics at 100 kHz, ob-

been conducted with negative gate bias. tained after different injection levels. The curve shift

ioatowards negative voltages, apparently due to positiveoxide trapped charge, is larger in DPCC capacitors.

calculated with respect to the poly/oxide interface. However, a hysteresis of the characteristics appears
Actually, at the beginning of the stress the so-called and increases with the CCS injection level.
"turn-over" takes place: AVFN becomes positive, in- C-V measurements at different frequencies have
dicating hole trapping in the oxide and after an in- also been made on electrically-stressed devices. Fig-
jection of 1.3 mC/cm 2 the negative trapping is in- urea 8 and 9 show C-V curves obtained at 1 and
creasingly dominating. On the other hand, the same 100 kHs on capacitors which had been previously
injection on a DPCC structure gives completely dif- stressed at an injection level of 1.5 C/cm. A big fre-
ferent results: almost no turn-around is visible for quency dispersion appears, which is larger on DPCC
the enhanced negative charge trapping in the pres- devices, and also the curve shift to negative voltages
ence of F contaminats (Fig. 5) is strongly frequency dependent. These data indicate

In Tab. II, the mean AVpN and the corresponding that Fowler-Nordheim stresses introduce a substan-
dispersion are reported, measured on ten samples for tial increase of the interface state density, clearly con-
each technology, after a CCS up to an injection level trolling hysteresis and frequency dispersion. Even
of 1.5 C/cm2 . DPCC-type structures show a larger the shift of the C-V curves should be related not
shift, indicating a higher negative trapped charge, only to oxide trapping of positive charge, but also to
than ONO ones. interface states which control the results at such a

While no effect due to interface states was oh- high injection level.
served after -f irradiation, it can be clearly detected Several T-irradiated samples have been also sub-
by C-V measurements after CCS tests. Figures 6 jected to CCS tests. We have only observed a slight
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ONO Q, = 1.5 C/cm2  AVFN are observed on irradiated device.
2.50 C-V curves are more sensitive to oxide charge

50, trapped near the silicon substrate. DPCC samples
--- kD4 show a larger ",, then ONO ones after both irra-

: 210 7 
diation and CCS tests, at least at moderate injec-

I- levels, as at high injection levels (> 1 C/cm 2 ),170 V curves show dramatic deformations. This"U 150 weans that both radiation and CCS tests can supply130 valuable informations about the trapping character-
1 I I Iistics of injected holes for a given oxide technology.

-3 -2 - 0 1 2 Incidentally, the oxide with more effective hole trap-V0 N) ping at the Si/Si0 2 interface, i.e. the DPCC one,

is also the most effective in electron trapping at theFigure 8: Frequencg dispersion of C-V curves of an poly/SiO2 interfac.

ONO-type device after a 1.5 C/cm
2 negative injec-

tion; the 100 kHz curve of the unstressed device is
also reported (there was not frequency dispersion be- 6. CONCLUSIONS
fore CCS test.) We have compared for the first time two methods to

c/cm2  study charge trapping in very thin tunnel oxides: -y
DPCC 0, . irradiation and Constant Current Stress.

25 0 100" Both of them can lead to hole trapping at the
23D - Si/Si0 2 interface, even though CCS induces also a210 -. -- i,

210- . - high density of interface states, as demonstrated by
C 19 - - C-V measurements.

S-,Devices fabricated with different technologies have
so - -been tested, and results obtained with the two meth-

-. oods are in agreement: DPCC-type capacitors have a
_110_o _ __ _ __ _ __ _ higher density of hole traps than ONO ones, likely

9 -3 -2 .1 0 1 2 due to F contaminations in the oxide, without any
V" M) effects related to the technology of the periphery.

CCS stress can also supply valuable informations
Figure 9: Frequency dispersion of C-V curves of a on electron traps, which cannot be studied by using
DPCC-type device after a 1.5 C/cm2 negative injec- y, radiation tests.
lion; the 100 kHz curve of the unstressed device is The investigation method based on y irradiation
also reported (there was not frequency dispersion be- can be improved in order to achieve a better knowl-
fore CCS stress). edge of oxide hole traps, for instance by irradiating

devices under bias, by annealing studies or quasi-
static C-V measurements.

decrease of the IVFNJ starting value of about 50 mV It is worth to remark that no traps have been in-
due to the positive charge trapped in the oxide. How- troduced into the oxide film at the radiation levels
ever, AVFN values follow the same curves of the unir- used in this work, indicating that no noticeable per-
radiated devices, suggesting that no new oxide elec- turbation of the oxide structure is introduced.
tron trap has been created by the irradiation.
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1. ABSTRACT accelerated field stress is presented and supported by
data. Furthermore the dependence of the thermal

Parameters and their dependence on the stress condi- activation energy is investigated, resulting in a new
tions are discussed using a three-dimensional model, aspect.
including all possible degrees of freedom. The results,
applied to breakdown data for 10 nm oxide, reveal the
upper limits for stress conditions. A physical 3. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
explanation for the upper voltage limit is presented.
Furthermore, the thermal activation energy and the The relation between breakdown times at different
slope of lifetime distributions (e.g.. the shape factor P electric fields according to the i/E model is given by:
of the Weibull distribution) are investigated as
functions of electric field and temperature. The results t( = C (ta/C)(Ea/El) (1)
are compared to available literature data.

where t1 represents the breakdown time of interest at the
field Ei, and t. represents the breakdown time measured

2. INTRODUCTION at accelerated field E.. C is a time constant for a given
temperature and failure percentage.

Projection of dielectric reliability to field conditions is
one of the key issues during MOS-IC technology 3.1 Projections with denendent parameters
development For dielectric reliability projection, the
I/E model (Ref. 1) is mostly used for field acceleration Usually the breakdown times at one percentage, e.g.,
and the Arrhenius model for thermal acceleration. The 50% or 63.2% for log normal or Weibull, respectively,
I/E model correlates the breakdown time to the Fowler- are used to derive the acceleration parameters. The
Nordheim tunneling current. Both the I/E model and combination of the I/E- and the Arrhenius plot results
Arrhcnius model achieve satisfactory results if failure in a three-dimensional diagram (Fig. 1). Figure I
times of an individual failure percentage (e.g. t50) are illustrates two ways to project from highly accelerated
analyzed. Furthermore, it has been reported that the conditions to operation conditions.
acceleration parameters of the l/E model are
temperature-dependent (Ref. 2) and the activation
energy changes with electric field (Ref. 2-4). However,
the behavior at different failure percentages, ixe., the
behavior of the entire lifetime distribution which is
reflected by the slope of the distribution, is seldom
considered. Data suggesting that the slope changes with
field and temperature are available for extrinsic (Ref. 3. ow
4) as well as for intrinsic distributions (Ref 5). A 2.
relationship has been derived, based on the lI/E-model, - Ine

which describes the dependence of the slope of the
distributions on the electric field (Ref 6).
This paper discusses the temperature-fiel dependence
of the oxide breakdown. It highlights the importance of
considering the behavior of the slope of lifetime
distributions as a function of both field and
temperature. The results are used to analyze IAE
breakdown data. The upper stress-condition limits for
the applicability are revealed for both field and Fig. 1: Schematic dependence of time to breakdown on
temperature. An explanation of the upper limit for field and temperature at one failure percentage.
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On path I the field is extrapolated first, succeeded by Weibull. respectively), C(F) can be expressed in a
the temperature extrapolation for which it is required to linear system by:
know the dependence of the thermal activation energy
on the electric field. This path is described by: C(F) = C • exp(y - Kg) (6)

tp=C(t1 /C)(Ea/Ei).expIAH(E.) where y is the value on the linear y-axis of the

-(I /Ti- I /Ta)/kI (2) probability net and KE is a parameter to account for the
deviation of the slope from the one predicted by the

where k is the Boltzmann's constant, Ti and T. are the l/E-model with C(F)=const.. KEr can be determined

temperatures and AH(Ea) is the field-dependent from at least two distributions at different fielas at the

activation energy at field E.. The second path first same temperature:

extrapolates to the new temperature and then to the

field of interest: K& = (I/s, "Eri(El * Sr)) /(1- Er/El) (7)

tjrrC(Tr) Ita - exp[AH / k • (I / Ti - I / T,)] where si, s, are the slopes of the two distributions at the
corresponding fields Et. Er. KE, is independent of the

/C(Ti)I(Em/Ei) (3) acceleration but associated with the reference field Er

and slope sr. The slope s, at the field of interest Ei can
with the temperature dependent parameter C(Ti) at the be calculated by:
temperature T. From Fig. i. it can be concluded that C,
which is the time at l/E=0, also has a thermal activation si = (E/ (Ei • s,) + KEg - (I- E,/ Ei))- (8)
energy that follows the Arrhenius model as proposed in
Ref. 2: The effect of the temperature on the slope can be

treated analogously. Applying the Arrhenius model to

C(T) = C(T) ,exp (AHc (I / T1 - I/ T.) / k 1 (4) each percentage of a distribution results in parallel-

shifted distributions. If data show a change of the slope
Because C decreases with temperature, a negative with temperature, this could be interpreted as a (slight)

activation energy AHC is determined. From equations 2 change of the activation energy along the distribution.

and 3, the function for thc field-dependent thermal To account for this change of the activation energy AH,
activation energy can be derived: the percentage-dependent term y - KT is added to the

Arrhenits equation:
AH(E1 ) = AH(E 3) • EI/Ei + Alt. •i (- E3 / E1) (5)

t2 = t, - exp((AH + y • KT) 0 ( / T2 - I I TI) k) (9)

This equation yields t0 same form as the expression
given in Rei 2 but does cot contain the parameter G, where y is the value on the linear y-axis of the
which is consiant as long as the same failure percentage probability net and KT is a parameter to account for the

is considered. deviation of the slope from o• parallel line. KT can be
The plane (for each failkLe percentage) in the tbd(E. T) determined from at least two distributions at different

diagram (Fig. I) can be described using equations 1-3. temperatures at the same electric field:
In most cases it is necessary to extrapolate io low

percentages, i.e., to a lower plane. The planes of the KT= (/s2 - l/Sl)/((0 /T 2 - I /T I)/k) (10)

tbd(E, T) diagram are not necessarily parallel, e.g. as a
consequence of the I/E dependence. Furthermore, data where sI, s2 are the slopes of the two distributions at the

are available which suggest that the slope of breakdown corresponding temperatures T1, T 2. KT is independent

distributions can deviate from the behavior predicted by of the acceleration. The slope s, at the temperature of
the I/E and Arrhenius models. Therefore, the slope is interest Ti can be calculated from the slope s at
an additional parameter which requires consideration temperature T by:
for lifetime projections. =(Us+KT.0l Ti- I IT)/k)-i (I

3.2 Modelling the slope of breakdown distributions
For KT=O, the distributions are parallel, s in equation 1 I

It has been shown (Ref. 6) that the degradation behavior could be substituted for the s; of equation 9, with the

could change with failure percentage F; i.e.. C is not a new equation describing the combined effect of
constant for all percentages of one distribution, and is temperature and field acceleration on the slope. Our

rather substituted by C(F). If C is known for one treatment did not include a possible dependence of KY&

percentage (e.g., at 50% or 63.2% for log normal or on the temperatmue and KT on the electric field. The

• -- ~ ,i,=, i-,.,mn ~ H N I I i l iI l l°l ~ lml ~ l



number of parameters to be •-ýtermined for an accurate model. The slope of these distributions is ploued versus
projection with the highest otgree of freedom is already the electric field in Fig. 3. Equation 8 is used to
large. A smart selection of the projection path and calculate the solid line. The slope increases with
starting point can reduce the number of parameters increasing field as expected (Ref. 6). The stronger
without affecting the accuracy. increase of the slope at fields above 12 MV/cm suggests

a change of the degradation mechanism. This marks
one upper limit for relevant stress conditions because a

4. EXPERIMENTAL too-steep distribution would yield over-optimistic
projections. The observed steep increase of the slope is

n÷-polysilicon gate capacitors on n-substrate were contrary to reported data in Ref. 6-7 where the slope
fabricated with a standard MOS process. The oxide decreased at a certain high field. Plotting tbd versus I/E
thickness was 10 nm with ý. active oxide area of reveals another upper limit.
0.002 cm2. The capacitors were stressed at wafer level, Figure 4 shows the t63 _2., from Fig. 2 with data from
with temperatures ranging from 30 to 190*C and other works (Ref. 6. 8, 9). In all cases, it is more
constant electric fields from 9 to 13 MV/cm. Constant appropriate to fit the data by two straight lines rather
current stresses at 30 and 1500C at various current than by one. i.e. the parameter C decreases at high
densities were also performed on transistors with fields and yields a too optimistic projection. This limit
3.4-l0-7 cm 2 gate areas. for relevant stress fields depends on oxide thickness and

S. RESULTS
7 0

5.1 Electric field dcotndence e
0

tbd-distributions from different electric fields arc shown 5. s

in Fig. 2. The model parameters were determined by 4 -
multiple linear regression, with the regression equation
derived from equations 1, 6 and 8. A low field (e.g. 3
operation conditions) was used as a reference field and 2F

the four parameters t63.2 %, sr, C and KEr were
calculated simultaneously for that condition by the 1
multiple regression from all data in the field range of 9 a 9 10 t 1 12 13

to 12 MV/cm. The parameters for the straight lines E (UV/am)
were then calculated using equations (1) and (8). The

resulting values of C and KE, are 2 -10lOs and 0.05, Fig. 3: Slope JI of the Weibull distribution versus the

respectively. C is in good agreement with the value electric field. Data from Fig. 2 compared to

expected at 1500C according to Ref. 2. The small value prediction from equation (8).

of KE, indicates almost no deri.iitiu,, from the I/E

0 T . 1WSO- I 111111 rol. It.I
2[ 111AW131 15 1 1U 0 9 .99I a T. IW'C. 10hm

-99 F -1 0sOTse€ nm .

1-2- -10 a1

I.5

•=• 3 t101

010.4 / / / / / / /
",oI l2 1O 104 105 0.06 0.07 0.60 0.0 0.10 0.11 0.12

Thw (OW) - 1AE (envV)

Fig. 4: ted of different oxides versus the inverse field
Fi 2g.2. tk-distributions of 10 nm SiO 2 at different show a temperature and oxide thickness

fields. The straight lines represent results from dependent transition from low-field to high-

multiple linear regression. field degradation behavior.
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temperature. It has been reported that a drop of Qbd lower and higher Lemperature range ae plotted verus
coincides with the field where the transition occurred the electric field in Fig. 7. For comparison, data (Ref. 3-
(Ref. 6). Therefore, constant current stresses of NMOS- 4, g, 13) representing different oxide thicknesses as
transistor gates with small oxide area were performed. well as intrinsic and extrinsic breakdown, arm also
Fig. 5 shows the resulting ib plotted versus iE at 300C shown. The activation energies determined in this work
and l50(C. The 1500C data clearly show a transition at in the higher temperature range join well the data from
a breakdown field of about 14 MV/cm. however, the intrinsic breakdown at high temperatures (125-400C)
transitions is not as clear for the 30 0C case and may be of 15 nm oxide with a comparable oxide area (Ref. 8).
easily overlooked. This demonstrates the temperature The activation energies determined in this work in the
dependence of the transition. According to a physical lower temperature range rather follow the data
model (Ref. 10). the observed transition occurs when extracted from Ref. 13. The different field dependen-
the dominant degradation mechanism changes from trap cies of both temperature ranges restrict the
creation at low fields to band-gap ionization due to determination of the thermal accelertion parameters to
carriers with energies exceeding 9 eV with respect to a range which includes the operation temperature. If
the bottom of the oxide conduction band (Ref. 10). data of the higher temperature range are included into
Curves resulting from this physical model are shown for the calculation of the activation energy, over-optimistic
the 30 0C data in Fig. 5 and demonstrate good projections will resut.
agreement. As long as therc is no way to separate the It's interesting to note that the activation energies
two mechanisms, product-rclevant projections should reported for extrinsic breakdown (Ref. 3-4) have a
be based only on data in the field range below the significantly stronger dependence on the electric field
transition point, than data from intrinsic breakdown. A communality of

the activation energies given for a wide ranite of
106f -- T (C)

Trap C an 91mo7015013l1 so 70 0 30104 Ima _, ... -A-
1o-10

IO W *.'i 10' UIIMU
- 10* F~t J1 0* ua

0.06 0.0"7 0.080 .0 0.10 log ' ' ' t
0.*11000a 00i .f1 .8 l0.N

Fig. 5: tL,-values from two temperatures plotted versus
the inverse electric field. A physical model fits Fig. 6: The Anbhenius plot of td-data shows an
the 30*C data well. The 150*C dama clearly activation energy dependence on the electric

show the upper stress limit, field and the temperature range.

5 .2 T e m o e a t ur e d e p e n d e n c e 
5 I N 1 2 0 Z W

.. •1 arm, 25-t h0 lWmpo=M 1W. oFig. 6 shows t6.. from different temperatures and £ 21= or. at' lr PiaCer. 4
stress fields in an Arrhenius plot. Two straight lines are 1.2 - V 10mWn, t IS itmR@L3
required to fit the data of each field, which indicates a 1. \,1 w lo S, ag0, lit ,now
change of the activation energy. The transition occurs at
wround 900C at high fields and shiftsto higher CO CA -Fi
temperatures as the field decreases. These results for
the first time show a field dependency of the transition ME

point for the activation energy. Data reported so far 0.
indicated changes of the activation energy at about
130*C (Ref. 11) or at 150"C (Ref. 2, 12). In addition, 0.2 Lo a
Fig. 6 shows that the slope of the fitted lines increases "-
with decreasing field in both the lower and the higher 4 8 10o 12 14
temperature range. This reflects the field dependence of E *v/M)
the activation energy previously reported (Ref. 2-4, 3).
The activation energies determined from Fig. 6 for the Fig. 7: Activation energy as a function of electric field.
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electric fields is that a linear dependence is shown on contradicting results, so that it can only be stated that
the field rather than a dependence on the inverse field. the slope shows a significant disturbance at high-stress
Especially if the extrapolation over a wide field range is conditions compared to low-stress conditions. From the
required, this could result in significantly different presented results, it is obvious that the slope is an
activation energies (compare in Fig. 7 dashed line to additional indicator that is affected after changes at
dotted line from equation 5). Consequently the more other parameters (C. AH) already occurred. Therefore,
conservative approach of using equation 2 with a linear it is necessary to ensure that C and AH are determined
dependency of the activation energy on the electric in a range that includes projection target conditions. It
field may be preferred rather than applying equation 3. is important to avoid mixing data with data beyond this
The slope P. as determined from the individual range, to prevent over-optimistic projections.
distributions at one electric field, is plotted versus the For a conservative projection with a minimum number
temperature in Fig. 8. No change in slope is observed of measurements for model parameters and limits, one
up to 130MC (solid line), which means the oxide should stress at the target temperature or. if appropriate.
behaves like that expected from the Arrhenius model at a worst-case temperature and deal only with field
(K-=0). But an increase of the slope is observed at acceleration. For consideration of different
higher temperatures; therefore, the upper limit set by temperatures, e.g., for a burn-in simulation, the
the activation energy determination is confirmed by the activation energy dependence on the electric field is
slope's behavior. No variation of the slope with electric preferable, rather than dealing with the temperature
field was observed in Ref. 8; however, defect-related dependence of C. The activation energy does not
breakdown showed a change of the slope with always show a field dependence (Ref. 8, 1i); but, if it
temperature (Ref. 3-4). has such a dependency, a linear dependency on the field

is more consistent with available data over a wide field
5.5 range and leads to more conservative projections than

an inverse field dependence as given in Ref. 2 or by

,5s equation 5.
S, The presented data do not show significant deviations

of the slope from the model behavior in the relevant
3 a.s range. However, other available data (Ref. 3-4, 6-7)

_ _ _ _ _give evidence that such a deviation can occur.
2.5 ,Therefore we recommend that the behavior of the slope

is checked before cxtrapolations to smaller percentages
are performed, so that deviating behaviors can be

1.5 considered instead of forcing a certain behavior to the
20 an eto 1M ) a data. The variations of the breakdown behavior reportedSTsmpwmttm ('C) in the literature also suggest that there be some

F'ql. 8: Slope B of the Weibull distribution versus flexibility for relevant projections of dielectric

temperature. The slope changes significantly at breakdown.
high temperatures.

6. CONCLUSIONS
5. DISCUSSION

The discussion of the projection from accelerated to
The presented results revealed an upper limit for each operation conditions identified two possible
parameter required for the projection of accelerated extrapolation paths which conserve all degrees of
stress results to operation conditions. Although the freedom. This results in an impractically large number
sample size for each condition was relatively small, the of parameters and their dependencies to be determined.
variation of the data was smaller than the deviation at The data also revealed upper temperature and voltage
certain high-stress conditions, e.g., the variations of the limits for all important parameters (field acceleration
slope in Fig. 3 and 8. On the other hand, the results parameter C, activation energy AH and the slope of the
were in good agreement with available literature data, breakdown distributions). A physical model for the
so it is realistic to establish upper limits for the stress transition point of the field acceleration relates this
conditions. The data suggest that there is no fixed upper limit to the change from trap creation at low fields to
limit. The limits change with stress conditions and also band-gap ionization at higher fields; the latter
most likely depend on the oxide process. Therefore, the mechanism is not relevant at operation conditions. The
upper limits need to be determined or verified for revealed limits are not fixed but depend on the stress
almost each projection. conditions. The limits and acceleration parameters also
The behavior of the slope of breakdown distributions at depend on oxide thickness and technology. Available
the upper limits is not consistent. Available data show data suggest a wide variation of oxide breakdown
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behavior rather than a unique behavior. Therefore, it is 7. Nafria M.. Sufid J. and Aymerich X. "Limitations of
necessary to consider the behavior of the distribution oxide breakdown accelerated testing for reliability
slopes for projections and to determine or verify the simulation", Proc. ESREF, 1992, pp. 101-104
parameters and limits for each process.
The number of measurements could be reduced if 8. Suehle J.S., Chaparaia P., Messick C., Miller W.M.
measurements were performed at the projection target and Boyko K.C. "Field and Tempentume Acceleration
temperature or, if appropriate, at worst-case of Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown in Intrinsic
temperature; only the field acceleration for one fixed Thin SiO 2", Proc IRPS, 1994, pp.120-125
temperature would then need to be determined.
To utilize a higher acceleration than that provided 9. Chen I.C. and Hu C. "Accelerated Testing of Time-
within the upper limits, the results from the dominant Dependent Breakdown of SiO 2", IEEE EDL-8, No. 4,
degradation mechanisms at that range would need to be April 1987, pp. 140-142
tmsform to the one dominant at operation conditions.
Until this is possible, projections including data from 10. DiMaria D. J.. Cartier E. and Arnold D. "Impact
beyond the upper limits will lead to over-optimistic ionization, trap creation, degradation, and breakdown in
results, silicon dioxide films on silicon", J. Appl. Phys. 73, No.

7, April 1993, pp. 3367-3384
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NOISE INVESTIGATION OF METAL-Gaus OHIMIC CONTACTS
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ABSTRACT The theoretical background of our amw method
is based on the next reasoning. In a device severalnos

The - contacts are essential voltages are combined. Measuring the noise of the
building blocks of any semiconductor devices. This device mie can measure the combination of these nows
work describes a method that is applicabl to evaluate voltages. For the measuring of this voltag a simple test
the noise spectra of ohmic contacts applying the widely lay-out, can be used, which is a plain homogenecous
used ThM (T'ransmission Line Model) tes patemt The resistive layer on the semiconductor wtfer with two
results of the noise measurement are compared with ohmic contacts. Connecting of this device Wint the
results of the contact parameter measurement. The measuring circuit, the contacts are flowed through with

c unprio shows that the contact noise has an 1ff current. Comparing to the EEC recommendation
cmonent exceeding the thermal noise attributed to (Resf. 3), in the frame of this work a new modified

the conac resisane= (RC). measurement philosophy wans used, where in the device
tinde test (DUTI) the driving and measuring points are

1. EINTRODUCTION separated.

The mewta-semticonductor contacts are inipotiantR
patof semiconductor 

devices. 
Although 

a lot of effort

questions of this field. One of these questions is th UD ± Brelation between the obtainable nows spectra and the
mtae of degrdaioni of the ohmic contacts. To study of

this question an accurate method is required to separate
the noise spectra of the ohmic contact from the noise
generatedin other Partof the device or the test
pattent R~g. 1: Proposedmeasuemenst jetup

Secaal device models are widely used. These
moodels generally do not care about the location of nis Considering a cunrentless probe taken into the circuit

ou ymeasuring the bias or tempeirature dependence of (See Fig. 1.) The biasing DC current is flowing throuigh

the first (aireeoe) contact and the curDU ndess roe

which is in this respect a multi-contact tsPaer. According to the placement of this probe the obtained
According In our new method 1nI- Proposdo th ie dt noise asnals are different Assuming the nteo h

e measured on diffi5Utt parts offth iTLM pattern will be auxiliay parts of the measuring circuit to zero, the
evaluated by asubsequent nueia calculation, that is measured noise origuns from the two contacts and the

toitv lyri asfWonitiin (Eq. 1):
tie comet nofs odie test pattern, where:

Ris the separator serial resistance in the circuit, R,L is
2. TUE NEW CONTACT NOISE SEPARATION the resistance Of the resistive layer. % is the resistance

METHOD of the peat of the resistive layer between A and B
points, Rb is the resistance of the other pain of the

During the measurement of the contact noise a resistive layer (beteen B and C points), U.2 is the
low noie: voltage monm (as alkaline dry batterie) and niepower of the contact flowed through, by current,

*1 a loIw noise preamplifier (fabricated by Amsbedy as 2
describedl in Ref. 2) were applied. The noise spectrum UL Is the noise pow of the unit resistance of the
mes measured in frequency tange of 1.6 Hz ... 20 kHz resistive, layer.
with real-time digital frequency analrier type Bred a Cuve calculated in the finiction of the ratio R.At am

K211 cntrlle byPC Ws.shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The parameter of the curves is
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fth noise level of u,' or u', wh'en the other parameter 3. OHMIUC CONTACTS AND TIM
is assumed to uro. in practical apcsa potentiometer-likce probe

cannot be usedbesof its higher notse level. Thim
contact must be deposited onto the surface as contats

> are usually made. Transmission Line Model is a widely
used multicontact test pattern (Fig% 4). There is a need

0 no of a new foxanula takting the impact of metal overlayer
-0 irto consideration.

> 120

B o

340

0,a~

paaee IS the reitrnosIeef 2Fg
Catioo(iIR of 7ZIprb

InXStpi I IV

contacth nohse wde cotnt thhnis caeteiisn gD urntl is meoangre
bthroug the firs pwattemernn frmtheetrem contact. to&

Shows the equivalent circuit of the noise measurement

.1 35on the TLM pattern.
0,30

1 2 10
F0 >25 a,(n a ,dO ,dta

to Fig I sFg.4adSso, hr r w ifr

0
5 153 3545 5 05?s a 9stype of contacts: extreme and internal. In practice the

internal contact cannoit be currenhless. When a metal
Ratio of R1N ii S overloayer is deposited onto the semiconductor surface

the carrent flowing through the semiconductor resistiv
FIg. 3: contact noise layer it goos in and out the metal. The interual contact

parameter is thre contact noise level III can be understood as two serial contact with half of
index step is is0,pV21X contact length. Contact resistances can be evaluated

resistor noise U 2-0 (R- 4).

In this point of view the equation for the gven=
Using fthi equation the contact: noise (u, 2) and the noise 1o the cade is modified. Assume dha P, is the

noise of a Unit resistance (U2)cnb acltdb resistance between contact No. 0 and k. R, is the
cuavo-fiting. This fonrmula is very simply, it does not i~t~l rmtebunn oteedo l
tak sany consideration for non-ideal propertie of the SUCM Ud is the nloise voltage of each eauremc
test patternt. contact, U,2 is the noise voltage of each internal



co cu~ is the noise Volteofanirssac f __ Fig. 7 shows the measured noise spectrums of a
te resstv lae e ag of th unumbrerita of ineral I* pattan based an GaAs. Fig 8 shows thethe rast.ei .Teni temt fitra evaluated noise spectra of the ohmic contact Taking
&-R -R, aidRisthe serial separatorresist = cin i t a c l i t d L

the messani roitInhecn of thsmdlthe paten it should be emphasized, tdag the noise
-oton noirepwcuan be the se ths uod spectrum of the ohmic contact has a sigicant1

fullwin nose iow an e masued:component exceeding the thermal noise attribuited to
?Noise powe originated 0013 contacts is: (See F4. 2) the contact resistance of the investigated contact

Noiw pow Origiate from reistive laYer Is (since the
noise of R.resistance is R~u): (See Eq. 3) 17

Noise powes denotedtby S.and S,are added to the
output. 150

4. SAMPLE PREPARATION
R /)

The applied teat pattern chip is described in R (d2 C d
(Ret 5). S doped, n-typ GaAs epitxia laye gr01m by 1.40

Efe'rNoraki type WFE method was used toprear the 14
samples, The thikness of the active layer is 3 ^nn the
free carrer concientratin at room temperature is 4 3
1.52110" Car3 and drift mobility of the active layer is 7D
10000 CM2/Vs at the same temperautue. The imultilayer r 7

ohmick contact metalliration contains U

12.4not and 20Oam, respectively. This metal U

tepraue Rf.6. plidChemical surfaice a.....

preparation before the evaporation was finished wiith
rinsing in high prt 1Mfckm) water (e.) /
Finishing the test ptenwith the preparation o h

parameters were measured as it was described in contact resistance ratio
(Ref 5). The DC parameters of the ohmic contact of extreme and internal
structures were obtained using the conventional TLM tnfimcuion of contac length
method (Red 1). In this case the conventional TLM comparing to transfer length
mefthd is applicable due to the presence of very high
qpitaxial shee resistance (Pb 5 kfl) comparing t0 the 6. SUA9wY
metal sheet resistance (pu -=1 f) (Ref. 4). i h im fti okanwmto a

The evaluated specific contact reitio "M r j r o hswrkanwmto ainrdcdfrmeasuring and evaluation of the noise ofpe l.Pl0'3Ckm2. Although the real specific contact metal-semticonductor contacts used in semiconductor
resistance is a little bit lowe as it was proved deices. The measurement is based on a multi-contact
(in Red 4) the obtained value is very high comparing test pattern allows to measure the distrixuio ofnos
our preiouis results obtained durinig MEFrrM in the function of the localization. A formula is
device preparation (Ref 7) However, in this case, the presented which is capable to determine the noise
free carrie concentration of the applied epitaxial layer paaetr by cuvefiting. Our results show that this
is lowe with two ranges of magnitude than in the case mehdi usi wn man c ase i investigated. The
of MESFET devices. This is %*i, the Iptinud cnct spectrums of fivquency distribution mae hund are
preparation process results so poor cnat nearly 11L
(See Braslau-theoy in Ref. 8.)
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IDENTIFICATION OF FAULTS IN ANALOG CIRCUITS
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Abstract: We proposed ati original method, based on spectral analysis, for fault diagnosis on analog circuit. Detection
and location f the fault are possible by the means of a dictionary in which are stored harmonic amplitudes connected
with differe-.t values of each accused parameter of the transistors in the circuit. By interpolation or extrapolation, we
compute if e actual value of parameters.

1. COMPILATION OF A FAULT In the field of transient analysis, circuit response is
DICTIONARY [1) examined by pseudo-random excitation [6] or by a grade.

The number of ambiguous groups recorded during the
The dictionary contains the faults, stimuli and responses compilation of the fault dictionary is often quite high.
of each component

Different methods of frequency analysis can be envisaged
It is necessary to define the faults to be isolated in the using sinusoidal excitation as a starting point. The fault
test circuit as only those present in the dictionary can be dictionary could, for example, be compiled in the
identified. Should the dimension of the dictionary be following way:
exaggerated the methods of detection could be affected ;
however the increasing reliability of the wafers will a- choice of test frequencies.
favour prugressive size reduction. b- measurements of gain and/or of the phase at these

frequencies at different points in the circuit.
The method used for compiling the dictionary depends on c- coding of the etror or creation of a variation mau ix of
the type of analysis performed on the circuit under test: the response of the circuit at the nth fault and the kth
DC, transient, frequency, noise. frequency (31 [4].

The number of ambiguous groups generated in this
All construction methods proceed in the following way, operation is high (5].
as an example in DC analysis:

It is always necessary to select the test nodes. There
- description of the test circuit exists a method which favours the minimisation of the
- selection of faults number of nodes needing testing [2].
- choice of stimuli
- stimulation of the circuit
- introduction of faults 2. PROPOSED METHOD : SPECTRAL
- evaluation of the efficiency of the stimuli to detect ANALYSIS OF THE OUTPUT OF
faults AN ANALOG CIRCUIT
- compilation of die dictionary

In order to avoid defining specific criteria for each circuit
It is necessary to select an optimum number of we suggest a method of fault research independent of the
stimuli/responses [2] in order to store the minimum wiring tested, not requiring intermediate test points and
amount of data whilst maintaining a sufficient degree of easy to put into practice.
detection and localisation of faults. This method of fault To do this, a sinusoidal or square signal is applied to the

research is limited in the case of circuits presenting rnpid input of the circuit and a spectral analysis of the
variations of gain in acccrdance with the frequency. response of the global assembly is carried out when the
During the test the circuit is excited by the same stimuli output tested has reached its steady state. This study can
as those used in the compilation of the fault dictionary. be achieved out on weak signals or on strong signals,
The signatures are then compared. A criterion for the and at different frequencies.
isolation of faults is implanted in order to detect in the
test circuit a prestocked fault or an ambiguous group The first approach to validate the method consists in
corresponding to a possible fault group. carrying out FFrs on the following assembly.
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1ak 15 iss = 0. xtf =1 . ns = 1.00000
cjs = 0. vjs = 0.50000 p = 0.

mjs = 0. eg = 1.10000 af = 1.
itf = 0.50000 vtf = 1.00000 bf = betaf
br = 3.16954 is = I.S413e-14 vaf = 65.38

T, var = 11.26266 ikf = 1.00000 ise - 3.3793e-15

ne = 1.31911 ikr = 1.00000 isc = 4.3948e-13

nc = 1.14075 irb = 1.2552e-03  nf = 1.00500
nr = 1.00748 rbm fi l=.00Oe- 0 2  rb = 12.24

TS = 0.31004 T = 3e-3 mie - 0.26480
mjc = 0.34896 vj = 0.58792 v i 0.47002

1.5k 1.k f = tr = 305e0. 9  cJe = 2.4147e 11

cjc = 1.1200e-I fc = 0.95000 acJC = 0.94836
subs = I

Figure 1 : Circuit under test and SPICE Model of t2n2222 transistor

The spectral response of this perfectly balanced circuit
is uneven (FFT simulation with the software package where: Hi = amplitude of the iemP- harmonic
HSPICE). If a fault is introduced into one of the = value of the jeme parameter on the
differential pair transistors, there follows a modification Xjk
of the harmonic response. The following table gives kteme transistor
an example of our technique when the current gain bf
equal 10 (instead of 153 in the original model). Others So, for xl,1 = bf of Tl and x2,1 = Vaf de TI, we find
kinds of degradations have been tested with the Sij,1 = 3.10-3 for the worst case.
following parameters : vaf, re, rb.

Simulation results show that harmonic and DC analysis
s2 Reference bf = 10 Vaf=10 re= rb = 120 give the same degree of sensitivity.

Ho (v) 7.11 7.38 8.46 7.04 7.07 3.2 Fault location
H1 (v) 689m 680m 564m 675m 677m ~nIII v) 69m 60m 64m 75m 77m Different methods allow fault detection and location [71
H2(v) 16u 848u 3.6m 248u 132u [8) [9) [101 but we operate on an other way.

Successively, one after one and one by time, all
3(v) 381u 380u 677u 367u 373u parameters of the transistors of the circuit are modified

H4 (v) l8n 728n 3u 223n 92u and respective values Hi. given by HSPICE simulation,
are sored.

H (v) 212n 212n 30n 196n 203n For a "one fault" circuit, dictionary exploitation permits
to find only specified faults.

If we compare the results of columns bf and Vaf with If parameter value is not present in the dictionary,
the reference column, we can clearly distinguish the interpolation or extrWapolation permits to compute a
default value (see table above), closely value.

Least square m-.thod gives this value with a good
precision. It supplies also the possibility of Hi

3. VALIDATION OF THE METHOD identification with polynominal or exponential
function.

3.1 Sensitivity

In order to prove the sensitivity of fault diagnosis by 4. CONCLUSION
harmonic analysis we compute factors such as: This method, efficient for "one fault" circuits, must be

i - i_ C e[0,51 modified in the case of multifaults circuit. We are
Si k = /A i• ,]currently working on new developments to address theH! xj2 k k C [ 1,4] identification and location of faulty points.
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ABSTRACT (the leakage current is in the order of 1(r"A
(Ref.2)), the presence of GOS gives rise to a

Gate oxide shorts (GOS) represent a reliability conductive path between the power supplies as
threat in MOS based ICs and commonly used static shown in Fig.l.
tests for -ach shorts are not always effective. In this
paper, a GOS was intentionally induced in an
inverter circuit resulting in an extra time delay
which is passed on to the output pin. Using a simple Vd3
model for the defective oxide PSPICE simulations
were performed and a good agreement was achieved PI P2
between the experimental and simulation results. As
a result, a simple dynamic test, measuring the signal
delay through the circuit also may indicate the

presence of a GOS. "'0"

1. INTRODUCTION

Gate oxide shorts in MOS transistor circuits

have long been recognised as a serious reliability
problem, especially for scaled-down devices (Ref. 1).
They can be caused either during manufacturing Figure 1: Schematic diagram of current
process or by electrostatic discharge (ESD) after drawn from power supply for a
packaged. A large amount of research has been two-cascaded CMOS inverters
carried out, both experimentally and theoretically. with GOS defect in one of the

GOS defects cannot be detected by electrical test transistors.
programs based on stuck-at fault models since the
circuits with GOS defects generally do not lose their This current varies from 10'A to 103A (Refs.l,2)
function. However, electrical parametric changes do and depends on the size and the extent of the oxide
occur after GOS present in circuits. failure. Even the lightest GOS defect will increase

GOS fault can be easily detected in CMOS the static power consumption up to 2 orders. Hence,
circuits by measuring the static power current, static power consumption is a very effective way to
however, this method does not work in nMOS detect GOS faults in CMOS inverter circuits.
circuits. In this paper, a simple dynamic test is It would not be so simple for a very complicated
proposed and its effectiveness is evaluated. logic circuits. However, it can be solved by

measuring the power supply during the logic test
procedure.

2. STATIC TEST FOR GOS However, problems arise for the detection of
nMOS circuit with GOS since there is a static power

The most obvious characteristics for a MOS dissipation even for a GOS-free circuit. In a two-
transistor with GOS is that there is gate current cascaded aMOS inverter GOS-free circuit, for any
when the transistor is on. Since there is no static of the static states, both of the pull-up transistors are
power dissipation in a GOS-free CMOS circuit on and one of the pull-down transistors is on. This



determines the static power current is the 'on' capacitance and the char or discharge current, a
current of null-up transistor. While the presence of change in time delay in expected.
GOS only adds a gate leakage current (in the order
of ;&A) to the power current. Consequently, if any
of the transistors contain a GO, no noticeable 3.2 sampje
difference is detected.

A 4 wafer containing a nMOS inverter as
shown in Fig.2 on each die was used throughout the

3. DYNAMIC TEST FOR GOS experiments. The wafer was held upon a brass
chuck by a vacuum pump, and four adjustable

3.1 Theory of circuit delay microprober were used to access the device bond-
pads. The pull-up transistor is a depletion-mode

In MOS circuits, the outputs at any internal node transistor with a dimension of 5n7 (Um), while the
connect to the inputs of the next gate. The oxide pull-down transistor is a enhancemem-mode
between gate and channel in MOS transistors forms transistor with a dimension of 15/3.5 (am).
a capacitor C, between the gate and substrate, such
that the load at the internal node appears as C,. This 3.3 Exmerimental orocedure and results
internal circuit can be modelled as a circuit shown
in Fig.2. 3.3.1 Characterisation of the pull-down transistors

and nMOS inverters

Vd d Measurement of the 16 - V, and Im- Vs
characteristics of the pull-down transistors using the

P U HP4145B parametric analyzer: The gate current is
-5/7 only a noise in the order of nA magnitude and the

drain current characteristics are shown in Fig.3.

Ipd _LV)ut ,.[]

Vn~ 15/3.5 .0

Figure 2: A nMOS inverter. n--------

The charge and discharge times t, and td can be v(Ds) Cv]

determined by equation (1,2). Figure 3: IN - V. characteristics of the

pull-down transistor.

CIVd- V~1.) =ft(, "Q I,)d (1

Measurement of the DC transfer curve of the
invert: Both the output voltage and the supply
current were recorded, and are shown in Fig.4 and

c, v - = ft(O - (2) Fa.5 (Solid lines).
0 Measurement of the transient characteristics of

the inverter: A 300KHz square waveform from a
THANSAR TG012 pulse generator was applied to
the input of the invetr and a HP541:D storage

Normally the transistor current characteristics oscilloscope was cofigumed to capnue the output
degrades upon creation of a GOS, and since the signal. The reasult is shown in Fig.6 (solid line).
delay time of a gate depends on both the load

Im~t • m• "- mlllllmllIll I Illmlm~lM a566'
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Vout Cv] constant voltage stress (-44V) front the HP4145B

~ - parametric analyzer was applied to the gat pad of
- *--- the pull-down transistor. The stress was removed

kw~.. . 0h M, immediately after the oxide breakdown.

S\I 3.3.3 Reslrarsto of the DWI-down
2 'transistors and the nMOS inverters

The oxide breakdown was confirmed by the gate

-----0--- current characteritcs shown in Fig.7.
0 2 3 4 $

Figure 4: DC transfer curve of the nMOS K[ [-]ii inverer.

Log (Idd) [mA]

02) (2) 0 2
V(G) [VI

Figure 7: I 0 - VG characteristics of
the pull-down transistor
after the gate oxide

OWA Mg-breakdown.

Vin Iv]
After the measurement of gate current, all the otherFigure 5: ID - Vu characteristics of the characteristics of the pull-down transistors andnMOS inverter. nMOS inverters were re-measured and are shown in

Fig.4, Fig.5 and Fig.6 with dashed lines.

3.3.4 Exnerimental conclusion
Vout (V) We still consider the two-cascaded nMOS

4.0 ' ] inverters circ.it: in the case of GOS-free circuit, the
static power current is 32.43+4.26 = 36.69 (p.A).
While with one of the pull-down transistor with
GOS, the static power current is 32.1+5.197 =
37.297 (pA). Thus, no conclusion can be made on
the static current results. Although there is a•._-:=-.. -=:. _noticeable difference in the output 'low' logic level,

cit will be lost through the next gate. However, from
Time (us) 4 the trnmsient response of the square waveform, the

difference in the discharge time is clearly shown in
igRpm 6: Transient response of the invertr Fig.6, also this will not disappear through successiveto a 300KHz square waveform, gates and will ultimately reach the external output.

3.3.2 Oxide breakdown of the oull-dowIan igors 4. SIMULATION RESULTS FROM MSICE

In order to introduce the gate oxide short, a Syrzycki's model (Ref.3) as shown in Fig.S for
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MOSFET with GOS was used in the simulatios. IDD (A)

MI

Rgos G oo 1 - 4-

R1 R2
S M2 . M3 D VIN (V)

Figure lO: Io - Vm curve of the nMOS

inverter from PSPICE
Figure 8: Syrzycki's model for nMOSFET simulation.

with GOS.

The parameters of the transistors and resistors 4

in Fig.8 were chosen to fit the experimental results
of the gate current and drain current characteristics
of the pull-down transistor after the inducing of 2
GOS (Fig.5 & 6). Then the simulations for the
inverter were performed based on the same
parameters. The simulation results are shown in ý" ........ 1
Fig.9-11 and in which the solid lines represent the 0 IE..6 X06 1-06 E-&- 5C-06

case where all transistors are good devices, while TIME (sec)
the broken lines represent the case where the pull- Figure 11: Transient response from
down transistor has a GOS-fault. simulation.

Vouf M
The simulation results agree very well with the

experimental ones. This indicates that Syrzycki's
uh ] model can not only model the DC effect of GOS in

circuits, but also the transient parametric drift of the

* circuits.

-A0

Figure 9: DC transfer curve of the nMOS
inverter from PSPICE simulation.

Figure 12: Transmission gate intensive
NXOR logic gate.



Following the successful results above, an effective alternative.
simulations for a more complicated logic circuit as
shown in Fig.12 were performed. The 0OS-fault
transistor is circled with broken line. The results are 6. REFERENCES
shown in Fig.13 and Fig.14 and the solid lines
represent GOS-free circuit and broken lines 1. J.M.Soden and C.F.Hawkins, *Test
represent the circled transistor is with GOS. Considerations for Gate Oxide Shorts in CMOS

ICs," IEEE Design and Test, August, 1986. pp.56-

vc (v) 64.

2. W.D.Greason, Z.Kumeovsky and K.W.K.Chum,
4: "Latent Effects Due to ESD in CMOS Integrated

Circuits: Review and Experiments," IEEE
3 Transaction on Industry Applications, No.29, 1993,

pp.88-97.
2

.E3.M.SyrzyckiModelling of Gate Oxide Shorts in' • " "MOS Transistors,' IEEE Transaction on Computer-

Aided Design, No.8, 1989, pp.193-202.
0 2E-06 4E-0M GE-06 8E-06 IE-0

TIME (sec)

Figure 13: Output waveform at node C where
the logic output is A XOR B.

VD (V)

ol

0 2E-06 4E-06 GE-06 a-06 tI-05

TIME: (sec)

Figure 14: Output waveform at node D.

The simulation results clearly show that
although the difference of output 'low' level at node
C has lost at node D, the time delay passes the next
gate and will reach the primary output at last.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Whilst the measurement of static current from
power supply is a simple method of testing MOS
circuits for gate oxide shorts, it does not work for
all caes. However, a GOS also introduces an extra
delay in signal transmission from input to output and
consequently tde delay test in those cams could be
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a piece of equipment and by further consideration of
1. ABSTRACT its usage, it is possible to obtain an estimate of the

systems reliability in that particular application.
One of the most controversial techniques

used at present in the field of reliability is the use of There are two traditional approaches to
reliability prediction methodologies, based on EFPM involving differing amounts of information
component constant failure rate data for the about the system. The first is known as parts count
estimation of system failure rates. This paper analysis and requires comparatively little
investigates a new reliability estimation method that information. This takes the parts list for a particular
does not depend upon constant failure rates. design and bases the reliability estimate on the

number of components used in it without any
A number of boards were selected from the reference to operating conditions of these

International Electronics Reliability Institute's (IERI) components. This method is generally used early in
field reliability database, and their reliability was the design phase to obtain a simple estimate of the
estimated using a failure intensity based system reliability. The second method is known as
methodology, and was compared with the actual parts stress analysis and involves knowledge of a
failure intensity observed in the field, wealth of information about the system, but is

assumed to provide a more realistic estimate of the
The predicted failure intensity is seen to be reliability. This second method tends to be used

in close agreement with the observed value for the towards the end of the design cycle when actual
majority of a system's operating lifetime. This circuit parameters have been established (Ref.3).
means that the failure intensity method should be
investigated further to discover if it can be used to Reliability prediction methods are widely
estimate the reliability of a system throughout its accepted throughout the electronics industry and this
lifetime. Hence this may provide a more realistic enables it to be used as a general yardstick which
picture of the way in which electronic systems allows comparison between different equipments to
behave in the field. be made. However, many manufacturers have

commented that the models can be wildly inaccurate
when compared with the performance in the field,

2. INTRODUCTION particularly in the case of modern microelectronic
devices, and their use can lead to increased costs

IERI have been collecting a large amount of and complexity (Ref.2).
failure information over many years from leading
British and Danish electronic manufacturing Recent studies (Ref.4) have shown that the
companies (Ref. 1). The data stored in this database standard models for reliability prediction do not
is of such high quality that IERI are able to perform perform well in all circumstances, and reliability
reliability analysis and estimate the expected field prediction performed using these models could lead
behaviour and compare that with the observed to a misrepresentation of an equipment's reliability.
performance.

It has been demonstrated (Ref.5) that the
The concept of electronic failure prediction reliability of components is a time dependent

methodology (EFPM) often affects major decisions parameter and therefore traditional EFPM is unable
in system design. EFPM is based on the assumption to give an accurate picture of a system's reliability
that systems fail as a result of failures of component as it is based upon a constant failure rate
parts, and those parts fail partly as a result of assumption.
exposure to application stress (Ref.2). This means
that by some consideration of the stUntuoe of suci
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This paper investigates an alternative 9"0
method of performing reliability assessment of
equipments. The result is estimated as a function of
time based upon the failure intensities of constituent I ...

components. 116'000

3. FAILURE INTENSITY ANALYSIS 5,000

Failure intensity is defined in equation (1) 10L

n7f ()Componet operain time [horspT(t) -- n (1
NAt Figure 2:Number of MOS digital ICs with between

10i and 10' gates at risk in the field.

where n is the observed number of failures in a
given time period (At) and N is the population at
risk during this period. For the purpose of this various component types becomes available. It
investigation the At interval has been chosen to be should be noted that when the failure intensity drops
1,000 hours, to zero on the time axis, this means no failures have

been observed in that particular 1,000 hour period.
To illustrate further the means of Initially, the failure intensity value is high but it

computation of the failure intensity Figure 1 and decreases to a lower level over a 4,000 hour period.
Figure 2 show the number of failures of MOS The value seems to oscillate around the 5 x 10"•
digital integrated circuits with between 10W and 10' failure intensity value thereafter.
gates in 1,000 hour intervals, and the corresponding
number of components at risk throughout the same 3.,_._ _

time intervals respectively. 3E-06

40.o ........................................ 2E- .....................
1.E.W ... ..... ..3 .. .......... .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. .. . .. . .. ... .. .0. .

Component operating tline [hours]

0100600900100 17000 21000~n Figure 3:Failure intensity curve for di gital MOS ICs
L with between I0' and 1' gaes

Figure I:Number offmaiur ofMOS digital Cs with
between 10' to 10' gates versus time

The shape of the graph may imply that there are
The shape of Figure 2 reflects the fact that as the early component failures occurring in the field.
number of systems going into the field increases These early failures may be due to members of the
with time, the populations of the various component so called 'weak population' that have not been
types is also increasing. removed by any component or system screening

performed by the component or system
Figure 3 shows the failure intensity curve manufacturer.

for CMOS digital devices with between 103 and 104
gates formed by using the information shown in 4. RELIABILITY ESTIMATION
Figure 1 and Figure 2. The failure intensity is
shown as the central solid line, and the dotted lines An electronic system can be considered to
above and below are the 95% X2 confidence limits, be a network of components all interconnected to
These limits are dependent on the number of one another in various complex ways. This real life
observed failures and the population at risk. Wide model is unsuitable for reliability analysis since it is
limits are indicative of a lack of failure data. This far too complex. In order to study the reliability of
situation will improve with time as more data on the systems a number of assumptions need to be made.
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i) Any component failure causes a system failure, the components. If the instantaneous failure rate or

failure intensity at any time is considered to be

This is normally termed a series configuration (or constant over a short interval, At, then equation (5)
chain structure). This is the simplest of the many can be adapted to use failure intensity instead of
models available and so is the most widely used for failure rate and hence the requirements for constant
reliability modelling of systems. failure rates can be removed.

A series configuration of n items will have a Equation (6) gives the instantaneous failure rate for
reliability function defined by (2) a system based upon the failure intensities of the

constituent components.•Ct)-•,•.,x•(2)

ui) The components that make up the system must be 1(t) = -l e

independent, this means that a failure by a single ,t (6)
component must not affect other components in the (I-•tgo)
system. =e

If the n items x,,x 2 .... are independent, then

1{() -P(x,)P(x2)...P(x) where l(t) is the failure intensity of the system in the
a (3) interval At,and 1,(t) is the failure intensity of the i'th
.P( device that comprises the system in the same

interval. It then proves possible to calculate the
failure intensity curve for a system when the failure

Assuming that no component failures affect any intensities for all the components contained in that
others, then the reliability of a system can be system are known.
calculated by multiplying together the probability of
failure for each component in the system. However, 5. FAILURE INTENSITY PREDICTION
in a general system this can be difficult since each
component's probability of failure could be a Two board types were selected from the
complex function. If, however, simple functions are IERI database where their field performance was
used, then it is possible to proceed further, well known and estimation of their behaviour was

made using equation (6).
iii) The component failure behaviour must be
governed by a constant-hazard model Figure 4 shows the predicted and field

failure intensity curves for the first board type. The
This last assumptions means that if the component solid line is the failure intensity observed in the field
reliability model is exponential in form, as in and the error bars give 95% x2 confidence limits.
equation (4), The dotted line represents the failure intensity

predicted for this board type using equation (6).
P(t) = 3E (4)

then equation (3) can be rewritten as equation (5) S ....................... T
S=,,• " • -•. ............... ........... . . .

i(5) l . I
1E 0 ....... aI ...........

'.2 5E-W6
Oi 5,000 10,000 15.000•2000 25,0=0

Board OpmnorV Thm ]

Equation (5) is the most commonly usee and the Figure 4: Predicted and fleldfailure intensity curves
most elementary system reliability formula, for the first board tye
However, it has the fundamental problem that it
assumes a constant failure rate throughout the life of The figure shows that the first board type
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experiences early life failures up to 11,000 hours 7. REFERENCES
after which its operation becomes failure free. The
predicted behaviour of this board type shows a
decreasing failure intensity until about 10,000 hours, I. D.S. Campbell and J.A. Hayes, "The
after which a failure free life is predicted except for organization of a study of the field failure of
an irregularity at 17,000 hours. This is due to rogue electronic components*, Quality and Reliability
failure occurrences in the raw data. These rogue Engineering International, Vol. 3, 1987, pp 251-
failures come from one data source and are not 258.
representative of the remainder of the stored data.
It is significant to observe that the predicted line lies 2. C.T.Leonard and M.Pecht, "How failure
within the 95% confidence limits of the field prediction methodology affects electronic equipment
behaviour throughout the boards operating life and design*, Quality and Reliability Engineering
hence would provide a fairly good estimation of International, Vol. 6, 1990, pp 243-249.
board's behaviour in the field.

3. Michael Pecht and Wen-Cheng Kang, 'A critique
Figure 5 shows the predicted and field of MIL-Hdbk-217E reliability prediction methods",

failure intensity curves for the second board type. In IEEE Transactions on Reliability, Vol. 37, No. 5,
this case the field behaviour is more irregular, with 1988 December.
failures occurring up to 20,000 hours. The predicted
line gives a very good fit after 7,009 hours but 4. M.Zahid, J.A.Jones, and J.A.Hayes, "Evaluation
before that it is pessimistic, probably due to early of reliability prediction methodologies", Fourth
life failures observed in one or more data sources. European Symposium on Reliability of Electron

2E.-5 Devices, Bordeaux, October 1993, pp 59-64.

S15. D. S. Campbell, J. A. Hayes, J. A. Jones and A.
1."5E05 i.........P.......P. Schwarzenberger, "Reliability behaviour of

electronic components as a function of time",
- 0E-05 . . Quality and Reliability Engineering International

S -Vol. 8, 1992, pp 161-166.

SE0 .o o l , o . ......,..•,•
150O00 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,00

ourd Owaftn Thn [ho!ul

Figure 5: Prediced andfieldfailure itensity curves
for the second board iype

6. CONCLUSIONS

The failure intensity methodology lends
itself very easily to system reliability prediction. It

appears to give a more realistic estimate of the
reliability of a system throughout the operating
lifetime of the equipment and does not make
assumptions, such as constant failure rate, which can
be detrimental to the validity of the estimate.

The predictions seem, on present evidence,
to track the observed behaviour well, given the
uncertainties that are evident in the field. Fine
tuning of the source data is however necessary to
smooth out irregularities that are due to few sources
and are not representative of the majority of the
data.
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BIST & DIAGNOSIS IN SAFETY CRITICAL MICROSYSTEMS
USING RELIABILITY INDICATORS

Th Ollbich, A M D Richardson. and D A Bradley
Dept. of Engineering. Lancaster University, Lancaster LAI 4YR, U.K.,

FAX: (++44) 524 594207, email: T.Olbrich@Lancaster.ac.uk

Abstract
Sensors and actuators with built-in local intelligence are often described as microsystems. The incorporation
of processing electronics at the sensor and actuator level enables the distribution of processing tasks such as
calibration and filtering as well as test and diagnostic functions from upper system hierarchies to lower
levels. This paper describes Built-In-Seif-Test (BIST) and diagnostic strategies for Safety Critical
Microsystems. It compares different approaches and shows the importance of utilising Reliability Indicators
(Ris) for on-chip monitoring and diagnosis. The close relationship between Design for Testability (DfT) for
post-production tests and the BIST strategies for on-line monitoring is outlined. A multichip design strategy
is described for an example microsystem.

the measurement or the "health"-status of the
1. INTRODUCTION device (Ref.I). A flexible configuration of a smart

sensor allows adaptation to different measurementThe escalating complexity of engineering systems tasks. A bi-directional digital communication

and reliability requirements from consumers and

industry are generating increasing demands for interface allows the microsystem to communicate

microsystems incorporating diagnostic and self- directly with other systems.
test features especially for applications which are Single chip smart sensors are readily availableclassified as safety critical. (Ref.2) but technological problems such as process

classiaibiled astee safe criwingl elmnn
Microsystems are self-contained, small, stand- compatibility between the sensing element and
alone devices incorporating sensor(s) and/or the circuit technology, low yield and packaging

actuator(s) plus electronics for signal conditioning, problems, have so far prevented the anticipated
processing, control and communication. This high volume breakthrough. Hybrid realisations of

paper investigates the need to also integrate Built- smart sensors (Ref.3) using one or more additional

in-Self-Test (BIST) into microsystems. Table 1: Advantages of integrated microsysteis
The concept of microsystems is reviewed in
section 2 with a smart sensor example and the over distributed implementations.

importance of BIST and diagnosis for * Easier configuration of systems through
miciosystems is outlined in section 3. Strategies digital interface.
suitable for on-chip diagnosis and BIST are Reduced systems' installation effort through
discussed in section 4. An approach to the output distributed processing tasks.
of the diagnostic information and a microsystem * Increased performance through built-in
design schematic explain how self-test can be processing capabilities.
incorporated into microsystems and its diagnostic 9 Increased application flexibility through on-
information further processed. Conclusions and a line reconfiguration.
section on future work end the paper. e Higher reliability and testability through

internal self-test.
2. SMART SENSORS - e Increased process reliability through evaluated

A MECHATRONIC MICROSYSTEM output information.

A smart sensor comprises one (or more) sensing * Miniaturisation allows new applications.
elements plus some associated electronics which integrated circuits are feasible for many
enables delegation of processing tasks from the applications and an implementation is proposed in
main controller to the sensor level and is used here section 6.
as an example for a complex single-device Some important advantages of microsystens over
mechatronic microsystem. Measurement of input their non-intelligent counterparts ae listed in
measurands also includes signal processing (i.e. Table I and explain their increasing demand.
filtering), correction of offset drifts and Microsystems such as smart sensors find their
compensation of quantity influences such as cross applications within the procem automotive and
sensitivity to temperature. In addition, data aerospace industries and in medical applications
validation functions may produce additional (RefiA). A high volmne break-through is expected
measurement information such as the accuracy of during the next few years which will reduce s
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dramatically so that microsystems will find their element and the microelectronic components on
way into everyday consumer applications their own. Only the successful interaction of all
(Refs.5,6). function blocks will generate test results of

acceptable credibility.
3. BIST & DIAGNOSIS DEMANDS In addition, the influence of packaging effects on

FOR MICROSYSTEMS the microsystem performance, i.e. stress damage
due to packaging or the effects of the "physical

Three important reasons are identified which window" between the sensing element and the
necessitate the incorporation of BIST and outside world on sensor readings prevent a
diagnosis into microsystems. meaningful system function evaluation of
3.1 Incmasing the system reliability unpackaged microsystem components.
wiIS DIT and BIST are therefore essential for
Applications and systems are defined as safety exhaustive testing of microsystems.
critical if malfunction or failures can result in risk 3.3 Reduced testing time through BIST
and damage to humans or the environment. Testing time for post-production tests is a major
Automotive (Ref.7), aerospace, medical and issue, both technologically and financially,
nuclear energy applications are safety critical and especially for complex application specific mixed
therefore need high reliability components, mode integrated circuits. BIST and Dfr features
systems and processes. It is essential to ensure the may help to reduce testing time drastically. This
correct function of the safety critical system during gives market advantages through decreased device
normal operation. This means self-test and costs.
diagnosis (preferably on-line) needs to be
performed on all function blocks, including the BIST and DIT are essential for competitive, high
diagnostic module itself (Figure 1). In addition, reliable microsystems.
further actions leading to reconfiguration or fail-
safe (graceful degradation) modes may be required 4. STRATEGIES FOR SELF-TEST AND
following fault detection and localisation. DIAGNOSIS IN MICROSYSTEMS

SgAnalogue ce Digitald - This section describes different approaches to
BIST and diagnosis in microsystems which are
considered to be implementable on ASICs andX X I microcontrollers for microsystems.

[TestDians Figure 2 gives an overview of different diagnostic
approaches that have been implemented in

Figure 1: Smart Sensor as an example for a microsystems or are currently under development.
iucrosystem with Test and Diagnosis fuinctions. This table is not complete and it is assumed that

the number of entries will increase during the nextThere is an increasing need within microsystems few years. Many testing methods used for mixed
for tests to measure ageing and degradation to signal integrated circuits (ICs) (Ref.8) can directly
ensure detection of evolving or developing faults, be applied to mechatronic microsystems.
Such early warning capabilities increase the
system reliability during its planned mission time 4.1 Reliability Indicators
and the systems' maintenance intervals. The use of Richardson (Ref.9) lists a number of reliability
Reliability Indicators (RIs) therefore becomes indicator measurements including IDDQ tests,
increasingly important for on-chip transient current tests, performance tests, offset
implementation, drift measurement, low voltage tests, noise tests

and phase jitter tests. Not all of these3.2 Increasing testability th- ugh measurements are applicable to on-chip
Dfl and BIST diagnostics because of the limitations in terms of
The encapsulation of several microelectronic chip-area and processing complexity.
components plus sensing elements and actuators Extensive research is being carried out into suply
into one device and the use of multi-chip modules current measurement (IDDx testing) for digital
as well as feature sizes in the submicron range and mixed-mode circuits (Ref.10) and promising
make it virtually impossible to access embedded results in the detection of catastrophic as well as
function blocks directly. Therefore micmsystem parametric faults have been presented. However,
design needs to focus on DIT, which includes the technique still has problems when applied to
BIST and on-chip RI tests to enable exhaustive analogue circuits (Ref.ll). Although the QTAG
post production tests. It is not suffiient to test the initiative for off-chip IDDQ/ISSQ monitoring
various function modules, such as the sensing (Ref.12) aims at post-production tests, it may well
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be feasible to integrate these mnitors into physical shock to acelerometers is also vey.
(multichip) microsystems as an (on-line) BIST desirable. Overstress on silicon components does
facility, not necessarily cause an immediate failure but
The fhleuency response and transient respos of often leads to a shorter life time. inmrased
mechaimonic system has been used to monitor the sensitivity to noise or other influences and may
health of the system (Ref.13). Information in the also cause unwanted failures later in the field.
frequency range above the one used for normal 4.2 Redundancy
operation (i.e. noise (Ref.14)) may contain Time redundancy is a helpful strategy to prevent
important information which is often discarded intermittent measurement erors due to
through filtering in the signal path. Limitations electromagnetic or electrostatic interference. It
imposed by the processing power available on-chip can for example be performed in this way*
may restrict such tests to comparatively simple 1. Measure value.
evaluation calculations mainly during the power- 2. Exchange input with reference element,
up or off-line state&, measure and compare with expected reSUlL
Current sensing for open and/or short circuits in 3. Measure input value again and compare
measurement bridges of silicon sensors account for with frst measumelt.
the majority of defects in such devices. Current Hardware redundancy is widely used in safety
sensing in the bridge branches or voltage critical applications in the aerospace and nuclear
measurement at the bridge output nodes against power industries where the cost factor is not as
limits or thresholds indicate instantaneously highly weighted as for example in consumer
catastrophic faults in such devices. Limit checking applications.
and threshold checking are simple ways to Information redundancy is widespread in software
compare the system reading against allowable applications and communications protocols. Error
boundaries. correction codes in digital hardware
Temperature measurements on microelectronic implementations have been shown to be an
components or in sensing elements give interesting alternative where hardware redundancy
information on the achievable accuracy or the in the form of triplicated systems etc. were not
reliability of a measurement. A measurement feasible but a reliable form of concurrent error
bridge in silicon gives a temperature dependant checking, including correction of single
voltage if driven with a current source (Ref.15). intermittent faults, was required (Ref.16).
This technique of temperature measurement is
virtually free of additional components and 4 Hardware BlST
indicates directly the temperature in the bridge Built-in-Self-Test (BIST) is in general a design

resistors. technique in which parts of the circuit (the system)
Built-in overstress fuses for example indicate are used to test parts of the system itself (Ref.17).

whether a maximum allowable temperature had Pseudo-Random Binary-Sequence (PRBS) test

been exceeded. A means to indicate a damaging pattern generators for example apply input vectors

Diagnosis in Microsystems
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to digital or analogue (Ref.18) modules. Self- and the device (Ref27) and compaes the obtained
Checking circuit designs provide on-line test for results with calculated ones.
digital (Ref.19) as well as for analogue circuits System level tests rely on the computing capacity
(Ref.20). The obtained output response is then available in microsystems. Rapid improvements in
compared with a correct one. Design for terms of processing power can be expected during
Testability (DfM) is one strategy to reduce the the next few years and it is up to the test designers
effort to test an integrated circuit and to allow and reliability engineers to exploit these sorces
faster and more exhaustive testing. The boundary for diagnosis and self-test
scan standard IEEE 1149.1 allows the application
of Lest pattern (or control and set-up information) 5. DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION
to modules deeply embedded into a circuit board The remits obtained from BIST need to be
or integrated circuit (Refs2i). This standard is evaluated on their implication on the measurement
available in mopt ASIC design libraries and in result and the device availability. A self validating

(SEVA) measurement system is described by
communication between ICs in microsystems. Heary (Ref.1) and may indicate the quality of

4.4 Functional Tests output information required from future complex
Abramovici et aI suggested that "The objective of microsystems. It outputs device status information
functional testing is to validate the correct plus three measurement parameters: the
operation of a system with respect to its functional (validated) measurement value, an uncertainty
specifications" (Ref.22). Defined excitation of value and measurement status value as in figure 3.
sensing elements or actuators using for example
reference elements attempts to exercise the
functions of the system as closely as possible (and Fae v oted Mh~muert Vore
necessary) to its usual application. Self-test modes vokWuieack"
for piezoresistive accelerometers (Refs.23,24) in PIIIIIV,"SC

which a test pulse simulates a quasi-acceleration
by deflecting the seismic mass derive a defined, OidDn
near full-scale output signal that can be used to
test the function of the sensing element and the Figure 3 SEVA Standardised Interface showing
signal path. Although these test approaches do not the different output parameters of a measurement
reflect on the detailed structural model of the (Ref l)
system under test and are therefore not exhaustive,
they deliver an accountable measure of the system The Device Status is a "simple, generic health
function with minimal circuit overhead for indicator* generated by the maintenance / fault
providing the test function. detection functions (BIST functions, results of

4.5 Systems Test IDDQ tests, checksums etc.).SThe uncertainty value indicates the accurac of the
Various methods which deal with the evaluation of meaurementy takingalatos acting the

data groups can be exploited. Historical Recordsdata
including actual and recent measurement data am quality (measurement technology, environment

conditions, noise, calibration, maintenance andevaluated using Statistical Processing methods. defect status) into account.
Environmental Checks may be performed using The measurement value status indicates device
input variables which are not directly related to the specific faults. Henry (Ref.l) defines four possible
primarily device function but are of use to further values: CLEAR, DAZZLED, BLURRED and
enhance the measurement characteristics. BLIND, 'which indicate measurement behaviour
Additiol information on die process and the ranging from normal (CLEAR) down to aenvironment in which the microsystem functions com absence of transducer data (BLIND)¶
may be input via the FHeldbus interface from other The MV status will indicate bad measurement
systems. Most of these functions are preferably conditions such as high temperature and increased
implemented in software and require a powerful humidity which influence the measurement
embedded processor. uncertainty.
Condition monitoring (Ref.13) cc estimaton ucran~algondithms (Ref.25) to provide analytical The advantage of complex microsystams over their

"non-intelligent" counterparts is in the provision
redundancy for fault detection and isolation (FDI) of evaluated diagnostic information during
are considered to be implementable in o in t fild. Su enhaned outu
microsystems in more simplistic forms as for large oration cn oye gied with the utpi tmachnes r pants Anaytial Rdundncy information can only be gained with th utilisatio
machines mc plants. Analytical Redundancy of RIs for BIST in microsystems.
(Ref.26) uses mathematical modela of the process
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Figure 4: Schematic of a Smart Sensor

Microsysems are complex mechatroic systems
6. MULTI-CHIP IMPLEMENTATION consisting of mechanical interfaces plus analogue

OF A MICROSYSTEM and digital electronics which result in immense
Important questions relating to of difculties for fast and exhaustive tests after
BImpotandtslf-estin reaingto a the integrmamtiow to production, during operation or maintenance.
BIST and self-test into a microsystem art "ao to BIST and diagnosis are important features of
implement itT' or "Where to allocate the microsystems to increase testability, decrease
functions?". Complex microsystems to date consistSof several modules which are integrated to one testing time and improve its reliability during

operation.device. Such an approach for a smart sensor is Reliability Indicators for on-chip diagnosis are andescribed in figure 4. This microsystem consists of important test strategy for cost effective and more
three submodules: The sensing element, an exhaustive testing in high reliability mechatronic
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) as an
analogue front-end and a microcontroller to Microsystems.
provide processing power for control, set-up and a 8. FUTURE WORK
fieldhus interface (Rer.28). The ASIC is
customised to the sensing element and the specific Reliability Indicators for post-pmduction or
applicational demands for an optimum maintenance tests using additional test equipment
conditioning of the sensor signal whereas the are already used in industrial applications. On-
microcontroller is an off-the-shelf device with chip diagnosis for mechatronac microsystems
large on-chip memory to allow storage of set-up using Rls is considered to be a new field of testing
data, filter and calibration coefficients and a and therefore not yet mature. Simple techniques
record of measurement data. such as on-chip current monitoring have been
Self-test and diagnostic features in microsystems demonstrated and promise to become useful tools
are restricted by the processing capabilities for BIST. Other RI measurements suitable for on-
available in the device. The usage of Rls and other chip implementation need to be developed for
diagnostic strategies in microsystems implies analogue and digital circuits as well as for the
careful consideration of these limitations, peripheral interfaces, i.e. sensing elements and

actuators.
7. CONCLUSIONS The microelectronics group at Laca

This paper describes the importance of self-test University investigates in self-testable, robust
and diagnosis in microsystempo The utilisation of analogue designs for CMOS, suitable for

RIs for on-chip diagnosis is evaluated together microsystom implementation.
with other self-test approaches. A proposal for a design and simulation feauring self-test and
multi-chip microsystem shows the requirements, digno sifulction batudin RI. and

possibilities and limitations for self-tests. This diagnosis functions, based oa R/s and other
paper outlines a close relationship between DIT for techniques. we required as an intrinsic propadt of
post-production tests and BIST during normal their generic modules for c offmective design and
operation. prttpn of future generatons of minoysemit.
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TRANSPORT AND NOISE QUALIMY INDICATORS FOR PN JUNCTION DIODES

P. Hruska, B. Koktavy, P. Vasina, H. Navarova, V. Jurankova and J. Slkuda,
Department of Physics, Technical University of Irno

Ziakova 17, 60200 Brno, Czech Republi, phone-fa& + +425 41211125

transport mechanisms are referred to as ideal
1. GENERAL curves.

Quality indicators based on the shape of The diode degradation and operation failure
static I-U curves of PN junctions are commonly result generally from uncontrolled technology
referred to as Transport Indicators. The definition of
a meaningfull set of transport indicators should be
based on such points of the 1-U curves, that can

indicate imperfections in technology and thus
possible degradation of the junction in future.
Several hundreds of GaAsP LED diodes, Si Zener
diodes, power diodes, etc, were thoroughly examined
for a period of several thousands hours. During the
examinations a vast collection of data was obtained.

/ :.8917Based on the data collection, three basic quality A
indicators were introduced and examined as follows: . sI

-the forward voltage UF1 for a defined current IF,,
-the reverse current Iju for a defined bias Upu, Fig.I Deviation of I-U curve caused by tunnel ci. rent
-the reverse voltage UW for a defined current IRI, (sample S3) and by volume leakage current (saonpie
the quantities U p, IRB being very dose to the S17). Sample S12 euhibits ideal I-U curve
junction breakdown.

The indicators description, mainly of UF), procedures or steps in semiconductor crystal groa'th.
and reasons for their choice are presented in the junction formation, surface treatment and packaging.
paper. Beyond the transport indicators, the noise They can produce imperfections such as additional
quality indicators were applied. They are described energy states in the forbidden gap, impurity
elsewhere (Ref,.1,2,3). The mazamum noise spectral distribution irregularities, local overdoped
density in forward direction Sum is used in this degenerated microregions in the junction, dusters of
paper to discuss the results obtained by application impurity atoms, dislocations, deviations from desired
of transport indicators UFp UBR. junction geometry, etc. Some of the imperfectioLr.

bring about additional charge carriers transports:
that can be observed on 1-U curves as deviation;

2. CARRIER TRANSPORT IN P-N JUNCTIONS from the curves idealfty. The nature of the carrie
"transports is discussed in the paper.The PN junction operation is base on -

kmown transport mechanisms: diffusion mechanism The additional charge carrier transportm
of Shockley, high injection mechanism (in forward were detected in several diodes. To demontratao
polarization), generation-recombination mechanism their effect on I-U curves, F'g 1 is provided. in it,
(in both forward and reverse junction polarization) curves of three GaAsP LED diodes are pklted.
and Zener and avalanche mechanisms (in reverse Brief inspection shows that regions of diffmior and
polarization). I-U curves of diodes with those high injection currents overlap at bias greater tha,
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appr. 1.5V. Solid line in Fig. 1 indicates function
,rp(U,/2kT), which governs the generation. 2.3 Reverse
recombination transport mechanism. Experimental
curve of diode S12 coincides with the function High impurity distribution irregularities, that
within the bias range O_5V to 1.45V. This curve is accompany certain technology techniques, affect the
the ideal curve. Deviation from ideality can be seen transition region width, which, in turn, determines
for diode S17 in the range from 0.4V through to LV the reverse generation-recombination current and, to
and for diode S3 below 1.45V. a certain degree, the avalanche breakdown voltage.

The surface and volume leakage currents cause
2.1 TLiana g in ovd W m io additional deviation of reverse I-U curves from

ideality. The quality indicators I'P and URS can
In the case of diode S3 one can assume that control effect of such flaws.

the current mechanism is of tunneling nature.
Electrons tunnel from local overdoped degenerate
microregions into unoccupied states in the depletion 3. REAL 1-1 CURVES
region. The tunneling is direct and it is accompanied
by nonradiative recombination. The asumption is The summary of individual current
based on the temperature variation analysis of the components, associated with mechanisms discussed
diodes, which was performed in temperature range above, is schematically indicated in Fig. 2. Tunnel
180C to 750 C. It shows that the current is current is indicated by curve 4, diffusion current by
independent of temperature. The probable origin of curve 3, generation-recombination current by curve
local overdoped microregions are dislocations, grown 2 and volume leakage current by curve 1. It is clear
from the junction boundary during the epitaxy from the picture, that the occurence of the tunnel
process. The dislocations enable access into the
transition region to a large number of impurity
atoms, thus forming overdoped P+N microjunctions. _. a

2.2 YolnmdrakM cuff cut

Sample S17 exhibits a deviation of f-U curve <

at lower bias. Corresponding current was
investigated by temperature variation analysis. It
follows, that the current is proportional to U, y> 1.
The nature of the mechanism involved could be U, Up,
explained by a model of two parallel circuit BiaIV
branches. One of them consists of PN junction itself
and the other of a PN junction (or metal- Fi2 Effect of tnnehng current on qualht
semiconductor contact) and an ohmic resistance in icator UFr Vome leak curent 1, gaw-n n-
series. The ohmic contact is nearly temperature recombiadon currment Z dffusion curetm A
independent. amneng curren 4.

Microcracs or other crystal imperfections
could be responsible for the ohmic resistance and, curent results in a bias drop for a preselceted
consequently, for the volume leakage current. On current FI,. Corresponding bias on curve 2 (or 3)
the other hand, formation of microscopic Schottky can be taken for the transport quality indicator. The
contacts, resulting from metal atoms transport along value of IF, should not exceed 100 ILA (as applied in
dislocations to the transition region, could be this paper). It could be even lower, generally within
accompanied with relatively high spreading the range 0.1 IpA to 100 pA.
resistance. The spreading resistance, which is
virtually independent of temperature, represents In a similar manner, the occurence of the
series ohmic resistance. volume leakage current can be controlled by au
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additional transport quality indicator, possiblylF2. Its 30
value should be low, below I nA. Diode examination
according to was not included in this paper. A

4. RESULTS. CONCLUSIONS -49
20 /°

For comparison of the sensitivity and .0 B , 52
efficiency of the indicators a set of 20 GaAsP LED --II41-.
samples was examined. The set was aged for a
period of 6000 hours. The results are presented in 941
Fig. 3,4,5, where only data for a group of typical p42
samples, same in all figures, are plotted. 10

C/
4.1 Tau=Windictorst ~-'53

The time variation of the UFI indicator is in 
50

Fig. 3.

155 0 20 4000 6000

140 -52 5 Fig.4 UM indicator for a group of samples of GaAsP
1 LEDs at lR = 100 uA

54

Z I of 1.40 Vat IF,= 1 W ILA. After 200 hours of rgini
:' CI1: the value of samples 43, 53 dropped and ie.t1. 1 samples joined the three former samples with low

~I%*.UFI.

The spread of values UFI in good sample.
.'" .ý4-1.5 is caused by non-uniformity in doping and,

L .9"-GW conscquently, by the depletion layer width. The timit
4 1 ." 'ý ,-evolution of this ensemble of samples shows an

42 interesting feature: average values quality indic' tom
.80 00 00 for high quality samples vary only slightly over the

whole aging period, whereas those for the othe-
lMih0w$ samples decreased considerably.

Fig.3 UFi indicator for a group of typical samples of The time variation of the 11M indicator for
GaAsP LEDs at I., - 100 la IRB - 100 ILA is giv in Fig. 4, where three groups

of samples can be distinguished. Groups A, B
proved to be stable during the aging process.

It followsthat three samples of the set Samples of group C exhibit soft breakdown and
exhibited considerably lower values of uF1, ranging their UR values are much lower than in groups A,
from .85 to 13 V (No 41, 42, 50) at the beginning B. During the aging process the UR. indicator
of the aging process. Seventeen samples had the decreased for certain samples. Samples, as No 53,
value UFIvery dose to the ideal (theoretical) value were good at the beginning of aging from the poeL
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of view of the indicator UFj, but not acceptable aging. After 200 hours of aging samples No 4:: and
from the point of view of the UpB indicator. These 53 also deteriorated. It is worthwhile noting that
samples exhibit excess noise in forward direction, as these two samples had high values of of Sum at the
mentioned below, beginning. Application of noise indicators seem to

be more sensitive to defects and degradation proce.,M•
4.2 Noise measurement and, thus, more efficient in quality predictions.

U,
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Fi45 Sum indicator for a group of samples of GaAsP
LEDs

In the course of the aging process the
maximum spectral density in the forward direction
SUM was measured. In Fig. 5 the time evolution of
SUu, measured across a load resistor of 10 ko, is
indicated. Two groups of samples can be
distinguishý. They are separated by a gap of at
least two decadic orders of magnitude. Inspection of
the sample numbers shows that results of transport
and noise measurements are closely related and
there is a strong correlation among indicators UFI,
U• and SUW Samples exhibiting low value of Up,
have low value of UjW and high value of St Good
samples exhibit high value of U1Fj and U,,, while

SU-I is rather low. From the point of view of
transport there are only three poor samples in the
set. (No 41, 42, 50) at the very beginning of the
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APPLICATION OF THE RELIABILITY DEFECT DENSITY CONCEPT
FOR

IC FAILURE RATE ASSESSMENT

P. De Pauw, G. Gallopyn, and L. Vandenbroucke
Alcatel Mietec, Westerring 15, B-9700 Oudenaarde.

ABSTRACT Defects can be caused by particles, but can viso
originate from material or processing anomalies.

In order to predict IC failure rate during IC lifetime, Examples are local gate oxide thinning or metal
one has to take into account the defected population, voids, but also scratches during wafer handling,
Methods in order to quantify this defected population probing and transport, occasional high ohmic vias,
are difficult to apply to high reliable integrated occasional weak wire bonds, surface asperities below
circuits and their manufacturing processes. T be thin oxides etc.
usefulness of the parameter "reliability defect density"
is explained for IC reliability prediction and As the technology margins become smaller and IC
assessment. As opposed to conventional methods die areas increase during the ongoing scaling
only one parameter for each failure mechanism is evolution, IC's become more vulnerable to
necessary in order to predict IC reliability, manufacturing defects. On the other hand, the

reliability targets on component level become
As an example the methodology has been worked out tougher. A failure rate as low as a few ppm / year is
for the reliability assessment of gate oxides. It is becoming a realisitic requirement in high reliability
shown how the "reliability defect density" can be markets. These trends necessitate the implementation
obtained from a simple constant voltage suress test of efficient (early) failure rate assessment methods.
or from available ramp voltage breakdown
measurement data. The proposed method is featured Conventional failure mechanism assessment
by a short test duration, a low overstress, and a methods, using a low number of test structures with
moderately large anotmt of large area test samples. relatively small area, focus on intrinsic phenomena,
Experimental ramp breakdown data for a practical i.e. wear-out of the IC. Although both useful and
technology are presented and analysed. Using the necessary for the characterization of new processes
measured reliability defect density, the oxide related during technology development, these methods fail in
pat of the IC failure rate is predicted for four different detecting present-day low defect densities. Reliability
use condions. requirements in some applications have risen

considerably. Since field return programs suffer from
high cost and excessive feedback times, methods are

1. INTRODUCTION required in order to assess the required defect levels in
tie wafer fab.

Extensive field return analysis programs (Refs. 1-2)
have investigated the IC failure modes occuring
during operation in the field. Although dependent on 2. FIELD FAILURE RATE ASSESSMENT
environmental and operational conditions, a general
picture is apparent : roughly half of the confirmed 21 IC failure raw model
failures can be attributed to electrical overtrese
(EOS/ESD) while the other half is waferfab or The set of failure mechanims possibly affecting the
assembly process elated. T1he waferfab and assembly reliability of integrated circuits, can be subdivided in
related failures can be subdivided into two main time dependent and stress event related failure
categories : "maverick" or "frea wafers due to mechanisms. The cumulative amount of failures of
operator error or equipment malfunctioning (e.g. an integrated circuit throughout its lifetime, Fidt),
metal thickness below specification, bad wire bond can be approximated as the sum of the cumulative
parameters applied, contamnation, ...), and small amount of failures of these individual failure
manufacturing defects. These defects must be viewed mechanism& as dese fractiom ae small in vitally
in a broad perspective : any localized physical all actical cass:
material unbomogenty which weakems a omponem.



Fic(f) - FEM(O) + lFTDD(t) + Fcot(t) +... a fraction of the total defected populatim, dependent
+ FESD + FTrCYCL +. (1) on the operational environmental and electrical

conditions. Consequently it must be possible to

For a time dependent failure mechanism i, the assess field failure rates with only part of the

cumulative amount of failures F,(t) can be wrinen as: information needed in the general model.

Fi(L.&) = Pdi. Fdi(t,6.) + (1-Pdi) Fm(tw) (2) Defining a parameter PA.OC) as :

With : PriIC) = Pdi . Fdwi(tuse) (4)

Fd,i(t): the cumulative distribution function for
the defected population (early failure
fraction) for failure mechanism i

Fji(t): the cumulative distribution function for FIc(t6de) - £ Pr'i(IC) (5)

the intrinsic population (wear-out
failure fraction) for failure mechanism i The parameter Pr.(iC) can be described using the

te: the effective operational time: concept of reliability defect density. The term
fus = 6t4. ACCi 11 DF "reliability defect density", as opposed to the well

Accr: the acceleration factor between test and known "yield defect density", has been introduced a
few years ago (Ref. 3) and this concept is also applied

use conditions for failure mechanism i in recent other studies (Ref. 4). While yield defects
'VF : the operational duty cycle factor of the cause integrated circuits to fail at the first electrical

application : '1DF = tON /(tON+tOFF) tests, reliability defects will cause failure later on
Pdd : the fraction of IC's containing a defect during operational life. Smaller defects e not causing a

for failure mechanism i: reliability fail are not included in this figure. While
yield defect density is relatively easily measurable,

For IC's, manufactured in well designed technologies efficient measurement methods in order to assess
with capable processes, the intrinsic failure fraction reliability defect density are lacking.
will be negligible during typical component lifetimes We define reliability defect density as the number of
(<25 years) at typical operating conditions (Tj < defects per unit area which would cause a failure for a
125°C). The field failures will consist predominantly specified failure mechanism during operation for a

of components of the defect related populatioa prescribed period of time under well defined
environmental and electrical conditions. This

pa)rameter is not only dependent on defect density, but
also on the operational environment and the studied

Nt thtntncsailyalo h opnnswt period ; defects that would cause failures in harsh

h environments might survive tader mild operationalan• internal defect will fail during operational life. conditions.

2.2 Glole t metd Using the oncept of reliability defect density, the
field failure rate assessment for a time dependent

Conventionally, assessment of the IC failure rate is failure mechanism then proceeds as follows:done by performing an accelerated life test. In order to

investigate one failure mechanism, dedicated test - calculation of test conditions : applied stress Stt
strxi m are used. After the ts all parameters of and Tim and test time 6,.These accelerated test
the model expre ssed by eq. (3) are determined by a
bimodal fit from the lifetest data: the global defected onditions should be equivalent to the componet use

fraction Pdj , and the shape and location parameters conditions. They are determined using theoretical or

of the failure distribution function F(t). For s l empirical acceleration models. Overstress is kept as
low as practically possible in order to minimize

defect densities, the sample sizes required are earot due to the lack of an established law which
impractically large, allows extrapolation of failure rates found at high

stress conditions during test to low suems conditions
2.3 Retishilot defect dMdiW ,cd during operation. The effective operational time tu,

The IC failure model described above rquire for e is to be derived from the required lifetime tz.k and the

failure mechanism the knowledge of the full operahinl duty ft= llDF:
distribution function. However in practice the
devices which appear as field failures constitute only t Me = ttIu. 'bDF (6)
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- Test structures: In order to assess low defect defects. Defects are modeled as localized oxide
densities, either an extremely large number of thinning. The relation between the breakdown time
conventional test structures, either a moderately large and the thickness of the remaining oxide Xeff is
number of large am test structures is needed. The expressed as follows (Ref. 8):
preferred approach is to use test structure areas as
large as practically possible, in casu existing yield tBD ffi . exp[ G.Xff / V. (10)
defect density stuctures.

with : tBD ."time to breakdown
- After application of the stress test, the number of Wt : effective oxidetkd ess

failing test structures is counted, and Pr,i(te~t) is Xff : effctive oxide thicknes

determined as the fraction of failing test stuuctures Vo0 : stress voltage

devided by the sample size. 'to: intrinsic breakdown time
G: field acceleration pammeter

- The reliability defect density under operational
conditions is determined, according to the well- Determination of G and r, fom each process is
known yield equation Y = 1 - P = 1 / (1 + D.A): impractical. As both parameters do not vary much

between similar processes, it is possible to rely on
Dri 1/ Acriti(tes) . Pri(test)/ (1 - Prj(trt)) (7) published data. Note that G ;-nd c, are both

temperature dependent. Typicai values at room
-FuiaLy, for any given ICand for failure mechanism temperature are -r. = 1.0x 10-11 sand G = 350
i, the failing fraction during lifetime, under the MV/cm (Ref. 9). Values at other temperatures can be
specified conditions, is determined as follows: calculated from formulas developed in Ref. 10. At

55*C these parameters have the values to = 3.0 x 10-
Prij(C) = (Dr,i A•i(IC)) / (1 + Dj .Ajt,i(Ic)) (8) 11 s and G = 325 MV/cm and at 125*C, to = 1.7 x

10-to s and G = 290 MV/ran.
In most cases Pr,ý(.) is small, and eq. (8) can be

approximated by: The smallest value of Xfl leading to no IC failures

Pr 4(I( (A. c) / A.M( 1e)) . P (9) during operational life, Xdf*, can be determined fromP,.iIc)- (,•,~l•• /A,•ie,0. P.i(at) (9) eq. (10) as follows:

As an example of this methodology, we explore the
use of oxide reliability defect density in the following us(
section. The technique can also be applied to assess X *f - . In[t./P0(Te)] (11)
the field reliability of metal interconnect (Ref. 5).G(T )

3.1.1 Conltntla mgetho:d
3. EXAMPLE: OXIDE RELIABILITY DEFECT

DENSITY In this test, the stress conditions, Vftu and T , ware
applied, during af tg.. At the end of

Available techniques in order to predict oxide the stress test, the failing fraction Pr,TDDB(tegt) is
reliability are constant voltage and ramped voltage, recorded. This failing fraction is the same a&, would
When the defected population of the gate oxide is occur during lifetime for an IC with the same gate
small, assessment of gate oxide reliability is oxide area, stressed with Vu and Time, during a time
impractical using conventional constant voltage
methods, while ramped voltage so far is not used to period The reliability defect density for the
predict gate oxide reliability. As gate oxide reliability failure mechanism TDDB, Dr,TDDB can be determined
steadily improves, while IC reliability requirements using eq. (7).
steadily increase, it becomes necessary to develop
methods suited for high reliability assessment. Applying equation (10) both to the stress test
Therefore we adapted both methods in order to make conditions and to the use conditions allows to express
them suitable for high reliability a m t

em as follows:

3.1 in t -M (12)
Gt'rJm.V,m

As acceleration model we selected the reciprocal field hI _o(T_) +_r
model combined with the 'effective oxide thinning"
concept (Ref. 8), which accounts for the presence ot Gfo).Vi
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This expression allows to determine tit. for the For oxides with excellent reliability, for small sample
given use conditions, and the selected stress test sizes, or for test structures of small area, the number

conditions Vum and T,,. of fails in the interval [Vuse. VsD*1 is small, or can

be even zero. In this case Pr.TDDO(test) can be

During constant voltage stress tests, we prefer to determined with a better accuracy by interpolation.
limit the electrical field to 6 MV/am as there may be The validity of this interpolation is shown below.
different physical mechanisms active at high and low

field stress (Ref. 7), For constant voltage test results, it is known that,
when the cumulative falling fraction versus taD is

3.1.2 Rampe voltage method plotted on log-normal or on log-Weibull paper, the
defect related and the intrinsic population fit a straight

In this test, a ramped voltage is applied at the line (Ref.6).
temperature Tien. The breakdown voltage of each lest

structure is recorded. The breakdown voltage, VBD*.

corresponding to an effective gate oxide thickness
X~e is determined. The breakdown voltage interval

[Vwe. VBD*1 correaOnds to the lifetime period, and 2
is called the reliability voltage interval. The failing
fraction PrTDDBn(ta,,)is detenined as•the number
fails occuring in the reliability voltaie interval
[Vuse, VBD*I, divided by the sample size.

Ramped voltage measurements data are avallable from Figure 1 Relation between in top and V8 D
measurements on yield structures on large amounts of calculated according to eq. (14).
samples, since this test type is frequently performed
Sduring technology development and as a yield From Ref. 10, we find the following relation between
monitoring test. Therefore it is logical to use these tBD and VBD:
data for reliability assessment purposes.

In tBD =C1 -VBD, IIn VBD +C21]+C3 (14)
A good approximation for the relation between the
ramp breakdown voltage VBD at a given ramp rate R,
and the effective oxide thickness Xeff is given by with t8D the time to breakdown under constant
andeeffective oivoltage stress, VBD the ramp breakdown voltage, and
(Ref. 10): C 1, C2 , and C3 constants. Eq. (14) is illustrated in

Xff - (13) figure I : a nearly straight line is obtained over the

VBD V
2

)D voltage interval [2V, 18V]. Therefore a linear

In [ I_ relationship between In tBD and VBD can be assumed

G(Tr,,) R . . G(TCiMj. XI and eq. (14) can be approximated by:

For a given value of Xeff = Xeff*, determined using in taD =C 4 • VED + C 5  (15)
eq. (1 I), VBD* can be solved from eq. (13).

Operaonal conditions @ 5.5V Test definitions @ Troon
I Period 7W tBD @10.5V VBD @5V1S

A 125 [0-11 100 782 11.4
Early B 125 10-11 5 118 10.6
Life C 55 [0- 11 100 128 10.6

D 55 (0-11 5 24 9.9
A 125 0-251 100 5960 12.3

Tot B 125 (0-251 5 900 11.5
Life C 55 [0-101 100 464 112

D 55 (0-101 5 86 10.5

Table I: Tea definition examples for conslaUt field stress tests (t1D) and ramp voltage
tests (VBD)
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Oerati! conditions @ 5.5V N well P well IC
Tj Period 11W Dr Dr FIC(t)

(60 ) (years) I ) (m- 2) (cm -2) (ppm)
A 125 (0-1l 100 0.80 0.36 101

Early B 125 (0-11 5 0.63 0.28 79
Life C 55 [0-lI 100 0.63 0.28 79

D 55 10-1i 5 0.50 0.22 63
A 125 10-251 100 1.04 0.45 129

Total B 125 10-251 5 0.83 0.36 103
Life C 55 10- 10J 100 0.76 0.33 95

D 55 [0-101 5 0.61 0.27 77

Table ll: Reliability defect densities for N and P weil gate oxide capacitors and
cumulative number offailures for an IC with a total gate oxide area of.0.2 mm 2

Consequently, when the cumulative failing fraction
versus VnD is plotted on lin-normal or on lin-
Weibull paper, the defect related and the intrinsic
population fit on a straight line. Therefore, in order
to determine Pr.TDDB(test) from a ramped voltage :
plot, linear interpolation with the data points outside
the reliability voltage interval is possible on lin-
normal or lin-Weibull paper.

3.1.3 Comarison between the Constant voltage and -. ....

the Ramned voltage method ....

The ramped voltage method has a big advantage over
the constant voltage method in that the measurement
data are readily available in many cases. Figure 2 Ramp voltage breakdown data for N- well
On the other hand, the accuracy of the ramped voltage b oxide capacitors (failurefraction vs. voltage)
method entirely depends on the accuracy of eq. (13).
This accuracy is not easy to assess.

For a gate oxide with a thickness of 17.5 nm and for
four typical use conditions, denoted as A. B, C, and
D, the corresponding stress test conditions were
calculated for a constant voltage test at 10.5 V
(corresponding with Enx = 6 MV/cm) and a ramped
voltage test at 5V/s ramp rate. The results are shown
in Table I.

3.2 Exnermental dat2 and discussion .
.. ... . . .. . . ....

A setofCMOS test structure capacitors was used as . .. .. . C C '
part of a yield monitor structure. Gate oxide thickness
is 17.5 Mn and the am of each capacitor is 1.0 am2. Figure 3: Ramp voltage breakdown data for P-well
The gate oxides are grown on N and P-wells. They gate oxide capacitors (failurefraction vs. voltage)
were processed according to a standard process flow. cea
Data was collected during a period of about 2 months. soxed as it is yield loss and will not reach the field.
About 10000 capacitors were subjected to a ramped Also the part of the population which survived at
voltage test during this time period. voltage compliance, due to probing problems etc.,

was removed from the data. The data am preseated in
The breakdown data are shown in figures 2 and 3 for a lin-noxmal chart, The defect related put in these
the N and P-well capacito.s respectively. In these experimental breakdown curves follows a straight

graphs the population failing below 5 V has been ine, in accudce to the theory developed above.
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As long as a few failures in the voltage range 5V - As an example the methodology has been worked out
15V ae present,.a reasonable fit within the reliability for the reliability assessment of gate oxides. It is
voltage interval is possible. In our case results of shown how the "reliability defect density" can be
acceptable accuracy could also have been obtained obtained fron a simple constant voltage sess test
with a considerably lower sample size. or from available ramp voltage breakdown

marm t data. The proposed method is featured
For an integrated circuit with a gate oxide area of 0.2 by a short test duration, a low overstress, and a
mm2, IC failure rates were determined, for the four moderately large amount of large area test samples.
selected use conditions A, B, C, and D. The results
are shown in Table U. Comparing the early failure Experimental ramp breakdown data for a practical
results for condition B, which is equivalent to 450 technology were presented and analysed. Using the
Hrs continuous operating time, to the long term measured reliability defect density, the oxide related
failure results for condition A, corresponding to 225 par of the IC failure rate was predicted for four
kHrs operating time, it is apparent that most oxide different use condions.
related field failures will occur in the first weeks of
operation for components processed in the evaluated
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